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Bruce Woolfe
BRUCE WOOLFE wiU always be remembered as the man to

whose initiative we owe the unbroken series of Secrets of
Nature films of which 1940 marked the twenty-first anniver-

sary. It would be impertinent for us to recapitulate for D.N.L.

readers the educational—let alone the aesthetic—value of the

series. These films, with the aid of Percy Smith's greenhouse-

Full of gadgets, have revealed to us, in a manner possible by no

other medium than the film, the secret and beautiful pattern of

natural growth, the terrifying and inevitable cruelty of the

biological pattern ; they have increased our knowledge together

svith our sense of wonderment ; and often enough they have

pointed a moral (not with Mr. Emmett's assistance) more con-

i'incing and at times more poetical than that of a fable by La
Fontaine. The Secrets of Nature (now called Secrets of Life)

films, from the first to tfie last, are still available to schools and

universities all over the world. So too are a number of strictly

educational films of which The Amceba and the Sea Horse are

probably the most famous. As Mary Field in another page of

this issue points out, Bruce Woolfe's services to British Films

are by no means confined to the Secrets of Nature series. For

many years he was virtually the only pioneer, the sole patron,

of a truly British film industry strugghng slowly out of a

cosmopolitan and by no means entirely honest tangle of

fortune hunters, disappointed journalists, financial manipulators

and the like. But the list of those who subscribed to a pre-

sentation salver given to him at a recent lunch shows that

his work is not unhonoured by men of endeavour and in-

telligence. It might well be claimed that, on the merits of

Secrets ofLife alone (and particularly because of their immense

prestige value abroad), a knighthood should be the least that

the nation should bestow on him.
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Mary Field

A coKKi si'uNDi M \srilCN: "ll would be a pity if. amid the

vsell-jUNlilied eclebration of Bruce Woolfc's elTorls, Mary

I leld's name were to be unmentioned. The directorial work,

the seriptmi: and editing, of the Secrets uj Life films are almost

entirely her work, and I would like at the least to pay a personal

tribute to her skill and energies. I remember the first time I met

her. I had been sent down to the VVelwyn Studios to hunt up

some material lor a film on (I think) tea; and it was into her

cutting room that I was ushered. I was the veriest tyro, and

hardly knew how to work a rewindcr, and I was terrified of this

august and famous figure who presented me with a pile of tins

alleged to contain the scenes I was seeking. Her abruptness,

however, was only the abruptness of an efficient and busy

woman, and she was kindness itself when I became entangled

and lost in a maze of cut-outs. Since then, I have seen much of

her from time to time in projects in which we were both con-

cerned, whether they were film production or chilly week-ends

at provincial film schools. She has always impressed me as

ha\ing that rarity—a mind both academic and imaginative

(do you remember They Made the LaiuH), and she undoubtedly

works harder (and with better results) than any other woman
1 have met in some years of film-making. I am sure I am
speaking for many others in saluting her skill, tenacity and

enthusiasm."

George Pocknall

MANY IN TUt: film industry will be grio\cd to hear of the

death of George Pocknall. He, in company with two other

wardens, was killed instantly by a bomb while on patrol duty

in the district in which he lived. He leaves a widow, three

daughters and a son.

George Pocknall has been principal cameraman for G-B.

Instructional since the formation of the Company, and was

associated w iih Bruce Woolfe at Boreham Wood as far back as

1920. His loss will be badly felt, as in addition to being a first-

class cameraman, he was an extremely efiicient scientific

instrument maker, and many were the improvements that were

worked out by him to make the studio apparatus more cflicient.

He served thrt)ughout the last war, which left his hciilth

somewhat undermined, but he stuck to his job in spite of his

disability. He brought to his wiirk a keenness and conscien-

tiousness which, together with his loyalty, was a rare com-

bination in these days.

His loss will be keenly felt by his ct>llcagues whoapprcciatcd

his man> qualities and whose iicartrdt sympathy will go out

to his widow and family in their tragic loss.

New Ministry Appointment

AKim K M ION IS loining the Ministry oi Information aN

Supervisor of Production and takes up his appointmenl on

January IMh. Ihe oflicc is a new one and all sections of the

film industry will be agreed on the desirability of ha\ing in an

authoritatiNc position m the Ministry som.,)nc who knows

not only how films can be used for informational purposes,

but knows also how films are made. FIton. w...- b»-f .n i,,v i.i.i

career in the script department of Gainsborough Pictures in \

1927, under Michael Balcon, later worked for the same

company on English versions of German features in Berlin

He was then trained in documentary production by John

Gricrson at the Empire Marketing Board Film Unit

and during the past twelve years he has directed or

produced films for the Post Oflicc, the Ministry of Labour, the

Gas Industry, the Oil Industry and a number of other interests.

Since the formation of Film Centre which Elton helped to

found, he has willingly borne the giant's share of the Centre's

work, his best known contribution being his ad\isory services

and production supervision to the Petroleum Films Bureau

and the Shell Film Unit, which he has developed into the

best technical film production organisation in the world.

Elton has long been recognised in official and industrial

circles as an expert formulator of film policies both in

regard to production and distribution. He has lately been

acting as associate producer for the Ministry o\' Informa-

tion on a number of films for both theatrical and non-theatrical

release. He represents shorts producers on the Films National

Service Sub-committee which is advising the Ministry of Labour

on deferment of military service, and lately has acted as Treasurer

to the Association of Cine-Technicians. Elton has edited, or

himself written, a number of successful books and pamphlets

which present scientific and mechanical principles \n simply

intelligible terms and has recently been clcxned a member

of the Royal Institution. His appointment to the Ministry

represents a \ery serious loss to Film Centre and to Docu-

mentary News Letter which he helped to found, for his official

position will not only make it necessiiry for him to sever his

connection with these two activities, but may prevent him from

continuing his invaluable contributions in many other film

fields. We believe, however, that his decision to accept the

appointment is a right one and has the support of his

colleagues. It is hardly necessary to add that we wish him

every success.

Training the Army
THL organisation already mentioned in D.N.L. December,

responsible for the production of technical and training films,

announces, in a Press hand-out. that 30 films are now in pro-

duction. Most are in the hands of civilian film pnxlucing

companies "so that the army training films will be of high

technical quality and of maximum instructional value". What

the hand-out does not mention is that most of the pnxluction

companies are working to technically inadequate scripts, and

are hampered at every turn by lack of understanding, and by

forests of red tape to an extent which makes proper film

production .iliiiost impossible.

I v>(» News I liters

vv I vviKoMi to the r.iiiks of film news-letters the first

numbers of ;V.Z. Film Letter and Documentary Fiht \cws.

The former is published by the Wellington Film Unit in New-

Zealand, under editor F. S. Andrews, the latter by the

Association of DiKumcntary Film Producxrs. Inc.. New York \
>M,,l,>r ,•.l>t.^^v R,Mi.-.« (;.ii»invui .«nH M.-^rv I <ivv
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SECRETS" 1919—1940
By MARY FIELD, M.A.

IT IS TWENTY-ONE years since Bruce Woolfe made the first

of the short nature films that, in the Secrets of Nature and

Secrets of Life series have been appearing steadily in the

cinemas of the world ever since. Considering the film business

is now about forty-five years old, two contradictory views can

be held about this twenty-one years' record ; the first, one of

surprise that there is no other such example of tenacity and

continuity of purpose to be found in the film world, either

here or abroad ; the second, one of equal surprise that, in as

brief a period as forty-five years, one type of picture can have

persisted for twenty-one of them. Either way, the record pro-

vokes surprise and can hardly be due merely to chance or

luck. Good reasons for the steady success of the "Secrets"

must exist and can probably be deduced from internal evidence

in the history of the films.

They had no planned beginning. During the Great War
Bruce Woolfe was temporarily "lost" by the British Army
and, until he was "found "again, put in a good deal of time

at a soldiers' institute where he came across a copy of Gilbert

White's "History of Selborne". He read it through two or

three times. When the war was over and he came back to

film-making at Boreham Wood, the country roads down which

he walked every day—for Boreham Wood was real country

then—looked difii"erent in the after-glow of Selborne. It was

as though his eyes were gradually opening and he caught

glimpses of a new and unguessed world about him. Animals,

birds, insects, plants, the bushes in flower, the pond by the

wayside, were no longer unidentified parts of the landscape

but were exciting entities with a secret life of their own. He
looked up books of natural history. He added to his essentially

unscientific knowledge. An ordinary walk was now a rich and
stimulating experience. It was an experience he wished to share.

He determined to make some nature films.

His production company was British Instructional Films

and it started its first "Secret" in 1919 with the life-story of the

garden spider. It was made by Charles Head, of whom Bruce

Woolfe had heard tell as a man who photographed insects.

Edgar Chance, at that time, was thrilling the world of naturalists

with his research work on the life history of the cuckoo. He
agreed to collaborate on a film about the cuckoo. Bruce

Woolfe himself, with an amateur colleciion of tanks in an old

army hut, succeeded in recording the life-history of the caddis

worm. The first three "Secrets" were made. But, as every one

in the film business knows, it is one thing to make a film and
another to find a distributor for it. All Wardour Street turned

down the "Secrets" as the sort of thing the public don't want
to see. The "Secrets" started their career as a flop and a flop

they remained until, in 1922, New Era films was started to

market a ^ther flop, Bruce Woolfe's Armageddon, the first of

all war films, which again the existing renters could not fancy.

Under Gordon (now Sir Gordon) Craig the New Era com-

pany was started to distribute both unwanted features and

unwanted shorts, and they were distributed to some purpose.

But three shorts were not enough for a series ; Craig needed six.

Three more were hastily added from material that could be

collected quickly. Skilled Insect Artisans, Infant Welfare in the

Bird World, and the first Zoo secret. Hands versus Feet. So

Set No. 1 was launched into the cinemas of Britain.

And were they the sort of thing the public didn't want to

see? They were not. In their first year, 1 922, five sets of "Secrets"

were made and distributed—thirty reels in all. 1923 saw another

thirty released. Faster than they could be made they could be

marketed. Charles Head and Oliver Pike, who had both helped

on the first series, worked against time to get the pictures out.

So did everyone in British Instructional Films. So did every-

thing to do with Secrets of Nature —except nature. That kept

on at its accustomed pace. As a result few of these early films

dealt with any story taking a longer period than four to six

months to develop ; there was no time then for long or com-

plicated life histories.

Sixty nature films in two years temporarily glutted the

market. No one at that time could believe in a continuous suc-

cess for the series and, rightly enough, they had been deter-

mined to make the most of what they considered a temporary

boom. So, 1924 saw only six "Secrets" produced and, in 192'5,

no new subjects were added to the series. This luU was partly

due also to the fact that British Instructional had moved to a

far larger studio at Surbiton, and other and larger production

plans occupied the staff". For 1926 is a turning point in the

history of the British film business and marks a change also in

Secrets of Nature. So with the series of 1924, the first period

of the "Secrets", comprising sixty-six subjects in all, may be

said to be over.

These first sixty-six had been made with an old Prestwich

camera, and later with a wooden Debrie. Under Bruce Woolfe's

LMTifying supervision, skilled naturalists, and camera men
who hardly knew a sparrow from a chicken, had worked on the

series. The pictures were edited in the style typical of the old

"interest" films; one scene, one title, though one or two

sequences, such as the fight between the scallop and the star-

fish, were well cut. To give variety they were printed on every

kind of tinted stock imaginable, so that some reels looked like a

roll of oddments from the ribbon counter. The old ortho-

chromatic negative gave practically no sense of texture to the

subjects; but everx.film was alive and vital, fuU of drama, was

utterly unscientific, and each carried out the originator's aim

—

to interest peop':".,in the world of nature about them. In short

they were grand entertainment.
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1926 saw the bceinnings of a British film revival. A scheme

\sa>> put forward for men from the unisersities to become

apprentices in the lihn business. Under this scheme Arthur

Woods, Ralph Smart. Frank Wells, and l.dvvard Baird came

to British Instructional Films. In 1927 Anthony Asquiih

joined the company to make Shoori/ti! Stars, w ith J. O. C. Orton

to help on scenario. Cedric Hardwickc worked at Surbilon to

make his first film St-lson. Barkas brought back Palaver from

VSest Africa. That strange and provocative film Bolihar was

produced, it was in this period of creative activity that two

recruits joined the British Instructional f'ilms staff and be-

came associated with the "Secrets"— Percy Smith and myself.

Smith had already worked for years on microscopic and plant

photography, but had never been able to market his remark-

able productions. I knew nothing of films but came straight

from London University with a first-class training in historical

research which had taught me to present a reasoned and

coherent story from a chaotic mass of material. Although quite

ignorant of natural history, among other odd jobs I was

allowed, in the true British Instructional Film tradition, to try

my hand once at editing one of the 1926 "Secrets". I have

been editing them ever since, in between every other kind of

him production activity. I believe I still bring to the job my
original abysmal ignorance and ingenuous curiosity.

So the twelve "Secrets" released in 1926 saw a development

in editing and a ditTerent quality of photography, for Smith

photographed what knowledge taught him must be there, and

not what he happened to sec. Under his influence the "Secrets"

proved deeper and were more detailed than in the past. He
contributed five of the 1926 "Secrets" including the Life of a

Plant and his first mosquito film The Gnat. Among the other

seven was Captain Gilbert's exquisite Golden Eagle.

The atmosphere of creative activity in the studios had its

elTect on the "Secrets". Now, as silent films approached their

/enith, titles were eliminated until, as in Berlin, they finally

vanished altogether. At this time the long explanatory titles

disappeared from the "Secrets". They began to become films

that told their own story in pictures. As a result they needed

more careful planning and production. In 1927 twelve more

appeared, of which Smith contributed seven. In I92S came a

second lull, similar to that of 1925. The twenty-four films re-

leased in less than two years had temporarily satisfied theatrical

demand. Life histories were taking longer to plan and

to produce. New editing demands often meant that two

years had to be taken over a subject. ,\nd. in I92S, the

Company was occupied in moving to the new studios at

W'elwyn.

At Welwyn British InstructiiMial Films continued its pioneer

way. There was collaboratiiMi with Svcnska in the productiiMi

of feature films. There was collaboration with German units

both in feature productions at Welwyn. with German and

British artists, and in India where British Instructional Fi'ms.

Li. I. A..and an Indian unit jointly produced the exquisite pic-

tures .S/iira: and 7/i/ou of Due. Waller Summers returned from

North Africa with the arresting silent version o\' Patrol. Ihe

distributing company Pro Patria had a monopoly for the

distribution of Russian films in this country. In this inter-

national atmosphere six new "Secrets" appeared in 1929 »if

which Scarlet Runner and Co. became a classic, while Spring--

time at the Zoo was a pioneer editing job.

But all these activities were arrested by the appearance and

instantaneous success of talking films. Probably no other

production company in Britain was caught with so much big

silent production on hand as British Instructional Films. There

were some "Secrets" being made, but editing on them was

immediately suspended.

Then, in 1930. Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford made
the first talking Shakespearean film. The Taming of the Shrew.

The press show was to be a great occasion, but. incredible as it

seems now. there was no sound-short to run l-)efore it. Bruce

Woolfe was apjiealed to. Could he let the organisers have a

sound "Secret"^' He could. So the film had to be made at lop

speed, w ith no tradition to go on, in editing or commentary,

and no time to evolve theories. .\ commentator was discovered

in Victor Peers, then on the production staff. The technical

problems with a new and untried sound equipment involved

working all night. William Hodgson, famous conductor of the

Marble Arch Pavilion orchestra, wrestled with planning his

music to fit the three hundred foot lengths that were all the

laboratories could cope with. There were no moviolas or

synchronisers for cutting, and judgment or lucky guesswork

took their place. The result was the sweei-pea film Peas and

Cues that stole the press show.

The "talking" Secrets enjoyed a boom. Twenty-four were

distributed in the same year. 1930. twelve in 1931. But the

complete disappearance of the sub-title made editing and con-

tinuity far more diflicult than in silent versions, and the de-

mands of the editor on Smith. Gilbert. Head. Pike and Higham

became even more exacting. In the studios the standard of

experiment in sound was high. Asquith tried out new theories

in Cottage on Dartmoor and Tell England. Aafa Films brought

their lovely film .Avalanche, with its complicated German track,

to have an English sound version made. Villiers brought back

Windjammer from his voyage round the Horn. Waller Creigh-

ton, pacing up and down the studios, bent on big production,

casually produced the exquisite Southern .April whose sound

track, eight years too early, did all The /?/»<r ever aimed at. and

more. Rotha came to try his hand at Contact. Lcgg and

J. B. Holmes started their film work at Welwyn. No wonder

the commentaries of the "Stvrets" of this period contain every

experiment in sound that could be devised, including one of

the earliest and most complicated attempts at synchroniscJ

musical cutting in Daily Dozen at the Zoo, and blank verse in

Plants of the L nderworld.

By this time camera equipment for nature films had hejomc

more complicated. Newman-Sinclairs began to take the place

of hand-turned cameras and the pace in using innumerable

tripods, lenses and gadgets was set by Walter Higham. a

wealthy amateur, whose photographv certainly amply repaid

the money he invested in equipment. Percy Smith alone con-

tinued to disregard equipment, and. given expensive new

cameras, would gut them and. by adding a few pieces of mec-

cano and oddments from Mrs. Smiths work basket, vastly

improve their performance.

The upheavals oi the film world broke up the old British

Instructional Filrn group in 1933. The feature production staff
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were all immediately snapped up by other companies, where

each one has made his mark. The shorts production staflf were

offered support as a separate entity by Isidore Ostrer, and so

Gaumont British Instructional came into being. The title

Secrets of Nature, being the copyright of British Instruc-

tional Films, the nature films of the new company were entitled

Secrets of Life, but this latter and correct name seems

rarely used.

Gaumont British Instructional was formed primarily to pro-

duce instructional films, and theatrical productions such as the

"Secrets" were a deviation from the Company's general rule.

There now developed a new and scientific series of nature films

known as the G.B.I, biology series which are often confused

with the "Secrets'". These biology films are highly scientific

instructional films produced under the direction of Professor

Salisbury, Dr. Julian Huxley, Mr. Hewer and other masters of

their subject. Though photographed by the same photo-

graphers as the "Secrets", they have been edited by J. V.

Durden, and very little material is interchanged between the

two series. Yet the two kinds of film are badly mixed in people's

minds since both are loosely called G.B.I, nature films; and

this leads to much unfounded criticism such as that Fasciola

has no entertainment value or that The Tough 'Un is too

frivolous for instruction.

Higham and Gilbert gave up nature cinematography.

Charles Head died in 1938. The gaps they left were substituted

by GoodliflFe and Durden, each with a definite contribution to

make. Hodgson continued to supervise the music of the

"Secrets", most of which has recently been composed by Jack

Beaver. Various commentators were tried after Victor Peers

was no longer with the unit, but no one was used exclusively.

In 1937 Gaumont British suggested their news-commentator

Emmett might be tried as commentator. His first efforts, he

himself readily agrees, were completely foreign to the pictures,

but gradually, as he was drawn into the production group, his

style of commentating the "Secrets" changed, until now only a

prejudiced listener can deny that his commentaries to such

films as Shadow in the Stream, Babes in the Wood, and The

Tough ^Un are brilliant examples of commentaries that are an

integral part of the picture. Disbelievers should see the slight

divergences between the commentary as written for "E.V.H."

and the commentary as he records it. The "Secrets" always

have been popular entertainment, conforming closely to

theatrical demands, shortening when Silly Symphonies set

the length of "shorts" at about five hundred feet, lengthening

to a full thousand when longer films were needed, quickening

the tempo as feature films quickened, talking when talking

films were demanded, and in 1 939 bursting into Dufaycolor when
there seemed to be a demand for coloured films. As colour is

expensive and earns no more than black and white, the

"Secrets" very practically are reverting to black and white. Six

new films are now in preparation, photographed by Smith,

Pike and Durden, as Goodliffe is too busy to participate this

year. War or no war, film crisis or no film crisis the "Secrets"

go on.

Now why? Partly because, supervised by Bruce Woolfe, they

are always good, well-made jobs, with nothing skimped,

nothing done carelessly. Partly because their production is

amazingly elastic, new personalities and new ideas being wel-

comed, so that the films are seldom repetitive or reminiscent of

past work, either in subject, design or technique. Partly be-

cause, except for three years, 1934-1937, they have always been

produced in the midst of active theatrical film production and

conform closely to current theatrical requirements, which con-

formity again prevents rigidity of form. Partly because,

although correct in detail, they are not made by experts or

scientists, but by ordinary people for ordinary people and are

therefore not dull, opinionated, high-brow or condescending.

The "Secrets" always pre-suppose an unwilling audience that

has to be coaxed and lured into opening its eyes to what is

going on in the world apart from the cinema, the works,

the shops, the home. They are made with enjoyment for

people to enjoy unquestioningly, as Bruce Woolfe once

enjoyed Selborne. That enjoyment, that is to be shared

by producers and audience, appears to be the secret of the

"Secrets".

SECRETS OF LIFE
A List of the films produced in this Series since the publication of Secrets of Nature, by Mary Field and Percy Smith

(Faber and Faber, 1934.)

t Titles in italics indicate non-theatrical versions. '" The 1939 series are in colour.

1934 Thistledown

Thistle^

Lupins

Life Cycle of a Plant

Queer Diet

How Plants Feed

Baby on the Rocks

Buzzard

Home from the South

Warblers

We are Seven

Great Tits

Living Lies

Looper Caterpillars

Wake Up and Feed

Feeding Time at the Zoo

Mixed Bathing

Washing Time at the Zoo

Hedgerows

Life in the Hedgerows

He Would a Wooing Go
The Frog

Butterflies and Nettles

Tortoiseshell Butterfly
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sk(:ki:i> (M lmi: (cuntinnid)

New CJcnoration

Si'cil PrucliHlion

Safety lirst

Self Di/i'iuc hy Plains

Fish f ace

Fails ahout Fish

Life in the Balance

Inlcnk'pcmlciUi' of Foml Life

Ka\cn()iis Roger

H<>:^ir the Raven

Home in the Valley

Sparrow Hank

1936 London Visitors

Bkukheaileil Cull

Tawny Oul

Story of Fanny Owl

Saw fly

Life Cycle of SawJIy

Rock Pools

Life on a Rocky Shore

Ebb Tide

Murine Sand Animals

Community Life

Wood Anis

Home Lite in the Marshes

Island and Shore Builders

Catch of the Season

Developnienl of the Froul

Living in London
London Pigeon

The Tough 'Un

Fhe Dandelion

Three Wicked Sisters

( Theatrical t'frsion only)

Kings in Exile

King Penguins

Far and Wide
Seed Dispersal hy Wind
Seed Dispersal hy Burial

Seed Dispersal by Animals

Seed Dispersal by Fruit exploding

See How they Run
Animal Movements

Perky Cockney

London Sparrow

1939* Father of the Family
( Theatrical \ crsion only)

Old Blue
{Theatrical Venion only)

Over and Under
{Theatrical lersion only)

Ducks and Drakes
( Theatrical Version only)

Home in the Heather Water Baby
Emperor Moth ( Theatrical Version only)

Two Little Orphans
( Theatrical Venion only)

Swan Song

Fhe Swan
Housepainter

( Theatrical Version onh i

OPEN LETTER
l() MI,

FILM INTERESTS
WORLDS PRESS NEWS announces the introduction

of a regular fortnightly column devoted to Documcntarv

I ilms and the use of the Silver Screen as an advertisinu

and publicity medium hy the Ciovernment and by Hiu

Business.

This column is written hy an expert ; crisply, aulhoriti-

tively, knowlcdgably. You will he interested in his vic\\>

and comments.

Far-seeing advertising men recognise thai in the

puhlicilv field, the documentary film has an increasinuK

impi>rl.int role to play and WORLD'S PRIiSS NEWS
is glad lo render this extra ser\ice to ad\eitisinK.

F.verv I liiirs(l;n— Price (xl.

\\()RII)^S PRISS MWS
li: I iltir I :inr. I .( .4

SIGHT A\D SOL \D

Should the Fihn

Industry be

Nationalised?

( )Kl)i K V HIK W i\ 11 K \IIMH1 1< \()\\
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FILMS OF THE MONTH
THE GREAT DICTATOR

IT IS probable that if British military experts had

had the choice of fifty old destroyers or the new

Chaplin film as America's initial contribution

to the war effort, they would still have chosen the

destroyers. Which is a sad commentary on the

military mind, but an unconscious tribute to

Chaplin.

The Great Dictator is just about the only good

thing that has come out of this war so far. It may
be some time before its qualities can be finally

and exactly assessed, but in the opinion of this

reviewer Chaplin has achieved a triumphant

toiir-de-force that will play a not inconsiderable

part in shaping the ideas of millions who to-day

are groping their way towards the better world.

It is this message of hope for the future that

comes out so much more strongly in The Great

Dictator than in any previous Chaplin picture.

Some critics have complained about Charlie's

speech in the last sequence, his impassioned

oration to the people of the world to unite. But

it is precisely this speech which marks Chaplin's

tremendous stride forward over all his previous

films. In the past he has been content to indicate

a vague, diffused better land where little tramps

will not be kicked around by cops and bullies.

In The Great Dictator he summons us to action

—he calls on us to fight for that better world

with every strength of our being. His call has

nothing to do with phony patriotisms or with

one group of nations against another. It is a

call to the people everywhere
—

"Jews, Gentiles,

Black men and White men"—and the future

generation, if not this generation, will applaud

his courage. For not one out of a hundred of our

contemporary intellectuals has had the guts to

do the same.

Mark this point carefully

—

The Great Dictator

is something far more than a satire on Hitler and

Mussolini. It is a protest and a call to action

against all the bullies and tyrants of this world,

and we will do well to remember that some of

them are a great deal nearer home than Ger-

many and Italy.

Millions of oppressed people will have cause to

thank Chaplin for this film—and not least the

Jews. Chaplin himself is not, I believe, a Jew

but he has no illusions about the causes of anti-

Semitism. He knows that the Jews in Germany
and elsewhere are persecuted, and racial pre-

judice inflamed, as a deliberate policy of rulers

to distract the attention of the people from their

real grievances. And he is not afraid to say so,

and to say it so forcefully that only a scoundrel

or a cretin could fail to grasp the truth of it.

And that took courage too.

Chaplin makes of Hitler a pathetically futile

figure who wants so much to believe that he is

the ordained Lord of the Universe and strives so

desperately to live up to the role. His life is one

long frustration. When he wants to invade

Austria he finds that Mussolini is one jump
ahead. So Mussolini is invited to Berlin and

everything is staged to give him an inferiority

complex. It is in this sequence that Jack Oakie

gives the performance of his life. He plays

Mussolini as a titanic, jovial bluffer who reduces

Hitler to a state of hysterical despair. It is doubt-

ful if there has ever been a more brilliantly in-

spired comedy sequence than the interview

between the two dictators and the subsequent

custard-pie tornado.

Henry Daniell contributes enormously to these

sequences in the role of a combined Goebbels

and Ribbentrop. He turns in a masterly perform-

ance, Satanic and cynical, conveying with every

gesture the consciousness of his own importance.

Whereas Billy Gilbert's Goering is mostly just

a buffoon, Daniell is all the time the sinister

influence behind the scenes.

All this time Chaplin, in his other role as the

little Jewish barber, has been eking out a painful

existence in the Ghetto, constantly at the mercy

of storm-troopers waging incessant pogroms.

Because he insists on fighting back when perse-

cuted he wins the love of Paulette Goddard who
spends m.uch of her time hitting the chief storm-

trooper (Eddie Gribbon) over the head with a

frying-pan. Between dodging storm-troopers he

shaves petrified customers to the rhythm of a

Brahms Rhapsody.

Always he is the symbol of ordinary decent

humanity wanting only to live in peace and

friendliness with their neighbours. Eventually

he is put into a concentration camp. From this

he escapes only to be mistaken for the Fiihrer

himself. And the Fiihrer is mistaken for the

escaping prisoner, beaten up and lugged off to

the concentration camp. So the Jewish barber

unwittingly gives the order to invade Austria,

and then learns that he must speak in the role

of Fiihrer to a crowd of millions waiting to

acclaim him.

It is now that Chaplin speaks for himself, and

it would be grudging for anyone to complain

that by doing so he steps out of character. The

oration is delivered with an eloquence and a

sincerity that will hold any audience spellbound.

It is the voice of the people—not the voice of the

nauseating little man of the Strube cartoons

—

but the voice of the people to whom the future

belongs.

The function of film is to inspire men as well

as to entertain them: Chaplin deserves the

gratitude of us all.

OUR TOWN
Hollywood has made some strange

films in its time—but none stranger than

Our Town. Disregarding the convention that

nothing should be done to make the audience

conscious of the screen—disregarding the for-

mula for box office that you should only give

people what they are accustomed to, Sol

Lesser, producer of Rainbow on the River . . .

and Sam Wood, director of Marx Brothers

and Mr. Chips, have plunged into the wide open

spaces.

They have borrowed liberally from document-

ary technique—they have a commentator who
appears on the screen—they have direct inter-

views with the townspeople. At times you could

almost imagine you were watching Housing

Problems or Front Line, except the actors of

Our Town are not as good or true as Mrs.

Arkwright or the Mayor of Dover. And finally

the whole film is about people and how they live.

It is a pity they chose the newspaper editor's and

the doctor's families as the main characters and

not the common people who make up a small

town, but it can't be helped. I find the story they

tell and the way they tell it, one of the most

pleasant films I have seen for a long time.

But for some reason the film has a vague dis-

honesty. I don't know what it is—but it is there.

Whether it is that the film deals with only one

side of people's lives—with only a little of the life

that goes on in and around the two houses—and

disregards most of the important things—I don't

know, but it does ring with a faint dishonesty.

At the same time you get a feeling of uplift. I

have never felt it before, and I certainly didn't

expect to feel it through a film, but when the girl

is going through her past life, I suddenly felt

"Hallelujah, up with the good life—Hallelujah,

blessed are the humble, meek and mild—the

pure—those that mourn—Hallelujah, blessed are

those that steal—those that are taken in adultery

—that covet their neighbour's ass and his ox,

and anything that is their neighbour's". It is a

peculiar film.

There are a lot of pleasant sequences and

people. The milkman is a charming old soul and

he is about the best observed character in the

film. His old-fashioned milk pail with the measure

in the lid—and the fact that he never keeps books

but keeps his accounts in his head. The town

organist and drunkard is a bit unreal—morose

drunks that drink alone and insult everyone are

about as rare as eggs. Drinking seldom takes

people outside a society—it usually brings them

in, but I don't know American small towns— it

might be true. I have even heard rumours that

Americans spend their evenings sitting in soda

fountains.

There is a very fine sequence in which Thomas

Mitchell gives his son a talking to. Some people

may not like it, but I found it very true to life

—

father giving his grown son a talking to—very

difficult—if he is too tough his son may say go

and chase yourself—his son is pretty big and

tough—so he gives him the old sob stuff

—

which practically every young man has had done

on him by father, mother or some elder person,

and the result seems usually to be the same—the

young man knows that it is all stupid but bursts

into tears.

It is a peculiar film but a good one. The play

finished with the girl dying—the film makes one

concession to box office—she doesn't die but it

doesn't matter, the film gets over its story that life

is pleasant. The girl had nearly to die to get a full

understanding of the values of ordinary things

round her. It's something the same during a war.
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Week ending
March ol Time. 6«h Ye«. No. 7

'""iailer'i'hciirc. Muncr, -tcr IHth News Thcairc. Ncwcastle-«.n-T)i>c
Taller Theatre. Manchester

Every K.c
Ncw^ Theatre, Lec^l^ :5lh March ol Time, oa t-'oreisn News Froais

News Theatre. Nollinitharn
Ferdinand the Bull

Taller New* Theatre, Vcwc«Mle-uii. I snc Ith Medical Miracles
News Theatre. Lcols

Fi^inK in H>»iii Taller Theatre, MaiKhcsicr
Taller Newsrecl Theai re, Newcastle-. n-Tync 18th

avel InlcrcM) News Mouse, N.>iiinchafn
New* Theatre. Nc«ca ile*n-Tync
The Tatler Theatre. C 18th PUs males from Uild

News H.mse, N.>tliniihani
Glimpus of Autlralia.

Tuiler New^reel Thcai re, Newcastle-^ n-Tyne 25th Point o( V«s. No. »
News Theatre. Lcc«J<

GoinB Places No. 78
Taller Newsreel Theai c, Newcastle-. n-Tvne 4ih Po«-Wo»

Coins Place* No. 79
Taller NewwccI Ihcji c. Newcastle-. n-lyne I8ih

The News H.mse, NottuiKhani
Goldilocks and the Three Bean

Taller Ncwsreel Thcai c. Newcastle-on-Tyne 18lh Road in India
News Theatre, Ncwcastle-sin-Tync

Home Movies (Bcnchley
Taller Newsreel Theat c. Newcastle-. n-Tyne lllh Sailors without Lnilorm

News rheaire, Newcasae-..n-Tsne
Ice Cultcrs

Tatler Ncwsreel Thc.ii c. Newcastle-.!n-Tyne l.Mh Screen Snapshots No. SS
Taller News Theatre. Ncwcastle-on-1 >

The News' Theatre, N •wcastle-<.n-T> nc 4th See Your Doctor (R. Benchlcy Comedy)
Taller Theatre, Chester

Keyboard Taller Thcairc. Manchester
News Theatre, Ncwca ile^n-Tync lllh

Ships thai Pass
Land oi Alaska Nellie New^ Theatre. Ncs»ca»tlc-s.n-Tync

lallcr Ncwsreel. New^ ..sile ISlh

Silent Wints
Madeira, Me ol Roman. News Theatre, Newcaslle-on-Tyne

lallcr Ncwsreel The. re. Newcastle-. n-r>nc 41 h
Sink or Swim

Man Made Island NewT Theatre. Leeds

Further Appreciation of our feature on
Documentary Flints appearing in the

''KINEMATOGRAPH WEEKLY''
The Leading Journal of the Film Industry

.Ministry of Inti>rmnti.in,

.M,ilct Street. I,.md.>n. W.C.i

I li,ivc tound this verv interesting.

.1 1 ;im sure il will serve .i valuable

rp.isc. I hclievc there is a gnnvinij

J important field tor docuincntary

ns in the oversea Empire.

Vourn faithfully.

II. V. HODSON.

Published

r/iursJciy

Ministry of Food.
Neville House,

Page Street, S.W.i

DhlAR SIK,

Thank you lor the copy ol' your
special supplement dealing with the

preparation and exhibition of propa-
ganda and documentary films.

I should be very glaid to receive a

regular copy ot vour supplement for

my .nvn information.

Y.-iini faithfully.

A. p. I'KTFIRS.

lai^
nvitrntxinh

WEEKLY

Lcnsbury Clul'.

Broom Roa J.

.

Tcddingtor.

DEAR .MR R,\Y.MF.NT.

1 am very glad to hear that y. i.

pniposc making a monthly fcatur;

of the supplement, and 1 wish y. ;.

ever)- success with it.

Yours sincerely.

A. WOIJCOFF.

.\siatic Petrisleum Comp.n

85 Lotig Acre

London, W'Ci
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS

We've Got to Get Rid of the Rats. Production:

Strand for M.O.I. Direction: James Carr. Dis-

tribution: Theatrical. 5 minutes.

THE MEMORY of my acutc dislike of tiie Pied

Piper persists to this day and I now perceive that

it was due less to his callous treatment of human

beings than to the cruel deceit which he prac-

tised upon the rats. For this film shows that the

rat-catcher need not be an inhuman monster.

The campaigns of the Dalton family against rats

date from 1710 and compared with the mas-

sacres for which they have been responsible the

single toin- cle force of the Pied Piper ranks only

as a street skirmish. Yet after seeing Jimmy

Carr's We've Got to Get Rid of the Rats my affec-

tion for the Daltons soars as high as my con-

tempt for the Hamelin kerb musician remains

low. The reason is that the Daltons clearly feel a

proper respect for the raf, a respect not unmixed

with sympathetic affection.

As Bill Dalton harangues us from the screen

like a drill sergeant faced with a particularly

sorry bunch of recruits, it is apparent that he does

not fancy our chances in the war with the rats.

He knows rats. In fact he prefers them to us.

And why not? There they are, intelligent, precise,

and pursuing with a fastidious grace the maraud-

ings which illustrate Bill's commentary. And
there are we, shivering and shuddering with

horror in our seats at the mere image of enemy

activity. Yet Bills tells us all he knows about

killing rats. He gives us the full benefit of thirty

years' experience of his own and of generations

of Daltons before him in pitting the wits of man
against the wits of the rat. Bill is a cockney with

a sense of humour and fairplay who doesn't care

a damn for anyone (or for cameras and micro-

phones), and he thinks that if the rats can con-

tinue, in spite of all our efforts, to destroy our

national wealth to their own tune of millions of

pounds a year, well then they deserve to stay on

their expensive mixed diet, and good luck to 'em.

For Bill has had a lot of good times with rats.

Coal Front. Production: G.B.I, for the M O.I.

Direction: Francis Searle. Distribution: M.O.I.

Non-T. 10 minutes.

Coal Front is a simple instructional film on

mining, made mostly from bits of other films,

plain commentary and no music or natural

sound. An attempt has been made to give it

a wartime reference by stuff in the commentary

about exports, credits and the value of coal to

industry, but in the main it is simply expositional.

On these lines it is quite successful, but surely

there was a much better film here to be made.

The purely technical aspects of mining are all

very well, but the real story lies in the miner

and his life. And, on the technical side, only

one way of working a mine is shown : some indi-

cation should have been given that this is only

one of several methods. Mechanical cutters

are far from popular with miners owing to

their noise, masking the usual pit danger

signals—creaking of pitprops and so on.

And if a great point is going to be made of

the fact that miners have their own
checkweighman to watch their interests, the

most elementary justice would insist that it be

pointed out that they pay him themselves.

Ulster. Production: Strand Films. Producer:

Alex Shaw. Director: Ralph Keene. Camera: Jo

Jago and George Noble. Commentary written by

St. John Ervine and spoken by Robert Mac-

Dermott. Music: Richard Addinsell. 2 reels.

Distribution: T. and Non.-T. 20 minutes.

MATERIAL of a really well-shot travelogue about

Ulster in wartime has been made, by ingenious

and imaginative use of scissors and sound, into

a warm and sympathetic documentary. Addin-

sell's musical score adds much to the film, with

its haunting melody sung by a female voice, and

appearing again and again in conjunction with

visuals of the continuing and basic process of

the tilling of the soil. There are some very lovely

shots of the linen mills and, as usual (and, one

supposes, inevitably), some very boring shots of

troops marching, Robert MacDermott's Ulster

accent adds an air of great authenticity to a

rather routine commentary by St. John Ervine.

Man or Machine? (Point of View No. 9.) Pro-

duction: Spectator. 19 minutes.

Man or Machine? is quite easily the best Point of

View we've had so far. The theme is mass-

production, and for once in this series we do get

a sight of the real arguments in the case, and are

not fobbed off with the usual evasions. The two

sides are, on the whole, quite fairly presented.

First, craftmanship, its products expressions of a

man's skill, the work a real satisfaction for the

craftsman. Second, mass-production with its wide-

spread provision of cheap goods for everyone,

more leisure for the workers, but a stultifying

and monotonous routine in its factory principles.

And, thank heavens, it's all new shooting, and

very well done at that, no library stuff at all that I

could see.

The trouble is that a short film of this sort does

not get down to the basic argument underlying

all the rest, which is quite simply that mass-

production, that is, communal production, calls

for communal consumption. That is the real

problem. We all know really that there can be no

going back to the old individual craftsmanship

:

mass production, like it or not, is here to stay.

But it calls for a clear orientation of thought, the

need for which is brought^ut very well by the

interview with the two girls working in a mass

production factory. One says she hates the job

as it's all routine. You don't have to think! At

once we sympathise with her, a frustrated indi-

vidual. The other says she likes the job as it's all

routine, you don't have to think, and can talk or

sing with the other girls ; and once again we sym-

pathise, knowing that her relations with the

other girls is something much more important

than the individual frustration in her job. We
know that in the future no one will be able to ob-

tain individual satisfaction and happiness apart

from the community. In other words the signifi-

cance of mass production is not the multiplication

of cheap goods in Woolworths for personal use

only, compared with the craftsmanship the rich

can buy for their personal use, at their own
exclusive shops; it is the fact that communal
production has made available to everybody,

where they behave as a community, far greater

comfort and happiness than any rich man can

hope to buy for himself. For instance, many
people would find it far more pleasant to go to a

cinema or football match than to sit in their own
mansion and have a string quartet play to them

alone.

The point Man or Machine? misses is that all

that society, as we know it, can offer is the old

liberal-individualist "more leisure."

War and Order. Production: G.P.O. for M.O.I.

Direction: Charles Hasse. Distribution: M.O.I.

Non-T. 10 minutes.

A NICE simple film— its theme is the police in

war. The story is carried very clearly by com-

mentary and sync, sequences which flow nicely

into one another until the climax—an air-raid

—

is reached. Then you get a surprising picture of

what the police do. They give the word to sound

the warning—they report bomb damage—patrol

the damaged buildings—co-ordinate other ser-

vices and see that nothing is left undone. There

are some very nice characters—an amazing man
drilling a squad of specials strengthened by most

ofthestaffof the G.P.O. Film Unit.

The poor old cops certainly have a bad time

these days, and although they have never

been fully appreciated by some members

of the community, I am sure that to-

day even the most argumentative drunk will,

when he wakes up safe and sound in a cell, be

nothing but grateful for having been pulled in

out of the shrapnel and bombs. Even the most

foolhardy dope who tries to slip under the cord

to take a short cut past a dangerous building

should be thankful for the copper who has to

walk under crumbling masonry to keep him

back. Maybe the song is wrong— it looks as if

you can "trust a special like an old-time cop".

War and Order is a good film but it is a pity

that it doesn't play up the heroic a little more

—

it presents the cops "special and old time" as

somewhat inhuman. (I hold no briefs for police-

men normally, and my maternal grandfather

threw my father out of the house the first

time he saw him because he thought he was

a policeman). At the moment, the police are

doing a terrific job and they get very little

credit.
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22 5 Rccciscd machine, acccssoriw and 2 rolls

negative film (Ui5 ft. each).

'115 Dragon-fly and sporassus— against dark

ground. 5..^0 p.rn. in sunlight. F6.3 Under

exposed (165 fi).

}\.> Wood Ant lighting and Ants milking

Aphides. (165 It.). 12 o c. sunlight. White

background, lull exposure,

iiiish Ktw sFNns( IS record the tirst subjcxts

ever filmed by Percy Smith. They are taken from

his diary, which, with characteristic lack of self-

interest, he threw a\say many years ago. Mrs.

Smith was lucky enough to find it before the

dustman, and so the details of the first years'

\sork of one of the best known of contemporary

film makers is preserved intact. A third of the

number of pages arc neatly filled in. but. about

1910. the entries finish. Mr. Smith s;iid simply

that he became too busy then to keep a diary. It is

only necessary to look at the list of films which he

has made between IWS and 1940. some 206 in

all, to realise just how busy Mr. Smith has been :

for he does all the work himself He colkx-ts the

specimens, builds the intricate apparatus for stop-

motion photographing, and spends patient hours

filming the only too often recalcitrant objtxt.

Alter the first few weeks, he also developed every

inch of negative himself. One devcloping-tank.

2 It. square, has seen over a quarter of a million

Icct in the last .M years.

Throughout his whole life. Percy Smith has

m.ide ingenious apparatus from the most un-

likely material in order to follow his interests.

During his schoold.ivs he collected insects of all

sorts, esptvially. as he s,iys, live ones. In need of a

microscope, he made an instrument from a

^.inlen syringe, and some telescope lenses, and

w.is more surprised than anyone when it worked.

li is fortunate for science and film that Mr.

Sniiih found himself working as a clerk at the

Ho.ird of I ducation. with whom he slaved for

some fourteen years filling in forms; because,

during these years, he found it essential to apply

his mind to something alive to counteract the

de.id-wcight c\' life in this particular Ciovernmcnt

itepartmcnt. It was natural that he should turn

to his old hobbv the microscope.

Me spent his leave, and extra leave when he

could w.ingle it. in lield-days. He Ixxamc a mem-
Ivr ol manv scicntilic societies and contributed

.irticlcs to v.irious sci^tlHc journals. As a result

oi this work he was asked to lecture all over the

country.

(iovcrnment work left him plenty of spare

time, but not much sixire cash. Tins decided him

lirsi ^.iinera he ever used was a flower-pot, with a

pill-lx>x (with a pin-hole in it) fitted (o the hole

in the smaller end of the pot. He held a photo-

graphic plate at the open end and wrapped it up

in dusters. With this unpromising device Mr
Smith photographed his wife's mother at the

end of the garden. The photograph was sur-

prisingly good and they were all very pleased

with it.

The weird contraptions Mr. Smith evolved

from time to time to make his lantern slides did

produce unexpectedly good results. In fact, ihc>

were so vivid and unusual that this work of his

bccanK well-known. He became, too, honorary

editor of a leading scientific journal.

It was his scientific work thai finally brought

Percy Smith into contact with film-making. He
recognised something of the possibilities ci\

cinema when he saw his first film, a scenic lour,

at a once-famous hall in the Strand known as

Huylv's Train Tours. The inside of the cinema

was made up as a railway carriage and the films

shown were what one might have seen from the

windows of a train. To make the effccl realistic,

the seats were jogged about.

At that time. 1908. Charles Urban was hand-

ling Martin Duncan's series of zoological films.

At one of the press show^ launching them—old-

fashioned afl'airs of cigars and overladen tables

—

Percy Smith was introduced to Urban, who had

seen some of his lantern slides. He agreed to try

his hand at making scientific films in his spare

time.

On the 22nd May. 1908. Urban handed Percy

Smith his first film cann-ra and some negative to

make a few tests. The camera K^rc marks of ihc

Russo-Japanese war for it had been used to film

the fall of Port Anhur. Tliis camera is running

sturdily even to this day. and is a fairly silent

witness to Percy Smith's genius with oquipnKnt.

Eight days later at Bcxhill. he filnKd a dragon-

fly on a twig. The next day he found, and

shot with some difliculty because of an

unadaptable tripod. wot>d ants fighting. He

was luckv enough, too. to find some Ants

milking Aphids. He took these historic scenes to

the laboratory lor processing, although he was

not very sanguine oi the result

Afterwards, in the Theatre, he told Charles

Urban what he was ab»out to sec Urban said.

"Cio on. ants don't milk aphids! " However.

when he saw that they did. he was inicn-sclv

interested and immediately went into the ques-

tion of better equipmeni

With this new cquipnicnt Mr. Smith set-to in

his spare linK. for he was still at the Board of

1 .iiK.iii.Mi Mc ni.iiic l-« /oolocical and tnck
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films for the Charles Urban Trading Company.

He tried to interest the Board of Education in

the use of films, but failed miserably. He did

manage to pin down some Board of Education

experts to a film show ; but they would make no

official announcement nor give any encourage-

ment. Unofficially, their main criticism was that

the absence of any examples of the most import-

ant subject of all—Botany—crippled the possi-

bility of using films in education.

As a result of this discussion, Mr. Smith

turned seriously towards the question of botani-

cal subjects and, at the end of 1909, he left the

Charles Urban Trading Company to work for

Kineto Limited—still under the sgis of Charles

Urban. A month afterwards, he built his first

machine for filming plant life. This machine

was driven by dripping water, for Mr. Smith has

always believed in making his apparatus work

itself as much as possible.

It was January when the machine was finished,

and the only plant he could get hold of was an

oversized hyacinth from a local florist. Lighting

in those days was a problem, too, but Mr. Smith

solved it, in the absence of gas or electricity, by

using wicks floating in small tins of paraffin. He
arranged some eight of these to light the plant

;

and, to keep the light even, he trimmed the wicks

alternately: first, 1. 3. 5. 7 and then, 2. 4. 6. 8.

Percy Smith has made use of some queer chan-

nels of enquiry in the cause of micro-cinema-

tography, but perhaps none quite so unlikely at

first sight as his search for suitable light-sources.

He found candle-light good, but ordinary candles

were not good enough. Imaginatively, he took his

candle problem to the local Roman Catholic

Church. He expected to be kicked out, but the

priest gladly gave him all the information

he wanted: almost, I believe, adding a

benediction.

The most interesting part of Mr. Smith's

candle experiments was his solution of the

problem of keeping the candle-flame at the same
height, in relation to the object, as the candle

burned down. He succeeded in doing this by

fixing the candles to the tray of an old letter-

weighing machine. As the candles burnt they

became lighter, and the tray gradually rose to its

normal position, thus pushing them up! The
calculation of the loss of weight of the candle and
its consequent rate of rise is one of those niceties

which one associates with Mr. Smith.

By the end of April, 1910, Percy Smith finished

two films of plant life. Birth of a Flower and
Germination ofPlants. Charles Urban held up the

distribution of these films so that a new colour

process, Kinemacolor, which was then being

developed, could be used. In fact, it was not until

nearly a year later that the first one. Birth of a

Flower, was shown. This film was immediately

successful, being hailed as a great achievement by

the press and the public. So much so, indeed,

that the manager of the Electric Palace in Lewis-

ham wrote this paragraph in a letter to the

distributors

:

"This film has been received with more ap-

plause than any other film since I have had the

management of the above theatre. A thing I

think unprecedented in picture theatres is the

calling for an encore, which took place both

last night and tonight."

So the film was re-wound and projected a

second time each night.

Soon after he completed Birth of a Flower,

Percy Smith started work with Kinemacolor in

colour screens for plant subjects for use with

incandescent gas. This, and his work for Kineto

Limited, kept him so busy that at the end of 1910

he left the Board of Education and became a

professional film producer of nature subjects in

black and white and colour. By the beginning of

the first world war he had made 54 films. The

first war upset the production of scientific films

and Percy Smith started to make a fortnightly

War Map for Kineto. He did, as well, a great deal

of model, cartoon, and map work for the Army
and Navy ; and, towards the end of the first year,

he made several trick advertisement films, called

Kino Ads, for firms like Bryant & May and

Waterman Pens. For the last three years of the

war, he was attached to the Naval Air Service,

for which he filmed all kinds of naval activities

and early aircraft-carrier experiments. In the

course of this work he and his camera often had

the hair-raising experience of being the only ob-

jects above the level of the deck, when it had been

cleared for landing planes. Perhaps the job he

remembers best from the war years was the

filming from an airship of the surrender of the

German Fleet.

Charles Urban had re-formed Kineto Limited

in America and, after the war, Percy Smith re-

joined the firm in England to take part in an

advanced educational scheme. Some of the titles

of the 56 films he made in this series will give an

idea of the ground he covered :

—

The Starling

Butterflies and Moths

Beetle Studies

Spider Studies

Science of a Soap Bubble

Science at home I-VII {Magnet, Sound-

waves, Atmosphere, Quicksilver, etc.)

The Induction Coil

The Story of Sulphur

Life Functions I-VI {Amoeba, Vorticella,

Hydra, Frog, Grasshopper, Worm).

But this programme did not get the support it

deserved; the film faded out in 1923, and Percy

Smith broke his association with Charles Urban.

So, for the next two years, he "marked time",

as he puts it, by making a series of insect cartoons

called Archie the Ant. These cartoons have been

presented to the British Film Institute.

In 1925, Percy Smith joined Bruce Woolfe at

British Instructional Films Ltd., and started an

association which has already lasted longer than

his earlier one with Charles Urban.

Bruce Woolfe had already produced several

Secrets of Nature films at the early headquarters

of B.I.F.—the "Army Hut" at Elstree—before

he met Percy Smith. He continued to produce this

series, to which Percy Smith contributed 34 films,

including such well-known titles as Battle of the

Plants, The Frog, Woodwasp and its parasites.

The Dodder, and The Changing Year.

When Bruce Woolfe left British Instructional

Films in 1933, Percy Smith went with him to con-

inue making this series of films with Gaumont
British Instructional Ltd., under the new title

Secrets of Life. Quite recently Percy Smith

made two of these films in colour, this time

Dufaycolour; they are Lupin and the Newt.

In these last seven years he has some 33 Secrets

of Life standing to his credit.

There are few people in this country who have

not seen a Secrets of Nature or a Secrets of

Life and marvelled at the processes of living

so miraculously unfolded. And, if they

could visit Percy Smith's house in Southgate,

they would marvel, too, at the perseverance and

ingenuity of the man who has spent most of his

life recording and interpreting nature.

It is an experience to visit him there ; to spend

a few hours listening to him talking of his work

and to be shown the fascinating machinery he

has evolved to simplify it. He has no secret about

his methods. Indeed, I believe that if one were

to set up as a micro-cinematographer next door,

he would be round the same day, lending his

knowledge to help one over the many stiles he

climbed himself years ago.

The house in which he works is crammed
from basement to top floor with every conceiv-

able device for filming animals, vegetables and

minerals. All his cameras are very early models,

for they seemed to have formed a habit of lasting

a long time in his hands.

If Mr. Smith wants some gadget, he makes it in

his workshop in the basement. One week-end he

was badly in need of a gear wheel and all the

shops were closed, so he cut teeth in a halfpenny

and used that.

Mr. Smith takes a delight in working his

apparatus. He switches on the current and,

if it be a plant machine, after some whirrlngs

and clicks, the daylight shutters close, the

lamps light up, the camera turns to expose one

frame, the lamps go out, and the daylight shut-

ters open again. All this can be arranged to work

once a minute, or once a week, by replacing one

simple timing-wheel with another. If you look

closely at the stop-motion mechanism, you will

recognise everyday things put to unfamiliar uses.

The inside of a cuckoo clock works contentedly

beside a clockwork motor.

By the time you have reached the microscopic

camera upstairs, you will realise with a start that

it is a good half-hour since Mrs. Smith came over

from the house at the end of the garden to say

that lunch had already been waiting twenty

minutes. Mr. Smith remembers it himself and

you both go over with rather a guilty feeling.

A few weeks ago, Percy Smith was doing some

specialist filming of mosquito life-history for the

Shell unit. He almost despaired of being able to

photograph the mosquito adult emerging from

the pupa. The pups would not do their stuff";

either they died, or they waited until his back

was turned. One night, however, he was sitting

up watching a likely-looking pupa when bombs
began to fall in his road. Just then the adult

started to emerge. Who cares for a bomb or two

at such a time? Percy Smith filmed the whole

process, which took over an hour. It is one of the

most beautiful shots that I have seen.
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( ionmunt on lorn I/ui ileum's iiitulc on "Soiuil

Rfsciiuh and ilu- lilm". (l)..\.L. Xh

MK. hakki.vsdn's first complaint is that the hilms

[Jivision has "no adequate machinery to pro\ide

it with evidence, etc.. of" the influence of" its

films" ; and he goes on to say, "it is not worth

while elaborating the difficulties which would
face any cinema manager who. while carrying

on his ordinary johs, attempts without training,

to observe reactions to specific points including

the sequences of short films sandwiched in full-

length programmes '.

This statement suggests that Mr. Harrisson is

none loo well informed of what the "ordinary

jobs" of a cinema manager consist. The observa-

tion of audience reaction to every part of his

programme comes well within the scope of a

good manager. Now why should Mr. Harrisson

think Mass Observers are better trained and

experienced in this specific form of observation

than a good manager?

To fx: assured that Mass Observation is of any
value at all, there are three questions which need

to be answered. Perhaps Mr. Harrisson will

oblige:

(1) Wliat is Ifie method of selection and of

training a Mass Observer?

(2) How, and through what body scientifically

concerned with psychology, do they qualify

for their jobs of accurately observing and re-

cording public opinion and behaviour?

{}) What arc Mr. Harrisson's own qualifications

lor the publishing of generalisations arrived

.It from the perus;il of his Observers' statistics?

In his essiiys individual comments are often

used as the bitsis for a generalisation.

Unless these questions can be satisfactorily

answered many of Mr. Harrisson's assumptions

must seem without adequate foundation.

Mr. Harrisson further challenges and asks:

( .m the hilms Division prove that it is not doing

more harm than good? I think the most pertinent

counter to such a question is : Can Mr. Harrisson

prove thai he is in any way qualified to appraise

such proof were il forthcoming?

Mr. Harrisson makes great play of a small in-

cident of a revolver in \fi\\ Grant Goes to tlir

Door. He dtKs not quote his Mass Observers'

reports on this film, but only offers his own
obscrv.ilions Hut A/;,\a Giant Goes to the Door

did Its job, .ind due lo its immediate release

throughout ilic United Kingdom in just over si\

weeks, is known to have proved completely

cfTcctivc from .i propaganda point of view. It was

nc»t intended lo do .my more than that, and it dul

not do .iny more.

Mr. H.irriswn complains that the I ilms T")i\i

smn lcnd> to be out of touch with the simp'.

reactions of industrial I ancashirc and ni: i

rilic of the \c„A
<,l ihc World

Somerset, l.^en if the stafl of the I ilms Division

arc out of dirtxt touch, they have reports from
cinema managers. Kegional Officers and their

own observers. In any case, the producers, direc-

tors and technicians who make the films are not

living in an ivory tower in Bloomsbury. and the

film trade and FLx-t Street lilm critics certainly

enjoy close and constant contact with public

reaction tovsards films.

It is quite possible that the film industry needs

social research, but so do many other industries,

and I presume many arts, and perhaps even Mass
Observation.

Mr. Harrisson then gives "scientific evidence"

on whether propaganda influenced people to

join A.R.P. The information is no doubt correct

concerning the people who were observed, but the

Observers seem to have a complete misconcep-

tion of the public services that have been pro-

vided by the films.

He says that in March, 1939, a survey of 1,000

voluntary A.R.P. wardens showed that only one
per cent of them were influenced by films in

taking their jobs, but the point which docs not

seem to have occurred to Mr. Harrisson is that

films at that lime had hardly been used as a pro-

paganda medium, and certainly no Ministry of

Information films had been shown with the in-

tention of persuading people to do A.R.P. work.

Finally, Mr. Harrisson does not s;iy how many
of the 1.000 wardens observed were regular

cinema-goers.

Mr. Harrisson complains that cinema manag-
ers do not advertise Ministry of Information

shorts, with the result that people who sccfavour-

able reviews in the press of these films find diffi-

culty in locating the cinemas at which they are

being shown. The reason is that not one person

in a thousand is persuaded lo visit a cinema

because a particular short film m.ide by anybody
is being shown. The average cinema-gixT just

cannot atlord to have his cinema-going governed

by shorts. Il is only the feature films which

attract.

Mr. Harrisson de.ils with public criticism of

ncwsrecls. but he does not say how many people

were interviewed. About twenty million people

go to the cinema weekly and unless one inter-

views a cross section of them the results (which

he says have "no absolute validity") must also be

regarded as having no value.

Mr. Harrisson's article evokes in me the same
reactions as an agnostic must feci towards the

arguments of a reliaienx. Once vou have accepted

the existence of an all-gotxl personal God. the

rest is easy. So it is with this new faith in the

powers and authority of Mass Observation.

Have faith in it as an e.xact workable science, and
there is no argument against its use in measuring

public response to any and every social happen-

ing. But il seems to me that, as an exact and de-

pendable gauge of opinion, it must be classed as

a pseudo-science as open to thorough question-

ing as spiritualism, magic and kindred "phonies"

for which there is a public demand rather than a

social justification.

.Mr. Harrisson suggests a bureau concerned

with research and using agreed and accurate

criteria, etc.. but he is apparently ignorant of ihe

fact that Ihe work he proposes for Ihe bureau is

already being done by people in ihc film industry

— producers, distributors. thcatre-owiKrs— in a

way no less scientific than Mass Observation. It

will certainly not serve the film-going public or

the Ministry of Information Films Division or the

film industry to know what Mr. Harrisson thinks

Ihe public thinks.

Il seems to me that many of his "thinkings"

are being subtly served up as recorded observa-

tion. Many theatre owners have tried their own
"mass-observers" in the foyers and cafds of

cinemas. Before. I think. Mass Observation was

developed and presented as a science by Mr.

Harrisson. Bernstein had Observers at the end of

microphones hidden in dilTcreni parts of his

Granada theatres. Although these listeners were

people with a wide knowledge of films and public

reaction to films, the comnKnts ihcy overheard

were invariably so disjointed that they were of no

value and there were many occasions when,

although people leaving the theatre wrre over-

heard to say that I hey did not like the pro-

gramme, business increased on the following

days. Docs not this prove once again that local

cross sections of con\ crN.it ion cannot be accepted

as a true gauge of public opinion?

A letter front \fr. Hanisson. re/erring lo the

ohsenvtions aho\e. appears under Correspotuknee

on the opptjsite page.

STAMLEY II^VIMG.
Diricior ol Short Siihjiils

I'l MHUIDi.l St.).

) \ 11 ( 1 \ . \\
.
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FILM SOCIETY NEWS
The Editorial Board of D.N.L. takes this opportunity of wishing all Film Societies successful and

prosperous seasons in 1941. It is to be hoped that the arrival of the Blitz in various large cities will

not unduly curtail the fine cultural work which has so far been achieved during the war by Film Societies

in all parts of the country.

Manchester and Salford reports that it is resum-

ing its activities in the New Year and that there

will be monthly shows starting on the 25th of

this month with Renoir's La Marseillaise (a very

good choice) ; other features to be shown will be

selected from Qiiai des Brumes, Chapayev, Lenin

in October, and Rois du Sport. Shorts include

Home Front (Jiri Weiss), Fear and Peter Brown,

Voice of the People, and a U.S.S.R. cartoon

called Little Red Riding Hood. The Society is

also arranging joint shows with the Merseyside

Film Institute Society ; these will consist of sub-

standard classics.

The Merseyside Film Institute Society is also

planning a spring session.

Dundee and St. Andrews start the New Year

with a record membership of 674. Five shows

are planned.

The Belfast Film Institute Society continues to

publish its admirable Bulletin. A recent issue con-

tains the following account of the difficulties

facing its organisers :

—

"In the last two issues of the Review we con-

fidently promised an early beginning of the

season of repertory shows. In fact, but for an

unlucky bomb the first show would have taken

place already. Although there seem to have been

little tangible results, these two months have been

exceptionally busy ones for the Secretary: long

and intricate negotiations have been in progress."

The shows planned for the next few months

include La Belle Equipe, Fredlos, Janasik and Le

Quatorze Juillet.

The Ayrshire Film Society has just completed

the first half of its sixth season during which it

has run five shows at fortnightly intervals on

Sunday afternoons at the Empire, Kilmarnock,

and on Sunday evenings at the Broadway, Prest-

wick. In earlier seasons meetings have been held

at the Broadway, and last year, in addition, at the

Regal, Saltcoats, the latter meetings, however,

had to be suspended this season owing to trans-

port difficulties. It was the first of the Scottish

Societies to decide not only to carry on after the

war but the only one to decide to increase its

activities if possible during the war by the open-

ing of a new branch first at Saltcoats, now at

Kilmarnock. In addition to this it is running

regular shows on 16 mm. sound for the Forces

in the district, which are financed by the mem-
bers. The Secretary, Mr. J. A. Paton Walker
advises us that so far the season has been reason-

ably satisfactory despite a large drop in member-
ship, at the outset, due to members being in the

Forces. This has been compensated for to a cer-

tain extent by a surprising influx of new members,
( 'hich confirmed the Council's policy in contin-

uing.

Films have not been so varied as usual, reports

the Secretary. Experimental stuff is lacking but

the programmes have, for the most part, not been

too difficult to arrange, thanks to a hard working

London Booking Agent and to the co-operation

of a number of commercial renters now in

Glasgow.

The shorts, although there has been a prevail-

ing war background to most of them, have been

varied as much as possible with a number of

Disney Cartoons, Mother Goose Goes Hollywood,

Farmyard Symphony, Moth and the Flame, and

McLarens' Love on the Wing as lightening influ-

ences. A number of M.O.I, shorts have been

shown almost on issue dates, the best of these

being The New Britain, Sea Fort, Religion and the

People, Britain Can Take It, Air Communique and

A Job to be Done. While the main shorts included

have been Eisenstein's Death Day, Voice of the

Vintage, Tell Me if it Hurts (the third time)

Animals on Guard, Air.screw. Men of Africa and

the extremely popular Is Idleness a Vice?

It is increasingly difficult to avoid a predomin-

ence of French Films among the features but, so

far, in addition to Femme du Boulanger, Mayer-

ling and Remous (a fill up this for a non-arrival).

Duck Soup, Dark Rapture and Zauber der

Boheme have been put on, which has avoided an

over-emphasis.

The Council of the Society do not believe in

composed programmes being shown more fre-

quently than once in the season as shortage of

films makes this difficult, but next half season the

Council is considering a Sino-Japanese pro-

gramme based on Drame de Shanghai and The

400 Million, and the Secretary would be glad of

suggestions for shorts. Other films to be shown

include Alice in Switzerland, Accord Final, Tendre

Ennemie and Le Roi S'Amuse.

CORRESPONDENCE
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT

SIR : The speech at the end of Foreign Correspon-

dent has aroused such distinguished controversy

that someone should record this simple probabi-

lity: it has not the same meaning on the screen

as in print.

I've seen the picture only twice, but with very

different audiences, and each time the eflect of

the speech was to create sudden and intense en-

thusiasm. The lines which come through most

clearly above background sound effects and the

clatter of departing audience are : . . . America.

KEEP THOSE LIGHTS BURNING THERE. COVER THEM
WITH steel: ring THEM WITH GUNS. BUILD A

CANOPY OF BATTLESHIPS AND BOMBING PLANES.

. . . i.e. Wake up! Come in on our side!

Wishful thinking doubtless helps the mis-

conception, but the mood of the speech is more

infectious than the meaning.

Maybe James Hilton, Charles Bennett, Joan

Harrison, John Grierson and other stray ad-

visers from Hollywood's British Colony failed

to see the tactlessness of the words, but I guess

Hitch directed for the effect, and it's the screen

effect which matters: argument ignoring this is

academic.

Has there been any Mass Observation of cold-

ness to that speech?

Yours, etc.

BRIAN SMITH

London, W.^..

MASS OBSERVATION
sir: Mr. Ewart Hodgson's critique of mass-obser-

vation is along the lines with which I am very

familiar. Ever since we began doing social re-

search, we have had to answer these and many
other criticisms over and over again. 1 am at

present preparing a monograph of social research

methods which will be published under the

title, "The Public Mind," and I beg leave to post-

pone a detailed answer on all points until that

occasion. This work will contain a special section

of film research, and exact particulars of method.

In the meanwhile, I should like to say that if we

were really the pseudo-scientists which Mr.

Hodgson has dubbed us, we would hardly have

managed to continue our enJarged researches,

through the difficulties of war. We have had to

satisfy literally scores of Civil Servants, Adver-

tising Agents, Propagandists, Psychologists,

Sociologists and Administrators about the

authenticity and accuracy of our methods. Since

the outbreak of war we have been producing

reports for various Government Departments,

including Service Ministries as well as advertising

and commercial interests. These reports have

constantly borne the test of administrative use,

and have frequently been checked through other

information media. Our results have been found

sufficiently accurate to lead both to major and

minor administrative decisions which have

proved successful. I put forward our film subject

in Documentary News Letter with diffidence,

because this is a field where much work remains

to be done before anyone can speak with cer-

tainty. Mr. Hodgson hardly does justice to the

carefulness with which I phrased my article.

Finally, 1 am sorry that Mr. Hodgson con-

siders an independent film research bureau

unnecessary, because (according to him) it is all

being done already. I am confident, however,

that the film industry will presently recognise

that all is not being done. I know that Docu-

mentary News Letter is not the proper place for

controversies on social research, yet I hope its

readers will not have lost sight of the fact that it

is not "box office" relation to the public that

matters, as Mr. Hodgson seems to think; the

subtler effects of the film are far more important

and can affect not only people's cinema habits,

but all their other habits. No one is at present

watching the way in which the film aftects con-

tact in other fields or child attitudes for the
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luturc. 1 doubt ifescn Mr. Hodgson can prove

that thi-) docs not matter and has all hccn studied

already.

>'ours, etc..

/...„,/../,,
"'^' IIVRKISV.N

Ih •,„,/>,, l'/4(l

IHi; IMI'l Kl \l IIIIMI

siK : I am ser> iniercMed iii >our note, in Deeem-

hcr [).N.L.. headed "The Imperial Theme". As
you know I have had considerable experience in

expeditionary lilms, largely within the F.mpire.

I heartily agree with your suggestions.

One ot the essentials to film making is the

matter of introductions and permits. 1 have

always found it easy to get introductions this end.

Colonial Ollice, India Office, etc., etc. But these

introductions by no means constitute permits for

production. Very often the obtaining of permits

depends on so many things quite unrelated to

actual film making. For example in India, making

a lilm in Delhi for a one-reeler, it was necessary

to obtain no less than six dilferent permits. This

film was intended to carry a subtle propaganda

mess.ige in favour of the British Umpire. I or

the purpose of juxtaposition 1 wanted soldiers,

and although I had excellent introductions to the

Viceroy's house they only resulted in my being

passed from one olVicial to another, causing days

of delay, until finally the possibility of production

stood or fell with the Brigadier. It so happened

that this choleric gentleman disapproved of Mae
West, disliked lilms anyhow, and looked upon

all lilm technicians as "box wallahs". I urther-

more, he highly resented that his soldiers "should

be used as lilm extras", and suggested that the

British Army would lose face by being filmed.

It was impossible to convince him that lilms

could have any propaganda value.

This is a typical case. It must be said, however,

that there arc many officials who fully realise the

value of the diKumentary lilm and arc prepared

to do everything within their power to help.

In Palestine, in the height of the troubles there,

the Police still found time to be interested in our

lilms, and I am full of gratitude to the Police of

Jerus;»lem. but the fact remains that we lost

endless time interxiewing official after official,

obtaining permit after permit. Reading my diary

over a number of years of production I find th.it

days spent permit hunting vastly oulnumlxr

.ictual sh<H)ting days.

I am very enthusiastic about the imperial

theme and I nipire solidarity and would like to

go on making films within the Empire, but cannot

something be done to make documcnt.iry produc-

tion easier" My suggestion is that this could be

done by the establishment of a Central I ilm

Bureau in London with povscrs of aulhoris.ilion

v.ilid throughtnit the Inipirc. This offkc could

get the Kma tides of producers, taking into ac-

count previous lilms. etc.. etc. This would cut

out the possibility of the tilm being vetoed after

the unit arrives in the country in question -and
l->clicvc me. this can happen and the Bureau

should issue a sort of l4ii\^r:-pnsscr for producers

which would guarantee the collaboration of the

various offici.ils and elimin.itc the endless .ind

bitter dcl.iys of jicrmii hunting

That such a scheme can be practical has been

proven (in my own experience^ for it existed in

Poland where it was run in conjunction with the

Foreign Ofliicc: in Lithuania where it was run by

a Junta of extremely efficient Lithuanian-

Americ"an women : in Austria where foreign

documentary producers were welcomed with

open arms, and in It.ily where it was run by the

Ministo' of Cultural Propaganda. In every case a

liaison officer was provided who became a

member of the unit lor the duration of the pro-

duction and it was never necessary to obtain any

permits whatsoever in fact, one could concen-

trate fully on the making of the film.

Yours, etc.,

H. M. MUtR
Lomlon.

Dcci-mlui 1940.

BOOK ri:mi:\\

In Defense of the Moovic by Sir Philip Sidney.

Transcribed into modern English and brought

up-to-date by E. \V . and \l. S\. Robson.

(//. & J. Pilluns & Wilson, Edinburgh. One
Shilling.)

Sir Philip Sidney's "In Defence of Posic" has

been purloined in a successful attempt to make a

sow's ear out of a silk purse. The trouble is not

that a defence of poetry cannot also be a defence

of cinema — it can— and the idea is a sound one.

But the difficulty is. that, taking films as they

come, there are few oi them that arc comparable

with poems, and inliniicsimally few with great

verse.

No doubt the great Elizabethan's defence of

poetry is meaningl'ul and delightful. More than

this, it is profound, therefore it is maladroit to

substitute "movie" for '*posie" throughout and

hope for the best. ,'\t any rate it has been done,

with the following consequences:
•• Now for the Moovic Maker he nothing

affirms and therefore never lieth. For as I take

it, to lie is to atlirm \o be true that which is

false ... But the Mobvie Maker (as I said

before) never affirmcth."

When the authors import their personal likes

and dislikes wc get this sort of thing:

"One excellent Moovic Picture of England's

studios that deservcth commendation was

Gooilhyv. Mr. Chips, in which there was much
Poesie and leaching of Virtue, and Robert

Donat most admir.ibic therein, though in his

showing the use of the cane by the Reverend

Schoolmaster up<Mi n pupil already man-

grown. I dare not allow."

"Again, many things inay be extolled in

Or.itory which cannot be sIiomii in Mixivic

Pictures, wherein must our producers learn

the difference K-twccn reporting and repre-

senting. Would the Rus.sian Miwvic Makers

had but underst«HHl these matters in the mak-

ing of their Talking Pictures, which in these

days have so much to do with the weakness

and brutality of men in past Hisiorx, then

indeed had the evil in their M«x»\ie Pictures

up«in the mould of their Nations mind hccn

averted"

FILMS
IN MEXICO

Ki-produi-fd b> pcrtnisxiun uf Fitm^

The rcvx)rd of the Mexic;;n Government's use of

films for educational purposes is not a long one.

At the beginning of 1933. Narciso Bassols,

Secretary of Education, formulated an extensive

plan for the production and disinbulion of

educational films with the collaboration of

Carlos Chavez as chief of the Depanment of

Fine Arts. The most important pans of this

plan included the following:

(a» The production of feature-length films in

real surroundings, dealing with the major

social questions of modem Mexico.

(/i) The production of short films on a wide

variety of geographic, historical, anistic

and scientific subjcvts.

(( ) The installation of sound-film projection

equipment in all Mexican schools and local

branchi-s of the Secretariat of Education.

(</( The equipment of travelling projection

apparatus to reach districts lacking motion

picture theatres.

(r) The acquisition of scientific films from

Europe and the U.S.

The basis of the plan was to supplenKnt the

general education programme and to show

Mexico's reality to itself as well as to the outside

world.

Two parts of this plan were immediately set in

motion. The great American photographer.

Paul Strand, then working in Mexico, wus in-

vited to assemble a filming group and super-

intend the production of Redes, a storx' of the

working conditions of the fishcmKn on the

N'era Cruz coast, to be photographed in the

fishing village of Alvarado.

The installation of adequate sound-film equip-

ment in the branches of the Secretariat of

Education was K"gun in the Hidalgo Theatre in

Mexico City.

When Sr. Bassols and Carlos Chavez resigned

their posts over a year later this government

theatre was ready for use. and Redes, now

internationally known as Tlte M a\r, was nearing

completion.

Aside from these two atxomplishmcnts, the

remainder of the educ;itional film project re-

mained a projcvt. The only feature film produced

since The \\a\c bv any Ciovemmcnt dcpartnKnt

has been Hunuinidod. directed by .-Vdolfo Bcst-

Maugard and photographed by .Agiistin Kimcnc/

for the National Lottery, withm the scmi-oflkial

Public Welfare organisation. Short films are

sporadically produced by the Secretariats of

Communication. Interior, etc.. but without a

systematic plan and without any centralised

distribution schcnK. The Mexican distribution

of even TIte Mcj»r has had to rely upon solely

commereial channels in the same way that it has

been shown in the Lnitcd St.itcs and Europe.

The mmt powerful modem nKdium of com-

munication of ideas has yet to be employed to a

proper extent in the Mexican educational system,

drawing for subjects from the many-sided rich-

ness of Mexican life.
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NEWS FROM CANADA

Canadian production has sailed into the winter

season under a full head of steam, with increasing

film activity across the country and a big winter

schedule of pictures forthcoming.

Four new pictures for the theatres, in the

Canada Carries On series, are in various stages of

production. Completed is Letter from Camp
Borden, an introduction to Canada's biggest

army camp, seen through the eyes of three young

recruits. One is training as a machine-gunner;

another is a motor-cycle driver in a mechanised

unit ; a third is a tank driver. The aim of the film

is to get an intimate close-up of the human ele-

ment behind a young, mechanised army.

Also completed is a French-language counter-

part of the Camp Borden film, Un du Vingt-Deiix,

made at Valcartier camp in Quebec with a rein-

forcement battalion of the famous "Fighting

Twenty-Second" whose main body is now in

Britain.

The refugee children film, put aside after the

death of Ruby Grierson, will be finished for

release in December. John Taylor's material has

been received from England, and Canadian

footage has been shot by Roy Tash (Associated

Screen News). The balance of the film will

probably be shot in the Winnipeg district. The
children will be shown in their Canadian homes
and schools, and emphasis will be laid on their

reaction to the Canadian winter, their growing

American vocabulary, their interest (or lack of it)

in the national abundance of ice cream, and their

preparations for a Canadian Christmas. Evelyn

Spice, at present on the Prairies, will shoot the

Winnipeg sequences if her current picture for the

Saskatchewan Co-operative Wheat Pool is

finished in time to permit it. This film of the

evacuee children will return to England as a

report to the parents on the welfare and adjust-

ment of their children in Canada.

J. D. Davidson, who arrived in Canada in

mid-November, has been assigned to a navy

film, to be made along the Eastern Cana-
dian seaboard and the St. Lawrence river,

describing the expansion of the Canadian navy

and its wartime work of patrol and convoy.

Some shooting has already been done by Roger
Barlow, after his work on Wings of Youth and
the Camp Borden film with Raymond Spoltis-

woode ; but the main production job has been

held for Davidson himself.

The fourth wartime picture in the Canada Car-

ries On series will show the building of the tank

units in the Canadian army. Special emphasis
will be laid on the use of tanks in a war of move-
ment, and on personnel of the tank regiments

;

all are young men, and most have been carefully

chosen from mechanical occupations in civil life.

A.i additional wartime enterprise, distinct

from the Canada Carries On series, has been

begun with the first eight of a set of short films

on the 30-day draft army camps, which opened

all across Canada on October 9. These films are

made in the form of 350-ft. news items and follow

the regular newsreel in the theatre programmes.

They concentrate not so much on military train-

ing as on the domestic comforts of the camps, the

food, recreations, friendships. They are made for

showing in the same districts as the camps, for

the information of relatives and friends of the

drafted men. The first eighty which were made in

Montreal by two local units, Cinecraft and Asso-

ciated Screen News, are about Quebec camps

and are commentated in French. These first

Carte Postale shorts, informative and newsy,

were snatched up by exhibitors at $25 a subject,

although the Film Board had planned at first to

give them free. If they continue to be successful,

many more "Postcard Specials" may be made
on the other draft camps in districts right across

Canada.

Interest in the colour film has increased with

the shooting of a 16mm. Kodachrome subject

on the art of A. Y. Jackson, a founder of the

celebrated Canadian School of Seven. Jackson

was accompanied on his annual Autumn trip

into the Laurentian country of Northern Ontario

by colour producer Radford Crawley. The film

shows, first, the country Jackson loves to paint,

its quality and size and colour values; second,

the selective, interpretive process whereby land-

scape becomes art. Crawley's experience in

colour shooting has confirmed much experi-

mental work in Britain. Dull or diff"use light,

deliberate over- or under-exposure, have been

found helpful in accentuating form and reducing

violent colour values to a more reasonable key.

Two more Kodachrome pictures are near

completion—one on the city of Ottawa, set in

the Gatineau Hills and another on Canadian

birds. Both these films as well as the Jackson

picture were made by Crawley.

From the West Coast, a new 35mm. Cinecolor

release has been made by Leon Shelley (Van-

couver). This is a tourist picture about British

Columbia, for U.S. distribution, and is the first

big picture from an independent commercial

unit. Recording and commentary were done in

Hollywood.

The growing importance of Canada's huge

tourist traffic, with reference to foreign exchange,

is reflected in the coming policy of close co-

operation between the Tourist Bureau and the

National Film Board. Travel pictures in colour

for U.S. distribution will probably be the result

of such co-operation.

The new U.S. public interest in Canadian life

and government, which has awakened suddenly

in the past year, is seen in the presence here of

two March of Time units, working on their

second Canadian film within a year. They are

shooting material for a picture on the country

and people of Canada, as distinct from the earlier

release covering the war effort. Object of the

issue will be to promote knowledge among the

American people of their Northern neighbour

who is now a vital part of the New World

defence system.

Britain at Bay, released in Canada in October,

by the Canadian Film Board, commanded
considerable attention and was well and thought-

fully received across Canada. London Can Take It

created immense interest in the U.S.A., and prob-

ably reached some 15,000 theatres. Special credit

is given to Quentin Reynolds' commentary,

both as a splendid and forceful job, and as an

astute stroke of propaganda.

DE WOLFE'S
25 years experience in film music
at your service

LARGEST LIBRARY
of well-recorded

ORCHESTRAL
SOUND-TRACKS

not less than 25 performers

NO CHARGE FOR THE LOAN OF NEGATIVES

GERRARD 2992

GRAMOPHONE RECORDS

HUDSON RECORD CO.
Cinema House, 80-82 Wardour Street, W.I
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I AN I ASIA
NniplK.iiv. KcprudiicKl U\ ju

siRANciF and wonderful arc the premieres (pro-

nounced "prcmccrs") of Hollywood: the trap-

pings of publicity; the lights and decorations

painting the gaudy lily of the Carihay Circle

Theatre (where the big premieres are held); the

pushing, star-ga/ing crowds; the troops of real

live stars ("I seen him! Didja sec her?"). This

week Manhattan sees a premiere stranger and

more wonderful tiian any of Hollywood's. The

celebrities present, the publicity, the lights on the

marquee, may be lost in the blare and bla/e of

Broadway. Hut strangeness and wonder belong

to the show itself It is Walt Disney's latest, called

/'aniasiu.

As the audience enters and the theatre fills

with the sweet confusion of an orchestra tuning

up, there arc no musicians in the pit. As the cur-

tains part, a huge symphony orchestra appears

hazily, on the screen. Before it steps a thin, grin-

ning, bald-headed man. He introduces himself as

Deems la.N lor, welcomes the audience, on behalf

of Leopold Stokowski and Walt Disney, to "an

cniirely new form of entertainment". When he

finishes, Leopold Stokowski himself, his back to

the audience, .steps into the picture, raises his

arms, and the great orchestra swirls into Bach's

I) Minor Toccata and Fiifiiw.

The music comes not simply from the screen,

but from everywhere; it is as if a hearer were in

the midst of the music. As the music sweeps to a

climax, it froths over the proscenium arch, boils

into the rear of the theatre, all but pr.mces up

and down the aisles. The ha/y orchcstr.i begins to

divsolve, and wciril, abstract ripples and filaments

begin an unearthly ballet in Technicolor.

This is the beginning of a symphony concxrt —

hut what a concert! Illustrated by Walt Disney;

written by Bach, Beethoven, Stravinsky, Dukas,

Tch.nkovsky,Moussorgsky, Schubert ; conducted

by Deems Taylor; played by the Philadelphia

Orchestra. Mickey and Stokowski together put

on .1 br.uid-new act.

When Stokowski's orchestra swings into

Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite, the ballet on

the screen turns into flowers, fairies, fish, falling

lea\cs. mushrooms. Mickey Mouse appears in

the title role ol Paul Dukas' Sorcerer's Appren-

tice, with silent gusto steals the bearded sor-

cerer's magic cap, commands the broom to fetch

water, forgets how lo slop it. nearly drowns in

the deluge ih.il lolUiws. To Igor Stra\insk>'s rip-

ro.iring Rile <>/ Spring, a primes. il world, com-

plcic with dinoviurs. bubbles up. parades by,

dies down. To Moussorgskss spooky Sinht on

fkiltl Mminiain. hi>bgoblins and beldams ride

Ihcir brooms lo Bcclhtivcns Pastoral Sym-

phony, centaurs and centaureties, Peg.isus. Mrs.

Pegasus and a ncslful of little Pcg.isi gamb<il and

fly ; Bacchus and his crew get a good drenching

when the sii>rm comes up. The whole cinc-

symphony concert Lists two hours and a half

(intermission included).

Containing everything from the Pierian well

water of Johann Sebastian Bach to the violet-

bordered stream of Schubert's Ave Maria,

Fantasia is a long succession of very large orders.

Some of these orders (the flower, fish and mush-

room dances of the Smcracker Suite, the hulking,

saurian epic of Stravinsky's Rite, the eerie, fan-

tastic Sii-ht on Ball/ Mountain) arc so beautifully

filled that they may Ic.ivc callous critics whisper-

ing incredulously to ihemscKes. Others (Mickc>'s

Sorcerer's Apprentice, the hilarious ostrich and

hippopotamus ballets) set a new high in Disney

animal muggco'- Others (the wave and cloud

sequences of Bach's fugue, and a queer scries of

explosive music visualisations performed by a

worried and disembodied sound track, posing

diffidently on the screen like a reluctant wire)

recall the abstract cincmovies made about fi\e

years ago by New Zealand-born Len Lye. show

how musical sensation may be transferred to

visual images.

It would have taken a Gustave Don* to do

justice to the big beauty of Beethoven's Pastoral

Symphony. No Dore. Disney peoples his classical

Olympus with smirking "centaurettes". smirk-

ingly brassicred. with calf-eyed centaurs and

kcwpicdoll cupids. makes Bacchus' bacxhanale

look like a nursery lemonade party, leaves his

audience wondering whether he is serious, or

merely trying to be cute by putting diapers on

Olympus.

But. though Disne>'s toddling cannot keep

pace with the giant strides of Ludwig van

BcelhoNcn. Fantasia as .i whole lea\es its audience

gasping. Critics may deplore Disney's lapses of

taste, but he trips. Mickey-like, into an art form

that immortals from Acsch>lus to Richard

Wagner have always dreamed of

Mickey began it. The idea for Fantasia had

been germinating in Disney's mild-looking head

for scNcral years. Esen before he did Snow Hhite

he had a vague notion of some day doing a

serious opera in animovie style. As early as 1929

he raided the high-brow symphonic repertory to

make Saint-Saens' bone-rattling Danse Macahre

into a Silly Symphon> But the idea did not really

sprout until early in I93S. when Leopold

Stokowski. on a visii (o HoIInwoixI. begged Dis-

ney to let him conduct the music for The Sor-

cerers' Apprentice, a Mickey Mouse shoi t Disncv

didn't know what he was letting himself in for.

By the time Stokowski's recordings were done,

and the animation h.ilf finished, the .Apprentice

began lo lcK>k too goixJ for a short, ttxi expen-

sive for anything but a feature. Before it was

finished, whitc-haircd Maestro Stokowski had

come out with so many other bright ideas for

symphonic animov ics (hat Disncv 's.imbition near

went past itself. Calling ace Musi-commcntalor

Deems Taylor from Manhattan to help with ad-

vice. Stoky and Disney decided to build around

Mickey Mouse's sorcxry act a whole programme
of cinesymphonics.

Keeping his 1.200 artists, animators, sound

engineers and helpers mum. Walt Disney started

work, soon got the machirKry of his new

S3.000,000 Burbank, Calif., studio rolling on

Fantasia. Deciding to go the whole ailistic hog.

they picked the highest of high-brow classical

music. To do right by this music, the old mouse
opera comedy was not enough. The Disney

studio went high-brow wholesale, and Disney

technicians racked their brains for stufl" that

would startle and awe rather than tickle the

audience.

Stokowski worked in Philadelphia's mellow

and acoustically perfect old .Academy of Musk,
recording his symphonic accompaniments on

sound tracks. This time he worked, not with the

Hollywood pickup band that had recorded

Mickey's Sorcerer's .Apprentice, but with his own
famed, seasoned Philadelphia Orchestra. For

this recording job, no ordinary cinema sound

equipment would do. So Disney's ace sound

engineer, rangy, Brooklyn-bom Bill Garity.

developed a whole new system of gadgets cap-

able of catching each section of the Philadelphia

Orchestra on a separate sound track By branding

and patching these sound tracks on to a four-

ply master track, he could control the faintest

breath of every last bassoon. In their recording

operations Garity and Stokowski used 4.W.000

feet of sound track, cut and patched it eventually

into 1 1.953 feet. When the recordings were played

back in a specially equipped studio in Holly-

wood, brother engiiKcrs were astounded to hear

Soundman Garity's sound follow characters

across the screen, roar down from the ceiling,

whisper behind their backs. RCA. and Disney

engineers, hav ing built his equipment at a cost of

S85.000. called it "lantasound". and crowxrd

that it would revolutionise cinema prodiKtion

like nothing sinc-e the invention of Technicx»lor.

Meanwhile the Disney lot rang with the sound

of classical music. Patient engineers who had

never been to a concert in their lives listeiKd to

35 to 710 performancies o( each composition,

ended up whistling B;ich. Beethoven and even

Stravinsky at breakfast. Idea nKn. working on

tiK dulcet strains of Beethoven's .Sixth Sym-

phony, wincxd at the bedlam of Stravinsky's Rite

which other technicians were plaving next door

(The Rite finally had to be quarantined in a

special corner of the lot. where its hoom-lay-

booms could be studied without disturbing the

whole studio )

Stravinsky's Rite, which has caused high-brow

audiences to rise, shout and pound on their
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neighbours' skulls in ecstasy, offered a serious

problem. To match its cosmic hullabaloo, noth-

ing less than a planetary cataclysm would do.

So Disney men began studying nebuUe and comets

at California's Mount Wilson Observatory,

mugged up on theories of protozoic life, earth-

quakes and other geologic upheavals, did por-

traits of every prehistoric monster in Man-

hattan's American Museum of Natural History.

One of them, studying lightning flashes by

reclining on a Los Angeles curbstone in a pouring

rain, was rushed to headquarters by suspicious

police. Famed paleontologists like Barnum

Brown of Manhattan's American Museum of

Natural History and Chester Stock of California

Institute of Technology, were called in for advice.

A herd of pet guianas and a baby alligator

wriggled over the Burbank lot, while animators

studied their lizardry movements. By the time a

complete cast had been rounded up for the Rite,

the Disney zoo contained eusthenopterons,

brachiosaurs, brontosaurs, plesiosaurs, meso-

saurs, diplodocuses, triceratopses, pterodactyls,

trachodons, struthiomimuses, stegosaurs, arch-

aeopteryxes, pteranodons, tyrannosaurs and

enough plain run-of-the-Jurassic dinosaurs to

people a planet. Studio cameras groaned under

the burden of the whole story of evolution.

For Moussorgsky's halloweenish Night on Bald

Mountain, Disney went outside his own studio

for talent, got famed Fairy-Tale Illustrator Kay
Nielson {East of the Sun and West of the Moon)

to design graveyards and ghosts, ended with a

Walpurgis nightmare calculated to turn little

children's hair white. But Illustrator Nielson's

jagged scenes, plus a new high in animation

technique, made it by far Fantasia's best act.

As Fantasia took shape, a whole new troupe of

Disney comic characters appeared: Hop Low,

the self-thwarting little mushroom, who tries to

do the Chinese Dance from Tchaikovsky's Nut-

cracker Suite, but can't keep up with the big

mushrooms; Ben Ali Gator, premier danseur of

an ostrich ballet set to Ponchielli's corny Dance

of the Hours: Susan, the hippopotamus ballerina

whose blimp-like cavortings in a pas de deux with

Ben Ali Gator literally brings down the house in a

wreck of flying plaster ; Bacchus and his donkey

Jacchus, who trip and roll through the Grant

Woodland scape of Beethoven's Pastoral Sym-

phony.

Long before Fantasia was finished, expenses

began to mount, and fellow-HoUywoodians be-

gan to whisper again about "Disney's Folly".

With $200,000 spent on Stokowski's fancy re-

cordings, and a technical bill that overtops

Snow White's, the total figure for the production

amounted to 52,250,000. Because Engineer

Garity's new sound mechanism, is so complicated

and expensive, only twelve theatres at a time will

be equipped to show Fa«to5/a, and R.C.A. sound-

equipment manufacturers figure that it will take

several years before small-town cinema houses

can get the gadgets to perform it. For the present,

Fantasia will not be distributed like ordinary films,

but will tour the U.S. like twelve road-show

companies. But Walt Disney expects Fantasia

to run foryears, "perhaps even after I am gone."

An imposing list of top-flight contemporary

composers (Paul Hindemith, Serge Prokofieft",

William Grant Still, Deems Taylor, et. al) have

vowed that they would spend their lives working

for Disney if he would give them the chance.

Composer Igor Stravinsky himself has signed a

contract to do more music with Disney, has

blandly averred that Disney's paleontological

cataclysm was what he had had in mind all along

in his Rite of Spring. Musicians and sound

engineers who came to hear Soundman Garity's

gadgets perform found that such recording had

never before been even approached. Music

lovers crowed that more ears would be saved for

Beethoven by Fantasia than by all the symphonic

lecture-recitalists in the U.S. The New York
Academy of Sciences asked for a private showing

of the Rite of Spring because they thought its

dinosaurs better science than whole museum-

loads of fossils and taxidermy.

Meanwhile sharp-faced Cinemartist Disney

just crossed his fingers. Said he: "Art is never

conscious. Things that have lived were seldom

planned that way. If you follow that line, you're

on the wrong track. We don't even let the word

'art' be used around the studio. If anyone begins

to get arty, we knock them down. What we

strive for is entertainment."

TRADE SHOW ANNOUNCEMENT!

FRIDAY, JANUARY 15tli, 1926^ 11.15 a.m.
NEW GALLERY KINEMA

That was the date 15 YEARS AGO, when the first fihiis pioduced by ANDREW BUCHANAN were shown

FILMS OF GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED

ANDREW BUCHANAN PRODUCTIONS
have been launched

Managing Director: ANDREW BUCHANAN

EMERGENCY PRODUCTION OFFICES
347a UPPER RICHMOND ROAD, LONDON, S.W.15

Putney 6274
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I ILM IJIJI{AKIi:S
llorroHirs tif liliiis an- u

lMM>kiiiK (Jalis. and lu r(

d lu uppl> as much in adtancv as possible, tu m\>: altcriuKitc

n Ihc lilnis immi'diuti-ly aflcr ust-. M. A hire charge is made.

If disfribulion. Sd. Sound. SI. SiknI.

AssiK-ialiiHi (.f Sciinlilii- Uorkirs. ^0 Ikillord

Row, VV.C'.I. Sv.n;ntilic I ilm Commiltcc. Graded

List o/Fihns. A hst orscicntitic films from many

sources, classiticd and graded for various types of

audience. On request. Committee will give ad-

vice on programme make-up and choice of films.

.Aastin Film Library. 24 lilms of motoring in-

terest, industrial, technical and travel. Available

only from the Educutionul Films Bureau, Tring,

Herts. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

.-Vustralian Trade I'uhlicity Film Library. 18 films

of Australian life and scenery. ,A\ailable from

the Umpire I dm Library. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. \ . 3. sound lilms on 9.5 mm. available

from Pallwsiope.

BrilLsh Commercial Gas Association, Gas Indus-

try House, I Grosvenor Place, S.W.I. Films on

social subjects, domestic science, manufacture of

gas. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & a few St. F.

British Council Film Department, 25 Savillc

Row, W.l. Films of Britain, 1940. Catalogue for

overseas use only but provides useful synopses of

100 sound and silent dcKumentary films.

British Film Institute, 4 Great Russell Street,

W.C.I, (a) Sational Film Library. An important

collection of documentary and other lilms. Avail-

able only to full members of B.F.I. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sd. & St. H. (h) Same British and Foreign

Documentary and other Short Films. A general

list of films and sources, (c) Farly Films. Films

1896-1934 still available in Britain.

British Instructional Films, 1 1 1 Wardour Street,

W.l. I eature films; Paihe Ga/ettes and Pathe-

tones; a good collection of nature lilms. A new

catalogue is in preparation. 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Canadian Pucitic Film Library. 15 films of Cana-

dian life and scenery. Available from the Fmpire

Film Library. 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Canadian (Government Fxhibitioas and Publicity.

A wide variety of lilms. Available from the

l.mpire I'llm Library.

Centnil Film Library, Imperial Institute, S.W.7.

Has absorbed the Empire Film Library and the

Gl'.O. Film Library. Also contains all new

M.C) I. non-theatrical lilms. No general catalogue

yet issued. A hand list of M.O.I, lilms is available.

35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Coal I'tllisation Joint Council, (ieneral Buildings,

Aldwych. London. W.C.2. films on production

of Hrilish C(m1 .ind miners' welfare. 35 mm. &
16 mm. .Sd. I .

Crookcs' Ijibomloric^, Gorsi Road. Park

Royal. N.W.IO (ollouh in Medicine. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sd. I .

HartinKton Mull Film Init. loincs. South

Devon C l.issroom films on regional and eco-

nomic gcogr.iphy. 16 mm. St. H.

Dominion of New /i-aland lilin I il)rur>. 415

Strand, W.C.2. 22 lilms of industrv, scener> and

sport. Includes several films about the Maoris.

16 mm. St. F.

Educational Films Bureau, Tring, Herts. A
selection ol all types of film. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. I .

Educational General Services, 37 Golden Square,

W.l. A wide seltxtion of films, particularly of

overseas interest. Some prints for sale. 16 mm. &
St. H.

Electrical Developminl .Association, 2 Sa\oy Hill,

Strand, W.C.2. lour lilms of electrical interest.

Further films of direct advertising appeal arc

available to members of the Association only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Empire Film Library, films primarily of Empire

interest, with a useful subjtx-t index. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 16 mm. and a few

35 mm. Sd. & St. I .

EnsJRn Film Library, 88-89 High Holborn,

London, W.C.I. Wide selection of all types of

lilms including fiction, comedies, documentaries,

lilms of geography, animal life, industry. Some
prints for outright s;ile. 16 mm. St. & a few Sd. H.

Film Centre, 34 Soho Square, W.l. Mouvements

Vihraioires. A film on simple harmonic motion.

French captions. 35 mm. & 16 mm. St. H.

Ford Film Library, Dagcnham. Essex. Some
50 films of travel, engineering, scientific and

comedy interest. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Gaumont-British Equipments, Film House, War-

dour Street, W.l. Many films on scientific sub-

jects, geography, hygiene, history, language,

natural history, sport. .Also feature films. 35 mm.
& 16 mm. Sd. &St. H.

(;.P.(). Film l.ibrarv. Over UK) tilms. mostly

centred round communications. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 35 mm.. 16mm.

Sd. & St. F.

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway. W.C.2. (a) Koda.'icope

Library. Instruction.il, documentary, feature,

western, comedy. Strong on early American

comedies. 16 mm. & S mm. St. H. (A separate

List of iUlatalional Films, extracted from the

aKivc, is also published. A numlxrr of films have

leaching notes.) (A) Medical Film Ubrarx. Circu-

lation restricted to members of medical profes-

sion. Some colour lilms Some prints for outright

sale. 16 mm. St. H.

March of Time. l>c.in House. 4 I>can Street.

W.l. Selected March of Time items, including

liiude .V,;;/ GeimanK Rut lie Fleets of Rriiam.

Canada at War. 16 mm Sd. H.

.Mathematical Films. Available from B. G. D.

Salt, 5 Carlingford Road, Hampstcad. N.W.3.

live mathenutical films suitable for senior

classes. 16 mm. & 9.5 mm. St. H.

MetropolitaJi-\ icken Electrical Co.. Ltd., Traf-

Ibrd Park, Manchester 17. Planned EJeciriJica-

tion, a film on the clccinlkaiion of the winding

and surface gear in a coal mine. Available for

showing to technical and educational groups.

16 mm. Sd. F.

.Ministry of Food Film Librarv, Neville House,

Page Street, S.W.I, or from District Offjoers. 23

films mostly on cooking, nutrition and kindred

subjects. 35 mm. &. 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Patbescopc, North Circular Road, Cricklewood,

N.W.2. Wide selection of silent films, including

cartoons, comedies, drama, documentary, travel,

sport. Also good seltxtion of early Anvrrican

and German films. 9.5 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Petroleum Films Bureau, 15 Hay Hill, Berkeley

Square, W. I . Some 25 technical and documentary

films. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Religioas Film Library, Church Walk, Duns-

table. Beds. Films ot religious and temperance

appeal. .Mso list of supporting films from other

sources. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Scottish Central Film Library, 2 Newton Place.

Charing Cross, Glasgow, C.3. A wide selection

of teaching films from many sources. Contains

some silent Scots films not listed elsesNherc.

Library available to groups in Scotland only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Sound-Film Senices, 27 Charles Street. Cardiff.

Library of selected films including Massingham's

.ind So to \i ork. Rome and Sahara have French

commentaries. 16 mm. Sd. H.

South .\frican RailMvys Publicity and Trard

Bureau, South Afnca House. Trafalgar Square,

W.C.2. 10 films of travel and general interest.

35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & 4 St. versions. F.

Southern Railway, General Manager's Oflioc

Waterloo Station, S.E.I. Seven films (one in

colour) including Building an EJectric Coach,

South African Fruit (Southampton Docks to

Covent Garden), and films on seaside towns.

16 mm. St. F.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 127 New Bond Street.

W.l. Three catalogues. Sound 16 mm., silent

16 mm., silent 9.5 mm. Sound catalogue contains

number of American feature films, including

Thunder 0\-cr Mexico, and some shorts. Silent 16

mm. catalogue contains first-class list of early

American. German- and Russian features and

shorts. 9.5 catalogue has number of early Ger-

man films and wide selection of early American

and English slapstick comcvlics. 16 mm. A 9.5

mm. Sd. & St. H.

Workers" Film AsMciation. 145 Wardour Street.

WT. Films of democratic and co-operative in-

terest. Notes and suggestions for complete pro-

gramnKS. Some prints for sale. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. H.
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Progress

THE FILMS DivisiONof the M.O.I, are heartily to be congratu-

lated upon one of their recent five-minute films Dawn Guanl
(reviewed on another page of this issue). It is a film which is

pitched in a quiet key and made with the utmost simplicity;

and it comes very near to expressing the feeling of ordinary

people as regards what sort of future is to come out of the war.

It is in fact a film suggestive of war aims, aUhough naturally

nothing specific is stated, the Films Division not being in a

position to expatiate on something on which there is as yet no
official Government policy. Nevertheless this film does state

categorically that it is not the wish of the ordinary people of

this country that any of the mistakes made after the last war
should be repeated after this one; and it leaves in the mind the

message that now is the time to consider the future and not

later on. We have had several reports of an extremely warm
audience reaction to this film, and it is to be hoped that the

Films Division will note that the more progressive attitude

indicated by Dawn Guanl is good propaganda not merely

because it is right in policy, but also because it focusses the

desires, so often vague and unformulated, of ordinary people.

Cui Bono?

DOCUMENTARY NEWS LETTER, for reasons obvious enough to

regular readers, would be the last to disapprove of criticism

of the Films Division of the Ministry of Information. Although

we believe that of recent months the policy and the activities

of the Division have changed very much for the better, we

equally believe that there is room for much more improvement,

and that there are a number of reforms which are only too
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lt)ng overdue. Bui we hope that the hilms Division, in taking

note of the criticisms levelled against it from time to time, will

continue to distinguish carefully between attacks based on ;i

desire to improve the national ellort in the field of films and

attacks based on self-seeking or profit-making plans evolved

by sectional interests. Indiscriminate attacks of the latter

category are by now fairly common, and the tawdry flags of

patriotic clap-trap which are simultaneously waved are hardly

suflicient to cover up the jealous partisanship of unscrupulous

monevmakers.

Ihrcc New Units

wi. wi i.t oMti three new companies to the documentary field

- Ealing Studios Shorts Section (under Cavalcanti), Paul

Rotha Productions, and Films of Great Britain (under Andrew
Buchanan). At a time when the need for rapid, efficient and

imaginative documentary production is highly important it is

a comfort to know that three companies under three well-

proved producers will be ready to take the strain of the

demand for an ever-increasing number of films. We wish

Buchanan, Cavalcanti and Rotha all success in their ventures.

Cavalcanti's first production Youni; Veterans (see D.N.L.

December) has already received a good press and wide theat-

rical distribution.

Deferment

III! (;i isii<)\ o\' the deferment of military service of docu-

mentary lilm producers and directors (and a certain number of

other documentary technicians) isstill ofparamount importance.

This fact we believe to be fully understood by the Ministry

of Labour Committee which is dealing with this matter.

We know of no one in the documentary movement who is

unwilling to undertake any form of national service in the

Armed Forces, in munition factories, or elsewhere. The

situation is that a number of official bodies—notably the

Films Division of the Ministry of Information—are at the

moment depending very largely ori documentary films for

their propaganda ser\ices. If key persons in documentary

were called up, these official bodies would themselves be hard

put to it to get all the films of this type which they require:

for documentary is a specialised technique and the training

involved is a lengthy process. Nor is it perhaps fully realised

that a large number of valuable documentary film-makers arc

alre.idv serving in the Armed Forces.

War l.coiiomics

vvj UAVi HI I N told c«iiisianlly for the past year that there is a

shortage of paper; yet the cinema trade papers still brought

out their annual New \car numbers one of them consisting of

IftO pages of good, thick, glossy paper each page measuring

nearly one Unn by one-and-a-half feet. Of these as many as

1 10 pages were devoted to advertisements a number of w hich

were virgin pages with an individual's name discreetly in-

scribed in the corner. No doubt the Trade papers had ^.>lll,-

spccial ration allowance for this; but nevertheless the New
Year's issues were hardiv .i LMod cvamplc ct' national ect)nomy.

Ptihlic Ktlatioiis

Wi »v I i( osit. liic apiHMinnn:iu .-i i. uioiici \Sauer hiiioi. who
is to succeed Major-General Bcith as Pubhc Relations Officer

at the War Oftke.

Colonel Elliot is no stranger to the Public Relations field,

and. in particular, he has had considerable experience in the

use of the film. He was a member of the Empire Marketing
Board Film Committee which formulated the first complete

policy for the use of films by a Government Department. More
recently, as Secretary of State for Scotland, he took a keen and
active interest in the preparation of the group of Documentarv
films about .Scotland which were first shown at the Scottish

Exhibition.

Invasion

IN I \i RV field of national defence—save one—preparations

to resist invasion appear complete and imaginative. The
exception may seem to some people to be triv ial. Yet \^'hethcr

it matters or not, the fact remains that the Films Division of

the Ministry of Information—a good deal of whose work in

these critical days is being done with films— is taking no
special steps to ensure that in all likely circumstances there

shall somewhere remain available at least one complete film-

making organisation. We believe this to be an important

mailer. .\ period of months might elapse between the begin-

ning of an attempted invasion and its end. and who dare say

that during ihal time it might not become of vital importance

to mobilise every conceivable channel for the distribution ol

information and urgent instructions— instructions which

perhaps could be made intelligible only by visual means'

The Films Division is apparently contenting itself with

expressing the hope that film-makers working on its contractv

will try to keep going whatever happens. We first raised this

matter in these columns many months ago; and since the

Ministry of Information is still not prepared to give a lead in

organising for an emergency we believe that film-makers

working on official or officially approved films should wait no

longer before making their own co-ordinated plans. Time
presses, and without some preliminary organisation an

invasion and a greatly intensified Blitz from the air might

result in the collapse of film-making for a period longer than

the period of invasion.

The editors of ixk L mi ntary mws lfitkr are pixpared to

assist in any possible way. For example, in helping individual

workers in case of emergency to keep contact both v\ith each

other and with the centres where film-making continues—

this in the event of production-units moving, studios or

offices being bombed, or normal communications becoming

difficult

Fxplanation

im lateness of the January issue of D.N.L. was due to v^ar

circumstances. We hope, but cannot guarantee, that it will not
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WHO SPEAKS FOR BRITAIN?
A plea for increased propaganda services overseas

FOR THE REST of the world Britain has become a land of

mystery. Letters from abroad reveal no more knowledge and

understanding of the present mind and face of this country than

if it were Tibet. The world does not understand what the

British people are feeling and thinking.

This lack of understanding is certainly not the result of a

neglect of the British scene by the foreign press. Britain is

today's biggest news, and the front pages of the world are

packed with interminable variations on the theme of British

resistance and fortitude. By now only the mentally

deficient are unaware that Britain can take it—a result

upon which the British information services can congratulate

themselves. The world needed to be told the story of how
British morale survived the first shock of the blitzkrieg; in

particular it was vitally important that the United States should

understand that there was no possibility of British capitulation.

But now all of this is stale news. British endurance is proved

and the proof accepted. But what else are the British people

doing besides enduring, besides taking it? Do they believe that

their endurance will be rewarded? If so, what form will the

reward take? Do the British people intend to be revenged upon

the German people for their sufferings? What, in fact, are the

war aims and the peace aims of the British people? What, in

fact, do the British people think about the war?

These are the questions that the world is asking. The answers

to them will elucidate the British enigma; but the British

information services which have so brilliantly demonstrated

the bravery, the adaptabihty and the humour of the British

people have ignored them. With the result that the world might

well soon conclude that our bravery is only matched by our

stupidity.

It is no answer to plead that since the Government has not

published war or peace aims the public cannot be expected to

have any views on the subject. Just as the public reaction to

bombing anticipated the Government reaction so it is to be

expected that the public peace aims will be articulated earlier

than the aims of the Government.

These popular aims must be brought to light and immediately

pubHshed far and wide. Until the world understands our objec-

tives we cannot hope for the full measure of world sympathy,

and we shall play into the hands of the isolationist in all

countries.

A great deal of nonsense has been written about war aims.

There was a period when the smart-Alecs were telling us that

unless our war aims were clear there was no point in our con-

tinuing the war—as if we had any choice in the matter. As if

any war aim could be realistic at that time save the aim of

avoiding defeat at the hands of an enemy who had

no intention of permitting peace until the British were slaves

in a slave State. But that period is now past. The British role

in the war is beginning to change from the defensive to the

offensive. Whereas up till the present the enemy has been making

war on us—whether we liked it or no—now we are beginning

to make war on the enemy. The choice between peace and war

begins to be a real choice for us. And so the world is now im-

patient to know what we hope to gain from a continuance of

the war—now that we cannot be beaten and now that the

enemy is forced willy-nilly to consider what is the best bargain

he can hope to make with us.

What will Britain do when she has won? That is the question

the neutrals are asking and our allies and our enemies too.

Is it, after all, just another imperialist war? Shall we, in a few

years time, feel as cynically about this war as we felt about the

last one, just as soon as the outlines of the land fit for heroes

to live in became clear to us? Surely—intelligent Americans

are asking—the British can't be caught twice in one generation

by the moth-eaten appeal to make the world safe for a chimer-

ical democracy? In their determination to resist, in their ab-

sorption in "taking it", have the British people forgotten the

wave of anti-war feehng which swept the world so short a time

ago? In their glorification of the Spitfire and the Wellington,

the tank and the battleship, have they forgotten the Merchants

of Death who traffic in these lethal weapons and who have so

often proved not only to be the sole victors in modern war but

also its chief begetters?

Upon the answers we make to these questions depends the

co-operation of the rest of the world in bringing the war to an

end and estabUshing a just peace. What answers shall we make
and how shall we make them? The principal media available

are press, radio, and film. Of these the most important at

present is almost undoubtedly the radio; and whether or no

we are putting out the right sort of programmes to foreign

wireless sets it seems clear that we certainly are not putting

out anything. like the right quantity. The K.H. Newsletter

recently estimated that in the first year of the war the Germans

—over all stations controlled by them—broadcast 90,000

foreign language programmes over a period of about 30,000

hours. Our own foreign language broadcasts did not reach

7,000 hours over the same period. It must of course be remem-

bered that this figure does not include the Empire Services;

nor presumably does it include under-cover propaganda

(details of which it would hardly be in the public interest to

disclose in these columns). It must also be remembered that the

Germans have a great superiority of numbers in medium-wave
stations—and medium-wave has undoubtedly the easiest and

widest European coverage. Are we doing all we can in the

field of radio? It is of vital importance.

The use of films overseas has for long been a sore point in

many quarters—even in peace time ; and there is no reason to

suppose that we can congratulate ourselves on a good overseas

film service today. It is, indeed, extraordinarily difficult to find

out either what is being done or how far what is done is of any
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use. But fVom the meagre e\idencc available it is clear that this

important branch of film activities is shDckingly behindhand

and none too intelligently organised.

It is. for instance, quite fantastic that our imperial film

service is not more fully organised. Canada, it is true, is

humming with activities in the film field; but little apfK\trs

to be coming from Australia. New Zealand and South

Africa; and a system of interchange betsvcen Dominion and

Dominion as well as between the Dominions and this

country seems so far to be noticeable only by its absence. As

regards India it is too early to speak, as Ale.x Shaw has only

recently arrived there to take up his new post; but the

possibilities are enormous. In all these cases what is needed

is centralisation and initiative. Much the same may be said

of our activities among non-belligerent countries.

True, the M.O.I, has done some sterling "spot-news" work

in the U.S.A. with films like LomUm Can Take It; and the

appearance of really good British feature films on the screens

of foreign countries -including the U.S.A.— is (when it occurs)

prestige propaganda in itself. But in general the service of films

to overseas lands - whether non-belligerent or within the

Empire— seems to be unplanned both as regards production

and as regards distribution.

Then there is the British Council for Cultural Relations,

etc.. etc. Its Film Committee is specifically concerned in spon-

soring or acquiring films suitable for showing this country

to the peoples of foreign countries. Through'this committee a

number of films on varied subjects are sponsored each year.

Some are good themes, some bad. and most of them in-

different ; the same may be said as regards their treatment,

in which production companies tend to be hampered by a

timid and unimaginative approach. There would seem to

be no understanding on the part of the Committee (col-

lectively speaking) either of the true spirit of the British

people or of the elementary needs of wartime propaganda

:

and in the end cultural relations are just as much propaganda

as anything else. At all events it may be pertinent to ask

the following questions of the British Council Films

Committee

:

(1) Is the making of a film which is built round the phnisc

"Hitler IS a bastard" sensible propaganda of a cultural or any

other nature?

(2) What is the approximate audience coverage of British

Council Films in foreign countries? In other words how many
copies of how many films are sent to how many countries?

And in how many cinemas, schools and universities as opposed

to ofVicial parties at Kmbassies are the> shown'.'

{}) On what principle is the subject matter of a \ear's

film programme selected?

(4) In how many languages is the Council's Film C atalogue

published : how many copies are distributed annually and in

how many countries?

{f<) How far does the Committee take expert ad\ice; and

where docs it get it from

'

Until these and similar questions are answered (or perhaps

it is "not in the public interest"?) the impression will persist

that the British Council films arc at present too much cluttered

up with the old. old stones of British courage, the beauties of

the British countryside and the British crafts, the might of the

British Navy, the veneration due to ancient British institutions,

in fact cluttered up with what remains of the old grimy junk-

box of British feudal tradition. Can the world find any answer

to its questions here? Does the work of the British Council in

projecting Britain on to foreign screens make any contribution'

to an international understanding of the present mood and
ambition of the British people?

It does not. The British people are beginning to work out for

themselves the answers to the question of a war-tortured

world, but no one is yet concerned with sending these answers

to the questioners. That must be the next task of our foreign

information services.

It may well prove necessary to look mainly to the Films

Di\ision of the M.O.I, for the active and sensible use of films

to present ourselves and our case to people overseas. Much
remains to be done, both as regards an enlightened production

policy and as regards a wide theatrical and non-theatrical dis-

tribution. Nor should it be forgotten that it is by no means

impossible to get films into enemy, and particularly enemy

occupied countries. (.Again it would not be politic to gi\e

details.)

Meantime the British people want the world to know that

they hate war but that war has revealed to them their own
power. They recognise only too clearly the possibility that

victory for Britain in this war might bring in its train econo-

mic and social misery and the seeds of yet another war. The>

recognise that these evils are not to be avoided by the persecu-

tion of a defeated enemy. But they belie\e also that they ha\c

the power to build a new world, not only after the war. but

now; a power which they possessed in 1918 but which the>

failed to use.

The British people belie\e that they are close enough to the

last war and its aftermath to be able to profit by the lessons i;

provided. They believe too that they see the causes of this war

clearly enough to be able to ensure that they do not arise again.

They have made their mistakes and now they are sufTering for

them -but they do not intend to sufTer from these same mis-

takes ever again. Britain is "taking it" because the British

people allowed its Government to expose the people of China,

the people of Abyssinia, and the people of Spain to what

today must be sulTered by the people of Britain. Thev have

learned once and for all that a people cannot escape respon-

sibility for the actions of its Government.

Out of the sufTering of the British people, therefore, emerges

this message for the world : "We have the power to govern this

country of ours, but more important than that is ihe knowledge

that the time has come when we must utilise that power or

perish. We shall not only refuse to be governed from the Wil-

helmstrasse or the Kremlin; we shall refuse to be govcriietl

from the Carlton Club. This is not merely a war to save democ-

racy : It is a war to establish democracy. In future the British

people will govern themselves." We should bla/on this message

across the world by radio and by film without delay and

with an increased appropriation of these vital means of

propaganda. "He who gives quicklv gives double measure,"

and our mess;ige would indeed be a gift to all peoples who

love trecdom, as well as to ourselves.
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FILM LECTURES TO H.M. FORCES IN SCOTLAND
By ALEXANDER L. TAYLOR, M.A.

SOME MONTHS AGO the War Office came to the conclusion that

the large armies stationed in this country stood in need of

mental as well as physical exercise. A Scottish Command
Education Officer and five Area Education Officers were

appointed to cover the whole of Scotland from Galloway to the

Shetlands. Since the education service aimed at was not essen-

tially mihtary in character, extra-mural committees were also

set up in the four Scottish universities to work in collaboration

with the area officers.

The first step was to form panels of lecturers on all sorts of

subjects. The experience of many of the straight lectures

which were subsequently given, showed the difficulty of

developing a type of lecture which would appeal generally to

the wide range of intelligence of the men in the average unit.

It was then that a novel form of education was devised—the

film lecture. This method of presenting a subject was not merely

new to the army ; it was actually the first organised, large-scale

attempt to use films in this way and demanded a technique

(or a variety of techniques) quite different from that employed

in the old magic-lantern lecture.

Most of us can remember the snapping of the lecturer's

fingers to inform his assistant that the appropriate moment
had come to change the slide. No such welding of the subject-

matter and illustration is possible in the film-lecture. Here, the

two or three illustrations may last for ten or twenty minutes

each and may require little or no commentary from the

lecturer.

One method, which has been tried successfully, is to give

a short introductory talk, followed by the showing of a film

dealing with life and scenery in the particular part of the earth's

surface under discussion. Then follows a longer talk on the

strategic, political and industrial significance of this region,

illustrated by a second, more technical film.

As the scheme develops, it seems to me that another visual

aid is certain to be employed—the film strip, which has the

advantage of cheapness and speed in preparation. For example

a lecture on the situation in Greece could be illustrated a

few days from now by a dozen maps showing the development

of fighting to date and the importance of the theatre of war in

relation to the larger Mediterranean campaign; this at the

cost of a few shillings. A film would take weeks to prepare

and would certainly be too costly to produce while the situation

is changing from day to day.

At the moment, however, the film-lecture is only just passing

out of the experimental stage and the fifty or so lecturers so far

enlisted are fully engaged in grappling with the extraordinary

circumstances in which the lectures have to be given.

It was my privilege to give the first film-lecture to the Forces

in an old aeroplane hangar. The "theatre" consisted of a corner

of the hangar, heated by a coke brazier about halfway between

the projector and the screen. Power came from the fights, and

all globes had to be removed from a block of these. A vast

area of darkness and emptiness surrounded us but, at a still

greater distance some hundreds of men were very quietly served

with supper. Afterwards, A.T.S., cooks and other military

personnel came drifting up out of the darkness and clustered

about the fringes of the audience.

I found it a-very strange and thrilling experience to be talking

to these men on The Middle East, a region in which

many of them might find themselves before many weeks had

passed. Moreover, the atmosphere in this case greatly favoured

the success of the lecture. I had the illusion that I was at a

camp-fire in the darkness outside, and the familiar screen with

its moving images seemed all the more pleasantly unexpected.

About a fortnight later, I gave the same lecture to a Home
Defence Battalion, stationed at an immense munitions factory

and as completely isolated from the rest of the world as if they

had been in one of the outposts of empire, which in a sense

they were. In they came to the wooden recreation hut, about

sixty strong—old soldiers that never die. For months they had

been literally starved of interest, and the whole undertaking

was hke a Christmas Party to them.

Both audiences, however, enjoyed the same things, in one

case in grimly humorous silence, in the other with much laugh-

ter and exclamatory appreciation. They liked Grass, the story

of the migration of a Persian tribe in quest of fodder. Oilfrom
Iran which revealed the technical side of a great and vitally

important industry; and the talk on the pohtical and

strategic importance of operations then pending, some of

which have since taken effect.

So far as the actual lectures are concerned, it is of course

impossible to forecast exactly what is going to happen at any

stage in this or any war. The aim is to indicate certain trains of

circumstances and so put the men into a better position to

make their own forecasts and to understand the importance

of each development as it becomes news.

As to the lecturers, most of us are teachers, specialists in a

variety of subjects, and each of these will have its own prob-

lems of presentation, no doubt as interesting as I find mine.

Most of us, too, as members of the Scottish Educational

Film Association, have been interested in the film as an educa-

tional medium for some time, and it should not be overlooked

that the experience gained in such a scheme as is at present

being run for the benefit of the troops may be of the greatest

value to education generally, after the war.

At present, however, the first consideration is to supply the

troops with a form of education they can enjoy, and in this the

scheme promises to succeed. A vital part in that success has

been played and will continue to be played by the Scottish

Film Council, which drew up the panels of film-lecturers and
fists of suggested topics, and by the Council's Scottish Central

Film Library which supplies the films.
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FILMS IN BRAZIL
By ROBERTO ASSUMPCAO DE ARAUJO

Reprinted by courtesy of Films

THE GOVERNMENT decree No. 1915 of December The censorship commission forbids presentation

27, 1939, established the Department of Press and of films included in any of the following cate-

Propaganda. It is an important organism with

ample powers covering all aspects of the cinema.

The Department is not within any ministry, but

(b) Production of educational films.

(c) Exchange of its own films and others with

the films of similar establishments, munici-

pal, state and foreign.

(d) Production of records and talking films

accompanied by talks of noted professors

and artists. These are sold or rented.

gories

:

(e) Exchange of sound films and records.

(1) films which offend public morals

:

^, . . , , . . . ^, ^.,,-,,,.. rr . ui r The Institute has yet other activities. The Film
(2) containing scenes of ferocity, or capable of •'

i n v, i

•

is responsible to the President himself. Regarding

motion pictures, its functions are
:

'

(a) official censorship;

(b) fostering native production of films

;

(c) classification of national and educational

pictures in order to grant privileges

;

(d) recommendation to the government con-

cerning reduction or exemption of federal

taxes upon films of propaganda or of an

educational character, as well as concession

of privileges for the transportation of such

films

;

(e) granting to such films other advantages

that may he considered fitting.

Besides these functions of a general character,

the Moving Picture Division of the Department considered educational which divulge instrt

suggesting the practice of crime

;

(3) divulging or inducing bad habits;

(4) capable of inciting against the present

regime, public order, legitimate authorities,

and their agents

;

(5) susceptible of dainaging relations with

other nations

;

(6) offensive to religion or religious institu-

tions;

(7) damaging in any way the dignity of nation-

al interests

;

(8) undermining the prestige of the armed

forces.

On the other hand, upon judgment of the official

those films are

has other purposes, regulated in detail by the

government decree No. 1949 of September 30,

1939.

tive, moral and artistic knowledge, or those which

contribute to the spiritual formation, the social

education and the intellectual and esthetic sense

At present this decree is the fundamental law of the audie

1 Brazil concerning the cinema, and particularly

regarding the production and protection of

Brazilian films, censorship, collection of duties,

and regulation of exported films

:

(a) Protection of native production : In addi-

tion to the 1932 law regarding compulsory exhi-

bition of Brazilian short films, the new law

further provides that all moving picture theatres

exhibit at least one full length Brazilian film per

year. In order to ensure improvement in the

quality of these compulsory Brazilian films, the

law provides that they must be passed as "of

good quality" by the censorship commission.

The same rule applies to exported Brazilian films,

a special licence ofthe Department being required.

With a view to stimulating the production of

films, the Department of Press and Propaganda

undertakes the production of newsreels, films of

nature and travel in Brazil, public services,

governmental developments, and national his-

torical reconstruction.

(b) Taxes: All foreign films contribute to the

education tax at the rate of 400 milreis (approxi-

mately twenty dollars) per metre of each copy

excepting only the copies that are printed in

Brazil. Brazilian films are subject only to the tax

of 400 milreis per metre, regardless of number of

copies made. Brazilian educational films are

entirely exempt. From the annual revenue of the

motion picture tax for popular education, a

certain sum is set aside for distribution of prizes

among Brazilian producers who submit the best

films.

(c) Film censorship: Dispositions concerning

censorship are minutely developed. The restric-

tions are: No film can be publicly exhibited

without a certificate of approval emanating from

the Department, which is good for five years.

Instituto Nacional de Cinema Educative

(National Institute of Educational Cinema)

Library (Filmoteca) serves not only all schools in

Brazil, but scientific and cultural societies as well.

It owns approximately 350 films.

The production of films embraces 16mm. silent

and sound films and 35mm. sound films. Among
recent productions may be mentioned a series of

Brazilian scientific research films, the last being

The Electric Properties of the Poraque. Besides

the production of purely educational films, on the

occasion of the centenary of Machado de Assis,

the greatest American writer in the Portuguese

language, one of his short stories, "Um Apologo"

was filmed.

The most important film now in production is

Bandeirantes (Pioneers), directed by Humberto

Mauro, producer of some of the best Brazilian

films, such as Favela dos Meus Amores and

Descobriinento do Brasil.

The I.N.C.E. adheres to the international con-

ventions in the circulation of educational films,

exchanging at present with almost all South

American and some European countries; it

publishes a monthly periodical on 16mm. films,

The I.N.C.E. was created in 1937 as a branch of discussing national and foreign news of educa-

the Ministry of Health and Education, to pro- tional and historical significance, principally for

mote and direct the utilisation ofcinematography, school use. Recently there was organised a series

particularly as an auxiliary to teaching, and in of showings of old films, introduced by lectures,

general as a means of education. for the purpose of observing the progress made

Briefly, the activities of the Institute are

:

in motion picture production. The government

(a) Maintenanceof an educational film library plans to extend the I.N.C.E. organisation by

to serve private and public schools. regional departments throughout the country.
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NKW nOCl \II:NTAIO FILMS
Hydraulin. Ptoihuiion Shell I ilm I mi I'ro-

ihuer Arihur I lion, DireciUm: Ralph LIton.

iiNDRALLK^i is one of the best, if not the best,

of Shell's 'Science Simplilieil" Series. It goes

simply and clearly through the principles and

practice of hydraulics, and although physics

means nothing to me, I've got a fairly good idea

now why the man at the garage, with only a pull

on a ro|X', hoists a car up 25 ft. I know now that

liquids cannot be compressed—and because of

this if there arc two cylinders filled with liquid

and conntxted by a tube and the piston of one

cylinder is pushed down an inch, the other piston

will rise an inch—because liquids cannot be

compressed. I know that if the pistons are of

ditl'ercnt sizes, one I inch in diameter and the

other three inches in diameter, if the small

piston is pushed down one inch, the large one

will rise a third of an inch. If weights are sub-

stituted, a one I lb. push will raise a three pound

weight. That is how the lift works—and this

is why the film is so good.

Dawn Guard. /'r(<(//«7;<w.- The Boulting Brothers.

Disirihiiiiiw: M.O.I, (hive Minute Series.)

THIS is one of the best of the Five Minute films so

far issued, not because it has any special pro-

duction merits, but because it sincerely and sim-

ply states something which is deep in everybody's

heart -an urgent resolve to sec that after this

war (unlike the last) the people of this country

shall have a fuller, freer, and better life. The film

is in the form of a dialogue between two Home
Guards on duty on an English hillside at dawn.

They speak first of Hitler -of how his mad
cruelties have interfered with our simple and

dcxent system of life: and then the conversation

turns to things which we were not so proud of in

peace and which after this war we must put right.

The dialogue is from time to time illustrated by

cut-outs from various diKumeniary filnis. The

dialogue pass;iges are dominated by Bernard

Miles' quiet and convincing Hertfordshire accent.

The Turn of the Furrow. Prtnliictum: Shell Film

Unit, rnnliHcr: Fdgar Anstey. nirtxiimi: Peter

B.i>lis. Plioioaniphy. Francis Be;idle. Cmimcni-

on Ikrnard Miles. 20 minutes. Technical .Ulvisor:

S. J. Wright, M.A., Institute for Research in

Agricutural Fngincering.

The Turn of Ihe h'urrow is a film about tractors.

The lirst thrccquartcrs is all about the advan-

tages of a tractor to farmers, and the dilTercnt

jobs it cm do. the last quarter is aK^ut tractor

design. The film has been extremely carefully

made and is \er> h.indsomc to \ooV. at I hate

to think how ni,iny production days were spent

watting for the sun and though most people

will find It l(Hi long, I person.illy was interested

in cverv minute of il Its main fault is that it

nc^cr makes up iis mind whether it is streaking

to the general public or to a specialist farmer

audience, with the result that it is. b\ turns. aUnc
and below the IcscI of the audience AKo there

finished film bulges everywhere and has lost its

shape. The piece on tractor design, for instance,

though interesting on its own, is obviously quite

out of place.

The commentary is well spoken in a Hert-

fordshire voice, but the ctfect of the whole film is

in some odd way unconvincing. You feci that

somebody has been trying to sell you something

—not tractors (which nobody needs to be sold

these days), so much as a view of farming. I bet

this lilm is unpopular as hell with farm labourers,

and I'm doubtful if CNcn the farmers will like it,

they hate to be told anything about their busi-

ness. Farmers arc a queer crew, and 1 expect

most of them will resent extremely the sugges-

tion in the commentary that if they get a tractor

they'll be able to sack some of their men. Not

that it won't appeal to them, but they like to

think of these things themselves and then wrap

them up so that they look quite different. You
mustn't bring them out in crude language like

that. Successful farmers are nearly all heartily

disliked in their district—success in farming

usually depends on driving your men. Those

that aren't disliked get away with it by feats of

daring, cunning or strength. Popular farmers

usually go bust at regular intervals and end up

by going as labourers to the successful ones. I

think only the successful ones will like this film.

But it is a fascinating film for anyone interested

in farming.

L'pland and Lowland Farm. PruJuciion: Darting-

ton Hall Film Unit, Direction: Erica Etcnson.

Photography: William Hunter and Erica Etcnson.

16 mm. Silent. 2 reels.

I pt ANt> ^ARM is in Dartmoor, Lowland Farm
lies on the fertile lovely land beneath the moor.

The latter is a fine farm and farms are grand

places.

If you ever slid on your little pants, from the

sunlight of a high grain loft, down through the

tunnel of a grain shoot, to come into daylight

again in some unexpected manger: if you ever

sat by the harness room stove and cleaned shin-

ing, jingling metal bits with siber sand while

countrvmen told their talcs : if. as a boy. you ever

marched into the dark of Halloween with a

lantern made from a marrow, then you will have

the persuasion that there is more Ivhind a harn

door than first nwets the eye or the lens. Now.
( 'plaiitl and Umland Farm is neither an adequate

instructional or informational film nor. alterna-

tively, is it a satisfactory record of a grand sub-

ject, in the sense just indicated. It does not foot

cither bill, yet it is obviously an honest and

worth-while effort. W ith this film as with others

of similar type, a restatement oi what we all

mean and intend by education would make
matters easier for the docunKntary producer and

director. But until an educational re-oricntation

has taken place I. for one, vkould like to sec more

nati\c gusto, more experimentation and more

To return to the subjtxt, farming and husband r.

is the age-old art of mankind which ga\e r.

release; led it to reflect upon the mysteo of thv.

seasons: taught it the deep satisfaction of in-

crease, and the wisdom of paticiKC.

The maker of a film which put these things o\«.:

would need tofeclthem underlyingihesupcrficia!

ities of market prices and electric milkini:

machines. You have got to feci things if the filni-

you make are to be of importance. The nKrc intel-

lectual appraisal of facts is not sufficient. \W\
lack of depth of feeling for a subject is not to K
made up by prowess in film craftmanship or

by manipulations of xsthetic principles. Ii

Upland and Lowland Farm there is a health;.

embryonic stirring in the right direction. Con-

sidering it was made under the handicaps of

sub-standard production, it is a commendable

effort.

Galapagos. Production: Dartingion Hall Filr^

Unit. Direction: William Hunter and Dasi^;

Lack. Photography: Richard Leacock. Distrih..

tion: D.H.F.A. and E. & G. Services Ltd. 16 mm
Silent. 2 reels.

THERE arc two interesting things about iIk

Galapagos Islands, a group in the Pacific Ocean

1.000 miles from Panama: on some of these

islands there are giant reptiles which hark right

back to prehistoric times : the mainland is close

enough (600 miles) for birds and beasts to have

found their way to these islands from linK to

time, but is too far away for its influence to be

felt.

To the student, this gives a unique opportunity

of studying early forms of life in the raw. as it

were, and of watching an evolution which, in

comparison, is taking place before our eyes.

For those living things which have wandered

from the mainland in the last few centuries have

been adapting themselves to the local conditions,

developing in time-parallel with the mainland

species but alongdilferent ways. Late-comers from

the mainland, therefore, showing all the normal

characterislic> of their species, can be found

side by side with descendants of earlier travellers,

which have had tiiiK to tune into their new'

environnKnt.

Darwin himself visited these islands in his

voyage in H.M.S. "Beagle".

This prtsduction is a praiseworthy attempt to

convey the wider implications of all this, at the

same time as making a visual record of natural

life on the islands. But. in common with many

instructional films which try to bring in the larger

issues, the film falls rather badly between two

stvxils The very brcidth of evolution tends to

dwarl the straightfonvard record of natural life,

while the vanely of flora and fauna obscures the

argunKnt.

The film needs a simpler approach, particular-

ly in the wording and layout of the sub-titles, and

a more facile use of diagram As it is. it
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makes a valuable record of unusual wild life

with some magnificent photography by Richard

Leacock.

The Serving Army. Production: Strand, for the

Salvation Army. Direction: John Eldridge and

Ralph Keene. Photography: George Noble.

1 reel.

The Serving Army is a film of some of the

Salvation Army's wartime relief work. An open-

ing sequence of the Prime Minister going among
firemen at work identifies the Salvation Army
with the war effort, and then we pass on to

Salvation Army girls leaving a Denmark Hill

sing-song to take cups of tea to A.R.P. workers,

their canteen in a big shelter, and the distribution

of clothes to bombed-out people. This has all

been very well shot. The great Stepney shelter

under the arches, with people spreading their

blankets on the cobbles and milling round the

S.A. band, is particularly moving. In fact, it must

be very difficult to take a camera anywhere

among bombed people and not come back with

good stuff, but Eldridge and Keene have certain-

ly made the most of their opportunities. No
doubt the Salvation Army is doing good work

among these people, but this sort of film always

leaves the slightly unpleasant feeling that

people's sufferings are no more than a happy

occasion for good works and an appeal for

money, and that what is desired is rather the

alleviation of suffering than its disappearance.

Christmas Under Fire. Prochiction: G.P.O. Film

Unit. Commentary: Quentin Reynolds.

FOLLOWING the success of London Can Take It

the G.P.O. Film Unit have quite sensibly tried

to make a sequel.

It was not an easy job to follow up the exciting

and extremely emotional story of the bombing

of the biggest city in the world—but they seem

to have gone into it fairly thoroughly. Where
effects were unconsciously achieved in London

Can Take It, in Christmas Under Fire the same

effects have been tried for with the obvious idea

of—this will make them weep. The result is that

the first film was genuine and moving—the

second rather maudlin bad taste. The film comes

alive only at the last sequence—as the choir-boy

sings and you dip down into the Tube stations.

Architects of Britain. Production: Strand for the

British Council. Direction: John Eldridge.

Photography: Martin Curtis and Charles

Marlborough. 10 minutes.

ARCHITECTURE is entirely and absolutely an

aspect of sociology. The fact that we live in

buildings instead of caves and tents is due to the

revolution which is described in Genesis as the

story of Cain and Abel. Abel represented the new-

found technique of staying in one place and living

off cultivated crops instead of, like Cain, moving

with the herds from pasture to pasture as the

grass was eaten. That was a fundamental revolu-

tionary step in the history of architecture as it

permitted and encouraged the setting up of per-

manent dwellings. There are still plenty of Cains

in the world—the herdsmen of Tashkent and

Kinghiztan for instance—and though they live

in the twentieth century it is no use expecting

them to live in blocks of modern flats. The point

of all this is that architecture is much better dis-

cussed in terms of the life of the people than in

terms of materials and building techniques. The

modern craze for glass walls, wide expanse of

windows and so on, arises much more from the

large amount of sedentary indoor work today

than from the possibilities of steel-frame build-

ings. In a Cotswold village you will find the

weavers' cottages with their fine wide windows

for indoor work, next door to the farm labourers'

cottages with next to no windows at all. Yet

building technique was the same for both.

A film about architecture should be firmly

rooted in the contemporary life of the people.

Architects of Britain unfortunately is not allowed

to attempt anything of this sort : there are no

people in it at all, and it is confined to a very well

photographed series of pictures of different

buildings. These range from Stonehenge (the

mere fact that the great stones of Avebury and

Stonehenge could be got there at all is a revealing

light on the contemporary society—the Pyramids

for instance presuppose slavery) through Saxon,

Norman, Gothic, classical and Victorian archi-

tecture down to the modern monopoly office

block. There is a great deal of interesting com-

ment on individual architects, building material

and technique in Architects of Britain. In its

way it is quite successful, and the constantly

panning camera keeps us from getting bored,

but as a film about architecture it doesn't even

get to first base.

5-MINUTE FILMS FOR NOVEMBER, DECEMBER AND JANUARY
fThe G.P.O. Film Unit has been retitled the Cro e films were released on 28/10/40, 4/11/40 or 11/11/40.

Title Theme Director Prod. Unit Released

Owner Conies Aboard National saving Alex Bryce Spectator 18/11/40

Checking up enemy plane casualties R. Elton Crownt 25/11/40

Neighbours Under Fire Voluntary relief in blitzed districts Ralph Bond Strand 2/12/40

We've Got to get Rid of the Rats The rat menace James Carr Strand 9/12/40

Fighter PUot R.A.F. defence - Movietone 16/12/40

Her Father's Daughter Women in industry Desmond
Dickinson

Butcher's Film
Service

23/12/40

Goofer Trouble Take cover Maurice Elvey D & P Studios 30/12/40

Christmas Under Fire.. Christmas under difficulties Harry Watt Crown 6/1/41

Any Old Iron Scrap - Merton Park
Studios

13/1/41

The Dawn Guard Home Guards' comment on the war at home Roy Bouhing Charter Films 20/1/41

War and Order The police .

.

Charles Hasse Crown 27/1/41
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analysis yet made of the yenc-ral problem of the colour him.

It IS, perhaps, signiticant that Disncvs Sills

.Symphonies are the only colour (ilms which have

so far received universal approval. Hovv much
of their success is due to the fact that cartoons

are the only films so tar produced in which the

colour is completely under the control of the

producer, and how much to Disney's genius, wc

do not know. It is at least arguable that those

critics who are of the opinion that the only real

future for colour kinematography lies in the

non-realistic colour cartoon are merely paying a

tribute to the high level of technical quality

which has been attained in that medium, rather

than making out a case against the general use

of colour, and we must be careful not to draw

sweeping conclusions about the future of colour

on the basis of a jusiitiable distaste for imperfect

colour kinematography handled in the florid

manner which is now so usual.

The simplest way of looking at the matter is

to imagine that colour photography had been

invented before monochrome photography. If

this had been the ease, we should by now t>e so

used to colour, and understand so much better

how to handle it. that the discovery and sub-

stitution of monochrome would seem a retro-

grade step, except, perhaps, for special efTccts.

To complete this inverted picture it is necessary

to assume that the newly introduced mono-

chrome process was of a photographic quality

eijuivalent to the average news films for this is

the level of quality which, in my opinion, colour.

h> any process we have so far seen, has

.It I.lined.

rhe critics to whom I have referred would then

.ilmost certainly protest that we are not colour

hlind and that the suggestion that this new-

f.ingled monochrome would eventually oust the

familiar colour film was ridiculous that, at the

most It should onl> be used tor special elTects.

such as the line drawing cartoons o\' Disneyl

I ooked at in this way the answer to the

question, "Do we want colour'" is "Naturally"

though we arc not neccssiinly going to prefer

the colour productions of the next few years lo

monochrome. Ttie latter has had an excellent

start, and M) years of "trying it on the dog" has

evolved a technique of prcscnt.ition admirably

suited lo the bl.ick-and-white medium. Produ-

cers, camcr.imcn and dircctor> have grown up

in a black-and-white universe and to take their

prixluct in its present form and colour it can

h.irdly be more successful xstheiically than would

K- the tilling o\' dialogue lo a silent lilm. The

moment sound released the lilm from ihc fruslra-

iion of Ihc sut>-tiilc. the film bcgiui to alter, and

one has only lo sec a modern talkie without its

siHind accomp.inimcnl to realise just how much

the film's present architecture is conditioned by

its appeal to both eye and car.

Early sound films. Judged by prcscnt-da\

standards, were intolerable, the films themselves

were little more than photographed stage pla>^

in which action was slowed down to permit of .1

spalc of talk and noise. Many people fimil>

believed, therefore, that the talkies would prove

a short-lived boom. On the other hand, the

re-orientation of ideas and production methods

which rapidly followed was easier to bring about

than will be the reorganisation demanded by

colour, and analogies to the "talkie revolution
"

are. beyond a certain point, misleading.

The sound film introduced a new set of

dramatic values upon which producers were

quick to seize. It was only rendered possible bv

the direct application of discov cries and experi-

ence accumulated by the radio industry, and its

imperfcvtions were soon reduced lx:low the point

where they distracted our attention from the

theme of the film. A slight distonion of truih

in the reproduction of sound is not ncccssaril>

fatal to our enjoyment. The fact that an actor's

voice as rcproducc"d from the sound track

may be markedly ditTerent in timbre from his

actual voicx will pass unnoticed, but equivalent

distortion of flesh-tone colour rendering might

turn this to an unforgivable green. Colour

kinematography has no industry equivalent 10

radio to which it can turn for ready-made

solutions of its problems. It must pull itsell

up by its own boot laces. Fortunalcly. the

introduction of sound dealt the first serious blo\s

at those empirical methods of working, which

colour will, of necessity, banish entirely, but a

realisation that empirical nKthods arc even more
disastrous in colour production than they are

in sound is hardly sufTtcieni to ensure the rapid

disappearance of black-and-white.

Even if we assume llial the necessary control

c^ver the technical aspects is already attainable,

there arc many othc factors which will influenee

thc devclopmeni of the colour film and whicli

we have not as yet the data lo discuss inielli-

genily. For example, we know very lililc as to

the psvchological effects of colour presented in .1

lime sequence that is capable of any immediate

applications lo the problems of the pnxlucer

of colour films. Thai we shall continue 10 be

satisfied with colour films merely for their

kalcidoKopic qualities is doubtful, and so far

most prvxiucers have attempted to make colour

run before it has really learned lo walk. It is.

for example, arguable that ihe application of

colour lo the slory film in its present form is

.Tisthelically a mistake and that Ihe fad thai

most slory films in colour lo date have been
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'"costume" pieces is a confession of technical

weakness. It half hints that those responsible

doubt the ability of any process to deal as yet

with subtleties and have, therefore, played for

safety by clothing the actors in every colour of

the spectrum so that the eye may be stunned

into a realisation that theirs really is an all-colour

film, and be blinded by the undeniable colour

range of the actors" clothes to the peculiarities of

their complexions : I may be wrong here, available

processes possibly are capable of dealing with

subtleties, but the backers of a colour film may
not be prepared to risk the additional money
which colour costs unless they can see with their

own eyes that they are getting value for it by

the colour acrobatics which the film performs.

This attitude is very common with colour

photographic workers, as can be seen at any

exhibition of still colour photographs. Despite

the fact that, in still photography, it is certainly

possible nowadays to trap subtleties and deli-

cacies of colour on paper, glass or film, many
leading colour photographers are still obsessed

with the ability of the automatic paint-box to

reproduce any colour, however vivid, and they

prefer to run the whole gamut of the spectrum

rather than work with a limited number of

harmonious colours. It is not surprising, there-

fore, to find that art directors of colour films,

who in print maintain that restraint in the hand-

ling of colour is essential, can yet set a tea-table

with a red and blue checked cloth and surround

it with models in yellow and purple hats, wearing

green and scarlet bathing costumes! The fact

that our adventures to date in the field of beauty

have been rather like an excursionists' picnic

in a bluebell wood is partially responsible for

the attitude of many intelligent people to colour

photography and kinematography. It is, how-
ever, easier to criticise than to be constructive,

and the generalisations which writers on the

subject have so far offered to the producers of

colour films are of little more practical value than

cliches about the desirability of goodwill in

international relations.

Thus it is frequently suggested that some
people have a more or less conscious antipathy

to certain colours—that red irritates one group,

another dislikes blue, and a third baulks at

yellow, and that, therefore, it is dangerous to

introduce colour into the film.

The evidence for such statements is usually

based on experiments in which colours, divorced

as far as possible from associations with natural

objects, are arranged in order of preference.

Such preferences are surely of minor importance,

in so far as they may apply to colour in Nature.

It may be perfectly true that when a photo-

grapher spends a few hours in a room lit with red

light he comes out in a less amiable frame of

mind than when he went in, but this feeling is

not necessarily his reaction to red in other

circumstances—to a girl in a red dress, or a

poppy, or a sunset, or a bloodstain. If these

suggested antipathies have any significance in

colour kinematography, they are presumably
no more serious than they are on the stage.

A plea that black-and-white clothed actors,

usmg charcoal instead of rouge should appear in

black-and-white settings would be dismissed as

ridiculous if put forward on such grounds. Even

more specific are those lists in which the emotional

possibilities ofcolour are summed up in such state-

ments as that red is a warm colour which suggests

danger, anger or sin or that yellow is a joyous

colour which suggests wealth and gaiety. Such

suggestions are on a par with the statement that to

make a character convey the impression of being

a villain he should be sallow, have a black waxed

moustache and preferably be called Sir Jasper.

Indeed, they are not so helpful, since a yellow

which to some may suggest the dawn of hope

may recall to others the curate's egg ; the

Royal Yellow of the Mandarin is also the colour

of the lemon. Even if it were true that the mood
induced by a particular colour was common to

the majority of observers, the information does

not carry the producer who has to handle moving

colour very far. Nor do the lists of dyads and

triads which are off"ered as short cuts to colour

composition.

On the other hand, it is generally admitted

that colour will involve alterations—perhaps

radical—in our methods of constructing a film.

The modern film, in which rapidly changing

scenes are shot from constantly changing angles,

yet retains a visual continuity because of its

monochromatism—a harmony which disappears

with the introduction of a new aesthetic dimension

in the form of colour. First attempts at restoring

this harmony will probably slow up the tempo
just as was the case with the early sound films.

We know very little as yet of the psychological

eR"ects produced by constantly changing colour

presented in a darkened theatre, beyond the fact

that the combination of vivid colour and quick

movement gives many people a headache, and

that colour photographed at its full value will

at first call attention to itself and distract

attention from the action of the characters. We
also know that colour, while enhancing some
effects, may detract from the dignity and im-

pressiveness of others. We know that the close-

up is nearly always more attractive than the

long shot—particularly in outdoor scenes, where

prodigal Nature has not designed the colour

of her settings in such a way that they will

necessarily take second place to the actions of

the puppets whose story the producer is attempt-

ing to tell. Nor can he successfully concentrate

attention on his players by throwing his back-

ground out of focus, as he does in monochrome.
The meaningless blobs of colour in such out-of-

focus shots are both worrying and unnatural.

The eye will vainly attempt to restore the missing

detail and anything which calls attention to the

technical or mechanical features of a screen

production is admittedly a handicap. In fact,

whereas in monochrome we have a highly

developed means of artistic expression, in the

colour film we are still fumbling among first

principles.

How then are we to acquire this badly needed

information as to how exactly colour kine-

matography should be handled?

Since no work of art can deliberately be con-

structed by the application of formal rules, and

since more knowledge of our reactions to colour

presented in a time sequence is badly required,

a case could be made out to show that the next

logical step from the colour cartoon should be to

the colour newsreel rather than to full-length

story films.

In the news reel, ssthetic considerations have

only a rudimentary importance, because the news

itself is the important thing, and news in colour

would have just that much more specific interest

for the audience that a monochrome photograph,

however poorly reproduced in their newspaper,

has over a line drawing, however accomplished.

During the time that the cartoon develops from

the "Playbox Annual" eff'ects of "Old King

Cole" to a real colour symphony, the colour

news film and documentary might be used to

provide reliable data on what Klein has called

our "physiologico-psychological" reactions to

films in which the unifying harmony imposed

by monochrome presentation is absent, and so

help to solve the colour producers' problem and

give colour enthusiasts something to talk about

besides dyads and triads.

One of the several features which the big

moving picture corporations have in common
with a herd of elephants is their liability, when

alarmed, to charge as a herd in one particular

direction after a leader who has chosen his

course, as like as not, by chance. Witness the

spate of gangster films, of newspaper story films,

of historical films, which followed upon the first

box office successes made to these formulas. For

some years now this herd has had its beady eyes

uneasily fixed on Technicolor—not because it

particularly wanted to smear the world with

colour; indeed it would prefer to be left alone

—

and said so.

It had hardly recovered from its surprise at

Disney's rise to fame on the basis of cartoons

it had seen no reason to suppose would be

successful when, aided and abetted by Dr.

Kalmus, he "stole the programme" even more

completely by using three-colour Technicolor

for his Silly Symphonies.

The herd pricked up its ears, but the stampede

did not start because previous dashes into colour

had, on the whole, been disappointing. But it

only requires that a film, based on a popular

story and made by an artist having some idea

of the possibilities and limitations of colour as a

medium, should "'go over in a big way" for the

stampede to start in earnest.

An industry which can afford to pay salaries

that sound like national debts to people who
spend a considerable portion of their working

hours in kicking their heels, which can afford to

shoot 80,000 feet of negative film to obtain an

8,000 feet feature picture, could, with a little in-

telligent reorganisation, aflford the most expen-

sive colour system yet devised.

It must be remembered that 70,000 feet of unused

negative involves a good deal more than the mere

cost of the stock. Exposing it involves overheads

in salaries, rents and studio expenses generally,

which must be covered before the film can make
profits. The spirit of the apocryphal Chinaman,

who, finding that a dead pig in the ashes of his

house tasted good, continued to set fire to houses

{continued on page 33)
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(continued from page 31)

containing pigs whenever he wanted roast pork,

has been abroad so long in the film industry

that his methods have become second nature.

In conclusion, it is common to bemoan the

enormous amount of money which has been

spent on research on colour kinematography, and

there is little doubt that a good proportion of

this money has been thrown away. If all the

energy, enthusiasm, money and prematurely grey

hair had been concentrated on a study of two

additive and two subtractive systems, rather

than been dissipated over an endless variety of

different methods, colour kinematography would

now be firmly established.

On the other hand, it is doubtful whether the

money which has been lost on this subject in the

past would pay for even one battleship. And a

visitor from Mars, when he had finished wonder-

ing at the way we run the world, might quite

reasonably maintain that the most hopeless

research on the problems of colour and colour

reproduction was a more reasonable way of

spending a lifetime or a fortune than many
others we have devised.

Please understand, I am in no way suggesting

that battleships are unnecessary—merely that

they ought to be—and that an intelligent race

of animals would feel that their energies were

put to better use in puzzling over ways and means

for making life fuller rather than shorter.

Footnote: In a letter to D.N.L. Dr. Spencer

states : "I have re-read my notes and in the main

I think that they still stand, though, since my
address to the Royal Photographic Society, con-

siderable and encouragingly successful efforts

have been made to use Technicolor in a way that

avoids many of the stock criticisms to which I

have referred. Incidentally, the Technicolor

system itself has also been very considerably

improved and the suggestion that it was technical

weakness which dictated the necessity for cos-

tume pieces is no longer true. There is no doubt

that modern Technicolor can deal with subtleties,

and I sometimes think that it does not get a fair

showing from the critics. There were some
sequences for example, in Vogues of 1938 which

I personally do not think could have been im-

proved from any point of view, and although we
have perhaps a long way to travel Eesthetically,

I personally should not be in the least surprised

if in ten years time the black-and-white film will be

very definitely the exception rather than the rule."

FILM OF THE MONTH

THE LONG VOYAGE HOME
John Ford's latest picture is based on four plays

by Eugene O'Neill. I should imagine that most of

O'Neill has been lost in the making of this

picture. There is no trace of his experimental

mind.

The story is a simple one—the journey of a

British cargo boat, "Glencairn," loaded with

ammunition, from America to England. The

trials and troubles of a wild Irish crew supply

most of the incidents. Their troubles are the usual

ones from Hollywood's recipe book for wild

Irishmen. The situations are all the stock ones

expected on any tough tramp steamer crossing

the Atlantic even without the addition of a cargo

of high explosives. The tough captain, the tough

mate, the even tougher fo'castle hands, the tough

sea and the mystery man (an obvious gent in

disguise!) plod through a voyage—a long voyage

—of fights, storms, near tears, drinking bouts,

dancing girls and the inevitable dying shipmate.

The opening sequence is a triumph of the

creation of atmosphere. A cargo boat lies at

anchor off" an island in the Carribean Sea. All

shore leave has been stopped. The sound of

natives singing comes across the water. From the

dirty decks of the cargo boat men gaze silently

and longingly towards the shore. A deck-hand

blows smoke rings that seem to stand still in the

air above him. From under palm trees on the

beach, native girls gaze out at the ship. You can

feel the stillness of a Southern night and the heat

oozes out from the screen. It is a night alive with

elemental feelings. . . .

All that is magnificent—but it isn't fair! Such

a prelude, imbued with mystery and a sense of

impending drama, promises great things. The
promise, however, is not kept. The heat and

mystery disappear into a tepid, studio-like orgy

of rum-drinking and Irish jigs, as the bunch of

bum-boat girls who had but lately graced the

beach, appear on the ship! Why? I couldn't

quite fathom—or alternately why the wonderful

build-up of atmosphere in the opening sequence.

Personally I felt badly let down. I had hoped

sTAN I EY IRVIMIG.
Director of Short Subjects

Recently completed script commissioned by M.O.I.

23 PEMBRIDGE SQ. BAYswater 1461 or

LONDON, W.2 Maidenhead 1848

for more interesting things. Actually, there arc

more interesting things in the picture, but they

are curiously disjointed and out of place in the

whole conception. There seems to be a perpetual

struggle between action and atmosphere.

The action scenes in the fo'castle, on deck and

in various pubs, although they are the usual

hearty ones, are handled with a certain grim

humour and a life-like reality which makes one a

little impatient of the time spent in establishing

outside atmosphere. On the other hand, the

atmosphere sequences, such as the opening, the

ship leaving New York harbour at night, and a

storm in mid-Atlantic are so good, that it is

difficult to find any real connection between them

and the "rip-snorting" Irish toughs who form the

The characterisation of the crew and the scenes

on the boat itself are carried out with such atten-

tion to detail that I couldn't help wondering

whether some attempt at getting the ship's move-

ment into the fo'castle scenes wouldn't have

added to the realism of the film. I became con-

scious of this stillness about half-way through

the film and it disturbed me.

The storm is one of the best 1 have yet seen on

the screen. It seemed a great pity that its sole

dramatic purpose was to break somebody's ribs,

so that a nice sentimental death scene could be

played in the fo'castle. The memory of a bar-

maid at Bristol or Cardiff" or somewhere, and

some slushy music seemed to me to be a poor

climax to a magnificent storm—and again I felt

let down!

As the ship nears England an attack by Ger-

man bombers gives Ian Hunter (the gent dis-

guised as a mystery man!) a chance to die

—

riddled with machine-gun bullets—to the strains

of Rule Britannia and a white ensign ffoating

over the screen. It was a beautifully shot death

—

but I couldn't help wondering why he was trying

to launch a life-boat single-handed and where

were the rest of the crew?

There is a little donkey-engineman on the

ship—who, in fact, never leaves it. In his own
words, he is finished with the land, and the land

is finished with him. He moves gently through

the picture, making speeches or giving advice,

with a quietness and charm that gives moments

of great sincerity to the picture.

There are many magnificent things in Long

Voyage Home, but the film as a whole seems to

lack cohesion. One is never quite certain whether

one is watching a real-life drama, or a series of

beautiful shots on a screen. Ford's undoubted

technique seems to have lost its value by being

too obtrusive. As an evening's entertainment,

I don't doubt that it will please many, but as

John Ford's latest picture I was very disappointed

with it.
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1 II M SOCIETY NEWS

Iht" London Scicntilic Film Society is holding its

lirst pcrt'ornuinco of ihc new season at 2.30 p.m.

on Saturday. Nth I cbruary, at the Polytechnic

Cinema in Regent Street.

Continuing the policy of grouping e;ich pro-

gramme round a central theme, the film at this

show will illustrate the development of aviation.

The society has been fortunate in obtaining an

axtremely mteresting tilm made up of shots of

the earliest aeroplane flights ; this will be followed

by a number of others which will show dcvelop-

mentsof the Hying machine, how the demands of

aviation ha\e spurred on the efforts of science in

certain specialised branches of physics, the appli-

cation of modern methods of mass production

to the very fine degrees of accuracy required in

aircraft manufacture, and finally, in contrast, the

social developments which follow when the aero-

plane is used as a weapon of war.

Ditficulties in obtaining a suitable theatre at a

time convenient to members has made it regret-

tably impossible to start the season earlier, but a

large number of films were reviewed by the selec-

tion committee during the summer and a second

programme, on the subject of Public Health,

has been provisionally arranged for March 1st,

which it is hoped will be followed by further

shows before the end of the season.

Persons interested in joining the Society should

apply to the Secretary, 30 Bedford Row, London,

W.f.l. The subscription for the season is 10 -

or 15 - and members can obtain further tickets

for guests.

The Scottish Amateur Film Festival. It is good

news that this hardy annual has not been frozen

out by the Blitz. The final screening and adjudica-

tion will be held this year in the Lyric Theatre,

(ilasgow. on Saturday. I')th April. The last date

for receipt of entries is 22nd March, and films

must be sent in not later than 29th March.

Fhe following are the classes and prizes: -

I Fiction. The Alfred Hitchcock Cup, together

with an accompanying prize value £10.

2. Non-Fiction. The Victor Sa\ille Trophy,

together with an accompanying prize \alue

£10.

3. (lass-room Films. A Special Cup, together

with .in accomp.inymg prize Nalue £5.

4 Colour. Ihc British Film Institute Cup.

together with an .iccompanying prize value £5.

5. ScoCtish. (Confined to Scottish compciitoi^

only ) Ihc Andrew Buchanan Cup. together

with an accompanying prize value £•>.

(. Novice. The R. Bryce Walker Cup. together

with an .iccompanying prize %.iluc £5.

.Ml tilms rcachinu .in appr.ned standard of

merit will Ix- ,i«.irdcd tilin Ic.idcrs.

OvNing i.> w.iriimc >.(Mulilions hims need not

have been complcicl during the twcKc months

prior to the Icstnal I ilms which lu\c not

previously been entered in the Scottish .Amateur

I ilm Festival will be eligible.

Further information or supplies of ento forms

may be obtained from the Secretary, A. Russell

Borland, Scottish Film Council, 2 Newton Place.

Glasgow, C.3. or from the British Film Institute,

4 Great Russell Street, London, W.C.I.

New Film Society. The story of film society work

in Cambridge over the past ten years has been

one of sporadic growths which were either still-

born or which died off all too soon after a

promising start. Three or four years ago the

Cambridge Film Production Unit did sterling

work in organising a few showings as well as

actually making films; but, chiefly owing to

financial difficulties, the Unit ceased to evist.

One of the main problems faced by any film

society in Cambridge was the dilTiculty of getting

round the regulations against Sunday opening.

But in October, 1940, under the Defence of the

Realm Act, Cambridge cinemas were allowed to

open on Sundays and two undergraduates—
Peter Price and Michael Orrom -started a cam-

paign with handbills and posters and publicity

in local journals. It was soon found that there

would be support for a film society: and they

managed to secure the Arts Theatre for giving

Sunday shows. Potential memK-rs were cin:u-

larised to discover what they wanted to see and

on the result of the poll the first three feature

films were booked, together with some shorts.

The full programmes are :~

Sunday, February 9th. Petritu-J /I'/t-vr with

Bette Davis, Leslie Howard and Humphrey

Bogart. Also premiere of new dixumentary film

L'/xter.

Sunday, Fcbruarv 23rd. Us Oini^es with Satur-

nin Fabre, Charpin. l.arquey and Annie Vcmay.

A story of French provincial life. Also premiere

of the first British documentary in colour. Green

Cirdh- and Lcn Lye"s \orth or Sorilinesl .

Sunday, March 9th, The Cahinci of Dr. Caligari

with Conrad Vcidt. One of the most important

films in the development of the cinctna (German

1919). Also Drawings ihal H'alk and Talk, a

history of cartoon films, 1900-1934.

Basil Wright is president of the Society, and

Dr. Lawrence (who has just written a photo-

graphic hook for the Cambridge University

Press) is vice-president. The balance of the Com-

mittee is made up of undergraduates. It is hoped

that if the success warrants it and there is

sutlicicnt lin.incc it will he possible to start a

scries oi lectures apart from the film show^, and as

an c\pcrimcnt a lecture by the president has Nxn

announced for I cbruary IWh

Film Shows for Rcfugccii. On I ebni.iry 1st a

special show for refugees was given in London

bv the Germany Lmergcocy CommiMec (Society \\

oi Friends). The programme consisted of Masker-

iide. The Londonen. and He Live in Tho Worlds

Thanks to the generosity of various fim\s ano

individuals, it was possible not nierely to give tlu

show free to refugees, but also, where neccssar>

to pay their fares to the cinema. In addition i'

individual contributions to cover the expense-

the British Council made a 50 per cent grant.

This, we hope, will he the first of niany sut:

shows, not merely in London hut also in tin

provinces. They can do more than give a lot i^

pleasure by reintroducing refugees to master

pieces from their own country ; they can also, I

running British films, both feature and don.

mentao. help to give our refugee guests anothi.

picture of our English life and character th.i:

that which so many of them have viewed fro-

the interior of internment camps in the Isle >'

Man and elsewhere.

Scottish Churches Film Guild. The GlasRo«

Branch of the Scottish Churches Film GtJii.

meets once per month and rev icws religious fi|n

Last month the Branch reviewed the films. 7-

Grace of Forgiveness anA The Crown of Righleou

ness, both of which deal with the life of St. Pa;,

The Branch has been responsible for providii ^

a course of instruction in the operation of cine-

projectors, for divinity students in the University

of Glasgow, thus ensuring that all ministers who

leave the Divinity Hall will he able, if they so

desire, to make use of the cine-projector in their

parochial work. The Branch has also trained a

panel of operators in the use of the Gebcscope

machine owned by the Presbytery of Glasgow

and are awaiting enrolments for a similar course

of instructions which has been offered to all

Sunday School teachers in the city.

From Risca. Monmouthshire, comes new^ of a

film society run by the Oxford Houk Educational

Settlement. W rites the Secretary "The Society

meets every alternate Wednesday and in addition

to the evening show for adults we run a show tor

the school-children at 4 p.m. after school houi^.

We have a fairly large number of evacuated

school-children in this area and our afternoon

shows ore thoroughly enjoyed by the children.

Tickets for this afternoon show arc distributed

through the schools and arc. I believe, the

subject of keen competition.

"1 think that this experiment which we com-

menced during our last session (1939-40) has

been amply wvrth while and where conditions

permit it niay he copied by other societies which

perhaps are not at present catering for the

younger people."

The programmes of this society cover a wide

range, including interest films, documentanes.

and early Chaplins.

The Belfast Film Ireslitulc Sockly showed at iis

second repertory show of the season a Disney,

a 1910 melodrama, and Clairs Le Qmitorzc

Jiiillci In spite of financial and other problems

this Society boldly affirms its intention to keep

going
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FILM SOCIETY NEWS
(Continuetl)

Dundee and St. Andrews had a very successful

performance of Monica and Martin on January

12th. For the remaining four performances of

the season the features are to be Katja, Accord

Finale, Der Herrscher and Remontons Les

Champs Elysees. An interesting and varied pro-

gramme of shorts has also been selected. Trans-

port and delivery of the feature films have so far

not been hampered by war conditions; a few

delays in the delivery of shorts have occurred,

but not enough to constitute a serious handicap

to the -Society's activities.

The Manchester and District Film Institute

Society started a series of four Continental Film

Shows in the Tatler News Theatre last October.

They showed Pieges, Remontons les Champs

Elysees, Les Disparus de St. Agil, and La Femme

du Boulanger. So successful was this first series

that another series of three have been arranged

to follow on. The Ministry of Information also

gave Manchester its first free public Sunday

show on December 8th, whilst the S.C.R. had a

month previously shown a series of Soviet films

including Thunder over Mexico and Conquerors

of the North.

PUBLIC SCHOOL
QUIZ

From a correspondent

I RECENTLY had the pleasure of taking a class of

boys at Bryanston, that modern and progressive

version of the public school system. Instead of a

history lesson, the master turned them over to

me, and we spent a pleasant hour discussing the

use of films for propaganda. The class consisted

of twenty boys, the age average being \4-\-. I

asked them to write down what they thought the

most urgent subjects for Five Minute films ; and

also to say which Five Minute films so far re-

leased seemed to them to be the best. Miss Grant

Goes to the Door came in an easy first in the

latter category. As regards suggestions for suit-

able subjects, I collected the papers, read them
out, listed them, and got the class to vote on
them. Three subjects remained on the final

count, which was as follows:

Films to encourage evacuation, and to deal

with evacuation problems— 14 votes.

Films about the daily life and routine of the

armed forces (e.g. feeding, living conditions,

recreation, etc.)—4 votes.

Films about the use of the Tubes as air raid

shelters (from the viewpoint of health and civic

progress)—2 votes.

The boys showed a good critical attitude to-

wards evacuation problems and several of them
were very caustic about the failure of the owners

of big houses to open them to evacuees. The Tube

vote called forth a number of searching questions

about the provision of deep shelters.

In spite of the popularity of Miss Grant Goes

to the Door, the boys voted 16—4 against the use

of actors in Five-Minute films; but in this they

may have been partially influenced by some re-

marks of my own in favour of pure documentary

technique. Finally, it should be remembered that

during term time the boys do not see the weekly

Five-Minute films at all.

STROBOSCOPIC
CINEMATOGRAPHY
Quicker'na Wink. An M.G.M. Pete Smith short.

WE HAVE had a good many shorts of ultra slow-

motion and stroboscopic stuff before, but none

so good as this. After being shown stroboscopic

light and the extraordinarily simple camera, we

get down to the demonstrations. Besides the

usual fascinating business of drops of milk

falling into a bowl—incidentally we see that

every drop is really one large one followed by a

small afterthought—we get some really good eye-

openers. An egg dropped on to an electric fan

(a shudder of horror goes round the audience)

bounces on two or three blades before being

shattered. A cat, in immense close-up, laps up

its milk by curling its tongue backwards, not

forwards. The electric fan lazily carves off whorls

of smoke with each blade and despatches them

slowly across the screen. A golf ball is driven

through the middle of a telephone directory

tearing as jagged a wound as a dumdum, and a

bullet passes through a lamp bulb, leaving a

trail of disaster that takes seconds to subside.

And we see a humming bird lazily flapping its

wings, at the rate of 60 beats a second. All this

is fascinating and we can only hope there will be

a lot more to come.

Technical Note

The high-speed, non-intermittent, shutterless

camera and stroboscopic light used in making

this film were developed by Dr. Harold Edgerton

and his associates at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. The stroboscopic light was in-

tended in the first instance to aid engineers in

speed measurements. Photographic application

came later. The lamp consists of an argon filled

tube, through which electrical energy, first stored

in a condenser, can be released at desired inter-

vals, thereby ionizing the atoms of argon gas

and producing an intense light. The whole

operation can be made to take place in as little

as 1/250,000 of a second.

In practice the film is run continuously through

the camera at speeds of 1,000 to 2,000 frames a

second ; a contactor device on the sprocket roller

of the camera times the flashes of the lamp to

occur at frame length intervals so that a series

of images is produced on the film strip as with an

orthodox camera employing a shutter and inter-

mittent mechanism.

CORRESPONDENCE
MASS OBSERVATION

SIR : But for Mr. Tom Harrisson's attempt to

justify his claims, in spite of Mr. Ewart

Hodgson's blistering analysis, I would not enter

a private fight, although my spot of Irish blood

surges to be in it—private or not.

It isdoubtlessdueto Mr. Harrisson's ignorance

of what is called the "show business" and his

passionate allegiance to the Mass Observation

panacea, that he has ventured upon the subject

of its application to the film industry at all. I can

imagine Mr. Harrisson's organisation taking

opinions in the favoured "representative" towns

of Fulham and Bolton on the subjects of, say

Norma Shearer in Romeo and Juliet and Gracie

Fields in Shipyard Sally. 1 can imagine the same

process being applied to Juarez and Let George

Do It.

Any cinema exhibitor, distributor, agent or

sales manager, would tell you right away what to

expect, not only in the towns mentioned, but in

hundreds of others besides. The bulk of the

people in theatre, music-hall and film business,

develop instincts about the kind of show which

is likely to be most attractive in any locality.

True, they get surprises, as surprises arise in

connection with propaganda and advertising.

As the yokel said: "You can't always sometimes

tell." And no amount of such research as Mr.

Harrisson proposes can be of the slightest use to

those who, by training in entertainment, sense

things rather than work on a pre-fixed plan

devised by a set of people who are not in them-

selves psychologists of entertainment, but col-

lectors of particular street opinions and em-

ployees of statisticians who work out their

resultant figures for them.

Much more has been claimed for Mass

Observation than has yet been proven. Research

of certain kinds can and does help salesmanship,

but applied as a miscalled science to adjunct

advertising and propaganda, it is nothing better

than a means of impressing the potential

customer with the profound importance of a

mysterious and allegedly necessary process.

Mass Observation, by its very name, has been

made to seem more of a necessity than it can

ever possibly be. It is an adroitly fashioned and

dated facia which masks an empty bladder; that

is, empty of anything except air. As a potential

job-maker it has its uses, but I would consider

it a great waste of money to engage a Mass

Observation man to do what I have learned to do

for myself.

I wonder if Mr. Harrisson has satisfied the Civil

Servants, advertising agents, propagandists,

psychologists, sociologists, administrators, and

Uncle Tom Cobley, about the profitable eflficacy,

as well as the authenticity and accuracy of his

methods. It seems to be Mr. Harrisson's desire to

fetter the film industry with a kind of advance

Bedaux system and a Belt.

Yours, etc..

London, W.C.2.
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BOOK REVIEW
Living Films. The Association of Documentary

Film Producers Inc. New York. 50 cents.

Here is something to make the British document-

ary boys and girls sit up and take notice. Sub-

titled, "A Catalogue of Documentary Films and

Their Makers" it consists of short biographies of

the ninety-odd members of the Association of

Documentary Film Producers (the lively two-

year-old American counterpart of the five-year-

old British Association of Realist Film

Producers). It also contains production and

distribution details of nearly a hundred and fifty

documentary films with which the Association's

members have been connected. More than twenty

of the films listed were made in Europe by Euro-

peans before they moved to the American con-

tinent, and some of the films included are more

than ten years old, but the catalogue does

nevertheless provide remarkable evidence of the

progress made by the documentary movement in

America during the past two years. Over fifty

of the listed films were completed in this period.

There is no doubt that American documentary

owes a great deal of its vitality to a blending (or

sometimes a clashing) of film-making experience

and styles drawn from all over the world. It is

significant that the ninety members of the

Association were born in no less than ten diflFer-

ent countries and it is good to see that the

British documentary contingent now working in

Canada are all members of the Association.

Mary Losey, who played a principal part in

the formation of the Association of Document-

ary Film Producers and has continued to shep-

herd forward her assorted flock with such success,

has written a preface to the catalogue which is

worth quoting

:

"The range of subjects is something of a

wonder. There is everything from observations

of the first acts of an infant to studies in mural

painting and instruction in aviation; there are

stories of the grim struggles of natives against

the rigours of nature on the arctic continent and

of the lush leisurely ways of life on a Pacific

Island; there are mountaineers who never saw

a motion picture acting in them, and victims of

silicosis lying on their own deathbeds in a

dramatic indictment of greed and neglect ; there

is living and learning in a progressive city school,

and dawn to dusk on an American farm, 1940;

there are glaciers and their effects on human
geography, and the operations of a Savings Bank

in a modern American town; there is the excite-

ment of a postal express train flashing through

the night, or a fishing boat at sea ; there are famine

and plenty, war and dancing, travel, art, history

and social change. There is indeed life itself.

"And the men and women who have elected to

film this inexhaustible source are not cast in a

single mould either. They come from many
walks and many worlds, from education, journ-

alism, law and medicine, photography, architec-

ture, engineering and the theatre, from both

hemispheres and many nations. They come
because they see in films that dramatise facts a

way to bridge the enormous gaps of comprehen-

sion and of sympathy in the complex society

of our times. They see how to make the farmer

know and understand the city, the consumer the

manufacturer of his goods, the employer his

workers, the wage-earner his banker, the native

the foreigner. They come to the practice of film

making because they see in films a universally

intelligible language, the language of simple

images and emotions which can speak to millions.

They choose to make films of real life because

they find actuality more exciting than fiction,

because they can find drama beneath the surface

of the simplest and mutest occurrence.

"And behind the films, behind their makers,

stand the sponsors of fact films, again varied

and heterogeneous; governments, industries,

welfare agencies, public utilities, banks, unions,

advertisers or professions may be and have been

sponsors. A sponsor is any group which has a

message based upon factual information which it

wants to present to a large section of the public

dramatically.

"So what does it all add up to? We said earlier

that these films are life itself. Certainly not all of

life and not everywhere, but that is the promise

and the undeniable future of documentary films.

There is no part of life or the forces which affect

it which may not become the vital stuff of a docu-

mentary film. This is no 'boy-meets-girl, thirty-

six-dramatic-situations' art. This is an art un-

limited. The world is its studio and its people the

actors. Seen in that light the contents of this

pamphlet are but a beginning."

M.O.I. REGIONAL OFFICES
Applications for information about M.O.I, films should be made to the Film Officer at the addresses below.

1 NORTHERN REGION

2 NORTH EASTERN REGION

3 NORTH MIDLAND REGION

4 EASTERN REGION

5 LONDON REGION

6 SOUTHERN REGION

Metrovick House,

Northumberland Road,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, 2

Tel. Newcastle 21i5\

Weetwood Chambers,

93a Albion Street,

Leeds, 1

Tel. Leeds 20784-5

G.P.O. Buildings,

Queen Street,

Nottingham

Tel. Nottingham 45697

Bene't Passage,

Bene't Street,

Cambridge

Tel. Cambridge 55461

County Hall,

London, S.E.I

Tel. Waterloo AQM

The Governor's House,

Forbury Road,

Reading

Tel. Reading 3283

7 SOUTH WESTERN REGION

; WALES REGION

9 MIDLAND REGION

10 NORTH WESTERN REGION

1 1 SCOTLAND REGION

12 SOUTH EASTERN REGION

13 NORTHERN IRELAND REGION

1 5 Belgrave Road,

Bristol, 8

Tel. Bristol 37026-7

2 Cathedral Road,

Cardiff

Tel. Cardiff 8245-6

Lombard House,

Great Charles Street,

Birmingham, 3

Tel. Central 7234-5

3 Cross Street,

Manchester

Tel. Blackfriars 0\U

St. Andrews House,

Edinbiu-gh, 1

Tel. Edinburgh 33433

2 Culverden Gardens,

Tunbridge Wells

Tel. Tunbridge Wells 3350

Stormont Castle,

Belfast

Tel. Belfast 63210
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I ILM LIIJKVKIES
HorroMcrs of films arc askid lu uppl> as much in advance as possible, to k'^^' alli

b<jokin« dales, and lo return the films immcdialcly after use*. H. A hire chartje i

V. 1 ree distribution. Sd. Sound. St. Silent.

B. G. D. r
I. N.W.3.

)r senior

Association of Scientilic NNorkers, 30 IkdlDrd

Row, W.C.I. Scicniilic lilm Committee. Graded

List of lilnis. A list ol' scientific lilms from many
sources, classified and graded for various types of

audience. On request. Committee will give ad-

vice on programme make-up and choice of films.

Austin Film Librar>'- 24 films of motoring in-

terest, industrial, technical and travel. Available

only from the lulucalional Films Bureau, Tring,

Herts. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

.Australian Trade I'ublicity Film Library. 18 films

of Australian life and scenery. Available from

the Umpire Him Library. .15 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. V. y. sound films on 9.5 mm. available

from Pailw.Hope.

British Commercial Gas As.sociation, Gas Indus-

try Mouse, 1 Cirosvenor Place, S.W.I. I^lms on

social subJLX-ts, domestic science, manufacture of

gas. 35 mm. «& 16 mm. Sd. & a few St. F.

British Council Film Department, 25 Savillc

Row, W.l. Films of Britain, 1940. Catalogue for

overseas use only but provides useful synopses of

100 sound and silent documentary films.

British Film Institute, 4 Great Russell Street,

W.C. 1 . («) Saiiimal Film Library. An important

collection of documentary and other films. Avail-

able only to full members of B.F.I. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sd. & St. H. (A) Some British and Foreign

Documentary and other Short Films. A general

list of films and sources, (c) Early Films. Films

1896 19.34 still available in Britain.

British Instructional Film.s, 1 1 1 Wardour Street,

W.l. Feature films; Pathd Ga/eties and Pathe-

tones; a good collection of nature films. A new

catalogue is in preparation. 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Canadian Paciflc Film Librai^ . 1 5 films of Cana-

dian life and scenery . Available from the Fmpire

Film Library. 16 mm. .Sd. & St. }-.

Canadian (Jovemment Exhibitions and Publicity.

A wide variety of films. Av.iilahic from Ihc

i.nipiie Film Library.

( cnlral Film library. Imperial Insiitute, S.W.7.

11. IS .iKorbed the Fmpire Film Library and the

(, I'.O. Film Library. Also contains all new

M.C) 1, non-thc;iirical films. No general catalogue

yet issued. A hand list of M.O.I, films is available.

35 mm. & 1ft mm. Sd. & St. V.

Coal Utilisation Joint Council, Cicneral Buildings,

.Mdwych. london, W.C.2. Films on production

of British co.il and miners' wcifare. 3.S mm. &
16 mm. Sd. F.

Crookcs' Ijiboratorics Gorsi Road, Park

Roy.il, N.W.U). ColimL in Medicine. 35 mm. &
I ft mm. Sd. 1.

I>artinKtnn Hall Film Unit, Totncs, South

Devon. ( lassrotmi films on rcgmn.il .md eco-

nomic geography. 1ft mm. St. II.

Dominion of New Zealand I ibn I il)rar>. 415

Strand, W.C.2. 22 films of indusir>, scenery and

sport. Includes several films about the .Maoris.

16 mm. St. F.

Educational Films Bureau, Tring. Herts. .\

selcxtion of all types of film. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. F.

Educational General Serrices, 37 Cjolden Square,

W.l. A wide selection of films, particularly of

overseas interest. Some prints for sale. 16 mm. &
Si H.

Electrical Development Association, 2 Savoy Hill,

Strand, W.C.2. Four films of electrical interest.

Further films of direct advertising appeal arc

available to members of the Association only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Empire Film Library. Films primarily of Empire

interest, with a useful subject index. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 16 mm. and a few

35 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Ensign Film Library, 88-89 High Holborn,

London, W.C.I. Wide selection of all types of

films including fiction, comedies, documentaries,

films of geography, animal life, industry. Some
prints for outright sale. 16 mm. St. & a few Sd. H.

Film Centre, 34 Soho Square, W.l. Mouyemcnts

Vibratoires. A film on simple harmonic motion.

French captions. 35 mm. & 16 mm. St. H.

Ford Film Library, Dagenham, Fssex. Some
50 films of travel, engineering, scientific and

comedy interest. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. St St. F.

Gaumont-British Equipments, Film House. War-

dour .Street, W.l. Many films on scientific sub-

jects, geography, hygiene, history, language,

natural history, sport. Also feature films. 35 mm.
& 16 mm. Sd. &St. H.

(J.P.O. Film Library. Over UX) films, mostly

centred round communications. Now merged

with the Ceiiiial Film Library. }^ mm., 16mm.

Sd. & .St. I.

Kodak, Ltd.. Kingsway, W.C. 2. {a) Kthhiscope

Ubrary. Instructional, documentary, feature,

western, comedy. Strong on early American

comedies. 16 mm. & 8 mm. St. H. (A separate

List of Educational Films, extracted from the

alxnc. is also published. A numlxrr of films have

teaching notes.) (/>) Medical Film Library. Circu-

lation restricted to members of medical profes-

sion. Some colour films. Some prints for outright

sale. 16 mm. St. H.

March of Time, Dc.in House, 4 Dean Street.

W.l. .Selected March of Tintc itcnw, including

Inside .\a:i Cicrmany, Baltic Fleets of Biilain,

Canada at U„r. 16 mm. Sd. H.

.Matbematkal Films. Available from B.

Salt, 5 Carlingford Road, Hampsicad,

1 ive HKiihenutical filn\s suitable for

classes. 16 mm. & 9.5 mm. S

Metropolitan-Nickers Electrical Co., Ltd., Traf-

ford Park, Manchester 17. Planned Electrifica-

tion, a film on the electrification of the winding

and surface gear in a coal mine. Available for

showing to technical and educational groups.

16 mm. Sd. F.

Ministry of Food Film Library, Neville House.

Page Street, S.W.I, or from District Officers. 23

films mostly on cooking, nutrition and kindred

subjects. 35 mm. &. 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Patbescope, North Circular Road, Cricklcwood,

N.W.2. Wide selection of silent films, including

cartoons, comedies, drama, documentary, travel,

sport. Also good selection of early American

and German films. 9.5 mm. Sd. 8t St. H.

Petroleum Films Bureau, 15 Hay Hill, Berkeley

Square, W. 1 . Some 25 technical and documenury
films. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Religious Film Library, Church Walk, Duns-

table, Beds. Films of religious and temperance

appeal. Also list of supponing films from other

sources. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Scottish Central Film Library, 2 Newion Place,

Charing Cross, Glasgow, C.3. A wide selection

of teaching films from many sources. Contains

some silent Scots films not listed elsewhere.

Library available to groups in Scotland only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Sound-Film Services, 27 Charlc-s Street, Cardiff.

Library of selected films including Massingham's

.4/i</ .Vi< to Work. Rome and Saluira have French

commentaries. 16 mm. Sd. H.

South African Railways Publicity and TniTd

Bureau. South Africa House, Trafalgar Square,

W.C. 2. 10 films of travel and general interest.

35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & 4 St. versions. F.

Southern Railway, General Manager's OfTice,

Waterkx> Station, S.E.I. Seven films (one in

colour) including Building an Electric Coach.

South .African Fruit (Southampton Docks to

Covcnt Garden), and films on seaside towns.

16 mm. St. F.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd.. 127 New Bond Street,

W.l. Three catalogues. Sound 16 mm., silent

16 mm., silent 9.5 mm. Sound catalogue contains

number of American feature films, including

Thunder 0\xr Mexico, and some shorts. Silent 16

mm. catalogue contains first-class list of early

American, German and Russian features and

shorts, 9.5 catalogue has number of early Ger-

man films and wide selection of early American

and English slapstick comedies. 16 mm. & 9.5

mm. Sd. & St. H.

Workers* Film A.<B!iociatkm. 145 Wardour Street,

W 1. Films of democratic and civopcrative in-

terest. Notes and suggestions for complete pro-

grammes. Some prints for sale. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. .^ St. H.
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Placed here on high, we serve the town,

Beneath the Crown, beneath the sky.

Differing in size, in note, and weight,

Yet, small or great, we harmonise.

With measured speech, well-timed and true,

Our message due, we tell to each.

Brief, clear and bold, we say our say.

And then straightway our peace we hold.

REALIST FILM UNIT LTD.
Ill CHARSNG CROSS ROAD, W.C.2

TEL. GERR4fiD I95B
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Films Commission?

WHILE THE British film industry is rapidly falling into a

decline, the Board of Trade has produced a plan for re-

generating the industry. Some plan or some constructive pro-

posals for the revival of the industry were obviously needed

three years ago ; now the mountain has laboured and produced

a rather insignificant mouse. The proposal is to set up a films

commission, consisting of Sir Frederick Whyte, the Chairman

of the present Cinematograph Films Council, Simon Rowson,

the Board of Trade's adviser on film matters, and E. Palache,

adviser on film finance to the Films Council.

The proposal has met with unanimous opposition from the

exhibitors and from the renters. There was a certain measure

of support from the producers. The exhibitors and renters feel

offended that they were not consulted in the constitution, or

even in the question of the desirability of such a commission.

The producers feel that probably their only hope lies in some

form of co-ordinating committee that can regulate an industry

living by catch-as-catch-can methods, and also feel that the

interests of the British production industry could be better

served by the detached viewpoint of a commission. In general

principle the idea of a films commission is sound, as it was in

the days when the Lord Moyne Committee approved it some

years ago. The present Cinematograph Films Council is far too

unwieldy a body and represents too many interests to arrive at

conclusive decisions. The idea of a substitute films com-

mission composed of three or four people with advisory sub-

committees, is much more likely to work quickly and

eflficiently. We doubt, however, whether the names suggested

are the strongest available. The committee would at least need a
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chairman of imagination and a figure big enough to achieve

material results. In this list of suggested names, we see yet

again that the Board of Trade's belief in the importance of the

film industry is slmht.

Studio Space

AMiRU AN producers complain that there is a shortage of

studio space. Therefore, they cannot meet their quota obliga-

tions. That there is a shortage of studio space is undeniable.

In fact, were any means to be found of reviving the production

of British feature films, it is doubtful whether there would be-

enough studio space to accommodate even 50 per cent of pre-

war schedules. If the Board of Trade is serious in its desire to

protect the British film industry and if the Ministry of Informa-

tion is equally desirous of bending the film industry of this

country to propaganda needs, they should lake heed of this

problem.

.\rm> I raiiiinji lilms

1 1 won I) be interesting to know if the Army Technical Film

Unit has yet been investigated by anyone in a position to assess

its merits? It appears that its latest activity has been to order

a feature-length training film from Ealing Studios. This must

be costing at least £10,000 on the lowest possible commercial

rales, and Wardour Street rumours freely suggest a figure in

the neighbourhood of £30,000. This means that the film is

costing as much as anything from 15 to 30 short training films.

Is such a luxury justified? And is there anyone in the Army
Technical Film Unit capable of controlling its production? It

would also be interesting to know whether studios other than

Ealing were approached or invited to quote for production,

and whether any members of the Army Technical Film Unit

were previously connected w iih Ealing Studios in a professional

capacity? We should also like to know whether officers of the

Treasury are in control of expenditure, as in the case, for

example, of a Ministry of Information film; or whether the

Technical Film Unit has complete financial control over the

considerable financial commitments involved in a feature

production?

Threat to Non-Theatricals?

< 1 R TAIN sKiNS and portents have recently suggested that we

may be about to face a shortage of 16 mm. printing-stock. If

this is so. it is essential that a sensibly conceived rationing

system be put into operation early rather than late. The

Central Film Library, in which the M.O.I, has combined the

Empire and Ci.P.O. libraries with its own non-theatricals; the

F'etroleum Films Bureau; the British Commercial Gas

AsstK'iation; the foreign circulation of Shell; the G.B.E.

library, with its collection of biological subjects— these are

examples of the social and educational services which would

most obviously suffer from an inability to obtain a sufticieni

number of prints for adequate circulation. In addition to this,

the use of film for training purposes by the Services (notably

the R .A.I .) dcpeiuls largely on Id mm. copies. But the .Services

would no doubt get priority on printing orders—thus leaving

the wider (and more forward-looking) non-theatrical field short

of product. If this happened, the rationing system \Hould

inevitably have to be based on a consideration of the merit ol

each film in respect to values of propaganda, prestige, and

general education. Arbitrary though this might sound, it seems

to be the only method of ensuring that the sociological use of

the film—never more vital than at present—should be main-

tained at maximum possible strength, even if (disastrously) it

cannot be increased.

Imperial Institute

SIR HARRY LINDSAY'S annual report is as encouraging as

ever, and makes it clear that the Inifxrial Institute is as aclisc

as ever. Much enterprise has been shown in coping with war

conditions. The Galleries, for instance, have had to be closed;

but, as Sir Harry puts it. "as schools can no longer visit our

galleries, we must . . . make the lessons of our galleries avail-

able to the schools." The dioramas and "story" exhibits arc

therefore being used as the basis for pictorial charts which

will be a\ailable to schools. Again, the closing of the cinema

cut out the weekly Empire lecture, but a panel of one hundred

lecturers has been organised to go to the schools. From many

points of view, however, the choice of the Institute as the

Headquarters of the M.O.I.'s Central Film Library is the

most important happening of the year. By mid-December last

the Ministry had placed 1.200 16 mm. copies and 150 35 mm.
copies in the Institute's library; and this is on top of the fact

that the Empire and G.P.O. Libraries had increased their

distribution from 37.000 issues in 1939 to over 40.000 in 1940.

Sir Harry's circulation figures for 1941 will be awaited with

great interest. Meantime, he and his slaflf may be sincerely

congratulated on their work.

The News Bulletins

THi Ri SI I MS to be a certain amount of public dissatisfaction

at the B.B.C.'s news bulletins—a dissatisfaction which is

rather unfairly rationalised into complaints about the an-

nouncers. Whatever the merits or demerits of this or that

announcer, it must be remembered that his job is to read

what is put before him. which is. often enough, an official

communique'. The result is a monotonous sameness about

every bulletin. The press, in general, has the same defects, but

a newspaper reader can skip, or can take in the main message

at a glance ; aurally it is not so easy. What is needed is a more

imaginative approach to the preparation of the bulletins;

and with this the announcers would probabU be the first to

agree. It is possible that the trouble lies at the Ministry of

Information end of the B.B.C. One gets the impression that

this is in the hands of an unimaginali\e administrator instead

of an itnaginative journalist. There is a fantastic story going

the rounds that the news of the fall of Bardia. which was

rcleasable in the afternoon, was held up by someone at the

Ministry of Information until the midnight news, instead of

being released at six and again at nine, when the majority of

people are listening. Even if this story is only half true,

statT changes are clearly needed.
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PROPAGANDA PLAN-1918
In giving permission to reprint his famous propaganda Memorandum to Lord Northcliffe, Mr. H. G. Wells writes: "You must make

it clear that this memorandum was published in 1918, that it was written in collaboration with Dr. Headlam Morley, that it is

reprinted in 'The Commonsense of War and Peace' (a Penguin Special), and that my present views, as that pamphlet shows, are

now considerably wider and deeper than those expressed here." The memorandum is given here in abridged form, by permission of

Mr. Wells and Messrs. Penguin Books Ltd.

Preface

HITHERTO ALLIED POLICY and Allied war aims have been

defined too loosely to be comprehensible to the Germans.

The real war aim of the Allies is not only to beat the

enemy, but to estabhsh a world peace that shall preclude the

resumption of war. Successful propaganda in Germany pre-

supposes the clear definition of the kind of world-settlement

which the Allies are determined to secure, and the place of

Germany in it.

It follows that one of the first requisites is to study and to

lay down the fines of a practical League of Free Nations. The

present alUance must be taken as the nucleus of any such

League. Its control of raw materials of shipping, and its

power to exclude for an indefinite period enemy or even neutral

peoples until they subscribe to and give pledges of their accept-

ance of its principles should be emphasised. It should be

pointed out that nothing stands between enemy peoples and a

lasting peace except the predatory designs of their ruling

dynasties and military and economic castes ; that the design of

the Allies is not to crush any people, but to assure the freedom

of all on a basis of self-determination to be exercised under

definite guarantees of justice and fair play; that, unless enemy

peoples accept the Allied conception of a world peace settle-

ment, it will be impossible for them to repair the havoc of the

present war, to avert utter financial ruin, and to save themselves

from prolonged misery ; and that the longer the struggle lasts

the deeper will become the hatred of everything German in the

non-German world, and the heavier the social and economic

handicap under which the enemy peoples will labour, even

after their admission into a League of Nations."

Memorandum

It has become manifest that for the purposes of an efficient

pro-Ally propaganda in neutral and enemy countries a clear

and full statement of the war aims of the Allies is vitally

necessary. What is wanted is something in the nature of an

authoritative text to which propagandists may refer with

confidence and which can be made the standard of their

activities. It is not sufficient to recount the sins of Germany
and to assert that the defeat of Germany is the Allied war aim.

What all the world desires to know is what is to happen after

the war. The real war aim of a belligerent, it is more and

more understood, is not merely victory, but a peace of a

certain character which that belligerent desires shall arise out

of that victory. What, therefore, is the peace sought by the

Allies?

It would be superfluous even to summarise here the primary

case of the Allies, that the war is on their part a war to resist

the military aggression of Germany. It is a war against belliger-

ence, against aggressive war, and the preparation for aggressive

war. Such it was in its beginning, and such it remains. But it

would be idle to pretend that the ideas of the Governments and

peoples alhed against Germany have not developed very

greatly during the years of the war. There has been a deepening

reafisation of the danger to mankind of existing political divi-

sions and separations, a great experience in the suflfering,

destruction, and waste of war; a quickening of consciences

against conquests, annexations, and subjugations; and a

general clearing up of ideas that have hitherto stood in the way
of an organised world peace. While German Imperialism, to

judge by the utterances of its accredited heads, and by the

behaviour of Germany in the temporarily disorganised States

on her Eastern Front, is still as truculent, aggressive, and

treacherous as ever, the mind of her antagonists has learnt and

has matured. There has arisen in the great world outside the

inner fives of the Central Powers a will that grows to gigantic

proportions, that altogether overshadows the boasted will to

power of the German junker and exploiter, the will to a world

peace. It is like the will of an experienced man set against the

will of an obstinate and selfish youth. The war aims of

the anti-German Allies take more and more definitely the

form of a world of States leagued together to maintain a

common law, to submit their mutual differences to a con-

clusive tribunal, to protect weak communities, to restrain and

suppress war threats and war preparations throughout the

earth.

Steadfastly the great peoples of the world outside the

shadow of German Imperial domination have been working

their way to unanimity, while the ruling intelligences of Ger-

many have been scheming for the base advantages of conquest.

The thought of the world crystallises now about a phrase, the

phrase, 'The League of Free Nations.' The war aims of the

Allies become more and more explicitly associated with the

spirit and implications of that.

Like all such phrases, The League of Free Nations' is sub-

ject to a great variety of detailed interpretation, but its broad

intentions can now be stated without much risk of dissent. The

ideal would, of course, include all the nations of the earth,

including a Germany purged of her mifitary aggressiveness ; it

involves some sort of international congress that can re-

vise, codify, amend and extend international law, a supreme

Court of Law in which States may sue and be sued, and whose

decision the League will be pledged to enforce, and the super-

vision, limitation, and use of armaments under the direction
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of the intcrnaiional congress. Ii is also felt very widely that

such a congress must set a restraint upon competitive and un-

sanctioned "expansionist' movements into unsettled and dis-

ordered regions ; must act as the guardian of feeble races and

communities, and must be empowered to make conclusive

decisions upon questions of transport, tariffs, access to raw

material, migration, and international intercourse generally.

The constitution of this congress remains indefinite; it is the

crucial matter upon which the best thought of the world is

working at the present time. But given the prospect of a suit-

able congres^ there can be little dispute that the great Imperial

Powers among the Allies are now prepared for great and

generous limitations of their sovereignty in the matter of

armaments, of tropical possessions and of subject peoples, in

the common interest of mankind. The spectacle of German

Imperialism, boastful, selfish, narrow, and altogether hateful,

in its terrible blood-dance through Europe, has been an

object-lesson to humanity against excesses of national vanity

and national egotism and against Imperial pride.

But this question of the constitution of a world Congress

is not to be soKed by making a coarse classification of States

mtt) large and war-capable Powers, and small and weak

Powers. Take the case of Italy, for example: though she is

almost incapable of sustaining a war against the world by her-

self because of her weakness in the matter of coal, she can as

an ally be at once of enormous importance. Take the case of

Spain again, a very similar case. And whatever the war ability

of Latin-America may be to-day, there can be no question that

this great constellation of States must count very hca\ ily in the

framing of the world of to-morrow. Then, again, we ha\e to

consider the vast future possibilities of the Chinese Republic,

\Mth coal, steel, and a magnificent industrial population, and

the probable reconstruction of Eastern Europe and a renas-

cence of Russia which may give the world a loose-knit but

col!ecti\eIy-important Slavonic confederation. While an iso-

lated small Power within the orbit of attraction of a large

Power, a State of 5.000,000 people or less, must always remain

a difiicult problem in the world representation, it is clear that

something like an adequate representation of small and weak

Powers becomes possible so soon as they develop a disposition

towards aggregation, for the purposes of world politics, into

associations with States racially, linguistically, and historically

akin to them. The trend of Allied opinion is to place not Peru

or I'krainia, nor Norway, nor Finland on a le\el with the

llnited States of America or the British Empire at the League

of Nations Congress, but to prepare the wa> for adequate

rcprcsentati»>n through a preliminary Latin-American or a

Sla\onic or a Scandina\ian Confederation, which could speak

with a common idea at the World Congress.

It has to be recognised that the institution of a League of

Nations precludes any annexations or any military interference

Willi any peoples \^hatcver, without a mandate from the Con-

gress of the League. Ihc League must directly or indirectly be-

come the guardian of all unsettled regions and order must be

kept, and development promoted by it in such derelict regions

as Mesopotamia and Armenia, for example, ha\c now become.

In these latter instances it is open to consideration whether the

League should operate through some single Power acting as a

mandatory of the League, or else by international forces under

the control of the League as a whole. Theoretically the latter

course is to be preferred, but there arc enormous practical

advantages in many cases to be urged for the former. The
Allies ha\c indeed had a considerable exf>ericncc during the

war of joint controls and joint expeditions; there has been a

great education in internationalism since .August. 1914; but

nevertheless the end of the war is likely to come long before

any real international forces have been c\olved. it is. however,

towards the ultimate use of international forces in such cases

that the joint policy of the Allies is plainly and openly directed.

It is, ho\se\er, of far less importance in the war aims of the

Allies that this and that particular scrap of territory should

change hands from the control of one group of combatants to

that of the other, than that the present practical ascendency of

German Imperialism over the resources of the Polish, Russian,

Ukrainian, Czech, Jugo-Slav, Finnish, and Rumanian peoples

should cease.

E.xact territorial definition does not appear to the Allies

to be of nearly such importance as the establishment of a com-
mon system of disarmament and a common effort to restore

the ravages of the war. The full effect of the war is still not

realised by the mass of the belligerent peoples, more especially

in America and Western Europe, where life is still fairly com-
fortable. There has already been a destruction not merelx of the

political, but of the social order oxer great areas of the world,

especially in Eastern Europe, and it is doubtful whether any

peace can restore these disorganised areas to anything like

their former productivity for many years. A universal shortage

not merely of man-power, but of transport and machinery

available for the purposes of peace cannot be avoided. It is

doubtful, moreover, if social discipline in the ports of the

British Empire and America will be strong enough to restrain

an organised resistance to the use of German shipping after the

war for any purpose and to the use of Allied shipping for the

transport of goods to and from Germany on the part of .\llicd

and neutral seamen and transport workers indignant at the

U-boat campaign ; moreover, there is a world-w ide cry for a

vindictive trade after the war against Germany, and for

organised boycotts that may further restrict the process of

economic world recovery. It is doubtful if the menace of these

'revenge" movements and the difficulty of controlling them in

democratic States is properly appreciated in Germany. The

militarist Government of Germany, fighting now for bare

existence, is concealing from its people this world-wide dis-

position to boycott German trade and industry at any cost

to the boycotting populations, and buoying them up with

preposterous hopes of 'business as usual' as soon as pvcacc is

made. The fact has to be faced that while the present German
Government remains no such economic resumption is possible.

The War after the War' possibilitx has to be added to the

economic destruction in Russia. Belgium and elsewhere, in any

estimate of the situation after the war.

The plain prosi>cct of material disorganisation thus o{>ened

should alone suffice to establish the absolute necessity for

peace now of such a nature as will i>crmit a world-wide con-

centration upon reconstruction, in good faith and without any

complications of enmity and hostility. But in addition to the
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material destruction and dislocation, and to the 'hatred'

disorganisation already noted, the financial transactions of the

last few years have created a monetary inflation which, without

the concerted action of all the Powers, may mean a collapse of

world credit. Add now the plain necessity for continued

armament if a real League of Nations is not attained. Without

lany exaggeration the prospect of the nations facing these

|economic difficulties in an atmosphere of continuing hostility,

intrigue, and conflict, under a continuing weight of armaments,

and with a continuing distrust, is a hopeless one. The conse-

quences stare us in the face ; Russia is only the first instance of

what must happen generally. The alternative to a real League

of Nations is the steady' descent of our civilisation towards a

condition of political and social fragmentation such as the

world has not seen since the fall of the Roman Empire. The

honest co-operation of Germany in the League of Nations, in

disarmament, and in world reconstruction is, therefore, funda-

mentally necessary. There is now no other rational policy. And
since it is impossible to hope for any such help or co-operation

from the Germany of the Belgian outrage, the Brest-Litovsk

Treaty, the betrayal of Ukrainia, the changing of Germany

becomes a primary war aim, the primary war aim for the Allies.

How Germany is to be changed is a complex question. The

word Revolution is, perhaps, to be deprecated. We do not, for

instance, desire a Bolshevik breakdown in Germany, which

would make her economically useless to mankind. We look.

therefore, not so much to the German peasant and labourer as

to the ordinary, fairly well-educated mediocre German for co-

operation in the reinstatement of civihsation. Change there

must be in Germany ; in the spirit in which the Government is

conducted, in the persons who exercise the control, and in the

relative influence of different classes in the country. The

sharpest distinction, therefore, has to be drawn between

Germany and its present Government in all our propaganda

and public utterances; and a constant appeal has to be made

by the statesmen of the Alliance, and by a frank and open

propaganda through the Germans of the United States of

America and of Switzerland, through neutral countries and by

every possible means, from Germany Junker to Germany

sober. We may be inclined to believe that every German is

somethingof a Junker ; we have to remember he is also potenti-

ally a reasonable man.

And meanwhile, the Allies must continue with haste and

diligence to fight and defeat Junker Germany, which cannot

possibly conquer, but which may nevertheless succeed in

ruining the world. They must fight the German armies upon

the fronts, they must fight an unregenerate Germany economic-

ally and politically, and they must bring home to the German
reason and conscience at home, by an intensive air war and by

propaganda alike, the real impossibility of these conceptions

of national pride and aggressiveness in which the German
population has been bred.

PROPAGANDA POSTSCRlPT-1941
Wells's Memorandum is yet another example of his

astonishing foresight. Its basic object is the formulation of a

propaganda campaign to destroy enemy morale; and it

will be remembered that Northcliffe's organisation at Crewe

House is thought by many to have been a major factor in the

German collapse of 1918. For this alone, Mr. Wells's twenty-

three-year-old analysis is of great contemporary interest. But it

goes further than that. In it WeHs, with a prophetic insight

similar to that which he showed in the earlier reels of Things to

Come, paints an unpleasant picture of a post-war world which

does not base its peace settlements on international justice and

national reform. Noteworthy, too, in this Memorandum—and

in several of Northcliflfe's— is the stress laid on the necessity for

planning and co-ordination. Propaganda cannot achieve more

than a flash-in-the-pan eff'ect if the propagandists have no basic

policy laid down for them ; and the strength of Northcliflfe's

organisation lay largely in the fact that its terms of reference

were constantly laid down or confirmed by the Cabinet. This,

with the addition of a determined effort to formulate something

more than a "beat-the-Germans" basis of war aims, was the

reason why our propaganda was so successful in enemy
countries. To-day we seem no further—if as far—as we were

in 1918. Yet in radio and film we have weapons which were

not in Northcliflfe's armoury. We are using both weapons

—

on a fairly large scale—but it is open to question whether we
are using them effectively. Furthermore, our task in this war is

much greater, for not only are the enemy in possession of a

powerful and world-wide propaganda system, but also our

own propaganda front stretches far beyond enemy territories

alone. We have to deal with enemy-occupied countries, with

non-belligerents (especially the U.S.A.), with the Dominions,,

the Colonial Empire, and the Home Front. For each of these

there are several and separate propaganda lines, but behind the

whole propaganda effort there should be a co-ordinated plan.

At present there is no sign of any such plan. In the realm of

films we note the increasing productiveness of the Films

Division of the Ministry of Information. But at the same time

we question whether the piecemeal and often confused ap-

proach to subject matter and to circulation justifies more than

minor claims to efficiency. The issue cannot be avoided

by pointing to spectacular theatrical successes in the U.S.A.

As long as there is no evidence of an inter-Imperial film

drive; as long as the Ministry of Information film policy

remains rooted in short-term interests; and as long as the

Ministry of Information is working without a basic policy;

then we must beg leave to doubt the efficiency of our film

propaganda. It is not the Film Division's job to formulate

policy, but to interpret policy. But it is its job to see that it gets

a policy to work on. And, by the same token, both policy

and production must be on a long-term basis, and as Wells

pointed out in 1918, must on no account stop short at the

war.
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ALWAYS UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
An Entirely New Feature dealing exhaus-

tively with Documentary Films will

be incorporated in the 1941 edition of

The KINE YEAR BOOK
0{ course, this new section detailing all the salient information connected

with Documentary Films is additional to previous encyclopitdic nature

of the book, so comprehensive in data regarding this Industry. No matter

what you want to know, what you want to buy or sell, you'll find the
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answer in the Kine Year Book, aptly described as The Red Guide. The
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readv reference \o help every executive, now in its zSth vear o{ publication.
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS

1 Our School. Realist Film Unit. Associate Pro-

ducer: Paul Rotha. Director: Donald Alexander.

WITH A first-rate clarity this film shows the

admirably intelligent system of education en-

joyed by the school children of Hampton, in

Devon. They learn, not only from books, but

also from their surroundings. A history lesson

is related to the growth of neighbouring farms

and a brief lecture on the expansion of metals is

amplified by a study of railway lines and of

y .leaded glass in the church windows.

When war brings evacuees from London, the

country children stoutly defend their way of

learning in the face of criticism from the town

children. And gradually the town children grow

used to this new form of schooling : their outlook

and their interests broaden as they fit in to the

fuller life of the country children.

Unfortunately the film does not deal with the

wider aspects of the subject; it never becomes

more than a record of the methods of Bampton
School. The question of the evacuees is given

comparatively little footage and is treated purely

on its face value. The opportunity of examining

the underlying problems of present-day educa-

tion has been missed. Whether unavoidable or

not, this is a pity.

The commentary is informative and agreeably

spoken by the Headmaster. It is supplemented by

reports of their work given by the children them-

selves. In principle this is a good idea ; it is, how-

ever, not a good choice for this film. Since there

are also synchronised dialogue sequences, the use

of children's voices over shots of children speak-

ing often gives a mixed impression of dialogue out

of synchronism.

The revolutionary step of including a shot of

the unit shooting a scene seems to me to strike a

wrong note. If one aims at bringing reality to the

screen, any reminder of the technical processes

by which this is achieved can only destroy that

reality for an audience. Unless, of course, the

film in question is on another plane of reality

where the camera is a legitimate part of the sub-

ject of the film—and on that plane, as Dziga

Vertov discovered, life is very difficult.

Canteen on Wheels. Verity Films. Associate Pro-

ducer: Basil Wright. Director: J. Gardner Lewis.

METHODICALLY and Steadily Documentary is

building up a record of life under war-time condi-

tions. The planned series of subjects issuing from
the Ministry of Information Films Division and
other official sources should in time ensure an

imaginative coverage complete enough to prove

of inestimable value to the present and future.

Canteen on Wheels is a first-rate contribution

to this series. Every night, blitz or no blitz,

Y.M.C.A. mobile canteens, staffed by volunteers,

are out on the streets bringing refreshments to

A.R.P. workers, to fire-fighters and to shelterers.

Most dramatically the film builds up its record

of tireless service. In the midst of a devastating

raid, with bombs dropping all around and gun

flashes lighting up tired faces, two women—one

tough, seasoned, experienced, the other young,

new to the job—drive their canteen from street to

street, always ready to hand out cups of hot tea,

or to post letters or do any other little job that

comes along.

No commentary is used, and none needed.

Pictorially the film tells its own story, aided by

crisp, realistic dialogue and a carefully prepared

effects track. Bernard Browne's camera work is

nicely keyed to the atmosphere and the char-

acters, especially a Mrs. Holly, thoroughly

convincing.

While politicians declaim, it is films like these

that help bring people together and show that an

ounce of service is worth a ton of speeches.

I/'
Telefootlers. Production: Verity Films for the

Ministry of Information.

NO ONE has yet found a completely satisfactory

formula for the Five-Minute film. The great

problem is to get the story told in such a short

footage. It is remarkable, therefore, to find that

Telefootlers begins with a sequence of small talk

between two telephone operators which gives no

indication whatsoever of the ultimate purpose of

the film and is, in fact, irrelevant. The film then

puts itself under a further handicap by using the

remaining footage to tell not one story, but two.

It seeks to show the inconvenience and actual

danger caused by wasteful use of the telephone

and also tackles the separate evil of careless

telephone talk which may result in valuable in-

formation leaking to the enemy. In style the

film carries us back to the bad old days of the

"anti-gossip" series. It is one of those films

which lead the public to the comforting conclu-

sion that the war is taking place in the film

studios and has nothing to do with real fife. It is

also encouraging to learn that the methods of

German spies have not improved since "their early

screen appearances in 1939. They still have to

push costermongers' barrows around the streets

in the hope that one of their customers will be

overheard revealing the position of His Majesty's

ships over the telephone. As a method it still

seems rather uncertain.

Northiforthern Outpost. Production: Army Film Unit.

THIS IS Major Macdonald's second venture into

the short field. The film was shot before he took

over the Army Film Unit, and so he will have

to be absolved from any responsibility for the

mute. It looks very much as if the War Office

sent someone, and I shouldn't think it was a

proper camera man, to Iceland, and told him to

"get what he could."

The quality of the photography is bad, there

are numerous negative scratches, and the

material is just a collection of dull shots. Ap-
parently no attempt has been made to shoot a

sequence. Soldiers are treated as just a lot of

"units" which "go there", and "come here". The
only place where the film comes alive is at a foot-

ball match—between the Iceland children and

soldiers.

Why when many of the film industry's best

technicians are digging trenches in the Forces the

War Office makes a film like this I don't know.

It is edited efficiently and the commentary does

its best to liven up the dull pictures, but that

is all.

Labour and Defense, U.S.A. Production:

March of Time. (No. II. Sixth Year.) Distribu-

tion: R.K.O., Radio Pictures.

THIS latest issue of March of Time tells the story

of the U.S. labour front, from the beginnings of

organised labour to the defence programme of

to-day. It moves rapidly through the various

stages of this great struggle—from interesting

glimpses of the early labour leaders like Sam
Gompers and Eugene V. Debs—through the

rough stuft" of the professional strike breakers

—

.the growth of the two major Unions, the Ameri-

can Federation of Labour, and its rival, the

Congress of Industrial Organisations—to the

present-day strikes and union battles.

There are 9,000,000 union members in the

U.S.A., says the commentator. Somehow we
never quite get a mental picture of the men of

this enormous army, either collectively or indi-

vidually. Only once do we hear from the workers

themselves—in a get-together discussion between

the leaders of the workers and the manager of a

factory, on the questions of certain raises of

salary and whether or not a particular inefficient

worker should be sacked. Otherwi.se our atten-

tion is focused upon the fights between the

leaders of the two rival Unions. Unfortunately,

the difterences between these two, the A.F.L.

and the C.I.O., are never made quite clear. This

tends to make these battles rather pointless and

the speeches are just a series of rude remarks

and retorts. ("They lie in their bowels!"—says

John L. Lewis, leader of the C.I.O.). Surely the

only approach to the subject of American labour

is from the angle of the workers themselves.

The film passes over the 1940 situation far too

quickly. Now that American aid for Britain is

vital we appreciate the fact that the U.S.A.

labour front must become a united whole. But

we are chiefly interested in being shown exactly

what are the causes of the strikes of 1940 which

are holding up the delivery of tanks and aero-

planes to this country. That is the real story of

Labour and Defense, U.S.A.

Only in two sequences does the film reach

March of Time's prize-winning standards. In the
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slunip sequence of 1931 ihc empty factorieN up

lor lialc ihc deserted vaids and (he breadline.

And again the turmoil ol the strikes the meet-

ings of the unions cross-cut with the window

smashing and stone throwing of the street Klltle^.

In fact. It IS the ncwsrecl shots of the strikes that

pri>\ide the real highspots. (Jnc stands out in

particular -a group of tough strike breakers

moving slovvK into battle, accompanied by the

whistles and catcalls of the strikers.

Thi.s is Kngland. ( Version for Britain, The Heart

of Hnuiin). Pnnliuiiiin: Crown Film Unit.

Direiiinn Humphrey Jennings. Commentary:

Id. Murrow.

This IS Ijii-laiul is a follow up of LonJon Can

Take It and Christmas Under Tire, intended

for the States. It is a film about raids in the

industrial midlands, the damage and its ctVect

on people. Jennings, like the other mass-

observation lads, is obviously very fond of the

Midlands and the North, an aflcclion which is

quite understandable. Here are good, lough,

simple and unsophisticated people and while the

film slays with a tire-walcher explaining his job

with great intimacy, a Coventry VV.V.S. oflicial

making a case for the old cuppertca, and, best

of all, Uincashirc mill girls in their shelter

playing a magnificent team race-game with

balloons (which they have to linish by sitting on

and busting), it is completely moving and

successful. Unfortunately the film is not content

to let them state their own case. Even Americans

must K- tired by now of pictures of raid damage,

sparing us nothing, not even the ruined churches

with crucifixes gaunt against the sky and the

usual defensive commentary. Over the mill-

girls "Oo they look cowed.'"; over the Halle

orchestra playing Beethoven's fifth -"These

pet>ple still appreciate the real greatness of

Ciermany"; over the Leeds choral society

singing the '• Hallelujah" chorus "Look at these

faces". Not even Americans, surely, need all

this bullying and special pleading; the people

are quite strong enough to stand on their own
feet, they don't need any explaining. The point

of this commentary can only be to try to make
the people carry some outside message which

isn't really part of them. And when we come
to the K'mlxTs taking olf and the piece .iK>ut

these people hitting Kick, we begin to suspect

that the message .it the eiut ot the film has not

the same breadth ,is the mess.igL- in the e.irlier

sequences

Shell (inrnuiKa/inc No. 6. Pnnliniion .Shell

I ilrn I nil iditini! Niclson Baxter ni\trihiition:

N.in-iheatrical. available on '^ mm and 16 mm.

I HUM I lists .ire included in the l.itest issue of

the Shell C mcm.ig.i/mc. Ihc first shows some
of the opcr,itionx in a glass factory wlicrc much
of the work IS still d4>nc bv hand and mouth
Ihc ancient cr.ifl of glass-blowing never loses its

fascination The scctmd item contrasts old and
new mclhiHJs of h.irvcsting in I nglish wliait-

ficlds The cnkicno of the minlcrn combine
h.irvestcr is well demonstrated Ihe List and best

of Ihe three items shows thcwork of a bl,nck-

smiih m ,1 .Somerset village. Peter B,ivln has

turned in a niccl> directed sequence showing

quite simply how a horse gels a new shoe. It is

pleasant to sec an indu<>iry thai remains com-

pletely unmixhaniscd and the blacksmith talks

about his work in .in easy and pleasing Somen>ct

The whole reel h.is a remoteness from ihe

war-sirained atmosphere of life to-day and

should find favour with any type of audience.

Out of the Niuhl. Production: Realist Lilm

Unit. Directum M.ix Anderson. Photography:

Erwin Hillier. Cunintenlary: Albert Pearl.

BIINONESS is a horrifying subject for a film. It is

bad enough when a blind person is briefly intro-

duced into a fiction film for sentimental reasons

or to point a tragedy. Even then most of us can-

not bear to see the disability emphasised. Yet

Out of the Sight is dcsigfKd to show the handi-

caps which the blind must suffer during every

waking hour, and this film, so far from being

horrifying, is a beautiful and an inspinng piece of

work. The sensitivity of Max .\nderson"s direc-

tion and the remarkably appropriate lighting >

-

Erwin Hillier (ihe blind eyes always in shado.

have made a memorable film. It is inspiring K
cause of the story it tells of the remarkable woi

.

which IS being done in this countr> for the c,i i

and training of the blind But the film docs i

leave us merely with a feeling of pride in wti

Britain is doing for blind people— it inspires .

also with pride in these fellow human bcir.-

whom wc sec pursuing with deft assured mo\c

ments the special skills which they hav« su'

stituted for their lost sight. Congratulations

the British Council on sponsoring this film.

IlKi: W A I (IIKICS

that the M.O.I. Ii.i>

of fouruin V

^\ scenarios v

An Unsal scene was taking place in the Brown's

home, it was an argument over the question of

"fire watching." Mr. Brown was an obstinate

man, he would not do anything for his country,

at least, that is what he said.

Mr. and Mrs. Brown lived in Central Avenue,

bcside's them, twenty other people lived up the

avenue, the rest h.ul been ev.icuiated.

Since the New 1 ire Watching Order, came in

to force, a tire-part> had been formed up <^i four

men, Mr. Davis. Mr. Watson. MR Whye. &
Mr. Sullivan, all were fine, energetic and strong

men. but they couldn't watch out every night.

A meeting was c.illcd, the following afternoon,

which was Saturd.iv. Twelve men turned up, but

Mr. Brown had gone to the kxal picture's; he

didn't care about lire watching, or anything con-

nected with it. At ihe meeting eight new members

were enrolled, manv new suggestions were made
and a rota was written out.

.Sunday night was the bcgining of a new week

for the fire watchers. The night was cold, a

frosty mot>n shone .ibovc them. Six men were on

duly, two at each end of the avenue, and two in

the middle. Each vv,is equipcd with tin-hats, gas-

masks, and all th.it was neccxss;iry including

slirrup-pumps and bucket.s of sand and water.

While all this w.is going on Mr. Brown was

coscly lucked in bed. what's more he didn't care.

It was now half (vist-ten, the night was still,

and quiei. the moon shone brighter than ever.

Mr. Wat.s«>n ,inil Mr. Davis's turn to watch

at one end of the avxnuc. Mr. Watson was

saying, "I don't think they're be any action to-

night, Davis" "It's a line night though," replied

Mr Davis "Is th.it Mr. Brown doing any ftrc-

watching^" "No. Mr. Watson." replied Mr.

Davis. "He shoulJ be. Let's kn<xk him up!"

asked Davis

"No." Wats«in s.iid. "lei the poor man rest;

he works h.ird all-day." "Oh! I forgot that."

I reach this ^IJnda^d.

Ihc other replied the other replied brisk

Time was dragging slowly on; eleven stm.

still nothing ocvured. But at ten-past the whali: .

of the familar sirens, stanlcd up Mr. Brown,

who was still in bed. "Good Lord! he is here!" I

Mr. Brown had hardly got the words out of hi« I

mouth, when the local gun's open'd fire. This w .

enough for Mr. Brown, there he was runn

round the room, trying to find his trousers

the dark. What a to-do!

The enemy aircraft were moaning overhc.

Two bombs whiz/ed down! A shower of I

ccndary's came down, and a great number k

in Central .Ave. The fire-walcher's were on the

spot. They had set a number out. great work.

"Davis. Brown's house is on fire." said the

supriscd fire-watchers.

What could thcv do. it was too big a job for

them. "We're have to call the fire-brigade out."

and so they did. Mr. Bn.>wTi was trapped in his 1

house and was shouting for help, but the n i

could do nothing, their help w^s uttery usck

AOer a few minutes the local fire brigade t

arrived. Mr. Brown w^s rescued, and the bl

was put out.

The morning workers who passed by M
Brown's hsc learnt a Icvson. not to be obsiin.

Mr. Brown joined the fire-party, and anoi'

meeting was held, in which Mr. Brown mav1v

wide countrv appeal which ran

"People of Britain, do not be obstaniu

have learnt my lesson, and now I am doing

bit. There are many people all over the ct»u;

like me, but now they know, no matter, v*

went before them.

Give your services free! Remember it i

be your turn next and YOl' will be helpless

Mr Brown was given a he,irty cheer; he wa»

a new Man. he had leam't a Jcvson, "ixwrr i

oast xsiii
'"

^^ iiicn entirely hy Bernard Ansief
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MASS OBSERVATION
Tom Harrisson's reply to Buchanan Taylor and Ewart Hodgson concludes this controversy.

The M.O.I. Films Division has had to tackle a

vast new and difficult problem, and tackle it with

rapidity, using a lot of different people to make
the films, people with widely differing views and
experience in influencing the mass of the popula-

tion. The ideas of many of them have previously

been orientated in the direction of the apprecia-

tive tenth. But their job to-day is mainly to

influence the mass of people. An official short has

no main purpose other than this. It has no box-

office check and its "popularity" is no more
relevant than the "popularity" of rationing or

fire watching or gas mask carrying.

All this seemed to me, two months ago, to

sound like commonsense. As I said so, and illus-

trated my points by the only check-up available

to me, that of Mass-Observation, 1 stressed the

tentative nature of suggestions, qualifying and
defining the limitations. I specifically said that

my data were too scrappy, that this was too big

a job for M-O, and that it was the responsibility

of interested film groups to establish a separate

unit of their own to deal with this matter. My
main point was that many contemporary films,

excellent though they might be as entertainment

or art, sometimes had effects not necessarily in

the national interest and not designed or ex-

pected (or recognised) in the minds of the well-

off intelligents responsible for making them. The
Select Committee on National Expenditure in its

report on the Films Division had already said the

same thing, only with much more emphasis and
in a much more critical mood.
A blast of angry invective flowed upon me,

first from Ewart Hodgson and then from
Buchanan Taylor, who went so far as to say the

whole Film Industry was as good as perfect, and
everyone in it knew what the public wanted,

could tell you "right away" the popular taste for

entertainment in hundreds of towns! This was
quite irrelevant. It is not a question of entertain-

ment. The invective amounted to this: not one
single criticism was justified ; the Films Division

was perfect; there was no need for any kind of

check-up of the effect of any film; Mass-
Observation was wrong. I don't think it's for me
to justify M-O. Obviously I think it is all right.

The other points are important if the document-
ary and associated type of film is to progress

beyond the stage of a minority movement im-

posed on the majority (because it is given free

gratis to the screen) to a stage where it is a really

effective and socially essential part of national life

now and after the war.

What cynicism for Hodgson to answer my
question on whether the Films Division could
prove that it was not doing more harm than good
(I did not mean to imply that it was doing more
harm than good). "I think" (said Hodgson) "the

most pertinent counter to such a question is,

can Mr. Harrisson prove that he is in any way
qualified to appraise such proof were it forth-

coming." It really is of no importance whether or

not /could appraise the proof. What does matter

is that there should be proof and that it should be

appraised by disinterested persons. What does

matter is that the M.O.I, should check on each

stage and see what the effects are.

Have M.O.I, shorts improved—i.e., had more
mass effect? Does a film like Telefootiers stop

people from talking so much on the telephone?

The way the gossip theme is handled comW quite

easily have the opposite effect in making people

talk more. I am probably wrong, because here I

am relying on "instinct." The proof lies in the

length of telephone calls as measured by the

G.P.O. before and after the release of the film.

Anyone, even a mass-observer, could appraise

that evidence quite easily. Did the film Goofer

Trouble make less people look up at 'planes over-

head or not? That is an easy thing to measure
statistically. Again, it seems to me that the

buffooning treatment by Fred Emney and
Reginald Purdell might have led some people to

look up more, in the opposite way to that

presumably intended by the film.

Surely, there is no sacrilege in suggesting

that this sort of check-up is necessary. Most
advertisers conducting campaigns on smaller

subjects automatically check-up, even when they

have people like Buchanan Taylor with highly

developed instincts as their Public Relations Offi-

cer. Did The Heart of Britain do anything to any-

body in Britain. Did Air Communique make more
people confident in the authenticity of R.A.F.

communiques and our system of reporting

enemy casualties?

The uses of social research in the cinema are

limited. The primary factor must always be the

intuition, instinct and genius of sponsors, pro-

ducers, cameramen, etc. But when they are

setting out to make films to help us win the war,

I suggest it is part of their duty to use accepfed

techniques. Firstly to find out the snags and ten-

sions of the problem they intend to film, as they

exist in the public mind. Secondly, when the film

is made, to check carefully on the effects. Taylor

cries a familiar voodoo: I want "to fetter the

film industry with a kind of advanced Bedaux
system." Bedaux system! To check that the gun

you make in the factory is efficient and that when
it fires it will go in the right direction. It is really

of no interest that the gun looks lovely, or makes

people laugh, or satisfies men with "spots of

Irish blood." It is a sad thing to find, in a war

where the film matters more than ever before,

such complete self-satisfaction.

Perhaps Mr. Taylor, who prides himself on
this Irish blood, will recall the experiences of an

even more important Irishman, Bernard Shaw,

who wrote some withering blasts about the

intuition of film people and their inability

to see that ordinary people could be quite

intelligent. Mr. Shaw, the sense of whose

views has been proved in terms of show business,

said:

"There are several classes of film, and there

are several classes of film directors, including

some who are so illiterate that they cannot

conceive anyone being interested in anything

but very crudely presented plays and divorce

court news and adventures out of boys'

journals. They usually rank as infallible

authorities."

It is a fair axiom. Always distrust an infallible

authority who knows it all by instinct.

MUSIC FOR FILMS
SINCE I9IO

DIRECTION COMPOSITION SOUND TRACK LIBRARY^RECORDS

Some Composers and Collaborators

RONALD BINGE • YORK BOWEN • HUBERT BATH •

BAYNTON POWER • WALTER COLLINS • ALBERT CAZABON •
H. M. FARRAR • JOSEF HOLBROOKE • LOUIS MORDISH •
JOHNNY HEYKENS • HUGO DE GROOT • JOAN FRESCO •
CHARLES ANCLIFFE • KONSTANTINOFF • VICTOR WILLIAMS •

ROBERT STILL • WALTER WARREN « ETC.

DE WOLFE
GERHARD 2992 3

HUDSON RECORD CO.
80/82WARDOUR ST., LONDON, Wl
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I RACED^ T\ TWO SCENES

.isi liiiK (hi- I niti-d States Hlm Service *»as officiall> terminated, and afiir Iim si-.irs of uutManding

iiiiiss in iniplo> in,; ihv film as a medium i)f information and exposition ihi I >. (,<»emmi-nt has

iMrii-<l Id the nullnKls and standards of production which prevailed before the n least of the IM ()\N

II \l HKOKI nil IM.MNS and IHK RIVER. \Ne reproduce, with the |KrMiis-i..n of I II Ms. thi

isl act in the dramatic histor> of the Service.

SCENE I

(material drawn from Hearings before the Sub-

C'omniiitcc of the C ommittcc on Appropriations,

House of Rcpreseni.iiives, 76ih Congress, Third

Session on the Department of Labour-Federal

Security Agenc> -Appropriation Bill for 1941.)

Cluiraclers:

MALCOLM c. TARVER, Gcorgia. Chairman of the

Sub-Committee; albert c. enoel, Michigan;

JOHN M. HoisTON, Kansas ; dr. j. w. stide-

BAKER, Commissioner of the Oflice of Education

;

ARCH. A. MERCEY. Assistant Director Film Ser-

vice; THOMAS ATKINS. Production Manager, Film

Service.

MR. TARVER : Thc nc\t item is salaries and ex-

penses, film service. This also appears to be a

new service. There is a proposed appropriation

of SI06.400 to cam it on . . .

Mk MiKCEv: On July I, 1939. there was approved

.in expenditure of S168,500 for the completion

of two films which were then in production.

MR. iarver: And you received additional money

besides that during the present year?

MK. MERCEY : Ycs, wc havc. We have received

under a Work ProjL^:ls Administration project

SI 62,500.

MK. I ARVER : Making a sum total of how much?

MK MERCEY : S.1.31.000. . .

MK tARVER: What are you doing with this

S.VH.OOO? What have you been doing with

I hat this yc;ir?

MK MERCEY: That is for the completion of one

tc.iturc-length picture called Fiiilit for Lite—
this is the money thai will be expended at the

end of this fiscal year. June. 1 940 and second-

ly, for the completion of a feature-length film

c.illcd Fccc Homo BehoU ihc Mon: and third-

ly, for the carrying on of a very extensive pro-

gramme of visual education, educational film

distribution, educational picture consultation

in co-operation with various other depart-

ments of the Ciovernmcnt.

MR. I^R^tR: What sort of a picture is this /Vv/i/

lor /.»/f that you speak of?

MR. MERCEY : That is a dramatisation of the prob-

lem of infant and maternal health and welfare

I he Government h.is spent, that is, pnvatc and

public agencies. State and National, hav« spent

1 gtxxl deal of money on the problem of soil

nosion. This picture is really a picture on

human erosion

MR tARVtR: AK>ut how much will thc cost

of the film W
'•M mirciy: That will he t^"" simiooo

MR. TARVER : After you complete that film, whji

are you going to do with it?

.MR. MERCEY : After the prodiKtion is completed,

it then becomes a problem of distribution.

. . . First of all, the regular professional

theatres will be used. . . . Secondly, there will

be a great demand on thc part of Sutc health

agencies, schools, colleges, and all sorts of

non-theatrical outlets. There will thus be a

double-barrelled outlet for the distribution.

MR. engel: You haven't clipped that garbage-

can scene, have you?

MR. MERCEY : We haven't clipped anything from

that version that you saw.

MR. TARVER : What other films are you complet-

ing?

.MR. MERCEY : We are completing three more. One
is on rural electrification, which shows the

efTect and the results of electricity on the

American farm. The other film is a film that wc
are making, called The Land, which portrays

the vistas of American agriculture. Here is

AnKrica; here is what we find; here is the

land. This is now thie frontier of .American

agriculture, with all of these forests, streams,

and pastures ; and here is what has happened

to it. and here is what is being done to use the

land wisely . . .

MR. TARVER : Who is the director of thc service?

MR. MERCEY; Pare Lorenl/.

MR. TARVER: Why isn't he here to justify this

instead of you?

MR. MERCEY: He is writing thc narration on two

of our films. We are trying to get them done as

quickly as wc can. So he is taking the research

matenal on two of these pictures and he is

writing thc narration to complete them at thc

e;irliest moiiKnt.

MR. TARVER : That is more important than getting

the money to carry on thc work, is it?

MR. MER( t^ : 1 don't like to tK put in quite that

spot, Mr. Congressman.

MR. tarvir: How many employees do you have?

MR. MERCEY : Sixtv -eight, thuly-ninc engaged m
distribution work and twcnty-nuK in field pro-

duction work. Twenty-five of thc field produc-

tion employees are used on a temporary per

diem basis. That is. they are only ascd when

the extra work requires them.

kiR 1 \RvtR : M.iv 1 inquire if vou are still pa;

thc dinxlor at ihc rate of SIO.OOO a year:*

^iR MIR< i> : Tli.ii IS correct.

ing
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him at that rate until July 1 and then reduce

him after July 1 to $7,500.

MR. MERCEY : That seems to be on the schedule.

MR. TARVER : Why not reduce him now instead of

waiting until July 1?

MR. MERCEY : If that reduction is made I can say

—

and this is purely my opinion—that the direc-

tor that we have would probably sever his

connection with the Government ; and quite a

considerable investment which has been made
for service and production would be seriously

jeopardised.

MR. TARVER : This director that you have came
from what employment?

MR. MERCEY: He was brought down here in 1935

to produce The Plow that Broke the Plains.

That was in June 1935.

MR. TARVER: What was his employment at that

time?

MR. MERCEY: At that time he was a writer on

motion pictures for about four or five leading

publications, including a syndicate and some
magazines. He had been considered for several

years an expert in describing and analysing

motion-picture technique.

MR. TARVER : What was his salary there?

MR. MERCEY: He was on salary by these maga-
zines. I don't know what his salary was, but it

was considerably in excess of what the Govern-

ment paid him.

MR. TARVER: You have only $331,500 for the

present fiscal year, and your estimate here is

only $106,400. Do you expect to get some
additional money from the W.P.A. for next

year?

MR. MERCEY : That remains to be seen. The Bud-

get as now submitted contains no allocation

for production expenditures. The programme
that you have before you is almost entirely a

film-distribution programme. It for the first

time establishes a film division as a regular

appropriation in the Government framework.

MR. HOUSTON: Have you had any complaints

from private producers about your being in

competition with them?

R. MERCEY: In 1935 there was some fear that

there might be competition with private pro-

ducers. When The Plow was released, that was
true.When The Riverwas released, that attitude,

if any such existed, changed completely . . .

they felt that we were filling a certain niche in

movie making which no other source filled.

MR. engel: Now, this picture. Fight for Life—is

that the name of it?

MR. MERCEY : That is correct,

t. engel: That cost somewhere around

$178,000, did it?

MR. MERCEY: It cost about $150,000 for the pic-

ture ; and with that picture is included footage

for two additional films which have not been

made, but for which footage is available ; that

is, one on home delivery technique in a Chicago

Maternity Centre; and secondly, footage

which was taken while this picture was con-

currently made on housing problems.

MR. ENGEL : Were those films that you took, show-

ing the bad housing conditions, taken from
actual life?

MR. MERCEY: Yes, sir.

MR. ENGEL : Were those people who were walking

around actors, or were they people that you

just got out there to take their picture?

MR. MERCEY : We employed in the production of

that picture seven professional actors, who
played the principal parts.

MR. ENGEL : What I mean is, in taking the picture,

the people who were walking around those

houses back and forth.

MR. MERCEY : Well, many of them.

MR. ENGEL : For instance, you have in that picture

a scene of people going to a garbage can and

taking out food. Were those people actually

going there, or were they actors playing that

part?

MR. MERCEY: I wiU havc to ask our production

manager, Mr. Atkins.

MR. ATKINS : Those are actual documentary

scenes. They were not staged.

MR. engel: They were not staged? The people

actually went there and got that food out of

the garbage can?

MR. ATKINS : That is true.

MR. engel: I am amazed.

MR. HOUSTON: I havc seen that here in Washing-

ton in the last eighteen months.

MR. engel : I am amazed to learn that after seven

years of the abundant life under the New Deal,

we still have people eating out of garbage cans.

(material drawn from the Congressional Record,

Proceedings and Debates of the 76th Congress,

Third Session: Vol. 86, No. 83. The Senate.)

Characters:

Senators thomas of Oklahoma, mckellar of

Tennessee, lodge of Massachusetts, taft of

Ohio, vandenberg of Michigan, byrnes of

South Carolina, ashurst of Arizona, and voices.

MR. THOMAS: Mr. President, I offer an amend-

ment which I send to the desk and ask to have

stated . . . this amendment has to do with the

United States Film Service. . . . When the

Budget reached the House of Representatives,

and the House Committee saw an item carry-

ing $106,000 for the United States Film Ser-

vice as a specific item, apparently for an in-

dependent agency, the committee said : "There

is no authority of law for the existence of the

United States Film Service." . . . The House,

not passing on the merits of the proposal, said

:

"There is no authority of law for this inde-

pendent agency. Therefore, we will not allow

the appropriation." Mr. President, at this

point 1 desire to place in the Record the

authority for this particular item in the Office

of Education. I shall place in the Record, if I

may have permission to do so, a paragraph

from the basic law of the United States Office

of Education . . . and I call attention to the

last line, which I claim covers this authorisa-

tion. After reciting other duties that the Office

of Education is authorised to perform, the

line is as follows:

and otherwise promote the cause of education

throughout the country.

I contend that that language is sufficiently

broad to authorise the Office of Education to

have this sum appropriated and to use the sum
for the distribution of films ... I ask the dis-

tinguished Senator in charge of the. bill (mr.

mckellar) why this particular item was

singled out, and why none of the other 27 or

28 film services has been singled out for

annihilation.

MR. mckellar : . . . The Senator asks me why this

particular item was singled out. I have been on

the Appropriation Committee now for more

than twenty years, and this is the first time

that an appropriation for film service has ever

come to light. Governmental agencies have

obtained such appropriations in a clandestine

kind of way. I do not mean wrongfully, and

perhaps "clandestine" is too strong a word;

but, as a matter of fact, money which has been

appropriated for work relief has been used for

film service and for building up a United States

Film Service. Remarkable to tell, we find it in

a number of departments. I did not know it

was so.

MR. lodge: Mr. President, I wish to ask the

Senator from Tennessee whether it is not true

that the relief money which has been used to

make films has not resulted in the employment

of relief labour in making the films?

MR. MCKELLAR : That is entirely true according to

the testimony submitted to committee. I will

say to the Senator from Oklahoma that I was

absolutely astounded to find that in the Office

of Education there had been built up a

$409,000 business in the making of films. . . .

It struck me as monstrous to be transferring

appropriations from one agency to another

when there is a prohibition in the W.P.A. law

against using the money except for work relief,

and yet under the work-relief law they set up a

film industry. That is why I say to my dis-

tinguished friend from Oklahoma, whom I

admire so greatly, that was the first I knew of

the establishment of a film industry by the

United States, though I have long suspected it,

because I am a great moving-picture goer, I

am very fond of the moving pictures ; I spend

a good deal of time, very profitably and

certainly very delightfully, at the moving-

picture shows. But I am not in favour of the

United States Government building up a mov-

ing-picture industry.

MR. THOMAS: Mr. President, there is no illusion

about this matter. It is nothing new. It is at

least twenty-five years old. Each bill carries

funds available for the dissemination of in-

formation. The Congress does not give the

departments specific instructions as to how
that information shall be disseminated. The

Congress does not say that information shall

be disseminated by postal card, or by letter, or

by handbills, or by way of any other particular

{continued on p. 53)
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method. That is left to the discretion of the

Department.

MR. TAFT : Mr. President

MR. THOMAS: I yield.

MR. taft: I can understand how the Department

of Agriculture might send out tilms showing

how to control insects, or something of that

sort.

MR. THOMAS : I shall come to that in a moment.

MR. taft: But what possible function has the

Office of Education in sending out films? These

films have no relation to education.

MR. vandenberg : What is the purpose of these

films and their distribution? Is it to popularise

the work of the various bureaux, so that they

in turn may build up a popular appeal to

expand their functions, and get more money
with which to operate?

MR. THOMAS: Mr. President, unless the Govern-

ment maintains some agency or agencies to

disseminate information about what the

Government is doing, the people will soon be

placed in darkness, where they will remain until

some future Congress provides the funds to

continue this educational programme. It may
be that some of the activities of the Govern-

ment should remain in the dark: I will not

discuss that proposition, but the good things

that are being done should be made public . . .

MR. taft: Mr. President, I do not know about the

use of films in many of the departments, I

cannot say that they are not useful. I should

think it might be somewhat questionable

whether a film showing the genera! method of

getting rid of rats ... is the best way to teach

people t6 get rid of rats. I should think there

might be much more effective methods and

that, perhaps, it would be a waste of money to

send films of that kind around the country.

... In so far as films are used simply for

general education to provide moving pictures

for everybody, I think it is far beyond the

functions of the Federal Government, and it is

particularly dangerous when films are pro-

duced which only in a general way illustrate

functions of the Federal Government. I do not

care who is controlling the Government, if it

is to produce films and put them out, they are

bound to become propaganda for the particu-

lar department and the particular work of the

department that happens to be covered by the

film ... If the Republicans were given power,

it would be used to advance particular meas-

ures in which they might be interested. It is

true, certainly, also of the present administra-

tion. . . .

In other words, a United States document-

ary film is a United States propaganda film.

I do not care how good the purpose of that

kind of film may be, I do not believe it is an

undertaking in which the Federal Government
should engage. . . . This whole business of film

service and radio service for the Government
not only has been used for purposes of propa-

ganda, but it is bound to be so used. I believe

that when we have a chance to vote on it

—

and this is the first chance we have had to vote

on this kind of thing—we ought to say to the

bureaux of the Government that the time has

come when they should attend to their particu-

lar business, and they should not be out spread-

ing propaganda. We should not provide money
to stir up our constituents to come and lobby

with us to do the things which we ought to do

without any lobbying and without any propa-

ganda.

MR. MCKELLAR : Mr. President, I am very anxious

to have a vote on this amendment ; and I shall

take only a moment or two to state to the

Senate what the proposal is.

1. To study Government motion-picture

activities with a view to making recommend-

ations for improvement of quality of pro-

duct and methods of distribution.

I doubt the efficacy of that, and I cannot see

any r 1 for ii

To compile, from the best Government

products, a film library under topical

organisation which would be of great value

to educational institutions.

I imagine they already have that. Why set up

this establishment for that purpose?

3. To continue distribution of the documen-

tary films. The Plow that Broke the Plains, and

The River.

Those two films have been seen by the entire

country, and I doubt whether there is any

reason for continuing their distribution.

4. To operate a relay system of servicing

schools with all films through the National

Emergency Council as central clearing-house.

I see no reason for that.

5. To provide a central information office on

all Government film activities.

This is the first time films were ever known to

be made of governmental activities. No money
was ever appropriated for that purpose. Such

moneys as have been used for it were secretly

used under appropriations made for other

purposes. The money appropriated for those

purposes was transferred to the film industry.

6. To provide publications and study aids to

schools and colleges, which would improve

the usefulness of Government films.

"Of Government films!"

7. To act as a service agency for the produc-

tion of high quality documentary films com-

parable to The Plow ihe Broke the Plains and

The River.

8. To act as consultant to all Federal agen-

cies on matters of production and distribu-

tion for purposes of improving movie

activities.

9. To act as a liaison between the Federal

Government and the theatrical motion-

picture industry.

Mr. President, I very much doubt whether

there is constitutional authority for those

things. . . .

iR. ashurst: Mr. President, the one attitude I

desire not to occupy would be one that might

be construed as other than friendly to motion

or sound pictures. I am of the opinion that the

drama is the dearest to the people of all the

arts save music.

MR. MCKELLAR : Mr. President, may I interrupt

the Senator?

MR. ashurst: Certainly.

MR. MCKELLAR: I do not Want to be put in that

attitude, either, because the Senator knows
that I am one of the most consistent and regu-

lar attendants on the moving pictures of this

city and of my home city. I know the Senator

from Arizona feels the same way about the

matter, because I frequently meet him at

moving picture theatres.

MR. ashurst: The able Senator from Tennessee

is, as usual, correct. As I was about to say, the

drama is coextensive with the people ; and of all

the arts save music, it is probably the dearest

to the human race. The stage is akin to poetry

in that it is a great expression of human emo-
tion. The stage is a vision of the romance in-

separable from every human life ; it is a magical

place, breathing the inspiration, of colour and

sound; a place for high thoughts, splendid

truths and beautiful words, and objects vividly

observed and gorgeously imagined. The Sena-

tor from Tennessee and I are probably the

Senate's greatest movie "fans". I will say in

passing that it requires courage to take the

position which is taken by the Senator from

Tennessee on measures looking toward appro-

priations ; but I arose to talk about the subject

as presented in another phase.

(The following half-hour of Senator Ashurst "s

fine declamatory style was not relevant to the

Film Service, being a voicing of the film industry's

protest to rhe permission and charge required to

film on Federal properties.)

MR. LODGE : In my judgment the reasons for radio

programmes and film programmes fall into

two categories. Either they are under the head-

ing of entertainment or they are under the

heading of education. I do not believe any

Senator will support the contention that it is

the business of the Government to go into the

field of entertainment. So far as education is

concerned, I heartily agree with the Senator

from Tennessee that that is a matter which

ought to be done directly. If the Government

of the United States is going to put out a pro-

paganda film endeavouring to show that the

Republicans are good and the Democrats are

bad, or vice versa, it ought to be done subject

to a considered and deliberated and matured

policy. ... I personally have great doubt of the

wisdom of placing the Government in the

educational field at all, but certainly if we do

place it in that field we ought to do so with

our eyes open.

THE PRESIDING OFFICER : The qucstion is on agree-

ing to the amendment of the Senator from

Oklahoma (mr. thomas).

The result was announced—yeas 24, nays 36,

not voting 36.

So the amendment of mr. thomas of Oklahoma

was rejected.

{Slow curtain)
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I Ml WORLD is crammed with critics because, as

sonic \cncrablc person once said, criticism is

easy, and art is dillicuit. He might have added

that religion is the most dillicuit of all, since men
took It over from God. Now, there is nothing

quite so stx-mingly vulnerable nor inviting to a

critic as religion, and when film becomes en-

tangled with it, anything may happen—and often

does. The siifest thing to do, of course, is to leave

it well alone, and the next safest, to write about

It so ambiguously that one's fiercest opponents

agree with every word. As, however, that would

get us no further than we were before the war.

wherever that was, and as there's a paper

shortage, it would be better to tackle the subject

at its roots, and attempt to visualise the shape of

religion to come in the great new future which is

going to descend upon us when peace breaks out

;

a future more noble, more magnificent, than any

past future ever attempted to be. Incidentally,

whether \sholcs;ilc destruction is quite the best

soil in v^hich to plant seeds from which to expect

New World Order blooms I cannot say, for 1

am no haughty culturist. 1 imagine even Mr.

Middleton would find it a vexing problem, for he

knows one cannot go by the picture on the

packet, and when there isn't even a picture. . . .

Obviously, the tirst task is for us to find out

exactly what is meant by religion, and, insofar as

the screen is concerned, whether we hope for, or

expect, an incre;ise in religious lilms after the

war. and what we mean by religious films. Do
they emanate solely from the various denomina-

tions which find it ditTicult to agree with each

other.' It would seem that both the world's reli-

gions and the variations of specific religions

which have persisted in the past must be super-

seded by uinwihiiiK capable of guiding humanity

in an entirely new direction. This something

needs to be a religion which transcends sects-

which is a unification of all conflicting and con-

fusing denominations a simplilication dealing

in fundamentals which will inspire men, and

make them realise that their first duty is towards

God, and not to go\emmcnts. Consequently, it

must be a religion that docs not reach us as an

adaptation containing little trace of the original

from which it was adapted. It must be as impera-

tive in the future as one's ration book is now. If

it isn't, it will be of no use, save to cloak the mis-

deeds of men with righteousness, and that kind

of thing has gone on too long, and got religion

into rather bad odour.

Religion should. I suggest, have everything to

do with everything. 1 hat being so. anything un-

connected with it must be in urgent need of re-

pair. It should influence every form of govern-

ment—national and international—instead of

being governed by political dieties. In other

words, religion should cease to be a thing apart

from daily life which functions on Sundays, and

during periods of particularly grave crises, and

represented by the visible symbols of churches.

Of course, to expect a unification of denomina-

tions—a religion w hich places Ciod before nations

—is, in the opinion of many, to exptvt the impos-

sible. But to expect a new world order based on

the oU world order of religions is even more

impossible. What then? Well, nothing is impos-

sible that is worth achieving, but we cannot begin

until the decks have been thoroughly cleared for

action of quite a dilTercnt kind. It will be seen,

therefore, that merely to talk of religious films

without finding out what they are. or are not. can

only add to the contusion. First, a religion accept-

able to mankind should be agreed upon, and

here I would make a suggestion, which, at tirst

glance, may not seem very original. It is that we

should look to Christianity to supply our vital

needs. There is only one condition— it musi be

Christianity as taught by Christ, which. I ven-

ture to suggest, has nut been given a trial. Parallel

with the Western world is the East, and before it

went west, so to speak, it lived in accordance
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with very similar maxims taught by Buddha and

Confucius. WTicn civilisation stepped in—or.

should we say, flew in—everything went to

pieces—and now look at them, or us. or both.

The basic point is that the nght design for living

has been available to all human beings, all the

time. God saw to that. And if only we looked

beyond the denominations, the barriers, and thi.

pathetically patriotic pomp which has distracted

us from simple truths, we should be able to dis-

cern the kind of religion we arc searching for-

indeed, the kind without which there can be no

future.

Now for film, which exerts a great influcnv.t

and. therefore, is going to be a contributory facti :

to progress, one w^y or the other, in the ycar^

to come. If wc insist on talking about "religious

films" we are going to perpetuate the conven-

tional illusion that religion is distinct from every-

thing else, and that all other films cither lacW

religion, or arc definitely irreligioas. which

nonsense. "Religious films" of the kind wHk
immediately infer pictorial interpretations >.•

Biblical stories set in Old Palestine arc inade-

quate. That should go without saying, though, in

the past, it didn't. Such films, admirable for the

limited purpose of circulating to church audi-

ences, tend to confine religion instead of setting

it free, for the influence of the spiritual factor is

needed where it least exists—far beyond the

walls of the church— in everyday life—«n the

cinema. As. however, cvco cinema audience i

representative of all denominations, films con-

taining "messages" from any particular Church

could not be completely acceptable, particulariy

as any such films would almost certainly look

religious. It cannot, therefore, be from recog-

nised religious sources that we should expect the

kind of films most needed in the future, but from

Hiihin the industry . W c seem to be arriving some-

where. The industry has a great rcsponsiNlity

towards the public—-a responsibility which is

by no means fulfilled by the supplying of enter-

tainment and news, for the entertainment ar^'

the ncw^ need to be shaped in accordance wi:

the proposed finer future.

That will involve prohibiting (or prcfcrablv

:hc creating of a disinclination to cx>ntinuc mak-

ing i all those films which feed on the old world

order, and encouraging others which slwll ex-

press an infinitely wider and more progressive

Mcwpoint.

It will be hard on those who have found good

Kix-<i(rKe matenal in the figure of hate, and

similar sinister shapes, for they will have to

change their spectacles to enable them to sec

round comers which don't really exist. Actually.

It IS work which should begin now, but, as far as

I can make out. vague ideas seem to exist that

only afler an armistice has been signed should our
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very dormant spiritual natures become evident,

and begin doing their creative jobs, and that they

are safer under lock and key during a war. That

may be so, but in wars, so many keys get lost

that when the moment of liberation comes, they

cannot be found, and, not infrequently, the poor

spiritual factors remain prisoners for life—or

death. And, because of jubilations, their absence

is rarely noticed, and peace is indulged in by

people who seem remarkably similar, if not

identical, to those so active during the war.

That's the trouble, ofcourse—becoming visionary

and bursting with reconstruction to order

—

waiting for Radio Romeo to tell us it's time for a

New Order.

No, I don't think we've wandered from the

point, which is to make the screen worthy of a

finer future by beginning to shape it now. With

religious films? Certainly, but let us forget the

term, and think only of films permeated with

essential invisible qualities. When Mr. Deeds

went to town, and Mr. Smith went to Washing-

ton, both appeared in religious films, but no one

knew—at least, very few. And when the Blue

Bird flew across the screen, it presented religion

L glorious Technicolour extremely successfully,

for it was concerned with fundamentals, and de-

signed to awaken the same response in the peoples

of all nations. There, it seems, is the secret

—

something to thread races together, instead of

keeping them apart. Naturally, it's a big task,

for not only have nations become divided, but

the people within each one have got into dread-

ful denominational muddles—and yet there has

been plenty of evidence in the past that these

superficial conflicts can be instantly swept aside

if the right button is pressed, because then, in a

moment, all the peoples of all the nations form

themselves into the most wonderful thing on

earth—Humanity—which knows it is responsible

to one God. Fundamentally, therefore, what we
are looking for is a voice which can speak for

Humanity and to Humanity as a whole. Yes, it's

a big task, but it need not be so colossal as run-

ning this war, providing, of course, everyone

would be prepared to devote the same maximum
amount of energy to establishing peace, as has

been devoted to destroying it. But the nations

will not be aided by religions as we know them

to-day, but by religion as I hope we shall know it

to-morrow. Making the kind of films I have

suggested also involves knowing the kind of

films to avoid making, which, of course, reverts

back to the film-makers of all countries, and per-

haps particularly to those responsible for news-

reels, for screen journalism of the future will

have to be so very different. Have we not already

gUmpsed the shape it may take in recent docu-

mentary productions? Anyhow, film-makers will

need to alter their viewpoint, or be given the

opportunity to express their better judgment.

Whichever it is, the screen awaits them, knowing
that entertainment values will not be diminished

I iota by the inclusion of the essential qualities,

and the exclusion of all those things which have

helped to create the present disorder.

A pretty dream maybe, but preferable to the

nightmare which reality has become. I think it

was Swift who wrote, "We have just enough

rehgion to make us hate, but not enough to make them to prepare for peace in war-time, otherwise

us love one another." An awkward sort of it's difficult to know when to fit the job in. My
truth. own opinion is that all the negative material

Now, as nations always prepare for war in surrounding us should be transformed into

peace-time, surely it would be permissible for positive values immediately.

CHAPLIN'S SPEECH
In response to a number of requests from

D.N.L. readers we publish the full text of Chaplin's

concluding speech in "The Great Dictator".

"I'm sorry, but I don't want to be an emperor.

That's not my business. I don't want to rule or

conquer anyone. I should like to help everyone

—if possible—Jew, Gentile—black man—white.

"We all want to help one another. Human
beings are like that. We want to live by each

other's happiness—not by each other's misery.

We don't want to hate and despise one another.

"In this world there is room for everyone. And
the good earth is rich and can provide f^or every-

one.

"The way of life can be free and beautiful, but

we have lost the way. Greed has poisoned men's

souls—has barricaded the world with hate—has

goosestepped us into misery and bloodshed.

"We have developed speed, but we have shut

ourselves in. Machinery that gives abundance has

left us in want. Our knowledge has made us

cynical. Our cleverness, hard and unkind.

"We think too much and feel too little. More
than machinery we need humanity. More than

cleverness we need kindness and gentleness.

Without these qualities, life will be violent and

all will be lost. . . .

"The aeroplane and the radio have brought us

closer together. The very nature of these inven-

tions cries out for the goodness in man—cries

out for universal brotherhood—for the unity of

us all.

"Even now my voice is reaching millions

throughout the world—millions of despairing

men, women and little children—victims of a

system that makes men torture and imprison

innocent people.

"To those who can hear me, I say—do not

despair. The misery that has come upon us is

but the passing of greed—the bitterness of men
who fear the way of human progress.

"The hate of men will pass, and dictators die,

and the power they took from the people will

return to the people. And so long as men die,

liberty will never perish.

"Soldiers! Don't give yourselves to these

brutes—men who despise you—enslave you—

•

regiment your lives—tell you what to do—what

to think and what to feel! Who drill you—diet

you—treat you like cattle and use you as cannon

fodder.

"Don't give yourself to these unnatural men

—

machine men with machine minds and machine
hearts!

"You have the love of humanity in your

hearts!—don't hate! Only the unloved hate—the

unloved and the unnatural! Soldiers! Don't fight

for slavery! Fight for liberty!

"In the 17th Chapter of St. Luke, it is written

:

'The Kingdom of God is within you,' not in one
man nor a group of men, but in all men! In you!

You, the people, have the power—the power to

create machines. The power to create happi-

ness!

"You, the people, have the power to make this

life free and beautiful—to make this life a

wonderful adventure.

"Then—in the name of democracy—let us use

that power—let us all unite.

"Let us fight for a new world—a decent world

that will give men a chance to work—that will

give youth a future and old age security.

"By the promise of these things, brutes have

risen to power. But they lied! They do not fulfil

that promise. They never will! Dictators freed

themselves but they enslaved the people!

"Now let us fight to fulfil that promise! Let us

fight to free the world—to do away with national

barriers—to do away with greed, with hate and

intolerance.

"Let us fight for a world of reason—a world

where science, where progress, will lead to the

happiness of us all. Soldiers! In the name of

democracy, let us unite!

"Can you hear me? Wherever you are, look up!

Look up! The clouds are lifting! The sun is

breaking through!

"We are coming out of the darkness into the

light! We are coming into a new world—a kind-

lier world, where men will rise above their greed,

their hate and their brutality.

"Look up! The soul of man has been given

wings and at last he is beginning to fly. He is

flying into the rainbow—into the light of hope

—

into the future—the glorious future that belongs

to you—to me—and to all of us! Look up!

Look up!"
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FILM SOCIETY NEWS
Ayrshire Film Society showed three well-worth-

while revivals on February 9th

—

The Gay

[Desperado, The River and Champion Charlie.

jThe Shell Unit's Distillalion film was also run.

The show on February 23rd was a Sino-Japanese

programme, including Pabst's Drame de Shanghai

and a March of Time item. On March 9th the

feature will be Accord Finale with a supporting

programme of shorts to be announced later.

The Manchester and District Film Institute

Society, while justly and sternly rebuking D.N.L.

•"or confusing it with its Merseyside cousin,

announces that after a very successful autumn

season a further session is in progress with

membership up to full capacity. La Femme du

Boulanger ("an ideal film society film" adds the

Secretary) and Qiiai des Brumes have already

been shown.

Dundee and St. Andrews looks with satisfaction

on its record for the present season—ten shows

and a membership of 676. It is doubtful if any

other society can better these figures. The

carefully selected programme of gramophone

records which are detailed in each of the pro-

grammes for performance prior to each of the

shows has been a source of much interest to

members, who have commented upon it very

favourably, especially in a winter when there

has been no opportunity of hearing any music

publicly performed.

The newly formed Glasgow Scientific Film Society

is now in full swing. Programmes for January

and February included Mediaeval Village, The

Fern, The Red Army, Compression Ignition

Engine, Enough to Eat, Vitamins, and The

Sparrow Hawk. In the near future the Society

proposes to form an experimental group. Also

an Amateur Film Night is planned for March
5th; on this occasion scientists and others will

show films made by themselves.

Tyneside reports that membership is round

about the 600 mark. Programmes have been

kept fairly short, in order to beat the blackout.

The February programme consisted of Mary
Field's Atlantic and Feyder's Gens du Voyage.

Future programmes will include Clair's Quar-

torze Juillet, Alexandrov's Circus, and probably

a recent Guitry film.

The Edinburgh Film Guild gave a special Polish

programme on February 23rd. This is Poland

was shown, and the director of the Film,

Eugeniusz Cekalski, gave an address.

The Belfast Society battles boldly on, in spite of

many difficulties. The third show was Feher's

Robber Symphony which unexpectedly arrived

in a 13 reel version—thus causing the pro-

gramme to over-run by an hour. The next show

is to be Katia, supported by various shorts. With
membership at 400 the Society finds itself

working on a very narrow financial margin, but

is determined to "carry on as long as we have

a penny of balance". Four more numbers of

the Film Review are planned.

Stoke-on-Trent Secondary School Film Society.

The Secretaries report :

—"A Society composed
of school children is affected to a greater extent

by war conditions than an adult society. Subject,

as its personnel is, to school discipline and par-

ental control, a convenient meeting time is

difficult to arrange. The time fixed for recent

shows (5 p.m.) has militated against a large

attendance. The Society is still however very

much alive and continues its monthly meetings.

In January we sampled the M.O.I. Road Show
services with its (then) arbitrary choice of pro-

gramme. Audience reaction was most favourable

perhaps to Men of the Lightship (although seen

before by almost every member) and The Front

Line. This month (February) Owd Bob was very

well received as were also extracts from two early

silent Chaplins. Next month we are projecting

an M.O.I, programme of our own choice with

special reference to Air activities, to which the

Air Training Corps will be invited."

The London Scientific Film Society gave its first

performance of the season at the Polytechnic

Theatre in Regent Street on 8th February, when

an appreciative audience saw a programme on

the history and developments of aviation.

For the second performance, on 1st March

(which will have taken place by the time these

notes appear) a particularly interesting theme
was chosen—a study of the film as an instrument

for use in education, especially scientific educa-

tion. It is to be doubted whether many teachers

realise the immense capabilities of the screen as a

classroom adjunct, in bringing home impressions

of human activity in every corner of the world, in

speeding up or slowing down motion of all kinds

and, by animated diagrams, showing what hap-

pens inside the "works" ; and certainly, judging

by results, most scientists have little understand-

ing of the value of the cine camera in experiment

and record. Even people with some knowledge
of the film in science and education must have

found many new ideas and possibilities arising

from this performance.

The Scottish Churches Film Guild reports that

the Glasgow branch continues the reviewing of

religious films. At the meeting in February the

two films, A Prodigal Son and As We Forgive

were reviewed. A special meeting was also held

during February when a panel consisting of

delegates from the various temperance societies

in the city and which are associated with the

Churches joined with the members of the Com-
mittee in reviewing Temperance films.

The Scottish Educational Film Association reports

that despite the unavoidable restrictions of war-

time regulations, routine Branch Meetings are

continuing in practically every area. The Glasgow
Branch, with the generous co-operation of the

management of the Cosmo Cinema, organised

matinees for teachers at which were shotvn films

of interest and merit but of the type not usually

included in the ordinary cinema programme.

This idea was further developed by the Cosmo
where a series of such matinees was run during

January on Saturday forenoons.

FOR PRECISION PROCESSING
WITH A PROMPT SERVICE

WE ARE COMPREHENSIVELY EQUIPPED TO CARRY OUT
EVERY REQUIREMENT THAT CAN BE USEFULLY PRO-
VIDED BY A MODERN LABORATORY—AUTOMATIC
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING—FINE GRAIN DUPING—
OPTICAL EFFECTS MIXES AND WIPES—TITLES—ANIMATED

DIAGRAMS—SPECIAL TRAILERS AND INSERTS

TELEPHONE GERRARD 1365-6

STUDIO FILM
TD.LABORATORIES L

80-82 WARDOUR ST, & 71 DEAN ST., W.l

REVIEW YOUR FILMS AT OUR PREVIEW RCA THEATRE

UP-TO-DATE PRIVATE CUTTING ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
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FILM LMJKAKIKS
Horro»»ir'. oflilins an- iiskid to appi) as much in advance

bookin«daliN. and lo nluni Ihi- films imnii-diaU-ly afCer

1 . I ric distribution. Sd. Sound. Si

s possible, lo K've allenutive

sf. H. \ hire chan;c is madr.

Association of Scicntilic NNorktrs, 30 Ikdlurd

Row, W.C'.I. .Scicntilic Film Committee. Graded

List oj hdms. A list of scicntilic films from many

sources, classified and graded for various types of

audience. On request. Committee will give ad-

vice on programme make-up and choice of films.

Austin Film Librar>'. 24 films of motoring in-

terest, industrial, technical and travel. Available

only from the luluculional Films Bureau, Tring,

Herts. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Australian Trade Publicity Film Library. 18 films

of .Australian life and scenery. Available from

the Empire Film Library. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & Si. I . 3. sound films on 9.5 mm. available

from Fuilw>iope.

British Commercial Gas Association, Gas Indus-

try House, I Cirosvenor Place, S.W.I. Films on

social subjects, domestic science, manufacture of

gas. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & a few St. F.

British Council Film Department, 25 Saville

Row. W.I. I tims of Britain, 1940. Catalogue for

overseas use only but provides useful synopses of

100 sound and silent documentary films.

Briti.sh ^ilm Institute, 4 Great Russell Street,

W.C.I, (a) Satianal Film Library. An important

collection of documentary and other films. Avail-

able only to full members of B.F.I. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sd. & St. H. {b) Some British and Foreign

Documentary and other Short Films. A general

list of films and sources, (r) Early Films. Films

IS96-I934 still available in Britain.

British Instructional Films, 1 1 1 Wardour Street,

W.I. Feature films; Pathe Ciazcttes and Paihe-

toncs; a good collection of nature tilms. A new

catalogue is in preparation. 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Canadian Pacific Film Library. 15 films of Cana-

dian life and scenery. .Available from the Empire

Film Library. 16 mm. Sd. & St. V

.

Canadian Ciovemmcnt Exhibitions and Publicity.

A wide \ariety of tilms. Av.iilable Irom the

Empire Film Library.

( Vntral Film Library, Imperial Institute, S.W.7.

H.is absorbed the Empire Film Library and the

(/ !• (}. Film Library. Also contains all new

MO I non-ihcalrical films. No general catalogue

yet issued A hand list cS' M.O.I, tilms is asailahlc.

t; mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. I .

Coal I'liliwtion Joint Council, General Buildings,

Aldwych. London. W.C.2. I ilms on production

of British co.ll and miners' welfare. 35 mm. &
Ift mm Sd. F.

Crookcs' I jibonilories, Gorst Road. Park

Royal. N.W.IO Colloid.i in Medicine. 35 mm. &
Ki mm. Sd. F.

Dartinutun Hall film I nit, Totncs, South

Devon. Classroom lilms on regional and eco-

nomic geography. 16 mm. St. H.

Dominion of New Zealand Film Library. 415

.Strand, W.C.2. 22 tilms of industry, scenery and

sport. Includes several tilms about the Maoris.

16 mm. St. F.

Educational Films Bureau, Tring, Herts. A
selection of all t>pcs of film. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. F.

Educational General Senices, 37 Ciolden Square,

W.l. A wide selection of films, particularly of

overseas interest. Some prints for sale. 16 mm. &
St. H.

Electrical Development Association, 2 Savoy Hill,

Strand, W.C.2. Four films of electrical interest.

Further films of direct advertising appeal arc

available to mcmlx-rs of the Association only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Empire Film Library. Films primarily of Empire

interest, «ith a useful subjcxt indev. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 16 mm. and a few

35 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Film Centre, 34 Soho Square, W.I. Mouvements

Vibratoires. A film on simple harmonic motion.

French captions. 35 mm. & 16 mm. St. H.

Ford Film Library, Dagcnham, ILssex. Some
50 films of travel, engineering, scicntilic and

comedy interest. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Ciaumonl-British Fxjuipments, Film House, War-

dour Street, W.l. Many films on scicntilic sub-

jects, geography, hygiene, history, language,

natural history, sport. Also feature films. 35 mm.
& 16 mm. Sd.'&St. H.

(;.P.O. Film Library. Over 100 films, mostly

centred round communications. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 35 mm., 16mm.

Sd. & St. F.

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2. (a) Kodascope

Library. Instructional, documentary, feature,

western, comedy. Strong on early .Amcric-an

comedies. 16 mm. & 8 mm. St. H. (A scp;iratc

List of Educational Fihm, extracted from the

aKnc. is also published. A number of films have

teaching notes.) (/>) Medical Film Library. Circu-

lation restricted to nKmbcrs of medical profes-

sion. Some colour films. Some prints for outright

siile. 16 mm. .St. H.

Mareh of Time, Ocan House, 4 Dean Street,

W.l. Selected March of Time items, including

Inside .Wizi Germany. Battle Fleets of Britain.

Canada at Har. ](•, mm. Sd. H.

.Matbematkal Films. Available from B. G. D.

Salt, 5 Carlingford Road, Hampslcad. N.W.3.

Five mathematical films suitable for senior

classes. 16 mm. & 9.5 mm. St. H.

Metropolitao-N ickers Electrical Co., Ltd., Traf-

ford Park, MaiKhester 17. Planned Electrifica-

tion, a film on the electrification of the winding

and surface gear in a coal mine. Available for

showing to technical and educational groups.

16 mm. Sd. F.

Ministry of Food Film Library, Neville House,

Page Street, S.W.I, or from District Officers. 23

films mostly on cooking, nutrition and kindred

subjects. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. 8c. St. F.

Patbcscope, North Circubr Road, Cricklcwood,

N.W.2. Wide selection of silent films, including

cartoons, comedies, drama, documentary, travel,

spon. Also good selection of early American

and German films. 9.5 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Petroleum Films Btveau, 15 Hay Hill. Berkeley

Square, W.l. Some 25 technical and documentary

films. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Religious Film Library, Church Walk, Duns-

table, Beds. Films of religious and temperaiKC

appeal. Also list of supporting films from other

sourc-es. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Scottish Central Film Library, 2 Ncwion Place,

Charing Cross. Glasgow. C.3. A wide selection

of teaching films from many sources. Contains

some silent Scots films not listed elsewhere.

Library available to groups in Scotland only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Sound-Film Ser>iees. 27 Charles Street, Cardiff.

Library of sclcvted films including Massingham's

And So to Work. Rome and Saluira have French

16 mm. Sd. H.

South .\frican Railways PubUdty and Trarel

Bureau. South Africa House, Trafalgar Square.

W.C.2. 10 films of travel and general interest.

35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & 4 St. versions. F.

Southern Raflway, General Manager's Office,

Waterloo Station, S.E.I. Seven films (one in

colour) including Building an Electric Coach,

South .African Fruit (Southampton Docks to

Covent Garden), and films on seaside towns.

1 6 mm. St. F.

Wallace Hcaion, Ltd., 127 New Bond Street,

W.l. Three catalogues. Sound 16 mm., silent

16 mm., silent 9.5 mm. Sound catalogue contains

number of American feature films, including

Thunder 0\rr .\te.\ico, and some shorts. Silent 16

mm. catalogue contains fir^st-class list of early

American, German and Ruvsian features and

shorts, 9.5 catalogue has number of early Ger-

nwn films and wide selection of early American

and English slapstick comedies. 16 mm. A 9.5

mm. .Sd. & St. H.

Workers* Film .Vissodatioa, 145 Wardour Street,

W|. Films of democratic and co-operative in-

terest. Notes and suggestions for complete pro-

grammes. Some prints for sale. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. H.
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A NEW UNIT IN DOCUMENTARY

STATES ITS POLICY

In the Preface to his new book. Professor Julian Huxley writes:

"The most vital task of the present age is to

formulate a social basis for civilization, to

dethrone economic ideals and replace them

by human ones."

We subscribe to this statement; and we believe that the medium

of the film should be used to spread the knowledge needed by all

who plan for the post-war world.

In the fields of education, health, medicine, housing and the social

sciences, important developments are happening which will

greatly influence reconstruction.

We believe that today it is the responsibility of documentary film-

makers to produce films and conduct research about those aspects

of our life from which will come social changes in the future.

DONALD ALEXANDER PAUL ROTHA JOHN PAGE BLADON PEAKE

CARL MAYER, Scenario Adviser

Associated with the Unit are several documentary film^^makers, now either serving

in the Armed Forces or working on film production in the Dominions, who support

its policy.
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Facilities Please

IT IS TIME some authoritative action was taken regarding the

difficulties and delays which are constantly being experienced

by film-makers engaged on official propaganda work. It is very

difficult to do any filming outside the studios without some sort

of a permit, and most propaganda films are involved in loca-

tions which come under one or other of the Government

departments. There are two causes for complaint. Firstly, that

the machinery through which facihties are obtained is usually

unnecessarily cumbersome. People are shuttled from one place

to another ; endless correspondence is entered into ; and days

—

even weeks—of valuable production time are wasted. The

second point mirrors the first, and is fundamental; there

appears to be a complete failure on the part of many Civil

Servants and Service personnel to realise the paramount im-

portance of propaganda as a war weapon. Film people engaged

on urgent work in the national eflFort are only too often

regarded as unimportant nuisances, instead of being granted

rapid and full facilities consistent with essential security.

What is needed is a Cabinet ruling giving priority to all official

propaganda work. Delays over a year must be the equivalent

of several films which, with a more reasonable system, could

otherwise have been made.

Indian Protest

IT IS REPORTEDthattheappointmentof Alex Shaw as Advisor

on Films to the Indian Government has not been welcomed by
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certain sections of Indian film circles. The monthly paper

I ilmindia attacks tl.c appointment because its procedure was

"lishy" and because it is another example of "the principle

of preferential employment of foreigners". The paper goes on

to add thai Shaw "has a very agreeable personality and while

being aware of hu. rank ignorance of Indian conditions he is

sincerely anxious to learn—though his doing so will take years.

We must therefore be prepared to . . . make the best of a bad

job. to gel at least some value for our money". We must point

oul to our Indian friends that Shaw's appointment (which

incidentally deprived documentary here of one of its key

figures at a very inconvenient moment) was generally approved

in F.ngland as being a sensible effort to get the practical social

and educational use of films started in India: and that Shau's

job is specifically to evolve a purely Indian organisation for

this purpose. Even in feature films, India—despite its enor-

mous output—can hardly be said to have distinguished itself;

while in the educational field virtually nothing has been done.

An acknowledged expert like Shaw should surely be welcomed

rather more heartily than present reports suggest. We are

certain, however, that other and possibly less vocal sections of

Indian film opinion will be only too glad to co-operate with

Shaw in his gargantuan but well worth doing job. In a country

with such a high percentage of illiteracy the film possibilities

are terrific; and it is possible that most of the opposition is

coming from vested interests who are afraid that a non-

theatrical system will encroach on their own market—an

illusion which. e\en in this country, dies \ery hard.

Lofoten and the Newsreels

im siiowiNCi of a 5-minule film of the Lofoten raid one

week after presentation by the Newsreels of the same material

raises some interesting issues. Was the M.O.I, at fault in

releasing the material to the Newsreel companies? It may
be felt that, however inadequate the 5-minute version of the

film was, the public would have waited quite happily for another

week for the more matured presentation that one has come to

expect from the Ministry. Actually the item issued by the Min-

istry differed in no respect from the Newsreel material except

l\)r "cut-in" material shot at Denham Studios by the Crown

and Army Film Units. The Odeon, A. B.C., and G.B. Circuits

may have had some sort of a case in refusing to show the

Ministry's 5-minute version on the grounds that their audi-

ences had seen the material in the Newsreels. On the other

hand, it is open to question whether individual interests have

the right to override the Ciovcrnment decision. Surely if the

Government wish to present a certain view to the public by

means of film, commercial interests should not seek to over-

ride this. Oul of this debacle the Newsreel Asscxriations are

w hipping up a campaign against official coverage of items such

as the Lofoten raid or the Libyan campaign. They say that

Newsreel cameramen could do the job as well, if not better.

Yel the record of the British Newsreels has not been so

inspiring in this war that they can demand monopoly in war

repiutaee.

It is diflicult to know how much cither side is to blame;

hut most people will agree thai the constantly strained

relations between the M.O.I, and the Nev^ sreels are regrettable

Can ni)thinii be done to imnro\e this siuiatit>n'

Ik Iter He Dull

1 1 is I s( (u RA(.is(, to be able U) record thai an unspectacu-

lar but very seriously retrograde step in the methods of the

British informational services has attracted sufficient attention

and protests to achie\e a return to sounder practice The BBC.
has achieved an invaluable reputation throughout the world

for the cautious accuracy of its news bulletins. This reputation

was recently threatened by a departure from the objective

reportorial manner to a style of presentation which resulted in

the listener hearing, not the facts, but only a partial inter-

pretation of them. In particular, the sF>eeches of Axis leaders

and Axis-tied statesmen were suppressed in favour of blistering

or ironical editorial comment upon pronouncement which the

listener had no opportunity of appraising for himself. It says

much for the vitality of British democracy that many voices—

that of the Editor of the Spectator most eloquent among them^
were immediately raised to say that the British people preferred

to hear for itself what Mussolini had said and could be trusted

to form its own estimate of the significance of his words.

Like most B.B.C. mistakes this episode would appear to have

been the result of irresponsibility rather than considered

policy, but whatever the reason it is a pity to get into a habit

of unconsciously imitating the enemy. The B.B.C. has,

however, made amends and it is to be hoped that the vital

importance of preserving in our propaganda a clear distinction

between fact and interpretation is now understood by all keen

experimenters. It is to be hoped that they may also come to

realise that to allow an announcer, by his inflexion, to colour

the news with personal reactions to it is a sure way of casting

doubt on its accuracy. The BBC. is perhaps a little over-

sensitive to the accusation of dullness. If the news bulletins

are dull it is less often due to errors in presentation than to

an unimaginative selection of items and a poverty of journal-

istic detail in the ofticial communiques. And better dullness

than the suspicion of distortion. The B.B.C. must guard

zealously the British reputation for accurate news, an inter-

national reputation which has been built up very largely by

itscit"

Documcntar> docs Kast

"!)()( I MiM,\R\" IS a sword which nowadays crops up in

unexpected places and cinema exhibitors are even known i.'

display it within sight of the bo\-otlice. Yet we must confesv

to a feeling of awe at the sight of the solemn syllables trans-

lated into Japanese .script. Some early numbers of The Docu-

mentary Film Revieu have reached us from Tokio and we wel-

come this smartly prixiuced and copiously illustrated monthly

as a new link in a chain of dcKumentary publications which is

stretching steadily round the world. The stills published suggest

that Japanese diKumcntary production has achieved a high

level of technical competence in somewhat conventional

subjects but there is little guide to the nature of the ideologies

involved. Housinf! Problems and Baptism of Fire arc noticed

with an equal and, no doubt. Oriental calm.
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MASSACRE ON ALL FOOLS' DAY
A study of the new call-up orders of the Ministry of Labour and National Service, which are likely to destroy the

British Film Industry

THE NEW call-up schemes announced by the Ministry of

Labour and National Service now establish as fact what was

long quietly rumoured—that after April 1st no employee in

the British Film Industry will be reserved under the age of 35.

It has been computed (by the Kine Weekly) that 70 per cent of

the film trade's key personnel will be affected by this new

order. If, therefore, it is put into effect, the result will be, quite

simply, the destruction of the British entertainment film

industry.* One is forced to assume that this fact was taken into

account by the Ministry of Labour (presumably without the

agreement of the Board of Trade and the Ministry of Informa-

tion, both of whom should be deeply concerned in such

fundamental decisions), and that the authorities are looking

with equanimity on the prospect of converting the remaining

British film studios into Government storage dumps, on the

extinction of all but Hollywood features from British screens,

on the loss of prestige value now represented by British

features shown overseas, and on the absence of any indigenous

film industry in this country for many years after the war.

If such a prospect has indeed been considered, it is clear that

the case for the British Film Industry has not yet been made

out to the satisfaction of Whitehall.

What then are the arguments against the eHmination of Great

Britain as a film-producing country? First and foremost we

would claim that a flourishing indigenous industry is a vital

national asset. It may have been true to say in the late 'twenties

that most British films were raffish, cheap-looking, and largely

inferior imitations of Hollywood "B" pictures. It may have

been true to say in the mid-'thirties that the British production

industry was strangHng itself with gross financial inflation, un-

pardonable megalomania, and shady manipulations. And it is

probably true to say that the industry as a whole has not yet

recovered from the effects of the 1937 crash. But however pessi-

mistic a recital of its sins may sound, one pertinent fact re-

mains—during the past six or seven years we have been slowly

developing a style or type of film which is as essentially British

as Hollywood films are American, as the great German films

were German, and as the French films were French. Even if

this trend were represented by a mere handful of films—and it

is represented by a good deal more than that—the value of a

film-style and film-content expressive of national feelings and

national character is something which is not lightly to be dis-

missed. In this connection it is noteworthy that it is with just

those films which are so recognisably British that we gained a

foothold in the U.S.A. circuits. To the old American aphorism,

A foot of film means a dollar's worth of trade" we might add,

from our own point of view, "A good British film means a

year's worth of goodwill". But there is more to it than con-

*The case for Documentary is dealt with separately on page 64.

siderations of prestige and propaganda values in overseas

countries. British films fulfil their most important role at home.
One has recently had a glimmer of hope that, just as the

Elizabethan drama was a reflection and an expression of the

English spirit of those days, so too we might build a British

film style which would express the character of our present

democracy in all its aspects. Such considerations are not to be

sniffed at by highbrows, or by snobs who only see two or three

films a year. Whatever their shortcomings, British feature films

have already shown their native values; this is clear from any
random list of films, such as Pygmalion, Proud Valley, Edge

of the World, Young and Innocent, South Riding, The Stars

Look Down, the Will Hay, Formby, Trinder and Crazy

Gang series of comedies, and recent films like Convoy, Gaslight,

Freedom Radio and Quiet Wedding. A random list, but one

which .cannot be gaily discounted by Whitehall.

These very real achievements are more than sufficient to

offset the financial fiddling and petty bickering with which the

film trade has not infrequently fouled its own street. No one

indeed would yet claim perfection for British features as a

whole ; but there are enough concrete results, both here and in

overseas markets, to make the prospect of a total smash

absolutely tragic in its implications.

It is no use arguing that by means of heavy subsidies, various

forms of protection, or even nationalisation, the film industry,

once struck down, could be quickly put back on its feet after

the war. Lost markets and lost goodwill depend on deeper fac-

tors than control ; and, more important still, the personnel of

film-making, in almost every department, represents a total of

individual and coUective experience based on long years of

training and teamwork, for which no substitutes could be

found for a very long time. Moreover, if you cut off your film-

makers from their jobs—even for eighteen months—new
developments in gear and technique may, indeed will, leave

them ill-equipped and lacking in efficiency when and if they

manage to get back to work.

Such are a few of the arguments which can be marshalled

against the proposed destruction of the British Film Industry.

Let us now examine what we may presume to be the Minister

of Labour's point of view. It appears to be something as

follows :

—

"Films are entertainment. Therefore they come mainly

under the heading of luxuries like confectionery, silk stockings

and cosmetics. Therefore they must have the same treatment.

1 shall therefore classify them as an 'unprotected' industry,

which means that they cannot escape from a higher age of

reservation. I cannot in this national emergency start making

elaborate distinctions between one non-essential industry and

another, however small the man-power figure in this or that
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trade may be. And, in any case, there are enough American

films to (ill the hone market tor the duration; and a can of

film diK'sn't take up much ship or Clipper space."

Meantime, it nia\ be presumed that while the Minister of

Labour wants men. the Treasury and the Board of Trade want

foreign exchange, which our films can certainly bring them:

while the Ministry of Information, though still sucking its

fingers over the burns of 49/// Purullel, must, if it has any

opinions at all, want to see as many good British films as

possible carrying prestige messages to countries overseas.

Such is the political situation facing the British Film Trade

as it reluctantly mounts the steps o^ the guillotine, an orphan

of the storm wondering whether there is a Danton making

read) for a last-minute ride to the rescue.

But the industry has got to find more than a rescuer; it has

got to struggle with its executioners. It is possible that by the

lime these words appear the battle may have been won; we
devoutly hope so. If it is. it will probably have been won on the

recognition of some or all of the following arguments :

—

(!) It is idiotic to class films as a non-essential trade. A lively

national film industry is a national asset; it reflects, expresses

and confirms the character, the achievements and the aspira-

tions of the people. It is therefore as necessary at home as it

is abroad.

(2) The new schedule affects film production particularly;

because it is an art which depends on young people.

(3) Peak wartime production of features, etc.. would involve

the work of no more than 1.500 men. of whom about 400 are

laboratory workers.

(4) Film-making needs long training and experience. Sub-

stitution is not a practical possibility in most film jobs.

(5) Out of the 1.500 men referred to. it is computed that a

full 70 per cent would be affected by the new regulations.

(6) Even if women were substituted for men in certain

departments (c.^. labs, editing, assistants, etc.), they could

not be expected to reach efficiency in any technical work

for some time; and in other departments (e.g. direction,

photography, lighting, sound, etc.) they would be no better

and no worse than substitute men over military age ; in either

case lack of knowledge and experience would be identically

disastrous.

Such are some of the ad hoc arguments. But we need more

than this. Now, in the final resort, we must have real unity in

the Film Trade. This unity has seldom, if ever, been fully

achieved even on major issues; but today (and for the dura-

tion) it is essential. The producers (and indeed the renters and

exhibitors) should immediately come together, forgetting all

previous squabbles, and should be prepared to pool their re-

sources not only in campaigning but also, if need be. in pro-

duction and distribution. At the time of writing this unity

appears to be being achieved. The producers are meeting the

authorities halfway with a plan for rationalisation on a war-

time basis ; they will thus be in a much stronger position than if

they were to take up a purely negative attitude. The> are show-

ing that they have already found substitute labour wherever

possible and practical. They are showing what economies in

pooled resources and in studio space they have been able to

work out. They will, it is hoped, reveal their long-term pro-

duction plans, and the subjects must be tojvliners not in costs

but in national expression. They must give more recognition

to the Unions. They must forget the bogey bogey attitude

towards American interests over here; for by so doing they

will gain support instead of losing their livelihood and their

independence. And finally they must remember that their

case depends more on quality and character in films than in

cash profits ; indeed, their case already rests on the fact that

they are a part of the war efTort which the nation can ill

afford to lose.

The film industry is asking, not for preferential treatment,

but for official inclusion in the national war effort. That

inclusion would cost the Armed Services no more, and

probably less, than fifteen hundred men.

Till: CASE I Oil DOCl VI i:\TA KY
IN nil preceding article we have stated the case for the

British film Industry as a whole, and with special reference to

the feature film aspect. The case for Documentary, while

already covered by the arguments already stated, provides

certain other points which need separate and serious con-

sideration. The first point to be made is that documentary

workers, unlike the majority of their colleagues in the Trade,

are at present engaged on Government work to the extent of

s(Miiething like S5 to 90 per cent of their product. They are

makmg films for the Ministry of Information, and through it

for various other government departments; for the British

Council: and for various .Service departments. The second

point and one which has hitherto been widely misunder-

stdoil IS that it would appear that documentary workers

not even excepting the Crown I ilm Unit are not automaticallv

reserved when making Government films. The new call-up

regulations apply to documentary film-makers equally with

personnel in the studios and elsewhere. Hitherto, although a

large number of key-men have already been called up. it has

been possible to preserve some proportion of essential workers

by means of the normal hand-to-mouth process of applying for

temporary deferment—the period granted being usually 3 to 6

months. The question of deferment has loomed large in the

documentary field because it is. in an industry which mainly

depends on youth, a branch which is jMrticularly youthful. Till

now the reservation age for most key-workers has been 30; and

even this age level has sevcml times threatened the very exist-

ence o\' at least two o{ the most important dixrumentary units.

The new regulation raising the age c>i reservation to 35 (with

ilu- liUlili.vvl M 11.1 r,-MT\;iii.Mi .11 .ill aUct ]\\\\\ means, if
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it is fully carried out, the disappearance of all documentary

film-makers from the field of production; for the average

age of the whole movement is only 30. Even with some

measure of temporary deferment it looks as though the

effect of the new order will be to make the production of docu-

mentary films an impossibility. As the documentary medium
has been chosen (for reasons which we shall examine later) to

undertake the bulk of official propaganda and informational

film work, the result will also be that the authorities will either

i I have to fall back on the narrow and insufficient reserves of the

newsreels, or to find some new machinery (a task in which we

do not envy them), or to cease to use films at all.

It is not generally realised that while a Service department

such as the War Office can without difficulty reserve, or obtain

postponement for, key film workers who are not in uniform,

the Films Division of the Ministry of Information has no such

powers. Why this should be no one knows, unless the Films

Division, from being the Pantaloon of Whitehall, has now
been demoted to the status of Cinderella. In any case, the

Films Division is one of the largest sponsors of propaganda

films, and yet apparently has no real power to ensure a proper

supply of personnel to make the films it wants.

The present output of documentary films directly in the

national interest, if not interfered with, will probably average

at least 2 a week for 1941, as opposed to 1 a week for 1940.

As we have said, the bulk of this output is for official bodies;

but there is, in addition, some valuable product financed by

outside sponsors in the public utiHty field. The whole of this

product is designed as a contribution to the war effort, and is

almost always recognised as such by the Films Division,

certain films having already been acquired by them for propa-

ganda purposes, and nearly all of them being submitted for

general approval before going into production. There are also

certain films ordered officially by Dominion authorities. Thus

the documentary movement may be said to be working full-

time, full capacity, on films related to the war effort.

What does this represent in man-power, from the point of

view of the Ministry of Labour? A careful check-up shows

that the number of key-personnel needed to keep documentary

production at its present output is as follows :

—

[
Producers and Supervisors 14

Directors

Assistants training as Directors

Cameramen
Script-writers

Editors, other than women afieady trained

Animators

29

24

5

*Total

No persons under the age of 24 are included in the above

Ust and out of the above totafonly 15 are above the age of 35

or are not efigible for military service for physical reasons.

It must, moreover, be added that the whole movement is

working at a far higher pressure than in peacetime, and that

five key-people have already been drafted to India or the

* A more generous estimate brings the total to 1 10—neither f

s on the side of exaggeration.

Dominions on urgent work. This means that the loss of

even one worker from the departments enumerated above is

a matter of all the more gravity, particularly as the docu-

mentary approach is a specialised one and involves specialised

training. It should also be added that postponement or reserva-

tion is not being asked for any but essential workers as indi-

cated in the list already given. It must also be remembered

that as far as documentary is concerned the question of

substitute labour cannot really arise. As has already been

made clear, the flow of documentary production has increased

rapidly during the war ; probably by as much as 25 or 30 per

cent. Any new employees taken on are therefore needed to

add to existing stafT and not to fill the gaps left by departing

personnel. Already the recent and rapid growth of the move-

ment has led to the taking over of various people from the

studios, but they, too, are equally liable to the new call-up

orders. To a movement in urgent need of extra staff the

question of substitution is not even academic ; it simply does,

not arise.

The documentary movement represents a special expertness

in the use of films for propaganda and informational purposes.

For eleven years its members have been working to a thesis

of public enlightenment which now fits closely to official needs

;

so much is this so that many things which documentalists have

urged long and vainly now look like being created as a result

of the war urgency. And films so far made make it clear that

despite official inefficiencies, stupidities and delays, it has

already been possible to put the accumulated creative know-

ledge of the documentary movement to good and practical use.

Documentary, whether anyone likes it or not, is by its very

nature the right medium for a continuous ffow of films such as

is envisaged and practised by organisations like the Ministry of

Information Films Division. The documentary films so far

made have spoken and are still speaking for themselves.

London Can Take It, for instance, is the most successful short

film ever distributed.

The question, therefore, is a simple one. Does the Govern-

ment approve the policy of using films as part of its propaganda

activities? If so, the new regulations can only mean it is

cutting off its nose to spite its face. If not, then we must

register violent protest at yet another example of our weakness

in propaganda—a weapon which the Nazis, and the rest of the

world, know full well to be as powerful as any other of the

weapons of war.

To many documentary workers life in any of the Services

would be a rest-cure compared to their present existence in

a storm of difficult and exacting production problems and com-

mitments. But they believe implicity and ferociously in the

value of film as a propaganda weapon ; and they know that

their own skill is of special value, if not a necessity, in this

field. They will not, without a struggle, see this weapon left to

rust in the catacombs of Whitehall.

The Documentary Movement believes that in fighting for

its own principles it is fighting for the general necessity of

preserving the British Film Industry as a continuing creative

factor in national and international life. As to the special

problems of documentary set out above, it has a good case,

a case which will be fought, and fought on the facts.
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS
Ack-Ack. Production: Shell Film Unit for

M.O.L Producer: Edgar Anstey. Direction: Peter

Baylis. Photography. Sidney Beadle. Special

effects: Francis Rodker. 9 minutes.

THIS FIVE-MINUTER Combines information and

reassurance in a very neat manner. Its subject

is a day (and particularly a night) in the life of

an Anti-Aircraft crew; one of the gunners

acts as commentator. The routine aspects are

quickly got over in a brief introduction, and the

film then concentrates on telling us the how and

why of A.A. fire. This is rnade very clear by

means of convincing and very simple diagrams

;

the point is clearly brought out that while a

direct hit on a 'plane is always a pleasure, the

basic value of A.A. fire is to force the bombers

off" their course, and to destroy any accuracy of

bomb-aiming. A further point is that the A.A.

barrage prevents a large number of bombers

from getting through at all. Interlarded with

these explanatory sequences are scenes in the

living-quarters of the gun crew. These are done

with a nice attention to naturalism and detail,

with first-class sound-effects (including a clever

piano-gag when the alert goes). Finally, we see

the gun in action, a sequence which contains

some really first-class model work. Altogether

Ack-Ack is a thoroughly absorbing film.

America Speaks Her Mind. Production: March

of Time. No. 11. Sixth Year. (General release.)

Distribution: R.K.O. Radio Pictures. 19 minutes.

MARCH OF time's latest edition is chiefly

remarkable for its inclusion of a number of

official German propaganda scenes which appear

to make better British propaganda than German.

Amongst them are pictures of serious damage
done to German military objectives by British

bombs and evidence of the sorry plight of

civilians in occupied France. Whether the half-

starved children are intended by German editors

to prove that the British blockade is directed

against French children or to illustrate the con-

dition of Paris at the time of the French capitula-

tion, will no doubt be made clear by future

German productions. Baptism of Fire employed

similar shots of the population of Warsaw to

emphasise the value of the food which the kind

conquerors brought with them to the fallen city.

America Speaks Her Mind contains also some
scenes of Hitler sight-seeing in Paris (on the

Eiff"el Tower with all Paris at his feet). As a sight-

seer Hitler looks more like a human being than

in all the more carefully staged bouquet-receiving

and baby-embracing of earlier roles.

The theme of America Speaks Her Mind is

that the people of the United States, by exer-

cising their democratic rights to differ amongst
themselves on the question of aid to Britain,

have arrived at a majority decision to support

her, and this debated decision is a more powerful

incentive to action than any mobilisation of

I

public opinion possible under a dictatorship.

The isolationists are given a chance to state

their various cases—Senator Wheeler (who is

accorded the honour of a special reply by the

President himself), "The Little Squirt", and

a New York left-winger named Marcantonio all

appear to call on Americans to keep clear of

European entanglements. But the film is edited

in accordance with the majority view, and there

is considerably less doubt than is usual in March

of Time controversies of where the publishers'

own sympathies lie. The issue contains M.O.T.'s

most exciting collection of material since

Inside Nazi Germany and Father Divine.

Dai Jones. Production: Verity Films for M.O.I.

Direction: Dan Birt. Camera: Roy Fogwell.

5 minutes.

MOST M.O.I. Five-Minute films tell a generalised

story and many of them draw an obvious moral

which has general applicability. Dai Jones does

neither, but breaks promising new propaganda

ground for the Ministry by selecting a very

special episode from the story of an individual

citizen. The film tells how an unemployed coal-

miner from the valleys of South Wales comes to

a city in search of work, and becomes an air-

raid rescue worker because his special knowledge

of tunnelling enables him to save a child trapped

in a bombed house. For some reason no informa-

tion is given as to whether there are many
unemployed miners engaged in this vital work,

or whether the authorities have any plan to

organise them for the purpose, and the individual

story is therefore left to stand on its own feet.

This it does admirably. The style of presentation

is, in places, melodramatic, and the exigencies of

compression within the standard footage have

resulted in a jerky continuity; but these faults

are redeemed by Dan Birt's handling of his

miner (a non-actor) and the authentic horror

of the tunnelling sequence. The miner con-

tributes a beautifully restrained performance,

and the confined scenes of tunnelling are free of

all the common faults of studio reconstruction.

It is, indeed, in the exterior scenes that the

rescue work seems to lack the authentic atmo-

sphere of painful expectancy or of simple curi-

osity, idle or morbid. Many people will be left

with the devout hope that there are now no

rescue parties as inexpert as that in the film

before the fortuitous arrival of the miner.

Yellow Caesar. Producer: Michael Balcon.

Direction: Alberto Cavalcanti. 24 minutes.

THIS is A film about Mussolini, and by the

time Cavalcanti has finished with him he

certainly doesn't look too good. It is episodic

—

at times even scrappy—in its construction;

a thing which is bound to be the case in a film

composed of newsreel material with the addition

of staged cut-ins. It is, in fact held together more

by the ferociously sarcastic commentator than by

the great ingenuity of the cutting. The cleverest

thing about the film is the skill with which the

staged sequences featuring Musso are matched

with the newsreel clips. Other sequences include

a shot of Douglas Byng as an appeasement-

loving Dowager, trotting out the old story about

how Benito made the Italian trains run to time

;

and the regular appearance of Radio Roma's
female announcer, signalling each new act of

aggression with the words "Mothers of Italy,

be proud of your sons".

How nice it would have been if Cavalcanti

could have made this film before, and not after

everyone in this country made up their minds

about Musso. But, in those days, the censors

would hardly have passed it. As it is, Yellow

Caesar is an amusing kick in the pants, though

hardly as powerful as that being administered by

General Wavell and his boys out East.

World in Flames. Production: Paramount News.

Producer: Albert J. Richard. 70 minutes.

World in Flames is a 60-minute film made up

of a series of, for the most part, excellent news-

reel shots of a number of things that happened

in the world between 1929 and 1939. The events

appear to have been selected solely because they

are of the stuff" good film material is made of,

but, unfortunately, the commentary makes no

attempt to interrelate these incidents or explain

their causes and eff'ects. And, left to themselves,

they prove absolutely nothing. Italy makes war

on the Ethiopians, so we see shots of bombed
Abyssinians, but where are Hoare and Laval?

Civil war breaks out in Spain, so we see the poor

people of Madrid rush in terror down the Tube

station steps and the Alcazar goes up in smoke,

but where are the business men of London and

the politicians of France? In England, during

those ten years apparently the most significant

events were the changes in royalty, Mosley

marching through the streets and the hunger

marchers coming to town. Unfortunately for the

success of what the film sets out to do, the events

of real import which led up to the outbreak of

the war in September, 1939, did not always lend

themselves to filming, and the commentary fails

lamentably to bridge the gap.

The voices of the commentators are harsh on

the ear throughout most of the film. Arthur

Menken's voice is a welcome relief, when it

comes. He is to be congratulated, too, on always

having someone around to film him filming his

most spectacular shots. The other good com-

mentating comes from Tom Chalmers of The

River, but unfortunately he is given very little

time. As violence after violence fills the screen

and the raucous voices of the commentators rasp

on, how grateful one is for two all-too-brief

laughs—Count Grandi unsmilingly talking about

"Italy"s-a desire-a for-a understanding-a" and

Mussolini being absurdly pleased with himself.
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Many of the shots uic lirst-class dim material,

mllcclcd from all o^or the world, wherever

trouble was m the air. (Jnc realises how very

bra\e newsrcci cameramen must be, but how few

of ihcm know how to hold a camera steady.

I.ofolcn. ProiUuiion: Army I ilm Unit and Crown
I ilm Unit. M.O.I, 5 Mins.

.\i)i litem Outpost showed us what sort of shoot-

ing to evpcct from the Army I ilm Unit and

Uifotiit diKs nothing to alter that verdict. No
doubt It was very ditlicult getting good stufl" if

the landings were carried out at night, and there

is alwavs the question of how much in the way of

facilities lor shooting the Unit was granted. But

even allowing for these dilViculties the stuff is

badly shot. Bad camera set-ups, lack of close-ups,

jerky or hesitant pans with no reason for pan-

ning, and an absence of any attempt at sequence

or continuity in the shooting. All these would have

Kx-n avoided by a good newsrcci man or by any-

body with cvpcricnce or ideas in this sort of

filming.

L(i/(itcii w.is handed to the Crown I ilm Unit

to edit, and they have done their best with music,

seagulls and natural sound to knock some sort of

life into it. But it still remains lifeless, and the

commentary does very little to help. The affair

is treated as a daring schoolboy prank, a pellet

flicked at the headmaster while his back is

turned -witness the saucy telegram despatched

to Hitler. And lengthy shots of fluttering flags

covered by music which seems to come from that

ghastly quarter of an hour before the B.B.C.

.Sunday night news, aren't much help either. In

spite of references to freedom and Hitlers new

order, the whole elfect of the film is not exciting

and adventurous, but, just like Na/i war propa-

ganda films, grev and oddly depressing. This

elfect is heightened by showing barrels of whale

oil and cod liver oil being stove in and tipped

into the sea: such propaganda is likely to turn

against the people who use it.

You're Telling .Me. Produciiun: Paul Rotha

Productions. Din-Hion: Bladon Peak. .M.O.I.

5 minutes.

You're Telling Me is another anti-gossip film,

this time anti-bomb gossip. It differs from the

earlier efforts in that ordinary people are shown

reasonably sympathetically and not made out to

be complete crooks or idiots,while the first-class

passengers are the villains—nicely observed and

rather cruelly revealed in all their comic pom-
posity.

But why it should be thought necessary or

useful to make this sort of film beats me com-

pletely. The first-class compartment nitwits to

whom it is addressed do not as a rule visit the

pictures, and if they did, would not realise that

it is applied to them. Personally I have always

found third-class train bomb gossip astonishingly

well informed and accurate. The real gossip-

mongers and rumour spreaders are the official

bulletins with their "some casualties of which a

few were fatal".

War Front. Production: Strand Films for

Odhams Press. Direction: John Eldridge. Cam-
era: Joe Jago. Stusic: Dr. Ludwig Brav. Musical

Director: Muir Mathieson. 15 minutes.

BY MEANS of this film the sort of events com-

pressed each week between the covers of

Odhams Illustrated take on enhanced reality.

and I suspect (hat next time I pick up the paper

It's going to seem to me quite a bit more intimate

and animate.

The planning of the paper presents a scene o\

imaginative zip and organisation. You get

a notion of this from the film but, rfiorc im-

portantly, you come to appreciate the lively

connection between this side of the paper and the

big mainspring of hun\an activity which is coiled

in the world wrll outside the editorial office.

For the particular issue concerned, the editor

(played by Bruce Belfrage) calls the lads togeihcr

and spills the general idea. He says : let's see

what's happening on the War Front— in the air

—in the factories— in Civil Defence—on the

Home Front. This is no small order, but the

lads—a grand team of photo-journalists—go out

for the answers. Each is specially assigned and

each is looking for a picture stor> , all arc looking

for one thing—vivid human situations. To get

some of the material demands long hours of

patience, and frequently, when at last the chaiKC

comes, there are only three or four hectic

seconds in which to select and record the vital

shots. These boys certainly have a toughi&h

and chancy time on location.

It is clear that in Illustrated the picture comes
first, the story afterwards. This, by the way. is

the reverse of common Fleet Street usage where,

for example, the collecting of verbal facts about

the bigamist precedes the quest for a copy of

the first wife's wedding group.

\^'ar Front is a lively and workmanlike job.

Incidentally, it makes one nealisc the imporunce

of the contribution a picture paper can make
towards the prosecution of the War.

5-MINUTE FILMS FOR FEBRl AKY AND MAKCII
Title

Ni>rtlicrn Outpost

I lie Mean 1)1" Britain The spirit o\' Britain

Tlic/nc

The occupation of Iceland

Teleroollcrs

A-Tish-Oo

India Marches

Dai Jones

^oll•re lelhniz Me

I nloicn

Don't gossip on the 'phone

Combating the common cold

India's militar\ ellort

A Welsh miner joins a rescue squad

Don't spread rumours

.An e\e-\vitness account h> l.t.-( om. A.

Kimmins of the Lofoten Raid

Mr. Proudloot Sh(

I I icht

Di>n'( neglccl \our blackout

• A slKHtened version of ( Pnv with tin- hulian \nn\\ prepared by the Crown V\\m I 'nit

Director ProJtHlion i'nif Released

Tenn\son D'tyncourl .\rmy Filtn Unit Feb. 3rd. '41

Humphrey Jenninc^s Crown Feb. 10th. -41

J. Paddy Carslairs Verity Feb. 17ih. '41

Jav Lewis ct Max Verity Feb. 24th. "41

Munden

- Bombay Talkies Mar. .Vd. "41

I")an Bin Verity Mar. lOih. '41

Bladon IVake Rotha Films Mar. Pth, '41

\rmy 1 ilm Inil Mar. :4th, "41

Herlvrt Mason :Oth Cenlurv

lox

Mar. .^Ist. -41
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DOCUMENTARY AND OTHER BOOKINGS FOR APRIL
{The following bookings for March are selected from a list covering its Members, supplied by The News and Specialised Theatres Association)

America Prepares
The News Theatre, Nottingham
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Atlantic Patrol <
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Britain's Youth
The News Theatre, Leeds

Buyer Beware
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Cavalcade of the Academy Awards
The Tatler News Reel Theatre. Newcastle

Charlie the Perfect Lady
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Charlie by the Sea

The Domineering Male
The News Theatre, Leeds

Donald's Vacation
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Don Donald
The News Theatre, Leeds

Ducks and Drakes
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

The Fair River: Maintain the Right
The News Theatre, Leeds
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Faithful Forever
The News Theatre, Leeds

Father of a Family
The News Theatre, Nottingham

Fiddlers All
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Fishing in Hawaii
The News Theatre, Leeds

The News Theatre, Leeds

Four and Twenty Fit Girls

The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Four Thousand Years
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Glass
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newc

May 3rd

April 19th

19th Going Places, No. 85
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, ;

5th The Hidden Master
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

12th Home Movies
The News Theatre. Newcastle

How to Start the Day
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Hungarian Rhapsody
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Idol of Millions
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Indian Durbar: King of Spades

May 3rd

April 26th

May 3rd

April 26th

An Inland Port
The Tatler Theatre, Mancheste

Is Idleness a Vice, No. 8
The News Theatre, Nottinghan

-O be Done?
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Keyboard
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Know that Money
The Tatler Theatre, Chester

Lets Talk Turkey
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Maintain the Right
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Malta—Island Fortress
The News Theatre, Newcastle

March of Time—No. 10
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

March of Time—No. 1

1

The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

XXX Medico
The Tatler Theatre, Newcastle

More Kittens: The Old South
The News Theatre, Leeds

Pleasure Bound in Canada
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Pluto's Dream House
The News Theatre, Leeds

Pluto's Dream House
Ihe Tatler Theatre, Leeds

May 3i

May 3i

Point of View—No. 8
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Prelude to Flight
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

Raising Sailors
The News Theatre. Newcastle

Romance of the Potato
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

The Roof of the World
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Shipbuilders
;, New

The News Cinema, Aberdeen
Sixth Year—No. 10—March of Time
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Sixth Year—No. 11—March of Time
The News Theatre, Newcastle

Stranger than Fiction—No. 71
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Stranger than Fiction—No. 72
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Suits Me
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Treacherous Waters
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Twelve O.P. Tempest over Tunis
The News Theatre, Nottingham

20 Men and a Leader
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The News Theatre, Leeds

While America Sleeps
The News Theatre, Leeds

Window Cleaners
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The News Theatre, Leeds
The Tatler Theatre, Leeds
The Tatler Theatre, Chester

Wings of Youth
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The News Theatre, Leeds

Workmates Going Places—No. 76
The News Theatre, Nottingham

World Four
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Young America Flies

The News Theatre, Leeds

May 3t

May 3i

May 3i

AprU 191

ALWAYS UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
An Entirely New Feature dealing exhaus-
tively with Documentary Films is

now incorporated in the 1941 edition of

The KINE YEAR BOOK
Of course, this new section detaiUng all the saUent information connected

with Documentary Films is additional to previous encyclopaedic nature

of the book, so comprehensive in data regarding this Industry. No matter

what you want to know, what you want to buy or sell, you'll find the

answer in the Kine Year Book, aptly described as The Red Guide. The
ready reference to help every executive, now in its 28th year of publication.

NOW ON SALE
All enquiries to:

KINEMATOGRAPH PUBLICATIONS LTD.. 93 LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C.2

PRICE

20'-
Special price

to annual sub-
scribers to the
Kinematograph

Weekly

12^6
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is issued only to private sub-

scribers and continues the policy

and purpose of World Film News

by expressing the documentary

idea towards everyday living.

DOCUMENTARY NEWS LETTER

is produced under the auspices

of Film Centre, London, in asso-

ciation with American Film Center,

New York.

IDIIOKI \L HOARD

lidgar Anstcy

John Grierson

Donald Taylor

John Taslor

Basil Wright

I 1)1 I OK

Ronald llorlon

Outside contribuli(^ns will be

welcomed but no fees will be

paid.

We are prepared to deliver from

3-50 copies in bulk to Schools,

I ilm Societies and other organi-

sations.
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AKi: A(TORS m:(fssaky?
iU UN\UI) Mil! s. till- vMll-kn()\Mi sta-c and scniii acK.r. discusses the ixisling

and |)(issih|(. n iatiuiisliips I)i|\mi.m (ioniimntar\ tiirn and prufissjonal aiturs. Before

»ri!in<: this arliiic he inadi an irili nsi\c stud\ (il a lar-^c nurnlur of d(RiinKnlar\ lilnis.

\N iN(jiiKY inio this question seems to mc to

irnoKc an inqiiin. into the whole nature and

purpose of documentary, past, present and to

come. When 1 tirsi undertook to attempt such

an inquir>' I confess that 1 thought it would

prose fairly easy to make out a convincing case

for the actor as against the non-acior. When
I got down to it I found, not that a defence of

the actor was a more difTicuii job than I had

expected, but that the question I was trying to

answer was not quite as simple as it looked,

being somehow tied up with other issues of even

greater importance to documentary film and to

the future of the cinema itself. Time and space,

to s;iy nothing of my equipment, have not per-

mitted a ver> comprehensive answer and I offer

what follows with the greatest deference.

First of all. taking the question in its most

ob\ious form, as a starting point for discussing

the rival merits of actors and non-actors in

documentan.' film. I would like to say a few^

words about the performances in Hnusini;

I'ldhlcms. which provides much the most im-

pressive examples that I have yet seen of work

b> non-aciors. But in assessing the quality of their

work as acting it seems to me that four very

important points must be borne in mind.

firstly, the dialogue was more \i\id and forcible

ihan was ever given to any actor : full of wonder-

tul repetitions "all on the crook" and "nothing

straight", etc. Secondly, the director did not

shout "cut" at the first little hesitation or fluff.

I ho whole effect was therefore one of beautiful

spontaneity. Thirdly, the stories had obviously

(x-cn rehearsed scores of times, "with advant-

.igcs", across the backyard, and were to that

extent pure theatre. Lastly. alx)ut three-quarters

ol the quality of their performances (particularly

from the women) sprang from the fact that the

performers were doing something quite un-

r.imiliar. There was a quality of uneasiness

which came over like a ton of coals. If you

wanted an actress to give the same sort of

quality you would have to s;»y to her sonKthing

like this. "In this film w« .ire aiming at a kind of

niw journalism. So will you plea.sc lr> to forget

that you are an actress accustomed to exprcssmg

\oursclf in front of a uinKra. Tr> to believe

ih.it you have never dreamed of doing such a

hiiig and that you have only consented to do it

iicr grc.;it persuasion, and that, even then, you

.lie painfully out of your clement. We intend.

b\ bringing together the obvious truth of what

voii have to s;iy with the fact that it is verv un-

usual for vou to make such an exhibition of

yourself in order to say it, to achie%c the cx--

quality which this kind of tilm demands."

I contend that, if a director were to explore

in such terms the conditions of the work to be

done, he could achieve with scnsiuve actors

results every bit as moving and convincing as

those in Housing Prohlems. the chief condition

obviously being that he should ask the actor

to embody as the chief ingredient in his imapf

not "cockney-housewife-/«-w" but rather "oi/

of-€lement-n«'.w". That is to say. that he shoL

ask the actor to perform a sort of reversal of h -

verv function as an actor.

I am not for a moment suggesting that

Housing Prohlenu should have tHScn made with

actors. That wduld be mad. It seems to me a

tremendous achievement just as it stands, and

one of the very high spots of documentary.

In fact after seeing forty or fifty of the best

documentaries I am still asking myself. "Why
was the experiment of Housing Problems never

repeated?" I only deal with it in such detail here

because it provides some very excellent and

much-discussed examples of non-actors, and

therefore obviously falls within the boundaries

of this inquiry.

I think that even, film actor should be made

to see Housing Prohlems two or throe tin>es every

year, but I also think that it presents an over-

whelming case for extending the experience of

actors beyond the artificial confines of wood

and canvas and distemper and coloured gelatine

and all the fake values of present-day com-

mercial Theatre and Cinema, into a world of

hard reality. One of the lessons taught hy such

films as Housing Prohlems and \orih Sea and

Ahle Seamen is that, if it has Iwen possible for

them to realise the issues involved, and. I suppose

more important still, if it had l»cn finanaally

possible, the producxrs of documentary could

have started a verv potent realist movement

in the English Theatre. They were the only

members of the film or theatre wtjrld who were

in close daily touch with reality, and who there-

fore had the opportunity to put a certain number

of young actors and actresses into touch with it

for the first tinK in llKir lives. Docunx:nury

had chosen as its battlefield the hard nwtcnal

world. But any young actor starting out on a

career in theatre or films, found himself per-

force surrounded, and usually overwhelmetl. by

a set of values so false and perverted that it

required uncommon intelligence, stability and

cx>uragc to resist them. Financial gangsters with

with their attendant retinue of parasites, snob-
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bery, insincerity and phoney behaviourism of

every kind, fake, pose and a general atmosphere

of smart sophistication, suggesting that "all the

world is playing holiday"—that was, and to

a great extent still is, the picture. Is it to be

wondered at that the acting of about ninety-five

per cent of the English stage lacked all reality

or contact with Life? that it was largely a mean-

ingless parade of technical tricks even more

empty than the conventional sounding-brass

technique of the old barnstormers? I suggest

that if the documentary directors had been able

to take and train even a dozen carefully chosen

youngsters along the path that they themselves

were so ably treading, to function credibly in

a world where glamour and a few other entirely

stupid factors are not the be all and the end all

here, the results would have been startling.

Such a group of youngsters trained to get them-

selves dirty and to make of dirtiness a virtue,

to stand at bench or sink with fitters and washer-

women, to try the habitual and traditional

actions of real workmen born and bred in ancient

crafts, would have lighted such a candle in the

entertainment industry as would not easily

have been put out. It will have to be lighted

sooner or later in any case, and who could help

to do it more eflTectively than the people who
made North Sea, Night Mail, Housing Problems,

Able Seamen, etc.

Can it be that the guiding minds of docu-

mentary allowed early financial restrictions and

the largely debased quality of a great deal of

English acting to establish for them a principle

according to which all actors were taboo,

instead of trying to discover a small nucleus of

actors who could fulfil the requirements of

documentary films? Can it be that they were

guilty of making necessity a virtue and that

they went on to exalt that necessity to a place

almost axiomatic in the theory of docu-

mentary? And that this partly explains, not only

their reluctance to use actors, but their per-

sistent evasion of the focal point in the interpre-

tation of any reality worth the name, I mean the

human element? And is it not true that this

evasion formed the foundation-stone of the

insuperable barrier which grew up between

themselves and the commercial cinema?

It is easy to understand how, in the eyes of

documentary directors, an untrained or an

under-trained performer was thought to be

more valuable than a trained one, since training

often connotes trickery and artificiality. The
world of documentary is a world in which any

method of acting that is not at once solid and
subtle, is embarrassingly out of place, and in

which the raw material, whatever its deficiences in

power and range of expression, at least matches
up. But it is all too easily forgotten, in the face

of brilliant fragmentary work by non-actors,

that it is possible for a sensitive actor to achieve

the whole range of understatement so effective

and so attractive in non-actors, together with

a passion and a concentration and a power of

development quite outside the range of his

untrained rival, who, however good in other

ways, can never master the forms of projection

specifically suited to the requirements of camera

and microphone, i.e. projection which is a

coupling of concentration and intensification of

thought and feeling with a technique of shortened

aim, the target being in this case the camera

instead of the back wall of the gallery.

It must be admitted that responsibility for

the early deficiencies in English film-acting

rests largely with the directors. Who else could

instruct actors in the alarming possibilities of

the film camera? It is true that as a class actors

do not take kindly to objective thinking, but

I would say that the best of them are extremely

responsive to sympathetic handling. How many
film directors (I am speaking now of the com-

mercial cinema) resisted the temptation to resort

to the use of naked power in the studios, to

bully, to sneer and generally to undermine the

confidence of the actor by making him feel that

actors are about as important to the cinema as

bird seed? How many directors had either the

intelligence or the necessary vocabulary to

explain to actors what was required of them?

How many knew themselves what was required?

And who will say that, even if a director does

know what is required in the interpretaition of

a role, it is an easy matter to convey that idea

to someone else? Many a good actor is com-

pletely tone deaf. Many have no sense of

mimicry and cannot copy a practical exposition,

however brilliant. Some can accept detailed

analysis of a role and of its place in the com-

pleted picture, others are completely fogged

by it. It is for the director to find the touchstone

which will reveal to each actor what has to be

done and why. Words are not the only symbols

of meaning. Many a theatrical amour condemned

by the outside world has had its beginnings in

the subconscious need of actors and actresses

to discover new inspiration, and a new atmo-

sphere of mutual sympathy in which to work.

Karsarvina tells in her autobiography, Theatre

Street, how the role of "Thamar" baflHed her

throughout the period of rehearsals. Right up

to the dress rehearsal she could make no real

contact with it. It was the intuition of Diaghileff

which finally solved the problem for her.

He told her to try joining her eyebrows together

in one strong dark line. This did the trick.

Tough film directors may think this sort of

thing stupid, but to an actress fighting with an

unresolved problem, such a small key can unlock

the door to the complete revelation. Robert

Loraine describes the same sort of thing in his

autobiography, how, after battling for weeks

with Strindberg's masterpiece, "The Father",

Milton Rosmer clarified the whole thing for

him by painting the scenery a certain shade of

green. This after several repaintings.

But we are in danger of straying from the

original question. In all the documentary films

that I have seen, and I have seen some dozens

in the past three or four weeks apart from iso-

lated examples in the course of ten years' steady

cinema going, I think that non-actors achieve

all, or at any rate most, that the very best

professional actors could achieve in the same

circumstances. But this is only because most of

these pictures avoid the implications of human

action, or, where they do present it, present it in

such a fragmentary way as never to put to the

test the training and natural qualities which

differentiate an actor from a non-actor. It seems

to me that in this lies the whole crux of the

matter, because when I say that documentary

has never faced up to the problem of sustained

characterisation and development on the human
side of its material, I am simply implying that

the leaders of documentary are guilty of a kind

of escapism, a deliberate side-stepping of the

very central problem in that interpretation of

reality which is their avowed aim, I mean Man
and his efforts to find his bearings in the universal

set-up.

When I think of a trawler or a factory or a

school or a mine or a railway or a hospital,

I think of people. First people, then what they

do, then what they do it with, then what they

do it for. Some such order as that, but always

people first. After a time I may begin to arrive

at some form of generalisation, some theor>',

some connection with religion or economics or

politics. In the end I may, if I have been fairly

successful, have in my mind a small fragment

of social analysis, or if you like, a small fragment

of documentary, imperfect maybe and suffering

from the limitations of my training and equip-

ment, but to this extent sound, that it starts

from the centre and works a bit of the way out-

wards. When I saw North Sea for the first time

a week or two ago, it lifted me out of my seat

and the memory of it has persisted clear and

strong in my mind despite the many more recent

examples of documentary that I have seen since.

I attribute this effect, this persistent recollection

from a single showing mainly 'to the fact that

North Sea dealt more firmly with a set of men
grappling with a set of problems than almost any

other documentary film I have seen. Not as

much focused upon these men as one could

have wished perhaps, but still there it was,

inescapable. Moreover (this seems to me all-

important), they were men who had been more

or less carefully established and were thereafter

recognisable by the audience. This factor of

recognisability is a vital point. If you can make
as many members of the audience as possible

imagine themselves in the skipper's shoes, you

are obviously doubling and redoubling your

effect every time the skipper appears on the

screen. Take for instance, the sequence of the

clearing of the pumps. I suggest that to every

householder who has had to cope with a stopped-

up sink, that sequence carried an added weight.

That is why one remembers it, because it con-

nects with oneself. No cheers, no fake ecstatics

as in the commercial cinema—just a bit of pump-

cleaning well done, followed by a dispassionate

reporting of it to the skipper. No handshakes

all round, no "Well done. Buddy." All this seems

to bear out my argument.

Of course when you get on to a smallish boat

you have to focus more or less upon a few people

and upon a small area, because that's what being

on a ship means. That itself, is "being-on-a-ship-

ness'\ This suggests that the concentration upon

the men in North Sea, admirable as it is, was

unintentional, particularly as it was never
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followed up a\ a theory, and particularly as wc

meet this guality a.Min most nearly in Ahlf

Seamen, made more than two ye;irs later, but

which also takes place on a ship.

When I S.IW the powerful March of Tmic epic.

Thf Riimpiirts He- Watch, the other day, I was

moved and stirred by it, but at the s;imc time it

left mc uns,iiislied, because it seemed to me to

evade the lull human implications of a polyglot

nation being slowly and remorselessly dragged

into war. Ihc human bemgs, quite beautifully

presented, were in this case presented as the

backuriiiind to the growing crescendo of events,

instead of what they must inevitably be in such

an analysis— the Jorenrouiul. So. in trying to

get closer to the problem of the rc;il human
being in documentary, the makers of The

Ramparis We Hatch inverted the whole principle

of social analysis. The picture has. of course,

many wonderful things in it. which largely

compensate for this unconscious backsliding!

It IS honest, terrifically exciting, and morally

and politically always on the target. But I suggest

that the ideal framework for such a study would

be two families, one American and the other

Austrian or German, with sets of interlocking

loyalties amongst the children, including a

marriage and at least one baby of mixed nation-

ality. Such a framework would in no way

weaken the exciting presentation of the inter-

national scene and of Moloch let loose. The

Ramparts He Watch seems to me to present a

very clear case for starting at the human end

and never quitting it. The odd thing is that one

sees the director subconsciously struggling

towards this position in film after film. In

Alexander's Our School, one of the most absorb-

ing pictures I have seen whilst gathering the data

for the present study, the most telling moments

were those in which two or three of the

characters were brought into conflict a splendid

argument bclween a Hampton Boy and a

Londoner, a dark girl talking common sense

to a group of schoolfellows, a teacher putting

his or her point of view in a meeting, two

boys out rabbiting. And always one wished

for this partial isolation of recognis;ible charac-

ters to be followed up. To me the conference of

tc;ichers was only valuable in so far as it showed

th.it the conference method was adopted.

Otherwise I would say without hesitation that

the ideal starting point would be one of two

alternatives, either a single isolated Bampton
boy (or girl), established and recognis;ible,

shown as a happy and swiftly developing member
of this splendid school, brought into sudden

conl.icl with .1 Londoner o\' the same .ige.

I roni this ccnir.il situ.ition and the problems

involved, work »>uivv.irds towards Ihc general

solution. Or, the very s;ime method .ipplicd to

two teachers As it is wc start with a beautiful

countryside, then the schiml building and then

iin outline of the system employed there, and

only meet here and there, and as though by

accident, the tremendous personal drama in-

volved in Ihc novel situation

I realise, of ctnirsc. that it is largely a question

of economics, .md that the isolation of a small

group o\' rcv<>gnis,iblc people will often entail

more careful preparation and greater expense,

but this consideration must not deter us from

examining its possibilities as a method of

approach.

The same nKthod could have been applied

with great effect to Squadron 992. Isolate a single

raw recruit, an ordinary intelligent fellow with

a good everyday face and an everyday point of

view. What happens to him betwc-cn the time he

joins up and the time he finds himself helping

to protect one of our key bridges? None of the

excitement would be lost, none of the wonderful

photography ; the portentous procession of

lorries would still be there, but grappled to it

"with hoops of steel" the fortunes of every man
in the audienc-c.

Ahle Seamen suggests immediately the same

treatment. Its very title (plural instead of

singular) is a tacit admission of the weakness of

which I am speaking. Why avoid the singular

and the typical? As a matter of fact in Able

Seamen Holmes kept closer to his human
material than in almost any other documentary

film I have seen. That is why it is such a fine

film. Whether instinctively or deliberately, he

was constantly pulling us back to the men.

The weakness, to my mind, was that the interest

was spread over too many men. The starting

point, as I sec it. is this. "Would you like to

know just what it means to be a merchant

seaman in wartime? Very good. Meet George

Wilkins. He's not much to look at and there's

nothing very special about him except that he's

a damn good sailor and when he starts a job he

doesn't let go till it's finished . . . etc." The trouble

is. of course, that this concentration upon the

isolated typical example calls for actors, and

actors of the very finest quality, because now
the actor has to carry a great deal of the film

where before it could be carried by the back-

ground and the setting. But that is the problem

which has to be faced.

In addition to the essential rightness. from the

social point of view, of starting with people

and never leaving Ihcm, this concentration

upon the central human problem would make

for a tremendous increase in simplicity and

unity, since it could not fail to make the diverse

material of the documcntan. world far more

vvicldy. The tendency visible in so many dcvu-

mentaries. to spre;id valuable material evenly

across the screen, would thus be checked, and

I suggest that straightforward story-value

developed with men and women (not always or

entirely actors), and particularly one or two

characters articulated for the general mavs.

forms the righlcst as well as nearly always the

most elTeciivc methoil for fvKusmg the precise

aim and purpose of each film

It is possible to approach our problem from

another direction. nanKly, by asking what is

the difference between the raw human material,

dcxkcr. tram-driver, grocer, acxounlant, schoctl-

leachcr. etc.. and an actor?

F irst of all. and I think most important, the

r.ivv m;itcrial is nature itself. unm»>di(ied by any

conscious pnxxss except Ih.il of editing, when it

is not modified itself but involved in a scries of

juxtapositions with otfKf raw material to form

a general concept. This concept is the director's

modification of reality, not the performer's, and
it must be bonK in mind that the performaiKC of

a non-actor remains unmodified to the end.

The actor, on the other hand, assimilates

reality and proc-ecds to generalise upon it, to
'

quintesscnlialisc it, and re-organisc it into .

artificial behaviour composed by and thro...

himself. And the point to remember is that '

finished product transcends reality, is in i

a kind of oirr-rcality, something typical. I

actor's task is to exhibit the "-nas" of a parti,

lar phrase of life, the youthful/iejx of yoLV

the workmanlike/ifii of a workman, the mothcr-

Mness of a mother, etc. Thus Chaplin shows us, .

not just a down-trodden little man, but down- '^

trodden-Hc'ijf itself in its most distilled for-

This is very much the same in all the differ^

fields of creation. Cc/anne struggles to give

the integral landscapc/»«j of a particular I.:

scape, the very still-life-n^M of a panic>.

still-life.

But the actor holds the key. not only to
•

assumption of a new character, but to the ch.:-

and development of that character. It may

a change wrought by a single expeneiKC or s<.

experiences, it may be simply the effect of vt.

Hamlet, Peer Gynt. Mr. Chips, Anna Karer

may be cited as extreme examples of change ..

development in dramatic character.

Now what exactly is the use of being able lo t

portray a character which is a living, developing

modification and generalisation of reality? To
what purpose this power of the actor in its _

highest and noblest form, this power "to hold

a mirror up to nature " (as opposed to simply

being nature), this power not only to tell the

Truth but to extend Truth to a higher Truth?

I suggest that the use of these powers is one

of the most forcible ways of evoking an active

response in an audience, conscious or sub-

conscious, positive or negative according to tfK

w-ay you use it. of getting a lot of people to

behave in a particular way. of calling them to

some kind of action. Let us take one or two

examples, closely c~onnccted with our present

life.

In The Gicat Dictator we arc shown a lot of

very big. very strong, very nasty Storm Troopers.

stamping through the Ghetto, smashing w indown.

pushing pct-ipic otT the sidewalk. Kmxking over

fruit barrows and generally making beasts of

themselves. This is a presentation in very

simple temis of all that is typical of the Hitlci

regime. It is a simple exposure of Na/i-»w»t

The yell of delight which gixrs up when Paulcttc

Goddard. aided and abetted by her barbei

friend, cmwns these nxrchants one aftci

another with the Kick of a frying-pan. show

exactly what I nK.in. For the duration of th<

film, every member of the audience stands in th<

shoes of iIk little fighting barber and his gir

friend. They do what we should all like to do

and what we arc in fact doing, vi/.. fighting a lo

of bullies. And it would be impossible to cxag

gcrate the cfTcci oi such an example of rcsisUina
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to brute force in stimulating many millions of

English people to fight Fascism to the bitter end.

Now take a very different example. Pastor

Hall. This picture achieves precisely the same

effect only in a more dour and solemn way.

It shows the essential beastliness of Fascism

just as clearly, and in the midst of this beastliness

a single man resisting it with all the force of

a fine character. In the end we see him done to

death by it, but only physically. At the moment

of his death he denounces it and points to the

future, as thousands of Spaniards and Poles and

Czechs have had the courage to do when faced

by the firing squad and as some of us may need

to do before Fascism is finally crushed.

These films are complementary, and the actors

in them, and in many like them, draw the audi-

ence irresistibly into participation with them in

the events portrayed. For the most powerful way

of invoking action is to show people in action,

people trying to get things done. All audiences

have a deep subconscious wish to be shown an

image of themselves busy solving the problems

of life, in such a way as to stimulate them

whatever small degree to corresponding

action. Half the force of the New Testament

lies in five words, "Tempted like as we are," and

the other half in another five, "Go and do thou

likewise." I suggest that documentary has never

adopted this vital method as a conscious prin-

ciple, though when it does so unintentionally,

as in the bridge-building sequence in Dark

Rapture, the effect is devastating. No one who

saw that sequence could possibly come away

without the sense of having been present at a

great human achievement and without a height-

ened conviction of the value of human initiative

and endeavour in grappling with the problems

of life.

It seems to me that documentary displays

with the greatest clarity the material world and

the environment in which all our problems have

to be solved, that it shows with equal clarity most

of the problems themselves, but that it makes

little or no attempt to grapple with the most

important thing of all, the act ofsolution. To this

extent documentary is a passive rather than an

active medium. But I suggest that true social

analysis can have only one 'object—action

towards the solution of the problems analysed.

And I further suggest that these inescapable

social and propagandist aims can best be served,

from the screen point of view, by a marriage of

documentary as we know it, with a more and

ever more human story value and by an ever-

increasing concentration upon people. And that

this can be best achieved by the isolation of

particular typical people, and that for this

purpose actors trained to portray the develop-

ment of human character and the intensification

of thought and feeling that go with it, will have

to be used more and more.

The use of the commentator in documentary

is itself a tacit admission that the question of

action is only being side-stepped, since a com-

mentator, except in pure instructional and

educational films, is mostly doing indirectly what

could be done far better by the direct method.

It appears from our very brief and insufficient

analysis, that in documentary film, man is nearly

always implicit but rarely explicit. It seems that

documentary insists upon placing the major

emphasis upon circumstances and environment

and only by inference upon the human being as

an individual. I contend that this is a limitation

and a cul-de-sac which documentary directors

will sooner or later find themselves forced to

revolt against. Man's hopes, his doubts, his

fears, his yearnings, his aspirations, his "to be

or not to be that is the question"—from all these

documentary seems to turn away—only the

economic and natural forces which condition

his behaviour and set the scene of the struggle,

but never the struggle itself. Always the circum-

ference, never the centre.' "And the Word was

made flesh'\ "I see men as trees walking",

"What a piece of work is a man. ... In motion

how like an angel! In apprehension how like

a god!"

It seems to me that already these facts are

being grasped on a wide scale. Already the

moguls of the commercial cinema are beginning

to cash in upon the documentary principle and

may be expected shortly to throw sophistication

overboard in exchange for reality. They will, of

course, do it from purely commercial motives,

doing "the right deed from the wrong reason".

Pictures like The Long Voyage Home show how

(Continued on page 74.)
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tremendous the clVctt ^an be. If the process goes

on without a count. r-attack, divunicntarN as

we know It, may linJ itself short-circuited and

relegated to the level of s.iles talks, nature studs,

travelogues and insiructionals. 1 suggest that

the position can Ixrst he turned and the omissions

of the past made good, by the deliberate addition

of story value plus actors to documentary. In

this way the gulf between documentary and the

commercial cinema might soon be bridged (in

fact half a do/en exciting documentary story

tilms made with actors could not help but bridge

it) and documentary directors, unrivalled in the

apprehension of rc;ilily, be called to conference

in Wardour Street, to put on heaters with the

elect and to bring an ever-increasing measure of

miegrity and basic reality into the English

(:()i{Ki:siM)M)i:\cE
III.MS ( OMMISSION

siK It IS a pity that such a usually well-informed

publication as Lxxi/MENrARV news letter has

condemned the Board of Trade proposals for

regenerating the him industry on evidence which

bears .so little relation to the facts. It would have

been better to reserve judgment till the facts were

available rather than accept the trade press

reports and other sources of "inside" information

on the President of the Board of Trade's invita-

tion to trade representatives to discuss in confi-

dence an outline of his proposals. Maybe it is

unfortunate that this meeting was of a private

nature but it is difficult to imagine how else

the reactions of trade representatives could be

obtained at such an early stage in the formulation

of proposals. As to your statements. I would
point out that

:

(1)1 am confident the proposals have not

reached the stage of naming the commissioners.

Certainly neither the names you mention nor any
others were given ; but I do feel that, whoever the

commissioners are to be. we should not let their

names whether welcome or disliked prevent

us from considering objectively the principles of
any proposals outlined.

(2) Why should the renters be consulted at this

stage if at all in the propos;ils.' The plans

concern production primarily, and we all know
that American interests which must suffer

inversely to the growth of British production

arc not entirely disassociated from that section

of our industry. Was Henry Ford consulted

ab<nit the McKenna duties?

(3) leading officials of the C.K.A. were
present lor the very purpt>se vou mention,
namely consult.ition. And as to the question of
the desirability of a f ilms Commission I have
strong recollections of ccrt.iin members of Par-

li.imcnt who were generally accredited with

expressing the viewpoint of exhibitors, making
strong pleas for a I ilms Commivsion in the

Mouse during the (.^iiola Act debates.

(4) \ ou judge the Board of Trade upon a list

of mythic.il names, ignoring the m.iin fact thai

.It l.ist a (lovcrnment Department has decided to

go aheail with prop<is.ils to help the industn..

Coming .It .1 time like the present (with the danger

of the industry's personnel being irretrievably

lost to the industry) I regard it as an indication

that at least one Government Department is

anxious to preserve the industry and prevent a

repetition of the catastrophe which befell it as a

result of the last war. The recent Parliamentary

statement by the President of the Board of Trade

concerning reservation of labour bears this out.

(5) You completely overlook the suggestion

for a Films Credit Corporation, a most import-

ant proposal, allied to the Films Commission,

and stressed with equal emphasis by the President

of the Board of Trade at his mtx'ting with the

trade.

Carping criticism has injured the industry

before now. At the present time I feel any pro-

pos;ils which cannot be detrimental to the indus-

try should be welcomed (and I am sure you will

class the present proposals as such) and our

elforts should be directed to constructive critic-

ism to make any such plans as advantageous as

possible. A.C.T. has endeavoured to do this, and

its General Council is asking its Eighth Annual

General Meeting to endorse them in principle

(while drawing attention to the fact that such

proposals cannot solve the problems of the in-

dustry as they leave its general structure intact

and arc completely useless without reservation

of the necess;ir> man-power) and to press for the

following specific points:

(tf) Films Commission:

(i) One representative to be a nominee, with

sympathetic knowledge of employees'

problems i.e.. a trade unionist from the

industry.

(ii) One member of technical as well as produc-

tion and managerial experience of the in-

dustry.

(iii) Consultation with the appropriate trade

unions in the administnition of Section 34

of the Films Act— the Fair Wages Clause.

(iv) The proposed Advisory Council to con
tain an ct)ual representation of employers

and employees.

(V) Satisfactory means of contact between the

Advisory Council and the Films Com-
mission, with machinery for the trade-

unions to make direct representation to v

latter body.

(vi) Provision for safeguarding the nauv
interest by regular public reporting :

control, including opportunity for pur

scrutiny of accounts of the Bank ano

production, distribution and exhibition v.;

the films linancxd.

(/>) Films Credit Corporation:

(I) Obscrvantx of Section 34 of the CiiKmato-

graph Films Act to be a condiuon of

financial assistance to producers,

(ii) Increase in the capital of Bank to a more
practical figure,

(lii) Only British production intercsu (and not

American) to utilise the Bank,

(iv) The policy of the Bank be designed to

foster continuous production.

(V) Provision for a technical check on pro-

ductions financed.

If we can get these, most of your fears will be

overcome. I am sure the many A.C.T. members
amongst your readers will help us in this with

their customary energy and ability.

Yours faithfully.

THE ASVXIATJON OF CINE-TECHN!CIA>5

GEO. H. ELVIS

General Setreiary

FILM SOCIETY NEWS
The output of the Scottish Film Council's

Central Film Library has been growing steadily

during the past few months; 1,700 reels of film

were issued during the month of February, and

this monthly total is likely to be exceeded during

March.

Following the publication of the Advisorx-

Committee's Report on the Production of Educa-

tional E-ilms the Council, in collaboration with

the Scottish Educational Film .Association, has

now set up a Committee to investigate the use

of Ih mm. sound films. The terms of reference

of the Committee are as follows; "To determine

whether there are any types of educational films

in which, apart from practical or other diffi-

culties, the use of sound of any kind would be

an undoubted advanlugc: to consider whether

these practical or other difficulties arc in all or

any ca.scs of sutTkicnt magnitude to outweigh

the advantages; and hence to detennine the

extent to which the provision and use of sub-

standard sound films for education wlKther in

school, college or university or in the wider

fields of MX'ial. religious and medical education

and industrial tniining. is reasonable or desir-

able". It is hoped to complete the investigation

by the end of 1942.

Some months ago the Ministry of InformaUon

installed projectors in six Scottish Public

Libraries. Programmes of M.O.I, films are

supplied every second week. To preserve con-

tinuity of showing dunng the "blank" weeks

the Council have been supplying programme^

of outstanding doc-unKntarx films. A typiv

programme provided by the Council is "Stv

Problems" which consists of the following fil'

Cine .Magazine, Smoke Menace. EtHwgh lo i " ^
and Children at Schin>l. Small groups of enlhusi-

^
asts attached to each Library, under the con-

vencrship of the Libranan. have ensured the

smooth running of shows and the Libr.i: -

are gradually becoming a\\c film centres

iIk sanK iinK librarians have skilfully linker!

the (ilms showTi. with the books available on

subjects. The whole scheme is co-ordin.ite«.t

a joint committee of the Scottish Libi.

As.sociation and the Scottish Film Council ....

which the MO I. is represented by the Regional^

Film Ortkxr

The 5th and ^th ivsucs of the Scottish Educa-

tional Film Review have just been published.

The 5th issue, which has been produced in co-

operation with the Scottish Churches' Film *

Guild. IS devoted entirely to religious films.
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FILM SOaETY NEWS (continued)

[t has been in much demand by churches

throughout Scotland.

A new section
—

'Class-room Films", has

Dcen added to this year's Scottish Amateur Film

e
Festival, the Final Adjudication of which takes

place in the Lyric Theatre, Glasgow, on Satur-

.j day, 19th April. A cup for this class has been

e
presented by Mr. R. M. Allardyce, Director of

Education for Glasgow, while the annual prize

jf £5 is being donated by the Scottish Educa-

(tional Film Association. Despite wartime

restrictions entries for the Festival are coming in

jteadily and there is good reason to hope that

the high standard of previous festivals will be

naintained.

The Cambridge University Film Society has

lad a successful inaugural season, every seat in the

\rts Theatre being sold. Plans for the summer
include Trois Valses (April 20th), a talk by

Bernard Miles on Film Acting (April 27th) The

Scoundrel (May 4th) and a programme of short

itory films on May 18 th. Night Mail, which is

;o be shown with The Scoundrel, has a special

issociation for Cambridge, as its world premier

It the Arts Theatre, and it was the first

ilm to be shown there when the theatre opened.

Edinburgh Film Guild's Polish programme

vas a great success, and was attended by im-

portant members of the Polish Forces in Scot-

and.

Incidentally, the method adopted of inter-

polating passages of explanatory commentary in

English into the The Day of the Great Adventure

vas highly successful and opens up wide possi-

Mlities for film society showings of untitled

breign-language films.

Dundee and St. Andrews showed Us Etaient

Weuf Celibataires in the final show of their

;eason. The secretary reports that the Society

;onfidently hopes to resume in the autumn.

SCIENTIFIC FILM SOCIETIES

In addition to the London Scientific Film

iociety (which is having a very successful

vartime season) there are now a number of

)thers springing up in different parts of Britain,

nainly in University towns such as Cambridge,

Aberdeen, Glasgow, etc. The Aberdeen Society

Secretary, Mrs. Nan Clow) already has a mem-
)ership of 250, and gives regular shows. Its

erms of reference are stated as follows

:

"The object of the Club is to exhibit Educa-

ional and Scientific Films which are seldom

hown through the usual channels. It is not

ntended solely for Scientists but is designed to

)resent the results and methods of science to

he general public."

Glasgow also has an equally lively society

Secretary : Mrs. Ockrent) which, in addition to

hows, is also planning its own 16 mm. pro-

luction on some technical aspects of blood

ransfusion, under the supervision of professor

llodwen Lloyd.

There are indications that the Scientific Film

Society movement is likely to spread to other

entres. D.N.L. therefore proposes to devote

a special section to Scientific Film Societies

each month. We shall be glad to receive full

notes and information from all Secretaries, and

will also endeavour to answer queries.

There appear to be two important points for

immediate consideration. Firstly, there is need

for an even wider selection of films by expert

viewing panels, and for a rapid means of dis-

semination of information about suitable films

to all interested groups. D.N.L. will help in all

possible ways in this matter. Secondly, it is clear

that, wherever possible, tie-ups should be

arranged between ordinary Film Societies and

Scientific Film Societies since they frequently

exist together in the same areas. This should be

easy to arrange.

A FRENCH FILM
ISow Showing at Studio One

Circonstances Attenuantes. Direction: Jean

Boyer. Photography: Armenise. With Michel

Simon, Dorville and Suzanne Dantes.

THIS FILM certainly gives you a whiff of good old

nostalgia. Not that it is anything more than

a competent job, but it stands well in the old

French tradition and reminds you of all that their

cinema used to give us, which we shall never see

again. I had not heard the names of any of the

technicians before, excepting Yves Mirande,

though of course most of the cast was familiar

;

but so strong used the French studio working

tradition to be, that all the well-known details of

technique are as usual—the fluid camera move-

ment, the luminous and realistic photography,

the (except for one) first-class set construction,

the good keen edge of the acting, and, I'm afraid,

the shallowness of the theme.

Michel Simon, a middle-aged Parisian judge,

sets off for Plombieres on holiday with his wife.

Their chauffeur, who suspects that his girl is

carrying on with the butcher boy, stages a car

breakdown just outside Paris, so that he can

dash back and catch them in the act. He lands

in jail, so, as the evening draws on, Michel

Simon and his wife make their way to the local

pub, kept by Dorville. A meal heavily flavoured

with garlic and shallots and washed down
with plenty of Beaujolais, soon makes them

drunk and on good terms with the locals, who
divide their time between petty theft and

pimping. On the evidence of subsequent criminal

exploits, I should say the locals would have

done better to concentrate on the latter. Next

morning Michel Simon feels so well after his

booze-up that he decides to stay on, to see how
the other half lives, while his wife is quite willing

too, having her eye on one of the younger blokes

who wears a most amazing cap and has "nice

eyes". The lads can't quite make out Michel

Simon, thinking that they've seen him before,

as indeed most of them have ; but when he gets

Dorville, who has been arrested, out of gaol,

he becomes quite a hero and is invited to join

the gang. By the simple ruse of paying for what

they take Michel Simon engineers a few coups,

including • the burglary of his own house,

to rid himself of his wife's selection of knick-

knacks. A nice touch here is his discovery of his

chauffeur who has seized the opportunity of the

family being away to entertain his girl, in the best

bedroom. "Mind you change the sheets," says

Michel Simon good-humouredly, as he leaves

them to it. But the girl of one of the lads returns

from a three months' stretch, recognises him as

the judge who sent her up, and the fat is in the

fire. At first it looks like being a beating-up,

but Michel Simon (always a good spieler and

nicknamed Le Sentencier) talks himself out of

it, and the rest into "honest" work.

All this is very pleasant; done very amusingly

and with great good-humour, with a certain

cynical touch and yet with quite a warmth of

human feeling. Michel Simon, Dorville and the

rest, though by no means in their best roles, do
well as ever, and the whole film carries with it,

as most French films did, a great feeling for the

possibilities of life and for the individual's

opportunities in it. You feel that here is a world

where, imperfect though it is, the individual

can by his own choice and effort, become happy.

Unfortunately we all know now that this is not

true: man cannot pull himself up by his own
bootlaces. And it is in the lack of realisation of

just this that French films, excepting only a few

of the very best, let us down. In point of fact

the moral of this film could easily be taken in

exactly the opposite way. Judging from their

various final performances as taxi-driver, news-

paper seller, respectable young husband and

father, and market-stall traders, I should have

said these people would have been far happier

as crooks, and that the moral of the film was

that you got more fun out of dishonesty than

honesty.

Some priggish people have attributed the fall

of France to the French people's loose morals,

to the fact that they kept mistresses, and in

general to their cheerful, humorously cynical

and warmly human attitude towards life. Well,

no doubt Petain is trying to knock all that out

of them and give them, instead, lashings of

nationhood, blood, land, work, and all the other

masochist-fascist trimmings. I thought everybody

learned better from Germany around 1932.

By taking the path they then did, the Germans

no doubt assured themselves an easy get-out

and a comfortable time for the next decade or

so. In the realist spirit of the French people,

in fact, lies the only hope ofany true "new order",

if only that spirit is allied to a real social con-

sciousness. It is the same spirit that we find in

Shakespeare or Fielding or Handel or Zola or

Van Gogh, or (in Germany), in Mozart or

Beethoven or Pabst—a creative view of the

possibilities of human life. And a few French

films did have it—Renoir sometimes, Feyder

sometimes {Les Nouveaux Messieurs). But even

without the essential social realisation, give me
the spirit of La Bandera or Le Rosier de Madame
Husson before the sadist masochist mysticism of

Das Mddchen Johanna or The Old and the

Young King. We know which has staying power,

which will win out in the long run. Good luck

to France, she can afford to wait.
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NEWS I KOM CANADA
uiTAWA, MAK( II .Iki). The rcMgnaiion of John

Gricrvm as I ilni Commissioner has not yet been

accepted. On his November announcement

statint; his intention to "hand over to Cana-

dians", there was a prompt and continuous Press

response urging that he be retained. In view of

the Prime Minister's announcements of his

special inicrcst in the retention of Mr. Grierson

in Canada lor lurlhcr development of the

National I ilm Board, it is indicated that he will

stay on lor at least some months.

The imminence of an oflcnsivc is creating

interest here in new English films showing the

present state of preparation and readiness for

attack. There is general demand for films about

Canadian troops and scr\ ices in England, to con-

vey a more complete and substantial picture than

Press coverage can do. .As a result, expectations

arc high regarding the new (ilm on Canadian

forces, on order in London, and there is con-

sidcr.ihlc disappoinlnicni at ihe reported delay

in production.

The Canadian p.irt in Empire defence strategy

has been the subject of January and February re-

leases in the wartime Canada Carries On scries

(National Film Board). Guards- of the North

pictured Canadian troops in Iceland, and ap-

peared here the week before the reported Ger-

man raid on Reykjavik. Ewrywlu-n- in the H'orld.

produced in Canada, is the first tilm to present a

full account of Empire defence strategy. It

sketches the role of catli young nation in the

Commonwealth in supply, in lighting services,

and in performance. It is concerned too with the

part of U.S.A. in democratic defence, as the

most powerful of today's young nations. The
picture finds its theme in the Roosevelt speech

on the four freedoms— freedom of speech, free-

dom to worship, freedom from want and fear,

"everywhere in the world."

Peoples of Canuila (March release) breaks new

ground in Canadian production. It presents for

the first time a picture of just that, the people of

Canada. Their largest single group is the

Catholic French. Scotch, Scandinavian, English,

Ukrainian, Irish, are largest among the other

highly diverse racial groups who have settled in

this country and are represented in the film. The
theme is the tradition of tolerance which has

underscored all foreign settlement in this

country.

Subsequent pictures in the Film Board's war

series will operate on a new tack. From literal

accounts of Canada's fighting serv ices and speci-

fic wartime policies, they will extend to an

evaluation of Canada's part in integrated, world-

wide war strategy for democratic defence. The
objective is to expand the idea of participation

in war, from a literal conception of soldiers and

airmen to a wider grasp of whole national effort,

making equal demands and putting equal

responsibility on the whole citi/cn body.

Projected films in this schedule will include one
on metals, in which this country's Laurenlian

Shield is imnKnsely rich. There will be a film on
research, the shaping of war strategy by scientific

discovery ; this is to be made with the co-

operation of the National Research CouiM:il, and
has specific reference to scientifK research in

Canada and its application.

Another film will treat railways in war, the

adjustment and expansion of rail services to

carry war production. This is a particularly

relevant subject here, where railway building was

a first condition of confederation, and subse-

quently, in building and fusing the separate

regions of the country . Hemisphere defence, the

question of bases and two-ocean defentx needs

in the Western world, Canada's responsibility

here as a North American nation, provides

the theme for another film in this scncs. And
there will shortly be a picture on women's

organisations in wartime, in special and auxiliary

serv ices.

Another definite direction in Film Board

polic"y has been attention to war visitors— troops

and groups from all the Commonwealth, trans-

ferred to Canada for wartime duty. This has

been seen in Children front Oversfos, designed

largely for the parents of British children shipped

to Canada for safe keeping.

At present there is a picture planned of

Australians and New Zealanders who have come
here under the .Air Training Scheme; it will be

made as much for showini; in the .Aniipcxlcs as

in Canad.i.
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EX PARTE
By GEORGE PEARSON, one of the earliest and most successful pioneers in the

development of the British Film Industry.

I AM NOT a critic of the documentary film.

A few months in an unobtrusive comer of the

movement, after thirty years in the commercial

studios of Europe and America disproportion-

ately colours judgment. I am a wishful thinker

by the viewing of countless documentaries and

an inspiring contact with young men destined

for leadership, and others whose proved skill is

today making documentary screen history. All

are enthusiasts in a great cause.

It is because of the few films that have gripped

me, touched the heart and left me wondering,

that I dare write of those others that depress me.

I have listened to the theories that fostered them,

to much strange dogma, to a welter of fine

phrases and slogans that awe me by their pro-

fundity but confuse me as to meaning.

"Creative interpretation of reality," for

example, embraces every known art, yet I dis-

cover, in the specific art of the screen, a strange

inhibition in its application to many documen-

taries. I become a little impatient, a little regret-

ful. I admire the good things in documentary,

but cannot forgive the bad. A spate of verbal

hurly-burly may make for better understanding,

may bring divergent views to convergence

towards the advancement of the documentary

we each serve with equal loyalty.

To our muttons! Why "documentary"?

A fearsome word conjuring up folios, pamphlets,

letters, dossiers and books; words not pictures.

Has it by evil chance affected subject treatment,

misguiding towards a literary shape impeding

the mobility and virility of the moving living

scene. Why "non-theatrical"? Presumably it

predicates the non-fictional quality of the docu-

mentary, but to lay minds it unfortunately

implies "non-entertainment" a completely sui-

cidal attribute.

Enough of nomenclature. The film itself is

what matters. Its form, its content, its purpose.

Instantly I am confused by many types^

scenic, travel, industrial, instructional, newsreel,

cultural, propaganda. Whether documentary

embraces all is arguable, but to me the only

form that is true documentary is designed to

treat contemporary life in terms of cinema Art

through cinema Technique, shaped to convey

a world message definite and worth while.

This is the one film form that is legitimate

heir of cinema, for which all other forms,

commercial, fictional, theatrical, are merely

blazing the trail. With daring screen vision

America has demonstrated this with her creed-

breaking convention-flouting Grapes of Wrath

and Our Town. Does this revelation of the

documentary in fulness, for such these are,

arouse a white-hot enthusiasm; or does it

disturb those who would masochistically bear

a cross for a creed, that, by its inhibitions, con-

fines its followers to an esoteric cul-de-sac,

through muddled thinking?

I am told, forcibly, that the splendid thing

about documentary is its restriction to realities.

In this indisputable? Take the classic example

of a recognised documentary success North Sea.

Real fisherfolk, yes! Real atmosphere, yes! Real

backgrounds, yes! Real incident, no! Those

fine folk of the film enacted an incident out of

past experience, re-lived events as though

happening at the moment. Success came from

apparent reality due to direction, and perform-

ance, and perfection in filmic shape.

You will admit this dramatisation was "acted",

but only in the documentary form of naturalistic

interpretation. This is muddled thinking, for

you abhor "acting" as such, but accept it if

re-labelled. You admit a principle of screencraft,

but would inhibit its full application. What is

all acting but interpretation of life? North Sea

gripped me by its inherent emotionalism, whilst

scores of documentaries have chilled me by

their repression of this vital attribute. Their

text-book quality refuses to admit that life is

nothing but a swift unbroken succession of

emotional impulses of infinite gradation, stretch-

ing through feeling, to knowing and willing.

To feel, to know, to will—there is life's psycho-

logical sequence. And life is the very marrow of

your films.

It is curious that you should employ music

as emotional stimulant to scenes that, otherwise,

would lack that vital quality. The truth is that

you are scared of visualised emotion as a cat of

water; classing all sentiment as sentimentality,

all strong feeling as studio hokum. You deplore

the prejudice of a mass cinema that berates your

work as lacking entertainment, but fail to see

that entertainment is nothing more than the

gripping of the emotions that urge the swift

attack on mind. Avid for the applause of an

emotional crowd, you would offer them unemo-

tional documents.

Yet you are blessed with a stage embracing

all the world; with all its peoples your per-

formers, and emotional life in the living, as your

material. I fear you look with suspicion on the

basic formula of the theatrical studio. . . .

"Build your film, emotion by emotion." That

formula has evolved from a thousand-year-old

tradition of a drama that began with the common
folk reacting to contemporary life and thought;

conditions very little removed from your own,

today. And you have the majesty of the illimit-

able screen for your amphitheatre!

If ever you will accept the wisdom of that

formula, be sure you read it aright. Emotion by

emotion; yes, but the emotional progression

must not remain in the performer or scene; it

must be transmitted in fulness to the spectator.

Countless theatrical films have failed from this

error alone. There are many precepts as to this

transmission obeyed by the great screen inter-

preters of life, such as Spencer Tracy or Jean

Cabin. They are common screencraft knowledge

and worthy of application.

You will say I have an emotional bee in my
bonnet. Well, I warned you my judgment was

coloured. In the light of that reiteration it may
be forgiven me if 1 find it easier to conclude my
wishful thinking, arrived at by analysis of those

films that depressed me, through the medium
of an imagined talk to a director about to start

a documentary.

"You are about to make a film in unrestricted

documentary form. You will avoid those errors,

as I see them, that mar the structure of your

work. Your first essential is purpose, for that

decides the shape. This, in essence, is the clear

alignment of sequences each with definite

intention, each moving unerringly to its suc-

cessor, all travelling with increasing force towards

the goal—the crashing emotional impact of the

film message in finality. Now begins the intrigu-

ing arrangement of content.

With the same perfect synchronisation that

the movements of a Walt Disney symphony

march with melody, your visual scene pro-

gression should march with emotion. If your

emotional continuity is as clear in your mind

as a musical composition, how easy it will be

for you to select your scenic visual continuity.

Your editor will thank you; for he cuts to an

emotional scaff"olding if he is a master of his

craft.

Nothing must be accepted that interferes with

forward story movement. Can you imagine the

disastrous effect of a pedagogic interpolation in

North Sea of the details of deep sea fishery!

Shape and content firmly fixed ; complete under-

standing between director and cameraman, and

filming begins. And now the elusive sirens sing.

Many a scene will be shot outside your content,

only to be juggled with on the cutting bench, to

no purpose. The accidental shot that pleases

only the director, is more dangerous than dyna-

mite. It belongs or it does not. The screen is for

an audience in mass. That must ever be the

director's acid test of value. Scene, performance

and setting, must present their full purport

aright. There is no art in photographing reality

if clarity is thereby sacrificed.

Those dreadful pictures of real people in their

real surroundings, who by their obvious self-

consciousness make the spectator squirm, are

not interpreters of truth merely because they are

real. Between being natural and appearing

natural there may have to be a bridge of art.

Be wary of symbolism unless it is in your

scene, not parallel with it. Your crippled soldier

is in the crowd that watches the pageant of

marching men—to move from the one to the

other is banal.

Use dramatic contrast with impunity. Note

the verbal skill in Churchill's magnificent phrase

of the many and the few. Apply this principle to

scene, and to life. Mountain and valley—crowds

and solitude—laughter and tears, in swift sue-
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LCNsion. Ihis is cni'-tiorul aiLick, the rooi

loiindation o\ your c alt

Sci/c evcr> adjiind nl screen art. Music, for

mood excitant; sound, to augment emotion:

selected draniaiic speev.h to crystallize the

casual \crnacular : visual stcnc dominant factor

throughout.

I et the .-Xri Director's design illuminate your

setting even m real exterior, if such is enhanced

thereby. What matters it if reality is modified

to give greater clarity to visual scene. Arc you

content to he mere recorder, or arc you inter-

preter through Art.' Remember Bluke's btijd

plea that Art is a language for conveying

impassioned thought and ftx'ling; which takes

up the objects of sense as a means to this end,

owing them no allegiance."

In all I ha\e uttered 1 claim no superior know-
ledge; all is but conclusion reached by examina-

tion of him structures I mistrust. But, however

contentious much may seem, though voiced in

sincerity: there is one final thought the truth of

which mu.st be beyond all dispute- this present

moment of vsorld crisis is most pregnant for

good or ill in the documentary movement. We
live in ama/ing times without precedent in

human history. Realism is crashing at our doors,

enveloping our lives as we move through ciich

day's elTort, in hourly bewilderment at the swiftly

passing events. Humanity in conflict with

humanity: devouring itself and its resources,

seeking blindly for a solution to its terrifying

problems.

Hearts in mass, responsive to every emotion:

heads moved by hearts that stir to every impulse.

Ihe whole world a stage of chaotic confusion.

Is not this (he moment for documentary screen

art to grasp the living material that surges round

us like a maelstrom, to illuminate it. interpret it,

magnify it: that all may scx' it for what it is—
the human soul fighting for its existence against

a savagery beyond human conception, that

would destroy it utterly.

What iratters it whether such screen fare is

thcitrical or otherwise, so long as the mess;ige

IS clear and rushes from heart to head, and

strengthens will, emboldens courage, and forti-

fies lith

.Sei/e the hour that is yours. Rejcxt nothing

of screen art that makes for screen greatness.

Demonstrate your terrific advantage of the

living present as material, and break all bonds of

inhibiting creeds that bind fulness of eflort.

Fvcry documentary short can be a miniature

Crupfs of H'raili, with far more intensive

emotional force. Let documentary be minstrel

to humanity through an art founded on laws of

entertainment that are basic, fundamental, and

permanent. This is the vision. It will not pass

av\ay if vse have the courage of a faith that calls

for action.

NEWS 1 KOM I .S.A.

KEPORfs from Washington on Robert Flaherty's

production, T/w ImiuI, are that the silent cutting

is nearing completion and that both the com-

mentary and the music have been started. The
commentary is being written by Russell Lord,

Ciovernment authority on soil erosion, who has

recently published several books on that subject.

Several trial recordings of parts of the com-

mentary have already been made. Richard

Arnold, young composer who recently made his

radio debut with N.B.C., has been hired to write

the score.

Lora Hays reports that she is in the process of

making three educ.itional shorts from the footage

not used in the theatrical production, Pancr ami

the Ltiiul, made for the Rural HIcxtrification

Administration. R.E. A. officials have become so

enthusiastic over the success of this venture that

two of the three films, all of which were origin-

ally scheduled as silent films, have had sound

budgets allotted to them and on the first one

Douglas Moore, composer for Power and the

Uitul. is doing a piano score. The subjects of

these three 16 mm. shorts are:

1 What Electricity Means to the Farm Youth of

America showing the advantages offered to

young people in the country with the coming of

electricity.

2 Fire— showing the great fire haziirds on an

unelectrified farm and how these are removed

with the coming of electricity.

.^ Hardships of farm Life without Electricity -
showing how electricity lightens the burden of

farm work both in the home and in the fields.

On January 12th the Composers League pre-

sented a novel evening at the Museum of Modem
Art. titled Music and Film. The programme in-

cluded exc-erpts from six films. Valley Town,

Roots in the iUirth. The City. One Tenth of Our

\ation. Power an,l the Land, and The River. The

TAMLEY II^VIMG.
Director of Short Subjcct.s |
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composers of the scores of each of these, re-

spectively .Marc Blitzstein, Paul Bowles, Aaron
Copbnd, Roy Harris, Douglas Moore and
Virgil Thomson, appeared to talk about the job

of writing film music. All of the composers
agreed that documentary films had proved ,

promising medium for the modem composers
sincx the producers are receptive to the expen-

mcntal ideas of the composer and not bound by

the restrictions and prejudices common in Holly-

wood production. Aaron Copland went a little

further in saying that as a matter of fact the value

of documentary to the composer was that it gave

him evidenc-e with which to impress Hollywood.

According to Howard Taubman of The Times the

"films and music proved beyond question that

the talents of these composers could be employed
to advantage in Hollywood. Mr Copland has, in

fact, seen the promised land, ... but ihcrc is

nothing to be ashamed of in writing music for

documentaries, ihcy arc often richer and truer

than some ornate fables. The dav^n to dusk ex-

cerpt in Power and the Land filmed by Joris Ivens

was stirring cinema; so was the rolling mills

sequence from Valley Town: so w-as the irafTic

sequence from The City: so wTis the flood

sequence from The River."

The programme of documentary films at

Columbia University continues. On February

10th .\\\sx Keliher spoke on documentary films

and education. This was followed on February

24th by Jean Lenauer, whose subject was

"Peoples of the Earth". The films shown were

Sorth Sea. the popular G.P.O. production of

1938, and Luis Bunuel's famous Land H'ithout

Bread.

Recently a group of 17 enlisted soldiers,

sailors, marines and coastguardsmen reported to

369 Lexington Avenue to begin an intensive

seven months' course in the March of Times
"School of Pictorial Journalism". Carefully

chosen from the four amKd services, they will

eventually form a corps of military photographers

whose job. like that of the famous cinema corps

of the Gcmian army, will be to record the pro-

gress of American arms.

Under the command of Producer Louis de

Rochcmont (Lieutenant, U.S.N. . resigned). Asso-

ciate Producer Tom Orchard (Lieutenant (jgi.

U.S.N.R.) and Ensign Alan Brown (U.S.N.R)
they will be assigned with regular March of

Time production crews from whose directors and

cameramen they will learn field work first hand.

In New ^'ork they will attend regular lectures

delivenxl. not only by MOT. technicians and

editors, but by representatives from camera and

tilm manufacturing companies, by wvll-known

newsrcci cameramen atid by experts in the docu-

iiKntary field. A revolving schedule will
|

each man a two months' spell in the cutting

room and the laboratory.

W hilc the Govemmcnt p.iy s subsistence allow-

ances and travelling cxpenw^s to each man and

fumishcs each group with a camera and film.

March of Time feels it is contributing in ;

practical manner to that part of National I")c-

tencc which it knows best, by giving these picked

service nx:n a sound foundation in the Icchniqui

of the film of reality.
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Spring, the sweet spring, is the year's pleasant king.

Then blooms each thing, then maids dance in a ring,

Cold doth not sting, the pretty birds do sing:—

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!

The palm and may make country houses gay.

Lambs frisk and play, the shepherds pipe all day.

And we hear aye birds tune this merry lay:—

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!

Fields breathe sweet, daisies kiss our feet.

Young lovers meet, old wives a-sunning sit.

In every street these tunes our ears do greet:—

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!

Spring, the sweet spring!

REALIST FILM UNIT LTD.
New Address: 47 OXFORD STREET, W.I

TEL GERRARD I9S8I9
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A Tax on Education
A "SUPPLEMENTARY DECISION" regarding Purchase Tax
issued by Customs and Excise appears to many people to

be an unwarrantable extra tax on sub-standard films used

for educational purposes. Hitherto the interpretation of the

regulations has been that copies of films "proposed solely

for sale to an educational authority for hire out to schools,

and subject to control by the authority, and not otherwise

offered for general sale or hire to the public, are not chargeable

with tax". This in effect meant that the copies of films supplied

by most of the major documentary libraries were not subject

to purchase tax. The new decision, however, appears to reverse

this interpretation, for it is now stated that sub-standard film

copies will be chargeable with tax unless it can be guaranteed

that "no copies of the film are, or will be, available for general

purchase". This slightly vague pronouncement is supplemented

by the statement that "a film made to the order of a sponsor

will be chargeable with tax unless the sponsor can give an

undertaking that no copies of the film will be sold". Now
several non-theatrical hbraries such as the Petroleum Films

Bureau, British Commercial Gas Association, etc., find that

copies of their films are in constant demand from official

bodies—not only from the Ministry of Infornaation, but also

from the Services. Large numbers of copies of films on tech-

nical subjects are being purchased by Service authorities, and
the new ruling establishes that not merely are these copies
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subject to tax. but also that aii> other copies - made lor what-

ever purpose are also subject. In fact, once one cop\ of a lihii

has been sold, till subsequent copies are now apparently

taxable. .As a result, not only are the M.O.I., the War Oflice,

and similar departments paying purchase tax on educational

lilins, hut also tlw libraries iheimelves. This latter point clearly

means a reduction of the number of copies available for circu-

lation, since the mcidence of the purchase tax will reduce

the number of copies which can be made on a yearly printing

allocation, if this new regulation continues it will be to the

ad\antage of nt)n-governmental libraries to refuse to sell

copies of their films to Cjovernment Departments or anyone

else, since by so doing they will be able to avoid tax on their

own stock, and thus keep a reasonable number of copies

available for their own free circulation. Thus the situation

created by this new ruling is not merely unfair; it is also ridicu-

lous. It is manifest lunacy to penalise an educational library

for selling lilms at cost to. say the Royal Air Force. No doubt

the R.A.F. can afford the extra tax, and probably can gel

a subsequent rebate ; but that is no reason to reduce the number

of copies of tilms available to schools and similar bodies. Yet

that in effect is what the new ruling means—a lax on \isual

education and on morale and prestige lilms. We hope that the

(jo\ernment Departmenls concerned in ihe use of sub-standard

films will bring pressure to bear on Customs and l-xcise and

uili see that the new ruling is drastically re\iscd.

Out of the I ryinj; l*an . . .

Nil. RUiNi I'l.AN for nationalisation o( the film industry

advanced by the Association of Cine Technicians coincides

with the publication of a Manifesto issued by the 194! Com-

mittee which draws attention to the theory that a time is

being reached when "uncontrolled competitive capitalism

must give way at all points to a monopoly system"—which

system many have hoped would be socialism but which, as

the Na/i system has shown, may be nothing of the sort.

"When big industrial magnates are drawn from pri\ate firms

to take over departmenls of Stale, the interests of these

tirms are not necessarily thereby subordinated to the interests

t)f the nation. Big business may take o\er Whitehall; but can

democracy control big business?" These and similar con-

siderations must loom largely in lilms people's minds at the

momenl, particularly in \iew o^ the enquiry now being con-

tlucted by the Ministry o\' l.abt>ur in connection with the

attempt to solve the muddle about deferment. Some aspects

o\' the problem are dealt with in our leading articles this

iiu>nth ; but obviously a considerable amount of quick thinking

and free discussion is necessary annmg film people if an

iiiellicient compromise solution (with sinister long term

iniplicniions) is to be a\(>ided by next July.

mi MiMsiKV oi I MHH K have made twi^ concessions to the

\ ilm Iiulusiry on the de-reservation of its personnel. In the

lust iiisl.ince lhc\ maintained the age of rescr\atii>n for most

technicians at .^0 —instead oi raising ii to 35 on April I si ; and.

although retaining complete de-reservation on July Isl, have

instituted a committee with very wide terms of reference to

examine the structure of the Industry, not only in regard to the

minimum personnel who must be retained to keep it going, bui

also to consider questions of rationalisation, the objective being

to release as much man-power as possible.

This committee purports to be representative oi the film

production side of ihe Industry, in spite of the fact that the

Ministry of Labour dispensed with the traditional calling of

representatives from asscKiations, and instead appointed

individuals ihey thought qualified to represent the different

interests. .At least, this must be the assumption, for the section

of the Film Industry most important to the Government in war-

time has been entirely excluded from any representation on

this committee.

The feature producers are represented by three member
yet the documentary and short film interests have not. at t!.

time of going to press, been asked to send a representative

It has been argued that they may represent their point of view

to this committee by means of interviews. This is hardly satis-

factory, for the members of the committee are not in a position

to make recommendations affecting a section of the Industry—
namely the documentary and short film section—that they can

know little about.

The problems of the feature producers and the documentary

and short film producers are quite distinct. In the case of the

feature producers, it is soundly argued that a measure of

British film production must be carried on in this country. We
must maintain an enlertainment film industry— if we arc not to

throw away a national asset that has been built up wiih great

ditTicuIty ever since the war. and one that is valuable for export,

and valuable for indirect propaganda.

Documentary and short film makers, however, are an even

more vital necessity in wartime. They are concerned with the

production of the propaganda films for the Ministry of

Information, w ith the great programme of training films for the

Army, the cultural propaganda of the British Council, and

with all other film requirements of Government departments.

If they are to be denied a voice in the planning of the Film

Industry for wartime production, how are the film requirements

of Ciovernment departments to be met?

There is no doubi that the reason they have not been asked

to send representatives to this committee is the contempt oi

the Industry's speculators for so-called "shorts". It seems th. t

this contempt has communicated itself to the Mmistry ol

Labour who. we feel sure, cannot Ix' aware of the vast volume

oi film production required by Government departments and

being made by the dtxumentary and short film interests. \Se

cannot help but think that either malice or ignorance has dic-

tated the denial to the dtvumentary and short film makers oi

the right to a voice in the deliberations oi the committee.

It is to he wondered whether the Government departments

who are ordering films from the dix'umentary and short film

makers are aware of the situation : for. without reprcsentativcv

on this committee, it is to be feared that the interests of th.

organisations and companies making such films will i

doubtediv go to the wall.
I
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THE NATION AS FILM PRODUCER?
These are days when Whitehall and Wardour Street are eyeing each other with considerable speculation. Official Com-

mittees concerned in some way or other with the film industry spring up like mushrooms overnight, there is talk of

Films Commission, of a Films Credit Bank; Government Departments are becoming increasingly involved in film

production for propaganda or instruction. It is not surprising, therefore, that there should be talk of the rationalisation

of the industry and that the occasional substitution of nationalisation should be more than a slip of the tongue. The

Association of Cine-Technicians, with admirable courage, has come out boldly with a closely-reasoned case for partial

nationalisation of the industry, and "Documentary News Letter" presents below two conflicting views on the subject of State

ownership and control which we believe represent typical cases against and for this revolutionary step.

ANY CRITICISM directed against proposals for nationalisation

of the Film Industry must of necessity be arguments against

the general principles of nationalisation. At the same time, the

nationalisation of such a highly individual and creative thing as

films is particularly difficult.

The making of films, in every department, depends on the

individual ability of creative people. The making of films

hinges on the independent thought of these individuals and on

their ability to make individual decisions. Experiences prove

that these abilities cannot be freely exercised under Govern-

ment control. A fair example of this is the B.B.C., where

the system has tended to stop progressive radio technique,

and to use the microphone as a purely reproductive

instrument.

Under existing conditions it seems inevitable that if you

nationalise any industry, you create a bureaucracy, and

bureaucracy creates a privileged class whose main function

becomes not the job it is undertaking, but the mechanics of

operation. Furthermore, the officials of any nationaUsed

industry who cannot be removed because of the present

Government Civil Service system, can see their life stretching

ahead of them to old age, irrespective of the amount of

creative ability they display. Their future is secured, and the

office routine and the inter-departmental squabbles become

their Ufe.

This generation, even with a more progressive educational

system, is not advancing sufficiently to reaUse its responsibifity

to the community or the State. In a properly educated and

advanced democracy the individual expresses his individuality,

creative or organisational, in the service of the community. At
present it is the issue of self-preservation that matters

most to the individual, so that the bureaucratic office holder

becomes solely concerned in holding his job and not in the

furtherance of the public service he has undertaken. With a

properly educated population, the evils of bureaucracy would

undoubtedly disappear, and it would be the interest of every

citizen to promote every aspect of the community's work. Until

we succeed in achieving a universal sense of individual and

collective responsibility, the bureaucrats can in no way re-

organise or run industry better than private interests spurred

by economic necessity.

It may have been inherent in the Russian character that any

form of the public service must be inefficient : yet there is Uttle

doubt that the bureaucratic machine built up by Stalin has

hampered the development of creative film work. Under the

dynamic of Lenin's leadership the Russian Film Industry was

forging ahead into the leading position in the world, this

dynamic continuing for many years after Lenin died, when it

gradually went down until it became a mechanical servant of

bureaucracy.

It has been said before that the Film Industry is probably the

most individualistic and creative of any of the professions, and

it attracts people with this type of mind. It attracts the creative

artist, but the creative artist or the individualist cannot work
freely under the supervision of committees. A film unit cannot

be run freely with success under bureaucratic control. The case

of the Crown Film Unit cannot be opposed to this argument,

because the original principles of dealing with bureaucratic

interference, laid down by John Grierson in the past when it

was the G.P.O. Film Unit, still, to a certain extent exist ; and

there is the opportunity for the individual film worker in the

unit to develop and make his films on his own individual lines.

There is no doubt, however, that the unit operates inefficiently,

for although it turns out good films these are few in number
and bear no relation to the production overhead, which, in

comparison with overheads in the open market, is burdened

with bureaucratic delays in addition to normal production

difficulties.

Many of the weaknesses of nationalisation are to be found

even in the present system of Government commissioned films.

To take one concrete instance, a film was commissioned by the

Ministry of Information on behalf of another department, the

scenario was prepared within four days and yet it took four

weeks for the film to be put into production, as the scenario

had to be passed by twelve people. This was not a secret film;

it was a simple film on one aspect of our social work, and yet it

was passed from hand to hand for this long period. This is not

an isolated case. Indeed, one of the main difficulties of

bureaucracy is divided responsibility. There is no one, except at

the very top, who can give an order, and everyone else is

frightened in case they make a mistake.

There is one other factor pecuhar to films that even now
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exists in Government film production, and thai is the funda-

mental belief in the ordinary person that he can produce

films better than the film producer. It is similar to the belief, at

one time, of the man in the street that he could act as well as

any person on the stage; and the other fundamental belief

every individual has that he could write a novel if he could

only spare the time. Bureaucrats and committee men who have

to concern thcmseUes with films can thus exercise their sup-

pressed desires to be "film pri>ducers." Creative people making

films for CJo\ernment departments even now are losing a cer-

tain amount of their self-respect in their attempts to accom-

modate their \iews to these jacks-in-oflice. How much worse

would It be for them if they were directly employed by these

bureaucrats. At the present moment the film maker can retain

a certain amount of independence. Were he to be placed under

the control of the present Civil Service system he could no

longer retain one shred of self-respect.

For reasons stated above, it would be a disaster were this

Industry to be nalionahsed, yet the Film Industry itself is

undoubtedly one of the most disorganised, badly run, over-

lapping industries in the countr>. But its problems will not be

solved by taking over the film companies and putting Civil

Servants alongside them. There are now signs of responsib

in the Film Industry, brought about by the crisis of war.

if it is left to develop on the present Imes. there should be

need to bring it under Government control.

Already there has been a sinking of individual inter

among the production companies. There has been co-opcnr

in meeting common problems. Many have placed themsc

unreservedly at the service of the community. They are ad.

ing internal schemes of self-rationalisalion, and if some iiK

live were given them from the other sides of the industry, t

would probably be only too happy to reorganise ihemst-

with more sense of community interest.

The Film Industry will serve the community best through

self-regulation and not throuch nationalisation.

A CASE FOR \AT10\ALISATrON
lOR MANY I'LOPl.ii there is no doubt that the film industry will

ultimately be nationalised. They believe that the persistence of

any imaginable forni of civilisation can be assured only if all

industry and commerce is brought finally under the control of

the State. But even for these supporters of eventual nationalisa-

tion there remains the immediately pressing question of

whether some form of nationalisation should be applied to the

film industry now.

If such a step were to be taken, it would mean the applica-

tion of nationalisation at the higher superficial levels of the

industrial structure whilst private enterprise remained un-

touched at the foundations. To this procedure there are

obvious objections. There would appear to be considerable

doubt whether any industry which forms only a subsidiary

part of the economic structure could be nationalised com-

pletely before the entire banking and credit systems of the

country have come under State control. For this reason, any

plan for immediate nationalisation of the film industry is likely

lo go only part way towards full State control and in all

probability it is likely to be a compromise which permits the

retention of some measure of private enterprise. This com-

promise is envisaged in the plan put forward by the Association

of Cine Technicians.

There is another main objection to nationalisation: many

people are apprehensive of the power which the State might

exercise to cv)ntrol not only the commercial aspects of film

production, but also the creative aspects. They believe that any

industry in which questions of personal belief and personal

taste are inviilved cannot be satisfactorily administered by a

(iovcmment Department. They believe that a measure of indi-

vidual freedom to express views which might not be forth-

coming from (or approved by) Government Departments is

essential if the film industry is to be more than an organisation

making screen propaganda for the Government of the day.

This objection is also met in part by the compromise nationali-

sation plan put fonvard by A.C.T., wherein both Slate cnicr-

prise and private initiative are provided for. It is also probable

that provision could be made under any complete and un-

compromising nationalisation scheme for the exercise of

creative freedom. In this connection some supportei^ of

nationalisation will not be slow to point out that the oppor-

tunity for expression of minority opinion is already almost

non-existent, and that by the very nature of its structure and

purposes the existing commercial organisation imposes a

censorship of idea which is. perhaps, more severe than would

be established by any State film organisation.

It is probably true to say. however, that bearing in mind the

fact that a war period is no time to look for special toleration

from the State in matters of personal expression, and in \

also of the difficulties of nationalising from above at a ti

when the commercial and financial stiMciure of the countrv ,^1

by no means flexible, a majority of people would feel that the

present is no time lo take the film industry out of private hands,

The weight of opinion would be against such a step at thij

moment if it were not for a single fact which, by its import-

ance, may be sufllcient to swing the decision in the oppositt

direction.

This fact is that nationalisation is probably essential at Ihi:

juncture if the British film industry is to continue to exist. The

reason is twofold.To begin with, it may prove impossible to re

tain suflkient personnel from military service to continue filn

production unless the industry is rationalised in such a wa;

that the Ministry of Labour can accurately assess its man
power needs and equate them, in terms of economical use o

labour, with the demands of the scrv ices. Rationalisation to

degree where the wartime role of the film industry was cicarl

defined would probably mean rationalisation which could m
stop short of full Stale control. The second reason why th
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continued existence of the film industry may be dependent on

some degree of nationalisation is that the film industry can only

meet U.S. competition if it is given legislative protection to

ensure an adequate home market. The reasons for this are now

widely known. They arise largely from the size of the U.S.

home market. The U.S. industry has good economic reasons to

aim in general at a more elaborate product than is normally

practicable in this country where the home market is not large

enough to yield a profit on expensive productions. British

producers cannot compete in a free market with the U.S.

industry. Moreover the last war gave U.S. film interests a wide-

spread hold over world markets which they still largely retain.

These two facts gave rise to the quota legislation of recent

years.

To-day the British film industry is faced with a further threat.

The financial and economic negotiations which must follow

inevitably upon the growing economic dependence of Great

Britain upon the United States may conceivably result in the

film industry becoming involved in schemes of economic

adjustment between the two countries. Were this to happen it

would appear to be unlikely that the British industry could be

preserved in face of the possible demands of its transatlantic

rival unless the Government decided to preserve it—bearing in

mind its relative financial insignificance in the general field of

trade and commerce. In the event of such preservation being

decided upon it could only be carried through successfully if a

large measure of co-ordination were imposed from official

quarters. Here again it would appear probable that if official

control, co-ordination or efficient legislative protection is

necessary, then the greatest benefit can only be derived if full

State control is imposed.

For the foregoing reasons it appears, therefore, that if the

British film industry is to survive on any basis which permits

of efficient operation, then the industry must in some degrees

be brought under State control.

But the case for nationalisation is not proved until it can be

shown that the survival of the British film industry is a national

necessity. There is no doubt that support could be won for the

view that we should, in the present critical juncture, rest con-

tent to receive our film entertainment from the United States,

preserving only a section of the industry for the production of

necessary programmes of propaganda films.

This case cannot be sustained, even if it be argued that

military necessity demands the sacrifice of the British feature

film industry. But far from military necessity requiring the

sacrifice of the industry, the plain fact is that military necessity

cannot contemplate the collapse of the British film industry.

The world is learning that wars are won less by military might

than by the will of belligerent peoples. At this critical stage of

the struggle it is of first importance that all expression of

national identity should be strengthened rather than weakened.

All media for the expression of national tradition and culture

must be turned to the purpose of building or reinforcing in the

minds of the people of this country a full conception of what is

meant by 'The British People". The purpose of this national
'^* self-consciousness is not to build a Herrenvolk conception, but

to reveal a path to a true understanding of the British people's
'^^ world position and the roles which he open to it in the

establishment of international order. The alternative is to allow

British identity to be submerged under the national traits of

other peoples.

There remains an equally strong reason for continuing to

distribute good British feature films abroad. Only the United

States has shown a proper appreciation of the role of the film in

creating international understanding and sympathy. Through

its films the United States has set before the people of other

countries a conception of America and the American way of

life which has had the result of making the United States a

familiar country wherever there is a cinema screen. The benefit

to American peace-time trade is obvious. Less obvious is the

extent to which such widespread sympathy adds to the military

power of the nation which inspires it. Military alliances are

facilitated by a pre-existent sympathy between the peoples

of the States concerned. For the same reason it may be difficult

to arouse any enthusiasm for a war against a people who have

been intimately revealed through the medium of the screen.

Evidence of the military value of a wide international dis-

tribution of a nation's films would conceivably be provided if

the Axis should ever find itself at war with the United States.

There would appear to be little doubt that the German and

Italian Governments would find themselves faced with a

serious problem in breaking down American sympathies which

had grown up as a result of Hollywood's national salesman-

ship. It will be generally agreed also that the support of

United States public opinion for the British cause has been

influenced by the distribution of British films in American

cinemas.

The facts appear clearly to demonstrate that a flourishing

British film industry must at all costs be preserved. The long

term post-war case for preserving aU manifestations of national

culture will meet with small opposition and needs little arguing.

The immediate case for preserving the industry in time of war is

less clearly recognised but no less strong. Once it is agreed that

the industry must be preserved, then the necessity for legislative

protection against American competition must be accepted.

It would appear that such legislative protection might most

efficiently be a part of a wider scheme of State control of the

industry which, with proper safeguards for creative freedom,

could bring other important benefits to the industry. It is

hardly necessary to mention the production inefficiency, the

racketeering and the waste ofmoney and spirit, which has so far

characterised a great part of the British film industry under a

policy of splendid individuaUsm. To some the threat of

bureaucratic control may seem no less obnoxious. The answer

would appear to be that under private enterprise the public had

Uttle opportunity to clear up the unsavoury mess and substitute

for it an organisation which would give it the films which it

needed. Given nationalisation the way to public control is

opened. Difficulties there would be, mistakes and bad films

would be inevitable, but the public would have been given an

opportunity it has never possessed of exercising an influence on

the entertainment provided for its consumption ; and collabor-

ating with the public would be the vast majority of film makers

—honest, efficient people who have been waiting too long for

the opportunity to practise their craft under tolerable condi-

tions.
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FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
A film-maker's appraisal of Ernest Hemingway's new novel, the title of which is taken from the following passage by

Donne:—"No man is an Hand, intire of it selfe; every man is a peece of the Continent, a part of the maine; if a Clod

bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse, as well as if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor of thy friends or

of thine owne were ; any man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde; And therefore never send to know

for whom the bell tolls ; It tolls for thee.''''

THE NEWS that an American company has

already purchased the film rights of this book

will make all film-makers, and not least the

documentary people, sit up. For Whom the Bell

Tolls is as great a novel as The Grapes of Wrath;

indeed some may think it greater. It is vividly

pictorial, strong in character, truthful and living.

In many ways one feels after reading it that one

has seen a film—a film far finer and greater than

any that has in reality reached the screen.

For Whom the Bell Tolls describes a very

inor incident in the Spanish civil war. The hero

is a young professor from the U.S.A. fighting on

the side of the Government. He is sent through

the Franco lines in order to join a band of

guerilla fighters and to organise them, under his

own leadership, in the blowing up of a road-

bridge. This bridge is in itself only one minor

episode in a complete scheme for an attack by

the Government forces. The explosion has to be

exactly timed to fit in with the plans of the general

staff". The action of the story covers four days.

Plans go wrong; the leader of the guerillas is

weak and villainous ; the Fascists are in pursuit.

But the bridge is blown, although Jordan (the

American) knows by now that the attack has

been betrayed to the enemy and cannot succeed.

We leave him, with a crushed leg, lying alone in

the woods, and about to shoot, as a final gesture,

the leader of a Fascist platoon which will then

most certainly kill him.

Through all the suspense and excitement of

these four days we get to know, with indescrib-

able intimacy, all the members of the guerilla

band. I have seldom read a novel in which the

characters were so real. Perhaps Hemingway was
able to achieve this reality because he felt

passionately that they then, as we to-day, were

ordinary common fighting people in a civil war.

The Spanish war was to most of us the real turn-

ing-point of contemporary history ; its hideous

conclusion was the inevitable signal for a

European Civil War which is still spreading. In

his magnificent commentary to Ivens' docu-

mentary Spanish Earth, Hemingway showed that

he well understood the issue, which was and is a

simple one. Not one of prestige or power, but

of the inheritance of the good life ; an issue

which posed and poses only one simple question

are the people, the common, ordinary people, to

inherit the earth and to order it in their own way?
So For Whom the Bell Tolls tells largely of the

pure in heart. But it tells too of the intricacies and
weaknesses of heart and head. Twists and corners

men's souls; loyalties misdirected; simplicity

confounded. The greatest merit of the book lies

perhaps in Hemingway's lack of deliberate

partisanship. He does not pretend that all the

Republicans were perfect and all the Fascists vil-

lains. He is telling a tale about ordinary people,

and it is as ordinary people that we meet them

even in the committal of hideous atrocities. Read

Pilar's description of what they did to the Fascist

town council ; it is a tale of sickening horror; but

above all it makes clear how these things happen

—the wine, the sweat, the gathering together of

mass cruelty under the emotional stress of a great

event—merely the muddle and vomiting at the

end of a big drinking party translated into terms

of life and death, with a man or woman with a

love of pain thrown up to focus the evil and

eternal forces. Read again the scene in the cave

where the guerillas try to provoke their un-

trustworthy leader to an action for which they

can justifiably kill him, and so ensure the safe

carrying out of the plan. They are men with just

and simple minds; their leader's mind is subtle

and cunning. Insulted, he smiles; struck in the

mouth, he smiles. He outwits them.

There are certain other points of import-

ance. Firstly that Hemingway has evolved a re-

markable language of his own which gives the full

flavour of Spanish speech—its Castilian grace

mingled with obscene objurgations. Secondly

that an element of mysticism—entirely without

any bogus qualities—pervades the book (Pilar's

description of the odour of death is one of the

most remarkable, and certainly one of the most

terrifying pieces of writing in contemporary

literature). Thirdly there is the love story; some

have said that this is wrongly introduced, but I

believe that Hemingway was right. In the tension

of conflict, personal issues become violently im-

portant ; a man and a woman come together un-

der a compulsion which is the fruit of the hourly

uncertainty of living—and with this compulsion

goes an increase in the tempo and the intensity of

life which is both a reflection and a creation of

the actual duties which the act of living imposes

on us. All that may be said against the particular

episode in question is what has been said many
times before—that Hemingway is an irritating

describer of the act of love. He redeems himself,

however, in the final parting of the lovers, which

is a pattern of deep and true nobility.

I believe that For Whom the Bell Tolls will

prove to be one of the really great novels of the

century. And the problem now arises—how is it

going to be made into a film? The project is a

challenge to studio and to documentary tech-

nique alike; it is indeed a challenge to the

creative qualities of cinema, and will remain so

even if the plan to film it be given up in despair.

From the documentary point of view any

meditation on the filmmg of this book leads you

to a consideration of documentary shortcomings

—of how documentary to-day tends to be

humane instead ofhuman ; ofhow the rich life of,

say. Housing Problems, is being watered down to

documentary cliches, accurate and, in a sense,

true to life, but lacking the real spark of living.

Tliis lack of true and intense concentration on

people alive is one of the movie's major faults,

and films which avoid this lack are few. Dov-

shenko's Earth, Ford's The Grapes of Wrath,

Pagnol's La Femme dii Boulanger, Vigo's Ata-

lante—these had it in some measure ; so, too, in a

degree, had Kameradschaft, La Maternelle, The

Road to Life and They Won't Forget. But in

general it is a thing lacking. And For Whom the

Bell Tolls emphasises this lack, emphasises the

fact that cinema is not only the youngest but also

(as yet) the weakest of the arts. That is why all

sincere film-makers must feel not merely moved

but also challenged by Hemingway's book.

BAURY DELMAIjVE
Scenario Specialist and Director

Sc.l.—L.S. Radio Luxemburg, Radio Normandy, Author of the George Formby spoi

Radio Lyons, The British Broadcasting Corpora-

tion, and The Windmill Theatre.

""ill° Theatre.

CUT TO
Sc. 2.—M.S. Gaumont British Instructional Films Ltd. Formerly Chief Scenarist, and now . . .

CUT TO
Sc. 3.—C.U. Selwyn Films Ltd. Scenario adviser on current productions

FLAT 450, RUSSELL COURT, RUSSELL SQUARE, W. C

red Radio
programs, also dramatisations and adaptations.

Author of the B.B.C. 'Afternoon Revues', and
Song-scenas, Sketches and Lyrics for the Wind-
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NEW DOCl MEM AKV FILMS

MiTi'hunl Svanicn. /'itiilin lion: The Crown
I iliii I Mil. l>,n;i„>N J. U. Holmes. .UMMiifii

Ralph I lion ritoto^-raphy Chick howlc.

I lilting R. i). McNaughton. Souiul: Ken
t .micron. Stis l.dward Carrick. 25 mins.

DiMnluiiion Ci.l .1).

IN I HI Mimn.i of la^^ sunmicr ihc Ci.I'.O.

I ilm Unit had a complcicJ cutting copy ofa him

(..iJIcil !/)/« Seunwn. Now, nine months later, wc
tm.iily have Merchant Setmwn from The Crown
I ilin Unit and it is no thanks to the oflicials

concerned if the him has not been ruined, as

Squuilnm 9V2 was, by this hold-up.

luckily Menlumi Si-anwn is far too good a

lilm to he ruined by being held up. In fact, with-

out quibbling, it is quite the best film the G.P.O.

I ilin Unit ever made and I do not except Night

Mail or Snrih Sen. The maturity of Jack

Holmes' direction comes, let us admit it to our

sh.ime, as quite a bit of a shock. There has

never been in documentary before quite so good

.1 handling of people, whether actors or real

men in the street. All the scenes between sailors

whether the otliccrs on deck or the seamen

Ix-low, or in the seamen's mission, or in hospital,

be.ir the stamp of the real thing—the sort of

thing that we all thought John Ford had hit

in The Liinv yi>va\;e Home and, now that we have

seen Holmes' film, know was not quite it.

In all these sequences the photography, set

construction, and performance of the people is

.ibsolutely first rate, but even more credit must

go to Holmes for his handling of the people,

and for his timing and camera movement which

must have made the editing a joy and a labour

of love to the cutter. There is a bare minimum
of commentary: nine-tenths of the lilm is

s>nc. stuff.

The story in e.vsencc is simply the life of

merchant seamen ; being wartime it happens that

wc are hiiwn their life in wartime, but that is

only the shell of the film. The important thing is

the way ihcy go about their job, the way they

live lidow decks and the way they live on shore

the even monotony of their lives with the sudden

il.ingers and cills for exertion, the intimacy of

iheir conla.ts, both with their mates and with

n.iture. .ind their quiet acceptance of their life

as It is.

Ihc lilm opens svith a mcrch.inlni.m putting

out to join .1 conso). Before it cm reach it

It IS lorpedix-il this torpedoing is the most

exciting sequence of any sea film, making the

stc.im roller of (hina Scin look like a civsy.

Ihc men are picked up by a lifeboat and brought

.ishore. the injured taken to hospital whilst the

others go the seamen's mission until they can
find another ship One of the injured youngsters

decides In lake .i course in gunnery, and after

the course is cinnplctcd, joins a new ship in

uhi:h he finds manv of his old mates with whom
i> At-i lorpcd.K-d Iheir ship sets owl in ,i new

convoy and. after a night's anxiety in threading

a dangerous way through a minefield in the fog,

the youngster has the satisfaction of sinking

a U-boat.

The lilm, as wc said, is about seamen, and the

war is only a background. But unfortunately,

in two places, the film has been made to carry

a message which has nothing to do with seamen,

and is only concerned with war as such. These

two sequences stick out like a couple of sore

thumbs. They are a sequence where the voungsicr

goes through his .gunnery course, and the end

of the film where a really magnificently built-up

sequence of life below decks is ruined by the

very perfunctory sinking of the U-boat. It seems

obvious thai the film must have had a very

different ending at some time or other; and to

judge from the quick mixes, unfortunately now
with only commentary over, of the various

groups of seamen with their cards or gramophone

or watch repairs, tiiis ending was in tone with

the real theme of the film. But these unfortunate

additions cannot in the end detract from the

merit of Holmes' (ilm. In it we can sec, not the

first, but certainly the most complete approach

to fulfilment of the. documentary idea v^hich

we all hope will be completely realised one day.

One thing is certain, this film will go down hke

hot cakes with any British audience, and it

deserves to. We can only hope that Holmes will

be allowed to continue in the Crown Film Unit

what he was able to begin in the G.P.O.

Adcstc Fidcles. Production: .Strand Film Co. for

M.O.I. Pnnhicer: Basil Wright. Direction: Ralph

KtH;ne and Ralph Bond. Camera: Charles Marl-

borough and Gerald Gibbs. Musical Direction:

Muir Mathieson. 14 minutes.

Aileste Fuleles is richly set with scenes of Roman
Catholic devotional duties. As I hold to no

orthodox beliefs 1 cannot be entirely fair to it.

Also I am prejudiced by recollections of treasons

men have done in the name of God. yet I was

moved by the sincerity of the film. In fact it con-

cerns itself even more with shov^ing something

of the love and kindliness undcrlving the tragic

human scene than with the religious context.

Atleste I itieles is about Christmas in v*ar-ridden

Britain. The documented scenes—other than

those of intercession and worship- are of evacu-

ated children, foster-parents, the Christmas hub-

bub outside Gamagcs. the toy counters in a

store. s;ifcly high jinks in a pub. and I athcr

Christmas picking up a wondering mite. Out of

this matcn.il has come a beautiful and excep-

tional him. Direction and photography are of a

particularly high order and. by the way. there is

no comnKntary. which is a bleviing.

Recently there seems to have been an increa.s-

ing demand Irom one quarter or another for films

conccrnc*.! wiihhumanidcals. It has Ivcn vanously

phrased and expressed, for clear definition of

the need will probably only come when the need

is met. The commercial cinema is already to some

extent awake to it— witness such films as Our

Town, Of Mice and Men, Crapes of Wrath. Lo^e

on the Dole. You will find somcihuig of this new

tide in cinema, in the treatment of the closely

human themes of AJesie FiJeles.

.Malaria. Prinluction: Shell Film Unit. Producers:

Arthur Elton and Graham Tharp. Special

Effects: Francis Rodker. Micro-cinematograph\

:

Percy Smith and Sidney Beadle. 2^ reds.

Distribution: Non-T.

THE SHELL (ILM Unit is to be congratulate^!

having made one of the best technical filn

date. Malaria is by no means an easy su'

to tackle; the disease is caused by a par

with a complicated life cycle and is sprca>:

several varieties of mosquitoes whose h.

vary from one locality to another.

I do not know what type of audience the

producers had in mind when the film was made,

but there is no reason why any intelligent person

should not understand and enjoy it. 1 could only

find one gaffe— the statement that mosquito

larva: draw air into their lungs; neither larv

nor adult insects have lungs. The life history of

the parasite is admirably illustrated by Rodker'

animated diagrams. Though there are three

types of malarial parasite, the benign tertian,

the quartan and the malignant tertian, for

simple explanation it was obviously best to show

one only, as Elton and Tharp have done. If the

three types had been shown and compared it

would have been valuable for medical students

but confusing for other types of audience.

(.Actually, the life history shown is a hybrid

between the benign and malignant tertian

types.)

The description of the parasite occupies the

first part of the film, parts two and three dealing

with the mosquito vector and malaria control

Except for the lapse already mentioned. Part 1

leaves nothing to be desired by anybody who i!

not an entomologist. Several close-ups of mos-

quitoes and their larv.r are shown, demon

strating oviposition by the adult female, am
the distinctions bclv«ccn larxx and adults o

the species that carry malaria and those that d<

not. The taking of those pictures must hav»

produced the usual lie;»dachc of micnvcinema

togmphy- a strength of illumination adcquati

for a clear picture is likely to rtvist the star

With a creature like a mosquito or its larva

the problem must h.ivc been considerable

(For slow -moving organisms this difiWult

can be ovcreonK by taking single pictures a

fairl> long intervals, as was done by Canti i

his micro-films )

Part .^ gives admirable advitx on the gcncn
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hygienic measures for combating malaria.

One cannot help smiling at the advice to build

one's home in a healthy situation ; most people

would like to, but healthy sites are apt to be

expensive. However, it is shown that malaria

is a social problem that can only be finally

solved on an international scale. It is pointed

out that the anti-malarial measures in Malaya

not only caused a fall in the mortality from this

disease but from others as well. It is rather

a pity that this point could not have been ampli-

fied; my guess would be that the general im-

provement in health was due to a reduction of

intestinal infections, particularly in children.

If this is so, it would not have taken very long

to say it. The three parts of the film are shown

with a clear break between each, a device that

may disturb the sesthetes but which enhances

the clarity of the exposition.

I should like to invite the Shell film unit to

amphfy this film slightly and to offer it to medical

schools. It should meet with an appreciative

reception, and I feel sure that the unit would be

icouraged in future to make one version of

their technical films for the general public, and

an amplified version for specialised students.

The producers have shown that there is no need

to talk down to the layman ; the only difference

between the treatment given here, and that

required by an audience of medical students is

the incorporation of additional details.

A-Tish-Oo. Production: Verity Films for M.O.I.

Direction: Max Munden and J. Lewis. Camera:

B. Browne. 5 minutes.

ONE OF THE major problems we're up against in

this war is keeping clear of epidemics, particu-

larly influenza epidemics. Factories working at

full pressure, crowded trains and communal

shelters all expose the public to this danger.

In this five-minute film the Ministry of Health

has put forward one of its many anti-influenza

suggestions, namely the wearing of a mask to

protect the mouth and nose. (One would have

thought that films on gargling and inoculation

should come first.) Masks are made of paper,

cloth or celluloid. If they are unobtainable a

pocket handkerchief can be used. For long

stretches of work in the factory, or long stretches

of sleep in a pubUc shelter, the idea seems sen-

sible. But a mask apparently does not permit its

wearer to eat, drink or smoke. So one man, at

least, in the film, sitting alone in his office, and

masked, Jesse James-like, with his handkerchief,

seems to be putting himself to a lot of un-

necessary inconvenience.

The opening of the film is bright and to the

point. A worker sneezes over his lathe—a cafe

proprietor sneezes over his cakes, and a cinema

usherette sneezes over the audience. But these

real people are soon whisked away and their

places taken by a row of mannequins (photo-

graphed usually with vase of flowers) reminding

one of the fashion parades of the weekly maga-

zine films. There's one very neatly put analogy.

A man sneezing out germs is compared with a

big gun firing out shells. A man sneezing is

"frozen" on the screen so that we see the cloud of

germ-carrying drops of moisture. This approach

to the subject could have been followed further

with advantage. One technical grouse—the back-

ground music is entirely unnecessary and at times

extremely irritating.

Words for Battle. Production: Crown Film Unit.

Direction: Humphrey Jennings. Commentary:

Lawrence Olivier, M.O.I. 5 mins.

Words for Battle is an illustrated lantern-slide

lecture, with Olivier's curate-like voice reverently

intoning various extracts from poetry, verse and

topical political speeches. That tough old repub-

lican revolutionary, Milton, rubs shoulders with

minor Browning ("reeking into Cadiz Bay") and

lesser Kipling. Winston Churchill with his

"fight on the beaches" is elbowed out of the

final pay-ofi" by Lincoln in Gettysburg war-aims

vein, and the whole is neatly rounded off by

long-focus shots of groups of soldiers, sailors,

airmen and women in unifoiTn stepping gaily

through the civilian crowds on the pavement.

Altogether an extraordinary performance the

effect of which on morale is quite incalculable.

The man who must feel most out of place is

poor old Handel. As he stood on his gaily

coloured barge conducting the Water Music

that was to bring him back into royal favour,

he can hardly have guessed that it would come
to this.

SIGHT & SOUND

Is Our Film

Propaganda

Effective?

SEE THE SPRING NUMBER. JUST OUT
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1 oN(i BEFORE the waf started, those who had

studied the development of propaganda were

constantly warning the British Government that

a highly organised Information Service, national

and international, equipped with all modern

instruments, was as necessary as any other line

of defence. I am thinking back to 1930 and even

before Hitler came to power. Over the dog days

of the 30's they pre;iched and they pleaded, with

only the most partial success; and in the mcan-

linic the greatest master of scientific propaganda

in our lime came up. I don't mean Goebbcis:

I mean Hitler himself. In this particular line of

defence called propaganda, we were caught

bending as in so many other spheres, l)ccausc

peace was so much in peoples' hearts that they

would not prepare the desperate weapons of war.

The Germans ha\e attached first importance

to propaganda. They don't think of it as just an

auxiliary in political management, and military

strategy. They regard it as the very first and most

\ital weapon in political management and

military achievement —the very first. All of us

now appreciate how the strategy of position

—

the war of trenches -was blown to smithereens

b\ the development of the internal combustion

engine. Fast moving tanks and fast troop carriers

could get behind the lines. Aeroplanes and flying

artillery could get behind the lines. War, in one

oi its essentials, has become a matter of getting

behind the lines and confusing and dividing the

enemy.

But the chief way of getting behind the lines

and confusing and dividing the enemy has txxn

I he p.sychological way. Hitler was cocksure that

I ranee would fall and fortxast it in 1934,

almost exactly as it happened. The forecast was

l->ased on psychological not on military reasons.

"I ranee." he s;iid, "in spite of her magniliccnt

army could, by the provocation of unrest and

disunity in public opinion, easily be brought to

the point when she would only be able to use

her army too late or not at all "

The theory behind all this is very simple.

Men today, by rea.son of the great spread of

education, are. in part at le;ist. thinking beings.

They have been encouraged in individual judg-

ment by a liberal era. They have their own
sentiments, loyalties, ideas and idcils; and these.

tor better or worse, determine their actions.

I hoy cannot be considered automata. If their

iKulal and emotional loyalties arc not eng.igcd

m (he cause you present, if they arc not lifted up

,ind carried forward. Ihcy will fall down on you

Mxmcr or later when it conKS to total war.

The usual way of expressing it is to say that their

tnor.ilc will break.

That is why you have Hitler saying: "Ii is not

arms that decide, but the men behind them—
always" ; or again. "Why should I demoralise

the enemy by militao means, if I can do so

better or morc cheaply in other ways?*'; or

again. "The place of artillery prcparation and

frontal attack by the infantry in trench warfare

will in futurc be taken by propaganda : to break

down the enemy psychologically before the

armies begin to function at all . . . mental

confusion, contradiction of feeling, indocisivc-

ncss. panic: these arc our weapons. When the

enemy is demoralised from within, when he

stands on the brink of revolution, when social

unrest threatens, that is the right moment.

A single blow will destroy him.'"

Most of you have heard how the Germans,

just before they entered Norway, arranged for

the State dignitaries in Oslo a special showing of

their film of the Polish campaign. You will sec

a portion of that film at the end of the American

film The Ramparts We Watch. Even a portion

of the film will give you some idea of the ctToct

such a demonstration was likely to have on the

peace-loving Norwegians. It showrd the ma\s

mechanical efllciency of German warfare with

brutal candour. The roaring aeroplanes, the

bursting bomt>s. the flame throwers, the suift

unending passage of mechanised might all

constituted an image of the inevitable.

That is how the strategy of terror works. It

worked with us in England at the time of Munich.

1 won't say the nKn had the wind up— in f'v'

1 should describe the male reaction as oni.

vast dis;ippi>intment and even shame— but

women wt:rc weeping all over the place. 1

picture of inevitable death and destnKtio:i

Germany wished to present had t>ecn sucxcssfullv

presented ; and it is one of the t»cst evidetKCs of

British stamina that the new united courage of

the British people has been welded so soon out

of these disturbed .ind doubtful beginnings.

Terror is only one aspect of propaganda on

the offensive. The thing works much morc

subtly than that. Herc is a quotation from sonK-

one in Hitler's entourage to show how dciJU

the approach can be: "Every State can.

suitable iiKthods. be so split from within i

little strcngth is ncquircd to break it dov

Fvervwherc there arc groups that dcsirc h

pendencc. whether national or econoniK

merely political. The scramble for pers>

advantage and distorted ambition: these an

unfailing means to a rcvolutionary wcapot

which the enemy is struck from the rear. Fin.

therc are the business men. whose profits

their all in all. There is no patriotism that c.m

hold out against all temptations. It is not

diflkult to find patriotic slogans that can cover

all such enterprises."
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We have seen in France how groups of men
can, in the name of their country, give in to Hitler.

Perhaps, in the name of France, they wished to

crush the popular front and keep out socialism,

but they gave in to Hitler. Perhaps, in the name
of France, they wanted to crush capitalism in

the name of socialism, but they gave in to Hitler.

Perhaps, in the name of France, they sighed for

some neo-medieval religious authoritarianism,

but they gave in to Hitler.

In the United States the German inspired

organisations do not trade as such. You will

always find them under the slogan 'America

first' and other banners of patriotism.

The principal point to take is that, when the

Germans put propaganda on the offensive in

war, their psychological opportunities are rich

and widespread. They appeal to men's thwarted

ambitions; they offer salvation to disappointed

and disheartened minorities; they prey on the

fears of capitalist groups regarding socialism;

they preach controlled capitalism and a socialist

state to the socialist minded. They harp on those

weaknesses of democracy of which democratic

citizens are only too well aware; the verbiage of

its parliamentary debates, the everlasting delays

of its committees, the petty bourgeois ineffec-

tiveness of its bureaucracy. They probe the

doubts in the mind of democracy and inflame

them to scepticism. Everything is grist to their

mill, so long as they divide the enemy and
weaken his belief in himself. No one will say

that German propaganda has not done that

job brilliantly and well, as it has marched its

way across Europe. It has found the population

divided against itself and ready for the knife,

and Lavals and Quislings everywhere drilled and
rehearsed perfectly in the act of capitulation.

So, you see, the Germans believe that Democ-
racy has no genuine convictions for which

people will be willing to stake their lives. They
proceed cynically on that assumption, march on
that assumption and their entire military plan

depends on that assumption. Hanfstaengel

a- actually declared at one time that this lack of

conviction within democracy was Hitler's funda-

mental discovery
—

"the discovery which formed
the starting point for his great and daring

policies."

It is perhaps as well that we know where the

heart of the matter lies, for if lack of conviction,

as they say, always results in defeatism and
defeat, the challenge is plain enough. It behoves

us to match conviction with greater conviction

and make the psychological strength of the

fighting democracies shine before the world.

It behoves us to match faith with greater faith

and, with every scientific knowledge and device,

secure our own psychological lines. If propa-

ganda shows a way by which we can strengthen

conviction and affirm it more aggressively

against the threat of an inferior concept of life,

we must use it to the full, or we shall be robbing
the forces of democracy of a vital weapon for its

own security and survival. This is not just an
idea : it is a practical issue of modern scientific

warfare.

Relativity in Propaganda

PROPAGANDA on the offensive is, like every

weapon of war, a cold-blooded one. Its only

moral is that the confusion and defeat of the

enemy are the supreme good. In that sense it is

a black art and in the hands of the Germans

has been a diabolical one. But, objectively speak-

ing, you will appreciate that it depends for its

success on a deep study of the psychological

and political divisions of the enemy and is there-

fore based on close and scientific analysis.

Catch-as-catch-can methods in propaganda can

no longer serve against an enemy so thorough.

The more pleasant side of international

propaganda is the positive side, where you

ingratiate yourself with other countries; where

you state your cause, establish alliance in spirit

and create world confidence that the issue and

the outcome are with you. That has been Eng-

land's great task over the past few months,

particularly since the fall of France and particu-

larly, in the regard to the Americas.

England's method derives from her great

liberal tradition. She is not, I am afraid, very

scientific ; but she does believe, out of her liberal

tradition, that telling the truth must command
goodwill everywhere and, in the long run,

defeat the distortions and boastings and blat-

ancies of the enemy. The Germans believe that

men are essentially weak ; they believe that the

mainsprings of action are primarily economic

and selfish; they believe that men are more
interested in the elan vital than the elan morale;

and they derive the principles of their propaganda

accordingly. The English still believe in the

elan morale and hope that an appeal to the

Platonic principle of justice will triumph.

I won't say England tells the whole truth

but I think that most detached observers agree

that she tells as much of it as she reasonably

can. The accent of honesty and forthrightness is

her principal suit. You never find the B.B.C.

—

you certainly never find Winston Churchill

—

under-rating the dangers and diflSculties which

beset the country. Germany cannot get out of

her make-up an element of boasting; and

Mussolini, at least till recently, was the image of

braggadocio. The English quality, and it has

the mark of a national talent, is under-statement

;

and in the long run—if there is a long run—it is

strangely penetrating and effective.

If England has a fault, it is that she is still

the proud old nation, so sure of her cause and

of her good spirit that she takes it too much for

granted that other nations will immediately

recognise them. You remember what we used to

say about British salesmanship. The British said

in effect: "Our articles are articles of quality;

they have the best craftsmanship in the world

behind them and, word of an Englishman,

you can take our word for it." It was all very

true but down in South America and elsewhere,

there were other habits of mind and other habits

of buying and the Englishman never quite got

round to studying the other fellow's point of

view and the special requirements of the market.

He certainly never quite got round to saying

"The client is always right."

Propaganda, some of us believe, is like selling

or showmanship, a study of relativity. I don't

mean that it must always, like the chameleon,

take ils colour from the country or the com-
munity in which it is operating. It is the German
style to be, cynically, all things to all men, and
that is the essence of the German doctrine; but

it is not the English. At the same time, a study

of the other fellow's point of view is essential.

We used to argue a good deal in peace-time

England about the policy of the British Council

for Cultural Relations Abroad. There were two

schools of thought. One school had not yet got

away from the idea that the one way to present

England abroad was to show the Horse Guards
Parade and the ceremonies of old England,

Oxford and the law courts. Ascot and Canter-

bury, the green lawns of the cathedral towns and
the lovely rustic quiet of the shires. It was
difficult to quarrel with things so fine; but others

said plainly: "No, there is a world without,

which wants lo know more than that. You have

a responsibility before the world, in terms of

modern leadership, modern ideas and modern
achievements. The world wants to know how
up-to-date and forward looking you are. It

wants to see the light of the future in your eyes

as well as the strength and dignity of your

past. It wants to know what you are doing to

deserve your privileged position in the world;

and God keep you if you do not answer them."

If you examine British propaganda today,

you will find that there are still the two schools

of thought, and I am glad to say that, as the

battle of Britain has developed, the younger

school has been winning hands down. Never, in

a sense, was England a more modern, revitalised,

forward looking country than she is today.

Every week sees changes and forward steps.

Most of you will have caught a sense of those

changes in the Radio Newsreel, in the dropping

of the lackadaisical B.B.C. voices, the partici-

pation of ordinary men and the participation of

men who have done things or are doing things.

You get it in the development of the Yorkshire-

man Priestley as a broadcaster. His is not the

courtly voice but the voice, so much closer to

the real heart of England, of deep, obstinate

common sense. You find the change in the fact

that they use Canadian voices today to speak to

Canada and American voices to .speak to the

United States.

England is beginning to see that accents and

styles count in propaganda and that every

country has its own way of thinking and its own
special focus of interest. "Other nations," says

Wickham Steed, "are not interested to hear

what good people we are or how excellent our

intentions may be. They are interested in what is

going to happen to themselves and it should be

the business of our propaganda to make this

clear to them."

On this question of international differences,

I received a letter recently from England from

someone who had seen our Canadian films.

He said, was it possible that Canadians thought
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r.iNtcr than Hnglishnicn I replied thai when it is

a problem of thinking in a straight line, Cana-

dians think much lastcr ; but that when it comes

to thinking in live concentric circles, the English-

men are undoubtedly the best. Our policy.

hov\evcr. when we send Canadian tilms abroad

IS to invite the countries receiving them to re-

make them in their own style and use their own
editorial comment It sounds curious but there

are re;illy vast dilVcrenccs o\' mental approach

as between ourselves and England. There is

even a vast dilFcrencc of approach as between

New Zealand and Australia. Me is a very opti-

mistic propagandist who thinks he can pen

a mesvige or strike a style which can be called

iiilornaiional.

I think most of you will have seen LnmUm
( \in Take li. it was a beautiful film but it raises

another very special issue of relativity in propa-

ganda, rhal is the difference between primary

eUccts and secondary effects. You might call it

the difference between conscious and sub-

conscious effects. Lotuton Can Take It created

enormous sympathy for England and so far so

gix)d. The question is whether crc;iting sym-

pathy necessarily creates confidence. I am going

lo le;ivc you to work out that pyschological

problem for yourselves. I only cite it to indicate

that in the art of propaganda many deep con-

siderations have to be taken into account.

Short range results arc not necessarily long

range successes. Conscious effects may not

necessarily engage the deeper loyalties of the

sub-conscious. In propaganda you may all too

easily be here today and gone tomorrow.

,MI in all, however, one may be proud of

many things in England's Information Service.

It has followed its own native light and no one

will siiy it has not been a noble light. It has not

been scientific, but neither has it been cynical.

To its scientific critics it has said with Sir

Philip Sidney "If you will only look in thy

heart and write, all will be well". I am of the

scientific school myself and would leave less to

chance in a hard and highly mobilised world.

But no one will deny that at least half the art of

propaganda lies in the ultimate truth that truth

will ultimately conquer.

I i>r mvself, I w.itch the German procx'dure

and wish a little sometimes that we could,

without running over into harshness and
bl.ii.mcy, brag a little more about ourselves and

put our propaganda more plainly on the

olfensive They have flooded the world with

pictures of action, of their young troops on the

in.irch and going placxs. of deeds done. I confess

1 hate to see them getting away with it.

Ihc dermans have, in their pictures to

Amcrici, laid a spcci.il emphasis on youth and
eHiciency and. to peoples starved o[' tx:licf in the

luiiirc, they have drummed away with their

idci of a new world order. They have most
subtly shown grc.ii respect in their presentation

of ihcir I rcnch and I nglish prisoners of war
Hi!

. I K.l the model dis«.iplinc of their

' ipicd territories They h.ive most

* nied the I uhrcr as a gentle and
;'U .o .!. .keeping over his wounilcd soldiers.

kind to children, humble in his triumphs. It is

a calculated, impressive and positive picture as

they present it.

The Germans' careful study of the require-

ments of particular countries must have had

particular effect in South America. They have

appreciated the South American objection to

being exploited b> alien capital and have posed

carefully as the outside friend who wished

nothing so much as to help them be themselves

and develop themselves. They have known how
to pump in free news services to countries which

appreciated them by radio from Berlin, trans-

lated and typed out and put pronto on the edi-

torial desk by local German agents. On the

special national days of these countries to the

South, they have known how to shoot flattering

broadcasts from Berlin, in the language of the

country and with the fullest knowledge of the

local vanities to be flattered.

The Germans have known better than to say,

as a certain well-known American said of

cultural relations with South America, that

"the idea was to spread the American idea to the

South American Republics". I have no doubt

he thought the American idea God's own blessing

to mankind, but it is worth remembering that

not a few South Americans, allied to a more

aristocratic and courtly tradition, still regard

the American idea as the ultimate in barbarism—

or as a French jester has put it, an idea "which

has passed from barbarism to degeneracy with-

out any intervening period of civilisation". The
Germans certainly know better than to define

their interest in South America with the naivete

of an advertisement in Time. "Southward", it

declares, in a phrase which will raise every

hackle South of the Rio Grande. "Southward,

lies the course of Empire".

Where the Germans fail is in the lact that

their cold-blooded cynicism spills over and is

spotted. You can impress other countries with

your might and your will. You may even impress

them with your new world order. But you can't

start blatantly talking of conscicntx as a chimera

;

morals as an old wives' talc : the Christian religion

.IS a dream of vvc;iklings; and the pursuit of

truth as bourgeois fiddle-faddle, without raising

a few doubts in the heart of m.inkind.

PART III

Dcmocraey's Special Need of PrnpaKandd

iiNMtY, there is propaganda within our gates.

I suggested earlier that faith must be met with

greater faith and that our first line oi defencx is

in the unity of our purpose in these ideological

struggles which arc now upon us. It would be

Ignominious if. in spite of the bravery and

sacrifice by land and sea and air. Hitler's terrible

dictum were to prove right ; that democracy

has no convictions for which it will light to the

end that it is divided in interest and ide.i -

that, divisible, it can be defeated. The challenge

to us IS very plain. It is to discover within our-

selves a singleness, surety and unity of purpose

which will defy all ideological cnticxmcnt and

temptation. It is the function of propaganda to

ensure this result within our gates.

A democracy by its vrry nature and bv

very virtues lies wide open to division and i.

cxrtainty. It encourages disc'ussjon: it permits

free criticism; it opens its arms wide to the

preaching of any and every doctrine. It guards

jealously this liberty of the individual, for it is

of the esseiKC of dcn>ocracy and. in the long run,

makes for justice and civilisation. But in times

of stress it IS difikult to sec the wood for the

trees. Whilst we arc consulting this freedom and

that, we may lose that discipline, that centralised

power and dynamic, by which the principle of

liberty itself is safeguarded from those who are

less punctilious. When we are challenged in our

philosophy and our w-ay of life, as we arc today,

the beginning is not in the word but in the act.

The Nazi viewpoint is that we have not found

within our democratic way of life a suflicicnt

dynamic of action to meet their challenge

—

that it is not in our nature to find it- and that

we shall not find it. "The opposition," says

Hitler, "is dismally helpless, incapable of acting,

because it has lost every vestige of an inner law

of action."

In the long run they will find that is noi true

but it would be folly for us to dismiss \^

criticism without thinking about it. All of

know that the self-respect of free men prov;.

the only lasiinn dynamic in human society .

if you want to sec the most powerful and vivid

statement of this proposition I recommend you

to read again Walt VS'hitrrun's preface to his

Leaves of Grass. But w« also know that free men
arc relatively slow in the up-take in the first

days of crisis. We know that much that has

become precious to free men in a liberal regime

must be forsworn in these days of diflkxilty—

the luxury of private possession and private

security -the luxury of private deviation in

thought and action the supreme luxury of

arguing the toss. Moreover, your individual

trained in a liberal regmK demands auto-

matically that he be pcrsuoiled <o his sacrifice.

It may sound exasperating but he demands as

of right—of human nght - that he t-ome in only

of his own free will.

.Ml this points to the fact (hat instead of

propaganda being less necessary in a democTBcy.

it IS more neccs-sary. In the authoritarian State

you have powers of compulsion and powers of

repression, physicd and mental, which in part

at least take the placx of persuasion. Not so in

a democracy. It is y.iur dcmocTat who most

needs and demands guidance from his leaders.

It IS the denuKratic leader who most must give

It. If only for the sake oi guick decision and

common action, it is democracy for which

propaganda is the more urgent rnxcssity.

There IS another deep rcasttn for the dcveJop-

nKnt of propaganda in a dcnnvracy . You know

how the educational beliefs of democracy have

licen criticised. "Lniverxil education." say iIk

Na/is. "is the most corroding and dismtcgniii

poison that liberalisin ever invented for its .<

destruction." This, of course, is another o

tortion. but there is again a gram of truth. W iih

univcrvil education. denKxracy has set iLscIf

an enormous and an enormously ditlkult task.

We have had it '•" •• > " -'"rr pencrTitions
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/ ; and it would be crazy to think that in that

short experience we had worked out a perfect

technique or discovered all the principles by

A-hich it should be guided. Our system of

jniversal education has made vast mistakes

and has today grotesque weaknesses. Every

progressive educationist knows that. This does

not mean that we must throw the essential

machinery of democracy into the discard, but

rather that we must correct its mistakes and

strengthen it where it is now weak.

There are some of us who believe that propa-

ganda is the part of democratic education which

the educators forgot; and that is what first

tracted us to study its possibilities. Education

has always seemed to us to ask too much from

people. It has seemed to expect every citizen to

know everything about everything all the time

—

patent impossibility in a world which grows

wider and more complicated every day. We
believe that education has concentrated so much
on people knowing things that it has not suf-

ficiently taught them to feel things. It has given

them facts but has not sufficiently given them

faith. It has given them the three R's but has

not suflSciently given them that fourth R which

is Rooted Belief. We believe that education in

this essential has left men out in the bush without

1 emotional map to guide them ; and when men
e starved of belief they are only too prone to

believe anything.

If you recall the origin of the word propa-

ganda, you will remember that it was first

associated with the defence of a faith and a

concept of civilisation. Propaganda first appeared

in the description of the Catholic office

—

Congregatio de Propaganda Fide—which was

to preach and maintain the faith. It may be

just as easily today the means by which we

preach and maintain our own democratic faith.

Man does not live by bread alone, nor the

citizen by mind alone. He is a man with vanities

to be appealed to, a native pride to be encour-

aged. He has a gambler's heart to be allowed a

flutter and a fighting instinct which can be

associated with fighting for the right. One part

of him at least asks to live not safely but

adventurously.

So we may usefully add a new dramatic

factor to public education—an uplifting factor

which associates knowledge with pride and

private effort with a sense of public purpose.

We can, by propaganda, widen the horizons of

the schoolroom and give to every individual,

each in his place and work, a living conception

of the community which he has the privilege to

serve. We can take his imagination beyond the

boundaries of his community to discover the

destiny of his country. We can light up his life

with a sense of active citizenship. We can give

him a sense of greater reality in the present and

a vision of the future. And, so doing, we can

make the life of the citizen more ardent and

satisfactory to himself

We can, in short, give him a leadership of the

imagination which our democratic education

has so far lacked. We can do it by radio and

film and half a dozen other imaginative media

;

but mostly, I hope, we shall do it by encouraging

men to work and fight and serve in common for

the public good. To have men participate in

action is the best of all propagandas ; and radio

and films and the rest of them are only auxiliary

to that.

I had hoped to make some conclusion regard-

ing what might be done here in Canada, but that

is a whole subject in itself. I shall in conclusion

only say this. Canada is a young nation which

has not yet found herself but is today in the

exciting process of doing so. I like to think that

the breathless reception given to the King and

Queen was due not so much to their presence,

brilliant as it was, but to the fact that Canada
found for the first time a ceremonial opportunity

of raising her young national face to the sunlight.

I like to think that sub-conscious Canada is

even more important than conscious Canada and

that there is growing up swiftly in this country,

under the surface, the sense of a great future

and of a great separate destiny—as Canada.

In other words, I believe this country is ripe,

if its imagination is given true leadership, for

a new burst of energy and a new expression of

Canada's faith in herself In these circumstances,

I don't think it would be difficult to create a

powerful sense of spiritual unity, whatever the

threat may be. In a recent sketch, Morley Calla-

ghan makes his Canadian say to the Fascist

bully, "Out of the way Big Boy! I'm on my way".

Encouraged in what she potentially and deeply

is, Canada, like every democracy, may yet make
her greatest of all contributions to victory.

I want to emphasise: it will be a psychological

contribution. It will be the priceless gift of

unity and conviction in the cause she now serves.

DOCUMENTARY AND OTHER BOOKINGS FOR MAY
{The following bookings for May are selected from a list covering its Members, supplied by The News and Specialised Theatres Association)

s Theatn
Vction on Ice
The Tatler

A Job to be Done
The News Cinema, Aberdeen
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The News Theatre, Leeds

An Inland Port
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Atlantic Patrol
The News Theatre, Nottingham

Beating the Blitz

The News Theatre, Newca5tle-on-

Charlie Chaplin—Hot Dogs

Tyne

AberdeenThe New
Coastal Defence
The News Theatre
The Tatler Theatrt

Fitness Wins Serics-
The News Cinema

Forty Million People
The News Theatre

Furnaces of Industry
The News Theatre

Historic Virginia
The News Theatre, Newcastle-

Islands of the West Indies
The Tatler News Reel Theatre

e Stocktaking

;, Leeds

March of Time, No. 12—6th Yea
The News Theatre, Newcastle-
The Cosmo Cinema, Glasgow

Medico
The News Theatre, Leeds
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Moments of Charm
The News Theatre, Manchester

Mystic Siam
The News Theatre, Manchester

One Against the World
The News Theatre, Nottingham

Point of View. No. 9—Man or Machine
News Theatre, Nottingham
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Raising Sailors
Newt

istol

The Ne'
The News Theati

Religion and the People
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

River Thames
The News Theatre, Birminghan

Romance of Digestion
The News Theatre, Newcastle-c

Romance of the Potato
The Tatler Theatre, Chester

The News Theatre, Nev
The Hidden Master
The Tatler Theatre. Chester

The Red Cross in Action
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

This is Poland
The News Theatre, Nottingham '.

Threads of a Nation
The News Theatre, Nottingham

Treacherous Waters
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Tropical Sprir

The News (

Ulster
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Village in India
The Tatler Theatre, Chester
The News Theatre, Bristol

War Front
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Washington Parade
The News Theatre, Manchester

I, Aberdeen

The News Theatre, Nottingha
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

March of Time, No. 12
The Tatler Theatre, Manchest

The News Cinema, Aberdeen
The News Theatre, Leeds

Stranger than Fiction, No. 83

The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle-oi

The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

ifellow Caesar
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
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III Kt ARE t^vo British tiliiis. One took a year and

a hair to make. The other took three months.

One cost about £300.tXX); the other £30,000. One
had all the ballyhoo possible; the other was

made quietly and unpretentiously. Both are films

of old plays.

It is pleasiint in some ways that the film, small

in time and money, takes the laurels, but it is

s.id about Major Barbara. It is an extremely well-

made film, technically comparable to any from

any country, with all the polish that a quarter of

a million and a year and a half can give. It is

also full of humour, but the one amazing thing

is that basically the film is about nothing at all.

I he criticisms in the trade and national papers

have hopped about trying to find the hidden

subtleties. One even says, "The story is so com-

plex and yet so obvious, that no attempt has

Ixen made or will be made to trace it in full here.

Ihc general etTcct is what really matters."

Possibly, everyone is over-estimating Mr.

Shaw's film. Maybe it is not the deep social

document that it is supposed to be. Possibly it is

jusi another conventional play put into rather

[peculiar surroundings. It certainly has the old

"boy meets girl" -'"boy loses girl" "boy gets

girl". But not quite. There is no boy and there is

no girl. There are no people in the film at all.

rhere are images that use a language similar in

some ways to ours. They even look vaguely like

people, but they arc not quite. The nearest you

could say they come to life is that they are ghosts

Irom 1905. In IW5 when Major Barbara was first

released, it most likely caused a lot of excitement,

but to-day the things that it is about are passed,

and passed so completely that the film is neither

a good old pot-boiler nor a film about people that

mean something.

It is a pity. It is more than a pity. It is a bloody

shame. I teel strongly about Major Barbara.

After the good start of Pygmalion I looked for-

ward with pleasure towards the next, and here we

have it- a completely unintelligible two-hour

film. If it had cost a tenth of what it did, if it had

Ix-en made in a couple of months, it might be

excused: but this is one of our industry's prestige

lilms. and it could have meant so much to us just

now when the film industry is on the point of

closing down. This film had the industry's best

technicians, knowledge and skill poured into it

tor more than a year; it had Britain's best actors

.ind actresses on lap by the score; it had pnxluc-

iioii money, always s^^ scarce, splashed all over

the place, and the result is a more or less straight

photograph of an old and meaningless pl.iy. with

our actors and actresses over-acting, and whining

in what in Hiingan is supposed to be CiKkncy.

Ihcre IS no harm in spending a quarter of a

million and a year and a half and a lot of people's

work and knt>w ledge, but how seldom ha\c films

m.idc like this justified the cITorl. It is pvissible to

spend that imount of time, labour .ind material

on a film, but Ihc usu.il story is that someone has

just gone wild, and the rich resources of people

and material are being wasted. We ha\e seen it so

often in England. The first film fairly cheap,

fairly quick, and fairly successful. The second
film absurdly expensive, absurdly long and . . .

well. I won't say it. I do not know what the

answer is—maybe the producers should be

banned from any public place except the four-ale

bar, not allowed to sec any write-ups. and have a

man following them round saying "You're
lousy." "It stinks." "My God, it's awful." Some-
thing is necessary to stop the wasting of as good
film-making resources as there are in the world,

by people lacking in strength to carry the thing

through sensibly and sincerely.

A more cheerful story is L^>\c on ihc Dole. My
first reaction when I heard that the story had
finally passed the censor, and was going to be

made, was why should anyone take a topical

1934 play and film it in the middle of the war? I

went to the trade show sceptically. But out of an
old and somewhat out-of-date play. John Baxter

has made a film that will hold its own for many
years to come; for it is a film about people, real

people who tell their own story, not ghosts lisping

vague comments on what seems to some our mis-

begotten civilisation.

Despite two or three melodramatic incidents

not added by the film makers ; despite the agitator

in the riot sequence added by the film makers. I

imagine, to get the film past the censor. Love on

the Dole is a landmark in British films or in films

of any country. It is in the same class as The

Grapes of H'raih. The one criticism is that the

subject is a period piece. What John Baxter and

the technicians want next is an English Steinbeck.

The direction of actors is what documentary

directors have been trying for years. There ha\c

been some successes, but nearly all were achieved

with ordinary people playing their own parts. To
make people out of actors is the next thing to a

miracle. We have seen nearly all Li}\r on the

Dole's actors and actresses in similar parts be-

fore, but you will never recognise them as the

same people. The father, George Camey, lakes

the laurels. He has two difficult scenes —when he

throws his son out, and when he throws his

daughter out. Practically everyone who has a

father has seen him get in that terrifying emo-

tional state when he loses control, and becomes

powerful and vicious on top. and weak and alinost

tearful underneath. To do this, and do it again in

different terms, is as great a feat as a director and

an actor can pull off, and John Baxter and

George Carney have certainly done it. One false

move VHOuld have ruined either sequence. .-\

slight over-playing and all would have been lost,

but twice you sit light and feel as had as if it were

your own father again. The other players arc

excellent. Oeborah Kerr. Maire G'Nall. Gcot-

frey Hibbcrt—all of them, but 1 think .Mr.

Baxter should have two-thirds of the credit.

So the film industry re-enacts the parable of

the talents. It doesn't quite follow the original

but the continuity is roughly the same. All I want

to know is v^hcrc is the master who will turn

the unfaithful servant "into outer darkness"'

Mavbe the unfaithful servant has turned himself

out.

TAML EY Ui^lHs.
Director of Short Subjects

/InimvCii h 1 O.fl. IriMructional LlJ. on

uiNars tor the Ministr I'l Inforrtuilii

2.^ IMMIIUIIX. 1 S(,). IXNsx.iliT I4M ..t

I () N DO N
. w .: l.nlmlu.ul IS4S

Studio Workers' C.iH-up, 15th July'

DORE SILVERMAN
AUTHOR • SCENARIST

Eighteen years' film experience : over military age
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FILM SOCIETY NEWS
Ayrshire held its last two meetings of the season ferent types—Gebescope "L" Model (Sound),

on March 9th and 23rd, when the following Kodascope and Siemens (silent). The Chairman

programmes were shown: March 9th, Accord of the Branch, Mr. Neil H. Munn, B.Sc, con-

Final, Shadow on the Stream, Dai Jones and ducted the course, and had the assistance of

two coloured films Alice in Switzerland and Mr. R. G. Gillies, M.A., and Mr. Isaac of the

Peasant Island. March 23rd, Rembrandt (revival) L.M.S. Rly. Co. The Guild will continue the that recent shows included Northern Outpost,

They have tried wherever possible to have the

directors of the pictures they are showing, to

write programme notes on their own films—not

so much as appreciations of the films, as short

essays on their making. Another idea is to print,

side by side, opposing views on the same film.

Contributors include Dilys Powell, Caroline

Lejeune, Basil Wright, Ian Coster, Ralph Keene
and Grahame Tharp.

The Manchester Film Institute Society reports

and Kermesse Heroiqiie (revival).

The Secretary of the Belfast Society writes:

"Our financial state remains very precarious and

still obliges us to work show by show. We seem

to have reached our maximum audiences at

a number just a little too low to give us sufficient

The Cambridge Film Society reports: "The

Cambridge University Film Society is in the

throes of being anxious about the local licensing

of Zero de Conduite, which, along with Tell

Me If It Hurts, A Trip to Davy Jones' Locker,
security to book ahead. Our fourth show of the p^^ jjunt. Colour Box, a Robert Benchley and

was on the 25th of February. Our main

film was Katia, accompanied by a very satis-

factory group of shorts—a Disney, a Mary
Field, Lotte Reiniger's Harlequin and Eisen-

stein's Death Day. The two latter were especially

liked. After some hesitation we put on a fifth

show. This time the feature was Duvivier's

L'Homme du Jour. The shorts were another Mary
Field, Violons d'Ingres (which was a little difficult

owing to absence of English sub-titles and made
more difficult because our sound projection is

not quite good enough to make French easy to

follow), and Len Lye's Musical Poster No. 1

—

which as we expected was a tremendous success.

The only complaint was that we only ran it

1 1914 Chaplin, they hope to show on May 18th.

Love on the Range, Chaplin s First Films, and
Quai des Brumes—Swinging the Lambeth Walk,

Five Faces, Graf von Carahas, and Les Otages—
Moose Hunters, The Catch ofthe Season, Lofoten,

and lis Etaient Neuf Celebataires.

A further three shows are being arranged at

monthly intervals at which it is hoped to show
Le Roi S'Amuse, La Grande Illusion, and
Retour de TAube. It is also hoped to hold a sub-

standard film show sometime in June.

SCIENTIFIC FILM SOCIETIES

A record audience of over 500 members and still young and in process of building up its

guests attended the concluding show of the various activities, has had a most successful

second season of the Aberdeen Scientific Film season. Membership figures are high, and are

Club on Sunday April 20th. This audience increasing; applications for membership are

exceeded the capacity of its usual meeting place still coming in ; so that the prospects for the

so the club took a local cinema for the occasion. Autumn Season are already more than promis-

through once. If we find on completing our The films shown were a G.B.I. Secrets of Life ing.

accounts that we have not lost too much of o film dealing with lupins, and The Birth ofa Baby.

Mrs. Ockrent, the Secretary, reports:

'Our Experimental Group is now rapidly

exiguous balance we hope to put on a sixth Although now passed for public showing in organising itself and we have on the newly-

show at the end of April. As far as we can review Aberdeen, this film did not at first find favour

•it our situation seems to be this. For a variety with the authorities. The film was introduced

of reasons we have lost a large number of our by Prof. Dugald Baird, Professor of Midwifery

pre-war members. We are compelled, therefore, i" the University, who described it as an excel-

to rely to a great extent on the sale of guest lent advertisement for marriage, and stressed

tickets and Forces tickets. But a large number of the^need of ante-natal care.^

these are bought, as it were, spasmodically, for

it is much cheaper, if one intends to come to the

whole series, to takeout membership. This floating

allowing each member to bring a guest, invited

a number of prominent local educationalists,

attendance, we find, depends largely on the civic dignitaries, members of^the medical pro-

usual box-office attractions of a star or, to a less

extent, a director. For this reason we carmot

risk at present the rather heavy losses we in-

curred last season on films more out of the

ordinary than our usual run of features this

season. To compensate for this we are trying

especially hard now to put on attractive shorts."

formed Committee several people already well

known in the amateur film world. As soon as

the equipment and other technicalities have

been arranged, production on films will com-
mence. There is great enthusiasm for this new
Group, and we hope very shortly to present to

On this occasion the club, in addition to our members interesting films made and created

fession, etc. The acceptance of these invitations

was ready and encouraging, and it is hoped that

as a result the- club will succeed in making its

activities known to an even wider public. As it

is the membership rose from 130 in the first

season to 250 in the second.

by scientists themselves in their own labora-

tories."

"We are also forming a Critical Panel which

will review films and arrange them in graded

lists. These lists should be of great value to

Scientific Film Societies generally, and assist

Selection Committees in the task of arranging

a programme enjoyable to all."

The formation of the Critical Panel is a step

which was recommended in these columns and

which will be heartily welcomed by all otherAyrshire now has a Scientific Film Society

with a membership which already exceeds one societies which are working on the same lines.

The Glasgow Branch of the Scottish Churches hundred. In its initial stages it was sponsored
Film Guild, in addition to the usual monthly by the Ayrshire Film Society, but it is now
review of religious films, has conducted during running as an independent organisation. The
the past month a course for Sunday School Secretary is Dr. G. Dunlop, of the Hannah
Teachers in Glasgow on how to operate cine-

projectors.

The course which

Research Institute, and the council includes

Mr. D. Welsh (Secretary of the Local Educa-

moderately well tional Film Association) and Mr Paton Walker

(Secretary of the Ayrshire Film Society and

Chairman of the Scottish Federation of Film

attended was in four parts. The first was theo-

retical and dealt with all aspects of projection

and the second, practical, when each person Societies),

attending the course had the opportunity of

operating the following three machines of dif- The Glasgow Scientific Film Society, although

The London Scientific Film Society held its

last performance of the season on the 26th April

with a programme on Planning for the Com-
munity. This included films on agricultural

science as well as those dealing with aspects of

slum conditions and the answer to the housing

problem aided by modern scientific knowledge.

The City—a film dealing with American city

organisation—was well received, and Miss Eliza-

beth Denby, housing consultant, gave a short

address in the interval.
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mk: 1 K-g.m my lilin cilucation h> a study of

Russian epics ol' lil'lccn years ago I alt of St.

I\urshur^. Tin Ihns that Shook the World, and

that sort of thing and then lost my way and

ended up in a commercial studio at Elstrcc.

There they taught me all the professional tricks

and I stayed put, and I became known as

"Wrong Way" Lee, because I had started out to

he a non-commercial documentary film director

and ended up facing the box-oiyicc.

It had all begun somewhere in 1928 when I

met John Cirierson, who had just made a

glorious film of the fishing fleet. What I saw con-

firmed what I had thought after seeing those

ama/ing peasant players in the Russian lilms. I

told myself: "The stage actor is as out of place

in lilms as an overdressed woman in a nudist

colony. The real film players are the non-

professionals, like the peasants in Fall of St.

Petersburg and the fishermen in Gricrson's pic-

ture." I've been stunned by the realism in those

films, a realism quite impossible with professional

players.

I transformed those thoughts into action and

made a film entitled The Night Patrol, a story of

the down-and-outs of London. The police op-

posed me. the censors threatened; tkrnard Shaw
helped and applauded. The film was made with-

out one professional actor. The press praised it

to the skies.

One of the players held up shooting for five

days while he worked otl" a short stretch in the

"pen". Another ruined a sequence by shaving olT

his beard and buying a new suit out of his first

pay. They were the real thing all right.

I proved that non-professional players could

beat the trained people when it came to realism.

In thai film I presented stark emotions, por-

trayed by men and women who had lived them.

It tore your guts out to watch them.

During the making of the film I proved my
point, that a director could go into the streets,

along the highways, the alleys, into the lanes and

the fields, in sciirch of film actors and find them.

All that was needed for success was sympathetic

direction plus simplicity, realism, and down-to-

e.irthincss in the material they were asked to

interpret. One t>f my down-and-out actors joined

the ranks o\' the professionals, but the studio

directors taught him to overact and he died in

his shtxrs.

Determined to develop my theories about the

non-professional player. I sought the opportunity

to make Song of Ijoiulon, a picture of the Metro-

polis from dawn to midnight. I used only men,

women .ind children of the streets. The press were

once ag,iin enthusiastic in their praise. My main
experiments ended here, bcciuisc I went to

I Istrcc and profcssitMi.dism. Only oncx did I get a

chance \o lake a camera intt> the streets— for a

Bulldog Drummond picture—and 1 brought

back stnne shifts which were very gratifying. The
Allies were impromptu, written, acted, and

dircxtcd wherever the surroundings inspired us.

The players were the people of London, taking

their Sunday morning stroll ; unaware they were

going to be filmed till they were politely asked if

they would care to "act for the talkies, thank you

very much".

More than ever I want to direct non-thcalricul

films with non-theatrical players. I know what

wonderful results can be obtained ; and how true

cinematic performances arc only possible by

turning one's back on convention, suppressing

theatricalism, throwing out the tricks and the

fake, sweeping away the professionalism which

has been clogging the wheels of film progress for

20 years. My twelve years in commercial studios

taught me plenty, but not the art of the docu-

mcntao' film maker. And I believe there is a lot

to learn. In the first instance I should have to use

my instinct. After that. 1 hope I could learn from

the experts of the game, and Id be a most

enthusiastic pupil.

I know that each day is bringing us nearer to

the time when film propaganda will be recog-

nised—and used— as the heaviest and deadliest

gun in our armament. When that time comes the

documentary people will be in the front line. I'd

like to be there with them, helping.

In Wardour Street they used to sneer at the

short film makers. That was before they knew

there was going to be a war—or pictures like

Britain Can Take It, Men of the Lightship, and

North Sea. 1 felt sorry about it. I'd seen a few

"shorts" that had more art and intelligent enter-

tainment in them than any 50 box ofticc epics.

Well, the day of the shorts is dawning rapidly.

The Ministry of Information is putting them in

the news—making the public shorts minded

:

introducing the non-professional players to the

professional screen. The former are makinc

good. Where are the studio trained players who
can beat the men of Major MacDonald's light-

ship film? Or those For FreeJorti— blokes.'

Remember Captain Dove?

When the major film makers forget how films

are made and start all over agair\, the screen will

begin to live.

^ ours etc..

14 ParkfieUh. \orman i^
HV/h .71 Garden City,

Hens.

out of place in films as an overdressed woman in

a nudist colony ", I quite agree with him. But

surely the question we were attempting to answer

is not whether a stage actor is out of place but

whether a film actor is out of place, and e-vacil;.

what it is that makes a good film actor.

When he says that 'true cinematic pcrf* •

anccs arc only possible by turning one's bock

convention, suppressing theatricalism, throw. 1/.,.

out the tricks and the fake, sweeping away the

'professionalism' which has been clogging the

wheels of film progress for twenty years". I know
he is for me and not against me, and I might

easily have ended my own brief study with his

concluding sentence.

I think I am right in saying that the Rusv
directors were compelled to mtnlify very ^

siderably their theories about non-actors. A'

exhaustive experiments it was decided that acu.:

.

who could display "passion" on the screen wrrc

vitally necessary.

Finally when Mr. Lee speaks of his twcUc

years in the Commercial Studios I must beg t

not to discount the hard work of those years

.

the experience gained in them. When he c»>

back to Documentary "to learn" (as he so chj-

ingly and humbly puts it), perhaps he will .;

have a good deal to leach. We must not K-

humble even when faced by the splendid achu

ments of Documentary! Documentary is ni

static form, and much of its future progress :

depend upon a willingness to retrace lU stcp-^

order to escape from a cul-de-sac.

I. too, want to be in the front line with Docu-
mentary when film propaganda comes to He

recognised as the heaviest and deadliest gur.

our armament (vshich I think is quickly t

pening). I only want to be quite c-crtain thai

muzzle is pointing the right way!

^'ours, etc.,

25 Malvern Court. BfRNMin I

Uwdon. .S H.

SIR : Wc rc;id that there is more joy in heaven over

one sinner that rcpenlelh than over ninety and

nine that never went astray, and I think I may
say that Mr. Lex can e.xpcct the sort of rcvcplion

reserved only for lost sheep, when he c-omcs back

into the fold to which he has been so long a

stranger.

! WHS glad to sec that he docs much in his short

article to foae home the very points that I tried

to make in my own inadequate survey. For ex-

ample, when he s.iys that "the stage actor is as

(.i:()K(,l \ I MMKsnvs
I ILM N WW >-Li: r IKK
The Division o\ Cicncral IMension o\ the Ini-

versity System of Georgia. Atlanta. Georgia. ha<

established a "Film Service News Letter

"

The purpose of the booklet is to be an

information service for those who use educa-

tional motion picturxjs furnished by the L'nivcr-

sity.

The mimeographed publication is to includtkr

short descriptions of pictures available, films or i

special topics, suggestions for handling picture

and news on "all phases of audio-visual cduca

tion. with particular attention to educatic

motion pictures." Distribution will be to oduca

tional institutions.

In the first issue were comments on recent addi

tions to the org;inisations film hbrar)' »"»

general news on educational pictures. Spccia

instructions were given on the use of colour filn-

Also a few highlights fa^m sonK of the comment i

made at tl>c Fourth .Annual S<iuthem Confcrcnc

of Audio-Visual Lducalion were iiKludod.
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ART AND THE ART-DIRECTOR
A Review of EDWARD CARRICK'S book Designing for Moving Pictures

(Studio 8s. 6d.) by PAUL ROTHA

IN DECEMBER, 1928, the B.I. p. studios tired me
lickety-spit for writing a rude article in Film

Weekly. The article stated the bad break given

art-directors in British studios. It drew a com-

parison between the dreary cycle of cabarets,

bathrooms, boudoirs and "old world" cottages

which appeared in British films of the period

and the imaginative sets being created in German
and French films. For the best part of that year

I had been at first an "outside man" (getting

properties and dressing sets for 12 hours a day

seven days a week) and then promoted to the

art-department itself under that wizard for

concoctions-out-of-nothing, Norman Arnold.

The Film Weekly article, I think, expressed the

pent-up feelings of all of us working on set-

designing at B.I. P. We were drugged by the same

old demands, working for third-rate directors

who were not prepared to accept any new

ideas and whose estimate of set-designs was

based on the Wembley Exhibition and Lyons

Corner Houses. The only bright spot in the

studio was Alfred Jiinge, brought from Berlin

by Dupont, who was building for Piccadilly.

He was, however, permitted to spend far more

money and use much more floor-space than we
were. A few weeks later the studios closed be-

cause sound was on its way across the Atlantic,

ice that time many fine sets have been built

in British studios by English designers such as

L. P. Williams, Lawrence Irving, David Rawns-

ley, Duncan Sutherland and Ralph Brinton,

and by Continentals like the late Lazare Meerson,

Erno Metzner and Andre Andrijew. Most of us

remember with pleasure the pictorial quality of

films like Fire Over England, Gaslight, Rem-
brandt and The Dictator. They marked a height

of set-designing which would have been im-

possible in the bad old days at Elstree. Whatever

has evil may be said about the fantastic plans for

British film production projected across the

grill-room tables at the Savoy and the Ivy by

the Kordas and the Toeplitzs, at least let it be

said that they gave employment to creative

people like Perinal, Stradling, Wong Howe and

udeCourant of the camera world and Andrijew

OB and Meerson and even Vincent Korda of the

designers. In fact, if there is anything for which

this crazy phase of British production will be

remembered, apart from its squandering of

ica- money, it will be the design of its settings and the

quality of its photography. Although these

ddi' foreign names come first to mind, there were

aid during the same time British designers (the

aal word is preferable to the misnomer art-director)

iiiiwho, possibly not so spectacular, were doing

:at very competent work. Among them was Edward
e»« Carrick (son of Edward Gordon Craig whose

designs for the theatre hold their place in time)

who has now written the first sensible, thorough-

ly practical book about designing film sets.

You will not find Carrick's name on the

credits of any memorable pictures. He designed

for Fairbanks Jr.'s Jump for Glory and The

Amateur Gentleman, for the Paul Robeson film

Jericho, for Basil Dean's Lorna Doone and

Midshipman Easy, among others. But you cannot

read his book, inspect his drawings and set

plans, note his tastes and respects, without

realising his most full knowledge of his job.

Unlike so many set-designers who trip in and

out of British studios, Carrick will see his job

through in every detail, from the first rough

sketches inspired by the script to the dressing

of the sets themselves and even to being "on

the floor" while shots are being taken to make
certain that the detail is as he intended it to be.

I have come across so many so-called art

directors who grow tired of their sets when

they have made pretty-enough sketches and

leave the practical realisation of their imagina-

tion to the unfortunate carpenters, plasterers,

painters and "props". Carrick, to judge by his

honestly written book, has no use for this

irresponsible attitude. He insists himself on

seeing to every detail of construction and

dressing. His book stresses that not the least

important part of the designer's work is the

transference of the design from paper to reality

"on the floor".

But set-designers, no matter how skilful and

creative their work may be, are like cameramen

;

the full value of their work on the screen must be

determined by the director. Too rarely in pro-

duction does there occur that complete co-

ordination of working between director, camera-

man and set-designer. When it does happen,

when every shot is planned on paper, or in

model, by these three creators and then realised

(often with inevitable minor adjustments) "on

the floor", a film has a quality of completeness

which lifts it way above the department-manu-

factured job. One remembers on this level the

work of the great German silent films when
directors like Lang, Murnau, Berger, Robison

and Pick worked with cameramen like Hoff-

mann, Freund, Wagner, Rittau and Krampf,

and with designers like Albin Grau, Roehrig,

and Herlth, Erich Kettlehut, Klaus Richter,

Otto Hunte, Paul Leni, Herman Warm, Walther

Reimann, Rudolf Bamberger and the others of

that noble school of craftsmen. Only very

occasionally has that kind of team-work been

found since in the studios: with Pabst, Metzner

and Shuftann in Kameradschaft, with Feyder,

Meerson and Stradling in La Kermesse Heroique,

with Feyder, Andrijew and Fuglsang in Therese

Raquin, and in this country more recently with

Thorold Dickinson, Sutherland and Knowles in

Gaslight. (Carrick might well have given more

space to analysis of the work of these famous

set-designers, and illustrations are badly lacking

from Cinderella, Warning Shadows and Destiny,

to name only three films notable for their

design.)

Some will say that this emphasis on the

Continentals is unfair to the Hollywood art-

directors and that the work of Richard Day,

Cedric Gibbons, Harold Miles et al. is just as

fine. Much is ingenious, skilful and elaborately

painstaking in Hollywood films. They are past-

masters in the arts of the spectacular and the

ornate; but, with very few exceptions, their sets

always look departmentally-made. They are

efficient, smooth and perfect in every detail

that research can substantiate, but so often they

lack the character of the single designer which

gave distinction to the sets of Andrijew, Metzner

and Meerson. The settings for Mutiny on the

Bounty, North West Mounted Police and Eliza-

beth and Essex, all from different studios, might

well have come out of the same art-department,

yet no one could associate Metzner's designs for

Atlantide with Meerson's sets for Fire Over

England or with Andrijew's work in Don
Quixote. The latter examples represent different

styles whereas the Hollywood films, whoever

their art-director, are all one style and not that

of any one designer.

Few documentary films have so far called for

set-designers. In most cases where studio work

has been used, the sets have been kitchens,

ship's cabins, parlours and offices, and the

directors of the films, plus the studio carpenter,

have done the job well enough themselves. (An

exception was the Victorian panorama which

I got Vera Cuningham to design for New Worlds

for Old.) This may not always be the case. As

the documentary film broadens in style and

subject-matter, it may require set-designers and

dialogue writers even as it has required com-

posers and cameramen. The set-designers will

of necessity have to work on less lavish lines

than the feature producers require, but the best

of them, I am sure, will welcome economy just

as actors who have worked in documentary

have welcomed sane shooting methods and

directors who have known what they wanted.

The kind of sets that may be needed are such

as those in Grapes of Wrath, Of Mice and Men
and Kameradschaft ; that combination of realism

and imagination so rare to find. Mr. Carrick

himself is now working with the Crown Film

Unit. The results of his work are awaited with

especial interest. In the meantime, he can

congratulate himself on having written (and

drawn) the best book on the subject.
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. ortilrns uri- askitl tu appiv as much in adtaiuc as possible, lu ^itc alternative

Ills, and («) return the lilnis immediately after use. H. A hire charge Ls made.

I . I ree distribution. Sd. Sound. St. SiknI.

Assovialion of Scientific Workers, M) IkillDrd

Row. W.C.i. .Scicntilic film Comniiltcc. (Jnnied

LiM of Films. A list of scientific films from many
sources, ciassitied and graded for various types of

audience. On request. Committee will give ad-

vice on programme make-up and choice of lilms.

.\ustin Film Librarj- - films of motoring in-

eresi, industrial, technical and travel. Available

only from the Educational Films Bureau, Tring,

Herts. .^5 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

.Australian Trade Publicity Film Library. 18 films

of .Australian life and scenery. Available from

the F.mpiif Film Lihrary. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. I . .^. sound lilms on 9.5 mm. available

from Putlwscopc.

British Commercial Gas Association, Gas Indus-

try House, I Cirosvcnor Place, S.W.I. Films on

social subjects, domestic science, manufacture of

gas. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & a few St. F.

iiritLsh Council Film Department, 25 Saville

Row, W.I. Films of Britain, 1940. Catalogue for

overseas use only but provides useful synopses of

!()() sound and silent documentary films.

British Film Institute, 4 Great Russell Street,

London. W.C.I. («) National Film Lihrary Loan

Stciion to stimulate film appreciation by making

.ivailable copies of film classics. 35 mm., 16mm.

Sd. & St. If. (/>) Collection of Etiucalional

lilms. The Institute has a small collection of

educational films not available from other

sources. 35 mm., 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

British lastnictional Film.s, 1 1 1 Wardour Street,

W.l. Feature films; Pathe Gazettes and Pathe-

lones; a good collection of nature films. .A new

catalogue is in preparation. 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Canadian Pacific Film Librar)- 15 lilms of Cana-

dian life and scenery. Available from the Umpire

Film Lihrary. 16 mm. Sd. & St. \\

Canadian Government Exhibitions and Publicity.

A wide variety of films. .A\ailablc from the

Impirc Film Lihrary.

( entral Film IJbraryt Imperial Institute, S.W.7.

ll.is absorbed the Empire Film Library and the

(i.l'.O. Film Ubrary. Also contains all new

M.O.I, non-theatrical lilms. No general catalogue

yet i.vsucd. A hand list of M.O.I, films is available.

35 mm. & l(> mm. Sd & St. I .

Coal L'tilisation Joint Council, General Buildings,

Aldwych. London, W.C.2. Films on production

of British co.il and miners' welfare. 35 mm. &
Ihmm. Sd. I.

Crookcs* Ijiboratorics, dorst Road, Park

Royal. N.W.IO. Colloids in Medicine. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sil. 1-.

Dartinuion Mall I ilm I nit, Totnes, South

Devon. Classroom films on regional and eco-

nomic geography. 16 mm. St. H.

Dominion of New Zealand Film Librar)'- 415

Strand. W.C.2. 22 films of industry, scenery and

sport. Includes several films about the Maoris.

16 mm. St. F.

Educational F'ilms Bureau, Tring, Hens. A
selection of all types of film. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. F.

Educational Gcncrjl Services, 37 Golden Square,

W.l. A wide selection of films, particularly of

overseas interest. Some prints for sale. 16 mm. &
St. H.

Electrical Development Association, 2 Savoy Hill,

Strand, W.C.2. Four films of electrical interest.

Further films of direct advertising appeal arc

available to members of the Association only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Empire Film Library. Films primarily of Empire

interest, with a useful subject index. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 16 mm. and a few

35 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Film Centre, 34 Soho Square, W. 1 . Mouvements

Vibratoires. A film on simple harmonic motion.

French captions. 35 mm. & 16 mm. St. H.

Ford Film Library, Dagcnham. Essex. Some
50 films of travel, enginc-cring, scientific and

comedy interest. 35 mm. &. 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Gaumonl-British Equipments, Film House, War-

dour Street, W.l. Many films on scientific sub-

jects, geography, hygiene, history, language,

natural history, sport. Also feature films. 35 mm.
& 16 mm. Sd. &St. H.

G.P.O. Film Library. Over 100 films, mostly

centred round communications. Now merged

with the Central Film IJhrary. 35 mm., 16mm.
Sd. & St. F.

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway. W.C.2. {a) Kodascope

Library. Instructional, documentary, feature,

western, comedy. Strong on early American

comedies. 16 mm. & 8 mm. St. H. (A separate

Ust of Filucational Films, extracted from the

above, is also published. A number of filnis have

teaching notes.) (h) Metlkal Film Ubrary. Circu-

lation restricted to nwrnbcrs of medical profes-

sion. Some colour filins. Some prints for outright

sale. 16 mm. St. H.

Nfarch of Time, Dean House, 4 Dean Street.

W.l. .Selected March of Time items, including

Inside Sazi (lerntany. Battle Fleets of Britain,

Canada at U„r. 16 mm. Sd. H.

.Matbenutical Films. Available from B. G. D.
Salt, 5 Carlingford Road, Hampstcad, N.W.3.

Five mathcnuiical films suitable for senior

classes. 16 mm. & 9.5 mm. St. H.

.MetropoUtao-Ykken EkcthcaJ Co., Ltd., Traf-

ford Park. .Manchester 17. Planned EJectrifica-

lion, a film on the clecihfKation of the winding

and surface gear in a coal mine. Available for

showing to technical and educational groups.

16 mm. Sd. F.

Ministry of Food Film Librar)'. Neville House,

Page Street, S.W.I, or from District Officers. 2!

films mostly on cooking, nutrition and kindred

subjects. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Pathescope, North Circular Road. Cricklcwood,

N.W.2. Wide selection of silent films, including

cartoons, comedies, drama, documentary, travel,

sport. Also good selection of early American

and German films. 9.5 mm. Sd. &. St. H.

Petroleum FUms Bureau, 15 Hay Hill. Berkeley

Square, W. I . Some 25 technical and documenury
films. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. &. St. F.

Religious Film Librao', Church Walk, Duns-

table, Beds. Films of religious and temperance

appeal. Also list of supponing films from other

sources. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Scottisii Central Film Ubrary, 2 Newion Place.

Charing Cross, Glasgow, C.3. A wide selection

of teaching films from many sources. Contains

some silent Scots films not listed elsewhere.

Library available to groups in Scotland only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Sound-Film Seoiccs, 27 Charles Street, Cardiff.

Librarv' of selected films including Massingham's

And So to \Kork. Rome and Sahara have I rcnch

commentaries. 16 mm. Sd. H.

South African Railway-s Publicity and Travel

Bureau, South Africa House, Trafalgar Square.

W.C.2. 10 films of travel and general interest.

35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & 4 St. versions. F.

Southern Railway, General Manager's Offkc

Waterloo Station. S.E.I. Seven filnis (one in

colour) including Building an Electric Coach

South .African Fruit (Southampton Docks tc

Covent Garden), and films on seaside towns

16 mm. St. F.

>YaIlacc Hcalon, Ltd.. 127 New Bond Street

W.l. Three catalogues. Sound 16 mm., silen

16 mm., silent 9.5 mm. Sound catalogue conuin:

number of .American feature films, indudin)

Thunder 0\rr .\fe.\ico, and some shorts. Silent 1<

mm. catalogue contains first-<la.ss list of carl;

American, German and Ruvsian features ani

shorts, 9.5 catalogue has number of early Cicr

man films and wide selection of early Amencai

and English slapstick con>cdies. 16 mm. & 9.

mm. Sd. & St. H.

Workers* F'ilm .Vsssociation. 145 Wardour Strec'

Wl. Films of democratic and co-operative

tcrcst. Notes and suggestions for complete pn

gramnKS. Some prints for sale. 35 mm. & 1 6 mn
Sd. & St. H.
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NEW GAS FILMS
ARE IN PRODUCTION

The Gas Industry has pleasure in an-

nouncing that two important documen-

taries are now in production. One of these

will deal with the problem of feeding the

worker under wartime conditions, the

other with the effect of the war on the

nation's health.

These films are planned to continue the

Gas Industry's policy of maintaining public

relations by the use of the screen to convey

information on national problems com-

bined with first-class entertainment.

The Gas Industry's film library stands as

a record of high achievement. To the nation-

wide audiences which saw and praised gas

films before the war have now been added

wartime audiences totalling many hundreds

of thousands of adults and children. Appli-

cation for the loan of gas films—IT COMES
FROM COAL, GREEN FOOD FOR

HEALTH and other films dealing with

food problems, HOUSING PROBLEMS,

CHILDREN AT SCHOOL, KENSAL
HOUSE and others—are coming in from

the organisers of film shows to

—

• SCHOOLS

• CIVIL DEFENCE WORKERS

• ADULT EDUCATION GROUPS

• WOMEN'S ORGANISATIONS

• HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES

• MILITARY AND OTHER

HOSPITALS

• INSTITUTES

• CLUBS

and to the general public during

Food Weeks, War Weapons
Weeks, etc.

The longer hours of daylight this summer will give additional opportunities for film

shows. Applications for the loan of gas films should be made to the Ministry of Information,

the Ministry of Food, or direct to the

BRITISH COMMERCIAL GAS ASSOCIATION
I GROSVENOR PLACE

LONDON, S.W.I
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More Guts
THE MINISTRY OF INFORMATION has never recovered from

the wounds to its self-esteem which were inflicted during early

battles with press, parliament and public. Nowadays, in its

relations with other Government Departments, the Ministry

too often occupies the role of a wounded dog which is set upon

by the rest of the pack and viciously mauled at every oppor-

tunity. In the public interest it is high time that it fought back

and established for itself a position of equality. Until it does

so it cannot function efficiently. At present the Ministry tends

to come off worst in all inter-departmental combats, even in

those cases where it is manifestly in the right. There are few

Government Departments which are justified in the general

assumption that other departments are more efficient than the

M.O.I., but most other Departments enjoy the psychological

advantage of having been able to avoid the public exposure of

their errors. They have sometimes contrived to do so by using

the young and inexperienced Ministry of Information as a

scapegoat for their own deficiencies.

The M.O.I, is often made to fight battles with other Depart-

ments on issues in which these Departments should not even

dare to interfere, and too often these battles are lost by the

Ministry, against all sense of the public interest. This has

become particularly noticeable in such matters as the choice of

subjects and styles for film propaganda, in the provision by

other Departments of facilities for the making of M.O.I.

films, and in the postponement of the military service of film-

making personnel essential to the fulfilment of important M.O.I.

needs. In almost every case these are matters in which

the M.O.I. Films Division should have a final say, and until

it is given sufficient authority to stand up for itself, it cannot

hope to use films in the manner it presumably wishes.
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More Money Please
MM I \i KviHiM. else, ihc cost of film-making has gone up -

Ml all departments. Stock costs more, so does transport, so do
location expenses. And delays, both at script-stage and durmg
production, cost nu)re than c\erything else put together. This
fact has undoubtcdlv been realised by the Films Dnision of
the M.O.I.. and there has been a fairly steady increase in the

allocations for films during the past few months. Nevertheless
there is .some feeling that the increases are still lagging rather

behind the actual costs which film-making today incurs;

possibly improved financial conditions are in part being re-

tarded by the tendency of some of the Studios to make films at

rates which arc in fact uneconomic, since they do not include

even minimum overhead costs and therefore come into the

category of direct under-cutting. Whatever official opinions
may be regarding the costing methods of this or that docu-
mentary unit, we are not certain whether official sponsors—
and m particular the Films Division of the Ministry of
information- realise fully how difficult it is becoming for

reputable units to turn out films which will, in quality not

quantity, satisfy themselves as well as the Government spon-
sors for whom they arc made. Recognisable brute costs are,

of course, accepted, e.g. the purchase tax on raw stock; but no
provision seems to be made for the heart-breaking delays

which seem to be the doom of 90 per cent of official films. We
can readily understand that under the present lay-out of ci\il

scr\ice procedure the Ministry of Information Films Division,

for instance, must find such delays unavoidable; but no real

cognizance of the actual loss to the producing units has yet

been taken. Some people, too, are beginning to measure,
uith some acerbity, the gap between the production money
on their own films and the money allocated for Crown
film Unit productions. This is no disparagement of the Crown
Film Unit—quite the re\erse. A film like Afcrchant Seamen
is well worth whatever it cost. But why does no other unit

ever get a tithe of the amount? It is time to consider whether
some of the documentary units are not letting their enthusiasm
lead them into an uneconomic position which will, in the end,

til) all parties harm.

Progressive Committees
ui wM(()\ii manifestoes received from the 1940 Com-
miitee, which is concerned with planning and reconstruction,

and from the 1941 Committee, which is similarly conceived
and which expresses opinions long \oiced in l>on:MI:^rAR^
Mws I II If K. The 1940 Committee announces the setting up
of a films C ommittec. under the chairmanship of Dr. Julian

Huvley, which is already in touch both with the M.O.I, and
the British Council. The 1941 C ommittec states, with critical

emphasis, the democratic altitude towards the war etfort.

Its policy is in many aspecis one which might more boldly

he c.irried into the realm of our pri>paganda films.

A Kite is Mown?
RK I M Ki \i(.i Ks th.ii the director of the Films Division

of the NfO.I (.1. 1 . Beddmglon) and his honorary adviser

(Sydnev Bernstein) were to resign, and to be superseded by
some person or perstMis unknown, have now been denied.

The oper.iiivc word in this case was alwavs rumour, and in

our opinion there is little importance to be attached to such
unauthorised statements. Had there been anything more to

the story than a few feathers from the marc's nest, it would
no doubt have proved to be an ill-advised kite flown by
interested parties.

This journal has never attempted to pretend that the M.O.I.
Films Division was or is perfect. We have, on the contrary,

taken every opportunity to voice constructive criticisms in the

hope of helping progressive elements in the Division in their

struggle for a more enlightened production programme. It is.

however, necessary, in view of the rumours already mentioned.
'

to remind our readers that despite its failings the Films

Division is almost alone among the M.O.I. Divisions in

showing practical results for its efforts.

Central Film Library

THE FIRS! c.vTALOGL I: of the Central Film Library has now
been issued, and consists of 100 films, available on 35 mm.
and 16 mm. to any organisations which own or have access to

film projectors. The catalogue contains only those films which

have been produced or acquired by the Ministry of Informa-

tion since the war broke out, and this represents a highly

gratifying addition to the large number of documentaries

already available from the G.P.O. and Empire Film Libraries

which have now come under the control of the Central Libra r>

Everyone interested in the use of films for public enlightenmeni

must obtain and use this catalogue which nobly represents .i

highly important side of the biggest educational film move-

ment which this or any other country has ever undertaken.

Film News
"fi! \i NLvvs." the publication of .American Film Center, no a

appears in a gay, new and more expensive format. It contrives

excellently to fulfil its advertised purpose of giving "World
Wide News of Documentary and Educational Motion Pic-

tures' beneath a bright arresting cover which changes its

colour each month. There is no doubt that the American

documentary movement is forging ahead at a grand pace.

and it will be interesting to see what effect the growing demand
for films on military preparedness has upon future activities

There appears to be a certain apprehension amongst docu-

mentary makers themselves lest the demand for militarv

films should restrict production in other and equally important

national fields of propaganda, instruction and reportaj:e.

SLBSCRIPIIO.N R.VIL
In order to keep ixKi mintary new^ L£TT1:R up

lo its present si/e and standard it is necessary for us

to increase the price from 4,/. to 6</ per copy as from

the July issue. Our readers will no doubt understand

that the increased costs attendant on war conditions

make this extra two pence inevitable. Subscriptions

taken out on and after July I si will therefore be

6v. per annum or .\v. f>er six rnonths. Organisations

who have bulk orders for the mws i i thr can obtain

special reductions on application.
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WHERE DO WE STAND?

DOCUMENTARIES are in the forefront of the war effort. The

output of the main units runs into hundreds of films a year,

covers a great diversity of subject matter, and meets the de-

mands of official and semi-official bodies in these islands, in

India, and in Canada.

All this was by no means a foregone conclusion at the

beginning of the war. A glance at the back files of D.N.L. is

sufficient to reveal the reluctance with which the documentary

method was accepted as a machine already fully equipped to be

geared to the needs of film propaganda. The realisation that

documentaries were not merely a most effective but also a most

economic propaganda weapon, did, however, once it was

established, mean that the full energies of ail documentary

workers were harnessed to a propaganda drive which, if size

and numbers are any criterion, represents the most spectacular

use of films for a communal purpose ever achieved in the

world. Films of all sorts and kinds are ordered ten or twenty

at a time; immense circulation schemes are put into operation,

ranging from the weekly five-minute films in the cinemas to the

elaborate coverage of the M.O.I, non-theatrical scheme; over-

seas, the wondrous sight is seen of British shorts passing

through 15,000 U.S.A. movie-houses with the rapidity of a

dose of cascara, and providing Spitfires on their distribution

proceeds. Nor is there any sign of abatement in the number of

films required by the M.O.I., the Service Departments, the

British Council, and the increasing number of commercial

sponsors who are gearing their peacetime pubhc relations

machinery to national film needs in wartime.

Now it is only too easy, in view of this big output and the

resultant acute pressure of work, to assume that all is well

with our film propaganda at the present time, and to assume

further that documentary, because it is being widely used, is

advancing on the right lines. This may well be so ; but the time

has come to take stock.

The position of documentary in wartime is fundamentally

determined by its previous achievements during its ten years

of rapid and influential peacetime development. It was because

documentary was conceived and nurtured as a new weapon
in the cause of imaginative public enlightenment (and therefore

of social progress) that it is a most practical, and certainly

a most immediately useful weapon in the emergency of war.

With an ever growing peacetime pubhc, among which could

be numbered not merely the aduU progressives, but also the

school and student groups in whose hands the country's future

should ultimately rest; with a moderate but in many ways
significant penetration to the screens of the public cinemas

;

with an ever growing reputation and influence in overseas

^ I countries ; and, above all, with a policy of constructive social

propaganda which was divorced from any of the tints of

political shirtings; the documentary movement could clearly

be relied on to achieve, with considerable efficiency, two

objects.

The first object is the putting across, in the best possible film

terms, of any message of morale, information or propaganda

which government departments and other official bodies might

from time to time think desirable. It can be claimed that docu-

mentary workers are experts at putting messages across; the

only limitation to their work would be their refusal to be party

to the plugging of reactionary or fascist messages if, as indeed

has not yet been the case, they were asked to do so. The second

object is far more important and far more difficult of achieve-

ment, being the attempt to improve or clarify the content ofour

official propaganda messages if, on careful collected evidence,

they clearly fall short of effectiveness, human understanding, or

even decency. It is idle to argue that this second object should

not be necessary; far better to accept the fact that under

present circumstances it might well become vital.

Considering first the manner in which documentary has put

across the ideas and messages which it has been given during

the last eighteen months, it is pretty clear that there is little

cause for complaint. The subjects and methods of approach

have been extremely varied ; and the films have been designed

for and distributed to widely varying audiences both at home
and overseas. These wartime documentaries have been seen

by more persons than ever before. Richard Griffith, in a letter

which appears on another page of this issue, expresses a point

of view shared by a number of people in the U.S.A. when he

refers to documentary's "upgrade" during the war. On the

other hand, private correspondence from the U.S.A. says of

our wartime films that "the films are grand but we are not so

sure about the message they carry". These two points of view,

coming from persons who are not implicated in the day-to-day

hurly-burly, indicate pretty clearly the discrepancy of achieve-

ment between the two objects already referred to.

Since documentary makers are propagandists working in a

medium of public information they are bound to be deeply

concerned with the political issues of the day—pohtical less in

the sense of party than in any aspect of the clash between

reactionary forces and a forward-looking philosophy. This fact

gave pre-war documentary an influence which would have

been denied to any movement concerned solely with the art of

the film. Believing that this influence was for good, docu-

mentary makers have campaigned ceaselessly since the out-

break of war to obtain freedom to use their special abilities,

not only as film makers, but as propagandists in the defence of

democracy. A comparison between pre-war and present possi-
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hilitics gives a key to the whole situation. In its early days

documentary was able to throw much of its weight into the

struggle for social equality and a more equitable distribution

of the benefits of civilised life, it was able to produce films

which analysed the evils of bad housing, malnutrition, un-

employment and bad education, it was concerned not only to

expose these e\ils but to point the way to their redress. Indi-

vidual documentary makers working through such allied media

as The March of Time were able to co-operate in the produc-

tion of films which attacked the early manifestations of Nazism

and Fascism in items which, on more than one occasion, were

too strongly anti-fascist to be allowed to reach the screens of

this country. The fact that a number of documentary makers

were loo ardently anti-fascist for the comfort of many official

bodies in this country is not without a special significance to-

day. The documentary movement is bound to feel that it was

early in the field against fascism, and that it can bring to bear

upon the present issues a mature and sophisticated eye. It is

hard to forget that our present European war against fascism

began in Spain, and that we are still in the throes of proving

that it was not also lost there. Yet Spanish fascism was (and is)

tolerantly regarded by many people who remain in high places

in this country, and whose anti-fascism is presumably of \cry

recent and unusual vintage.

Is it then surprising if documentary film-makers occa-

sionally detect a nervousness in some quarters to face the

implications of a fully matured anti-fascist policy? This

nervousness is reflected in the absence from our war-time

screens of the very type of democratic propaganda which

represented documentary's most important pre-war con-

tribution. Films of democracy on the social offensive are

missing. In the words of Richard de Rochemont, writing to

Si\iht and Sound from New York :
"

. . . films full of progress

and action would be infinitely convincing to us that Britain

was ready, once the war was won. to do more than merely

restore the status quo ante.'' It may be argued that the war must

be won before wc can speak of a fairer distribution of wealth

and opportunity, and of the equalising of social levels. One
answer is that such readjustments would assist the national war

elTort. Another is that any anti-fascist war which is not

directed towards a new social ideal is a wanton waste of human
life. No lesser objective is capable of mobilising completcK the

national will to victory.

Because of the absence of any new social vision from our

screens, d(x:umenlary propagandists feel that they are being

given no opportunity to combat Na/i propaganda for a New
Order with propaganda for social progress by democratic

methods. Less complaint can be made about the use which is

being made of other functions of documentary. In the field of

instruction by film the work which is being done has never been

matched anywhere in the world. The films being made arc

forming the nucleus o\' a library of instruction in communal

life, the \ahic of which will long outlast the war.

I he subiects arc simple ranging from the technics oi gar-

den, kitchen and farm to the control of disease in tropical

countries -but the ultimate siKial consequences of this attempt

to increase the eft'iciency and. therefore, the fullness of com-

munal life, are incalculable. It is often argued that mechanical

invention has made modern life too complex to be grasped

as a whole by any but the supernormal intelligence. Fortun-

ately, however, mechanical invention has brought its own
solution in the shape of new means of mass education. The

urgencies of war have enormously accelerated the develop-

ment of \isual education through non-theatrical channels,

and even the widespread employment of films in military

training—a use of the film which it is to be hoped will prove

of less vital importance in years to come—has lessons to teach

the maker of films for instruction in less martial fields. It is

to be regretted that these lessons must, at present, almost all

be of the nature of "what not to do". In their use of films the

sponsoring Service Dpeartments have so far paid less attention

to quality than to quantity, and the fact that the instructional

film must be used imaginatively seems largely to have escaped

their notice. The film is not a weapon with which to bludgeon

the recruit trapped, without hope of escape, in the lecture

room. It is to be hoped that Army. Navy and .Air Force films

will soon display some of the production quality of current

non-military educational films, and also that they will reveal

a broader conception o{ the educational appetite of Senice

personnel. There is no reason why the citizen, when he goes

into uniform, should be denied the broad social service oi

films available to him as a civilian.

In the field also of communal reportage, excellent films are

being made. Here documentary is able to continue with one oi

its most important pre-war jobs. Whether the subject of the

film is the mirroring of the life and work of ordinary British

people, or whether this is an incidental element of a theme,

documentary makers are able still to present honest and

accurate portrayals of a kind which were regarded in the past

as an important aid to the exchange of understanding between

socially or geographically separated groups of people.

It is probably true to say that the authenticity of charac-

terisation in documentary production has shown an advance

since the outbreak of war, certainly as far as the average

level of achievement is concerned. .\ comparison between

the nature of technic;il treatment before and since

war seems to show that the greater urgencies of production

and higher speeds of working have resulted in less experiment,

but in a greater assurance and firmness of style. There is little

doubt that in the case of films to which the same time and care

can be devoted as was customary in peace-time, the general

technical level has risen. Unfortunately. priMluction demands

are such that these films are few and far between and lend to be

those produced by commercial rather than official sponsors. It

must, in fact, be borne in mind that commercial sponsors are

responsible for many of the very real documentary gains listed

above, with the exception of the progress in characterisation,

for which the M.O.I, can claim principal credit.

Thus it may be said that while actual production of propa-

ganda films is nearly, if not quite, at capacity, the messages and

ultimate purposes of all these films are. in some aspects at

least, either inadequate or unworthy of the cause to which

they should represent an active and first-class contribution
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Why is this so?

The major reason is almost certainly the complete lack of a

directed propaganda policy in this country. Apart from the

day-to-day or week-to-week needs of information or instruc-

tion, there is absolutely no yardstick by which the real propa-

ganda needs can be measured—and this yardstick is denied

even to the Government officials whose job it is to plan the

films and to initiate their production. In other words, the

sponsors apparently neither know what they want nor are

allowed to find out. This situation can only lead to piecemeal

and unco-ordinated ordering of films; and this in turn is

bound to result in the M.O.I. Films Division being prevented

from carrying out its job in the most effective manner. It is

said that, given enough time, six monkeys with six typewriters

could produce Paradise Lost; but that is no argument against

Milton, who did it more quickly, and, moreover, knew why he

was doing it. This is not to suggest that the people who order

Government films don't know what they want; some of them

certainly know very well. But the vast inertia of fear and

prejudice represented by government departments, party

machines and the like, prevents the Films Division from

entering upon a well-planned and long-term programme of

film production.

This situation again produces a hangover in the film-makers

themselves, who are impelled by production demands to rush

out film after film, and are, at the same time, hampered in their

work by abrupt policy changes, by inter-departmental squab-

bles, and by heart-breaking delays at almost every stage of

production. No wonder that at times there is considerable

uncertainty as to whether the films are worth making, since they

will either appear months too late, or they will have been so

castrated that their basic message (their raison d^etre) is no

more.

It is generally at this stage in the argument that one is

accused of asking for "war aims" and told that Cabinet policy

has every good reason to refuse to state any aim except that of

winning the war. That is an easy and specious way of side-

tracking the main argument, which is this :

—

Nobody wanted this war and nobody is enjoying it. There is,

however, a general determination to bring it to a successful

conclusion. This determination is what we call morale. Morale

depends on a belief that blood and death, and indeed the minor

discomforts as well, are worth suffering because victory will

mean a greater general happiness. What we must look for, if we
are good propagandists, is a new light in men's eyes and a new
hope in men's hearts. And propaganda works both ways; it

can, once the light and hope are understood, both create it

directly and also seek it out where it lies latent ; and therefore

our propaganda campaigns must be based on a forward-

looking conception which is prepared here and now for the

permanent jettisoning of all the brakes on progress, repre-

sented by "bitter greybeards", the mentally stunted reaction-

jijaries, and the bloodless bureaucrats who live, of their own free-

will, in a Hades of paper, tape and rusting typewriters.

But we must return again to our first point, which deals

with the lack of forward-looking democratic themes. Docu-

mentary film-makers believe that considerable progress could

be made in overcoming this most serious weakness of British

screen propaganda, if more use were made of the years of

propaganda experience which documentary has already gained

in the public service. The most efficient method of utihsing the

documentary film makers would be to present suitably qualified

producers with a list of the democratic ideas which are to be

presented to the public, these ideas to derive through the Films

Division from the deliberations of an official body of high

status which should exist to chart the democratic course which

the nation is to follow during the coming years. The film propa-

gandist would thus be provided with nothing more than the

ideas which are to be communicated to the public. It would

then be the task of the film propagandist to express these ideas

in the most appropriate film terms. The subject matter and

basic treatment of the films would be his business and his alone.

His responsibility would finish only with the successful assimi-

lation of the agreed democratic conceptions by the public.

This has been the task of documentary producers for many

years; and no professional civil servant is equally qualified

to decide what will be the effect of any given subject matter

and its cinematic treatment, upon the mind and emotions of

an audience. To object to the inclusion of this shot or that

shot, or to fiddle with sentences of commentary because of

obscure issues of policy, which can be appreciated only by

the civil service mind, is to miss the wood for the trees. Con-

siderations of security and military censorship must neces-

sarily be taken into account, but it is high time that there

was an increase in the ranks of those few civil servants who
have come to realise that the esoteric and complex issues which

form so large a part of their personal daily struggles, have no

relation to the life of the nation. Film propaganda is not

difficult provided that it is tackled simply and directly by an

experienced person. His experience will not save him from

occasional error, but there is little likelihood that his mistakes

will outweigh his successes. The alternative is to wrap up the

message in such a layer of departmental memoranda that no

active member of society can bother to penetrate it. And if he

should chance to do so, the message itself will probably have

been lost while the precautionary documents have been

accumulating.

The plain fact is that people are too afraid of the possibilities

of propaganda. Occasionally you may see them dip a timid

toe into the uncharted sea, only to withdraw it hastily and

to subside once more on to the beach, there to admire in

the pebbles both their general similarity and their subtle indi-

vidual differences. But while they are playing with their pebbles

they are losing one of the greatest opportunities the world has

ever seen for revealing, by every means of propaganda, a

genuine and entirely vital reason for democracy as opposed to

dictatorship.

Meantime, we can promise that the documentary move-

ment will do all it can to switch every film and every subject

as nearly as possible to a constructive propaganda plan. As
time goes on, we may even manage to give the powers that be

a constructive plan. In the meantime it is documentary's main

duty to fight for it by all possible means.
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a film for parents about the need to immunize their children

DEFEAT DIPHTHERIA

directed by BLADON PEAKE commentated by JOHN HILTON

a film about women who work and what happens to their children in

NURSERIES

directed by DONALD ALEXANDER, photography by JOHN PAGE

a moving-iymbol film about Salvage and Shipping

designed by DR. OTTO NEURATH of ISOTYPE fame

a film about American aid for British children prepared by

YVONNE FLETCHER

Scenario Adviser on all Films

CARL MAYER

We welcome the J J J J ij 1) ilJ li J 1 Film Committee

with its members widely representative of the progressive

elements in science, education, architecture, journalism,

economic and social research, town planning and medicine,

and wc hope to co-operate with this advisory group on ail our

films dealing with planning and reconstruction for the future

26-27 DARBLAY STREET W A R D U R STREET LONDON W 1 GERRARD 2826
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS

Home Guard. A Strand film. Production and

direction: Donald Taylor. Associate Director:

Ivan Moffat. Camera: George Noble. With

Bernard Miles.

THE SCENE is a Hertfordshire pub on a spring

' evening. One of the locals has just returned from

a week's Home Guard training at Osterley Park,

and is telling his friends all about it. Nothing else

happens; yet the film is extremely satisfying.

The characterisation is very natural and at no

point does the dialogue lapse either into the im-

possible or the patronising ; in fact one of the

most remarkable things about the film is the way

Bernard Miles gets away with a heavily hack-

neyed quotation from King John, by the simple

process of reading it, with apposite comments

and explanations, out of a dirty exercise book.

Miles' performance is altogether something of a

tour de force, since it has to stand up to the

proximity of five or six people who are the

genuine article.

Home Guard, in addition to its general pro-

duction merits, has style and taste. It is directed

and cut with an economy which must have de-

pended on a good shooting script.

A Visit from Canada. Production: Realist Film

Unit for the M.O.I. 5 minutes.

HERE IS THE traditional English village—proof

that the novelist's portrait is no mere fancy. The

placid lake, the equally placid swans, the street

of whitewash and thatch dominated by the his-

toric pub., are all here.. Even the imposition of

the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry,

heralded by a convoy of Bren carriers, brings the

villagers to their doors, but has little effect on the

daily routine. Mrs. Smith provides billets for four

men; the officers take over a large furnished

house. Willingly they accept the quiet life, make
friends of their hosts, play darts in the local and

Is in their billets. During the day we see the

troops continue their training, hear the clatter of

machine guns and the roar of Bren carriers.

A Visit from Canada is designed to show how
the Dominion troops are being welcomed in this

country: they are real human characters, behind

the pint-pot, and show pleasure in their new
surroundings. The film is a competent portrayal

of these facts. A quiet Canadian voice speaks the

commentary whilst the music selected emphasises

the peace of the domestic scenes.

Australia at War. Production: March of Time
(No. 14, Sixth Year). Distribution: R.K.O. Radio

Pictures. 18 mins.

Australia at War provides an impressive account

of the Dominion at war. The Australians number
seven million souls, which is less than the popula-

tion of Greater London ; a striking fact when
the magnitude of their effort is brought home to

- one, as it is in this film.

The Australians have to provide men and

mechanisms for the defence of their country. The

men are as fine and upstanding a breed as you

could discover anywhere in the world. Virility is

their standard and guts their device. This time

they are having to fashion their own weapons,

which cannot make their problems any the

easier; yet, already they have spared one-eighth

of a million trained men in the service of the

British Commonwealth.

Besides manufacturing their instruments of

warfare they must mine and smelt the virgin

metal. Almost unnoticed they are moving up

from a position of industrial dependence to one of

independence. What is to happen when peace

breaks out, to the now fledgling heavy and

secondary industries they are building? Do not

look to the film for an answer.

Australia at War implies that the Australians

have much to fight for besides freedom. For in-

stance, they have the Government help which

enables people to own their houses. This, at any

rate, is better than our domestic situation which

throws up Borders cases. March of Time is in-

clined to be statistical on many issues, and I wish

in this case that it had provided information on

how many folk have been thus helped; at what

cost to themselves; and at what profit to the

builders and the builders' merchants. I must con-

fess that the film was convincing in regard to the

scale of Australia's war effort, but unconvincing

when it touched on the people's homes and

education. To have done the subject justice it

might well have been two films, one on "Why
We are Fighting", and one on "How We are

Fighting".

Defeat Diphtheria. Production: Paul Rotha Pro-

ductions Ltd. for M.O.I. Direction: Bladon

Peake. Camera: Erwin Hillier.

TODAY WHEN most minds are filled with horror

at so much destruction of life by warfiire it is

sometimes forgotten that another war, no less

vital, is still being waged against the old enemy

—

disease. Defeat Diphtheria gives one phase of the

battle and shows, with the aid of simple and ex-

plicit diagrams, the various stages of the disease,

how it can be cured and, most important of all,

the facilities for its prevention which are available

to all who ask for them.

I hope that all parents of young children will

see this film ; and although the many shots of a

hypodermic syringe being pressed into children's

arms may cause anticipatory shudders, the stern

fact stressed by the commentator that 3,000

children between the ages of one and fifteen die

from diphtheria in this country every year, should

be sufficient to bring home the urgent necessity

for all children to be inoculated against this

disease.

This is not merely an instructive film; it car-

ries a vital message to those with young lives in

their care, and points out the part they can and
must play if doctors and scientists are to be

helped in their tireless efforts to make the world

a healthier place to live in.

Eating Out with Tommy Trinder. Production:

Strand for M.O.L Direction: Desmond Dickin-

son. Camera: George Noble. With : Tommy
Trinder, Edward Chapman, Marjorie Fielding,

Jean Colin. 5 minutes.

YOU WOULD be surprised at what you can eat in

the new British Restaurants, and how really

cheap it is. Also you have the Trinder warranty

that they "never let bygones be rissoles". After

seeing the film, I am going out of my way to find

one and try for myself.

There is a sensible directive to action—you

can have a restaurant in your own district if you

press your local council. They will need to find

the premises and the staff; the Government will

provide the fixtures and fittings and all the rest. I

thought some of the fun in the film was porky

and only saved by Trinder. The photography is a

nice piece of work.

Kill that Rat. Production: Publicity Films for the

Ministry of Agriculture. Associate Producer:

Edgar Anstey. Direction: Terence Egan Bishop.

Camera: A. Dinsdale. Distribution: Non-T. 1 reel.

ONE FEELS, after having seen this film, that our

enemies within the gates are considerably more

active than the average man is liable to credit.

There may be some criticism of our propaganda

drive in relation to the more obvious of our oppo-

nents, but this is most certainly not the case with

regard to rats. We are told that these pests are

responsible for some 25 million pounds worth

of damage each year, a very considerable loss

in wartime, especially when related mainly to

home-grown foodstuffs.

The rat is a sly, cunning beast: he is also an

inteUigent and industrious worker and, like the

arch-villain, devoid of any real moral sensitivity.

He lives by looting—is efficient and unscrupu-

lous in his methodology. Perhaps we are unaware

of these facts and for that reason facilitate the

enemy's task. Poultry is conveniently left un-

protected, bags of grain stacked with no ap-

parent thought of looting—the broken window

and the board fence offer no problem to the rat.

When he stages a mass murder of innocent chicks

it is the farmer who is principally at fault for not

taking adequate precautions. This film proceeds

to illustrate clearly and effectively the line of ap-

proach to take in regard to the destruction of

rats. Red squill is cited as a useful poison, being

harmless to poultry and domestic animals, but as

was indicated before, the rat is a wary and

fastidious beast and it is advisable to vary the

plat du jour.

(.Continued on page 108.)
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Ihroughout the camera work is ofa high order.

I he Li)mmcntar> is clear aiul ctnphalic. and the

ncceisiiy for iinnicdiaic action is forcelully por-

trayed. A modern Pied Piper is not just around

the corner; the remedy lies in a concerted effort

on the behalf of all farmers and landowners.

(irit-n (.irdlc. I'roJiiclion: Strand I ilm Co. Pro-

iluitr Basil NSrighl. Direction: Ralph Keene.

Cam.ru Jack Cardiff. Conmwniury Bruce

Belfrage and Robert McDermott. 2 reels.

Technicolor

HKSiiY, I want to record one practical fact

about the film. This effort of Ralph Keene and

Jack Cardiff brings out the stereoscopic value of

colour in a most amazing way. If you sit near

the screen so that the edges of the picture extend

Ix-yond the normal field of vision, you arc fre-

quently conscious of going lompleiely out oj the

ihfiiire into the scenes themselves. It is a novel

and delightful experience. It is an experience

which starts a whole train of questions how
much of the efVcct is due to changes of focal

sharpness in the planes of the picture'.' How much
to the application of the principles of colour

pcrspectise' What pari do the mixes pby (for

they are wi/ard)'.' 1 have seen passable colour m
hlms before and ruminated about it, but never

have I been so jerked to a realisation of the

magnificxncc and complexity of the problem.

As an essay in colour it is superb.

The subject of Green Girdle is the hundred

square miles of publicly owned countryside

around London. It looks like Arcady but there is

a Bank-holiday ishness about the people therein.

You are touched by the return of the prodigals

by the awkwardness of some of them. Come to

think of it, most of our bodies arc so inured to

tubes, chairs and traffic dodging that when we

are set up against the backcloth of nature our

muscular economy betrays us. Our shy. surprised

minds only heighten our non-correspondence.

After the first five minutes or so. the visuals,

music and commentary become unusually

exhilarating. A rare balance between three is

achieved. Richard Adinscll composed the music.

Muir Mathieson conducted.

FILM OF THE MONTH
Kipps. Production: 20lh Century. Producer:

l-Alward Black. Direction: Carold Reed. With

Michael Redgrave.

rill basis of the American film industry has

always been solid blocks of "A" pictures. The

Occasional Grapes of \y'rath were good for

prestige, and the "B" pictures filled in the back-

ground, but it was the solid ground of good

".A"s that counted.

The British film industry seldom made "A"
pictures. They were either £250,000 supers or

minus quickies. There seemed to be few people

in the business for any other reason than what

they could personally get out of it. No one

could be bothered to make straightforward,

good, unpretentious films. Strange to say there

were no quick successes, and the opportunists

h.id the pleasure of running our film business.

When they failed it wasn't their fault the

I nglish climate makes exteriors impossible

there are no tnglish stars -the I-nglish camera-

men are no good, the studios badly designed--

Ihe lalxiratories ruin anything that the F.nglish

c.imeramen might get on the film, and the stiund

why. even American systems don't work

properly over here.

And so we have seen them come and go go

slowly as tlicy hied the market white go

quickly when the w,ir started. Now that most of

ihc success merchants have left, there have been

a scries of good solid I nglish "A " pictures:

GasliKhi, iMve on the Dole. Quiet Hedding.

freedom Radio. Mghl Train to Munich. Git I in

the Vnn. .ind now Kipps. To ,i ccrt.iin extent the

(.^uoi.i Act h.is been rcsp«insible for these pic-

tures Ihc rcnicrs still h.ul to fulfil (heir quotas

•irul f.iiliiH: .in\ (.crm.ins. I lunii.iri.ins. or Rou-

manians, they gave the films to English technicians.

Kipps is the kind of film that could only have

been made by English technicians. It is a story of

a draper's shop; the polite households of Folke-

stone; a draper's assistant and a parlour-maid.

It has no spectacular scenes, no night clubs, no

ballrooms. It is the story of ordinary people

doing ordinary things. From the time Kipps

starts as an apprentice, to the time he leases as

an improver, you get a fairly good impression

of what a shop assistant's life was like in 1900.

From 8 to 8 during weekdays. 8 to 9.30 on

Saturdays; the only holidays -Bank Holidays.

The scenes in the stalT bedroom arc very pleas.int,

with Edward Rigby cutting his (toenails with a

pair of tailor's shears, and compl.iining bitterly

as the lights are turned out punctually at 10.30

that he is only half way through his left foot.

The whole film has a ver> human atmosphere

about it. and the impression you carry away is

one of a crowd of people you have known. No
one is particularly villainous, no one is particu-

larly heroic. It is an English film about English

people, made by English technicians Producer:

Edward Bl.ick. Director: Carol Reed. Writer:

Sidney Gilliat. Camera: Arthur Cr.ibtrec The

sets and decor by Cecil Beaton arc perfect.

It dispro\cs all the theories oi the "failures"

about film making in England. Kipps is not

perfect, but it is so good that it would be unfair

to pick on the one or two weak spots. Given two

years more o^ production of this kind of film,

the British film industry should be back on

Its feet again, providing, of course, that all its

technicians are not called up; and providing the

scroungers do not sec what is going on and brave

the w.ir bs conimi: back lor their pukintts

IJ ANNKl)
15 V

CEN.SOK
Ihf p<jsiti<»n of historical lilins in India. KcprintMi

from Ihi .lanuary issue of the Jounul of the

Indian Mini Industry.

IN iHt Ai>okt-SA. read in his abscncx. at the seven-

teenth session of the Indian Historical Records

Commission, the Honourable Sir Girja Shankar

Bajpai, ex-officio President, observed that in the

task of collation of historical records his sense of

disappointment came from public indifTcrcfxr

;

that the idea that research must be lcf\ to a few

professional votaries of history, and that the

ordinary ciiii!cn had iKither the obligation nor the

incentive of useful service to the historian, was

wrong; and that apart from the State the indi-

vidual had a contribution to make in rescuing

and reconstructing the past. Since the allusion

to public indifTerenc"c was meant to refer to all

without exception we must nuke the attitude of

produc-ers of historical films clear, inasmuch as

behind the production of every historical film a

vast amount of research necessarily acxumulatcs

itself. In the first place the attitude of Boards of

Film Censors is strange. In fact their attitude is

the chief obstacle in the prodiKtion of historical

films in larger numbers than has been the case

hitherto. It has been found that incidents, even if

historically true, arc not allowed in films as the '

Boards feel that the same arc likely to ofTend

various susceptibilities. Thus if a film depicting :

the death of Af/al Khan at the hands of Shivaji. :.

which has been proved today to have been the :

result of sclf-ilefcncx ; if a film showing the

romance that suggested itself betv^een Zcbun- >

nissa. the daughter oi .Aurang/cb, and Shivaii;

if a film showing the Mahrattas and the Moham- :

medans at battle; if a film paying tnbute to the

unpanillelcd valour of tfK young Queen of '

Jhansi; or if a film glorifying the sense of ;

national patriotism that was behind the rebel- »

lion of 1857; were to be producxd, it would not (

be certified by our Boards of Film Censors. The t..

Boards will not even allow exhibition of bio- f.

graphical films of Tilak and other departed lir

patriots of India. F or they are afraid that r'-c

exhibition of such films might electnfy

nation into a ikw wave of patnotism dctrimc

to the best interests of the Government of Iii>

who will tiKmsclves not go by the remark oi i

Cnxxl Queen Bess of England that her sub(c\.i

were not so fooli.sh as to revolt against her fx

cause ofa drama which the tf>en Lord Chamfvr

lam had proscribed as being seditious. The Bt^m

bay incident is well knowTi of the dranu ba^e^

on the escape of Shivaji from the captivity ,

Aurang/cb, in which the latter's daughter w

shown in certain romantic scenes. The scene t

caused a riot which was entirely avoidable v
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police assistance, the actors had to flee for their

lives, and the drama had to be withdrawn. This

led the author to annihilate historical truth and

transform the daughter of Aurangzeb into a

fictitious daughter of the Hindu Raja Jaysingh

whom Aurangzeb loved as his own. Of course this

untruth was palatable because Aurangzeb was

shown tolerant enough to love a Hindu girl as

his own daughter. The manhandling of the pic-

ture Sambhaji by the Censors, which conse-

quently failed at the box office and shook the

financial foundation of the producer is well

known. Because historical truth is not allowed

on the screen, no film producer dare to lose a

fortune after it and waste that vast amount of

research which should be enough to earn a

Ph.D. or a doctorate of hterature for the indi-

vidual responsible for it. The painstaking char-

acter of the research is often such as to dwarf the

patience and perseverance of any member of the

Historical Records Commission. Then the State

gives no facilities, such as the loan of army

equipment, horses, soldiers, etc., except at

unbearable charges, necessary for the graphic

picturization of historical films, which, as a

policy, is opposed to the policy of every Govern-

ment in Europe, America and even Great

Britain. And then even if a historical film passes

through these difficulties and deficiencies the

Government gives no protection for the peaceful

exhibition of the film.

The film Bhagwa Zenda was prohibited

exhibition at various places because, although

every incident in the film was historically correct,

the non-Brahmin element felt that the film in-

tentionally gave the Great Shivaji a prominence

second to that of Ramdas in order to insult the

non-Brahmin community, today. In the result the

film was a financial failure and although orders

have now been issued that films once certified

ought to be protected by district authorities

under the Indian Cinematograph Act, the loss

incurred by the film can never be recouped. Un-

less, therefore, the attitude of Government and

the Boards of Film Censors changes and the

Honourable Sir Girja gives an assurance that

historical truth on the screen will be protected

with the full backing of Government there

would be little hope of the film industry or other

independent students of research, who must be

able to sell their material for reasons of susten-

ance, doing anything in the matter of removing

the Honourable Sir Girja's sense of the public's

indifference.

TELEVISION IN U.S.A.
We reprint, by courtesy of the Motion Picture Herald, news of developments in

television. In Britain, wartime conditions have, of course, halted the development

of television for home and cinema.

te TELEVISION in motion picture theatres is only a

rd few days away, according to the Radio Corpora-

tion of America and the Paramount-DuMont-

Balaban and Katz interests are readying for the

race to break to exhibitors' screens.

Thomas F. Joyce, vice-president of R.C.A.

Manufacturing Company, announced recently

the company's official bid to interest motion pic-

ture exhibitors in television for their theatres.

The Balaban and Katz-DuMont theatre tele-

vision interests in Chicago announced recently

that six special television receivers will be in-

stalled at various points in the lobby of the

Chicago theatre. Television pick-ups will also be

made inside the theatre. Meanwhile the com-

pany's main transmitter atop the State-Lake

theatre building was reported to be nearing

completion.

Television programmes on the special receivers

set up in the Chicago theatre are expected to

feature informal interviews picked up by a tele-

vision installed in a temporary studio in the

theatre and also carried by wire or transmitted

jjJfrom the main B. & K. television station in the

State-Lake theatre building or from a mobile

jjji television unit.

B. & K.-DuMont "theatre television" at this

time is by means of small receivers placed inside

the lobby and elsewhere around the theatre;

R.C.A. 's theatre television has advanced to

jj regular screen projection.

The Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, a Para-

mount television affiliate, also has announced

that most of the equipment of its New York
station, atop 515 Madison Avenue, has been in-

stalled and tested and the company "is rapidly

mobilising its technical and programme facilities

for anticipated commercialised television."

Columbia Broadcasting plans to be on the air

in New York by June 1st with its colour tele-

vision system, according to Adrian Murphy,

executive director of television. At that date

delivery is expected of a small group of colour

television receivers for field tests. C.B.S. an-

nounced this week that it is completing negotia-

tions with several manufacturers for the sets

which will be based on standards proposed by

the broadcasting company.

The demonstration of R.C.A. large-screen

television at the New Yorker theatre on May 9th

marked the official opening of the company's

drive to sell television projectors to theatres in

key cities.

The New York area and three other cities have

already been surveyed for theatre television.

New York has been divided into 44 "zones".

Projectors will be available on a "first come first

served" basis with only one permitted in each of

the designated competitive zones, says R.C.A.

In January, the first demonstration of the

R.C.A. large-screen system was held in the

New Yorker theatre, for members of the Federal

Communications Commission and the National

Television Systems Committee.

R.C.A. officials see two distinct television ser-

vices for the future ; one for homes and the other

for theatres. Programmes for theatres are ex-

pected to be chiefly sporting events. For example,

it was said that there are some 65 events at

Madison Square Garden, all suitable for tele-

vision, each year.

R.C.A.'s Mr. Joyce has stated:—"In the

presentation of large-screen television pro-

moters see the possibility of providing ringside

seats to championship boxing bouts through

television theatres in key cities throughout the

United States. They visualise 1,000,000 or more

people seeing a Joe Louis fight held in New York
or Chicago. Of an even larger number of people

witnessing a future baseball World Series."

The Paramount DuMont station in New
York, W2XWV, has about finished installing and

testing equipment, it was announced this week.

The antenna is located 650 feet above 515 Madi-

son Avenue, New York. The sight-part of the

transmitter has a rating of 4,000 watts and 1,000

for sound (2,000 for F.M. sound).

Both 35 and 16 mm. projectors have been in-

stalled for film use. "The pictures are projected

through loopholes in the fireproof wall, on to

the image-dissecting tube of the television pick-up

equipment." The television pick-up table is

mounted on wheels so that it can be lined up be-

fore whichever projector is being used.

A remote pick-up transmitter, WIOXKT, will

be installed in a truck for use throughout the

metropolitan area, the company said.

"It is the present opinion that much of the

direct pick-up programme will be handled by re-

mote pick-up," the DuMont announcement con-

cluded, adding: "With the early delivery and

installation of two more units, the transmitting

facilities will be completed, and Station W2XWV
will be ready for its debut as an entertainer."

DuMont also has announced that fluorescent

illumination has reduced glare and heat to a mini-

mum in the television studios. DuMont engineers

have installed 24 fluorescent lamps, totalling 960

watts, in the New York studio. For dramatic or

modelling effects, one or more "baby" spotlights

are added to the general fluorescent lighting.

Construction of the television antenna mast

atop the B. & K. Chicago State-Lake theatre

building, nears completion.

The B. & K. station, at present using low power

and a smaller, lower antenna system, is engaged

in experimental transmissions from studios on

the top floor of the State-Lake Building.

Programmes are being broadcast daily at five

p.m., but in the near future several such pro-

grammes will be telecast several times daily.

Many types of amateur performers and college

dramatic players have appeared on the pro-

grammes.

Balaban & Katz's W9XBK uses the DuMont
system of 525 lines per image.

W6XAO, Don Lee station in Hollywood, has

resumed television operations. Programmes had

been discontinued for some months pending con-

struction of a new station and a change in the

assigned television channel.
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train in a new way of living. These men must be

taught new jobs technical jobs of great saricty

and taught them quickly. The men to be taught

come from every walk of civilian life. A certain

.iniount of selection into suitable types for differ-

cni jobs is made: but still, in any group, intelli-

gence and experience range widely. The Services,

therefore, have a huge teaching problem, a mass-

teaching problem. The recruit must learn a new

pattern of social existence and new technical

knowledge and skill.

The whole population is used to the film; that

is, to the film as entertainment, as a stimulant

and as a means of relaxation. Comparatively

tew of the population are used to the film as a

means of instruction. The film has been used as a

means of instruction to varying degrees, and with

varying amounts of success, in the ordinary

educational system. Experience in tilm instruc-

tion has been gained and recorded : and tentative

conclusions have been reached. For film instruc-

tion it has been claimed that it standardises teach-

ing at a high level. It can be a profusely illustrated

textbook in which every fact has been checked

lor authenticity, presenting simultaneous visual

and aural teaching, designed and checked to be

easily and directly understood. It can be a lec-

turer and a demonstrator whose mood never

changes and who is always on top of his form : a

d>namic teacher rather than a static teacher:

,1 means of presenting reality with realism, and

analysis with clarity.

The economics of film production and present-

ation compel this medium to be a concentrated

Ibrm of information (i.e. the longer the film the

higher the cost). A film must also be concentrated

and never boring, since it is impersonal and docs

not reijct to the mode of the particular audience.

It can never be more than a partial method of

training, since men do not learn to do things

merely by watching and listening: but it can

present facts \ividly, authoritatively and accur-

ately by the simultaneous double visual and

aural impression. It can stimulate interest and it

can standardise instruction on a high le\el. It can

improve the quality of the human teacher by rc-

Ic.ising him to explain and expand from an

.iccurate. authoritatisc biisis. In some ca.scs it can

provide instruction where no instructors arc

.iN.iilable. If these things arc true, then one should

logically expect a clear and vigorous Service

policy in the use of training tilms.

I'ris<nl rolicy

\\Aw\ o( .1 sort exists. All three Services arc

ing lilms to some extent. Most units of the Scr-

ivcs know something about film training. There

^ vioubt, howrvcr. whether the policy is vigorous

or ^Itar . and there is a body of informed opinion

which believes that the film is being used in a

ragged unco-ordinated way and to a much
smaller extent than is possible under present

circumstances. There is little evidence that the

experience of educationalists on the use of the

instructional film has been used to mould film

training policy or practice. The Services produce

films themselves with their own units and employ

the film producing trade to make films to Service

requirements. The personnel employed both in

and out of the Scrv ices are not necessarily chosen

for their qualities as film makers or education-

alists. Too much emphasis is placed on the cost of

film and relatively little on quality.

Consider for the moment the types of subject

that can be taught by film, and the way in which

such film teaching can best be used.

(a) Service life in general; its traditions: dis-

ciplines : the purpose and jobs of the fighting

Services: their general organisation and ad-

ministration: the relation of the part to the

whole.

A recruit joining the Services has to make a

profound change in his general way of life. He
must conform to Service traditions and must

learn to become a part of a unit. This way of life

is imposed upon him and he must undergo a

rigorous physical and menial training, the details

of which are often dull and boring, if not posi-

tively distasteful. Sometimes attempts arc made
to explain to him the purpose of formalised foot-

drill, or the purpose of traditions and eiiqueitc.

but more often he is merely ordered to do this or

that, with little explanation or reason. In due

course most individuals accept the situation and

often, after some period. I'ecl instinctively that it

is all right. Clearer and more efficient preliminary

training could certainly be expected if the nKans

were available to explain to the recruit the reason

and final results of seemingly dull and mono-

tonous routine. This would then tend to be self-

imposed, and routine willingly accepted. Films

sincerely made by expenenced teachers would

certainly be better in their elTect than the some-

times stumbling words of the oflkcr or the

shouting of the sergeant.

(^^ The clcmcnlarv routines of Service life; foot-

drill : ninks and authoniy ; uniform and

individual equipment; procedures and eti-

quettes.

Service instructors in vvar-tiiiK cannot, of

course, have the quality of their peace-time

counterparts. ITie training of instructors is only
JJ

paralleled by the difficulty of training recruits.

ti.
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Foot drill, standard personal Service equipment,

its correct use and maintenance, the organisation

and authority of units, organisation and arrange-

ment for feeding, billeting, treatment in sickness,

leave, crime, etc. ; all these things can be shown

clearly and accurately by film as a basis for ex-

planation, elaboration and practice ensuring

standardisation and willing co-operation.

(c) Technical specialist training: such mechani-

cal things as the internal combustion engine;

the parts of the machine-gun ; the handling of

particular weapons: the maintenance and in-

spection of motor transport ; the mathematics

of artillery fire; anti-aircraft defence; air-

craft recognition, etc.

This is the clearest and simplest use of a train-

ing film, but the emphasis of the present use

might well be altered. It is not sufficient to use

films on these subjects merely as an added luxury

to be shown to troops as time and apparatus is

available, or, for instance, when the weather hap-

pens to be unsuitable for actual practice. Of
course, it is true that film training cannot replace

actual practice ; but if specialist courses can be

designed so that a short film of perhaps 10-15

minutes duration can be used as an introduction

to each section of the specialist course, being re-

peated if necessary for attention to special detail,

then a standardised instruction on every part of

the course is ensured. Thus trainees are intro-

duced to and carried along with their subject in

1 interesting and vivid way, and instruction will

not vary to the extent of depending on the quality

of the human instructor. The film will, in fact, act

as an authoritative source to which even the in-

structor must give true weight. The well-made

film on this type of subject must always be better

than even a good instructor—with the limitations

of blackboard and chalk, of static chart or static

model. Trainees who are sitting in the lecture

room can, in fact, be taken instantaneously from

the lecture room to any desired place, whether it

is an aeroplane in the sky, a ship at sea, or a

campaign in Africa—dynamic teaching rather

than static teaching.

id) The co-operation of individuals and units:

how a gun team works ; method of attack and

defence of different objectives or positions

;

co-operation of aircraft with land armies;

camouflage; tactics.

An army is a co-operative whole of great com-

plexity. An individual or a unit can have little

conception of the general operation of which he is

a part, or of how his function relates to the

greater whole. Each member of a gun team can

e fairly clearly the part he plays in the operation

of the gun, but the gun team itself usually has little

idea of the part it plays in the plan of battle.

Co-operation, therefore, comes of understand-

ing, and is all the more willing when its purpose

5 known. The film, with its ability to range, to

show widely separated units and their relation one

to the other, and to present general pictures as

' well as detailed pictures, is an ideal medium to

' give the understanding necessary for complete

co-operation.

To those who need to know something of tac-

tics, the film can show animated diagrams, aerial

views, and every other film device, in a way

which no lecture room or model battlefield can

possibly show.

General Considerations

So much for the subjects which might be helped

by film treatment ; but there are further important

considerations. All these teaching subjects re-

quire teachers who must lecture, must demon-

strate, must check progress and must classify and

assess the results of training. All this complex of

teaching and training must go forward at high

speed ; and the results, in terms of individual skill

and knowledge, and in terms of individuals as

trained units of a corporate whole, depend on

several factors:

—

1

.

The quality of the teachers.

2. The willingness of the pupils to learn.

3. The practical facilities of training; class-

rooms, apparatus, weapons, etc.

I suggest that sufficient experience with film

training now exists for a clear combined Service

policy to be established, both as to the type and

number of films to be produced and the method

of use of these films in the various branches of

the Services. I suggest that such a policy would

call for a much greater number of films to be

made and a much greater use to be made of

them; that such films should be used as an in-

tegral part of training and, in many cases, on

specialised courses: and that film training should

be the basis around which theoretical and prac-

tical training for the particular specialised courses

should be planned.

Film Industry in Wartime

Assuming, therefore, such a vigorous Service

policy, how can existing film experience and

facilities be used to promote it? The British film

industry, owing to war conditions and loss of per-

sonnel, is an attenuated structure made up of a

large number of competing units of widely

differing size and type of organisation. 1 suggest

that in time of war this industry should have two

main purposes;

—

( 1

)

The production of entertainment films ; and

(2) the production of technical films.

Since the entertainment of the public by film

cannot, at the moment, be carried on in its

present scope without the use of imported Ameri-

can films, then under the present stressed condi-

tions I suggest that entertainment films made
here should play a definite part in the national

policy. In other words, directly or indirectly they

should be propaganda films. Films made for the

Ministry of Information, the British Council, the

National Savings Committee, all fall at the

moment under this head, and it is logical to pre-

sume that all other entertainment films should

have a similar bias.

Industry Resources

The other service which the film production

industry can provide is in technical films and

these must, under present circumstances, be

mainly for Service training. I believe that an

investigation into the resources of the industry

would disclose that these resources would have to

be used to the fullest and most efficient extent,

and probably expanded to meet a vigorous Ser-

vice policy. Producing units engaged on this type

of work vary considerably in their resources of

trained personnel, equipment and finance, and

range from one-man or two-man outfits in back

rooms in Wardour Street to substantial concerns

with well-trained men, equipment and general

resources. In some cases these bigger units are

sections of still larger organisations; in others

they are merely well organised departments in

concerns whose main business is not film produc-

tion but, for instance, electrical engineering. The

experience and ability of the various units must

therefore differ widely, and the quality of the

product must vary accordingly. Service require-

ments for films also vary widely and, with the

industry as it exists, if contracts could be placed

on the basis of the firm most fitted obtaining

particular contracts, reasonable results might be

expected. However, in theory at least, contracts

are based on competitive tendering, the lowest

price getting the contract.

Co-ordination

To achieve this war-time function, the pro-

ducing industry should certainly be co-ordinated.

This means, of course, a survey of the industry in

terms of personnel, general studio facilities, pos-

sibly some amalgamation of companies, and

certainly protection of essential workers against

call-up to the Armed Forces. It would be as-

sumed, too, that one of the results of a settled

Service_ film policy would be strengthening of

Service personnel engaged on the organisation of

film training, to ensure that educationalists and

technical film experts had their proper influence

;

in contradiction to the present situation in which

Service personnel seems, in part at least, to con-

sist either of men with experience of film enter-

tainment or of contract-men concerned with

buying in the cheapest market.

Again, Service policy must determine the quan-

tity and disposition of film equipment, the

organisation of instructors trained in the use of

film, and the economy of these matters by co-

ordination between the three Services; and by

using civilian equipment and personnel, such as

ordinary cinemas, which now stand idle a great

part of the day and which are widely distributed

over the whole country.

All this means that film training calls for

imaginative conception of its potentialities, and

a vigorous policy in regard to Service organisa-

tion, film production organisation and supply

organisation. The benefits of such vigorous

action would not be limited to the Armed Ser-

vices, but could apply equally to the Civil Defence

Services, and would carry over into peace-time

a magnificent organisation available for teaching

new ways of life and new economies, to say

nothing of the change-over from military to civil

organisation which peace must bring.
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FILM SOCIETY NEWS
The Belfast Film Institute society concluded its

season of six performances witli a show which

included Lotte Reiniger's H.P.O., Clair's Village

dans Paris and Shaw's Five Faces of Malaya, in

addition to La Mart du Cygne, which was the

feature.

At the annual general meeting of the Federa-

tion of Scottish Film Societies reports from the

four operating societies, Aberdeen, Ayrshire,

Dundee and Edinburgh were read.

Dundee reported an increased membership

from the previous year, and appears to be the

largest Society, so far as members are concerned,

in Scotland.

Ayrshire held the largest number of meetings

of the season.

The whole question of film supply was dis-

cussed with Mr. Oliver Bell, of the British Film

Institute, who was in attendance, and who re-

ferred to arrangements for importing prints of

film classics from the Museum of Modern Art in

New York.

The following office bearers were then elected

:

Chairman, J. A. Paton Walker, Ayrshire (re-

elected) ; Secretary, F. H. Forsyth Hardy, Edin-

burgh (re-elected); Representatives—on Scot-

tish Film Council—J. A. Paton Walker, F. H.

Forsyth Hardy and Mr. C. A. Oakley (Glasgow).

At the annual meeting of the Glasgow Branch

of the Scottish Churches Film Guild continued

progress was reported. Instruction in operating

s projectors had been given during the year to

divinity students, Sunday school teachers and

others.

Reviews had been carried out on 16 religious

or temperance films, and the membership of the

branch had been increased. The chairman, Mr.

Neil H. Munn, B.Sc, was re-elected, also the

honorary secretary and treasurer, Mr. A. M.

1

Brown.

The Scottish Churches Film Guild reports that

the Glasgow Branch held their usual monthly

meeting for reviewing religious films, when the

two films The Good Samaritan and Kamalam
were favourably received.

The June meeting of the branch is the final one

of the season. The Chairman, Mr. Neil H.

Munn, has resigned on being seconded to the

R.A.F.

The three programmes shown by Cambridge

University Film Society this term have brought

the society's first season to a close. On 20th April

Trois Valses was shown, together with War
Front and Strand's new colour film Green Girdle.

The second show, on 4th May, consisted of

Hecht and MacArthur's The Scoundrel. This

film aroused much discussion and criticism

—

both favourable and unfavourable, but opinion
' was much less divided on the other two films in

the programme. Shell Film Unit's Airscrew and

^ the evergreen Night Mail. On 11 th May, Bernard

Miles gave an excellent talk on film acting and

greatly impressed the audience, which though

small was enthusiastic. The final show of the

season, on 18th May, was a great success, and

the main film, Jean Vigo's Zero de Conduite,

caused a great deal of controversy. Six other

films completed the programme—the early

French colour film A Trip to Davy Jones'Locker

(circa 1910), a Robert Benchley, Massingham's

Tell Me if it Hurts, Hoppin and Gross' Fo.x

Hunt, Len Lye's Colour Bo.x, and an early

Chaplin. The Society's principal result has been

to start long arguments, and the committee have

had the satisfaction of knowing that they have

shown practically no film of which the whole

audience has approved.

Manchester and District Film Institute Society.

The past year has been, in some ways, the

most consistently successful the Society has yet

enjoyed. By the end of the season, ten standard

shows at the Tatler, as well as three substandard

revivals of silent classics (The Covered Waggon,

Caligari and Potemkin) will have been shown.

The shows have been organised in three separate

subscription groups and as membership for all

these series has been as high as the capacity of

the cinema would allow (just under 300), there

have been no financial anxieties. In spite of war-

time conditions, there have been very few dis-

appointments, only an odd short causing us wor-

ries over safe arrival of films. Much of the credit

for the efficient supply of films must go to the

British Film Institute's staff, whose services were

freely drawn upon. The show on May 25th con-

sisted of Words for Battle, Alice in Switzerland

and Hotel du Nord. The Hon. Secretary of the

Society (Mr. John Maddison, Murene, Beech

Lane, Tytherington, Macclesfield) would wel-

come the opportunity to exchange ideas, infor-

mation and greetings with Secretaries of other

Societies.

In their educational and cultural work among
the "non-Aryan" refugees they have brought to

this country from Germany and Austria, the

Society of Friends (Quakers) Germany Emer-

gency Committee have, during the past few

months, been employing films with remarkable

Films of British life and institutions, particu-

larly, have given to audiences aggregating several

hundred foreign emigres a new understanding

of the society in which they are now trying to re-

mould their lives. It is reported, moreover, that

the ideals of the British documentary movement,

with which few of them were previously familiar,

have stimulated considerable interest and

enthusiasm among these refugees.

A number of shows have been held in London,

and these have lately been extended to include

the committee's agricultural centres and hostels

in the country. Films already shown include:

Night Mail, North Sea, Children at School, The

Londoners, Birth of the Year, We Live in Two
Worlds, Swinging the Lambeth Walk, L'Or dans

les Rues and Maskerade.

Maurice Cranston (Room 135 Bloomsbury

House, W.C.I) is responsible for these activities.

SCIENTIFIC FILM SOCIETIES
The Secretary of The London Scientific Film

Society writes:

"It was at one time easy to distinguish between

'scientific films' and other educational films, but

this is scarcely possible any longer. The realisa-

tion of the importance of scientific and technical

developments to the advance of civilisation

makes it impossible to give a true portrayal of

any part of our society without bringing in the

effects of science. It is the function of the docu-

mentary to give such a realistic portrayal, and all

the new documentary films can be included under

the heading of scientific films. A picture of life in

the slums must bring in the question of nutrition

;

the farmer's life has been affected by the intro-

duction of machinery and by developments in

agricultural science; travel depends on develop-

ment of means of transport ; international rela-

tions are afTected by new means of rapid com-

munication. Hence, apart from the teaching film

there is the "intrepretive" film (the scientific

documentary). Teaching films, other than those

for junior school use, and also these to a certain

extent, must include aspects of the use of

scientific developments."

"The London Scientific Film Society has found

it useful to build programmes round a selected

theme. Very often it is difficult to find one film

that deals completely with a single subject—in

fact it is practically impossible to make such a

film—and the different aspects can be shown by

grouping films together. This grouping will in

itself give an "interpretive" effect to the pro-

gramme. A film showing recent developments in

agricultural science can be shown in the same

programme as films on ancient methods of agri-

culture (e.g. Mediaeval Village), present farming

methods (e.g. Speed the Plough), and one of the

March of Time films on American agricultural

problems. As another example, a public health

programme can be built up with films on the

treatment of disease and films on the public

health services."

"The interest and educational value of a pro-

gramme of scientific films is vastly enhanced by

treating the selection of films in this way,

although we have found that audiences are

well entertained by a mixed programme as

well."
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MK . Since ilic OLiibrcak of war many of us have

iDiinJ it ncvcs.sao to subject our values and con-

cepts to a fresh scrutiny. War has a way of cut-

ting through the phoney and revealing the in-

adequate. In mosements of all descriptions this

same process of re-examination is being under-

taken where either necessity or a new and urgent

comprehension dictates. In one instance it will

lead -as in the case of "the political poetry

movement" of the last decade— to disintegration

proceeding from a consciousness of utter in-

adequacy. In another, it will prompt the dis-

carding of all that is false, followed by a recon-

struction and re-unification around the modified

Truth.

Looking through recent copies of D.N.L. we

find much to support the view that this process is

operative in the world of documentary. Its covers

contain a vital ferment. On almost every page

there is evidence of critical inquiry, dissatisfac-

tion, self-criticism and a wearied sense of docu-

mentary's present insufficiency. But from those

whom we have come to regard and respect as the

vigorous protagonists of the movement only a

disappointing silence!

Permit us to illustrate our meaning by refer-

ence to your last two copies. In a review of

Hemingway's novel. For Whom the Bell Tolls^

"the filming of this book leads you to a consider-

ation of documentary's shortcomings . . . of how
documentary today tends to be humane instead

of human ; of how the rich life of say Housing

Problems is being watered down to documentary

cliches lacking the real spark of living". Then

George Pearson's article which, though sym-

pathetic in tone, constituted a damning indict-

ment of the muddled thinking which, at present,

impedes a fuller development of the documentary

idea. And finally, although (»erhaps in import-

ance foremost, Bernard Milcs's acute analysis of

the relation of professional actors to documen-

tary. "Are Actors Ncccss;ir>," which, we believe,

crystallises the feelings not only of unrcgencratc

Philistines of the commercial film like ourselves,

hut also of many of documentary's ablest e\-

pt>nents.

Now the really important thing is that these

three people, each approaching the matter from

.1 dilVerent angle, arrive, one and all, at the same

conclusion. Willuim Wordsworth s;iid of the

im.iginative writer that he ".
. . binds together

by Passion .ind KnoHleilgc the vast empire of

human society". The italics are ours. The con-

cept is one which we hold to be applicable to the

creator in film. It is this idea, the application of

which the three mentioned contributors recog-

nise .IS essential to documentary, because.

,it the moment, documentary prcxlaims the

"knowledge" whilst rejecting the "pavsion"!

•\nil bcc.nisc they realise that if dix-umcntary is

not lo ticgcncralc into a medium only for the

ilispl.iy of .1 certain technic.il precocity, if it is

to play a progressive part in making understood

the urgencies of to-day and to-morrow, then it

must widen its horizons, deal with the individual

and accept the power and moving forc-e of pas-

sion. This is the imperative, not only of art, but

of ncx-essity.

Norman Lee was a disappointment. A twice

converted Saul of Tarsus, he emerges from

twelve years of cinematic sin to re-aflirm his

faith in that wearisome old principle "no pro-

fessional actors"! Just that. Nothing more. But a

great deal of water has flowed beneath the bridge

since M r. Lee saw the light of Drifters and The Fall

of St. Petersburg. The vulgar commercial studios

have turned out great documentaries of which

Fury, Kameradschuft, Grapes of Wrath and The

Ltwg Voyage Home are good e.xamples. The

"pure documenialists" themselves have been

seen far from Olympus, peeping shyly from

behind studio flats and even enacting scenes

with "realist" actors— if never with real actors—

amidst the corrupting, tinsel-tawdry artificiality

of painted three-ply and incandescent lamps!

And friend Pudov kin who pioneered this non-

profcssionalism in acting idea, has written at

least one book containing his maturer views on

the subject. If Norman Lee will promise to read

it. we would gladly loan it to him. It would give

him furiously to think.

No. the film, both documentary and com-

mercial, has moved to an astonishing degree in

the last twelve years. Now the war has provided

a fresh impetus. We must not allow anything to

impede its liberating force. The commercial film

provided the thesis in the first place: the docu-

mentary its antithesis. Synthesis is the film of

to-morrow, an amalgam of "passion and know-

ledge". Now is the time to dispense with dogma,

to discard obsolete notions. And that applies to

both schools of cinema. An alternative is to dig

our heads in the sands and eventually expire from

sheer inertia.

Yours, etc..

S tun LTINCJ

NEWS FROM INDIA

A sriiKME of visual education lor the Bombay

Presidency was inaugurated by the Governor, Sir

Roger Lumlcy, a few weeks Kick at the village of

Turumbha. in the Thana District, some 35 miles

from the capital city. The BomKiy Government

have purchased a hundred projectors to be dis-

tributed among the revenue districts on a popu-

lation b;isis. Fach projector will be passed on

from village to village in a given area so that it

will be in constant use. E;ich fortnight a com-

pletely new 45-minute programme of films, com-

prising a newsrecl and two other features, is being

prepared and distributed by the Director of

Information. As a beginning the first programme

was released at ^wc centres. As each fortnight

brings a new programme five more projectors

will come into use until in ten months or so the

full hundred are employed.

Thus villages throughout the Province will re-

ceive an endless chain of programmes with a new
show each fortnight. The films will be silent, for

the use of sound projectors, besides being much
more costly, is dependent on an electricity sup-

ply. The projtxtors operate on a six-bolt battery.

DilTerent languages are spoken in different pans
of the Presidency, so that a sound film serving,

for instance, Gujerat. would be unintelligible in a

Mahratta or Kanarcscarca. But each film is being

supplied with commentaries in every main lan-

guage spoken in the Province, and arrangements

have been made for the appropriate commentary
on any given film to be delivered by a competent

person.

The inauguration at Turumbha took place at

6.30 in the evening in a large tent and with about

1,000 persons present from the suirounding

countryside. Three films were exhibited—one

about the war. another showing the minting oi

money, and a third depicting city life, under the

title of A Day in Bombay.

FILM AdlMIIK.S L\

NORTHERN AFRICA
A DtscRiPTios of the projection unit employed in

Nigeria and other Central African territories to

screen instructional and other films to the native

population was given to the British Kinemato-

graph Society recently by W. Sellers. M.R 1

For the time being. Mr. Sellers explained. ^

tribution is restricted to the use of kinema \

and travelling projection units in Africa. I

calls for equipment specially designed to w

stand the severe climatic conditions intheTro;

and to give reliable service over long periods

All the vans arc identical in design. They con-

sist of a two-lhrec ton. long wheel-base chassis

upon which is mounted a large box-tvynr body of

special design. A large sliding roof giving an

opening of 18 sq. ft. is provided for ventilation

Two 14 in. cone permanent magnet speakers cap-

able of handling 20 watts each are fitted into

monoplanar flares and mounted on to four

counter-balanced steel guides. This enables the

complete assembly to be raised through the root

of the van when demonstrating.

The vans arc also fitted with disc rccordinp

equipment for the direct recording of speech .

music for playback through the reprod...

amplifier. Copies of disc nxordings can aK.^

made.

All switching arrangements inlhcvan arc ir

foolproof, and no dilftculty is cxpcnenccii

training Africans as operators. These m>>'

kinemas often go of[ on tour for as long a^

months, and each one will visit as many as cu:

or ninety towns and villages, giving talks and n'

demonstrations to over a quarter of a millioi

peiipic before returning to headquarters for frcsl I:

supplies and a short rest.
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GOOD-BYE, STAN PATCHETT!
By REG GROVES

NEWS HAS filtered through from the Bermudas

that Stan Patchett is dead. Maybe a drunken Jazz

pianist or trumpet player in the States, or a

broken-down, punch-drunk prize-fighter boun-

cing 'em out of a portside pub anywhere on the

fringes of the Seven Seas, will give a second

thought to Stan and say he was a good guy, but

to your upright, honest-to-God citizen, it'll

mean no more than any other line of print.

It wouldn't have meant anything to me but for

Len Lye. In those fantastic days editing IVorhi

Film News, I asked Len to write something about

a film in which jazz played some part. Len said,

no one could understand what the hell it's all

about if I write it, so here's Stan Patchett to do it

instead.

Stan not only wrote about that film—he wrote

about boxing, and jazz bands, and jazz records,

and books about all three, until there wasn't a

magazine published big enough to hold all the

things he'd written or wanted to write.

In his company I spent hours in the world that

lies on the fringe of our metropolitan hurly-

burly ; meeting jet-black jazz pianists, and dope-

drugged jazz trumpeters, and quiet, friendly

en who get their living in the boxing booths.

His death won't mean much to most people,

for the kind of work Stan did doesn't stay or

live or become a classic, or anything like that.

His minute-by-minute reports of big boxing

;sts, cabled to Australian papers, his stories

of hoboing across the States ; his fantastic tales

of the geniuses of jazz, are here and there and

nowhere : lines and paragraphs and columns that

as ephemeral as the police court news in any

daily paper.

Yet Stan Patchett was very serious about his

writing. The kind of writing that journalists do in

ten minutes on typewriters in newspaper offices,

or the kind of writing that is beaten into column-

size by the gloves of prize-fighters, or the kind of

writing that tries to explain the music that comes

out of the heart and guts of drunken jazz banders,

or the kind of writing that's about the flotsam and

jetsam of life—that was something Stan en-

couraged others to do, and slogged day and night

himself to do in the way he felt it ought to be

done. And you can tell from things he said, and

from the few gramophone record programmes he

broadcast for a reluctant B.B.C. and from things

he wrote in musicians' papers and wherever else

they'd let him, that Stan would have done it one

day, and might have added to literature some-

thing that in their own way and in their own time

Jack London and Jim Tully brought.

But Stan has gone. Those books will never be

written. And no one will ever know that those

books might have been written. But if I had to

choose the kind of man I'd like to have known,

it wouldn't be the top-liners of the literary world

whose names click a nice little formula in the

card-index of the human mind. I'd have chosen

Stan Patchett and oblivion every time, because

somewhere in his craziness, his enthusiasms, his

friends, his books, and his gramophone records,

Stan had that genuineness in the midst of which

is to be found somewhere, somehow, what life

is really all about.

So long, Stan Patchett! And knowing how
you'd hate Documentary News Letter, sorry

there's nowhere else to give this metaphorical

hat-lift to the memory of a damn nice guy.

LETTER FROM U.S.A.
A reminder of the purpose of documentary

Museum of Modern Art

OF THE MANY heartening voices that now come
from England, Documentary News Letter is

'"6 one of the strongest. We here in America have

watched with admiration and with considerable
Jii* astonishment the upward curve of wartime docu-

mentary in Britain, finding your movement
better than ever under conditions which might

idehave buried it out of sight for ever. The new

tj in documentary inspirations, which derive from the

o*new community of Britain, have found eloquent

sij expression in the News Letter—an expression

fijtityane has come to count on hearing, month by

.0 month. It was therefore a shock to me to hear in

lOi April what seemed a fearful and discordant note.

;sli[ refer to the two articles—two in one issue!—

by George Pearson and Bernard Miles.

comes from RICHARD GRIFFITH, of the

Film Library, New York

There is nothing discordant in the Messrs.

Miles' and Pearson's expression of what they

have to say. Mild and deliberate, their criticisms

are wholly constructive: they wish to add to

documentary's eflfectiveness, to strengthen its ap-

peal, widen its range, extend its scope. But I look

upon these two intelligent, civilised and even

diffident articles as a flanking attack against all

that has been built in the theory and practice of

documentary over ten years of hard struggle.

Much that they have to say is familiar and,

what is more, familiarly appealing. It has always

been pleasant to play with the thought that docu-

mentary might solve its problems by a return to

acting and the generalised dramatic theme. Some
may remember that I too once championed both

in the not-too-distant past. But the years have

brought out the knowledge that those who be-

rate documentary because it is education and not

entertainment are asking of an apple that it be a

pear. It is well enough if Mr. Miles and Mr.

Pearson tell us that they like pears and don't care

for apples. But in view of their experience, they of

all people should know that a grafting of the two
would result in hybrid—exotic, perhaps, but

tasting of neither of its parents.

It is the taste of documentary that both critics

find bitter. "Those dreadful pictures of real

people in their real surroundings, who by their

obvious self-consciousness make the spectator

squirm . .
." That is, they make him squirm if he is

looking for, not reality, but the illusion of reality.

Miles and Pearson hanker after the illusion be-

cause, for very good traditional reasons, they

believe it is the higher goal. Aristotle has said it

all for them: Poetry is more philosophic than

history because history deals with what is actual

while poetry deals with what is typical. The quo-
tation is not accurate, but Pearson and Miles will

agree to the sense of its statement here. We must,

in the fictitious art, search out all that is typical

and make the spectator feel his identification with

it. Any trick that is adequate to this end is justi-

fied. But this is not the end of documentary.

Philosophy is as speculative as may be; science

as e.xact as possible. In the art of documentary, if

it be allowed an art, our aim is to present and
substantiate facts, leaving the conclusions to the

spectator. Our end, therefore, is always to con-

vince that what we present are facts, not conclu-

sions or speculations. For this reason the awk-
ward self-consciousness of our "real" actors is an
asset, not a liability. It is that very awkwardness
that makes known the reality of scene and event,

so that whatever is communicated by the film lies

in the scientific realm—as fact, opinion, argu-

ment, but never as generality.

Thus with the other objections of Miles and
Pearson. Documentary, they say, is a hard-

sounding word—but so Grierson meant it to be.

North Sea they say, is splendid—but it has long

been a doubtful item on the list of our achieve-

ments; a moving film, but whom did it teach,

and what? So too with the last objection. Rather

triumphantly, both our critics point out that if

we want "the applause of an emotional crowd"
we must offer them emotion, and illusion. If we
will do so, they promise us Wardour Street and a

voice in high councils. But this most potent of

temptations is the most ancient, and has been

most ringingly answered. "We never meant to

flatter the box office. We meant to force it,"

Grierson said, and the obligation has been car-

ried out.

It has been carried out through the sacrifices of

all concerned. It may therefore seem somewhat
presumptuous for a critic who has not made
those sacrifices to address the film workers who
have. But I have seen in the new wartime films

(which I extravagantly admire) some evidence

that, in the stress of difficult conditions, the pre-

cepts of Messrs. Miles and Pearson occasionally

prevail. Hence this quarrelsome outburst from an

observer who loves fiction and document

equally—when he is sure which is which.
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HI I'l Ml i< prcscntalion of faniasound" al

New York's Bro.idway iheatre, in November,

•••lulc inlcrcstjnt: enough in itself as a technical

iJiic\cnicni. was also a harbinger of things to

..Miic. Warner Bros, have since announced

\ itasound." with early inaugurals in both New
^ ork and HoIIvwckkI on their schedules.

\ Itasound employs a control track, but only

Mc sound track, and they are on the same film

Aith the image. Others under consideration simi-

I irly ha\c both sound control and sound pick-up

irom the picture print, but use two sound tracks.

I hcse latter pro\ idc stereophonic sound. Like

these, Vitasound has horn systems, one at either

side of the centre speakers, but in the Warner

method all speakers, of course, get their signals

from a single track, whereas in the two-track

sNstcm, the recording on one track may be as-

viated with one side of the image, that of the

other track with the opposite side.

Vitasound is recorded on an ordinan' track,

exactly like any other sound. Additionally, how-

ever, the film carries a second track for control

purposes, which is placed in the line of the

sprocket holes, and carries a simple controlling

signal for actuation of the variable-gain features

of the amplifiers.

The special track works in this way: When the

area between the sprocket holes is entirely

opaque, the special second photo-c-ell is illumin-

.ited only when a sprocket hole passes through

the special exciting light. Sincx there arc four

sprocket holes per frame, and 24 frames per

second, a 96-cycle signal results. This signal is of

maximum intensitv when the area between the

sprcKkct holes is entirely opaque. When the sig-

nal track permits some transparency between

sprocket holes, the 96-cycle intensity is reduced,

and when the region between the sprocket holes

is entirely clear, the signal strength is brought to

Its minimum.

This signal, amplified and converted to D.C., is

•ipplied equally to both variable-gain amplifiers,

but the variable-gam circuits in those amplifiers

arc adjusted dilTcrcntly and do not respond in

the same way to the same control signal. OrK

amplifier supplies the txntral bank of speakers,

the other Knh o\' the side banks. The diffcrcncx

in the setting of Ihcir variable-gain circuits is so

arranged th.it when the control signal is at a

iiiimum, the central speakers play normally,

J the side speakers do not play at all.

\s the control signal strength increases, the

Mile spcokcrs begin to function, and at about

medium strength of the control signal, they arc

pl.iving at the vitiK volume .is the central

;x.\kcrs. I urthcr increase in control signal

ungth (still more opacity bctwtxn sprocket

•\s) adds amplilication to IxMh sets of .impli-

cis. which arc then producing louder sound th.in

ihcv would normally give for the same sound

track. Al a maximum signal strength (complete

opacity between sprocket holes) the automatic

volume control of both amplifiers has been

pushed up as far as it will go, and the system is at

maximum volume.

Being of what may be called a "tri-sonic"

type, this system cannot produce a stcrcophonic

effect. It incorporates the advantages of increased

volume range; it spreads the source of sound

across the whole proscenium opcnmg. or nar-

rows it to the centre of the screen, as required,

all by means of automatic control. The sound

acquires a very marked increase in depth and

presence". The side speakers can be used to pro-

duce a background of off-screen sound, and to

some extent to tie in the audible source of sound

with ihe pictorial source in the action on the

An intermediate system incorporating sor

the advantages of both those previously referred

to has been identified as stcrco-controI" sound.

This arrangement also carries a special control

track on the ordinary film. In addition, it splits

the ordinary sound track, which occupies the

usual arcii. into two narrower tracks, plaving

into a dual photo-cell. The signal control track,

plat-cd between sprocket holes, cx)nsisls of three

control frequencies of variable density recording.

The 96-cyclc sprocket hole modulation is under-

stood to be electrically separated from these con-

trol frequencies by filter networks. One of the

sound tracks is amplified by the single channel

which supplies the central bank of speakers, the

output from the other is equally divided between

two additional channels which suppiv the nght

and left speaker banks. Fach of the three cl

ncls includes a vanable-gain amplifier,

amplification being controlled by one of thrcce

control frequencies on the special track.

The results from this system approach tho"*

that can be obtained from the full stereophonic

set-up. The control frcquciKics can siletKC anv of

the three banks of speakers; hciKC the sound

from the second sound-track can be made i

originate at either side of the proscenium, or to

swing back and forth across the prosceniu

opening. However, the two side banks cannot be

made to emit dilTcreni sounds simuluneously . The

svstem. in short, does not have the full rtcvibilit:

of the claK->rate Fantasound set-up. but it gives

all the results of trisonic sound, and, in addition,

approaches the n»ults of stereophonic repro-

duction.

In terms of equipment, it requires three chan-

nels of v.inable-gain amplification to Nit

sound's two; three sets of speakers backstage

and control facilities for filtering, amplifving anO

rectifying the control frequencies. Like the ti

sonic sv^tcm. it iKcds onlv modification

existing Miund-heads. not separate sound-heads
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THIRTY MILITARY
TRAINING FILMS IN

PRODUCTION
THIRTY MILITARY training films are now in course

of production, some having reached almost the

final stage, and the production programme in-

cludes many more films. In spite of difficult

weather considerable progress has been made and

production will be accelerated as soon as pos-

sible. Most of the films are being made, and will

continue to be made, by civilian film producing

companies so that the army training films will be

ofa high technical quality and have the maximum
instructional value.

The subjects on which training films are being

made cover both elementary instruction and

higher training; and embrace films on the vari-

ous weapons and armoured fighting vehicles now
forming part of the equipment of the Army, on

the offensive role of all arms, supply in the field,

water purification in the field, and the catering

arrangements for the soldier of the present day.

It is planned in this way to compile a complete

and first-class library of military training films,

in the production of which the closest co-

operation is maintained with the other fighting

services.

The Army makes use of civilian theatres for

the showing of training films whenever possible,

the hiring of these having been kindly agreed to

by members of the Cinematograph Exhibitors'

Association; but in order to make full use of

instruction by films it is necessary for the Army
to have considerable projector equipment of its

own. This equipment, provided in peace-time and

slightly increased during the first year of the war,

is now being reinforced by new projectors, all of

which have been ordered from British manu-

facturers in the United Kingdom.

BOOK REVIEW
Hocus Pocus. Noel Langlcy. Met/men. Is. del.

I LAUGHED myself sick over this book, and re-

commend it to one and all as the funniest piece of

writing about Hollywood, to date. Ifs about

Pearl O'Hara, a good girl with simple tastes, who
fetches up as a big star for the Spangled Banner

Olympic Film Corporation. You can have your

guesses as to which studio it is, but the executives

are Messrs. Mozart, Blitz, Titz, Squitz, Kunz,

Daughaus and Carmichael.

To give you an idea of the dialogue, get a load

of this

—

"The dictaphone goes again and he takes it in

his stride."

"Who's there?" he says.

"Me, Mozart," says a voice. "It's Titz. That

dame's in my office, what do I do with her?"

"Which one?" says Mozart, impatient.

"The one that claims you raped her," says Titz.

"I'm asking for names," says Mozart.

"Kate Lovejoy," says Titz.

"Oh, her," says Mozart. "Listen, that was

never rape. We had an understanding."

"She says no," says Titz.

"Did she talk with a lawyer?" asks Mozart.

"Yeah!" says Titz.

"What did he say?" asks Mozart.

"He said it was rape, too," says Titz.

"O Kay," says Mozart. "Sign her up, not

more than seventy-five bucks a week. Say, have

you got anything for the fifth?"

Of course, if you don't like that style of writing

you had better not bother. But it will be just too

bad because the incredible manner in which

Messrs. Blitz, Titz, Squitz & Co. conduct their

personal lives, their script conferences, their New
York bankers and the general running of their

studio makes you wonder after all if fiction isn't

stranger than truth.

The business of writing scripts will bring joy

into the hearts of everyone except a producer.

"All the producers who are sore because they

didn't get the story to make themselves have a lot

to find fault with, all in a friendly constructive

way, but all the executives who hate D.G.'s guts,

and can't wait for him to make a lousy picture

and ruin himself, tell him he's got a wonderful

script, not to change a word, go right ahead and

make the picture as it stands, he can't lose."

There's stuff like this on every page. The pace

never slows up. It's tough and dirty and com-
pletely crazy. None of the characters have any

morals or scruples, everyone behaves like a luna-

tic ; and it is dedicated to "the undying glory of

that stalwart band of Hollywood Savonarolas

who called their souls their own—the boys on the

black list."

What more can you want?

Prophecy, Progress & Policy
EVER since the days of the Magic Lantern the Kinematograph Weekly has kept its

readers abreast with the continuous advance—technical, artistic and distributive,

of the picture industry.

It foresaw the possibilities of Friese-Greene's invention of the moving picture

in 1889 and has welcomed the advance of British Documentary Films in recent years

as a vast contribution to screen evolution.

Trace the trend of the Trade in the

iQl^
93 LONG ACRE LONDON . W.C.2
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FILM IJIiKAKIES
s of liliiis art asked lo appi) as much in advanii- as ixtssihlo, to jjive altcroalive

latcs, and tu nlurn (he films immcdialely ariir use. li. A hire charge is made.

l\ Free distrit>u(ion. Sd. Sound. St. Silent.

Association of Scientilic Workers, 30 Ik-dford

Row, W.C.I. .Sciciililic J ihn Cominittcc. OraJed

List ojlilrns. A list of scientilic lilms from many
sources, classilicd and graded for various types of

audience. On request. Committee will give ad-

vice on programme make-up and choice of films.

.Austin Film Librao'- -4 films of motoring in-

erest, industrial, technical and travel. Available

only from the Educational Films Bureau, Tring,

Herts. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Au.stralian Trade Publicity Film Library. I« lilms

of Australian life and scenery. Available from

the Lmpirc Film Library. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. V. 3. sound tilms on 9.5 mm. available

from I'mhcscope.

British Commercial Gas Association, Cias Indus-

try House, 1 CJrosvcnor Place, S.W.I. Films on

social subjects, domestic science, manufacture of

gas. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & a few St. F.

British Council Film Department, 25 Saville

Row, W.l. Films of Britain, 1940. Catalogue for

overseas use only but provides useful synopses of

100 sound and silent documentary films.

British Film Institute, 4 Great Russell Street,

London, W.C.I, ia) National Film Library Loan

Sfciion lo stimulate film appreciation by making

available copies of film classics. 35 mm., 16mm.

Sd. & St. H. (h) Collection of Exlucaiional

Films. The Institute has a small collection of

educational films not available from other

sources. 35 mm., 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

British In.structional Films, 1 1 1 Wardour Street,

W.l. Feature films; Pathc Gazettes and Pathe-

tones : a good collection of nature films. A new

catalogue is in preparation. 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Canadian Pacific Film Librao'- 15 films of Cana-

dian life and scenery. Available from the Empire

Film Library. 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Canadian Government Exhibitions and Publicity.

A wide variety of lilms. .Available from the

Empire Film Library.

Central Film Library, Imperial Institute, S.\V.7.

Has absorbed the Empire Film Library and the

C.P.O. Film Library. ALso contains all new

M.O.I, non-theatrical films. No general catalogue

ycl issued. A hand list of M.O.I, films is available.

35 mm. iSc U) mm. Sd. & St. \ .

Coal I lilisation Joint Council. Ciencral Buildings,

Aldwvch, London, W.C".2. Films on production

of Uniish coal and miners' welfare. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sd. F.

Cronkes' Ijiborntorics. Gorst Ro.iJ, Park

Roy.il. N W.IO. Cnlhuls in Mr.bnn,- i > mm. &

Dartinnton Hall I ilin L nil, Totncs, South

Devon. Classroiiin lilins on regional and eco-

nomic geography. 16 mm. St. H.

Dominion of Ncv* Zealand Film Library. 415

Strand, W.C.2. 22 films of indusio. scenery and

sport. Includes several films about the .Maoris.

16 mm. St. F.

Educational Films Bureau, Tring, Herts. A

seleciion of all ivpcs of tilm. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. I .

Educational General Services, 37 Golden Square,

W.l. A wide sckxtion of films, particularly of

overseas interest. Some prints for sale. 16 mm. &
St. H.

Electrical Development Association, 2 Savoy Hill,

Strand, W.C.2. Four films of electrical interest.

Further films of direct advertising appeal are

available to members of the Association only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Empire Film Library. Films primarily of Empire

interest, with a useful subjcvt index. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 16 mm. and a few

35 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Film Centre, 34 Soho Square, W.l. Mouvements

Vibratoires. A film on simple harmonic motion.

French captions. 35 mm. & 16 mm. St. H.

Ford Film Library, Dagenham, Essex. Some
50 films of travel, engineering, scientific and

comedy interest. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Gaumont-British Equipments, Film House, War-

dour Street, W.l. Many films on scientific sub-

jects, geography, hygiene, history, language,

natural history, sport. Also feature films. 35 mm.
& 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

G.P.O. Film Librao'. Over 100 films, mostly

centred round communications. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 35 mm., 16mm.

Sd. & St. F.

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2. (a) Kodascopc

Library. Instructional, documentary, feature,

western, comedy. Strong on early American

comedies. 16 mm. &. 8 mm. St. H. (A separate

Ust of Eilucational Films, extracted from the

above, is also published. .\ number of films haxr

teaching notes.) (/>) Medical Film Library. Circu-

lation restricted to members of medical profes-

sion. Some colour films. Some prints for outright

sale. 16 mm. St. H.

March of Time, Dean House. 4 I>can Street.

W.l. Selected March of Time items, including

Inude \azi Ciermany, Battle Fleets of Britain.

Canada at Har. 16 mm. Sd. H.

.Matbematical Films. Available from B. G. D
Salt, 5 Carlingford Road. Hampstcad, N.W..v

Five mathcnvjtical films suiubic for senior

classes. 16 mm. & 9.5 mm. St. H.

Metropolitan-Vicken EJectrical Co., Ltd., Trai-

Ibrd Park, .Manchester 17. Planned Electrificc

tion, a film on the elecirification of the winding

and surface gear in a coal mine. Available for

showing to technical and educational groups.

16 mm. Sd. F.

.Ministry of Food Film Librarv. Neville House,

Page Strtx't, S.W,I, or from District OfTiccrs. 23

films mostly on cooking, nutrition and kindred

subjects. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Patbescope, North Circular Road. Cricklev^ood,

N.W.2. Wide selection of silent films, including

cartoons, comedies, drama, documentary, travel,

sport. Also good selection of early American

and German films. 9.5 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Petroleum Films Bureau, 15 Hay Hill. Berkeley

Square, W. 1 . Some 25 technical and documcnury
films. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Religious Film Library, Church Walk, Duns-

table, Beds. Films of religious and temperance

appeal. Also list of supporting films from other

sources. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Scottish Central Film Library. 2 Newton Place.

Charing Cross, Glasgow, C.3. A v*idc selection

of teaching films from many sources. Contains

some silent Scots films not listed elsewhere.

Library available to groups in Scotland only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Sound-Film Services, 27 Charles Street, Cardiff.

Library of selected films including Massingham's

.-ind So to \\ ork. Rome and Sahara have French

commentaries. 16 mm. Sd. H

South .African Railways Publicitv and I rate

Bureau, South Africa House. Fralalgar Square

W.C.2. 10 films of travel and general interest

35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & 4 St. versions. F.

Soutbem Railway, General Manager's Offk-c

Waterloo Station, S.E.I. Seven films (one ir

colour) including Building an Electric Coach

South African Fruit (Southampton Docks ti

Covcnt Garden), and filn\s on seaside tovMis

16 mm. St. F.

Wallace Hcaton, Ltd.. 127 New Bond Strc

W I. Throe catalogues. Sound 16 mm., silcn

16 mm., silent 9.5 mm. Sound catalogue contain

number of .American feature films, includin)

Thunder 0\-cr Mexico, and some shorts. Silent 1

mm. catalogue contains first<lass list of carl

American. German and Russian fcaturxs

shorts. 9.5 catalogue has number of early Cici

man films and wide selection of early America

and English slapstick con>edics. 16 mm. & 9

mm. Sd. & St. H.

Workers' Film Amocialion, 145 Wardour Strcc

W 1. I ilnis of democratic and co-operative ir

icrcst. Notes and suggestions for complete prx

gramnKS. Some prints for sale. 35 mm. A 16 nin

Sd. & St. H.
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G.-B. INSTRUCTIONAL LTD.
THE STUDIOS • LIME GROVE • SHEPHERD'S BUSH * W.I2

Telephone: Shepherd's Bush 1210 Telegrams: Gebestruct, Chisk. London

Just Completed: MORNING PAPER: for British Council

WINGED MESSENGERS: for M.O.I.

BREATH OF DANGER: for Central Council

for Health Education

DIAGRAMMATIC WORK: 6 reels for War
Office

ON MAY 31st

VERITY films ltd
will move to larger offices at

2-6 WEST STREET
UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.2

Pending the allocation of new telephone numbers, calls may be

made to TEMPLE BAR 5420 or to Verity's old numbers,

ABBEY 7421 and ABBEY 2638

O
VERJTY films ltd.

Managing Director: SYDNEY BOX
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Much Ado About Something
THE DEFEAT oC the Ministry of Information in its recent

struggle for increased powers was appropriately announced in

the House of Commons by Sir John Anderson, the choice of

whom as Government spokesman would appear to have been a

definite indication that neither the War Cabinet nor the

Prime Minister have any real belief in the importance of

propaganda, or, for that matter, the informational services.

Briefly stated, the policy of the Government is retention of the

Foreign Office stranglehold, refusal to grant greater responsi-

bility as regards news to the M.O.I., and in general the main-

tenance of the status quo—that is, chaotic and unco-ordinated

conditions due to the fact that the M.O.I, is debarred from any

authoritative say in the expression of national policy. Practic-

ally the entire press (including The Times) has greeted the

Government's decision with something near execration ; and

^his attitude correctly expresses the general feeling of the

public. It is to be hoped that the pressure of opinion will be

sufficiently strong to force further and fuller consideration of

the problem on the Government. The present situation means

that no single division of the M.O.I, can hope to improve its

work in anything other than minor details of efficiency. The

Films Division, for instance, to which Duff Cooper paid

a not unjustified tribute, is still in the anomalous position of

planning its production programmes in a tentative and piece-

meal manner, lacking any hint of that directive policy without

which the use of film as an expressive weapon is severely

hampered. The least one can hope is that the M.O.I.'s defeat

means a victory only for laissez-faire and not also for the forces

of reaction. Nevertheless, the strengthening of the Foreign

Office's position must be viewed with the gravest misgivings,

for that department is only too clearly entirely incompetent to

cope with public as distinct from diplomatic needs. Nor, for

that matter, can one welcome the control of the projection of
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Britain abroad by a deparini'nl sshose foreign public rclain»ns

ha\c been so conspicuously unsuccessful in recent years.

Meantime, sve hope that the Minister of Information -a ill

specially note the opportunity oHered by Anderson's remarks

regarding the British C Duncil, \\hich ran as follows:

"Another agency hitherto entirely detached is the British

C ouncil. Mi>si of their activities are educational and cultural,

and these w\\\ continue as al present. They have, ho\\c\er,

some propaganda activities, and these will in future be carried

on subject to the prior approval of the Minister of Information

\sho will appoint a special officer to keep in touch with the

Council. .All the film work of the Council will be carried out

in consultation with the Ministry of Information."

There would appear to be something of a chance here of

influencing and improving British Council activities—especi-

allv as regards films.

Films Council Please Note

rm M MHFR of British feature films to be produced in the

forthcoming year cannot satisfy the requirements of the

Quota Act.

Consequently, both renters and the exhibitors are calling for

a reduction in the percentage of British films they must

acquire or show under the terms of the Act. There is one solu-

tion that has been put forward in various trade papers and which

has received support from many branches of the Exhibitors"

Association. This proposal is to allow British short films to

count for quota against American long films. The suggestion

is that the minimum of £7.500 worth of labour required by the

quota cost clause to be spent on a quota feature film, should be

spread over four to six .short films.

The proposal has a great many advantages. In the first

instance it would allow a reasonable production budget to be

allocated to short-film production, since films to benefit from

quota would need to show a labour cost somewhere in the

region of £1.500. Hitherto the maximum that could be spent on

a short film in this country, with a chance of making e\en a

small profit, was often not much more than £250. this sum

covering all production expenses including labour; on this

basis it was exceptionally diflicult to turn out quality films.

The allocation of sums in the region of £3.0(K) {of which £ 1 .5(X)

vM)uld be for labour costs) to short film productions might

well result in Shorts bcci>ming a power in foreign markets as

vsell as at home.

There have been a \ariely of pn^posaK fi^r establishing the

British short film economically , but iiiiiin people consider that

this is the first which could easily aiui pr.iciic.ilK be brought

Ihc .Man \>li() Knc» loo Much
IT IS (i()()i> to hear that the .Armv is now beg.nning lo .ippre-

ciate the value of the film expert within its ranks. A Ic.iding

ii.ure m the field of non-theatrical distribution who was

i III. >.Miscripted ga\c his ci\il life qualifications m the

nun il u.i\ at enlistment. A few weeks later he was asked by

his sergeant whether he was '"the chap who knew .ibout films
"

He replied in the affirmative and was immediately taken off to

see the Company-Sergeant- Major. The Company-Scrgeant-
Major put the same question and received the same answer.

The film expert was eyed sternly and taken in du; course

before the Regimental-Sergeant- Major. This exalted personage

wished to know whether he had before him "the man who
knew about films." Being convinced that it was indeed so, he

look action, with the result that this rare pri\ate soldier was

ushered into no less holy a presence than that of the Adjutant.

Before our hero could announce that he was "the man who
knew about films" the .Adjutant had puiiheine\itablequesiii

When the answer was gi\en it became clear that the end of f

journey had been reached. The Adjutant said "We arc havir.j.

a magic lantern show next week. I want you to operate the

lantern." The non-theatrical distribution expert had not come
all this way for nothing. He could not recall ever having set

eyes on a magic lantern, but he would not let down the repu-

tation of the film industry. He accepted the task and. having

retired from the Presence, he proceeded to g*t in touch with

the soldier who gave the magic lantern shows in a neigh-

bouring camp. He mastered the art so successfully that when

the day came the show passed ofT without a hitch. His

comment was that "In the .Army no square hole must ever be

filled b> anything but a square peg".

Good News

IT IS RtiPORTED from Canada that John Gricrson has now
"been placed in supreme charge of all mo\ing-picturc activities

of the Canadian Go\ernment." This statement brings to a

logical conclusion the policy—pursued o\er some years by the

Canadian Go\ernment—of forming a focal point for the use

of films for national expression and public information both at

home and overseas. Of all the Dominions Canada has always

been to the forefront in the use of films, and it will be remem-

bered that the original nucleus of the Empire Film Library

included a very large number of films obtained from the

Canadian Government Motion Picture Bureau. Under the

Canadian Films Act. in the drafting of which Gricrson

worked at the request of the Canadian Government two years

before the war. the position of the Bureau and of other official

film bodies in Canada was bound to become anomalous. It is.

therefore, clearly a wise and constructi\e step to absorb and

co-ordinate all these activities under a single department. No
one will question Canada's good fortune in having obtained

documentary's founder as ts chief executive. Much though

Grierson's drive and genius has been missed over here since i

'

outbreak of war. it is clearly of the highest importance thai

services should be available to a great nation in the New Wo-

whose selt'-expression is a matter of vital interest in the r.r

developments of the present age. .A new and vigorous schoi^

di->cumentary is now all set for rapid development in Canavi, .

It will no doubt co-oporatc with the documentary movement in

the I'nitcd States: and. just as importantly, it will signal to

other Dominions the need for a similar film approach, with :'

ultimate aim of an intcr-Impcrial film service whose cxiste

in all respects would be of incalculable value to the people^

the Commonwealth.
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THE BRITISH COUNCIL
This editorial was written before the Debates on propaganda in the Lords and the Commons. The

Government announcements only serve, in our view, to strengthen the opinions expressed.

THE BRITISH COUNCIL is apprehensive of its future. Recent

statements make it clear that the Council is conscious of the

need to justify its present organisation under the Foreign

Office, and is anxious to avoid incorporation in the other

national propaganda and informational service.

The statement of the British Council's new Chairman, Sir

Malcolm Robertson, given to a Sunday newspaper, was

obviously directed to these ends. The main contention he

expressed as follows : "It is not our business to spread opinion

on the war, nor are we here for political purposes. We try to

show the world British culture and the British way of life.

Our work is all the more welcome abroad because of its

freedom from political propaganda."

Mr. Phihp Guedalla, Chairman of the British Council Films

Committee, in an introduction to their new film catalogue,

states: "There is no attempt in this series to depict the

nation's war effort or to state the issues which the war raises

for ordinary men and women throughout the world . . . war

propaganda in the narrow sense forms no part of it." The

programme note of a show of British Council films at the New
Gallery Cinema on June 17th, states: "The aim of the British

Council is to hold a mirror to the face of Britain and her people

in their everyday lives and work . . . though they are not

directly concerned with warfare or political matters, these films

are intimately bound up with the war effort of the nation . . .

throughout the world men are asking what Britain has to offer

as against that species of new order under which, according to

the German propaganda films, the initiated enjoy the blessings

of a superior education, social services and way of life gener-

ally."

Apart from the discreet shift of position with regard to the

war effort which has apparently taken place between the time

of Mr. Guedalla's introductory note and the show on June 1 7th,

all these statements have one common purpose and that is to

persuade—whoever must be persuaded—that the function of

the British Council must remain quite distinct from

that of the Ministry of Information. In any case, the

question immediately arises—is the Council's claim to "hold a

mirror to the face of Britain" altogether accurate? Presumably

their new film catalogue is a good reflection of the Council's

general attitude to propaganda. This is best summed up by the

three stills that precede their official newsreel of British news.

The three stills are:—the Royal Heralds; Windsor Castle; and

the Houses of Parliament. Their mirror therefore reflects only a

very sectionalised side of Britain. These three photographs

show where British Council interests lie. Though they have

travelled a good way from their Travel Association Film Unit

days, their point of view remains substantially the same. Their

mirror of Britain is a mirror that reflects Lords, Wimbledon,

the Derby, the Old English inn, the beautiful countryside, our

glorious old buildings—the heritage of the past, and all's right

with the world.

Viewing the programme of films which they showed on

June 17th, and which they must obviously have picked as the

best they had to offer, one gets a strong impression that despite

these claims, they are, in fact, engaged in war propaganda.

Leaving aside the newsreel, which reports on and about war

progress, the first film. Learning to Live, describes how British

education differs fundamentally from the Nazi ideal, by

emphasising the individuality of the child, and by emphasising

that its methods are not less modern. Yet this is supposed not

to be propaganda. In fact, the film shows a highly idealised

picture of British education which bears little relation to the

facts. Learning to Live reveals a great disrespect for accurate

information, and as regards those educationalists in foreign

countries who may see the film, it will obviously do harm, as

they cannot be altogether unaware of the educational position

in this country, having perhaps seen documentary films on the

same subject which have, while not disguising existing prob-

lems, given a picture of true democratic initiative. The second

film, John Bull, is a sales film for English pedigree cattle. Its

obvious job is to sell the South American breeder on the virtue

of the British bull. The fourth film, Ulster, shows how the six

counties rallied to the Empire's call, and is straightforward

war propaganda. The last film, Queen Cotton, is again a sales

film of the cotton industry. It is designed for South America

and the purpose, as in the case of John Bull, is presumably to

obtain foreign currency to be used for the purchase of war sup-

plies overseas. It becomes only too obvious from seeing the

films and reading the catalogue, that the work of the British

Council should not be separated from the general national

eff"ort at overseas projection during the greatest crisis that the

country has ^er faced.

Yet the British Council seems most anxious not to be

associated with what they call "political propaganda," If

we go to the dictionary we find that Mr Fowler's definition of

politics is "Science of or a treatise on state organisation, affairs

of state, questions of policy". If we look at the definition of

propaganda we find "Association or scheme for propagating a

doctrine or practice". If we take these two definitions, it be-

comes apparent that the British Council's conception of its

job leads it to the rather alarming position of disassociating

itself from our reasons for fighting in this war and from

our reasons for continuing to resist. If we are fighting

the war for the preservation of our way of life, and the

British Council say that their job is to hold a mirror up
to that way of fife, then surely they are engaged in political

propaganda.

At its best, propaganda is the dissemination of information,

and one cannot see in what way, for instance, the Ministry of
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Information film Mcrchuni Seamen differs from the British

Council film Sailors withoui Uniform, although no filmgoer

will fail to re-alisc which is the better film.

If we go back to Sir Malcolm Robertson's statement we find

that he went on to say "Wherever 1 went I found Prench.

Italian and (ierman schools— even American -but nothing

British. We have vast interests in China, yet for years the

Chinese have looked more to the United States for education.

For si.\ty or seventy years we have been a power in Egypt, yet

the language spoken by leading Egyptians is French. Maltese

and Italian are spoken in Malta, and in the Rock of Gibraltar,

British for two hundred years, it is Spanish that we hear. It is

an outrage." One does not know if the inference to be drawn

from this latter statement of Sir Malcolm is that these incom-

prehensible people should speak English, but the important

point is, what does he propose to do about them, and

how?

One sometimes wonders whether the "mirror held up" by

the British Council Films Committee is not—even with the best

will in the world—a mirror which distorts the true f>olicy of a

country (and its War Cabinet) engaged in a total war in

defence of democracy.

There would be no possible objection to the British Council's

separate film activities could these be proved to fulfil any useful

national purpose. This has not been established and in these

circumstances there appears to be no reason why the British

Council's work should not be taken o\er by the M.O.I. Films

Division, which has, in some measure, proved its value to the

national war effort in its production and distribution of films,

both for home and overseas use.
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II IS no chance that the l\vo uni\crsai media of enlcrtainincnt

of this century should also be the two basic weapons o\' the

propagandist. It is, however, not sufficiently realised that both

in films and in radio the entertainment aspect came first, and

the propagandist and educational aspect second. The propa-

gandist and the educationist therefore started with an initial

disadvantage in that the public to whom they were appealing

were not used to the idea of something other than entertain-

ment (and straight news) being presented to them by these

means. Here, of course, cinema was at a greater disadvantage

than radio, since the latter could run continuous day and night

services on a number of different wa\elengths and thus lind

room for a bit of everything. Nevertheless, even radio was deal-

ing in the mass with an audience whose basic background

belonged largely to that of the movie and the popular press.

In peacetime many inquirers and critics have tried to tackle

the problems raised by this situation. Starting from the assump-

tion, hardly perhaps unwarranted, that much mass entertain-

ment is second-rate, if not actually debased, they ha\e tried

to find means of "impro\ing" entertainment standards. Their

efforts have usually been countered by the old parrot-cry "the

public gets what it wants"; and nobody understood them

when the> replied that this is not the same as the public getting

what It nccth for in this latter phra>e one can easily smell the

patronising halitosis of the Superior Intelligence.

But in point of fact they were right ; if b\ "needs" they meant

those things for which humans instincti\ely crave and without

some measure of which they cannot really be happ\. In terms

of our present thesis, we may say that people's needs are

(I) i.nleriainmvni. (2) Informa/ion, and (3) Participation.

Iniertainmcnt and Information they get in \arying degrees,

but the sense of Partinpation is only toi> often completely

lacking. Too much of their share in the creati\e acti\itics of

the group in which the\ li\e is \icarious. instead of direct.

.\t a ( iip-l inal for instance, direct participation comes onK to

twcnt>two people out oi the thousands present. It is. Iunsc\er,

easy to o\cr-simplify this point, since the very media under

discussion are bound to be vicarious in the sense in which we
are at present speaking. Thus the major problem to-day is a

double one: firstly, to raise the standards of vicarious partici-

pation to a level which will satisfy man's often unconscious

desire to share in creative things, and secondly to make it

possible for each individual to enjoy direct creative participa-

tion within his own immediate group. This, as both democrats

and fascists have discovered, is not merely a tall order, but

also an urgent problem.

To many investigators, therefore, the essential position is

this: the universal need of this century is for the re-crcalion

of our community sense. Evervone is in some degree or other

creative, but in modem society many people feel at a loss

because they can see no proper outlet for their creative in-

stincts. For. whereas in earlier communities the creative

sense was more often than not satisfied bv daily work, now-

adays, with the increa.se of mass-production in industry and

office, creation and work are nearly always divorced, except

in the case of high executives or directors. Hence, no doubt,

the tendency to some form of agricultural work (be it onlv a

window box or a full two acres in Surrey) which has been a

marked and growing feature—particularly during the Kist

twenlv vears. Hence, too. the various group movements which

—especially in the realm of Art—and of Arts and Crafts—have

mushroomed their way across twentieth-century civilisations.

Now cinema and radio audiences are essentially groups,

although their constitution is supcrficiallv different, since

cinema deals with mass groups gathered together in a specific

place for a specific purpose, while radio is dealing with similar

groups vvidelv dispersed in small units and varied locations

(the majontv being m individual homes). This difference is

extremely important, and affects technique particularly; but

in considering the general impact oi the two media we can on

the whole assume that they arc both catering really for the

same mass audience.
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Cinema and radio are part of everybody's normal life. Both

of them represent the ideas of a very small group of people

as to what very large masses of people want. What check is

there that these minority ideas give majority satisfaction?

In movies there is one check—and one only—box-office. If a

sufficient number of people fail to pay to see a certain film,

the purveyors of that film have to consider why. It is a curious

and significant thing that they very seldom seem to be able to

find out.

However that may be, the audience reaction to movies is

much more easy to see (if not to analyse) than the audience

reaction to radio—for here the commercial check utterly

breaks down, since nearly everyone is prepared to pay an odd

ten shillings for an almost limitless choice of all sorts of pro-

grammes over a period of 8,760 hours. Add to this the fact

that the choice of programmes on the medium wave alone

spans the whole of Europe, and the magnitude of the problem,

even from a theoretical rather than a practical point of view,

becomes obvious.

Thus we get the situation that the film people think they are

giving the public what it wants just as long as their receipts are

satisfactory, while the radio people are in a position to claim

that the mere possession of a radio set is an 'open sesame!' to

the gratification of any level of intellectual or aesthetic taste.

(The movie people may interject here that the money yardstick

at least represents a competitive spirit in purveying entertain-

ment, and may point to the superior quality of many of the

U.S.A. radio programmes,which have as their basis the com-

petition of advertising sponsors. It should, however, be pointed

out that whereas a film is in itself the object which is being

sold, a sponsored radio programme is in itself only an advert-

isement for the sale of another physical object.

In any case, whichever way you look at it, a vicious circle

exists in both film and radio. The public is presented with a

slab of entertainment ; the public evinces no major signs of

disapproval ; so the purveyors say the public is getting what it

i
wants, and go on presenting it. Failures, on this system,

represent only intermittent breaks in the circuit, and in general

everyone appears to be satisfied.

But no one really is. Nor, in point of fact, need there be a

vicious circle. It has long been realised (among others, by the

documentary people) that the circle can be broken at that point

where a vague public discontent with the meretricious leaves a

gap into which the element of mutual enlightenment can

penetrate. The phrase mutual enlightenment is probably suffi-

ciently accurate to represent everything we really mean by

information and education. The attitude represented by the

phrase is important, for it negates the attitude of the "superior

intellect" and suggests the required attitude towards partici-

pation. For, if you really want to "raise the public's sense of

appreciation" you must first remember to be humble (film

magnates sometimes pretend to be humble, but don't let them

take you in).

If the reader has so far borne with these restatements

of obvious and well-known facts (neglected though they

are), he will see that our investigation now leads us

towards two inquiries—firstly into the general possibilities

and secondly into a consideration of what is happening

in the realms of film and radio during the present war.

General considerations lead us first to the plain statement

that it is untrue to say that the public has not got taste. It

would be more sensible (if not easy to prove) to say that people

naturally have good taste, but that the circumstances and

environment of modern existence tend to debase it. Here we
come to the factor of education, which splits into two elements

—firstly, the education they receive while they're growing up

—

in State or privately maintained Schools and Universities,

and secondly the education which they continue voluntarily

to acquire as adults in the everyday world.

If child-education fails to provide the means by which the

individual can (a) express himself creatively, and (b) partici-

pate, with a sense of his own individuality and a sense of re-

sponsibility, in the creative activities of the community

—

then child-education is not doing its job properly. It is all

to the good that the tendency of present-day methods is to

stress these very points, for it is here that the major possibility

arises for constructing a really valuable thing out of the arts

of movie and radio. For, starting from this point we can count

on the ability of people at large to be good critics of what is

put before them.

But intermingled with this viewpoint is, of course, the view-

point of the makers of film and radio programmes—many of

whom are sincere men, with a desire to do good stuff, but who
feel themselves hampered by the inability of the public to

appreciate anything other than the second-rate. Nevertheless,

it must be pointed out that both film-making and radio work

are noted for the attraction which they have for people who
are themselves intrinsically second-rate (or even worse). First-

raters in both media are very much fewer in numbers than in

any of the other arts.

Our second consideration is a vital one to-day, for it relates

to the fact that both movie and radio are at present being in-

tensively used for propaganda and for information. What
possible check can there be on the effect of all these wartime

films and radio programmes? How far can sporadic reports

from regional centres, or even the B.B.C. listener research

organisation get an accurate picture of real audience reactions?

We are dealing with media in which the element of imagina-

tion and fantasy plays as important a part as does that of fact

and reason. No questionnaire or poll can do more than give a

Yes or No answer—and a Yes or No answer may beg the whole

question either way.

There would appear to be no solution to this problem other

than that our propagandists should abide strictly by the two

canons of democratic expression and taste. By doing so they

may avoid insulting the people for and about whom their pro-

grammes are made; and there is no reason to suppose that

they cannot, in the end, produce films and radio programmes

which will stimulate—instead of smothering—the active

creative instincts of the general mass of people.

And in this, the yardstick for our propagandists is not a

money yardstick nor a listener-research yardstick. It is the

yardstick of absolute integrity, sincerity of purpose, and fear-

lessness in the face of all blimps who fear education, and fear,

ultimately the participation of all people in the creative activi-

ties of a free community.
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British Merchant Shipbuilding

against human interest background.

Dramatic emphasis achieved by

alternating use of sound and silence.

/ ( EL (MEE
How Britain pays for her imports

by the sweat and toil of the miners

of South Wales. Relying for its

emotional effect on the natural

drama o'i world trade.

EEAHMM; to Ell E

Explaining to the foreigner the best

aspects of British Education and its

emphasis on character building. Its

appeal lies in child studies com-

pletely free of camera-consciousness

though photographed with a tech-

nique only possible by use o{ lighi^.

(H EE\ (Ol l(}\ umr.kn,r^)

Lancashire's main industry- and its

co-operation with the great British

couturiers to capture fashion leader-

ship. Through the use of colour and

rhythmic cutting this film gives

universal appeal to industrial se-

quences leading up to the display

of dresses, ending with the sharp

ciMitrasi of Britain at war.

iii:iiiii\ niik siiiiiiis uii
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A NEW WORLD'
By IVOR MONTAGU. Reprinted by courtesy of The Anglo Soviet Review

WITHOUT DOUBT the new Soviet film under this

title must be one of the most ambitious docu-

mentary films ever made. The Moscow broad-

jcasts of 2nd January reported that it is now com-

jpleted and showing widely with great public

success.

It is a "collective production". In documentary

film history the subject of A Day will recall at

once to the student Berlin and World Melody

(both of Ruttmann), but the comparison immedi-

ately reveals the inadequacy of the resources of a

private individual or firm to cope with any

theme of the kind wider in scope than the

"single city" of the former subject.

A Day is so much wider, in theme and author-

ship, that its closer parallel is no doubt the "Day
in the Life of the World" which Maxim Gorky

sought to prepare as a literary work some years

ago. Through various literary organisations, both

in the U.S.S.R. and abroad, also through work-

ing-class and political organisations, Gorky

made an appeal for as many persons as were

willing—persons unaccustomed to authorship as

well as professional writers— to send him an ac-

count of how they spent one single selected day

in 1936. The mass of material was to have been

utilised under his guidance to compile a written

work that should give a comparative glimpse of

life in all countries at one given and arbitrary

moment.

Gorky fell victim to a murder plot not long

afterwards, it will be recollected, and I do not

know whether the projected work is being com-

pleted by other hands or has been abandoned.

It is clearly the inspiration of the documentary

film we are discussing.

The task of supervising A Day was assigned

to a group. A scenario was prepared. As far as

we can judge this scenario was on the one hand

detailed, exactly prescribing a great number of

selected incidents, chosen to portray the theme,

and planned so that camera units would in ad-

vance know what they were going to get and see

that they got it; and on the other hand flexible,

so that of innumerable scenes unforeseen and

spontaneously selected on the spot as suitable for

shooting, some might well be found to be useful

for inclusion.

The day selected happened to be 24th August,

1940. The particular date had no significance.

The theme was to be "the most important and

typical events occurring in that one single day

over the one-sixth of the earth comprised by the

U.S.S.R."—events in the streets, on mountain

pastures, in workshops, deep in the bowels of the

earth in coal and iron mines, in scientific

laboratories, in private houses, at meetings,

carnivals, etc.

Ninety-seven cameramen were allotted to the

scripted work. (I cannot imagine that this num-
ber has any mystic significance. Maybe 100 were

illotted and 3 fell ill.) What was obviously by

far the most important of the footage had to be

shot by them. But in addition numbers of other

cameramen were sent out, and volunteers all over

the U.S.S.R. were invited to collaborate, to shoot

and send in anything they happened to see and

that occurred to them as being possibly worth

recording during that single day. Even the

cameramen of features in course of production

were authorised to break off for A Day if in

the course of their labours that day, any-

thing took place within their ken that they felt

should be seized as it happened.

Here is the account of the finished film given

on the radio broadcast

:

"The sun rises on the Eastern Pacific coast. In

Moscow it is still the evening before, but here

Vladivostok wakes. A coastguard cutter is seen

plying through the waters. The lighthouse lights

go out, the flag is hoisted with the dawn. Work
begins in factory and ofiice.

"Vladivostok railway station. The Pacific Ex-

press is about to leave for theWest—for Moscow,

on the longest train journey in the world—nine
days and nights. Passengers are at the windows

of the train ; a woman and child, a Red Army
man. Why are they making this journey? What
business takes them the long journey to the West?

The Red Army man is on his way to a Com-
manders' school. He is to learn to be an officer.

Here is a prospector ; he has been seven years in a

Far Eastern district. Now he is returning to Mos-

cow for a whole year's leave.

"The scenery passes. The sun soon overtakes

the train. Here we are at Lake Baikal. The train

passes mountain ranges. New railway lines in

construction. The volcanoes of Kamchatka. The

chain of the Urals, dividing Asia from Europe.

The huge Stalin metallurgical works at Magnitor-

gorsk. Men are just knocking off" work. Molten

liquids blaze as they pour out of the crucibles.

"Moscow is asleep. Above the sleeping city

blaze the ruby-red stars of the Kremlin. The
bridges are deserted. The streets empty save for

an occasional early car.

"The first to be up and doing are the an-

nouncers of the Radio Centre, Moscow. Soon

they are at their posts at the microphones and

throughout the world echoes the call : "Workers

of all lands, unite!"

"Moscow workers wake. There ensues a sym-

phony in great and exciting crescendo of the

labour of millions, in towns, villages, collective-

farms, settlements. Sheep are led out to pasture

in the Caucasus. Hunters lay their snares in re-

mote islands. The waking airports ; those who in

one day must reach distant destinations in

Ashkhabad, Central Asia, Stockholm, the North

Caucasus. Pravda and Izvestia are put aboard.

The L70 with its passenger list of twenty-four

and its crew of nine sets off" for the south.

"In a block of flats, a worker, soon to be on

shift, is seen with his family at breakfast. Kalinin

too, the Chairman of the Presidium of the

Supreme Soviet, is breakfasting with his family.

"All over the country citizens are going to

work. Farmers and fishermen; girls gathering

fruit in Tashkent, cotton in Uzbekistan; in the

textile mills of Ivanovo, the railyards at Chelya-

binsk, at a steel plant on the Amur, all the mil-

lions of builders of socialism. Among them one of

whom workers in all the world know, Stalin, and

with him Molotov, on the way to their offices in

the Kremlin. And in the reception room of the

chairman of the Soviet, in one of the new Soviet

towns, an unemployed engineer is asking for

work. How long were you unemployed? Five

years. Five years! And now you can join at work

with your new Soviet family.

"The sun rises higher and higher. It blazes on

goldfield, factory, and mill; on mountain range,

orchard, and vineyard. Here is a Stakhanovite

woman, a deputy of the Soviet Union, at her

work bench. To-day for the first time she is

operating five machines simultaneously. Here is

another deputy, a ballerina; she is rehearsing

Romeo and Juliet.

"Here is far-off" Wrangel Island, in the Arctic.

The scientists make their observations. From
north to south, from east to west, the mighty

Union is alive. The ice of the Arctic gives place

to the waving grain of the Central Volga regions

of the Ukraine. Here a drove of agricultural

machines is being towed by a single tractor, the

device of the gold medallist of the Agricultural

Exhibition. Here are collective-farmers building

themselves a motor road over the mountains to

Stalinabad.

"We are in Odessa, in the clinic of a famous

professor. An operation is being performed on a

collective-farm woman who has been blind for

three years. The operation is successful. "Can

you see?" asks the professor. "I can see every-

thing," whispers the patient. Through the win-

dows are the waters of the Black Sea. The shores

of the Black Sea crowded with holiday makers;

the beaches, the palaces, the rest homes, dark

with the bronzed bodies of holiday makers from

a population of 193 millions."

I am afraid this is as far as my receiving set

carried me. Fading and interference, on short

wave as well as long, combined to render the

remainder of the broadcast nearly undecipher-

able. I can only report further that the sections

so far related seemed to make up about two-

thirds of the film, there seemed to be about a

third more to come; that from the holiday

makers the action seemed to lead straight to the

Red Army, the forces defending the U.S.S.R;

and that "The International" forms the "play

out" to the ending of the film. I think sufficient is

clear, however, to make it certain that the film,

on the basis of its peculiar production and con-

struction, is likely to be of enormous interest to

documentary technicians, and, in the basis of

its content, to be valuably instructive to the

1,800 odd million people outside the Soviet

borders.
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NEW l)(><;i MEN lAKY FILMS

Ninhl Walih. A Strand tilnv Pnxliuiion iitut

Dtriciuin l>on>ild Taylor. Associate Director:

Ralph bond. Ciimeru: G. Noble and L. Bancs.

Scripts: Rodney Ackland and Reg Groves.

.M.O.I. 5 minutes.

TRAMP. I KAMI', tramp. Oh, damn, here he is

lyain. .Move on. Tramp, tramp, tramp. Let's find

another corner. No use. Getting to know these

feet. Darling, what about the park? No, I'm

sorry, mate. Never seen so many people out at

night ; not a quiet corner anywhere. Not a quiet

corner anywhere. The A.R.P. workers are on
duty and through looking in on to a brief and
simple episode in the life of a soldier and his girl,

wc see the background of these vital humani-

tarian ser\iccs.

Somebody made a war, somebody is respon-

sible for the lives of lhous;inds of people; but

amidst the emotional flux, the ruins of houses

and families, are groups of men working to put

right the damage which has been done. The
soldier and his girl arc looking for a quiet corner

but the turmoil of war makes it impossible;

through their conversation the director has suc-

ceeded in showing how people suflTer in the

small, commonplace ways, and how the A.R.P.

services are constantly ready in every corner,

constantly ready to meet every new danger or

emergency.

NikIii Watch is a departure from usual docu-

mentary technique in having no commentary, the

story of the film being imparted through the

medium of an emotional synthesis co-ordinating

the camera work, dialogue and William Alwyn's

music. Some of the scenes are, perhaps, a little

too obviously "studio", but the sincerity of the

film over-rides this, creating an atmosphere of

realism and of courage. This film is a tribute to

the work being done by the A.R.P. services, and
will impress more people, after having seen the

performance of .Anne lirth, Cyril Chamberlain

and the supporting cast, than the sceptics and
cynics who refute the idea of actors being able

to portray the realities of life.

Rabbit F'est: /'r<»<///<7/<>/r Strand film Company
lor Plant Protection Limited, nireciion and
rhotoaraphy: Cierald Gibbs.

lo rtif rovvNSMAN the rabbit is a pretty crea-

ture and an appetising dish, and it comes as

stinKthing of a shixk to sec a film which rccom-

nurnds the wholes;ile giivsing of these animals in

their burrows. The countryman will be less sur-

prised lo hear of these drastic measures because

he will alrc.idy he aware of the vast damage to

cr«>ps which IS being caused b> rabbits and which
IS illiisiralcd in this lilm He will find it easy to

believe the commentator's siatcment that the

value of .1 r.ihbit as fotxl even m these days of

shortage is gener.illy much le^s th.in the value

of the crops It has de-strovcd during its lifclinK.

Hut the him. which is directed low.irds country

people, is not designed merely lo confirm their

awareness of the dangers of the rabbit pest, but

contains admirably illustrated instruction on the

most modern method of dealing with it. This is

by introducing powder or sprays of poisonous

dust into the burrows after all exits have been

sealed with earth. By this means rabbits can be

got rid of completely, and it would appear that

those of us who have been wont to enjoy a little

rough rabbit shooting can no longer regard it as

an elFicient method of protecting crops.

The film is well photographed, and Bernard

Miles contributes a characteristic commentary
in his warm and friendly rural accents. He
finishes by reminding farmers that it is not

enough for one man to clear his fields. If only a

single farm is left untreated the rabbits from it

it will spread back on to the lands of the good
citi/ens. In rabbit extermination, as in every-

thing else, co-operation is the watchword.

Winged MesscnRcrs. Production: G.B. Instruc-

tional. Direction: Mary Field. Photography:

Frank North. M. O. I. 5 minutes.

H'inged Messent^'crs is a simple, pleasant film

about the use of carrier pigeons in home defenc-e.

We're introduced to several peace-time fanciers,

whose pigeons are now in uniform. In the

manner of This was England they explain about

the job of training and looking after pigeons, and

there arc some beautiful shots, reminisc^ent of

Secrets ofWature. where a fancier spreads out. in

close-up, a pigeons wing and tail feathers to

show their si/e and power. Carrier pigeons, it

seems, are used as a stand-by in home defence

where posts are li.ible to be surrounded or cut olT

from ordinary communication. They can even be

trained to home to travelling wagons. The film

ends with the reconstruction of an incident in

an invasion, where carrier pigeons would prove

invaluable

Crisis in the \tlaniic, IV41. /'n.Jiiciion: March

of Time (No. I, "th Year). Disinhmion: R.K.O.

Radio Pictures. IS minutes.

IT is pttASwi to be able to report that March

of Time have at last got over their war-jitters,

and decided to immerse one big tix at least.

Crisis in the AiUmiic, 1941. is the story of the

Atlantic convo>s, with special emphasis on the

increased part th.it the U.S.A. is playing: and in

the telling of this sior>' March of Time is not only

making up its own mind but carefully iKlping

American cili/ens to make up theirs. We have

only got to kxik back less than a year to their

Panama item, in which, in a complete state of

panic, they were comparing combiiKcl Axis ton-

nage lo that ot the U.S.A. alone, to sec how
they've changed lo-day they're cheerfully com-

paring combifKd .Axis tonnage with combined

Ci.B.-US.A. tonn.igc.

That Panama item just about hit the low-w.^

mark for bad shooting, bad scripting, jittery ar.

ment, lack of honesty and lack of purpose: t

were in an agony of indecision. Well, the dcci^

is taken now. and you can see it in the qualit.

the film. That is not to say that the old Mart >

Time faults arc all gone—men speaking

tclephoiKs, nameplatcs on doorways, people

desks, while the commentator burbles on aK
something or other—but this time wc have ,

two slap-up sequences, lively and well-shot. ..

thev're not afraid now to string them togcthc

mean something. The first of these scquciwc-

the convoy, setting out from Canada, sil

mainly from its escorting aircraft, then after ..

craft and destroyers have turned back, life

the convoy itsclf-all very nicely shot. The or

good sequence is on Greenland, a country I do

remember having seen on the screen before :

people with their flat. Esquimau faces, the "

island itself and. best of all. a daiKC w hen

coastguard cutters put in. Altogether a m. .

improved March of Time.

A.T.S. Production: Army Film Unit. Direct.

Hugh Stewart. M.O.I. 5 minutes.

WELL. WELL. WELL, who'd have thought it. Ar.i

the parachute stuff in the ncwsrecis, here convrs
1

.some more good shooting from the Army Film

Unit. It seems that at last the people there with

experience are beginning to make their presence

felt. Hugh Stewart was as experienced an editor

as the British Industrx had —remember The .Man

U'ho Knew Too Much, for msLance. .ATS. is a .

good, simple, technical job. straightforwardly

illustratinglhelifcand jobsof a volunteer, with a

good deal of sync, shooting. The girls begin

talking, or an instructress explaining, about the

various jobs, and the film whips you off into

action scenes and sync, sequences till you've

pretty well gone the rounds, of the more interest-

ing jobs. Two partic-ularly pleasant sequences

are the girls on .\.\. detector work and a

dancx. with two (male* sergeants sv^ingmg Loch .

Lomond in an astonishingly lively and satisfyinf
.

fashion.

The film seems to be addressed mainly ic

middle-class girls, and will. I am sure, be very

sucvxssful in recruiting them, but it raises quite ;

number of other thoughts as well I don't think

It, or the ATS. for that malter, will appeal ic

wvrking-class girls much. The accents, in the firs

place, arc all very ladylike, some of them indecu

almost unbearable. And then there's the qucstioi

of uniform No one can hope to persuade nn

that it suits more than a very sniall percentage o '

women : the rest look like rather tcmfving mem
bers of another species. Of ciourse. this, whethe

designedly or not I am not prepared to say. is ai

added attraction to middle-clavs wvmen who. ii

general, arc pnone to seek satisfaction for thei

frustrations in vanous forms of exhibitionisro
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\Sorking-class women, with their strong social

modesty, watch out that any uniform they get

imo is pleasant and suitable—witness factory

overalls and 'bus conductresses" uniforms.

llo\ve\er, A.T.S. does try very laudably to put

over the job in a serious and un-exhibitionist

way: it is not the film's fault that the people

themselves are so invincibly masterful and

feminist. You feel that they are quite uncritical

about it all: it is satisfaction enough for them

that it is men's jobs they are doing. And over it

all hangs the unmistakable aura of escape : escape

from the toils of the middle-class family to the

respectable haven of partial, not frightening,

independence, and a safe irresponsibility that

makes no real demands. I should think they'd

gel all the recruits they want: or are they all in

the W.V.S. already? Never mind, it's a pleasant,

u ell-made film.

Queen's Messenger. A Jay Gardner Lewis Pro-

duction. Direction: J. Lewis. Associate Producer:

Basil Wright. Distribution: M.O.L 5 mins.

Alter the considerable criticism in the popular.

Press relating to the efficiency, or more exactly,

the inefficiency, of the mobile canteens in servic-

ing bombed areas, it is of interest to see a film

whose object is to stress the rapidity with which

these units arrive at their destination. Queen's

Messenger is a well constructed film, but will not

succeed in reassuring the sceptics that any im-

provement has been made. It does show the

routine from the reception of a message, via

ribbons of road, to the ultimate relief of the

homeless as the convoy arrives. But there is no

emphatic assurance that the whole operation is

carried out with the speed that such an emergency

necessitates. The film succeeds in being interest-

ing, but lacking in real propagandist force.

For many people there will be an element of

satisfaction in finding that services exist, and

moreover, function, for the provision of food

and drink for the inhabitants of bombed dis-

tricts. But, although the information imparted

is encouraging, one would like an assurance that

relief can be available within hours, and not

days, as has been the case in the past. There is

an insistent demand that action shall be rapid

and effective—not the pathetic fumblings of a

Gerontocracy. In the familiarity of the opening

sequence, showing the aged group in the pub.,

there was a hint of cliche, relieved only by the

cheerful pessimism of the assembled characters.

Learning to Live. Production: Merton Park

Studios, for the British Council. Direction:

Harold Purcell. Camera: James Rogers.

THIS IS a well-made and extremely well photo-

graphed film, and is designed to give a general

impression of the operations of our State Educa-

tional system. A family of three children is

shown, one child being at the infant stage, and

the others at primary and secondary stages re-

spectively. In its material the film differs in no
great detail from others dealing with the same
subject ; but the violently propagandist commen-
tary is quite a surprise in a British Council film

which, according to its sponsors, should be

anything but propaganda. The tone of the com-

mentary may be gauged by the astonishing re-

mark to the effect that "every British child,

regardless of class or income, carries a Univer-

sity degree in its satchel". Both the director and

the sponsors were presumably aware that,

although theoretically correct, this remark falls

so far short of fact as to be something like a

taradiddle—a point which will be sharply noted

by friends abroad who have seen British docu-

mentaries dealing more elaborately with Britain's

plans for improving and democratising her edu-

cational system. But, apart from the whole tone

of the commentary, the film is, as has been said,

pleasant to look upon.

The question, however, arises as to how far

pleasant pictures (and these are particularly

pleasant) of children at work and play in good

surroundings can represent much more than

a titivation of the audience's sentimental senses.

There is nothing wrong in that ; but in presenting

such films as a "mirror held up to the face of

Britain" one may question whether the British

Council is doing even a "cultural", as opposed to

a "propagandist" job.

REPORT
FROM A MINING VILLAGE

M.O.I. Films in Scotland

WHEN the Films Division of the M.O.I, release

one of their five-minute films what further

interest do they take in it? Do they collect com-

ments on it and consider the reviews? Are reports

received systematically from the cinemas? Is

there a dossier of private and published opinion

on each of the films, which may be consulted

when policy is being discussed and new produc-

tion embarked upon?

I imagine that there are affirmatives for most

of these questions. Propaganda is a science and

cannot be run on haphazard methods. It would

be surprising if mistakes were repeated and the

lessons of the early films went unlearned. The

directors probably see their films when first

released in one or two cinemas in London's

West End; but they would be merely repeating

the mistake of the commercial film makers if

they attached exaggerated importance to that

special and narrow verdict. If they had time they

would find it instructive to be present when their

films are shown in some of the less well-beaten

cinema tracks.

Consider, for example, the reception given to

M.O.I, films in one of the mining villages in

Scotland. The following comments are from the

report of a M.O.I, driver-projectionist who gives

shows to miners in village welfare halls.

"I do not think the miners see themselves as a

part of the war effort. They have lived too near

to pits all their lives to see them as anything other

than just pits. I could not show them Feed the

Furnaces as I know that 2,000 tons of scrap is

known to be lying at the bottom of one pit and

they believe that there are thousands of tons in

other pits nearby.

"A film like Dawn Guard leaves them with the

idea that someone is trying to put something

over on them. The dialogue in the film
—

'The

truth is we are much too lazy. We left it to other

people to think instead of thinking for our-

selves"—seems to them a very insincere criticism

coming from a Government film. I was surprised

at the reaction to this film. They immediately

place it as insincere propaganda, and feel that

someone is trying to fool them.

'Britain Can Take It was by far the most suc-

cessful film. The reasons, I think, were because

of the neutral reporter, the emphasis on the

common people and the fact that it showed what

the war was like. In films, they want to see the

war, not hear speeches delivered with pictures

about Feed the Furnaces, when they know that

scrap is not being used ; or Home Guards deliver-

ing in an almost unintelligible accent, as foreign

to them as Greek, a criticism of Government by

the Government. They are much too canny for

methods of film making which might be success-

ful in the south.

"How many people observed that when in The

Owner Goes Aboard Mr. Smith boarded a British

man of-war, he was shown round without

producing his identity card; and that the W.V.S.

lady in Heart of Britain says: 'There in the pitch

darkness of the night . . . seeing men bringing

out bodies . .
.' I did not notice these things.

The Fife miners did.

"A film like Yellow Caesar leaves them unim-

pressed, as they have had all these views for a

long time—but were 'reds' if they expressed

them. They cannot feel that these things are

sincere in a film of this nature. As I have been

told time and time again : 'They did not show us

that sort of thing when Spain was on the go . . .

Naw we were aw pals then.' 'Hitler! We were

fightin' him when the big bugs were givin' him

the money tae bomb us tae hell.' 'The Negus is

back ... but he wisny worth botherin' aboot

afore' and so on. These are actual remarks from

the best type of miner. Although they hold these

views they are behind the war effort, and refer

to the few 1 have met who are not, as 'bloody

reds!" . .

."'

The general experience of this and other pro-

jectionists who show films in rural areas in

Scotland is that there is more interest in factual

than in vague theoretical themes. Audiences

want to see films of real events

—

Britain Can

Take It, Lofoten. They are acutely aware of the

contrast between the state of affairs visualised

in such films as Dawn Guard and the hard facts

of their actual conditions. They do not believe,

in the words of more than one miner, that this

will be a land fit for heroes after the war is

finished. Too many of them fought in the

last war. Their reactions give a measure

of the job which awaits forward-looking

propaganda.
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Mil I MM IS the nu)\t compelling medium for

LAplaining facts (instruction) and for showing

new relationships heiwccn known facts (inter-

pretation). The lilm presents reality in a readily

received form, hecause. especially with the help

o\ sound, it can concentrate audience attention

to the fullest. It can he screened in many places.

a large number of times. The film can also take

Its audience to any place or objcxt and show

relations difllcult to convey otherwise: it can

give to the space and time dimensions whatever

values are best for the particular kind of ex-

position in hand. Further, the film can pick out

the essential items of a process, and range over

the field to give an integrated view. Where a

dynamic process needs to be illustrated or

taught, the moving film is essential: no black-

board diagram, no lantern slide can take its place

adequately. Books, newspapers, radio, and the

theatre each have some but not all of these

qualities.

The film can teach the facts and methods of

science in an easily acceptable way and to the

best elTtx-t. Many films by no means develop these

possibilities. If the film is to be used effectively as

a medium for exposition, the way it works must

K" understood.

F irst, the film is. and cannot be other than pic-

tures in motion. Therefore, the film must express

Its ideas through motion. Unless there is move-

ment, either of the picture on the screen, or by

cutting from one shot to another as the idea of

the film is developed, the eye and mind btxome

iired and attention flags. One may think it ought

not to flag if the subject is interesting: but the

tact remains that attention is lost unless the treat-

ment of the subject is interesting.

1 he film must show what it is discussing. This

- obvious though it is often forgotten. .\ process

>'i experiment cannot be shown in mid-shot only

:

.1 close shot of every relevant detail is ntvess;ir>.

Mid-shot or long shot may t>e needed to relate the

details to the whole. Contiguous details may be

linked by moving the camera from one to the

other (panning). The point of view of the camera

must be carefullv selected to show just what is

w.mted. clearly, without irrelevant intrusions.

This means simpiv that good photography and

circful lighting is not an artist's luxury but a

necessity for good exposition.

The film must refer by title or commentary,

with the utmost clarity, to what is on the screen,

when this is not self-evident. Titles and com-

"Hiitary must be lucid, sparing of words and

> i^\ to read or hear. They must call a sp;ide a

rule, and that when the spade is on the screen.

Most important is a unified theme. The film

must be in one picvc. coherent. It must a\so be

I sen in treatment, and must not cover one section

m elementary detail and another section of the

^.mic category onlv in brief outline

The technique of manv of the scientific fil:-

viewed by the Scientific Films Committee i

bad btccausc they do not follow these principle .

RANGE OF TRE.\TME.NT

Certain special techniques of the film technics

arc possible in a scientific film. Some of them c.i

be particularly useful in making research filn^

(a) Speeded up or slowed down motion, c .l

examination of cloud movement, plant

growth, and forms of airflow.

(b) Enlargement or reduction of dimensions.

(c) Diagrammatic explanation of phenomena
not normally visible.

(d) Increase of the colour range by a shifting of

the spectrum. This, as far as we know, has

not yet been used in film work.

(c) Reversal of processes.

(f) Supcrimposition or split screen work.

(g) Stroboscopic technique. (The cine camera

docs its own "stroboscoping", i.e.. a high

speed c"yclic movement, when seen inter-

mittently, as the cine-camera sees ii, be-

comes visible as it is slowed down.)

The script and the production of the film

should be in the hands of a competent film pro-

ducer rather than in those of the specialist whose

subject is being translated into film terms.

The specialist advises the producer: it is not

the other way round. Being a specialist in his own
science it is not to tx expected that he is a speci-

alist also in film presentation At the same time,

the film producer should have a scientific outlook

and a good knowledge of the subject being

portrayed.

CATEGORIES OF SCIENTIFIC RLMS
While there arc many ways in which scientific

films can be classified, we find it useful to con-

sider them in three categories: instructional, in-

terpretive, and research. It is obvious that there

will be overlap between these categories, and th.<'

any one film may fall into more than one ca\

gory. From the practical standpoint, howcxer.

building up a programme or choosing a sin^;.

film for a particular purpose, the Scientific Films

Committee has found this classification very use-

ful. Here we are concerned mainly with inter-

pretive and adult instructional films. School

teaching films are adequately dealt with else-

where : we especially recommend the publications

of the British 1 ilm Institute (which was formed

as the result of a conference called by the A.S.W

in 1929). and the book, "The Film and Radio as

Educational Media," by J. A. Lauwerys.

The instructional film presents facts to people

of all ages. The most imporiant aim is to portray

general principles of sciencx. the so-called laws

of nature. Instructional films should be used to
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educate the adult public in the things it has not

learnt at school or in spheres of activity which

have only lately come into being. Films can help

to clear away many widely held fallacious ideas.

Some films show solely how a particular pro-

cess or method is carried out, without explaining

the scientific principles underlying it. These

how-to-do-it films may be termed "manipula-

ve."

The interpretive film goes beyond the instruc-

tional film which only gives facts and principles.

The interpretive film expounds these in such a

way as to give them a wider significance, especi-

ally in their social context. It is essentially a

documentary film in which the scientific ap-

proach is the controlling motive. The interpretive

film aims to show the individual his place in the

complex scientific world of today, and explain

his relations with his fellow-men. It integrates

nee and society.

ji example will show more clearly what we

mean by an interpretive film as distinct from an

instructional film:—An instructional film on

electric illumination would show the diff"erent

methods available—carbon and metallic fila-

ments, carbon arc lighting, and lighting by neon,

sodium and mercury-vapour lamps. It would

show the advantages and disadvantages and the

methods of use of each type. It might touch on

their historical development. An interpretive film

would show the eff"ect of these inventions on the

way we live, and how they have produced new
kinds of social activity. The ordinary electric

lamp has made domestic life by night as comfort-

able as by day; the carbon arc has made the

cinema possible. Better illumination on the high-

way, in city streets and in factories has brought

new conditions of work, travel and pleasure.

Completely new industries have arisen.

is easy to forget the incredibly complex back-

ground to our daily lives, but important not to,

and the interpretive film serves to foster an under-

standing of that background. For example, to

enable the ordinary city worker to travel from

the outskirts to the centre of London every

morning, a band of men and women drivers,

maintenance and clerical staff, and managers are

needed to run the complicated machine of

modern transport.

Democracy is essential for the maintenance of

full scientific tradition. The interpretive film is

an important product of democratic thinking

when it assumes that the individual is important,

and that he is intelligent enough to be interested

in the world about him. The most stimulating of

such films are made by people who think of their

audience in these terms. The interpretive film can

not only help fashion a democracy, but can por-

tray democracy. It can show an individual lead-

a full life in open-eyed co-operation with

others. In this sense the interpretive film can be a

very valuable export to other countries.

There are films used by the scientist as an
instrument of experiment, like a stop watch or a

stroboscope. The value of the film used in this

way is that it can bring data, which would norm-
ally be outside it, into the range of visual observa-

tion. What research films are made will depend

on what research work is being done and on the

facilities available. A film made for research

purposes can be made into an instructional film

with care in planning its production, e,g. instruc-

tional films on the study of airflow, and the

growth of the tomato virus in plant cells were

evolved in this way. This last point is not kept in

mind sufficiently when planning research work.

MAKING SCIENTIFIC FILMS KNOWN
The British Film Institute, 4 Great Russell

Street, W.C.I, prepares catalogues of teaching

films, including scientific films, and will give help

to schools and educational authorities on the

obtaining of such films either from its own
library or from other libraries; and also on the

availability of projectors, etc. It has published a

number of pamphlets dealing with the teaching

film. Its monthly bulletin (price 6d.) gives

reviews of films seen by its viewing panels.

The Scientific Films Committee of the Associa-

tion of Scientific Workers issues a list of scientific

films viewed and appraised (price Is. 8d. postage

included) and will provide critical reviews to

affiliated bodies. The list issued by the S.F.C.

deals mainly with films suitable for adult educa-

tion and for showing to general audiences, and

contains only films considered to come up to an

adequate standard.

Among libraries which deal only with educa-

tional documentaries are: The Central Film

Library, British Commercial Gas Association,

Petroleum Films Bureau. Other distributors

from whom scientific films among other shorts

can be obtained are the National Film Library,

Educational and General Services Ltd., Gaumont
British Instructional, British Instructional Films.

While scientific documentary films are some-

times included in the programmes of the public

cinemas, the general public has little opportunity

of seeing such films. The B.F.I, is pressing for the

extended use of the cinema in schools. The adult

population is catered for by a limited number of

film societies and clubs. Outstanding among the

latter are the London Scientific Film Society

(founded 1939), the Aberdeen Scientific Film Club

and the Glasgow Scientific Film Society (1940).

Other film societies are now including more and

more scientific films in their programmes.

Many scientific organisations and college

societies hold occasional film shows, branches of

the Association of Scientific Workers in various

provincial centres hold shows open to the public.

Recently A.R.P. authorities and units of the

Forces have initiated film shows for their mem-
bers. As these entertainments, in spite of their

high value, obtain very little financial support

—

if any—the difficulties of obtaining films are

great. Usually 16mm. silent projectors are used

and the films are begged or borrowed. It is to be

hoped that this fine educational activity, usually

started by some keen individual, will receive

more support in the future.

EXTENSION OF PRESENT FACILITIES

Those who feel that the standard of scientific

education should be raised can work towards

that aim if they make the fullest possible use of

the present facilities as outlined above. It will re-

mind the makers and distributors of good films

that their work is valuable and needed ; it will

lead to the full development of the scientific film

as this depends on its being used as widely as

possible. It is only recently that organised criti-

cisms have been available to the producers. If

these film productions are constructively criti-

cised by those who use them, their makers can

go on to improve still further the qualities of

their films.

The present time is in many ways ideal for the

spread of information of the facts of our world
and for making people conscious of science by

means of films. The old groups of the community
have been broken up and reformed into Army,
Navy, Air Force, factory, A.R.P. and other

groups. Thousands of men and women have had
the means for their former leisure occupations

taken away from them. They sometimes find

time on their hands, and do not know how to

use it. At the same time as they are puzzled and
bewildered, they are anxious to find sense and
order in a rapidly changing world. Everywhere
that films have been shown to such audiences

the people have been stimulated and have asked

for more film shows.

Every person in charge of groups in the armed
forces and factories, in charge of A.R.P., ambu-
lance, fire fighter, or land worker groups, or

helping to run social clubs, village institutes and
the new communities growing in some of the

large air raid shelters, should consider whether

films cannot play a part in giving relaxation and
opportunity for mental development.

Those able to run shows on a large scale should

try to get films from other countries as well. The
supply of films from U.S.A., U.S.S.R., South

Africa, and Australia is almost untapped. The
S.F.C. can put inquirers into touch with the

appropriate bodies for getting such films. This

will do much to spur on production of good
quality scientific films in those countries, at the

same time as it widens our own educational

facilities.

Ideas for film subjects and ways of using avail-

able films often occur to people who show
them. They sometimes feel that they would like to

make their suggestions in some quarter where

they would have some effect. The S.F.C. would
be most glad to receive such suggestions, and
would pass them on to the appropriate people.

The Committee feel, in particular, that our large

national institutions should be encouraged to

publicise their work by means of films. One aim
of this memorandum has been to get this very

important work done. People at home and
abroad should know of our social achievements.

In the past, some of our scientific institutions

have sponsored the production of films about

their work—but, although the people who made
the films were eager enough, they were often re-

grettably uninformed about the principles of film

construction. The results must have been dis-

couraging to their producers, who, we hope, will

be stimulated again to more enlightened eff'orts.

If they are not to be a waste of money, films must

be well made by people who know something

about them.

{continued on p. 1 33)
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Producers of Documentary
and Advertising Films

arc now recognising

WORLDS PRESS NEWS
as THEIR TRADE JOURNAL
The crisp forceful articles appearing fortnightly

under the heading THE BIG SCREEN, show a keen

following of all that is developing in this new
national advertising field.

An important FILM SUPPLEMENT will be in-

cluded in ADVERTISING WORLD, bound in with

WORLD'S PRESS NEWS, towards the end of

July. Limited space is available for special an-

nouncements.

For particulars and rates apply

WORLD'S PRESS NEWS
•.—

^ • C CARLTON COLLINS

2 & 3 NORFOLK ST., W.C.2. Td. T£Mp/o bar 9083 (7 /,nes)

SIGHT & SOUND

SLMMI.R NUMBtR

111 Ms IN C.-\NA13A

CABLE IiU).M HON YWOOn

NHWS M<().\1 KIO

6d.

Published by: THE BRITISH HL.M INSTITLTE

4 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C.i

Prophecy, Progress & Policy
T^MiR since the days of the Mamc Laniorn the Kinc/fulOi^rjph Weekly has kept its

-'--'readers abreast with the continuous advance technical, artistic and distributive,

of the picture industry.

It foresaw the possibilities of Fricsc-Greene's invention of the moving picture

in 1889 and has welcomed the advance of British Documentary Films in recent years

as a vast contribution to screen evolution.

Trace the trend of the Trade in the

'WEEKLYlai^
93 LONG ACRE LONDON . . . W.C.2
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(continuedfrom p. 131)

Everybody who makes films or who wants to

have films made must bear in mind the import-

ance and potential value of his work to society.

The S.F.C. will welcome all suggestions for new

films to be made and will pass them on to quar-

ters where the most use will be made of them.

There may be difficulties in the way of their

production in war time, but that need not be a

bar to their production when war is over. Let us

have suggestions for film production plans for

the future. We must have as many ideas as

possible on tap, ready for the day on which we
must start rebuilding the chaos, both in culture

and in bricks and stones, that now lies around us.

That work of creation will be fully as difficult and

character testing as the present contest in destruc-

tion. Films will be able to play a vital part in

that work.

FILMS WHICH SHOULD BE MADE
(a) Instructional

It is to be noted that instructional films on

botany and zoology have had a great appeal

(under the guise of "Secrets of Nature" or "Zoo"
films). Other subjects could have a similar suc-

5 if treated in a realistic informative fashion,

especially if linked with a human appeal. Im-

portant advances in education could be made if

more films were available explaining scientific

fundamentals. The facts of science must princip-

ally be learned by personal experiment and from

text books, but the film can give inspiration and
foster the scientific approach to all the problems

of everyday life. The film is often used by teachers

in schools to awaken interest and enthusiasm

when introducing a new subject to a class. If film

producers and the writers of scientific books

worked together, a great deal could be attained

for both child and adult education.

For distribution both in the schools and the

public cinemas, it is not so much individual

subjects or departments of scientific knowledge

which need to be portrayed as the illustration of

the essentials, spirit, attitudes, ideals, and general

method of scientific work.

Biographies of Pasteur, Edison, and Ehrlich

as full-length feature films (all American produc-

tions) have been released in England and, in

general, showed a high level of scientific under-

standing. But there have not been any film

biographies of the documentary type available in

England, although the Committee understands

that some have been sponsored in America.

There are no film biographies of any British

scientists. The Scientific Films Committee sug-

gests that some of the learned societies and
chartered institutions would do valuable work if

they were to sponsor films of this type, both for

home showing and for export. Some suggestions

for both types of films are given below

:

General Principles of Science:—The con-

servation of matter and energy; the second

law of thermodynamics ; Newton's laws ; the

principles of evolution ; atomic constitution.

Lives of the Great Scientists :—The Lunar
Society, Roger Bacon and his scientific

prophecies ; Priestley and his support of the

French Revolution ; Newton and the culmina-

tion of the early British scientific tradition;

Davy and his applied chemistry; Smeaton and

the building of the Eddystone lighthouse;

Arkwright and the industrial riots ; Lister and

his dilTerences with his contemporaries ; Hux-

ley and the gradual acceptance of the theory

of evolution ; Kelvin and the laying of the

Atlantic cable ; Ross and the discovery of the

cause of malaria; Rutherford and atom

smashing.

(b) Interpretive

There are many gaps in the range of interpretive

films due to the subjects having been treated in

bad films only or not treated at all. In the field of

Biology, for example, there are many good fore-

ground films, but there is need for interpretive

films within the subject, e.g. the function of the

lung and modification of the lung in different

animals. Even subjects such as mathematics and

astronomy have grown up in a social context

and have their reactions on society.

The range of possible films showing the effect

of science on industrial technique, on the lives of

the people and forecasting future development,

is very wide. Only a few typical suggestions are

given below.

New Inventions and Discoveries and their

effect on Industry and Society:—Electric

lighting (filament lamp and others); X-rays

and discoveries of atomic structure; ther-

mionic valves; photo-electric cell and auto-

matic control; plastics; synthetic textiles;

synthetic chemicals; vitamins and hormones;

light metal alloys; air-conditioning plant;

hydroponics.

A New Approach to Relations between

Science and Society :—^The introduction of the

flint implement; communications and trans-

port; the distribution and storage of power:

bacteria in the service of man ; animal breeding

and selection; the history of the reaper; the

theory of fertilisers and rotation of crops ; the

fight against disease—cancer, tuberculosis and

heart disease; the ideal house; how we get

pure water; drains and dustbins; the cinema.

Science has been blamed for upsetting the

world. This is the fault of governments for not

understanding the new facts and their history, of

scientists for not working to present science in an

easily understandable and palatable form, and of

people generally for not demanding a full ex-

planation. The scientific film is a medium for the

presentation of the facts and results of science.

It can, therefore, lead to a better understanding

of the forces on which civilisation is based.

Reprints of this memorandum can be obtained on

sending cost of postage to the Scientific Films

Committee, Association of Scientific Workers,

30 Bedford Row, London, W.C.I.

REPRODUCING A PLAY
Reprinted from the National Board of Review Magazine

With the excellent purpose of broadening the

audience of the acted play, a company called

Theatre-on-Film is now engaged in making

talking movies of selected Broadway plays.

Made on 16 mm. film, the pictures will not be

shown in the usual commercially operated

motion picture theatres but will be released for

the use of churches, schools, colleges and similar

educational organisations interested in the

theatre but prevented by their location or finances

from attending stage productions.

The first film on this new programme is

Maxwell Anderson's play on an episode in the

early life of Jesus, called Journey to Jerusalem,

produced in New York last year. The movie

presents the play uncut and with its original cast

and settings. "Theatre-on-Film" is a more accur-

ate term than "movie", for only in the sense that

the drama is projected on a screen and that close-

ups are employed can it be called a "movie".

Actually the camera functions in almost precisely

the same way as the eyes of someone sitting

in a good seat in the audience. After the essential

programme data about the people concerned in

the performance, a title describes the first scene,

the actual picture begins with a curtain rising,

and the play starts. At each scene's close the

curtain is lowered and a title giving the next

scene appears, just as though you had consulted

your programme. It is a photographed play in

the literal sense and makes no pretence of being

cinematic. The settings are stage settings, the

actors move and declaim in the fashion of the

stage and, with the exception of the close-up, the

camera is static and the action of each section is

restricted to the limits of the stage. At first all this

is likely to appear rather stilted to eyes accus-

tomed to expect extreme realism and mobile

photography on the screen, but the spectator be-

comes adjusted to it in a surprisingly short time.

Mr. Anderson's ambitious work would be rele-

gated to the library shelf but for this interesting

attempt to restore to it a play's only true life:

performance before an audience. Aside from

extending the pleasures of the theatre to people

who can't have them at first hand, Theatre-on-

Film provides an excellent way to see plays; in

fact, with the addition of colour Journey to

Jerusalem would be perfect theatre in the physi-

cal sense, transferred bodily to a screen which

you can see better, and from which you can hear

better, than is usually possible in the playhouse

itself, and you have the comfort of saving all the

time taken up in scene-shifting between acts.

If Theatre-on-Film can go on from its promis-

ing beginning, it can preserve and extend the life

of many fine plays in their original form, plays

lacking in the qualities that invite cinematic

reproduction in the commercial studios but, as a

special part of our literature, worthy of some-

thing more than the occasional attention of the

drama student in a library.
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5-MTNT TE FILMS

There were no releases on April 21st, Mav 26th or June 2nd

/ ;. /

\ik- Uk Aiiii-aircrari guniicrv Pelcr Basils Shell 1 ilm Lnii Apnl 7. 1941

M()l)ili' ( anlirti 1 ceding out in the Blit/ JayLcNMs Verity April 14. 1941

Words f(.r Baltic Wiirds and pictures Humphre> Jennings Crown April 28. !941

lloMU (.iiard Ihc defence of Britain Donald Ta>lor and
l\an MolTat

Strand May 5. 1941

1 atiiii: Out With loniii

Iriiulir

i\ British Restaurants Desmond Dickinson Strand Ma> 12. 1941

\ \ isil frotii ( aiiada Billeting Canadian Soldiers John Ta\lor Realist Mas 19. 1941

Winizcd Mtsscnucrs Carrier pigeons Mary F ield Ci.-B.l. June 9. 1941

\.l.s. Women in the Army '- Arnn Film L nil June 16. 1941

( iti/ins \d>ici Hiiriau Help in need Francis Searie G.-B. Screen Sersices June 23, 1941

\ir Wn.nan Women in the Air F iircc [ rancis Scarle (i.-B. Screen Ser\ices June 30. 1^41

VERITY filius ltd.

A co-opeiativc unit making documcntaiA films

MURIEL BAKER BERNARD BROWNE MAX MUNDEN

DAN BIRT JAMES CARR R. H. RILEY

LOUISE BIRT HENRY CASS PETER TANNER

SYDNEY BOX JOHN DURST

4?i

REG. WYER

VERITY FILMS LTD : 2-6 WEST STREET. UPPER ST. MARTI N S LANE : W.C.2

TEMPLE BAR 0135 6
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TWO
FILMS
OF THE
MONTH
I WANTED WINGS—WESTERN UNION

NOWADAYS REALISM is the thing. Particularly

from Hollywood are coming many films set

against a factual background, and the tendency

to separate film characters from the economic

and sociological consequences of their environ-

ments appears to be less pronounced. It is a

development which the documentary film-maker

obviously must welcome. For many years the

"documentary movement has been singing the

praises of the realistic theme for story films,

and even when realism is kept strictly in the

background of the story, the very idea of setting

the fictional plot amongst the facts of life is

a step in what documentary has always felt to be

the right direction. Unfortunately the most

recent developments seem to suggest that it is

not quite so simple as all that.

There is an increasing tendency to cash in on

the growing demand for realistic films with

productions which are genuinely realist neither

in story nor in background. The superficial and

publicised appeal is to the public appetite for

fact, but these films actually consist of the old

familiar improbabilities strung together in a bad

imitation of the modern realistic fashion.

This month's examples of this kind of film are

/ Wanted Wings and Western Union. I Wanted

Wings is supposed to be about the American

Army Air Corps and how it is being trained. In

point of fact, almost no accurate information is

given on this subject. The film proves to be a story

of three variegated young Americans, and their

spurious emotional reactions to the idea of flying

plus their conventional Hollywood reactions to

the idea of women. Yet this film is being bally-

hooed around the town as if for the first time

the public was to be given an insight into the

power and methods of operation of the U.S. Air

Force. It is true that in the film there are scenes of

training. They run for four or five seconds each

and are combined into an impressionistic mont-

age sequence full of double exposures. It is,

accordingly, impossible to see exactly what is

going on. There is a sequence supposed to depict

a night air raid exercise over Los Angeles. The
bombers come over in the darkness wing-tip to

wing-tip at an altitude which is reported by a

hysterical radio commentator as 15,000 feet.

Judging from the pictures themselves the alti-

tude is not more than 1,500 feet, and the bombers

are clearly visible whether illuminated by the

searchlights or not. This is fortunate because it

enables the public to watch every detail of the

night raid from beginning to end, including the

combats between fighters and bombers. It is no

wonder that this sequence was greeted with roars

of laughter, even by a polite premiere audience.

This film does not even content itself with the

claim to be an epic of the air, but undertakes the

additional task of introducing, with the usual

fanfares, a new star known as the Blonde

Bomber. The authenticity of the film is such that

when in the final sequences this young woman
hides herself aboard a Flying Fortress in

order to escape from the police, no one can feel

the slightest surprise.

Western Union is a much better film. It is, in

fact, a perfectly adequate western in Techni-

color with gun duels, a forest fire and a measure

of comedy. Yet, from its title, and from advance

publicity, one was led to believe that it proposed

to present the story of the Western Union Tele-

graph Company. (Surely one of the most exciting

film subjects that exists.) Moreover, it was

directed by Fritz Lang, who may normally be

counted upon for something unusual. Yet this

film might just as well have been about gold-

mining, stock raising, or wheat farming as about

telegraphy. It differs in no important particular

from the traditional horse-opera and would have

been acceptable as such were it not for the pre-

tension of dealing with such an important

American institution as Western Union.

It is clear from a viewing of these two films

that the pseudo-realistic story background repre-

sents a step backward from the type of film

which tried to present a good exciting story and

nothing more. It is no use wrapping up old

melodramas in to-day's newspaper and pretend-

ing to serve caviare instead of fish and chips.

FILM SOCIETY NEWS
THE season is now virtually at an end, and news

from societies trickles in only sporadically. It is

gratifying to look back over the winter and to

realise with what energy the societies kept going

despite the difficulties of blitz weather, and

transport. Our reports are that nearly all societies

expect to continue next autumn. In the mean-

time, news of only one Summer School has so

far been received, particulars of which will be

found below.

On account of the unqualified success of the

first Workers Film School last year, many
requests have been made for the School to be

held annually.

The Workers Film Association Limited, in

association with the Association of Cine Tech-

nicians, have considered these requests and have

decided to invite democratic bodies to be repre-

sented at a Second Workers Film School, to be

held during the period Friday, 18th july, to

MONDAY, 21st JULY, 1941, inclusivc.

Owing to the good services of the Trades

Union Congress, the use of Holywell Manor,

Oxford, has been obtained.

The school will serve two main purposes.

Firstly, to give technical assistance to those who
are responsible for the organisation of Film

Exhibitions, and secondly, to assist those

interested in the production of 16 mm. films for

exhibition to working class audiences.

Education Committees of Co-operative Soci-

eties, Local Labour Parties, Trade Union

Branches and other democratic organisations

have been invited to appoint representatives to

attend the School. One big advantage of Holywell

Manor is that students will be accommodated in

one building for lectures, meals and residence,

thus ensuring complete school life, which is so

desirable.

An inclusive fee of Ids. per day will include

full board residence and lecture fees. Students

may book for one, two or three days.

The programme of the school includes an open-

ing address by Arthur Greenwood, lectures on

"Organisation of Projection Units"; "Producing

a Social Film"; "Films which have influenced

Public Opinion" ; "Preparing a Script" ; "Trades

Unionism and the Film Technician"; "Pro-

gramme Building"; and "Films for Natives".

Lectures will also be given on the technical as-

pects of 16 mm. camerawork and projection,

and there will be a number of film shows.

The speakers include Walter Greenwood,

Ralph Bond, George Elvin, Sydney Box, Alder-

man Joseph Reeves, W. Sellars and G. Ridley,

M.P.

At the final meeting of the Glasgow Branch

of the Scottish Churches Film Guild three films

were reviewed

—

The Prodigal Son, The Light of

the World and Blind Bartimaeus. The first is a

modern version of the old story and suitable for

Religious work in Missions. The Light of the

World is fundamentally good, although a short

explanation should be given if it is shown to

children over twelve years of age. Thunder and

lightning effects are included in this picture.

The final picture reviewed was considered satis-

factory and suitable for all ages. The last two

pictures are short reels.

The next meeting of the Glasgow Branch of the

Guild will be held in September when the

reviews will be continued. Any of our Glasgow

readers who are interested should communicate

with the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Alex. M.
Brown, 23 Struan Gardens, Cathcart, Glasgow,

S.4, who will forward full particulars of the

meetings and reviews when the arrangements

for the coming winter are made.

The secretary of the Glasgow Scientific Film

Society writes : "There has been a lull during the

summer months, but the production unit is

meeting quite frequently, and the film on blood

transfusion is almost completed. We feel sure

that this film will cause quite a lot of interest

amongst amateur film lovers, apart from its

topical and instructive interest.

"In a few weeks' time plans for the Annual

General Meeting will be made. Arrangements

will also be made then for the coming winter's

programme, when we hope to be able to present

to our members films of scientific and topical

interest in the same way that was so well received

last season."
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CORRESPONDENCE
ELSTREE

sir: In rcyjrd lo the ;irliclc. "Art and the Art

Director" (ivmimimary nfws iiiiir. May,

1441). >oiir LorresponJent's siews on the "bad

old davsolH IP " are based on an evidently brief

experience at the studios which ended as early as

Dcccniher, |y2«. That was only the very bcgin-

riinj; ; the studios were hardly getting into their

Niridc Certainly, some of the earliest efforts

I ickcd ambition and imagination (even so, there

u l^ Hitchcock's The Kini;), but few Kngiish films

>!iJ run. m those days. The point is that Elstree

u.is. in fact, the ver> cradle of the new English

lilni industry and most of the men to whom
vour correspondent refers with proper admira-

tion, ssorked vsithin its walls, and there developed

their technique.

Alfred Junge was not just a "bright spot" he

w.is designer of a number of tilms of "the bad

old histreedays" including perhaps the last of the

great" silent films, Robison's Informer, with

I ars Hansen and Lya de Putti.

Norman Arnold, David Rawnsley. Duncan
Sutherland, to quote a few other names men-

tioned in your article, were all in their various

times regularly on the pay-roll. To-day, whether

It is directors, writers, art directors or cutters—

a

large proportion of key and leading craftsmen at

.ill the studios will be found to have graduated at

I Istree.

Mr. Rt)iha says the studios closed a few weeks

.lUcr he left not because of that, apparently

hut "because sound was on its way across the

Atlantic". The studios never closed. Blackmail,

an excellent silent Hitchcock film, was simul-

taneously converted into the (irst British talkie -

a brilliant achicM.nK-iii, ni.irkini; out its director

genius for the uorM ll(ln^niI^ he ti.is lately won \n

Hollywood.

lilstree, in these same bad days, was making

the first bi- and tri-lingual films; it made the first

Shaw films (too soon); it made the first opera

tilm (a misfire, but the will to break new ground

was there). It may be true that towards the end

(as It proved to be) a more strictly commercial

policy w.is pursued but, even so, it w.is still pos-

sible to maintain stand.irds uhilc ni.irkini; tinic.

as It were.

It was only a few weeks .ilicr ihc siudio closed

upon the outbreak of war and Ciovcrnmcnt re-

quisitioning in Autumn, 1939, that I received Ihc

Ibllowing letter from the (now) Minister of St.itc.

I ord Bcavcrbrook :

"I h.ivc seen your film. Ponow Pen. It is a

magnificent production. Vou have done

brilli.intly .mil vou deserve immense praise

That sort of film lifts up the industry in Britain

to heights transcending Hollywood and

Pans. tiHi. lor that matter " (hth Novcmlvr,

1939.)

I shall be gr.itcful if you can publish these ii ^

notes. To s.iy the least, it is no more than iv >!;

to the memory of John Maxwell, crc.itor o[ the

( orp<iration. .iiul to whose initi.itivc and con-

structivcness in the sphere of English films, so

many people owe so much.

Yours, etc..

Hilltop, WALTtR C. MYCRtJfr

Deacons Hill. Eh free.

THE FUTURE OF SHORTS
sir: I think most people— I'm certain most in-

telligent people would rather sec a ncwsrcci

followed by two or three good shorts and a single

feature, than a ncwsreel and a double feature

programme.

In the case of a double feature programme, the

second fe;iture is either inferior to the big picture,

as good as the big picture, or better than the big

picture. If it's inferior, then it spoils the pro-

gramme, if its good, then (in the majority of

cases) it "quarrels" with the big picture; while

if it is better, then obviously the "B.P." has been

carelessly booked, and the programme would
have been better without it. Very rarely can two

feature films be found which are complementary

to one another— which could, in fact, make an

ideal double feature programme. There seems

little doubt anyway that a ncwsreel, two or three

shorts, and one feature, form the best pro-

gramme. The short, therefore, pulls its weight

and is a necessary part of the programmc^sincc
few would relish a newsrecl and single feature

only.

This being so, it is patent that the financial

position of the short film is at oncx- false and un-

fair: the best shorts made command only a few-

pounds, and often only a few shillings, while a

feature can collect anything up to 50 per cent of

the takings.

I'm tired of hciring people lell me that ihev'd

rather sec a bunch of good shorts than the

average big picture -the popularity of the New
reel Theatres proves this anyway. Reccntl>

sound recordist (of feature pictures) told me i'

both he and his wife would rather sec a "bl : •

blank" (nKntionmg a well-known scries

shorts) than an> fe;iturc yet made. A continu.:

growing body of people would rather be str

latcd than merely drugged. One possible ansv.

is that the average feature is not fulfillini;

function. But. even if it wrrc. it would be .

scarcely more than an equal fooling with the

good short, for shorts would still be a necessary

part of the programme.

In all my recent visits lo the cinema it has been

the shorts which have received the hand. How-
ever, it may well be that w^riime subjects arouse

a patriotic response which would be absent in

peacetime, though most ccruinly not if shi"

were to continue the practice of dealing with v

jecis vital to the community at large—and thi^

the avowed policy of docnjmentary.

Government sponsoring has brought the shons
producer into his own for the first time since the

death of the slapstick comedy —and the fact that

a well-made short costs more than it can recoup

is (while sponsoring continues) no longer a mill-

stone around the producer's neck. But afier the

war—or shall I say when sponsoring ceases— the

position will be as black as it was in pre-war days,

and the survival of the well-made short will, once

again, depend upon the publicly minded adver-

tiser—which is but another form of sponsoring.

This prospect is deplorable— for produc-cr and

public alike— yet we can scarcely expect altruism

from the distributor and exhibitor. It is up to

the shorts producers to band together and fight

for fair prices, achiev ing ihem by legislation if

necessary . A public outcry for good shorts

were the public lo w^ke up and shout at all

would be useless, lor ihe> would vH>n be forth-

cominc In' \ \ •
- ,t

y (Technical .\'ole. - Observe the )

\ static shots of old prints in the
^

; montage showing the threat of uxir f

V .Ycu', ingenious, and pcrfcctlu i"
/

; character.) THE PRIME MINISTER'

. . . thanks to the boys in the back room. . .

Montages by

STUDIO FILM LABORATORIES LTD.
TiliPHONi Of«71 DEAN STREET, W.I

^'Precision Processing Creatively Applied'*
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L nless the shorts producer is prepared to go

out of business, and relinquish belief in his func-

tion, it is up to him to prepare now a plan that

will ensure a fair price for his product, for the

tunc when sponsorship, as now enjoyed, will no

longer exist.

Yours, etc.,

Ashenden, darrel catling

Bradmore Way, Brookmans Park,

Hatfield, Herts.

FILMS IN THE ARMY
SIR ; Having just been invalided out of the Army

after 20 months in uniform, I was naturally very

interested in your article, "Training Films"

{D.N.L. June)

I would not dispute that such films are being

made. I should certainly not dispute their great

value, if and when they are made. But I would

like to ask, "How often are they shown?" For

during the whole time I was in the army I never

saw a single military film! In spite of the fact that

I served with G.H.Q. France and with a training

establishment in this country, I never so much as

heard of such a film until January, 1941. As for

seeing these films, my service with two corps,

R.E. and R.A.S.C. never brought me even the

smell of a film. If I wanted to see battledress on

celluloid I had to go to the local "flicks," and

your readers will know just how much "tactics"

can be learnt from a doctored newsreel! For

Pete's sake, bring out the training films and let

the troops see them!

Yours, etc.

Louth, Lines. william e. dick

SHORT FILM BOOKINGS
FOR JULY 1941

{The following bookings for July are selectedfrom a list covering its Members,
supplied by The News and Specialised Theatres Association)

The News Cinema, Aberdee
At the Circus
The News Theatre, Newcast

A Way in the Wilderness
The News Theatre, Leeds
The News Theatre, Newcast
The Tatler Theatre, Chester

Beautiful British Columbia
The Tatler News Reel Theai

Cities of North Africa
The News Theatre, Newcast

Congo Man
The News Theatre, Brist

amascus and Jerusalem
The News Theatre, Nev

Devils of the Ocea..
The News Theatre, Not

Disney Cartoon
The News Cinema, Abe
The News Cinema, Abe
The News Cinema, Abe
The News Cinema, Abe

Drafted in the Depot
The Tatler Theatre,

Faithfully for Ev
Leeds

The Tatler Theatre. Manchester
Father of the Family (Secrets of Life Series)

The News Cinema, Aberdeen
Fire Chief
The News Theatre, Manchester

Follow the Sun
The Tatler News Theatre, Birmingham

FILM
DISCUSSION
GUIDES
News comes from U.S.A. that four unique

movie discussion guides have been published

by the American Association for Adult Educa-

tion (60 E. 42nd Street, N.Y.C.). Each guide is

written especially to accompany the showing of

a specific film or group of films. "China's War
and the U.S.A." is based on the films, China

Strikes Back and Japan s War in China; "Plan-

ning for Living" on The City; "Unemployment

and Defense" on Valley Town; and "What

Shall we Defend" on a group of five films. The

guides review the content of the films, analyse

the issues raised, provide questions and give

suggestions to leaders for forum discussions.

Other films and reading references on the sub-

jects are listed.

Publication of the guides follows participation

by the Association in the development of the

Film Forum Committee which staged a series

of experimental film forums last winter in several

New York public libraries. The Association

contributed the leaders' outlines issued by that

committee, and also held a series of experi-

mental film forums under its own auspices,

on the basis of which the guides were prepared.

Fresh Fields (Fitness Wins Series)

_ The News Cinema, Aberdt
>f Industry

__-„_ ..ces(No
The News Cint .

Going Places (No. 84)
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Growing Up
The News Theatre, Manchester

Health in War
The News Theatre, Newcastle

His Tale
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The Tatler News Theatre, Birmingham
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Historic Virginia
The News Theatre, Bristol

Hunting Wild Deer
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

Ice Capers
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle
The News Theatre, Manchester

Is Idleness a Vice?
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

Island of the West Indies

The News Theatre, Leeds
Land of Smiles
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Malta
The News Theatre, Birmingham

March of Time No. 13

The News Cinema, Aberdeen
March of Time No. 14
The Cosmo Cinema. Glasgow
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Miracle at Lourdes
The News Theatre, Leeds

Motor Cycling Stunting
The News Theatre, Bristol

The News Theatre, Leeds
Motor Maniac
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-

Music in the Morgan Manner
The News Theatre, Manchester

The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Palms and Pagodas
The News Theatre, Birmingham

Pheasant Dock
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Plenty of Money and You
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

Ruins of Palmyra
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

Scottish Symphony
The News Theatre. Leeds

Screen Snapshots, No. 88
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Ne«

Screen Snapshots, No. 90
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, New

Sea for Yourself
The News Theatre, Birmingham

Ship Shape
The News Theatre Newcastle-c

Singapore and .Jahore
The News Theatre, Nottinghan

July 12th

Aug. 2nd

July 26th

Aug. 26th

July 12th

Aug. 2nd

s Reel Theatre. Newcastle
Spills and Thrills
The News Theatre, Leeds

Stranger than Fiction (No. 85)
The News Cinema. Aberdeen
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Stranger than Fiction (No. 86)
Leeds

the Rose
Reel Theatre, NewcastI

Birmingham

The Ne\ _

The Baron ai

TheTatlei
The Tatler News Thej
The Tatler, M;

The Blue Danube
The Tatler Theatre, Chester
The Tatler Theatre, Manchest

The Fighting Bear
The Tatler Theatre, Chester

The Fishing Bear
The News Theatre, Newcastle

The Private Life of a Bone
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

The Watchers
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester
The News Theatre, Birmingham
The News Theatre, Leeds

The Night Watchman
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

This Cement Business
The Tatler News Reel Theatre, Newcastle

Trifles of Importance
Tatler News Theatre, Birmingham
Tatler News Theatre, Chester
News Theatre, Leeds
News Theatre, Newcastle

Trouble Shooters
The Tatler Theatre, Manchester

Trouble with Husbands
The Cosmo Cinema, Glasgow
The Tatler Theatre. Manchester
The News Theatre, Leeds

Unconquerable Minesweepers
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

War Front
The Tatler Theatre, Chester
The News Cinema. Aberdeen

Wartime Factory
The News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Washington Parade
The News Theatre, Birmingham

Wedding Bells

The Tatler News Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyr
The News Theatre, Birmingham
The News Theatre, Leeds

Western Waterways
The Tatler Theatre. Chester

Wings Over the Empire
The News House. Nottingham

W isdom of the Wilds
The News Cinema, Aberdeen

Ye Olde Swappe Shoppe
The Tatler Theatre. Chester

Aug. 2nd

July 26th

Aug. 2nd
2nd

July 19th

19th
26th

Aug. 2nd

July 19th
26th

Aug. 2nd

July 12th
Aug. 2nd

July 26th

Aug. 2nd

Aug. 2nd

July 12th

Aug. 2nd

July 19th
Aug. 2nd

2nd
2nd

July 19th

July 19th
19th

Aug. 2nd

July I9th

19th
26th

19th
26th

Aug. 2nd

July 19th

Aug. 2nd

July 19th
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\ (.1 \N( I at the nuijority of instructional lilms

rcvcaK a lack of understanding concerning the

use 1)1 anitnated diagrams. Little enough has been

said i>r written regarding this very important

medium. >et even the employment of the most

advanced technical devices of lilm production

will not compensitte lor the etlects ol misuse or

mis.ipplication.

No matter what its subject may he, an in-

siiuctional lilm must he ahle to entertain. Hy

this It IS not necess;iriiy meant that we must

laugh or Ix- lightly amused as with popular

liction lilms, but that our attention must be

wholly concentrated without cllort before wc can

bectime receptive enough to absorb the informa-

tion imparted on the screen.

After all, the instructional film has enough

b.irriers to overcome: and the badly planned

diagram is highly detrimental, esptvially to the

future of these hlms.

When a diagram flashes up on the screen,

something nearly always seems to go wrong.

Maybe it is the change of medium which causes

momentary confusion and makes readjustment

o\ interest and mood necessary. During this

readjustment, something of the lilm may be lost

and rel'iKussing of attention becomes very dilli-

cult. VViicii this happens it is usually because

the diagram has not been planned to lit in with

the general mood o\' the lilm. It cannot be em-

phasised too highly that the mood created by a

lilm IS very important; to shatter it by incom-

petent diagram-planning is to ruin the lilm

as a whole.

One barrier Xo be broken down is the sub-

conscious schoolroom fcx'ling we get when

di.igrams are shown on the screen. The fact that

we are about \o he taught something, is rather

reminiscent of school where uninteresting draw-

ings were chalked up on blackboards, and text-

book illustrations were devoid of interest and

life. This feeling must be dispelled by weaving

diagr.ims into actu.ility in such a way as to make
the audience unconscious of the change of med-

ium, thus ret.lining uninterrupted attention.

Ihe diagr.im, itself, should only functuMi .is the

K-sl nK-dmm to expl.im that which c.mnot he

cl.irilied bv other means.

In a rtxently completed film, the principles

govcrninv: liquid pressure were defined by the

use of gl.iss bottles intercut with diagram. The

opening sciiucnccs of animated liquids and Kit-

tles were soundly conceived, but l.itcr. in dcmon-

str.iting further developments of these principles,

the .ludiciKc was plunged into di.igram which,

iniii.itiiu: ilic photography of actuality, created

ccri.uM pn'hicms of .i general n,ituiT well worth

tloscr v.i'11 uler,ilion The ne.ir rcscmbl.mcc of

di.igr.im to .Kin.iliiv m.iv be d.mgcrous in m.my
ways R.iicly cm diagram and actu.ilitv be so

closely related as to be indistinguishable from

one another and the incviiable slight differences

are often confusing. Wc feci that there is, for

some reason, a change in photography. Wc may
wonder if we are looking at diagram or actuality.

It docs not matter which of the two media is

more pleasing photographically, the same dis-

turbing element results, and because of these

things we lose concentration for a time, perhaps

even missing information transmitted during this

period. Another very important problem con-

cerns drawn movement. This has Kx-n emphas-

ised rcxently in a film dealing with the manu-

facture and assembly of mtxhanical pans. At

one particular stage oi the assembly, diagram is

used to explain the working of the mechanism.

In copying the tones of this mechanism the

diagram exaggerates its own faults by its in-

ability to repeat the subtle play of light and

shade, and periect movement of a machine. For

this rc;ison. the quality of drawn movement

resembling reality must, because of resemblance,

be of the siime standard as reality— a standard

not easily obtainable. It is suggested that one way

of dealing with such an example would be to use

the movement of actuality, in conjunction with

a superimposed diagram to explain that which

cannot be seen in actuality. Supcrimposition of

these two media is a valuable adjunct and has on

occasions been used with success. .After all. the

resources of the priKcssing laboratories arc at

our dispos;il.

Returning to general considerations: simple

though it may be. it is sometimes forgotten that

diagram and actuality should be depictc-d from

similar points o\' view and not disposed at con-

flicting angles which create confusion.

Whether or not a diagram should copy actual-

ity is still controversial. It may be argued on the

one hand that simjl.irity in appearance between

actuality .ind diagram helps to clarify their

relationship. On the other hand it may be argued

that a diagram should be as simple as possible,

in other words .i simple line drawing. The prob-

lem cannot be st^lved by one bold st.itcnKnt.

We feel an urge to gel away from the schotil-

room style of drawing, and the thrcc-Uimcnsional

half-tone rendering is certainly a step forward.

It docs not matter really what nKdium is used

prov idcd Its use ohi.iins maximum succcvs. Lach

individual subjcit needs its own approach and

this IS determined by the problems involved and

the nature of the lilm.

Here must be sircsscvl the need of close

collah<iration Ixrtwccn director and animator.

It is cvsential for the director to discuss his

conception oi the film thoroughly with the

anim.itor in order that suitable diagrams nuy
be designed

One pi>mt. however, which should govern tiK

construction of every diagram sequence is the

knowledge that only a certain proportion of the

screen image is absorbed by the audience The

more complex the subject, the more wc must

built ii up from simple beginnings point by point,

bearing in mind that as each item is added it

must be so emphasised that all the attention of

the audiencT is focussed upon it.

A clear understanding of the foregoing prin-

ciples of diagram construction has been very

well exemplified in Dinillation, a film dealing

with crude oil and iis by-produrts. The film

depends for its st;iiemcnt almost entirely on

animation and a small proportion of actuality

The usual problem arose in this film— that
'

linking actuality, diagram and model. Noth

was shown in diagram that could be shown

greater advantage in actuality. The bcnch-^:

distillation plant works in diagram and diagram

only. It was not confused with actuality shots.

The fullest use was nude of half-tone three-di-

mensional rendering throughout all diagrams, for

we were not competing w ith actuality. In the one

instance where actuality was shown, the diagram

was superimposed, irrelevant background dis-

solved away and this led without break of nxxxl

into diagram again. In effect the film show^ the

whole process of distillation in action and illu-

sion is never destroyed. It does not matter nearly

so much whether the apparatus looks real or not

because the whole sequence is executed in one

medium, and we are thus able to concentrate

freely on the process. The use of simple line

drawings would, in this film, have been inade-

quate and uninteresting. Such a medium would

be out of keeping with the general trtatnKnt

of the rest of the film, which was conceived in

three-dimensional style throughout, with the

fixed idea of making a dull subject as intercstiag

as possible.

The use of sound effects, either natural or

synthetic, with diagrams, docs not seem to have

gained a footing, and it is debatable whether

this medium calls for effects at all. It would

appear that a drawing, being such, would natur-

ally have no sound. Nevertheless, if st>und helps

the diagr;mi then why not use it^ The .inimatcd

diagram and sound cartoon arc not comparable,

and therefore lead to no useful conclusions in

these respects. It is known, however, that son>c

people react more readily to aural and others to

visual stimulus ; ihcrcforc. to suit both of these

types it may be necessary to use sound (apart

from cx>mnKntar>l to implement the diagram.

Supposing, for instancx. we wished to show by

diagram what happens to the gear wheels of a

motor car gear-box. through lack of oil. A
grinding noise, increasing as the visual image

depicts the surfaces of the teeth being destroyed.

c-ould be employed. Might not this suggested

use of stiund drive home the picture more for-

cibly^

The use of sound on diagram is a subject for

research and experiment. Here is one direction

of nuny in which we may kx->k forward to future

development; the anmwtcd diagram itself is

one of the most flexible branches of film tech-

nique and well dcscncs continued study and the

widest piissibic application.
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Now westlin winds and slaughtVing guns

Bring summer's pleasant weather;

The moorcock springs on whirring wings

Amang the blooming heather;

Now waving grain, wide o'er the plain,

Delights the weary farmer;

And the moon shines bright when I rove at night

To muse upon my charmer.

The partridge loves the fruitful fells;

The plover loves the mountains;

The woodcock haunts the lonely dells,

The soaring hern the fountains;

Thro' lofty groves the cushat roves.

The path of man to shun it;

The hazel bush o'erhangs the thrush,

The spreading thorn the linnet.

But, Peggy dear, the ev'ning's clear.

Thick flies the skimming swallow;

The sky is blue, the fields in view

All fading-green and yellow:

Come let us stray our gladsome way.

And view the charms of Nature;

The rustling corn, the fruited thorn,

And ev'ry happy creature.

REALIST FILM UNIT LTD.
New Address: 47 OXFORD STREET, W.I
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Propaganda Front
NOW THAT the entire world is so clearly dividing itself into

two camps the time is ripe for a propaganda approach far

more international in scope than has hitherto been either

politic or practicable. Ranged against the Axis Powers we now
have a solid bloc of freedom-loving peoples—Great Britain

and her Colonies, the Dominions, Russia, China and the

United States. Only a few months ago this Hst of names could

hardly have appeared in such close association ; but to-day it

is a list which represents a unity in a common cause which has

constructive possibilities ranging far beyond the immediate

urgencies of the present conflict. Outside purely official circles

it is naturally difficult to know exactly what action is being

taken : but it is to be hoped that a central co-ordinating body

representative of each member of the democratic front is at

least in process of formation, if indeed it has not already come

into being. It is of the utmost importance to have such a body,

in which the policy of individual states may be freely discussed

by the others, and a central drive decided on. The present

world situation makes it clear that the representations of, say.

China, the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. in regard to propaganda

needs and policy are indeed a sine qua non to the propaganda

drive of Britain and her Empire—the reverse being also the

case. Russia's broadcasts to Germany and to enemy-occupied

countries have already taught Britain more than a few lessons

—as regards ideas no less than as regards technique. China,

hampered by the circumstances of a prolonged and savage war

on her own soil, needs aid from the machinery and finance of

other nations to find full expression. Such examples are only

the most obvious; but it is abundantly clear that a central

representative committee would exercise a great vivifying

influence not merely on immediate wartime propaganda but on

the interchange of information and ideas which alone can

make—in the long run—a real and not merely theoretical thing

out of internationalism. Moreover, the actions and delibera-

tions of such a body would be a major step forward to a

unanimous and far-seeing declaration of war-peace aims—

a

declaration which would be almost impossible for a single

nation to make, but which the group already mentioned could

not merely state, but also be in a position to implement.
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A Fight to a Future

\v HIS Dorothy Thompson tells us that evidence that England

is becoming more democratic will help to break down isola-

tionist feeling in the L nited States, she is merely repealing

what all competent propagandists have been saying since the

begmning o\' the war. Yet it was good that she said it, because

the point needs still to be made as widely and as frequently as

possible. .Apart from its elTect abroad, evidence of increasing

deniocratisation would work wonders also on our own war

ellort. boT the fact that we now ha\e Russia as an ally is not in

itself a guarantee that British social organisation is destined to

mo\e forward rather than backward. The Ministry of Informa-

tion's propaganda policy appears to have been unatTected by

the new alliance and the five-minute films in particular, have

deteriorated in their choice of objectives. Too high a propor-

tion of the recent ones have been recruiting films for such

organisations as the W.A.A.F., the .A.T.S. and the Naval

Cadets' organisation. The films have been competently made

within their naive terms of reference (which are not dis-

similar from those obtaining in patent medicine advertising),

but is this the right way in which to employ this precious weekly

i>pportunity to speak for five minutes to the nation? It may be

that when serious manpower shortages occur in the voluntary

services a five-minute film is an appropriate remedy. But when

such films follow so closely upon one another in the M.O.I.'s

release schedule, it suggests not so much a widespread lack of

recruits as bad production planning and an attempt to balance

internal rivalries between Services clamouring for advertise-

ment. Britain needs recruits less than she needs her cause to be

made clear in the public mind.

A Muse of Fire

A ( OKRI SPONDiM writes: "Something is due to happen to

Hollywood. For years synthetic shipwrecks, manufactured

hurricanes and celluloid catastrophes have been shipped

across the Atlantic. In Britain we have been regaled with a

generation of Hollywood "toughery" ; the Cagneys, the Rafts,

the O'Briens, in hundreds of American "B" pictures have

impressed us with that tough streak in American nature. Three

vears ago our small boys straightened their backs and tried to

be as tough as Mickey Rooney and our youths emulated

( agncy's gangster patter and Raft's stealthy strength. Three

vears ago Pat O'Brien in a trapped submarine symbolized the

peak of human fortitude and James Cagney in a racing car.

the utmost in skill and daring. The destitute family in (Jrapcs

oj \\ rath was a symbol of the sufTering of common people; the

journey of Stanley in darkest Africa a great feat of human
endurance; the grit and courage of the pioneers in Sorih

West Passaic a sublime stretching of the human spirit. But

something is due to happen to Hollvwood.

"After months of not going to a cinema, it is a shiKk to look

Hollvwood straight in the face. I heard of a man who went

1(1 the films the other night for the first time in many months.

He chose flic Road to 'I risen. He was subjected to an hour

and a half of Cjcorgc Raft and Humphry Bogart sweating in

ihe trucks which grind their w.\v over the I'.S. I edcral high-

w.ivs. \ight drivers jolt over the ct>ncretc ribbon hour after

hour, living in constant danger of the horrible death which
meets the driver who falls asleep. In the suburbs of a bomb-
blasted town this "lougherv ", this danger, meant abiolutcly

nothing. The lough George Raft and ihe cunning Bogan were
doing considerably less than many a City typist does on her

ambulance night-shift. Compared with ihe task of a woman
who takes the mobile canteen into the burning City of Lend
over a road at times hardly in existence and at other times li

with fire and falling masonry, the wide U.S. Federal high,

which George Raft had lo negotiate was a picnic. George K
stood in some danger of falling asle.;p. The little girls w ho d

through the blitz stand in every danger but that one. So so;.,.
,

thing is due to happen to Hollywood.
j

"It is an endless story and its laiesi chapter is the Target ior\

Tonight situation. There has been a long string of films ab •

the air. Hollywood has turned them out in a number of w.

since HelVs An^iels. There have been big ones and a kv

little ones and now comes Tartlet for To-ni^hi. It comes alurl

Test Pilot and / Wanted Wings and handfuls of films about

Border Patrols and Te.xas Rangers taking to the air. And it|

knocks them all for six. Everyone of the boys in Targii

To-night has for a year been doing a job which makes

Hollywood flyers look like the circus performers they are. 1

1

is the real thing and against this realitv all the rest fad

Something is due lo happen to HollNwood.

"For its own good it had better take notic; of this slra"

new situation. More than half the world is at war. Large p

of that world are living in daily danger of death. They It

learned to recognise danger and death for what it is. 1

meet it nightly and they realise that it is rather diflfereni I:

Hollywood's pictures. Those who have gone through

recognise well the Greek fire of Hollvwood. Let HoIKav

learn soon enough that it may yet be hoist with its own i

fire. Before long Britain will not be amused by the HolIyw>

puppet show, for the real actors are the p.'ople next door.

Instruction by the Mile

iRovi ail quarUTs l)^KLSUM^K^ mws lktter is hcariii

of extraordinary ways in which training films arc being used

by the Services. (When they are being used at all.) Then

a recent case, in which the R..\.F. approached a kval educa-

tional authority and asked to use its talkie projector and

the services of its operator to show some R..A.F. training

films. The audience was marched in at 9.10 a.m. and the opera-

tor was handed twenty-one reels of film and asked to ge

through as many as possible. By 12.50 p.m.. with no interval

except for loading up. sixteen reels had been shown. The

oflicer decided that there was no time for more and the RAF
men were taken back to their station to sit for a routine exam-

ination. In the afternoon a second group of men attended to

sec the remaining five reels. Being questioned upon this curious

procedure, the oflicer said that the films must be shown in thi?

wa> because the\ could never be obtained when they were

wanted, and when they did arrive they were sent in a big batch

which it was wisest to get through as quickly as possible a*

they would soon have to be returned.

i
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DIRT FOR THE NEW BROOM
WE NOW HAVE a new Minister of Information, but at the time

of writing no news is available of what changes Mr Brendan

Bracken is planning to put into operation. In the meantime a

good deal of advice of all descriptions has been presented to

him in the columns of the Press. Nevertheless we make no

apology for once more putting forward the claims of films as a

propaganda weapon.

No doubt there are other departments in the M.O.I, which

are more in need of the Minister's immediate attention than

is the Films Division, praise for whose work was a unanimous

feature of the House of Commons debate ; but sooner or later

he will have to consider the Films Division, and it is to be

hoped that he will not do it in a spirit of complacency.

At the moment the Division is far better staffed than it was

a year ago. The majority of its operative members are at

least qualified by skill and experience for their jobs. But what

is basically lacking—and the Director of the Films Division is

the person most acutely affected by this—is that sense of direc-

tion which can only come from a basic policy to which each

Ministry department can work. As it is, the Films Division has

an enormous production programme ; but there is a tendency

for each film to be in the nature of a sporadic sortie in some

direction or another, instead of being a definite move in a

comprehensive strategic plan. This absence of aim affects not

merely the Films Division itself but also the film-makers whom
the Division employs.

When Mr Bracken investigates the propaganda film situa-

tion he will in our opinion find that it is somewhat as follows :

(1) The Films Division has been most successful, over a

period of 12 months, in home propaganda and information.

(2) It has been least successful, over the same period, in

overseas propaganda (and this includes the Empire).

(3) It has suffered as much as it has gained by its position as

agent in the making of films required by other Government

departments.

(4) It has also been the victim of a regrettable lack of co-

ordination as regards the film activities of the Service Depart-

ments.

(5) It has been handicapped by the completely false dis-

tinction drawn between "propaganda" and "'cultural" films

—

distinction which has caused a good deal of befuddlement

as to the respective duties of the Division and of the Films

Committee of the British Council.

(6) Despite all efforts, its relations with the Film Trade have

been far less harmonious than they should be, though it must

be added that the Trade must take some of the blame for this

situation.

(7) Owing to the lack of directives, its policy both as regards

subject and as regards their treatment has been over-timid

although some improvement has recently been discernible.

From these points it will not be difficult to draw certain

conclusions and to indicate possible points for progress.

On the Home Front the success of the Films Division lies

first in the achievement of a wide circulation. The Five Minute
films in the theatres enable a message to be put across to the

majority of the cinema-going public within four weeks of

release, of which the first two weeks are probably the most

important. The non-theatrical scheme is already well known as

the biggest step forward in public enlightenment by means of

film ever to take place in any country.

Secondly, the Films Division has had something more than a

partial success with the actual production quality of its filnis.

After a slightly sticky start the Five Minute films have reached

a moderately high general standard, though it must be con-

fessed that recent issues have shown a regrettable falling off.

But, taking about 45 issues a year as the average output, it

can be said that the service in general has succeeded in its

purpose.

The basis of the non-theatrical scheme originally depended

in some measure on the taking over of existing free libraries

such as the Empire and G.P.O., and also the loan of films from

outside sponsors such as the Gas and Oil interests. Production,

however, has been accelerated, and a considerable variety in

subject matter has been achieved. The most important films

are those dealing with urgent civic problems—evacuation,

health, the care of children, etc. But a lot of good work is being

done in purely informative or instructional films. It is a great

pity, incidentally, that no circulation figures and estimates of

audiences and their reactions have yet been issued. Such

figures might well prove to be sensational.

But it is also in the non-theatrical field that timidity in treat-

ment is most glaringly obvious. A number of non-theatrical

films have been handled by the Films Division for other depart-

ments—notably Food, Health, and Education; and many of

these have been partially or wholly stultified by the old civil

service fear of facing facts and coming into the open. Most

documentary people can tell gloomy tales of shots removed,

of commentaries drowned in qualifications, and even of the

whole raison cPetre of a film being removed at script or cutting

stage. It is no use blaming Government Departments alone for

this sort of thing. The root of the trouble is clearly that the

Ministry of Information feels itself in too weak a position to

take a strong line. (The M.O.I, posters are probably another

indication of this; they certainly represent an all-time low-

level.) In other words, the Films Division of the M.O.I, finds

its powers limited simply because the Ministry as a whole has

no backing, or, as Mr. Bernays put it, in the Commons debate,

because there is a "divorce of power from responsibility".
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It IS diMicull ti) sec how the Kilins l^i\ision can c\cr become

rcall> etleclue uniil il is left to uet on with its job without

intcrtcrcnce Ironi public relations officers and other "experts"

III \arious Cio\erninent Departments. It is only lair lo add that

there arc mxiic siiins that films sponsored direct by the I ilms

DiuMiii tor the more enlightened departments are becomint;

Nironsjcr aiul more forthright in their treatment. Ihe pity of il

IS that no happier statement than this can be made alter

iiearl) lwi> years of total war.

There is really a third category of M.O.I, films, represented

h> prestige documentaries, running from 2 to 4 reels in length

and designed for theatrical circulation. Of these we have so

far had St/iuulron 992, Men of tlw Lii;lilsliip.s, Merchant Seamen,

and Tari;et for Tonight. All these films have been produced by

the Crown Film Unit (the M.O.I's own unit), and have had

money and time lavished on them to a far greater extent than

is possible in the day-to-day hurly burly of other production

sponsored by the Ministry. There have been complaints that

the reservation of plum subjects and bigger finance for the

Crown Unit is unfair to others; but having regard both to the

results achieved and to the varied filmic demands of the

Ministry, it must in the end be admitted that there is no basic

objection to this policy. The real grouse amongst many units

is that the finance available even in less ambitious productions

is loo exiguous. This is certainly a matter which calls for more

m\esiigalion than it has apparently yet received.

As regards overseas propaganda the scene is one of almost

unrelieved gloom, illuminated only by sporadic lightning

Hashes such as the sensational U.S.A. success of London Can

Take II. In general it must be said that no serious attempts have

been made to gear our film propaganda to the needs of the

Dominions, the U.S.A., South -America, the East, and, earlier

on. those neutral countries whose demise was so largely pre-

pared for by (jerman propaganda work. In this connection

It would be highly interesting to know what plans have been

made t\)r a full interchange of films with the U.S.S.R.

In no other field of film-work is such a vivid example of work

stultified by lack of directive planning so painfully ob\ious as

in our overseas propaganda. It is here that the clammy hands of

the foreign OlTice and its satellites are most in evidence.

Delays and indecisions have in some cases held up special

overseas films for so long that by the lime they arrived at their

destination they were out of date or. at best, were only of

second-hand \alue. While it is good lo hear that a film like

/<//i,'<7 for Tonii;lit is flown over to New York as soon as it is

read\ . it must be remembered that a handful of really exciting

films is not the whole story. As is pointed out on several other

pages in this issue the world, whether we like it or not. is

waiting for a construcli\e message from Britain in addition lo

messages about taking or giving it; and what is needed is a

steady flow of films, planned and timed as a definite scries,

indicating our War Peace Aims and pledging at least our own

people to all those urgent measures of social reconstruction

which were neglected or merely toyed with during the .Armis-

tice period of I9IS-1939. This need is something which a lot

of people tr\ to deny. But however frequent or noisy their

denials, it remains an urgent and uttcrK inescapable fact. We
have mentioned it as a need for overseas propaganda; but

it is, of course, an equal need at home. There is still too much
reluctance to ensure that our films express the real feelings ai

intentions of our people instead of the cautious and e\

reactionary altitude of Whitehallites who still think an i\.

tower is a good defence against a panzer di\ision. Noth
has been more remarkable than the recent efforts of some s^

lions of officialdom to ignore the fact that the Russian alliai

is wholeheartedly welcomed by most people in this count-

and that this welcome has nothing to do with politics. It i-

similar attitude of mind which fears films of real construct;

validity in which the affairs of real people— factory worker

miners, farm-labourers and so on—are presented in the rou:

and not in a series of patronising silhouettes.

It is said that the Prime .Minister has no belief in propagano

Mr Bracken's appointment, however, can hardly indicate

confirmation of this. He is known as a man of energy and ;

telligence; and we hope that he will organise all our propagan.

into the major war-weapon which il should be. When ihe Filn

Di\ision comes under his consideration he might well begin

instituting some of the reforms suggested by this article. I

it would be foolish lo disguise the fact that our film effort

still not working at anything like full efficiency, and that tl

is due not so much to the personnel but to a system whi.

remo\es operative power from their hands. At a time when >v-

much consideration is (quite rightly) being given to the

question of propaganda in enemy and enemy-occupied coun-

tries, it would be unfortunate if the claims of films were to be

forgotten.

We need, urgently, a really efficient overseas service, to tell

the world (nor excepting the Empire and the U.S.S.R.) not

merely about our war efforts and achie\cments but about our

plans for a constructive post-war world. We need, urgently, a

fearless and well-planned series of films for the home front,

which will help to clarify and bring ali\e the ideas and inten-

tions of the people of Britain. We need, urgently. less red tap»c

and its attendant inhibitions, and more courage, initiative,

direct organisation, and a series of comprehensive and long-

term propaganda plans on all fronts. Mr Bracken has not got

lo find the people to do il. They are ready to hand. All he has

to do is to make the M.O.I, into a department with the power

in its own. instead of other hands.

The two most immediate necessities—apart from a cleaning

up of the M.O.l.'s congenital habit of muddling (e.g. the

distribution fiasco over Tar\:ei tor 7"»)^;;e/iM—arc a greater

humanisaiion of all the films and a supreme concentration on

overseas circulation. By humanisation is meant not only the

making of films about people rather than things, but also the

presentation of people as they are. and without fear or favour.

The doubts, so widely expressed recently in Parliament and

Press, as to whether vvc are yet at our maximum effort ; and the

many varied reiisons which have been advanced as regards

these doubts, and the fact that equality of sacrifice and equality

of endcavi>ur have not yet been fully attained all this is a

jumping-ofT ground for a campaign in films devoted not to a

description of negative attitudes, but to a picture which will

encourage everyone to take part in the community cflTort. Such

a programme if planned with vision would be of equal value at

home and overseas.
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POLITICAL PROPAGANDA
We are glad to publish this article by a leading figure in the international field of commercial Public relations

THE APPOINTMENT of the new Minister of Information has

done little to remove the feeling which cannot but persist in the

minds of qualified thinkers that propaganda or, in its war sense.

Political Warfare, is not yet fully understood in the highest

Government quarters. It is therefore sincerely to be hoped that

the experience and personality of the new Minister will enable

him to overcome this severe handicap and that he will be able

to build on such unstable foundations.

To anyone familiar with questions of propaganda it is a

cast iron principle that unless the executive authority, whether

it be a cabinet of Ministers or a board of directors, is abso-

lutely convinced of the importance of propaganda there can

never be a forceful, long-sighted and continuous policy. There

will always be vacillation and, what is even more dangerous in

propaganda—improvisation. Propaganda is not an exact

science and unless there is inner conviction there can never be

a policy. Yet even a wrong policy is better than vacillation,

which is bad propaganda in itself.

That there should be any doubts on this subject after the

ample demonstrations given by the Germans and after the

experiences of the last war, is difficult to understand. One has

only to look at the tremendous achievements of the Germans

—involving infinitesimal losses, until the present Russian

campaign—to realise the part played by propaganda in the

German war machine. Practically the whole of Europe has

been conquered with losses smaller than, those in one major

battle in the last war.

What clearly emerges is that practically all German military

moves may be said to have been timed, if not dictated, by

propaganda considerations, no less, and probably often more

so, than by military ones.

The Russian campaign, whatever other reasons lie behind

it, has undoubted propaganda motives in the reactions hoped

for in the U.S.A., and in Spain; on the Vichy Government

and on the hesitating Japanese Government.

Propaganda is used by the Germans to prepare and facilitate

the way for military action. Conversely, the propaganda effects

of military action are all carefully calculated. The German
military tactics themselves have their calculated propaganda

effects—intensive violence designed to create panic—deliberate

action on the civilian population as demonstrated in Belgium

and France to hamper the defence, etc.

Everything shows that the innermost councils in Germany
are fully aware of the role played by propaganda in war, and

this is evident in all their actions. What about ourselves, and

how can our present situation be viewed? We can say that

:

(a) Except for our Russian allies we are not in contact with

the enemy on a large military scale.

(b) Millions of our allies are oppressed by the enemy.

(c) Many of the enemy himself, among them certainly

millions of Italians, are dissatisfied.

(d) We have to persuade the vast resources of the New

World to conii all-out to our assistance in the face of

German propaganda.

It follows, from these facts, that our own contact with the

enemy may be said to lie largely in the field of propaganda.

Is it then so surprising for it to be suggested that propaganda

should be handled from within the War Cabinet? Is it so

unreasonable to reply to the query as to why the Propaganda

Minister should be better situated in this respect than the Ser-

vice Ministers, by stating that propaganda is of the essence of

modern warfare : that this war is essentially a war of ideas, a

war of whole peoples and of their conception of living; that

military action to-day, is only one form of warfare, however

vital and indispensable it may be.

Propaganda lies at the roots of the wider conceptions of our

war effort. It is not merely a weapon for influencing opinion.

It also has a directive function wherein lies the strategy of

propaganda, and it is this function which does not appear to

be generally understood. No Propaganda Minister can do

justice to his job if he is confined to the carrying out of the

War Cabinet's policy : in other words, to directing the mech-

anics of propaganda. He must play a vital part in the shaping

of the policy itself.

He, it is, who must sense and advise on the trends of opinion

all over the world and on the quality of the morale—both our

own and that of the enemy. He, it is, who must anticipate the

enemy's propaganda, and the propaganda effects of the enemy's

military or political activities.

It is his responsibility to build up opinion with ultimate

objects in view, be they military or political, and not merely

to exploit day-to-day situations. He must, where necessary,

be able to create situations. This means, in effect, that he must

be in a position to have his say in military and diplomatic

affairs. Conversely, he must be in a position to assess and

comment on proposed military or diplomatic action.

Briefly, the Propaganda Minister cannot fulfill his functions

unless he is intimately concerned with the shaping of our

grand strategy. No man can make a greater contribution to the

shaping of this strategy if we accept, as accept we must, that

this is a war of ideas and ideals— in other words, of human
emotions and reactions.

Three points concerned with propaganda, and about which

there is a good deal of loose thinking, will help to illuminate

the problem.

The first of these is the expert handling of propaganda.

As it is not an exact science, practically everyone has his own
ideas on the subject and is prepared to hold forth on them.

Yet the practice of propaganda presupposes a very wide

knowledge of human nature; of human reactions; of the

standards of education in different countries; of differences

in mentality between different nations or between different

sub-divisions of the same nation ; of the various and numerous

channels of propaganda and their possibilities and effectiveness
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iiiulcr ill tie re 111 circumsianccs ; of ihe reactions of dincrcnl

(.lasses aiul dillcrciu raccN to ihc varunis forms of propaganda,

and Ml on. It is, in fact, a \ast Mibjccl on which there are not

ni.iiu aiilhi>r!ties.

I he Americans, tor instance, are alread\ clainiini: that when

the> ct)me inlti the war the> will leach us how to do propa-

ganda. I hat iiia\ be so, but the .Americans do nol, and cannot,

knovs the ps>choloi:y o\' I iiropeans as we ouuhl lo know it.

I he\ are certainl) well \ersed in the techniciue of propaganda ;

bill knowledge in this lield is not lacking in this country. c\ en

it 11 is not being used lo the best ad\antage.

One oi the weaknesses o\' the M.O.I, is probably the lack of

direct and cU)se contact between the directi\e pi>wer and the

a\ailable expert knowledge. The higher ranks of the Ministry

have little experience in propaganda and this, incidentally,

may have been one explanation of their inability ti^ ha\e

lorced drastic improvements in the situation.

I he second point is that o\' the fruih in propaganda. The

truth, as such, is nc't necessarily a dynamic force. It is, more-

over, nol nt-ccssarily recognisable at firsi sight. It requires a

background in other words ii is necessary to build up a repu-

laiion for telling thj truth before statements will bi ac:;piei

the truth, hsen so they are seldom accepted absolutely. I

truth must be timed so as to achieve the maximum propaga;

cfl'eci. an J it must be followed up. It will, no doubt, bj .,

satisfactory lo be able to say. after we have won the war. r

we spoke ihe truth and nothing but the unadorneJ truth ; bu:

the meantime we have still to win the war and we must cle.:

use the truth in our propaganda lo the best advantage.

Finally, there is the question of the relationship betwi

news and risk. Statements are constantly made that the is

of news must under no circumstances ever endanger the

of a single combatant. This, perhaps more than anything e^

shows the lack of comprehension of the scope and importa

of propaganda in this war. No one wants to sacrifice lives

necessarily, but surely our fighting forces and our civilians h

shown that they are prepared to risk, nay, to give, their liv^

bring victory nearer. If the issue of an item of news is ca

laied to intluence American opinion or give cncouragcmen;

the oppressed, or help lo undermine the morale of the enem>

in fact, help lo bring the end of the war nearer—surely the r,

ihen is one which will be gladly undertaken bv all concerns

THE COMMONS DEBATE
Fcv^ people t;ct a chance to read "Hansard", and we are therefore rcprintint;, bv permission of ilu ( ontrolkr of

H.M..S.()., extracts from various speeches made during the ( onimons Debate on IVopa<iand.i, liilv .^rtl, i''41

Sir .li)hn ViiiliTsiiii ( Iho 1 nal I'rcsijLni of ihc Councili: Tlierc arc M>mo

who uiHikl \Msli u> see all ihc sial1 and all ilic machinery lor puhlieily,

Inroriii.iiion and pmp.iuand.i taken .iv\ay Ironi ihc various dcparlnicnls

.ind et>llc>.tcd loycihcr into a single Ministry, which would perform all the

inlDrm.nion .ind propaganda services of the Ciovcrnircnt under a Minister

i.loiln.i.1 Willi supreme powers in ih.it licId, suhjeet only to the direction ot

the War ( ahinct. .Such a scheme might seem attractive at first si.'lu

i L-cuise of tlic simplicity o\ the conception.

Mr. (.alladKT (! ile, West): And bec.uise it is sensible.

Sir ,lnhn Anderson: But it would nol he cither sensible or .1 praetii..i .

selieme. If propaganda is of such l.ir-rcaehing importance as we believe

It to he. how can it be dealt with as an entirely separate subject, in isola-

tion Irom foreign policy, defence and the other multifarious activities ol

the State."

Sir .Idhn Vndcrvin: H> comparison with the Na/i ii;ae!iine. our elfoils in

ihis sphere may ol'ien seem punv and halt-hearted. Hut vse have lhv>se

poweiliil .lilies, truth and fair dealini'. lor wlueh the psychology of leir is

Mr. Ikmiivs (Uristol, North* . The main point at issue is tliat what we
dislike in tlic orgamvition of the Ministry of Information is the divorce

ol power Irom rcsponsibililv.

Mr. lUrnavs: The bliit'l f.iet is surely that the Ministrv of Inform.iiion lacks

scll-conlidcnee, and ih.il it lacks public coiilidenec. It lacks self-<.onlidence,

I suggest, Kv.iusc Its functions are so limited; it lacks public confidence

Kcaiise It li.is ni>t got suHicicnt authontv. Ihc position is worse novs. after

the (lovernmcnl statement, th.in it was K-lbrc. The Kutic has been joined,

•ind the battle has Ix-cn lost. The Service Ministers arc confirmed in tticir

position of control; the foreign Otlice is stronger, nol weaker. Tlicrc is

10 K- no pri'pag.ind.i, .is l.ir .is I can understand il, without ihc consent of

somctMdv else. I kiunv th.it scorn has tvcn poured on tlic Ministry of

Information f think it has done some things very well. I think iis lijm

scrviec IS excellent

Mr. Cinmnuins (llornscy): The W.ir C abinci luive lo lay il down that tlicy

will rcg.ird propaganda .is a p<ilent wcarn^n of war and thai ihcy cvpccl

th.it wc.ipon to tx' waged with as much ruthlcssncss. vigour and vision as

ihcv e\iH-ei Irom .my iUhcr weapon \Micn that is done. then. I think, il

will bv fair to judi:e the results. ,.\s far as I am aware, there arc only me
weapons in our hands with which 10 fxat Germany— the Navy, the Army.
Ihc .Air I orcc. the feonomic Blockade and Propaganda.

Winu-C ommandcr James (Wellingborough): The British Council :-

not be in any wa> plaecni under the Ministrv of Information. It has

indei eiu'c:r. non-party governing body. Another reason it shoald no
I iistry of Information is that one sincerely hopes the Mirn-

L \ist as soon as ihc war is over, if not before; whereas

. British Council will continue 10 carry out its very vain..

uoiui-uku w.'rk for many years to eoTic.

Mr. (;. Strauss (Lambeth. North): 1 maintain that the Foreign OfTjcc. i

with its traditions, its peculiar type of personnel, its tradilion,il outlo.'ik 1

and its recent record, is the last body thai shoald he in charge ofour foreign I;

propag inda scrv ice.

I have a great respect for the Civil Service in all Departments, but I ;

should have thought that there was general agreement tliat those mcmfvrs »

-

of It working in the f oreign OiVkc arc. by the verv nature of their training. I

.ipt to K- old-tashioned and rigid in outlotik. least conscious of modem t

sixial trends, and lc;ist aware of Ihc outlook o*" ihc common people and ot

the laKnir movement in all parts of the world. 1 should havtrlhou.

moreover, thai there would also fvave been general agreement tfvni

propag.inda, to be ciVtvtivc. must be ainKd at the masses of the people

not at Ihc diplomatists, the aristocracies, or the upper middle classes o

people o\' liurope. It must ix based on an appeal lo the masses of Ihe p.

lation of luropc. and ihe people who are going lo direct that propag.i

should have an understanding of the aspirations of Ihe ordinar> i

The I orcign Olhcc arc the last pct>ple lo be in charge of such propaga

.Mr. Nocl-Bakcr (Derby): Small successes over censorship, films

regional commiiiecs will nol help us. and the eompn^miscs announccc.

the I ord Prcsidenl hardly help at all. The fact thai it was the Presu:.

himself who announced Ihe changes is symptomatic of what is wt.

Ihc tiovcmmeni ought 10 nwkc a real Ministry of Information, with

.luthontv and real ptiwer. and close the dot^rsof Ihc unhappy instilir

llial wc have to-dav . Why do they nol do ir Some people viy it is txx.i

Ihc Prime Minister dtvs not really care aboul prop;iganda. He w.;

deeds, not words. I ask. can such an incredible paradox rcallv he true'
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS
When the Pie was Opened. Production: Realist

Film Unit. Direction: Len Lye. Sound: Ernst

Meyer. Camera: A. E. Jeakins. 8 minutes.

THERE HAS always been a certain amount of

doubt as to how detailed a cooking recipe could

be taught by film. It can hardly be expected that

after a single viewing of a film the complete

method of preparing a complex dish will remain

in the minds of an average audience. Yet at least

one person, after seeing When the Pie was

Opened maintained that he could remember

exactly how to make the vegetable pie which it

describes. He is probably a rare case but one

certain thing is that everyone will remember

that a vegetable pie can be made simply and

that it has pleasant associations. Perhaps no

cooking film should be asked to do more. The

film does, however, go a long way beyond

vegetable pies. Len Lye is a director who

cannot help communicating through his films

a warm, friendly and imaginatively lively per-

sonality. Here he cannot resist a variety of

technical tricks which present the vegetable

pie via the old jingle about "When the pie was

opened the birds began to sing". A child is

thinking of the delights of eating pie in these

terms and we see her imaginative reconstruction

of a pie with living blackbirds while Louis

Armstrong, playing "Solitude", reveals a second

aspect of the child's abstracted mood. This

short sequence has something worth-while to say

about child psychology and a parent's under-

standing of it. Mood has never been communi-

cated through the screen so economica'ly.

Towards the end of the film Len Lye becomes

gayer and uses unexpected sound effects for

simple culinary operations, in the most chaotic

fashion. It is just good exuberant fun and few

audiences will resist it. When the pie-crust is

being cut we hear the sound of sawing wood, and

a train starts up as the pie is being ceremoniously

'eyed to the dining table. These and many
other tricks bring the film to a rousing finish.

It is the gayest short for many a long day

—

and from the Ministry of Information too!

Thank you Gentlemen.

Lady be Kind. Direction: Rodney Ackland.

Script: Rodney Ackland and Arthur Boys.

M. of I. 5 minutes.

THE PURPOSE OF Lady he Kind is to persuade

housewives who ha\'e taken in war-work lodgers

to treat them kindly and with consideration.

Our hero is working on night shift and comes

home soaking wet to find breakfast finished and

cold, himself ignored and hustled by the family,

his landlady (Muriel George, of course) un-

willing to dry his clothes, and the wireless at full

blast when he wants to sleep. To cap it all he has

written home moaning to his wife, and her letter

to him, calling his landlady "Mrs Hitler" has

naturally been read by the landlady. Luckily a

few words with the next-door housewife, who
treats her lodger well and realises war work is

almost as importa'it as being in uniform,

smooths things over. We end with the lodger

fetching the coals, and the landlady giving him

nice hot meals and singing like a bird.

Now this sort of pseudo-realistic stufi" is

extremely ticklish to do well, and I'm afraid the

resources of the British theatre and studios are

quite unable to cope with it. It needs the tech-

nique of a John Baxter, or of They also Serve. The

first necessity is some first-hand knowledge and

understanding of the people it is supposed to be

about, and the second, some sort of sympathy

with them. Unfortunately, the rich variety and

colour of working-class life is right outside the

range of the simple black-and-white equipment

of the ordinary professional actor or director.

With lack of understanding vanishes any possi-

bility of sympathy, and the result is an over-

whelming impression of condescension and un-

concealed contempt. The propaganda points

are flung in your face with a contemptuous take-

it-or-leave-it air.

If you can't believe in the people, you can't

believe in the propaganda; thus the whole efi"ect

of this film is one of emptiness and depression.

I should hate to think the film really represented

anybody's view of life. He would be unutterably

miserable. The hero looks a first-class misery

throughout : from his long-suff"ering air and the

finicky way he pecks at his food he's obviously

got stomach trouble, probably an ulcer. His

landlady's grouse seems to be that he doesn't

appear anxious to, or capable of fulfilling the

duties expected of a night-shift lodger, and I

don't mean carrying coals. Technically the film

is efficiently made, with the exception of some

barrack-like sets and the distracting and un-

pleasant habit of running music over scenes with

natural sound. All in all, it is a most depressing

film : if this is the best they can do, the M. of I.

had much better lay oft" this would-be working-

class stuff" and stick to the great and glorious

middle classes they know so well.

Target for Tonight. Production: Crown Film

Unit. Producer: Ian Dalrymple. Direction: Harry

Watt. Camera: Jonah Jones. Edited by: S.

McAllister. Sound Recorded by: Ken Cameron.

50 minutes.

By an R.A.F. Officer:

Mr Harry Watt has had to illustrate the

bleakest and most unpleasant text that can be

imagined, the daily communique of operations

by the Bomber Command of the Royal Air

Force. "Aircraft of the Bomber Command last

night attacked industrial objectives at Frei-

hausen. Fires were started and heavy high explo-

sive bombs were seen to burst on the target"

—

good news in a sense, but very far from dramatic

—a mere announcement that the endless belt

which carries bombs to Germany is still at work.

But, after all, it is the job of documentary films

to illuminate these mechanical and repetitive

processes; the film can do far more than any

writer, as Mr Watt has certainly done in this

instance, with such refractory material.

Firstly, Mr Watt has accepted the limitations

of his subject. His film does not pretend to de-

scribe any exceptional adventure; at the end, as

the details of the night's work are wiped from the

blackboard in the operations room, we know
that it is all to be done again on the next night

and done in the same way. But all the more

significant, within these limitations, are the

glimpses of character, the unemphatic courage,

the mere hint of implacable resolution, the mere

symptoms of elaborate organisation, which the

film reveals.

Everything is in order, though first there is the

Wellington in the air to remind the audience of

the essential in a mass of detail. The photo-

graphers annotate the target, the Air Staff" decide

when, how, and with what strength it is to be

attacked, a mild civilian looks at the weather, an

energetic Station Commander extracts informa-

tion from his intelligence officers, the crews

casually accept the instructions of the experts,

the mechanics get the aircraft ready, the crews put

on their flying kit, and the night begins. And so

do the moments of emotion in the film.

The camera is used as a most flexible instru-

ment, recording every mood so well that one

hardly feels the need of speech. The pilot's face

lit by the flash of an anti-aircraft shell, the long

procession of cloudscapes which so skilfully sug-

gest the long voyage to Germany, the anxious

silhouettes of station and squadron commanders

waiting in the mist for a late bomber to return

—these require no commentary to drive their

meaning home. But elsewhere speech is almost as

illuminating and there is something almost un-

canny in Mr Watt's art of turning everyone into

a master of highly realistic acting. He does it, of

course, by recording single sentences at a time.

The actor, camera-shy and painfully self-

conscious at first before a battery of arc lamps,

unfamiliar instruments, and improbable stran-

gers, repeats the same few words until he is so

bored by them that he says them naturally ; then

Mr Watt has him snapped. The result is to outdo

almost any experienced acting; in fact the man

who does well in the studio from the beginning is

not so convincing in the end as the man who

fumbles at first, gets all his words wrong, and is

miserable because he thinks he is holding up the

whole film. With such a power of making life do

as well as art, Mr Watt can choose his types with

an entire freedom ; he has only got to see a very

Scots Scotsman, hear a characteristic Oxford

accent, or observe the impressive gestures of a

senior officer, and he has got them for his film.

The film is made as though it was merely

intended as a documentary record; it is for this

very reason that it is magnificent propaganda for

the British cause. Rather puzzling perhaps, in

Vladivostock or Yucatan, to see how startlingly

native and even provincial the English manage

to remain in the centre of the world's stage, but
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS
{comiiiuedfrom p. 147)

all the more, if these exotic audiences should re-

flect, an effective symbol of resistance to a

hostile continent.

Ainvoman: Production: G.-B. Screen Services.

Direction: Francis Searle. Camera: Roy Fogwill.

M.O.I. 5 minutes.

IF ANY girl looking for war work has the idea that

joining one of the Services is not for her but for

"the other woman"'. Airwoman is the film to

make her change her mind. Instead of merely a

tedious exposition of the different jobs done by

the W.A.A.F., this film shows the purpose behind

them and gives something of the spirit of the

thing, which is much more likely to gain recruits

and fire a girl's enthusiasm.

The film moves fast and tells, in an exciting

and dramatic way, the organisation of a night

raid by our bombers, and shows how vital to

success are the parts played by the various sec-

tions of the W.A.A.F. behind the scenes, whether

it is in the Intelligence Department or serving

the boys with fish and chips, when they return.

Personally, I feel that, like the bombers it

depicts, this film will reach its objective and
achie\e its purpose more surely than all the

"Go to Its" and pointing fingers in the news-

papers: in fact, if I see Airwoman again just

before registering at an Employment Exchange
the W.A.A.F. will gain another recruit.

Living with Strangers. Production: Realist Film

Unit Ltd. Producer: John Taylor. Direction:

Frank Sainsbury. Non-T. 1 1 minutes.

FILM about one of evacuation's most acute

problems—the conflicts and quarrels that arise

between London and country women sharing

the same house and the same kitchen.

The film shows some trivial disagreement

causing a flare-up between two women, and being

settled by the harassed but still patient billeting

oflncer. It then goes on to show how in one vil-

lage the provision of facilities for communal
cooking, eating, washing, and reception of visi-

tors has gone a long way towards stabilising

evacuation and offers this as a solution to this

serious problem.

The film has a message and gives it clearly

—

which, when you think about it, is what it was
supposed to do. So on that all-important count

Sainsbury and his co-workers merit full marks.

Individuals will always differ about methods of

treatment—and it is here that mild protest seems
justified. The film smacks too much of a docu-

mentary hang-over from orgies of several years

ago. It is flat, unimaginative and unhuman in

presentation, which again, when you think about
it, also counts when assessing the work of the

film makers.

Al at Lloyd's. A Strand Film Production for the

British Council. Production:Mt\ Shiwv. Direction:

Ralph Bond. Camera: Jo Jago. Script: Reg
Groves. Commentator: Leslie Mitchell. Music:

John Greenwood. 9 minutes.

LATEST addition to the British Council series is

A\ at Lloyd's, a film which may prove mcri
provocative than the previous productions.

Like Ulster, it is made in the British Council

tradition of foistiny on to the public, the truly

British, old-school-tie, hats-oflT-to-Big-Business

outlook.

Interwoven in the film is a deal of factual

material and an interesting story of the work
which Lloyd's is doing. The theme centres

around the ship, Annndillo, with glimpses of its

construction and classification into a definite

category of sea-worihiness and workmanship
demanded for vessels registered by Lloyd's.

Here is one example (i.e. the establishment of a

certain standard in design and construction) of

the useful services which the Lloyd's organisation

inevitably renders. In contrast to the maritime

poker played backstage, there is an obvious

residue of invaluable work which this wide

organisation performs. A network of coastal

stations, telegraph-lir.es and scattered officials

follow the ship during its journey from Valpar-

aiso, plotting a course and checking with a

schedule. The presence of enemy vessels necessi-

tates absolute secrecy in the course the ship is

to follow, and for seseral days nobody is aware

of the vessel's position. Caught in a storm and
unable to use wireless communication, notice of

the delay is cabled to London, and then the busi-

ness men go into action. Contrasted with the

sailors, who are not merely doing a real job of

work but also risking their lives in doing so, the

top-hats appear funereal and impotent.

But the Armadillo has been classified Al and
is able to justify British workmanship and sea-

manship ; to shake off the storm, and arrive back

in port. The film ends with a sentimental, rhymed
eulogy on ships spoken in the Masefield tradition,

which succeeds as an antidote to the previous

revelations of the insurance world. One is left

with vivid memories of John Greenwood's music

and some well-shot stonn scenes.

The White Eagle. Production: Concanen Films.

Producer: Derrick de Marney. Direction: Eugene
Cekalski. Comi>ieniary: Spoken by Leslie

Howard.

IT IS hard for British people to understand quite

what this warmeans to continental nations whose

country is still being ravaged in battle. For hun-

dreds of years no British home has come under

the heel of an invader. Consequently, perhaps

we find tolerance comes to us with more ease

than to a continental people.

Poland, one feels, has always had hates. She

has had to struggle so much through the cen-

turies to preserve her independence against her

two huge neighbours, that hate became an official

instrument in welding together the diflTerent

sections of the nation. It is encouraging, therefore,

to find a more constructive attitude emerging

from the latest official Polish film.

This shows the life of Poland in exile in the

British Isles, and the various steps she has been

able to take to preserve the culture of her people.

It is these threads, and the symbol of Polish

youth in "Andrew"—a Boy Scout, which keep

the film together.

Leslie Howard accompanies the picture

pleasantly enough, speaking Val Gielgud's harm-

less, if verbose, commentary. A reconstructed

radio-broadcast to occupied Poland, which.

since it was written by a Pole, one can only

assume to represent the official attitude, struck

a false and damaging note with its archaic "an

eye for an eye".

Credit must go to the director, Eugene

Cekalski, for having got so much humanity into

his subject in spite of the difficulties—and they

must have been considerable—with which he had

to contend. To make a film in a foreign country

for a nation other than one's own argues a ready

talent. And, The White Eagle, by its calm

development and glimpses of a desire for co-

operation, puts Poland's case with considerably

more force than is evident in more political

mediums.

Sea Cadets. A Jay Gardner Lewis Production.

Photography: Charles Marlborough. M.O.I. 5

minutes.

THERE IS a picture which hangs in nearly every

boys' school, called the "Boyhood of Raleigh".

An Elizabethan seaman sits on a Devon shore

pointing out to sea, and telling two wistful lads

of the adventures that lie beyond the horizon.

Now, a bluejacket sits in a suburban garden

and tells two modern lads about life in the Sea

Cadets, with special emphasis on the signalling

side. He is one up on the Elizabethan, who could

not dissolve away into illustrations of what he

was talking about. But he misses the horizon,

the richer implications, the sense of comradeship

and adventure.

There seems to be a danger of five minute

films, or at least the recruiting ones, becoming

reduced to a formula—three or four people

chatting in a pub or a backyard, used as a

springboard for a brochure on the particular

service being advertised. The fault lies probably

more with the production policy than with the

technician. Another part of the formula seems

to be Bernard Miles who is rapidly becoming the

Typical British Serviceman with a character

wardrobe like that of royalty. Why turn a good

artist into a Protean act?

India Marches. Production: Bombay Talkies.

M.O.I. 5 minutes.

COMES the dawn. A bugler blows reveille, a flag

waves at a masthead. The troops march; rifle

practice, machine gun practice, bayonet practice.

The troops play football, netball, hockey. They

might 'oe from Lancashire or from Toronto or

New South Wales; only the background, the

uniforms, and the colour of their faces is differ-

ent. Moslems, Hindus and Christians, it seems,

can unite in the defence of freedom and democ-

racy, even though it is claimed that they would

immediately start killing each other if they were

given the said freedom and democracy. Tech-

nically, the film is adequate, but docs it tell us

anything which is not true of an\ reuimcnt,

that we could not guess for ourschcs,'

The only lime it livens up is where the troops

perform one of their own dances, where we see

something peculiarly Indian. After all, there are

500 million people in the British Empire; only

48 million of them live in Britain. Nearly three-

quarters of the rest live in India. We can take

for granted that they march and drill much as

we do. Let's see how they live.
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arrangement. To say that it has worked well in

the past is to mock at public intelligence. At

times, the whole world, including Germany, has

known of certain events of first-class importance;

we have been the only people to be kept in ignor-

ance. If the withholding of information had only

occurred occasionally, one would not feel justi-

fied in complaining, but it has occurred constantly

since the war commenced. This anomaly discredits

the Ministry of Information in all its activities.

When the London Times and the Daily Herald

—extremes in the political press of the country

—

agree on condemning all these limitations on the

propaganda work of the country, public opinion,

as represented by the Press, becomes significantly

unanimous. It is for the War Cabinet to try

again, because this is not rZ/c/V war but a people's

war, and if we lose it will be the people who will

pay the price.

The most our propaganda has said so far,

apart from the speeches of Lord Halifax and the

Foreign Secretary, is that our war aim is to "win

it". This rather pig-headed single-mindedness

may appear to some to show to the world a nations

totally organised for one purpose, and one

purpose only. To others, it shows a complete

lack of understanding of the revolutionary pro-

cesses at work in human society of which the

war is only one of many manifestations.

This war aim, if exclusive of all others, may
land us in chaos at the end of the war—a chaos

from which we shall find it hard, through lack

of adequate planning, to extricate ourselves.

Men and women are fighting in this war for

what it means to them in terms of enhanced

human values in the post-war world. If they fight

for that which is best in our Western Civilisation

(which, by the way, does not exclude what

Germany has contributed) it is not so much for

what it is and has been, but for the things of

which it is capable. Unless wars can in future be

avoided, unless economic rivalries can be

banished from the face of the earth, unless the

free peoples of the earth can resolve their difter-

ences by peaceful means, then the sacrifices

made to-day will have been in vain. Our propa-

ganda must take cognizance of this.

Further, as the war proceeds on its course, we
are presented with new and dramatic c\ents of

which the latest and most dramatic was the

forced entry into the war of the Soviet Union.

A well organised and independently managed
Ministry of Information, receiving instructions

from one body only, namely the War Cabinet,

is necessary to make adjustments, in propaganda
terms, to these new horizons.

The foregoing may seem a far cry from film

propaganda, but in fact it explains why much
film propaganda has teen so inefi"ective in spite

of the many good films produced. There are

certain serious omissions in our film propaganda
for which the Ministry itself must accept respon-

sibility. The working people of this country are

the largest section of the British public, and it is

they who have not had a square deal.

As the war proceeds and success follows

failure, and Hiilure, success, efforts are made to

influence public opinion so that it remains con-

stant in its resolve that the war must be fought

to a successful conclusion. Is it succeeding in its

object? In my view, the film is being used in no

serious manner to show why we are defending,

with all we have, our democratic way of life, or

to convince the great company of cinema-goers

of the mighty contribution the v/orkers of this

country are making to the national war effort.

A careful inspection of the programme of

films issued by the Ministry of Information

shows that those who direct the policy of the

Ministry are either unaware of, or unwilling to

accept, the idea that we are fighting this war to

preserve democracy for what it means in terms of

progressive social betterment.

I have no doubt that this aspect of the struggle

has been put into the background on account of

the political truce. The progressive elements in

the Government are there because they believe

that our democratic system provides the means

of giving the people, at a not-too-distant date,

economic security and social justice. To them

Hitler's "New Order", in spite of its alleged

social achievements, can never be an alternative

to a system in which social adjustments are made
voluntarily by a people possessing as large a

measure of freedom as a highly complex system

of society makes possible. On the other hand, the

conservative elements in the government, which

of course strongly preponderate, mean to pre-

serve our present empire and its institutions in

their present forms, and they do not contemplate

any alteration in our national life which would

change the present class divisions. This paralyses

governmental policy. In the final analysis, the

two main elements in the government are fighting

for totally different things.

Thus the films cannot show that in our fight

for democracy we are aiming at ensuring a period

of uninterrupted progress, in the years ahead,

towards the ideal of government of the people

by the people, for the people, in all aspects of our

national life, not excluding the economic side.

And yet, if that could be done, the response of

the people would be immediate and sustained.

The people hope vaguely that this is implied

in the struggle, but their doubts would be com-

pletely dispelled if we could only state boldly

and unequivocally that the fight for man's heri-

tage involves no bar to his basic social and

economic right to absolute equality with his

fellows. Such an appeal—forappeal it wo-ild be

—

would be the greatest of all counterstrokes to

Hitler's "New Order", and would inspire the

masses, not only in this country but in occupied

countries, to contribute their maximum effort

towards the overthrow of the world's most

dangerous tyrant.

The Ministry has not used the film to show how
democracy, the right of free speech, the right of

assembly, the right to organise for social and

political purposes, has provided a highway to a

new world. The result is that the greatest stimu-

lation which could be given to the public in our

war effort is not employed. Also, no attempt has

been made seriously to i^ortray the past achieve-

ments of democracy, which are not inconsider-

able. Lastly, and most lamentably, no recognition

has been given to the common man in the field,

workshop and factory. He and his family are the

very basis of modern society. Without him. we
could not wage war. We are realising, more and
more, that the man in the factory and on the land,

the transport worker, the merchant seaman in

other words, the worker— is as essential as the

soldier, sailor and airman to our war effort, and
on account of the nature of modern war he is

in as much danger from death and wounds as his

service brother. There is no glamour for him.

He has long and tedious hours of hard work,

having lost many of the amenities which he had

obtained after years of struggle, and although the

insecurity of peace times is more or less absent, he

contemplates the peace with some misgivings,

for, if the last war is a criterion, he may again

have to face years of unemployment.

He sees no film on his achievements. No
attempt is made to credit him with oflTering his

all in the interests of military success, and yet

that is what he is literally doing. Up till now,

every advance made in wages, hours of work and
the provision of social .services has been made
because he has organised and struggled for its

realisation. He has obtained nothing because he

had a right to it. The recent vote at the annual

meeting of the Amalgamate I I iiuihLxii'i • ! :,i in

shows how the workers are re K mi:, it

situation. They are becominu i\. .i\.\,:,\. i ii;.>

are being thus aflected because wc h;i\e luiurcd

the need of keeping them informed on the great

purposes for which the nation is fighting: but,

even more, because we have omitted to do justice

to the mighty work they are doing in so many
walks of life. They want no films of the patronis-

ing type of Welfare of the Workers: or the un-

realistic nonsense of A Call to Arms: they want

films related to their lives and their aspirations.

The British Council films suffer from the

serious fault of most official films. A writer in

the Times states that the aim of British Council

films is "to hold the mirror to the face of Britain

and her people in their everyday life and work

and so expose the pretence that the 'new order'

would bring to Europe social and educational

blessings unknown to these islands". If that is the

aim, then in my view the films fall short in every

aspect of their purpose. They provide no in-

spiration, neither do they depict the lives of the

common people. They are far too high-falutin'.

If we ignore the common man in this testing

time, we do so at our peril. He is the linchpin

of our war effort. Upon him depends the success

or failure of our national effort.

Lord Halifax and Mr. Anthony Eden have

indicated that the world of the future cannot

be the same as the pre-war world. Mr. Eden has

said that man is entitled to economic security.

If this is really the policy of the Government,

why not make the most of it? Economic security

involves the principle of social justice. This is a

great principle and a mighty advance on any-

thing recognised in oflficial circles before. Put

this conception on the screen in the many forms

it can assume. It will inspire, as no other idea

can. Our New Order, unlike Hitler's, is really

new and arises out of one of the most recent

experiments man has undertaken in ordering his

collective life. We can beat Hitler at his own
game, because ours is a much better game.
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I ILM S()( li:i^ NOIKS
I Kl I DOM OJ nil III M

riprinls i s|Ktih l>> Ihi- laic I)r K\erttt l)i-an Martin, forimr ( liiiinnan of Ihi N

if KiviiM of ihi I .S. \.. nhich udii)irabl> dctines a public issue thai is aUaNs l<> llu (n

in I ilni Sucicl\ and similar acli\ilie<>.

I1.-1l.13 uclcJ hti

pc'plc utu> ti.iM- tiu>rc /cal tluin lolcraiicc. v^hosc

thii.; llll^.IL^t sccnis to he in IbrciiiB ihcir ncigh-

t ours III t;i\c up the things they really like and

.iv.v.cpt .iimihcr man's standards nf taste.

SDmelhing dI the spirit ol' the forum is essen-

ti.il. I ihink. ti) the successful demiKratic solution

ol I his as of e\cry other public problem. People

respond best to ideals when they are permitted

10 fee! they can contribute something on their

oun account. An extended and \ery close associ-

ifuni with popular assemblies has convinced me
th.ii ihe c>.>erci\e method is worse than a failure.

iVi. pie's opinions, their likes and dislikes, are in

iu> way changed by having standards forced on

thcni from without. Any attempt to regulate

popular amusements by law — beyond the pro-

tL^non of ciMiinion decency, which is everywhere

;tion alw .ults

., h> pocrisy, increased social

f colour to the statements of

s.iy that this is no longer u

at is more, such attempts

sonal responsibility. Indi-

.1 icuitne ii.iiLiraiJy feel that

St. n lards are set for them by someone else and

consequently must be all right. The bureaucratic

body to which such responsibility is transferred

falls back upon an arbitrary and unreasoning

formalism which kills both art and morals

and soon K-comes oiilv the tool for political

ends.

"It has been s^iid that a legal censorship

would be a blow at civil liberty quite as serious

and of the same nature as a permanent censor-

ship of the press. To my mind this is true. If the

American people surrender the free theatre, they

might as well give up free press, free spctvh, free-

dom of assemblage. They will encourage a species

of legislation which in the end will destroy the

last vestige of personal responsibility. Freedom

along any of these lines is liable to abuse, and

those who publish, speak, or produce must be

held responsible. But it is one thing to hold an

agent responsible for these abuses. It is a very

ditferenl thing to try to prevent all danger of such

abuses beforehand by handing over boih freedom

and responsibility to a petty officialdom. This

latter is absolutely out of harmony with .Ameri-

can ideals and tr.iditions. It is rank Prussianism,

the very thing which wc went to war to drive ou\

of the earth.

"There is no greater menace to the nianhooJ

and womanhood of this land than the growing:

tendency to treat everyone as if he were cither .i

moral pervert or a kindergarten child who nccdco

>.oii<>tant protection against himself. Surely, wni

all the safeguards wc now have, people must K.

trusted in sonK nKasurc to have an hour t'.

amusement after their work, free from tin

meddlesome interference of bureaux, sccrc

agents, autocrats, censors and official regulator^

"The National Board of Review will do its u:

most to help save the thcatre-going public fron

this most autocratic form of Prussianism, while .1:

the same time lending its aid and counsel to cvcr>

effort made in the direction of higher artiste

development. It is not bureaucracy which vmI!

eradicate the evils of the motion picture but .:

finer sense of artistic values, and these two at.

mutually exclusive. I trust that in this work itu

National Board will continue to enjoy, as it has

in the past, the confidence and co-operation i>:

both the producers and the public."

Snu- The National B<rard of Review <.f

.Motion Picturi-s is a citizen bod>, organised in

1909 by the Peoples Institute of New ^ ork C itv as

a mi-dium for rcllecting inlelliueni public opinion

reftarding a growing art and entertainment. Iliis is

still Ihe Board's funclion. louelhcr with that of dis-

scminalini: information on the subject of motion

pictures and carrving on a constructive proRramme

having to do v»ilh communilv co-operation in the

advancement and uses of the motion picture.

SIIOHI I ILM BOOKINGS FOR Al(,lSi

.ilcr Ihcalrc. ManchcMci
l-arth

i^«^T^lcJlrc. Leeds

I lie Taller Theulrc. Mj.Kheiter
Marine Round-l p
The Taller Ttiejire. Manchesler
The News Thealre. Leeds

Marrh of Time ol the Year -No. I

uppi at hy Till .Sews ami SpeaaiiseJ Theatr

w ek ending
.Slramter than Fietioo -No. 78

Auj. ;}rd 1 he News Cinema. At«rd«en
Slr«ncrr Ihaa Fietioa-No 80

JOth The Ne«s < mema. At«enJccn
Swine »ith Bini

IMh The Ncv.t Theatre. Bnslol
Tatllc Trloiuoo

.V)lh

:ird
Ihe taller theatre. Manchevter

Temple* ol India
The New-* Cinema. AhcnJcen

.101 h The C ooMblr
The Taller Theatre. Manchcvlcr

JOlh The Drum
THf Ti-'r- Thr-i'rr. Chester

Th,- Ik c\

s«r< oil'

Au*. )Olh

The Ne>« Theatre. 1 ceJs
The Taller

'^m In Ha«ana
Man.hestc

Km .Spon
The Nc«»l .nema AtvrJeen

the Nc».l .nema Mxrdecn
and

Talkr heaire Leed«
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FILM OF THE MONTH

Fantasia. Produced by Walt Disney. Com-

mentator: Deems Taylor. Music played by

Stokowski and the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra. Recorded on R.C.A. In Technicolor.

Well here's Fantasia at last, with a loud blast

on the trumpets and enough of what Variety

calls pufferoo to get the poor old critics in such

a state they don't know whether they're on their

heads or their heels. These bright boys can

understand and deal with a thing that is good,

i.e. highbrow, and only worth a panning, or

successful, i.e. middlebrow, and to be treated as

Art, or popular i.e. lowbrow, and to be dismissed

as vulgar. But when a man like Disney comes

along and is good and successful and popular

at the same time, they feel very much out of their

depth and look around nervously for someone
to tell them what they ought to say. As the Em-
peror found out with his new clothes, truth will

out, and the plain truth is that Fantasia, in spite

of one or two very nice things, is on the whole

a large, gaudy, bright and expensive stinker.

Disney, like Chaplin and many another honest

lad who started from nothing, has felt out of

place in the drawing-room world of chandeliers

and full evening dress and decided it was his

duty to improve himself and go in for culture

in a big way. So Frank Churchill, composer of

Who's afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? and the

Snow White songs, whose brilliant scores meant

so much in vitality to the earlier Disneys, moves
out in favour of the lion-maned Leopold

Stokowski. Now Stokowski occupies much the

same place in serious music that Henry Hall

does in jazz—straight up-and-down stuff that

couldn't hurt a fly, with hours spent in such

world-shaking pursuits as transcribing Bach
organ fugues for full orchestra. Disney would

have been much better associated with a lively

trouble-maker like Toscanini; but then there

wouldn't have been any Fantasia. Toscanini

enjoyed The Band Concert like anything, but

I'd hate to be around when he saw Fantasia.

Not that the music itself is bad: it's quite well-

played and recorded. Unfortunately, we in

England don't get a chance yet of hearing it

with the full stereaphonic battery of speakers

and tracks ; as shown over here it's a plain one-

track re-recording with no special effects, except

on Schubert's Ave Maria a pleasant feeling of

spaciousness—probably done with an echo mike.

There is enough novelty about Fantasia for it

to deserve to be called an experiment, but

Disney, although well sold on culture himself,

obviously felt that some pretty high-power

salesmanship was necessary to put it over on the

toiling masses. So the eight different pieces are

each given introductions—of the orchestra tuning

up and so on—and separated from each other,

with a quarter of an hour interval in the middle

of the film. This loose and unconventional

construction, somewhat reminiscent of One Hour
With You, has a pleasantly homely and intimate

quality about it. It also leads, after the interval

whilst we're waiting for the conductor, to the

shy appearance on the screen of the sound-

track, which gives us a visual recital of some of

the instruments in the orchestra, the only really

novel and imaginative use of sound and colour

in the whole film. But more than to outweigh

this, we get a fulsome commentator in complete

evening dress (production value) who insists on

explaining precisely what we're going to see

before we see it. Also a horribly whimsical

episode where the orchestra, the conductor-cat

being away, break into a jam session, just to

prove they're human too. On the whole though,

this method of stringing the various pieces to-

gether is quite a successful breakaway from

ordinary feature construction.

The eight pieces treated are Bach's Toccata

and Fugue in D Minor, transcribed for orches-

tra, some of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite,

Dukas's Sorcerer's Apprentice, Stravinsky's

Rite of Spring (these four make the first half)

a part of Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony,
Ponchielli's Dance of the Hours and, finally,

Moussorgsky's Night on the Bald Mountain

and Schubert's Ave Maria, done together. After

the assembly of the orchestra and a spiel from

Deems Taylor to the effect that the picture

throughout is going to attempt a visual inter-

pretation of the music, we swing into J. S. Bach.

First of all, double exposures of the orchestra

with their various instruments, then
—'Why.what-

ever's this—dots and dashes and violin bows

and lines running all over the place? Why, of

course, our old pal Oscar Fischinger turned

up eight years later with just the same old ideas.

And such muddy, thick, dull colours too.

Old Bach, with his clean lines and bright mathe-

matical precision, would have had a fit. After

this, the Nutcraker Suite, still treated as an inter-

pretation of the music but done in patterns of

falling leaves, flowers on the water and dancing

toadstools, the colour a bit livelier but still no

glimpse of any fusion of the picture with the

music. And then, thank goodness, with the

Sorcerer's Apprentice away goes all pretence of

interpretation of the music ; and for the rest of

Fantasia we get honest straightforward story-

telling, with the music no more than a back-

ground accompaniment. The Sorcerer's Appren-

tice is a good plain Mickey Mouse that could

hold its own even with Lonesome Ghosts, with

a magnificent array of watercarrying brooms

in as good a climax as you could wish. Rite of

Spring is an imaginative reconstruction of the

coming of life to the earth and its development

up to the fall of the dinosaurs, which could go

straight out to the schools as an instructional.

Peopled by protoplasm, tyranrosauri and

pterodactyls, it somehow contrives to be oddly

moving. After the interval we come to the

Pastoral Symphony, about which the less said

the better. It is Disney in his most nauseating

Water Babies vein, all coy and babies' bottoms,

in a successful attempt to make life seem a very

cheap and unpleasant business. Luckily, by this

time you have forgotten all about the claim to

be interpreting the music, and there is nothing to

remind you that tough old Beethoven is supposed

to be connected with it. Dance of the Hours,

happily, is a take-off of the ballet: too long but

pleasantly humorous, with cavorting ostriches,

elephants, maidenly hippopotami and alligators.

Finally, together. Night on the Bald Mountain
and Ave Maria, told as the triumph of good over

evil. Anyone who saw Alexeieff and Parker's

original about ten years ago will find this

Night on the Bald Mountain, with its leaping

devils and lost souls, pretty flat ; whilst Ave Maria

is as cheap and banal a piece as ever appeared

outside a chocolate box lid. Long tracking shots

through arches of trees, and an interminable

procession of oranges across a gloomy landscape

are accompanied by the respectful voices of an

unseen choir, and find their fitting conclusion

in a gaudy copper sun beaming brightly and

hopefully from the heavens. And that's the end

of the film.

Well, what are we to say about all this?

As you will gather, there's some good straight

ordinary Disney in the Sorcerer's Apprentice and

Dance of the Hours, and some quite successful

striking out in a new direction in the Rite of

Spring. But taken as a whole Fantasia has a

nasty smell about it. And the reason for this

impression is the fact that Disney feels himself

out of his element and is doing a bit of good old-

fashioned crawling. Not only is he crawling

to his audience, with his Pastoral Symphony
and sleek commentator and whimsical orchestra,

but he's also crawling to his conductor and

composers, with his Ave Maria and Bach.

Now any man who stands up straight and says

what he has to say will earn respect, and to do

him justice, Disney has usually before now come
out straight and stood on his own feet, without

pandering one way or the other. But this anxious

concern for people's feelings and viewpoints,

this careful classicism, this desire to have it both

ways, will only make him unpopular everywhere.

It was partly, no doubt, the fact that so much
money was tied up in Fantasia that urged him

to play safe: it would have been better in that

case to try something out in a single reel where

he could afford to cut his losses. Or did he really

see himself as the great man, the wonder who
could please everybody at once? In the old days

Disney built himself up by his vitality and

straight popular touch, when anybody who di\ed

under a bed was greeted with the crash of

shattered crockery, and opera singers were

figures of fun. If he is going to aspire to the

realms of middle-class near-culture, he'll have

to count without the support of those of us who
welcomed him from the first for his cheerful,

self-sufficient, critical attitude and warm com-

mon touch, and forgave him a dozen Water

Babies for one Lonesome Ghosts. In the end,

the sad thing about Fantasia is that so much
money, talent and good intentions should have

been in labour for so long to produce such an

insignificant middle-class mouse.
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NAVAL FILM UNIT
UiprinltJ l)> t(»iirt(.s> of llic •'Strand Mava/iiic"

Wf deeplN riyrtt to ncord that Sulj-I.ii'Ulfiiant I'ln Ii-nr)\siin. who li^jiirts larycl) in

this arlick-, was killed rcccntlx in an air accident. Ik- was casil> the most promising

of onr Noun^er studio directors, and his place will he \er\ hard to till.

.ind Icvhiin-Kiii"., ihc Na^y is ru)\s niaking t.ilkiny

films 111 Us own up-lo-daic sIucIid sDircu here on

iIk- South C o.ist.

Ahhough ihc pic lures .irc lor insiruclional pur-

poses and not lor pulhc exhihiiion. most of them

are as tlliciently proilueed and many are i|uite as

entertaining as any professional production of a

similar kind.

That may not he altogether surprising, lor

everybody kn.)\ss that the Navy ne\er does

things hy halves. But it may sirprise many people

lo learn that the .Silent Service has been making

these t.dking pictures lor many years \\ithi>ut

••shooting a line" about it.

Ihe lilm studio is pari of the Royal Naval

School I'f Photography . where picked n-.en are

trained as specialists or "tradesmen" for camera

work uiih the Meet Air Arm and other branches

of the Services. A c|ualilied man is given ihc

oilicial -latus of photographer, and enlitlcd to

wear .in embroidered badge ola camera in addi-

tion w, his badge of rank.

Some time before the war the Director of

Naval Training decided that the facilities of the

cinematographic section of this school might well

be utilised to make lilms of various naval sub-

jects, from boat drill lo firing a torpedo, for the

instruction of recruits, cadets and olTicers. Most

of the tirst productions were of a technical

n.iture. Many were largely illustrated by animated

di.igrams m.ide on the cartoon principle

.icci'mpanicd by running comment.tries or lec-

tures on the sound-track.

Soon .liter the outbrc.ik of w.ir, however, the

\dniirally decided to extend the scope of the

cinema as .1 n'cans of speeding up training.

Where.is in a pr.ictical lesson an instructor

could show, perh.ips, h.ilf a do/en men the right

.ind wrong way lo lower a boat or prepare a

tt^rpedo for launching, a lilm could demonstrate

such processes in del.iil. with close-ups, slow-

molion shots and diagrams, and with cirefully-

ediled commentaries given by lirst-class instruc-

tors, to .1 l.irge number of men at ihe s.ime time.

Moreover, the cinem.i C'>uld be used not only for

expl.iiriing lechnic.il del. ills, but for the training

of ratings ,ind olTicers in gener.il subjects r.inging

from discipline to t,ictics.

In .1 short while the number of films scheduled

lor production w.is beyond the c.ip.iciiy of the

N.ivys own stuilio ll was decidcil, therefore, to

contract with various civili.in him producers to

m.ike some of Ihe more simple pictures under

oHiei.il super\isii>n .md, .il ihc s,ime time, to e\-

p.ind the n.u.il lilm unit in order t^' co(x- with

productions of .1 more tcchnic.il or more secret

n.iliire

\mong the simpler subiects in the progr.imme

w.is -I Piix oit,i nmilc^hip. nadc for the purpose

i'f teaching raw rccuiis the me.inim; of bells.

bugle calls and ivhistles, the various ranks of

oHicers and pelty oliicers, the duties and watches,

and the general routine of the ship. Among the

more advanced subjects was a lilm intended to

teach oliicers the tricky job of guarding a convoy

in the face of an enemy attack.

1 1 was the latter film, entitled .V/v/// .•!//</< A, that

was actually in production when I visited the

studio rcvently. The unit engaged upon the mak-

ing of the picture were all naval men, bin

one of them had K;en a professional liln

in civil life.

•'That is one of the advantages of s'.,

expansion," said the producer, a l.ieutenaiu ul

the R.N.V.R. who had been called hack from

duty on a minesweeper to take up si.nil.ir \\.'rk

to that which he had performc-l f

a leading British film studio. ^

cnced lilm technicians and .wi

the Service that we .ire now able ii. niu ,1 m-^i.i>

men for the principal jobs in the studio and to

supplement them, where neeessary, with fully-

trained assistants who have been through the

School of Photography here."'

In the studio, part of the bridge of a destro;.er

had been built. On the bridge, wearing a thick

••duUle-coal" with wooden buttons, and holding

a large pair of bimxiilars. stood a keen-eyed

olTicer.

"Isnl thai Harold Warrender.'"' I asked.

••Lieutenant W.irrendcr," ihe producer cor-

rected. He belongs to H.M.S. (mrxc^. now.

They've lent him to us for a few days. He used

lo get between twenty and thirty pounds a day

for doing ihis sort of thing: now he has to do it

for about twenty shillings!

"We have a good many >-

actors to draw upon if they c.r

are Ralph Richardson and Lau;

,

OlTicers in ihe licet Air Arm. i< .11.1 > .m>. 1.

who's an A.B. : and there are others in the Army
and Air I orce who would probably be released

lo help us if their services were needc-d. The

I orces already lend e,ich other iheir films, .md no

doubt would be willing to interch.inge .ictors in

the same way."

'•yuicl. please! Rehearvil!" came the voice of

Ihe dircclor.

Turning, I viw ih.it the slim voiing oUkcr of

the •Wavy Na\>' crouching in from of the

camera was Sub-l icutcnanl Pen Tennyson.

R N.\ R . (a descendant of the pix-tl, who
directed thai liighK successful British iilm

f o/Moi By his side, surveying the svcih '

a blue glass, was ,1 I leutcnant-Comm.u >'

h.iving retired from ihc Service ,is the u^

crash while serving n the I lect Vir \rni. !i.ul

txx«ime ont: of our '.ice" c.imcr.imcn at the

Bc.iconsiield Studios, and h.is now rcturncJ to

his former r.ink in charge of the photographic

scviion to the Ndmiially.

iralia, who hud tixu g.^cn the "a.-ling" rank o:

captain for a fev^' hours to play h»s part in the

lilm. In any case, it was ob\ ious that rank did not

count in this unit. One could only regard its mem-
bers as a team of movic-n»akcrs.

As if to add 10 "hiv Micc-in-Wonderland

atmosphere, the o'V: - 11- ' ..u^.^.^^,.

mand "Action", -
, • .

gan an argument

not there, pausinj '
, - ; v; .

acting to an imaginary icply. .Mic^iSurds he toos

up ihe position of the invisible man. and assisted

b;. .1 rec >rding of his own voice reproduce li

; loud speaker, proc-ccdcd to answe

. k , sentence by sentence.

r.jior noticed my pjz/led cxpressio

.iinj -Ul iiueereJ an explination.

•'In this picture, by trick photography a:

rev jrding. we shall show two images of th= san

man actjally talking to himself. Vou see. U^

tilm deals w.th the duties of an oflkcr on

vtestroyer acting as escort lo a convoy. In ordt

10 emphasise an important point, we show

exactly what happens when the wrong action iv

taken. Then, in the final scene, wc show the officer

putting forward his excuses for taking that action,

while his 'other self"— his conscience, if you like

—answers each separate argument and clearly

explains why he was at fault. Thus the lesson is

first given in vivid pictorial form, and afterwards

stres.sed by the argument at the end. We believe

that, in certain cases, this somewhat unusual

method is more likely to make a lasting im-

pression on the minds of the audience than

the introduction of a lecture or running

"We feel sure ti '

-

vincing character IV

touch of humour.

.

.md retain ihc iniiU

Ikistratcd tec'micjl Icviurc nughi fail lu ds' m
luny cases.

"I or this reason wc are glad to b< able to uc
the services of experienced screen writers, actors

and technicians. Our Art Director, whodcsicnv

the sets, was fomKrIy employed in one of thc

Icading film studios. Kor our lectures and .. miv

mentarics wc may be fortunate enough i.^ iia\e

the services of such experts as Comn-.nider

.Anthony Kimmins and Commander \Sivk!'.iIK-

"Of c.nirsc. every word of the script 1^ p'.-.nned

in close c msuliaiion with an expert in the Mibicvi

11 IS intended to leach, but the actual prcscnt.it kmi

of the story on the screen is left lo experts in tilm

lechniquc. As a senior oflkxr said to one of the

^^en.u ists recently. 'Shoot the story as you

! est, but mind that you make every

I way that will stick in the memory
""

\ x'.cr than forty naval films arc already

.o.nl.ible for instruction, and forty more are

scheduled for early production 1 ach picture, on

completion, is subniiiicd to the vcr\itiny of senioi

ofl'Kcrs. in a special pmjcciion the.itrc which

has been installed at the Admirallv
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PROPAGANDA AND THE ARMYre^i^ew
News of fiim activities in the Army is sparse—an occasional press hand-out from the

Public Relations Department of the War Office, or an occasional letter from a ranker

askir'.g what is Siappening or stating what isn't. It is not easy to assess the position. The
speech made by Viscount Hinchingbrooke during the recent propaganda debate in the

Commons is, therefore, a useful contribution towards public enlightenment on this

question. The speech is reproduced hereunder by permission of th? Controller, H.M.S.O.

"i HAVE COME Straight from an infantry unit in

the field force, with all the various and manifold

duties that have there to be performed, and I

have had no time for the careful composition of

such a speech. I want to speak on only one

aspect of propaganda, and 1 hope I shall not be

out of order, for I understand that the Debate is

to be a wide one. I want to speak on propaganda

in the Army. It is no reflection on the Director of

Public Relations at the War Office, who is doing

excellent work in a rather different sphere, to say

that the Arrny is neglecting propaganda—and by

that I mean educational publicity—with conse-

quent injury to its fighting efficiency. I mean pub-

licity, not only for the public who support the

Army with their high morale, but also for the

Army, which in turn supports the morale of the

public, by an exhibition of its strength and high

standard of training. I wish to make a plea to-

day for a far wider use of the normal, everyday

processes and methods of publicity, and for its

extension right down to the fighting units. I mean

by that, reporting of exercises and operations, the

use of still and motion-picture photography,

posters, public address equipment, and the like.

We ought to have publicity units, as part of the

establishments of our battalions and regiments, to

photograph and write about the troops on exer-

cise and in the field.

"The Army is behind the other two Services in

this respect. I recently went to a newsreel where

was shown a composite picture of the work of the

three fighting services. First of all, we had some

views of the Navy, and we saw battleships in line

ahead steaming through heavy seas and firing

broadsides. That picture evoked a burst of ap-

plause from the audience. Then there was a pic-

ture of the Royal Air Force, and we saw a forma-

tion of bombers escorted by fighters, darting

through clouds, with views of the sea and coast-

line far below. That picture produced an awe-

inspired silence. Finally we came to the Army.

We saw a company of infantry attacking a pill-

box at the end of a village street, but I regret to

say that the audience burst out laughing. It was

not the fault of the Army; it was a manoeuvre

well and efficiently performed, but the angle of

photography was wrong. There were all sorts of

grotesque and unnecessary scenes, including, for

example, citizens putting up their umbrellas, dogs

barking at the heels of soldiers, and perambula-

tors scurrying across the street. From the civi-

lian's point of view it was very funny, but it was

not very funny from the military point of view.

I submit that that sort of thing is very bad

propaganda.

"What happens after military e.xercises have

been held? The umpires" reports are collated, and

that takes several days. They are then passed

down through the various formations, which

takes several days more, and finally there is a

post-mortem on the exercise within the unit itself.

By that time the normal activities of the unit have

continued and all interest has entirely evaporated.

There is no time and there are no personnel to

prepare a report within the unit, with the result

that many valuable lessons are lost, and the same

mistakes are repeated time and time again. We
ought to have publicity men who are soldiers to

photograph that unit on exercise, and the results

ought to be made available within 48 hours. We
ought to have publicity men, soldiers again, to

co-operate with the umpires and write reports to

form the basis of subsequent criticism. In actual

operations these men would send reports and

films back through the various formations to

general headquarters, and by air to this country

for the edification of the Government and the

military authorities, and, after suitable editing,

for the information of the public. It is true that

training films exist, but I have seen only two

since the war began— I hope 1 am an exception in

that. It is true that photographic apparatus exists,

although I know of one case where a cinema

projector was found lying idle in an ordnance

depot. It took all the ingenuity of a resourceful

officer to have it extracted. The whole process of

getting films and photographs to the troops, and

from the troops to the public, is too difficult and

too complicated. Front-line units pine for these

films to help them in this training. The public

long for them to show them what their soldiers

are doing. Units should not have to grab at

meagre resources; a copious supply should be

foisted upon them. The Government are seem-

ingly unaware of the enormous part which the

cinema plays in the lives of the younger genera-

tion, and soldiers are no exception to that rule.

The Government are seemingly unaware of the

great hold the cinema has, and of its power to

educate and train. The eye is a surer instructor

than the ear, and good publicity methods in this

direction will bear wholesome fruit.

"We have a long way to go before we reach the

standard of publicity which has been attained by

other fighting services in the world. It is a strange

thing that we have allowed so many weapons

which we invented in the last war to grow dull

and rusty in this war. Propaganda, in particular,

needs a proper polish, and I hope the Minister,

who should delegate his powers in this as in other

branches, rather than concentrate them in him-

self, will see that the necessary elbow grease is

applied in the next few months, even if it is only

in this one direction which I have been able to

mention to-day."

Cine-Biology. J. V. Durden, Mary Field and
F. Percy Smith. Published by Penguin Books Ltd.,

in the Pelican Series; price sixpence.

THE first thing which makes this book of interest

and importance is the fact that it should have

been produced in wartime. The second is that it

should have been based on such unique experi-

ence as the three authors", who for many years

have been associated with the film series so well-

known as "Secrets of Nature" and "Secrets of

Life".

Cine-Biology is an outline of biology intended

for the lay reader. It explains the classification of

life adopted by international science and it takes

in detail those established examples, which, in

sequence, step out the path of evolution. Most
of these organisms, such as the Amoeba, the

Sea Urchin, etc., have formed the subject-matter

for films already made by the authors; and.

consequently, the book is the richer, not only for

some admirable illustrations taken from thes;

films, but for the many valuable hints for

practical study, which are the result of long and

intimate hours spent in coaxing the right reac-

tions from unreasoning creatures.

Anyone who has ever tried to film any sort of

non-human life will realise how much of an

unusual nature can be reveiil?d in this way. If

the facts gained thereby do not add exactly to

fundamental scientific knowledge, they do at

least give a new and refreshing aspect to the

study of biology. And it is this liveliness which

the authors have succeeded in conveying to the

reader.

For the lay reader, however, one feels that the

text could have been both shorter and simpler.

Where the authors are happiest is in describing

their filming; where they are unhappiest is in the

occasional intrusion of a kind of uncle-ish false

gaiety which is possibly born of a still-not-quite-

satisfied feeling about the amount of scientific

matter the public can digest at one swallow.

The same influence can be heard in the "Secrets

of Life"" subjects themselves. It is a pity, too,

that the excellent illustrations, most of the

actuality scenes of which are attributable to the

unique photography of F. Percy Smith, are not

in every case related to the captions. This is

noticeable in the pages showing the metamor-

phosis of the dragon-fly. But these are minor

points in a vastly interesting book.

Indeed, that it should have been possible to

publish this book just now for a series which

depends for its success on mass-sales, is evidence

of an encouraging faith in the intelligent interest

of the general public. It is also a useful reminder

to those of us wholly concerned with war-work

of the way in which, in the midst of war, the

world of science presses forward irresistably

with its work for peace.

The book is dedicated to Harry Bruce Woolfe

commemorating twenty-one years of the two

series, "Secrets of Nature" and "Secrets of

Life"", which he has produced so successfully.
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U.S. OPINION ON
BRITISH DOCUMENTARIES

The U.S. paper Variety—under the headline "British War Documentaries,

Good Model for U.S. Picture Propaganda"—and the ma<;azine Time, review

some recent M.O.I, releases-

Variety says :—

NEW YORK'S MUSEUM of Modcm Art Film

Library is presently offering 15 recent docu-

mentaries from England as part of its exhibition

of "The Art of Britain at War".

Remarkable part about these documentary

subjects is that the high technical quality has

been maintained.

Six pictures in this group give a grimly realistic

summary of Britain going along with its normal

duties while looking after neighbours who have

lost their homes by bombing, caring for the

nation's health in war-time, the stoicism of those

stationed at the Dover coastal defence line, the

work of the Royal Air Force, and the strenuous

task confronting the average housewife during

the present conflict. Something of the Britisher's

grit and calm under all circumstances pervades

each subject. American producers of defence

films may well profit from seeing the entire 15

subjects because, undoubtedly, they represent the

Ministry of Information propaganda effort at its

peak of efficiency. It is the sort of propaganda

which is most effectual because so smartly exe-

cuted, and as such, hardly falls into the present-

day accepted category of blatant "pufferoo". In

the event of greater war emergency, the British

"information" tactics may well be copied by the

United States, which is fast realising the growing

need for such a service.

Neighbours Under Fire, by Strand Films, gives a

grim close-up of what occurs in a typical English

village after it has been bombed by the Germans.

Central figure in all activities is a helmeted

minister. Final scene shows a crowded air-raid

shelter with hundreds peacefully sleeping as the

muffled thunder of air raiders barely seeps in

from above. Narrator emphasises the "one big

family" idea.

G.P.O. film unit contrasts the war against

disease in normal times with what has been

happening under the Nazis' constant strafing

from the air in Health in War subject. Film de-

tails how the sick, infirm, helpless and children

were moved away from London when the

bombings began.

Possibly the most dramatic film of group is

Dover Front Line, also by G.P.O. Narrator

stresses the point that everything is quite all right

at Dover despite bombardment from the French

channel ports, and continued air attacks, ob-

viously covering the three-month period ending

last September 15. Shows cinemas, roller skating

rinks and all business going forward as usual.

Film interviews typical residents, with the

"thumbs-up" spirit in evidence, from the small

child on up to the officer in charge of an anti-

aircraft unit. Actual scenes of bombing of a

convoy going through the Dover straits, dog
fights in the sky, attacks on the balloon protec-

tion rings, and anti-aircraft batteries in action

heighten the short.

Air Communique shows how scores are reck-

oned in air fights. Besides laying stress on the

R.A.F. method of checking Nazi plane casual-

ties, the film is intensely interesting in actual

air-fighting scenes. Producer shrewdly has taken

September 15 as a big day in the British effort

to thwart German raider planes with the tally

"185 planes downed" on that date.

How those who serve at home have as difficult

a task as the munitions' worker, the soldier on
duty or the office worker carrying-on despite the

war, is the thesis for They Also Serve, produced

by Realist Films. The dawn-to-nightfall activities

in a typical two-day period of the average house-

wife are employed to punch home this message.

Short comes closest to being a theatrical produc-

tion of the lot.

Musical Poster No. 1, designed and directed

by Len Lye, is a fantastic but effective blending

of colour-effects and sound to draw audience

interest to a warning to the public. This message

is contained in printed bold titles carrying out

the idea to be careful, "the enemy is listening to

you, what you do, where you live, where you

work." Short runs less than three minutes but is

highly effective in cautioning the average citizen

not to give enemy any information, carelessly or

inadvertently.

Time says:—

Manhattan's Museum of Modern Art has been

showing 15 of Britain's documentary war films

to small though ardent daily audiences. Intended

to convey specific wartime advice entertainingly

to the home population, they deal with such

subjects as the dangers of gossip, the activities

of the Home Guard, how the R.A.F. keeps its

score of downed Nazi planes, etc. They are on

view in Manhattan strictly as examples of

cinema art.

Why the British Government considers them

unfit for national U.S. distribution is another

British propaganda mystery. Acted for the most

part by the ordinary, everyday citizens of Eng-

land with the assistance of an occasional pro.,

they reveal without exaggeration or undue flag-

waving a nation grimly going about the business

of fighting for its life.

Best of the lot is Spring Offensive, a two-reeler

designed to acquaint the British countryside

with the reasons for and methods of ploughing-

under 10 per cent of the nation's grassland for

food crops. It is an almost perfect example of the

high technical quality and emotional drive of the

artfully made documentary.

Spring Offensive opens with a cast of East

Anglian farmers and tradesmen organising their

local government for the land reclamation task.

With the homely talk of people transacting their

everyday affairs, they plan their campaign, put it

into action. The rest of the tale is told through
the eyes of a small boy evacuated from the city.

He sees one old farm, gone to pot since World
War I, rehabilitated with the aid of pooled mach-
inery and labour. He learns that there must be

no more of this business of farming the land

properly only in wartime.

The other documentaries, except a few which
use professional actors to play a specific incident

(e.g., a re-enacted journey to Dunkirk and back
in a small motor-boat), faithfully follow the

method of Spring Offensive. One, Squadron 992,

takes a balloon-barrage crew through its organ-

ization and training to its ultimate destination in

Scotland to protect the Firth of Forth Bridge.

Another, Village School, is a heart-warming

account of a day in the life of a country school-

teacher plagued with an overload of local and
evacuee pupils.

Although all of the documentaries are grim

reminders of the tragic significance of the war of

Britain not one is without its leavening of dry

humour. There is a lift to the way a Dover anti-

aircraftman dismisses the daily shelling by Nazi
big guns across the Channel. Says he: "Aye,

we see a flash, count 60, and there she is."

There is a sense of the sanctity of the British

home in the way a housewife holds the military

at bay while remarking incredulously to her

husband inside: "Here's a man wants to put a

balloon in the back yard." And there is a sus-

picion of an ancient animosity in a Scottish

soldier's reply to the hungry query of his newly-

arrived comrades from London : "No. No haggis.

They're breedin'."

PUDOVKIN SPEAKS
TO GERMANY

A Radio Talk in German by the Soviet

Film Producer, Pudovkin

"i HAVE always honoured the great German
scientists and composers. Before Hitler came to

power I spent some time in Germany and met

many producers, writers and actors. I cannot

believe that either they, or the workers' families

whom I knew, wish to destroy everything of

value. A handful of criminals who fan the cruel-

lest instincts have seized power in Germany
and are clinging to it. But the bestial song of

Fascism is coming to an end and its sources of

supply are giving out.

"I do not carry a rifle yet; I am still a film

producer. I want my films to hit the enemy just

as our artillery does. I am proud to be one of the

200,000,000 Soviet citizens who have created

an army of spiritual strength and with perfect

technical equipment which will serve in the

victory of culture over barbarism. The powerful

fist of the Soviet people is dealing Fascism one

blow after the other, each harder than the one

before. The German people themselves must

put an end to the bloody scum which has been

forced upon them. Everything true and rational

in the world must join in the sacred fight against

Fascism."
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Morrowirs (irtilnis an- asked to apply as much in advance as p«issiblc. tu k,\\c alternative

luMikiny dales, and to return the lilnis inimediateU after use. II. A hire cliarye is made.

I . I ree dislrilditioii. Sd. Sound. St. Silenl.

Association of Scientilic Workers, 30 IkJibrJ

Ri.w, W.C.I. SLiL-niilic I ilin Conimiticc. GnuU-il

IA-.I ,>l I ilnt\. .\ list 1)1 scientilic lilnis iVom many
suuiccs. ckissilicJ ami yradcd lor various types of

audience. On request. Committee will give ad-

vice on proBramme make-up and clioice of lilms.

.\ustin Film Library. 24 lilms of motoring in-

ercsi. industrial, technical and travel. Available

only from the rJintiiloruil i'ilms Bureau, Tring,

Herts. 35 nun. c"t 16 mm. Sd. & St. V.

Australian Fradc I'uhlicily lilm Library. IS lilms

o\ Australian lilc and scenery. .Availahle from

ihc I mpirc lilm Lihniiy. }> mm. & 16 mm.
>d. A: St. I . }. sound lilms on 9.3 mm. available

troni I'ollw^iopc.

British Conimcrciul Gas .Association, Cias Indus-

try House, I Cirosvenor Place, S.W.I. Films on

social subjects, domestic science, manufacture of

g.is. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & a few St. F.

British Council Film Department, 25 Saville

Row, W.I. lilms oj Britain, 1940. Catalogue for

^lveI^c.ls use only hut provides useful synopses of

li)() >.nind and silent documentary lilms.

British Film Institute, 4 Great Russell Street,

I Ofulon. W'.C.I. Ui) Salionnl Film Library Loan

Sei linn to stimulate lilm appreciation by making

.ivaiLibie copies of lilm classics. 35 mm., 16mm.

Sd. cV: St. H. (/)) Collccti.'n of Ldticational

lilms. The Institute has a small collection of

educational lilms not available from other

sources. 35 n)m., 16 mm. .Sd. & St. II.

British Instructional Films, 1 1 1 Wardour Street,

Wl. I eature lilms; Pathc Ga/cttes and Palhe-

loties; a good collection of nature films. A new

c.it.ilogue is in preparation. 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Canadian Pacihc Film Library. 15 lilms of Cana-

dian life and scenery. Available from the Lmpirc

nim Lihrary. 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

( anadian Ciovemment Kxhibitions and Publicity.

A wide variety of lilms. Av.iil.ibic from ihe

t nipin- I'llm Library.

( enlral ( nuncil for Health Fducation. ( .it.ilogue

of some 2M) lilms, mostiv of a specialist health

nature, de.iling with Hiphlhena, Housing,

Maiemity, ( hild Welfare, Personal Hvgiene.

Prevention of Diseases, Phvsical I itness. etc.

Most lilms produced by societies .illihated to

the Council, or on lo.in from other 16 mm.
disiribiilors (eg. B.t C.A l Siv lilms produced

direct lor the C ouncil also ,iv,iil.ihle. including

r,a> an,/ Prnr Brown, C arry on ( hiUln-n. .ind

Hnolh ../ Danvcr.
'< mm. and 16 mm. Sd. .ind Si II and I .

Central Film Library. Imperial Institute, S.W.7.

H.is absorbcvl the Ijnpirc Film Library and the

(,/•() I ihn I iivarv. Also coni.iins all new

\l ( > I ri,>n-th.:.iiric.il lilms Ncvpct'.i I catalogue

\cl INS led. A hand list of \l n\ . , ,^ available.

Vi mm. & 16 mm. .Sd \ Si I .

C oal Ctilisation Joint C ouncil, General Buildings,

.Aldwych, London, W'.C.2. Films on production

oi British coal and miners' welfare. 35 mm. &.

16 mm. Sd. I .

Crookes' laboratories, Gorst Road, Park

Royal, N.W.IO. CdloiJi in Medicine. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sd. F.

OartinKlon Mall lilm L'nit, Totnes, South

Devon. Classroom lilms on regional and cvo-

nomic geography. 16 mm. St. H.

Dominion of New Zealand Film Library. 415

Strand. W'.C.2. 22 films of industry, scenery and

sport. Includes several films about the Maoris.

16 mm. St. F.

Educational Films Bureau, Iring, I kits. .A

selection of all tvpes of lilm. 35 mm. A: 16 mm.
Sd. A: St. F.

Educational General Senices, 37 Golden Square,

W'. I. .A wide selection of films, particularly of

overseas interest. Some prints for s;(le. 16 mm. «&

St H.

Electrical Development Association, 2 Savoy Hill,

Strand, \V.C.2. Four films of electrical interest.

Further lilms of direct advertising appeal are

available to members of the Association only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Empire Film Library. Films primarily oi Empire

interest, with a useful subject index. Now merged

with the Cenircil Film Lihrary. 16 mm. and a few

35 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Film Centre, 34 Soho Square, W.I. Moityemcnts

Vihratoires. A lilm on simple harmonic motion.

French captions. 35 mm. cS: 16 min. St. H.

Ford Film Library, Dagcnham, Essex. Some
50 tilms of travel, engineering, scientific and

comedy interest. 35 mm. & 16 mm Sd. & St. F.

Gaumont-British Equipments, Film House, War-

dour Street, W.I. Many films on scientific sub-

jects, geography, hygiene, history, language,

natural history, sport. Also feature films, yf' mm.
& 16 mm. Sd. &St. H.

G.P.O. Film Library. Over 100 films, mostly

centred round communications. Now merged

with the Ccntial Film Library. 35 mm., 16mm.

.Sd. & St. F.

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway. W.C.2. {a) Kodascope

Library. Instructional, documentary, feature,

western, comedy. Strong on early American

comedies. 16 min. & 8 mm, St. H. (A separate

IJst of LiUicational Films, extracted from the

above, is also published. A number of films have

teaching notes.) {h) Medical Film Library. Circu-

lation restricted to members of medical profes-

sion. Some colour lilins. Some prints for outright

sile. 16 mm. .St. H.

.March of Time, Dean House, 4 Dean Street,
'

W.I. Selected March of Ttnte items, includi:

Inside .\azi Germany, Baiile Fleets of Brih.

Canada at H'ar. 16 mm. Sd. H.

.Mathematical Films. Available from B. G. ;

Salt. 5 Carlingford Road, Hampstcad, N.W
Five mathematical films suitable for sen

classes. 16 mm. & 9.5 mm. St. H.

Melropolitan-N ickers Electrical Co., Ltd., Ti

lord Park, .Manchester 17. Planned Llecirili

lion, a film on the elccihfication of the wind:

and surface gear in a coal mine. Available ;

showing to technical and educational grou;

16 mm. Sd. F.

Ministry of Food Film Librao'. Neville Hou-.

Page Street, S.W.I, or from District Oflkcrs :

films mostly on cooking, nutrition and kindii

subjects. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Palhescope, North Circular Road. Cricklewo>

N.W. 2. Wide seltvtion of silent films, includr

cartoons, comedies, drama, documentary, travt

sport. Also good selection of early Amcric.

and German films. 9.5 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Petroleum Films Bureau, 15 Hay Hill. Bcrkc i

Square, W. I . Some 25 ttxhnical and document,

films. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Religious Film Library, Church Walk. Duns-

table, Bcnls. Films of religious and icmpcranc-e

appeal. Also list of supporting films from other

sources. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Scottish Central Film Library, 2 NcvMon Plac-c.

Charing Cross, Glasgow, C.3. A wide selection

of teaching films from many sources. Contain^

some silent Scots films not listed elscv^hcr.

Library available to groups in Scotland on!

16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Sound-Film Services, 27 Charles Street. Carditl.

Library of seltvted films including Massingham's

And So to Hork. Rome and Salura have French

commentaric-s. 16 mm. Sd. H.

South .African Railitay^ PuMkity and Tra«el

Bureau. South .Africa House. Trafalgar Square.

W.C.2. 10 films of travel and general interest.

35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & 4 St. versions. F.

Southern Railway, General Manager's Office

Waterloo Station, S.E.I. Seven films (one in

colour) including Building an Electric Ccacti,

South African Fruit (Southampton Docks to

Covent Garden), and films on seaside towns.

16 mm. St. F.

Wallace Hcalon, Ltd.. 127 Nevk' Bond Street,

W I. Thax catalogues. Sound 16 mm., silent

16 mm., silent 9.5 mm. Sound catalogue contains

number of American feature films, iiicluding

Thunder Oyer .\tc.\ico, and some shorts. Silent 16

mm. catalogue contains first<lass list of early

.American. German and Russian fcaiuns and

shorts. 9.5 catalogue has number of early Ger-

man films and wide selection of early American

and English slapstick comedies. 16 mm. & 9.5

mm. Sd. .^ St. H.

Workers' Film Aioocialion. 145 Wardour Stnsct,

Wl. Films o\ democratic and co-operative in-

terest. Notes and suggestions for complete pro-

grammes. Some prints for sale. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd & St. H.
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Producers of Documentary
and Advertising Films

are now recognising

WORLD'S PRESS NEWS
as THEIR TRADE JOURNAL

The crisp forceful articles appearing fortnightly

under the heading THE BIG SCREEN, show a keen

following of all that is developing in this new

national advertising field.

Important film supplements will be included tri-

monthly in ADVERTISING WORLD, bound in with

WORLD'S PRESS NEWS. Limited advertisement

space is available for special announcements.

For particulars and r s apply

WORLD'S PRESS NEWS
C. CARLTON COLLINS

2 & 3 NORFOLK ST., W.C.2.

Tel. TEMple Bar 9083 (7 lines)

SIGHT & SOUND

AN INTERNATIONAL NUMBER

FRANCE

GERMANY

U.S.A.

&c., &c.

Published by: THE BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE

4 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C.i

Prophecy, Progress & Policy
EVER since the days of the Magic Lantern the Kinematograph Weekly has kept its

readers abreast with the continuous advance—technical, artistic and distributive,

of the picture industry.

It foresaw the possibiUties of Friese-Greene's invention of the moving picture

in 1889 and has welcomed the advance of British Documentary Films in recent years

as a vast contribution to screen evolution.

Trace the trend of the Trade in the

¥ivi&̂ WEEKLY
93jLONG ACRE LONDON W.C.2
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Success Story

THE M.O.I, has now given details of the operation of its non-

theatrical schemes, which went into operation twelve months

ago. The full story is published in this issue of D.N.L. and it

makes brave reading. The figures speak for themselves; yet,

impressive as they are, they by no means represent the maxi-

mum attainable by the scheme. Obviously, the beginnings of

the distribution system last year were bound to be on a com-

paratively small scale, and allowance must be made for this

factor. In other words, it would appear that audience figures

in the coming twelve months will be very much larger, and

indeed might well double themselves. This non-theatrical dis-

tribution plan, which has clearly been operated with great

efficiency, is of vital national importance, and for two reasons.

In the first place, it has brought into being machinery for public

enhghtenment on a scale hitherto unprecedented in any coun-
'

' try. In the second place it has not merely provided a ready

market for the most constructive type of documentary film,

but has also become a major sponsor in the field of democratic

education by film as regards civic responsibilities, social reform

and social progress. All those who realise the immense value

of the film in these fields will whole-heartedly rejoice in the

fact that film as enlightenment, as well as film as entertainment,

can now be reckoned as a permanent part of our national life.

The M.O.I. Films Division has come in for a good many hard

knocks, most of them not undeserved ; but for this particular

work it will receive not merely the thanks, but also the enthu-

siastic co-operation of all workers on the democratic front.

D.N.L. for its part hopes to publish regular news as to the

operation of the plan, both as regards production policy and as

regards distribution.

Public Opinion

IT HAS BEEN the creed of many good propagandists that to

make propaganda for a good cause is to do no more than

articulate an idea, a belief, or a course of action which is already
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lying latent in the public mind. Current events are providing

confirmation of this theor>' of the public leading the propa-

gandists. There is undoubtedly a strong feeling in the country

that the war is bemg won or lost in Russia and. as we write,

it is widely felt thai British aid to our Allies is not as yet on an

adequate scale. This feeling is less the creation of the propa-

gandists than the outward sign of what can only be described

as a public conscience and a sense of guilt based on recent

news. No doubt our more honest and more competent propa-

gandists will go to work to give expression to this public feeling

which may be vital to the result of the War. There remains

a second opportunity for the propagandists in a field which is

likely to grow in importance. The public is now developing for

itself a new interest in the problems of China. The present war

situation and the existence of a democratic front in the Pacific

provides an unprecedented opportunity for collaboration

between Western and Oriental civilisations. There has never

been so much need for the e.xchange of ideas between the

British, American, Russian and Chinese peoples, nor have the

four countries ever been more ready and indeed anxious to

consider their individual and common problems. The film must

play a leading part in this vital exchange of opinion.

New Perspectives

i\ A SPKECH at Winnipeg recently John Grierson, speaking on

Education and the New Order, said

:

"These changing times of ours do not represent ordinary

changes. There are periods in history when the whole basis of

truth is re-examined and when the operative philosophies are

revolutionised and renewed. This is one of them. We had such a

period when the Middle Ages passed into the Renaissance.

The key to that change was not in the rediscovery of Greece,

as the texts say, but in something much deeper. It was in the

discovery and development of the laws of quantitative measure-

ment. Out of it came the philosophy of pioneering and personal

acquisition—the philosophy of individualism and individual

rights—which has ruled our minds to this day. No period of

history has been more spectacular. But 1 wonder if we have

not for a long time been seeing the last phases of it. Everyone

to-day, from the Conservative Prime Minister of England

down, talks of the war not as a war but as a world revolution.

And I wonder il" the \\i>r!d revolution does not lie in this:

that the great d,i\s ot unmitigated individualism and govern-

mental laissez-fairc arc o\cr, and the day of common unified

planning has arrived, if that is so, it means an enormous

change in all our thinking and all our values. It means nothing

less than a drastic spring-cleaning of the concepts we teach

.ind the sentiments by which we govern our action. At the

tune oi the Renaissance, the bases o'i religion and philosophy

and government were altered to accommodate and articulate

the deep change in human aflairs. You will remember, for

c\.iniplc. how into painting came the study of perspective and

the phieiiiL' of the individual in space; and into literature came

tlie siiiilv o\ personal character. Personal measurement be-

e.iiiie. Ill \.ir\ing degrees, a principle of philosophv in Berkeley.

I .i^ke. Kousssau, Bcntham and the rest of them. In religion.

>..iiiie I lie Keti^rmation and the counter-Reformation with a new

eni|->ii.iMs on conscience and individual relationship with God.

The arts and the philosophies changed to give men a working

vision and a working faith under the new conditions of society.

They followed public necessitv. The same obligation may b-

upon us now, and I think it is."

We believe that these remarks have a strong and live

bearing on the subjects dealt with in our leading articles this

month.

Opportunity

WHi-.N LAST autumn's blitz closed down the Jailer cinema

in the Charing Cross road, intelUgent film-goers lost a haven

which perhaps they had taken too much for granted. Under

Andrew Broom the Tatler had remained for a number of years

in the forefront of progressive programme building, and it was

Broom who not infrequently put on documentaries which

renters and exhibitors had sniffed at : and who. in doing so,

often proved the said rentersandexhibitors to have been wrong,
j

It appears that the Tatler, despite the mess in its immediate ;

neighbourhood, is intact, and could be reopened withoa

much major expense. Here is an opportunity which should '

taken up. Why not. for instance, a six weeks season of Sov u

feature films and British documentaries? Such films as Profess

Mamloik. Lone While Sail. The Last .\is:hi and iVe fr,

Kronsiadt would have a strong public appeal, while curre

documentary production is on a scale which could eas

supply a wide and varied programme of films of vital intere^

Such a season, run by a man of Broom's energy and enterpn-^

would soon elaborate itself into a permanency. It would pr.

vide a very useful shop window for much of the M.O.I

product, and it would also quite possibly lead to a simiK;

policv in the bigger provincial cities.

D.N.L. to be Cleansed

THE MOST heartening letter to reach D.N.L. offices for ma;

months is from the Highways Department of the City

Westminster. We scarcely had appreciated the mirac .

achieved in cleaning up air-raid damage until we discovered t

nature of the latest concern of our local government^enc.t

the majesty of the City Coal-of-.\rms the Director of Pub.

Cleansing urbanely writes: "It has been reported to me tl..

your dustbin was observed outsi(!e your premises during l.i

week-end, and I should be obliged if you would cease tt

practice as bins left out in this manner give the street a \e:

untidy appearance." It will be encouraging to remember d;

ing the coming winter that when it is a question of mnki;

London streets untidy Goering is no match in the long n.

for the D.N.L. dustbin.

Still On! of Step

II is ( 11 \K that the use of films bv the Services remains, i

put It mildly, highly unsatisfactory, not onl> as regards pr.

duclion but also as regards the conditions under which filn

are shown. It is high time for the whole question to b

investigated by a Committee of high standmg. Meantir

D.N.L. will pursue its own investigations and will wclcoir

information from all quarters.
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DE PROPAGANDA FIDE
THE WAR HAS throwti propaganda into such sharp promin-

ence that there is some danger of forgetting that it was, and

also will be again, a vital peacetime activity. Moreover,

propaganda's wartime profile is sometimes not unlike a

death's head. It is the companion of grim emergencies, a

warrior in a kill-or-be-killed conflict. Quentin Reynolds' bass

voice being rude to Shickelgruber, or the splendid R.A.F.

crews in Target for To-night, carrying out an operation o^

planned and determined destruction, are in sharp contrast

indeed to the ideals which a growing number of people were

beginning to pursue by propaganda in the dim days of peace.

Those ideals are indeed rightjy echoed in to-day's insistence

on the nece'ssity for a long term constructive policy in propa-

ganda—a policy which shall specify internal and external

war and peace aims ; but such are the urgencies of war that

the best visions of to-day are either too simple or too make-

shift to rate with those of a world at peace. To some degree

this condition is inevitable. It is indeed pointed out tid

nauseam that in a life and death struggle one cannot afford

to be too nice. Ad hoc necessities must be quickly met, as

quickly in propaganda as in recruiting or in the manufacture

of tanks (n^te too that in both those fields propaganda itself

is badly needed). As for the longer viewpoint, it is easier

perhaps merely to fight for a vision of the future not too darkly

veiled by the blitz. Such, until very recently, has been a widely

held attitude.

But to-day a new factor enters the situation. To-day, Britain

and her Empire, Russia, China, and the U.S.A. are firmly

ranged as an anti-fascist bloc. Division is at last sharply

defined. Churchill confers with Roosevelt. A three-power con-

ference is held in Moscow. The international set-up when peace

shall have been won has now taken on a more definite shape.

All this makes it at last possible for a reconsideration of propa-

ganda on a wider and more powerful basis. It is no longer

sensible for each national government to operate its propa-

ganda machine—be it good or bad—from a purely individual

standpoint. The path lies open for a joint and unified effort,

and at the end of that path is a post-war prospect which we

must at all costs try, as best we may, to focus now.

Propaganda in war is not the same as propaganda in peace

(except insofar as peacetime propaganda is conceived in

regard to the imminence of war). This distinction has to be

made all the more clear in this country, where propaganda has

always tended to be regarded as rather caddish—a tendency due

to an entire misconception of its attributes, as John Grierson

and others were never tired of pointing out. The basic miseries

of the M. of I. are largely due to this misconception, which

has incidentally led to the mistake of overloading the entire

machine with vast staffs, bureaucratic gewgaws, censorship

departments, and all sorts of other things calculated to impede

what essentially should be a small but absolutely creative

organisation devoted to origination of ideas, coherent plan-

ning, and the initiation of rapid and efficient action. A good

propaganda organisation must be as foot-loose as it is lively

(a point which Goebbels, judging by some recent activities,

has begun to forget). All this, however, is by the way. The
distinction remains, and for one simple reason—that war, by
cutting off one of propaganda's most important roles, is

bound to narrow and in some sense to worsen its activities in

comparison with those of peace.

True propaganda is nothing if not international, and that

in two senses. Firstly, and more familiarly, in the sense of

nation speaking to nation, in the projection across the world

of all that is best in national or imperial achievement and
thought.* Secondly, it is international in the sense that it

transcends purely national ideas, as in the realms of science;

the present war is indeed a painful reminder of mankind's

slowness to realise that modern world civilisation consists of

groups of people interested in and active about similar activi-

ties, be they to do with botany, or with the buying and selling

of futures in wheat. These groups, particularly during the past

twenty years, have begun to transcend national boundaries

just as wireless communications have leapt across them. This

is not to claim that nationalism is to be cancelled out. National

characteristics, never being wholly bad, are not lightly to be

jettisoned, but rather to be re-geared to a wider conception

of world civilisation.

These two international aspects of propaganda are linked

closely to (if they do not include) the conception of propaganda

within a given nation or community, in the sense of that free

advocacy and interchange of ideas and policies which can only

exist in a democratic grouping. Note here that true propaganda

is nothing to do with advertising, publicity, or any attempts to

sell commodities. Propaganda is essentially concerned with the

creation of an attitude of mind which will lead to certain

actions. It is not static ; its real function is already seen to be

miles ahead of its present use. Maybe, like "Documentary",

it ought to t)e found a more attractive name; but in the

meanwhile we must make quite certain what we mean
by it.

True propaganda should be firstly concerned with the dis-

semination of knowledge, and thereby linked with education;

secondly its aim should be persuasion and not imposition;

thirdly, it should be regarded as a science which is largely

useless unless it can operate over the surface of the whole

globe, and unless it can use those media with the widest and

most immediate coverage, such as radio, film and printing.

There is only one other requisite—that it must be operated

by experts, and in the interests of humanity at large.

The impact of the present war, and the urgent need for

ad hoc propaganda already referred to, has tended to drive the

basic functions of propaganda into the back of people's minds.

We believe that the time has come to re-state them.

During hs time of development in the thirties, the document-

*See "The Projection of Britain" by Sir Stephen Tallents.
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;ir> nu)\cnicnl was dcepl> cDnccrncd w ith ihc development of its

work on an international basis. M V Live in Two Worlds and

.\ti-ssa\ic from (h-ni'va were two films which attempted

- in the simplest terms— to make the essential distinc-

tion. Organisationally speaking, documentary workers here

were learning to mterchangc personnel and ideas with col-

leagues in man\ other countries—notably with the U.S. .A..

France and Belgium. Nor was it a mere chance that the move-

ment had first developed in the hmpire Marketing Board, which

under Sir Stephen Tallenls kept its propaganda at the

least possible emphasis on Marketing and the most on the

linpire. 1 or the Empire then, as now, represented already the

beginning of the international idea, awaiting as, loo, it still

awaits, continuous and creative development. Significant, too,

were the plans worked out at the International Labour Ottice

at Ciencva by documentary people in conjunction with the

Secretariat there; plans for an international centre for the

distribution and exchange of all films dealing with social and

economic progress and welfare. These plans were in 1939

shifted to New York, where an International Film Centre was

set up with similar terms of reference. At all points in those

days this orientation was to the forefront.

It is, however, no good merely looking back at the 'thirties

with a regretful sigh. What is essential is to keep a firm grasp

on the constructive elements of those days, to use them now in

whatever measure is possible, and to remember that whatever

new comes from the present conllict, we have the foundations

ready laid, and firm enough to take an even more imposing

building than that originally planned.

But it is already possible to outline something of a picture

of the future, for the seeds of it lie in present possibilities. The

immediate need, as was pointed out in the last issue of D.N.L.,

IS for a central co-ordination of policy as between the British

Fmpire, Russia, China and the U.S.A. The ideal thing would

be a Council of Planning (working of course in conjunction

with a War Council). This Council of Planning would include

all propaganda services as one of its main branches, and would

set up a small but active organisation, with experts from each

country (and this includes the Dominions and India), to carry

out campaigns according to the directives laid down by the

Council. This propaganda body could be stationed at anv

agreed spot, though for reasons of convenience as well as

strategy. London or New York would clearlv be better tl

Moscow or Chungking. From whatever point it opera:

its job would be to direct and co-ordinate all war propagan^

using at first the machinery existing in each country concern,

and where necessary improving the facilities. Thus it could,

necessary, assist and advise the British Minister of Informalu

either directly, or via the Cabinet where Cabinet sanction v',

necessary. But, on the other hand, in a case such as China,

could initiate action which is to a large extent not possible

present for the Chungking government, owing largely to d'

culties of finance and distance. For such purposes it wo.

need a substantial grant subscribed for by all the member^

the democratic bloc. Its main function, however, would be t:

of co-ordination, and here it would have a sjjecial value

regards radio. It would also be in a position, as regards filr

to undertake the most widespread dissemination and exchan.

and also to see that national film plans dovetailed into c.;.

other in such a way as to get maximum propaganda value i

of each national drive.

Such a scheme bristles with difficulties, and there are •

doubt plenty of people ready to raise them. But as soon as si;.

a scheme is outlined as a wartime measure, it at once becoii

clear that—whether it is adopted or not— it will be an esseni

factor in the period of post war reconstruction, for here is i

long-sought opportunity for achieving a system by wh:.

the exchange of new ideas and new methods relating to so^

progress can be efficiently co-ordinated, and by which t

creative groups concerned in such ideas and measures can ti

immediate expression and immediate contact with each o\'

across the world. In comparison with Wells' World Brain r

scheme is no more than a single cell, but it could b; a cell wh .

would be a nerve centre of progressive action in all countr..

Through it. propaganda could reach its true objective, the dis-

semination of knowledge leading to action, as between com-

munities all over the world. Fven in the midst of war. that is

not a bad thing to think about, and indeed to plan.

I iRsr ri{i\( iimj:s

Pth^

Ki( IM issi I of "Variety" which ciMitained a favourable

• lew of a batch of Ministry of Information films newly

rivcd 111 the United States described ihem as documentary

lis and atldcd - "documentary is the word applied because

the current stigma attached to propaganda",

riiis identification of the documentary film with war propa-

nda is only one of several misconceptions of the documentary

rpose which have lately arisen, lor some people the docu-

.•iitarv film has come to me.ui the war propaganda film; for

the instructuMial film; for others again it is any

borate news film ; whilst for manv it simply means any

picture which does not contain a conventional love story.

This confusion is not restricted to audiences. .Amongst film

makers also the word is used loosely, and many producers

have sought to cash in both on the prestige and on the current

activiiv of the British documentary movement by describing

as documentaries films which are no different from the adver-

tising pictures or the cheap programme fill-ups of an earlier

day. In production circles there is. indeed, a widespread ten-

dency for any short film whatsoever to lay claim to the docu-

mentary label.

It IS rfow time to realise that the value of the documentary
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contribution to the democratic offensive is likely to be do-

pendent upon the degree to which documentary safeguards

'its principles and its separate identity. For there can be

no question that the documentary movement is active to-day

because it has believed since its inception twelve years ago that

the principles for which it stands represent an essential contri-

bution to the development of democratic methods of Govern-

Jmcnt.
It believes that the creative interpretation of reality

—whether by film, press or radio—must represent the corner-

stone of democratic self-expression and civic education.

The present problems arise because the documentary film

movement is busy to-day, not only with democracy's need for

the interpretation of its struggle on the screens of the world,

but also because in twelve years documentary film makers have

developed a special technical skill which can be used for other

lipurposes. Documentary technique, for instance, is appropriate

to the production of instructional films, to journalistic report-

ing in films where creative treatment is non-essential ; but also

—unfortunately— it may be used to present part-reality and

part-truth.

Films in the instructional and reporting categories are

invaluable at the present time and provide a field in which any

1 skilled documentary maker is proud to work. The ideologies of

such films may be limited, but the ultimate social consequences

of their development are immeasurable, and the evolution of

the simple instructional film undoubtedly represents one of the

documentary movement's most important advances during

the war period. The production, however, of the more pre-

tentious pseudo-documentary films which presents not reality

but half-truth, represents a real danger which calls for a re-

statement of the documentary purpose.

Only a few of these pseudo-documentaries are made from

dishonest motives. In many cases the producer himself remains

unaware that he has been at fauh in presenting only part of the

story. In some degree any documentary film, however good,

will fall short of the ideal of interpreting the complete reality of

its subject matter. But the danger lies in a tendency to abandon

any attempt to bring to the screen elements other than those

which happen to suit the ad hoc or short-sighted purpose of a

financial backer, a commercial sponsor, or even a Government

Department. The danger has always existed and it has always

been an essential part of documentary production to fight for

the whole truth. In its early days, documentary was concerned

primarily with widening the terms of social reference of the

industrial film and the travelogue. Impressionistic sequences of

industrial processes, however beautifuUy they were photo-

graphed and edited, were not in themselves the whole story of

any aspect of modern industry. Neither was the collection of

exotic novelties known as the travelogue a complete picture of

foreign life even when documentary's technical skill and powers

of journalistic observation had been brought to bear upon it.

In the case of these two types of film, documentary makers saw

the need to move beyond the machines of industry, and the

picturesque surfaces of foreign hfe, to people and the economic

and spiritual forces which moved them. Drifters, Industrial

Britain and Aero-Engine were films, not of machines at work,

but of men at work ; Song of Ceylon was not a film about

tea-growing but an account of the impact of Western commerce
upon Sinhalese communal and religious traditions.

When documentary turned to films on British social prob-

lems the need for a broad treatment and an honest objectivity

of approach was even more vital. It became increasingly

clear that the key to success (and this is a principal answer

also to to-day's documentary problems) lay in the attitude

which the films were to take towards people. In essence, people

are the raw material of documentary : the honest presentation

of real people "in the round" is the first test of a documentary

production. It is not every subject which calls for the elaborate

treatment of people in relation to their social environment,

but every documentary production in any way concerned with

human activity carries ipso facto a responsibility towards

people—both on the screen and in the audience. Workers and
Jobs might have been merely an advertisement of the efficien-

cies of the Ministry of Labour. Instead the film, by means of

its extempore labour-exchange conversations, placed the

problem of unemployment and its amelioration in its true

social context. Housing Problems, which might only have been

the story of rehousing, became the story of the slums. The
Nutrition Film was mostly about the facts of /;/«/nutrition.

Children at School was the story, not only of educational

problems solved, but of educational problems calling still for

democratic solution. The sponsors of these films finally

welcomed and supported the wisdom of the method. They

understood that documentary is an instrument of social

reform and therefore of democratic progress, an instrument

more valuable to them in commanding public attention than

the complacencies of conventional advertising.

In spite of the urgencies and prohibitions of wartime, the

fight for the whole documentary truth is clearly of even greater

importance to-day than ever before. We cannot afford to tell

the world (or our own people) that democratic Britain is a

country blessed with an ideal communal organisation and

perfect social services. We cannot afford to do it because it is a

transparent lie which will deceive no one, at home or abroad.

But we can afford to say that in Britain democracy is alive,

and because of it Britain is moving inevitably forward. This is

where the documentary policy of frankness, and of the

courageous expression of national self-criticism, allies itself

directly to national propaganda needs'. Without such a policy

documentary would only too soon turn out to be a means of

national advertising on the lines so loved by the British

Council.

It is the fundamental realities which the documentary

movement will continue to interpret with all the creative

power at its command. Whether it be in the field of engineer-

ing, education, sociology, domestic science, economics, archi-

tecture or warfare it will seek to fulfil its responsibility to the

community (it can acknowledge no other master) by pre-

senting the true facts in their true social context. It will wel-

come into its under-manned ranks any and every film-maker

who will fight to present in his work the truth, the whole truth

and nothing but the truth, so help him God. And documentary

will fight with equal vigour against those whose interpretation

of its purpose is anything less than this.
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TECHNIQUE FILM PRODUCTIONS
{In association with Verity Films Ltd.)

Director of Productions: RONALD H. RILEY

Latest release:

SEA SCOUTS"
Direction: RONALD RILEY Commentary: E. V. EMMETT

Three new films now in production

New offices:

2-6 WEST STREET, UPPER ST. MARTINS LANE, W.C.2
Temple Bar 5664 5

Principles and Practice

THE function of the documentary film is to entertain while it portrays,

interests and interprets.

The aim of the Kimmatoi^raph Weekly is similar: to report current events

and relate them to the general advance, artistic and technical, by which progress

in Kinematography is achieved.

Keep abreast of progress in your craft

l^I^^WEEKLY
93LONG ACRE LONDON W.C.2
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS

The Team. Production: Welwyn Garden Studios.

Uion: Leslie Arliss and Norman Lee.

Cameras; W. Hervey and R. Anscombe. M.O.L

5 minutes.

DID you ever thinit how much a tive-minute film

like The Team costs you? Making the film, cost

of copies, distributing them and a proportion of

the Film Division overheads come roughly to

£4,000. Making an allowance for people who go

to the cinema twice a week— 12 million people

see it. So it costs you a penny to show the

film to thirteen people.

Which is not bad. The only reason you don't

!et your money's worth is that a lot of cinemas

don't show the films. Especially the big circuits.

The Team is well worth thirteen for a penny

even though its theme "It all depends on me"
is the most meaningless slogan of the whole war.

Could anyone involved in the war read it and

take it seriously? Could anyone say it out loud?

'.

. . no! It is the kind of chant that might be sung

n the snug valleys of Devon and Cornwall.

Leslie Arliss and Norman Lee have made a

film that almost makes "It all depends on me"
mean something. A crowd of boys are playing

football with shovings and trippings. George

Allison stops and tells them they must work

together and not all try to get goals. Then he

shows them an Arsenal game which makes you

remember the pleasure to be had out of watching

I game, with 80 or 90 thousand other people.

Its a pity our slogan-spouters didn't go to foot-

ball matches before the war. If they had they

might have been able to make slogans that meant

something to people, and were not curates"

duckings to a Band of Hope.

The film ends with all sorts of people saying

"And me", "And me", "And me".

Without even considering the disadvantages

of its subject, it is a good solid film associated

with people, not preaching, not priggish.

New Acres. Shell Film Unit. Production: Edgar

Anstey. Direction: Neilson Baxter. Camera:

Stanley Rodwell. Sound: W. S. Bland. M.O.I.

ive minutes.

TO ONE person at least this film gave the particu-

lar satisfaction of seeing a job well done. Or
rather, two jobs well done, first our present

I

effort in agriculture, and second the actual mak-

ing of the film. It is the story of the ploughing-up,

I

the sowing, and the harvesting of acres hitherto

derelict, including even the bungaloid areas of

I the South Downs, with tractors weaving in and

)ut of those stucco villas which are a fortunately

mpermanent evidence of our lack of foresight

and decency after the last war. The story is told

entirely in dialogue form, the sound being shot

direct on location. The shape is effected by

I'ol lowing the track of a tractor maintenance

engineer from one part of the country to another.

Through him and his conversations with others

the magnitude and urgency of the work is made
admirably clear; and the film ends with a cogent

plea for a constructive post-war agricultural

policy. It is quite a shock to learn that most of

the parts were played by actors, for there is no

hint of the ham at any point. New Acres appears

to me to be brisk, enjoyable, convincing and use-

ful. It does what too few of our propaganda

films achieve— it packs a punch.

China Fights Back. Producrion: March of Time

(No. 3. Seventh Year.) Distribution: R.K.O.

Radio Pictures. 20 miniites.

THE March of Time formula has been used once

before to tell the story of the war in China in a

release very similar to China Fights Back. Both

items begin with a historical resume of the early

years of the Japanese invasion of China, break

off" to remind us of the great achievements of

Chiang Kai-shek in creating the new China

and return to the war theme to show how the new
housing projects, industries, hospitals and schools

have been demolished by Japanese terrorism.

Up to this point China Fights Back is almost

identical with the earlier story. But whereas the

previous item could only finish with a sequence

showing that Japan continues to be faced by the

limitless Chinese will to resist, the later film is

able to reveal not only the will but the formid-

able means of resistance.

The most impressive sequences of this film

show how forty million Chinese have withdrawn

from the Japanese occupied coast into the interior

of their country, packing whole factories piece-

meal on coolie-back in order to reconstruct them

in inland hiding places. The March of Time says

that these industries are now functioning at

almost pre-war capacity. Thousands of co-

operative groups have been set up in the interior

to produce war essentials and consumer neces-

sities. We are shown also the new Chinese armies

and the new Air Force which is being built up.

The men appear to be excellendy equipped and

trained and their faces reflect the light of a great

national purpose. By comparison the scenes of

traffic along the famous Burma Road are less

impressive. We see a section of road under repair

and the magnitude of the task involved in keeping

this supply route in operation in the face of

Japanese air raids and bad weather.

Although many of ine sequences of the early

historical part of China Fights Back are now
familiar, they remain no less impressive than

when the March of Time fi'st brought to the

screen the tragedy and the glory of Cliina. There

are new scenes of Japanese bombs falling in

great showers upon defenceless villages and there

is the disgusting spectacle of Japanese industrial

and military leaders in conference. But most

powerful of all are still the pictures of broken

Chinese bodies lying amongst the ruins of this

phoenix-like civilisation.

Shunter Black's Night Off. Production: Verity

Films. Producer: Sydney Box. Script and Direc-

tion: Max Munden. Camera: Bernard Browne,

M.O.I. 5 minutes.

Shunter Black works in a big marshalling

yard, his job being to run alongside trucks which

have come oft" the hump and are running down
the yard, in order to put the brake on and ease

their impact with the train which is being made
up—a job needing strength and skill, and pretty

hard work. In this film he tells his own story of

what happened when the yard was blitzed one

night. He was off duty and sitting at home when
it started. A lot of incendiaries came down and

one of the trucks got well alight. The next

wagon was full of explosives and the bombs
had cut off" the nearby water supply. Black saw

the blaze, and went along to help. He got a

locomotive, fixed for the signalman to clear a

passage across the main-line tracks, hitched the

loco to the explosives wagon, which was now
alight, and shunted it under the big water tank.

He climbed on to the roof, got the water going,

and put out the blaze just in time. This is a true

story of what actually happened.

The production problems of this film must

have been somewhat of a headache, since night-

effects were required throughout. The scenes of

the raid and fire are on the whole veiy con-

vincingly staged, and the whole style of the

shooting is based on absolute simplicity.

It is a pity, therefore, that more thought was

not given to the editing and to the speed and

timing of the commentary. Nearly all the major

sequences present examples of good material

losing its effect by a complete failure to polish

up the cutting. In the same manner there are

several examples of mistimed or slightly mis-

placed commentary. These faults detract from

what is in essence an interesting and exciting

film ; so that when we are all set to feel a sense of

tension and crisis one over-delayed cut lets us

down, and we have to start building it up over

again.

Guests of Honour. Production: Ealing Studios.

Producer: Cavalcanti. Direction: Ray Pitt.

Editing: Charles Crichton. Camera: Douglas

Slocombe. Commentary: Frank Owen. 25

minutes.

HOW well made this film is! The craftsmanship

which one has learnt to associate so especially

with Cavalcanti shines in almost every sequence.

Watch for instance the staged cut-ins in the

sequence of the fleeing refugees being machine-

gunned by Nazi planes; each brief glimpse of

individuals (always angled from above) is an

exact dramatic explosion in the midst of familiar

newsreel longshots. Indeed, the whole film is

exceedingly well shot and put together, and there

is no doubt that the Cavalcanti-Pitt-Slocombe-

Crichton team is one to be reckoned with.

Yet Guests of Honour for all its brilliance,

(continued on p. 168)
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Ith A 1)1' In

Ins. r>vlh.'p^. IS p.inK line to llic fact that the

ni b\ no tnciriN hvcs up to its title. I he guests ol

)iu)iir. who are, ol course, our alhes from the

.vupicd (.ounines, make onl> a lleetine appcar-

Ke. and in by no means an aclise >;uise as

yards the urgencies of war. .Alter a lilm the

lajor p.irl of which gives an miposing and

rrils ing picliire of the Na/i terror sweeping

I I KM Ol INK MONIII
A DAY IN SOVIET RUSSIA

,>pc ol I .Olhsl

I Hrii, lid I r-loi

engaged in the playing

procession. Could it have also been coherent i

would have been a masterpiece.

But the film has no for-- "^ " "'

construction is made at il >.

end by means of the old d iv.

ind will do with the added factorof m>

the I ree I rench club. Where; are the famous

Polish and C'/ech pilots' Or the Dutch na\al

crews' lo name but a few.

I u

\ lewing it however purely

g do.iin'.cnt of the impact i

is tempted to as

Na/iharba

. much point there

IS in K-labouring a point on which few of us

surcis need convmcing anv further. We already

hale liie Na/is: we are determined to destroy

them. I hat is certain. It is the basis of our light

for a new world: but that i

tro iiulhical can surely be

One would have liked to see more of the Ca

canii of 111- Live in 7">w. Hor/.A in the him.

Dade.

and a CabbaKC. Ai

cciion: Ale\ Urvce. (

\s. Non-T.

Sicmirii): Yagling and Tseitlin. Direction: M.

Slutsky and R. Karmcn. Proiliniion: Central

Ith us in the Ncwsrcel Studios, Moscow.

'
^^^^"^'^- " '"^

loiMc At. this film most certainly

much to redress the still grotesc)ue ideas held by equalling night in Moscow. '^ ti i.,en :i?oie -

many about general conditions in the L'.S.S.R. cessful attempts on this line, such as Berlin. I

The plan on which it is based was fully described proved years ago that it is too flat, too IncVir.

by Ivor Montagu in the July D.N.L.. and it will constructive forcx. to be •!

be sullicient here to recall thai it purports to be a means of achiesing an i

L-ross section of various aspects of life and work Indeed, apart from the afor.

in Russia on one single and arbitrarily selected of lime dilTcrenc.-s. there aic .... .>.

day in IV40. On that day ninety-seven c-amera- film which would not be readily mic

men in dilTercnt parts of the Soviet L nion went with others. It is a series of pictoria

out and tilmed what seemed to them to be the it has no rhythm, no climax. Yet. vs

most interesting event or aspect of life in their so intrinsically inieresiing. there was surel>

own particular arci. The material was sent to the reason why a more constructive approach sho

Central Ncwsrcel Studios at Moscow and there not have been made,

rid still all organised by Slutski and Karmcn into a full There i?. in the first p'.:cc. ro apparent re.:

ijor weapon, (eature-length lilm. whv it should all have been shot in one day. \

It would appear that the genesis o\' this film incidents shown are in greater part \^e sof

owes something to Vertov -sold Kino-bye theory, thing which could be scripted, planned

for there are even shots of cameramen taking even staged at any time. And bad it Kx-n

sceneswhichappearinthcfilm. But \ertov"sname arranged, by elaborate and careful script-work.
A. & D. Pro-

r. Stephen nowhere appear and it must be admitted that that the film should present, in a methodical and

I HI two cooks are two small girls who each lake

half a cabbage, cook it. and serve it up for

dinner. One achieves a result so bad that it pro-

vokes a fight at the table; the other wins out on

t.isic, economy and food value. Instruction is

put over in discussion between two girls as they

work. I he dilliculty of this method is to keep

the dialogue natural and at the s;ime lime leave a

sullicienilv clear and concise message in the

audience's mind. The problem in the main has

been successfully overcome with only a short

inlerruptiiin of commentary in the middle of the

film, fhe cross culling bctwcx-n the two cooks

is at times .1 little confusing, but the main points

rem.iin very clearly in the memory. Tcvhnicallv

ihe iihn is rather uneven continuity is somc-

limes :cikv ,ind acting sometimes self-conscious.

On ihe whole it has an admir.ible freshness and

siinplicilv ; .ind as tietween this and l.oJ\ /'<• Kiihl

tliere is no doubt where our choice would lie.

but the .iliern.itive is not so clear cut. Where the

m.un oMiteni o'i .\ film is m Ihe comn

the i-h.ir.ictc s are re.il people going about their

norm.il bn-iness, it m.iv be possible to let the

.ictois .ind l!ie cimer.i angles look after them-

selves Rut when the mess,igc is being put over

in ev.Ki .iciion .ind iji.ilogue a lot more attention

to lechnic.tl snuxithness is needed, or Ihe cfTort

.It te.ilism will defeat its own end. After all. an

elicit i'>\ ii.ituralness dcpcnjls not only »>n what is

.% the eve and ear arc being

imaginative manner, the whole idea of say ^^^
' c

L'.S.S.R. in construction and action", the in;,

relation of social forces in factor^-, in city. ..

in countr>- under a Socialist regime being ^Iciriv

and concisely expressed, then the film w»<uld have

achieved a unity of conception— to s.i\ r..>;l-,ing

of a dramatic shape—which in its actual fomi it

so badly lacks.

It seems pretty tx'rtain that these criticisms

apply to the original Russian version, since the

English editing seems to have contented u-^
'

with suitable revisions and the introducti

his own undoubted ability as a cutter is nowhere

in evidence. Indeed, the film is. as lilms go, a

pretty flat-footed alTair. But it also cijptains a

great deal of fascinating visual m.itenal; so that

all the fair-minded critic can do is to deal with

content and form sepanilely.

First, content. Pictorially the him ranges

widely, from icebreakers in the Arctic to the

Riviera-like workers' resorts in the Crimea ; from

dawn over Vkidivostok to nightfall in Moscow.

Scientists explore the fastnesses of a great

volcano: men with faces of the Last strike a new

road along the prcvipiiate mount.iin walls of the mostly unnocessarx' and definitely old-fashi

Caucasus; peas;ints elaborate happy wedding sub-titles. Its English editors however must ',

ceremonies in Georgia and White Russia: a sole blame for the.r exiraordinarily inar-

ballet first night in Moscow; Rus.sias champion priate choice of a cximnKntator. Mr. Ouc;

coal hewer: the world's biggest and fastest Reynolds" booming diapason was indeed hi..;:.

v

motor-boat ; a six-engined sixty-se.iter .lir liner : suctxssful in U^mion Can Take It. and it appears

the*trans^iK'rian express; Kalinin at breakfast

and Stalin starting work; workers in lactones

and a scnscof their gigantic daily output : wireles*

also to be a good many peoples meat m his

iiorosc broadcasts addressed to vanous Na/i

rrooks. But in this case what is required

operators, brickl.ivers, women deputies, a soldier formation and a v igorous delivery
,
and neither of

receiving his coveted inedal, swimming and these di>es Reynolds supply in any degree whal-

and tc«inis champions, a girl having her eyesight soever. He tells us to.s little but he tells that hiHe

heir restored bv a f.imous professor: pol.ir bears and long. One sighs even for Jas Fit/patrick.

ordinary bears at home and in the /oo. the Red It is. ihereforc. a tribute to Ihe achievements

Army at manivcuv res;.Shokolov walking through of the Russian people that this cxillection of

thcsircclsof Moscow : harvest in ihc Lkraine: a pictures of them at work and play remains

new car undergoing its tests; a dancx- in the Air (despite all the faults recorded above, and despite

lorce club; Leningrad's majestic architecture ; an cxc-cptionally unenterprising sound track)

the Irams and irairic of Mosci>w ; a baroque lively, invigorating and encouraging. It is the

statue in I vov ; the waterfront at \ ladivosiok and sort of film the censors used to delight lo Km,

anironfoundrx in the Lrals.... All tiKsc visuals for it gi-cs a prcTiv reliable impression laiKl

what life in Russia is

, not defending their

Onr own M OL mighl

lib the scenes. Ifs .1 new problem for and many others give a picture bnMh of the vast- impu^

V. aiul It demands a tcchni>.|ue o\ its ncss o\' Russm and of Ihe progress achieved by like v

I II IS i.ickled in the ncht wav, it will the Soviet system: an impression which carries sclve-

not ilestrov. the hum.initv th.ii Brvce weight by nKans of cumulative evidence and r<^ndc. .

his iilni pictorial realism, ll is a di//y but heartening one bcttci
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WHITHER FILM SOCIETIES?
By PATON WALKER

(Chairman, Scottish Federation of Film Societies)

EVERY succeeding wartime season is progressively

; difficult to organise. The best of the conti-

nental feature films in the country h-ne for the

most part been shown already, and only the

second and third-rate remain. The documentary

producers of this country are nearly all harnessed

in some way or another to the Ministry of In-

formation and while the excellence of their out-

put is maintained the variety of theme and

subject is gone. The film of Travel has dis-

appeared. The experimental film has disap-

peared. It is difficult, to put it m.ildly, for want of

material, to continue as we did; for want of

members it may become impossible and un-

economic. But, forgetting for the moment the

nbership question, is this apparent lack of

films of the type we used the real handicap

to programme composition it seems? I doubt

it. There are still plenty of so far unused

documentaries. Every year the supply of re-

prints of early films increases. Admittedly the

available stock of old experimental such as

Night on the Bare Mountain and the Fischinger

and George Pal stuff is exhausted ; but then they

have been scarce for years anyway and we still

have Len Lye. Also, in those mysterious vaults

belonging to the London Film Society there are.

I am led to believe, some almost legendary

experimental which may, one feels, some day be

made available to other Film Societies. Inevita-

bly we come back to the shortage of continental

features, but I am not so sure that this even is an

insurmountable obstacle. There are plenty of

excellent British and American features such as

Down went McGinty which have not been widely

shown and are eminently suitable in a properly

balanced programme for Film Societies.

In the past, the rather misguided emphasis

laid on the impDrtance of the latest and
best French Film (the majority of features

shown were French) tended both to over-

balance the programme's effectiveness and to

obscure the real function of a Film Society which

is, I suppose, partly to encourage an apprecia-

tion of film as an art form with diverse and

variable techniques of its own, and partly to

make available to its members such films as may
tend to justify and exemplify this conception. I

doubt if past programmes on the average have

established any basic idea, apart from a generally

expressed appreciation of Documentary, other

than that the French Feature Film is a superior

and more adult form of entertainment than the

teatLire films of other countries. Putting it

bliintl>, the Societies have unwittingly sponsored

the creation round the French film of an aura

ot Miob highbrow appeal (which incidentally the

specialist cinemas have capitalised) an end which
is. I hope, far removed from the intentions of the

a\erage Society. There are, however, alternatives

to the old type of programme. During the last

few seasons the Edinburgh and Ayrshire Soci-

eties ha\e tried out from time to time composed
programmes on such subjects as Poland, Czecho-

slovakia, The Low Countries, The Sino-

Japanese conflict. Ballet and Music on the

screen, etc. In these programmes the feature film

was subsidiary to the theme of the programme
and could be drawn from the best available

source, not necessarilv continental. Admittedly,

a composed programme is not possible at every

meeting; but it is, in the opinion of a great mtiny

people in the Film Society movement, the proper

and in fact the only possible development for

Film Societies, particularly in wartime. There is

no limit to possible subjects.

There is no limit to film supply when the

necessity of other than an occasional continental

feature film is overcome. Lastly, if the British

Film Institute carries on, as I believe it intends

to do, with further examples of and successors

to composite films such as Cavalcanti"s Film

and Reality and Drawings that Walk ami Talk,

and puts its excerpts from Battleship Potemkin

and other film milestones on 35 mm. as well as

on 16 mm stock—an interesting nucleus will be

created to be drawn on and built up from. The

Film Society movement should consider seriously

its position and take up this or some other new
policy or, in the larger cities at least, it will not

survive the competition of the specialist cinemas

whose numbers will presumably increase after

the War. In any event competition of this sort

with a commercial organisation is hardly desir-

able. Let us hope that the difficulties of wartime

supply may in the long run prove the greatest

benefit to Film Societies ever, by forcing them to

move in a direction where progress is possible,

supply unlimited, and initiative and imagination

FILM SOCIETY NEWS
THE Manchester Film Institute Society and the

Manchester and Salford Film Society are much
to be congratulated on the enterprising pro-

grammes they are rimning. Recent 35 mm. shows

at the Rivioli cinema included Free France,

Soviet Sports Parade, And So To Work, with

Nous les Jeunes and Chapayev as features.

Two novel sub-standard shows have also been

arranged at the Y.M.C.A., one on August 30,

when the Professor of Russian at Manchester

University presided at a show devoted to

excerpts from a number of the great Russian

silent films. These included sequences from

Potemkin, Mother. Last Days of St. Petersburg,

Ghost That Never Returns, and The General Line.

The second show on September 13th is a display

devoted to town planning, when the' main item

is to be Ralph Steiner's The City. It is hoped to

group with it Bonds The Big City. The Builders,

and New Moscow.

THE Secretary of the Glasgow Scientific Film

Society writes: "This Society has been in exist-

ence for one year, and arrangements are going

ahead for the Annunl General Meeting which is

being held on 25th September. The second half

of the meeting will be devoted to a short film

programme, which will include Galapagos, a

very interesting film on embryology; a Disney

Cartoon, etc. From a small group of scientists

interested in scientific films, a committee was

formed, with the result that we now have a large

and enterprising film society, endeavouring to

present to all our members films of interest and

education. Our members are eagerly looking

forward to our next session, and judging from

the requests I have received with regard to our

opening film meeting, it seems that our endeav-

ours were warmly appreciated. We hope to enrol

many new members this year, as many applica-

tions last year had to be refused owing to rather

restricted seating accommodation. Our film sub-

jects during the last session embraced many,

branches of science, including: Chemistry

Engineering, Biology, Physiology, Medicine,

etc. We aimed at varying our programmes suffi-

ciently so that our non-scientific members could

appreciate and understand the films as well as

the scientists. The Society also formed an

Experimental Group, which immediately went

ahead with a film dealing with a very topical

subject—"Blood Transfusion". We hope to

present this experimental film on our opening

night, which we intend should take place some

time early in October. We expect this film to

rouse a lot of interest amongst amateur film

enthusiasts."

Belfast reports that plans for the coming season

are not yet fully settled, but that it is hoped to

arrange six film shows. One promising thing is

that there is some hope of securing a cinema for

these shows, instead of the somewhat unsuitable

hall used hitherto by this Society. Shows will

probably be held in the afternoons, to avoid

blackout complications. The Society has no

reserve funds, so that the proposed season

involves soine financial risk ; on the other hand

it is hoped to obtain exemption from Entertain-

ment Tax. The excellent Monthly Film Review

will continue publication.
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\\f are ylad to |)u!»lish thi- compU'te oltieial st(»r\ of Ihi.* op.Tatiuns of the M.O.I.'s

\<)n-lhcatrical Scheme o>er thi- past IwcIm- m >nths. C ommi-nt on the Schemi- will be

found in a iiiitc- of the month

II ; M iIk- Minisirs orinfornuuoii .i >LMr jgo

1 \c' ol" mobile tiim units. Since iticn thc>

.^ 1 , .cllcil thousands of miles, selling up

ii.cii cquipnicni each night to sho^^ their lilms in

itiL- \illage hails ol" Hriiain. It is a business of

\)iie-nighl stands" and then on to ihe next

V illage next day. Someiimcs it will be "a mid-

night matinee" between shifts at an armaments

factory : sometimes it will be a "lit-up" in a burn

tor a group of the new agricultural workers

In the afternoons the mobile uniis -.

iiagements with Women's institutes aiu;

somen's Ciuilds to show films about i.

wartime housewifery and in the mornings sihh'.s

.ire given to children in school with sptvial

lilms about the tmpire, our Allies and the life of

Hritain.

But the shows are not all in \illages. Town
social clubs, adult educational groups and church

siK'ieties all have their visit from the M.O.I.'s

units, see the lilms about the war. discuss the

problems raised and learn how they can adjust

theniscKcs to the wartime life.

riij \1 O.l.'s "Celluloid Circus" as it is

i(cl> known in the Ministrvs Films

I ii
1 .> Is creating again the market-place dis-

^.issioii. ilie public forum is returning to village

.ind town alike with a new orator-lilm. to lead

.1 lively and well-informed discussion oi the

eoLintrys wartime problems.

Shows have been given in many outlying places

vv here the population dtx-s not otherwise have an

opportunity of seeing films. In the lonely islands

iif the Hebrides the crofters, many of whom have

sons in the Royal Navy, or the Merchant Navy,

have on the M.O.I.s screens had their only

ylimpse of what the war mciins.

In the Scilly Isles, where hundreds oi people

are engaged in growing daffodils and in market-

gardening, you mav sec on an autumn evening

do/ens o\' little rowing boats taking the people

from their own corners of the islands to Trcsco

and St. Marys, where they will see one oi these

Iilm shows. If \ou were to drop into a Midland

l.ictory at midnight, or to a Welsh pit-head club,

vou might see one of these units give a show of

lilms to the workers in the Ciuitecn during the

shilt brcik. .Seamen see the films in waterfront

clubs and dixrkcrs have lunch-hour shows in

d.vkside shells on the C lydc.

I here are now 7t) units on the rtMd.

.M. 1)1)0 shows have Kyu (.-ivcn m this lirst vcar

.1 oixr.iiu'n .ind over 1.1KK).()00 people have

In the second vcar ol operation which is now

^ winning, it is hoped to add .^0 additional units.

I his in time will mean an addition oi imo and a

quarter millions to the annual audience.

It has not always been easy to carry out the

schedule of show^i. The units were hardly on i' .

road when the blit/ struck London. The Regi>

had to carry on often cut-olT from London •

days; but they carried on. Operators dr.

through the black-out, anti-aircraft lire .;

bombs. In the depth of winter ihc> faced sn

in t L Welsh valleys, rain and flood in r
-- hills, and ice on the slopes of the

FrupaKanda Theory

The main objective of the Regional Mobile

Units is to link up with the basic propaganda

aims of the .Ministry. It is not their business to

provide entertainment: it is ttKir task to provide

a constant background of knowledge and in-

spiration. This background is planned in long-

distance terms.

These units arc able to go where there are no
cinemas and at times, therefore, on them falls

the full task of showing the Ministry's films.

This, however, is a small part of their work.

The remainder can best be described by dis-

tinguishing it from the task which the Ministry

sets itself in the public cinema.

The five-minute films, shown ever>' week in

the ordinary cinemas, provide a large number of

people, within a vrry short space of time, with

direct information. Many of the films in the

five-minute series contain direct instruction and

this receives wide and effective distribution be-

cause the film IS seen by a large number of people

in a short space of time. In comparison, the non-

theatrical films, while seen by large numbers of

people, take much longer to get round. For this

reason, if for no other, they deal with the long-

term issues and with Ihe background to cam-

paigns rather than with foreground information,

which can be better dis.scminaied in the public

Non-theatrical films help people to think

about the general trends of the war and to gam a

conspectus on subjects on which they are con-

stantly receiving specific direct instruction. They

aim to help people to see their own activities ii

the general picture of the nation at war. Often

this needs a specialised approach, which

denied to the five-minute film; for the five-

minute filni must be made in terms of the lowest

common denominator or the widest appeal.

While the five-minute film, with its wide covci

age and its short term of showing can carr> owl

foreground propaganda, the non-thcalrical film

can cater for the specialised audience and for the
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people who are already gathered together in a

group with a special interest.

The non-theatrical work is in a deeper sense

public education. In the hundreds of adult

education groups these films are now appearing

5 authoritative and vivid reports of the life of

le nation at war. They become the case studies

and the raw material of free discussion.

The general policy of the Films Division is to

produce five-minute films for campaigns,

especially those campaigns which have a short

term, and to produce for non-theatrical distribu-

tion films which deal more with the continuing

themes of Britain's social life. The general rule

, therefore, to exclude from the non-theatrical

scheme those campaigns whose success depends

upon a wide and immediate coverage and to

include those themes which are best treated in

general terms and on the deeper educational

basis.

Programme Details

In qualification of this, however, the non-

theatrical scheme may from time to time engage

in short-term campaigns where the audience

requires to be selected and cannot be reached as

1 specialised audience in the public cinema. In

practical terms, this means that the non-theatrical

scheme provides general programmes which are

weighted from time to time with material which is

topical or relevant to a special section of the

country or directed to a special group in the

local community. To provide displays of this

nature is the primary business of the non-

theatrical section. The general type of programme

is only departed from when the audience is

sufficiently specialised to demand the inclusion

of additional films of a limited interest.

The non-theatrical scheme is not an alternative

to the theatrical schemes. It is a supplement to

the theatrical schemes. The theatrical scheme can

effectively do short-term propaganda and provide

immediate instruction to a wide audience. The

non-theatrical scheme goes into greater detail

with people who already have an interest in the

subjects of the films; this detailed treatment is

not possible within the limits of the theatrical

programme. The non-theatrical film begins

where the five-minute film leaves off. It supplies

a continuing education, while the theatrical

film, by its nature and limits, must be topical,

brief and dressed in the theatrical conventions.

Different Approaches

The M.O.I, non-theatrical scheme operates in

four ways.

r(i)
Seventy travelling film units, complete

with projectors, screens and operators, tour

the country, giving special shows, sometimes

in out-of-the-way places, to organisations,

clubs, institutions, schools, etc., in their own
premises and at their own meetings.

(ii) From the Central Film Library, which

has been built on the foundations of the

G.P.O. and Empire Film Libraries at the

Imperial Institute, 16 mm. propaganda films

go out to all parts of the country to those who
possess their own projector and can organise

their own showings.

(iii) Public cinemas are hired at hours when

they would otherv\ise be closed and special

shows are given to link up with the many
propaganda themes, such as Food, Salvage.

Savings and Industrial campaigns.

(iv) Forty M.O.I. 16 mm. projectors have

been loaned to public libraries, where they

have been installed in the reading rooms. The
librarians borrow films from the Central Film

Library and organise special shows to local

educational and social groups.

Regional Mobile L^nits

In peace-time a few organisations developed

systems of road-showing films and units operated

up and down the country, catering for the special

needs and interests of educational groups, but

the M.O.I, have developed in one year a network

of mobile units and a coverage which is probably

unparalleled in any country.

The scheme is worked on a Regional basis and
j

there is a Film Officer acting as assistant to the

R.I.O. in each of the M.O.I.'s 12 Regions. The
production and the planning of the scheme has

been carried out by the Films Division, but the

day-to-day work of contact with local secretaries

and the booking of the units is carried out by

the Regional staff at each headquarters town.

Each of the mobile units gives an average of

10 shows a week and the average attendance at

each performance is 150 people. During the

past year about 600 shows per week have been

given and the average weekly audience is now
in the region of 100,000.

Projectors in Public Libraries

The public library has long been a centre of

public education in the community and the power

of films is now being added to that of books and

lectures. Many libraries are becoming community

centres of wartime information and many a

night you will find an enthusiastic audience in the

reading room, watching a selection of Ministry

of Information films, and as they go out they

will see, on the notice board, a selected reading

list which will help them to pursue the subjects

in which the films have aroused their interest.

There are 40 of these libraries working

throughout the country and many of the librar-

ians take the opportunity to prepare special

programmes for specific groups with a definite

trade or sectional interest.

Central Film Library

Behind all these showings stand a film despatch

organisation. Each programme round the

country must be delivered on time. Each film

must be kept in good order and the Ministry of

Information provides from the Central Film

Library a despatch service for the hundreds of

shows which take place each week. In addition,

this Library, which includes all the G.P.O.

films and the films of the Empire Library, sends

out 5,000 to 6,000 lilms every month to its regular

borrowers, who include many wartime organisa-

tions, as well as schools, factories, churches, and

Service establishments.

Special Shows in Theatres

The Film Officers throughout the country also

organise the special shows in theatres outside the

normal hours. On a Sunday afternoon you may
find A.R.P. workers going to the local cinema,

where they will see films of special interest to

them ; or you may find on a Wednesday morning

that your local cinema has opened up with a

programme of films of special interest to women,
so that they can learn something more of wartime

-housekeeping. These special shows are also

arranged as part campaigns on health, food, sal-

vage or farming problems.

The aim behind all this work is to put people in
[

possession of the facts of the War; to give them '

the information they need to be useful citizens in

wartime Britain and to remind them of the ideals

which continue to permeate the life of this

country. Only a nation which keeps its ideals

bright and is inspired by true and accurate

knowledge can bear itself confidently through a

crisis. To provide people with a reminder of their

ideals and with the knowledge they need, is the

aim of this non-theatrical film scheme of the
.

Ministry of Information.

FACTS
The Mobile Units

(i) There are now 70 mobile units in operation

up and down the country complete with electric

generator, 16 mm. projector, screen and operator

and 30 more are now being added. Some are

fitted with electricity generators and can give

displays even where there is no electricity.

(ii) Each unit gives an average of 10 shows per

week. 100,000 people per week are now seeing

these shows—many of whom are far from any

ordinary cinema show.

(iii) Audience has now reached the 5,OOO,C00-

per-year standard.

(iv) 20,000 shows have been given by mobile

units since the scheme was inaugurated.

(v) They givea free show of about 80 minutes'

duration, consisting entirely of educational and

propaganda films.

Central Film Library

(i) The Central Film Library, operating from

the Imperial Institute, is an amalgamation of the

Empire Library and the G.P.O. Film Library, to

which has been added a special selection of

Ministry of Information short films.

(ii) The Library has over 140 M.O.I, films

available in both 16mm. and 35mm. sound, and

new titles are constantly being added.

(iii) The Library offers its films free to any

organisation requiring non-theatrical films of this

type, providing they undertake to show it to an

audience of reasonable size.

(iv) It has now over 4,000 regular borrowers.

(v) It despatches 5,000 to 6.000 films per month.
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of the inaua/.itU' Timc

1111 SI in- somcollhc r.wls\sliKh Cia>ii;L-C..,llii -

la^ ii!i».o\crci.l .IS the rcstili ol ,i scir's p>''

1)1- the I S LinciiuiiKlicrKc. IIc.kIoiI In a r-

Noiinu Scot named IXnul ()yil\\. ihc new i:

lulc made 194 surveys and proceeded to destr.u

main a cherished llollys^ood illiiMon. Some of

lis lindings;

llolKuoods boast that KO.OCO.CGO people

attend (he mosies uetkiy is e\ai:gerat."d. Ihal

IS the number who stay away from the cinema

each week. Those from the to 85 who do go

averae-- M.275.000 a w.-ek. In 1940 thos: ad-

missi..ns added up to .S7l)0,()(X).C'J0 cash Car

-hort ol the biMion-dollar-a-ycar box-otlicc gross

cl.iimcdhy the Hay.sotlice.

While 11,500.000 cinemaddicts sit in their

laMxinie cinemansions of an average Sutulay.

34.(X;o.(HW ladio lans liMcn to Jack Benny on

the air On an average Monday 5.428,000 go to

the iiioMcs: 2f..()00,000 stay at home to hear thj

luv Radh. I hc.itre programme.

Iloll>\sood's contention that 75 per cent of its

.iiidicnce IS female is out of joint. The ligurc is

I his . h.id ( , loi

\v ho see only a ho\-ofticc- advantage

hat appeal more to women than to

I .iries lor each picture. Ol those who
^.lu A'. /•< 1 1 (/, 70 per cent were female. .Iri.-imii's

audience was 75 per cent male. Men go alone

more often than women. Women don't go for

comedians. In pictures and on the air comic's

appeal lo at lea- 1 twice as many men as women.
Dr. Gallup h;'s set to tind an audicncx" outside

New York City which wants pictures about

Hitler or the Nazis. I his supports Hollywood's

experience to date with propaganda pictures,

most of which have h//l.'d at the box otlke.

People grow out ol' the habit of going to

movies. Chief reason: they get married, have

babies, and spend more time at home. Ace
cinemaddicts are 19-year-oIds. who buy some
2,080,000 tickets wcx-kly. Laggard arc those over

30, who give the box ollicc just 35 per c-ent of its

take. Typical movicgcK-r is 27 years old, earning

.S28aweek.

Ikv e 65 per cent of the US. boh

ing nNraJ before 6.30. 90 per cent before 7.30.

movie-gocrs have plenty of time lo sii through

double features. They keep only 4 per cent of the

current L' S. cinemaudiencc out of the cinema.

People are overwhelmingly for them in towns

showing double features, against them in single

feature towns. In New York City, which has

both, 63 per c"ent of the movie-goers want

double features. But many former cinemagoci

no longer attend pictures because of them.

Advanc-c publicity is very important to

picture's box-oflke suct-c?s Example: The wcck

before the better of iw o of 1 940-4 1 's outsiandmg

young-girl pictures op<ned. 48 per cent of U.S.

movie-goers had heard about n It cleared up in

the first-run theatres, where most of Hollywood's

pay dirt lies. The week before the other's opcnir t:

only 4 per cent of the people knew about it. Its

first-runs were a fiop. By the time it hit the second

runs 70 per cent as many people as saw the form-

er waned to sec the latter Hollywood had missed

the boat.

At present Hollywood is missing the velvet bv

failing to make pictures for people over 30

years of age in the average and above-average

income groups. Unable to bear the increaiin^

cost of producing pictures for the nnajoritv

markets and watching them ttr.) into expensive

flops. Hollywood is faced with these alternatives :

(1) to try to exist by making pictures solely for

the 19-ycar-olds: (2) to make less c-ostlv pictures

for distribution to population segments -eg.

youngsters, oldsters, high-brow, low -brow

Broadway, small towns, etc.
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FILMS FOR
PRIMITIVE PEOPLES

By W. SELLERS, M.B.E.

The author is an acknowledged expert in the important field of visual education

for primitive peoples. He is at presiMit working on several films of the type

described in this article.

I AM never surprised when people ask me in a

doubting sort of way wiiether primitive Africans

do really understand and appreciate cinema films.

It is well known that if an illiterate African is

handed a photograph even of himself or some

scene familiar to him he will invariably turn it

the wrong way up in an effort to focus his eyes

on the picture. In other words a still picture of

any kind conveys nothing to him. Some fifteen

years ago I tried using lantern slides to illustrate

my talks to Africans, but the results were very

disappointing indeed— e<cept with comparatively

highly educated Africans.

About this time an enterprising native set up

a 35 mm. silent projector in a small enclosure in

the native town and projected some very old and

badly worn silent films on to the whitewashed

gable of an adjoining house. The capital outlay

for equipment and a library of half a dozen

films was somewhere about £10. The charge for

admission was a penny for adults and a half-

penny for children and seating accommodation

was provided on mother earth. I became inter-

ested and attended these film shows many times

to study how the Africans reacted to films. The

first thing I noticed was that it mattered very

little to the audience in what order the parts of a

film appeared on the screen. They were not at all

disturbed when the whole of part ten of the

Last Days ofPompeii was projected upside down.

What I did discover was that cinema films suc-

ceeded where still pictures failed. The natives

looked upon the films as a collection of ani-

mated photographs a few of which they could

appreciate, but they were quite unable to link

the scenes together to form any kind of story.

In other words they treated the films as a novel

kind of peep show.

Quite a large proportion of the films was al-

lowed to pass on the screen without comment or

reaction of any kind. It was clear, however, that

whilst a still picture conveyed nothing to the

ordinary native he could at least get something

from a moving picture. I followed this up by

obtaining a 35 mm. projector and a supply of

films from England with which I was able to

carry my investigations a stage further and

observe reactions more closely. These early

experiments proved conclusively that if films

were to be successful in conveying a story or

teaching a lesson to these people they would have

to be specially made. This I began to do in 1929

and then my troubles started. I found myself

confronted with many probl;ms, both technical

and psychological, and I was fascinated by the

many interesting facts which came to light as I

wrestled with one problem after another.

One important point appeared early—the

great difference between the angle of acceptance

of human vision compared with that of the cine-

ma camera. Human vision is roughly 190 deg.

whereas the normal camera lens is only about

30 deg. Looking at a cinema picture is therefore

like viewing the actual scenes through a tube or

pipe. In other words every scene we see on a

cinema screen is very much incomplete. You and

I do not find the difference very disturbing.

When we see a picture projected we are, because

of our experience and training, able to imagine

the part of the picture which extends beyond the

margin of the screen. Thus we can mentally

appreciate the actual scene in its entirety.

Illiterate people, on the other hand, find great

difficulty m using their imagination in this way.

For them, consequently, the approach to any

particular subject requires special treatment.

If I show you a shot, say, of the deck of a battle-

ship, you will think of water around the battle-

ship although it may not be part of the picture.

Illiterate natives, however, do not make this

visual adjustment. It is probably one reason why
backward people piefer to see locally produced

films with familiar backgrounds and people. The

difference in the field covered by a camera lens

compared with human vision is very noticeable

in all "panning" shots, the effect of which

educated people have always taken for granted.

Show a horizontal "panning" shot of buildings

to an illiterate and he will tell you he saw the

buildings rush by. Show him a vertical pan and

he will tell you he saw the buildings sink into the

ground. This means that panning shots can only

be introduced in a film for such people under

exceptional circumstances.

Some conclusions

Investigations indicated that illiterate people

have their own way of looking at a picture.

Educated people normally focus their eyes on a

point a foot or two in front of the screen, and by

more or less glancing at the picture are able to

appreciate the entire scene as a whole. The same

thing happens when we use our eyes for reading.

We see a word, a group of words, or even a whole

line, and are nt)i conscious of the individual

letters. This is only possible because we focus

our eyes a little distance in front of the page.

The eyes of illiterate people are not trained to

see non-stereoscopic things in this way. They

focus their eyes flat on to the screen and they

scan the picture and analyse it in detail. They
fasten their gaze on to any movement in the

scene to the exclusion of everything else in the

picture.

On several occasions I projected a film which

included quite a good shot of a housing estate

in England and in the middle distance was a dog

trotting along the pavement. The picture was

intended to show houses, but all the Africans

could tell me they saw was a dog. If the dog had

walked out of the picture and left the houses on
the screen for a few seconds then they would have

said to themselves, "That was a dog." "It has

gone." "Now 1 can see some houses." "They are

very fine houses." "Much better than ours and

there are some trees but they have not many
leaves on them," and so on. This also illustrates

how essential it is to make individual scenes

much longer than is usually considered necessary,

in order to enable illiterate Africans to analyse

the scenes in detail.

The question of changes in camera angles is

another important point. Experience has shown
that reverse shots and other violent changes in

camera angle are very confusing to the minds of

illiterate people. Close-ups are essential as they

assist the eye by making things appear large on

the screen, but they canrfot be pitchforked into

a film every few seconds as is normally done for

the purpose of avoiding monotony in shots of

fair length. There should always be a definite

reason for changing to close up, and when doing

so it is preferable to retain the same camera

angle. This is probably the most difficult of

camera changes to make as cutting must be

perfectly matched on some definite action such

as picking up an object or someone taking a seat.

These are some of the things which I found to

be of vital importance in the production of films

for primitive people. They indicate how essential

it is for films to be specially produced for their

benefit, and how confusing normally produced

films must be to the African villagers. The films

are made as silents and a master commentary

is written and added by a local interpreter

through a microphone. This system is necessary

as sound films cannot be used because of the

great number of languages in use. In Nigeria,

for instance, there are between forty and fifty

different languages, and goodness knows how
many dialects.

Interpreters are a constant source of worry as

they will often express their own opinion which

does not always coincide with what is intended.

It is hoped to dispense with spoken comment-

aries before long and synchronize films with the

sound-on-disc system. This may appear to be

turning the hands of the clock back, but it will be

several years before the use of sound-on-film

is practicable for our particular purpose.

Unsophisticated outlook

It is not possible to lay down hard and fast

rules for the making of films for primitive people.

Each film subject requires special treatment and

every shot in the film must be given individual

consideration. The African believes everything
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he M-cs on the screen ; .irul, ilica-lorc. •>hot> s^hioh

m.i> .iprcit guile inniK.ciil can K- inicrprctcil b\

the Arrii..in in a ^v.iy thai ma> bt- anuisingur ma>

|->c higtils dani;crous. I once rc%cr>cd ihc pro-

jector on a shot ol a man perrornunB a high Jtsc.

The resiih ol this \sas that the audence hchevcd

there ^vas a surcr-huniaii man in I ngland \sho

could leap backwards thirty or lori> feet from

the water on to a sinail plank. Strict accuracy is,

therelore, vital in all scenes and particularly so

in the production ot lival lilms. where a thorou^'h

kni)«iedi;e ol" local habits and customs is essen-

tial Mistakes in this direction, hosvever slight,

iiia\ turn the most serious tilm into a roaring

The AtVicans sense ol humour is one of his

most engaging characteristics a characteristic,

incidentally, which can he very misleading. In my
very earK e\periences I was often discouraged

b\ the audience going into (its of laughter at the

most unexpected moments. I soon found that

ihis was because Africans do not reserve laughter

to expiess a feeling of pleasure alone. They will

,iugh outright at any point in a him which they

lind is novel or which ihcy clearly understand.

Ihis reaction, of course, is not conhned to

African audiences. A class of Hnglish students

will probably smile and even laugh when they

see the s;itisfactory results of a serious and

involved laboratory experiment. An Englishman

will often wear a smile as he relates how he just

escaped with his life in a motor smash. In such

instances, of course, laughter is restrained and

under control, whereas the African will give full

vent to his feelings and laugh heartily. Africans

,ilso laugh to express sympathy and they do so

without realising it. They will always laugh

outright at the tragic scene of a badly maimed

leper which appears in one of the films I made in

Africa. > et they are very indignant and perturbed

when questioned as to why they laughed, and

will sav they feel very sorrv for the poor man and

i^uite definitely that they did not laugh. Observ-

ing the reaction of African audiences to cinema

tilms IS no c.isv task and requires tact and infinite

Kicml experience.

I recentlv made a film in Northern Nigeria

c.illed Mt till (mini ,;/ The Tumii ihiil Crcpl .ilwai/.

The storv is a simple one and includes the family

lives of a native f.irmer .md .1 waiver. The I uro-

pean (iovernment ollicer in charge of the district

sent a mcsjcnger to inform the Chief of the vil-

lage that on a certain dav we would be taking some

phoiogr.iphs .md requested the C hief to give us

all the assistance he could. I arly one morning

I ,ind mv Afric.in .issist.ints vet out for the village,

with .ill our lilming p.ir.iphcrn.ili.i. As we ne.ired

the vill.ine the Chief and his followers came gal-

loping on their high-spirited horses to meet us.

Mter the usu.il greeting. I tried to explain that we

w.inteil to m.ike a cinema film. Ns these people

h.id never seen ,1 cinema film in their lives, this

proved r.ither ililliciili ; the Chief, while he ad-

miltcil he did not understand what we w.intcd

to ilo. s.iid he would help ns .dl he could After

ins|iccimg the viII.kc .ind chtxising the natives

who were to t.ikc the Iculing p.iris. we lH:g.in

the lilming I rom the many remarks I overheard

11 WIS obvious the people had not the slightest

idea what we were doin;-; -in fact, they found our

activities most .imusini.' However, we completed

the film and the acting was veo K"*'^' •'"'' n.iiui.;!

throughout.

The lilm was shown with gu

parts of Nigeria, and 1 iter, wh:;,

district, we were able 10 show ii.^ ,..,, ./.„„.

Cjtilui to the people who had seen us make n.

The demonstration w.is made widelv known,

and took place on a large open space in the centre

of the village. The entire population turned out

in their best clothes, and several European

olhcials. including the Senior Government ollicer

for the Province, attended the demonstration.

The Senior Odicer, who had already seen the film,

arranged for those villagers who had taken a

leading part in it to sit on the ground just in

front of the odicials, and he explained to them

in the native language what they were going to

see on the screen.

The film started, and as soon as the farmer

appeared on the screen he was recognised at

once by the thousands of v illagcrs in the audience

who shouted out his name "Audu " ".•Xudu"

—

"Audu"- at the top of their voices. Immediately

this happened Audu the fanner stood up with a

startled expression on his face and looked to-

wards the people who were still shouting out his

name. The .Senior Government OlVicer somewhat

excitedly called to Audu, "Look vou fool—

you're missing a iluif you are -your picture

on the screcnl" but Audu just turned and sat

down again looking vcrv bewildered. .\ similar

thing happened when the weaver appeared on

the scrcHrn, except that this time I noticed .Xudu

joined in shouting the name c( the weaver. \ ou

stx' what had happened -they rcxognised each

other on the screen, but not themselves.

Showing the films

Now a word about the distribution of these

lilms. lor the lime being this distribution is

restricted to the use of Cinema Vans and Travel-

ling Projection L nits in .Africa. This calls for

equipment speciallv designed to withst.md the

severe climatic conditions in the tropic-s. In

addition it must be capable of giving reliable

service over long periods without skilled servic-

ing, since such servicing is unobtainable Uxally.

All the Cinema \ ans operating in the Colonies

are identical in design.

1 hese Mobile C inemas often go olTon lour for

as long as six months, and Ciich one will visit as

many as eightv or ninety towns and villages,

giving talks .md lilm demonstrations to over a

quarter of .1 million people before reluming to

hciulquarlcrs for fresh supplies and a short rest.

In use the Mobile Cinema is taken to a conveni-

ent open sp.icx near to a town or village. .X noisy

rev.ord is pl.iyed through the rcpnxlucxr amplifier

.It full volume, and when it is anticip.tted that the

people have paused to listen to this unusual noise

the interpreter switches over to the microphone

and addresses the people of the pl.ic-c, inviting

them to come along as we have HMiicthing inter-

esting to talk to them abinit and show them. In

this w.i> large crowds are collected in the space

o( ,1 few minutes.

As the people arrive the interpreter instructs

the children to sit on the ground in front of the

screen and informs the adults where to stand in

order to get a good view. The background not?*.-

from the crowd, at this stage, is ii<u.ill\ \cr hiiih

md disturbing. The tcchniqi-i.

eel of this noise is to ask thi.

•'< which the obvious answt'

lion might be '"Are >ou pu.u.j , .^ ,„..,-,,

The interpreter complains to the audiencr th.it

he cannot hear ihem very v^ell and proceeds lo

ask the same question. This time n>ost of the

audience will shout their reply. The question i^

put to the audience a third time with the micro-

phone at full volunK. This time almost exer.

member of the audience will reply and their

answer corr.cs back in a roar. This is followed

by complete silence everywhere, and so long a--

the audience is kept interested the background

noise will remain at a low lexel.

For the purpose of driving home the lesson in

the lilms this technique is very effective when used

at the end of a demonstration. Question after

question based on the hlms is hrcd at the audi-

ence in quick succession. The interpreter, in this

case, will graduallv increase the volume of his

voice with each question and the audience in

return will reply to each question with great

vigour. There is more likelihood of any lesson

getting home if the people themselves have

voiced their acceptance of it. It is sometimes

useful to ask questions during the projection of a

film in order to check up if the audience are

following the story. Such questions and replies

might be. "Who is this man?" A farmer! "Where

is he going.'" Home! "What is the matter with

him?" He is sick! ".Xre you sorry for him'

Yes! . . . and so on.

The future

The p«.issibilitics of using the cinenu for ediK.i-

ting backward races are. in my view, tremendous

I have given some idea of what is required in

the production of films for illiterate people, and

how highly specialised the subject really is. It is

rcistmablc to believe that the African will not

be slow m becoming cinema minded, and that it

will be possible, step by step, to introduce sonK

of the less involved technical tricks into the

p-ixluction of films for such people. In the nKun-

time it IS interesting to note that these speciallv

prixluc-cd films appeal to educated as well as to

the uneducated Africans, and this is perhaps their

strongest justification.

Some inventions have been thrust upt^n the

African bcfoie he has been uught how to nuke

use of them and the result has been confusing and

bewildering to their \er> conservative minds. I

think It is no small thing that the cinema, a

tremendous instrunKnt for good or ill. should be

introduced to millions in a form they will appre-

ciate. The Africans .irc being led by easy stages to

understand ihc wonder, that the cinema nwkcs

practicable How great a f.ictor this nvav be in

their lives I do not venture to prophesy, but the

work of twelve ycani has convinced mc firmly

that in the cinenw we have an instrument of

education whose possibilities arc endless and

whose elVects may well be revolutionary.
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NEWS
FROM
U.S.A.
THREE 3-minute U.S. Government short subjects

have been accepted for national theatrical release

by the Motion Picture Committee Co-operating

for National Defence, a national group of dis-

tributors working under Francis Harmon of the

Hays Office. The films are as follows:

Bits and Pieces, an Office of Production Man-
agement film, whose purpose is to show the public

the need for "farming out" defence work in order

to increase industrial production and to aid the

O.P.M. in recruiting new sources of industrial

production through small shops and companies

which have not received primary contracts.

Topics by sequence are big steel, aeroplane and

aeroplane motor manufacture, subcontracting

firms, finished products for defence, and a de-

scription and map of the Defence Contract

Service showing where potential subcontractors

may get financial and engineering advice and

assistance.

America Builds Ships, a brief exposition of the

merchant marine ship-building programme.This

picture, with scenes from Ingalls Shipbuilding

yards at Pascagoula, Mississippi, indicates the

importance of the merchant marine ships as auxi-

liaries to the U.S. Navy.

Army in Overalls, showing the role of the

C.C.C. in military preparedness. This picture

describes activities of the C.C.C. in preparing

military reservations for the new citizen army.

This preparation is shown to be of two kinds:

preparation of grounds for tank, machine gun,

and infantry practice and parachute drill; and

the preparation of C.C.C. manpower physically

and through special skills for military duty.

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION IN U.S.A.
Reprinted by courtesy of Film Nei

THE LICENSING OF commercial television by the

Federal Communications Commission is ex-

pected to bring back to life an industry that has

been relatively dormant for the past year.

The move is favourably regarded in the non-

Hollywood motion picture field, in view of the

fact that films, sixty per cent of which are educa-

tional, have become a substantial case for tele-

vision programmes. Alert to such competitive

entertainment as night baseball, not to speak of

pictures, Hollywood is expected to view the move
with alarm. Current feature films are withheld

from television.

The substitution of the word "commercial"

for "experimental," however will not suddenly

bring big-time programmes and profits to tele-

vision. The chicken-egg conundrum remains in

the way of the medium's progress : transmitters

to make receivers pay, and receivers to make
transmitters pay. It is estimated that there are

about 6,000 receivers in the United States, 4,500

of which are concentrated in the New York City

area. The basic advertising rate for radio, based

on 4 million sets, is S|,250anhour. If the present

number of television sets were multiplied five

times, its basic advertising rate would be little

more than six dollars an hour. It is likely,

therefore, that television will remain a subsidised

industry for some time.

Commercial licensing, however, will tend to

stabilise the industry by means of standards,

give it prestige, stimulate the manufacture of re-

ceivers and raise the obligation of television

companies to the public.

A rating of television programmes has been

made by NBC on the basis of an audience-

reaction study. Using the figure 3.00 as the

highest possible rating, the four major television

programmes range in the following order of

preference

:

I. Studio programmes, with live talent.

Drama 2.50

Variety 2.25-2.50

News
2. Mobile unit, chiefly sporting events: 2.15-

2.35.

3. Film features, especially serials: 2,00-2.35.

4. Film shorts: 1.75-2.25.

The rating of film shorts is based on a period

when they were run one after the other in the

afternoon. In the evening, combined with a

feature, or in programme groups with an an-

nouncer introducing each film, the rating for

short films advanced fifty per cent. This factor is

not shown in the above rating.

Television film problems are numerous. Be-

cause of the small image and lack of detail, not

all films are adaptable to the medium. Long shots

blur and too many characters crowd the small

screen. Television companies pay only a small

rental for films, and in the present state of the

industry, film production designed exclusively for

television is not economically feasible.

Many American films with music sound-tracks

are at present unavailable to television because

of the ASCAP dispute. Lack of clarity on tele-

vision rights impedes the use of English docu-

mentary films.

Commercial television, however, is regarded as

the first big step toward a new mass medium of

communication. When minor difficulties in con-

nection with motion pictures are solved, it is ex-

pected to become a major outlet for educational

and documentary films.

5-MINUTE FILMS
FOR JULY AND AUGUST

Title Theme Director Production Unit Released

Night Watch A.R.P. Workers Donald Taylor Strand July 7, 1941

Queen's Messengers Food Flying Squads Jay Lewis Jay Lewis Productions July 14, 1941

Lady Be Kind Billeting civilian workers Rodney Ackland John Corfield Productions July 21, 1941

Sea Cadets Recruits for the Navy Jay Lewis Jay Lewis Productions July 28, 1941

*South Africa Marches South Africa's war effort South .African Film Unit Aug. 4, 1941

Shunter Black's Night Off Railwaymen at war Max Munden Verity Aug. 11, 194!

The Team

New Acres

It all depends on me

Land reclamation

Leslie Arliss and
Norman Lee
Neilson Baxter

A.B.RC.

Shell Film Unit

Aug. 18, 1941

Aug. 28, 1941

¥ Re-edited by Sylvia Cummins from two films titled Sineyi-s of H'ar and Road to Victory.
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''FANTASIA'^
—ANOTHER VIEW

By ANDRE CROY

The writer of this article has been impelled by our review of

Fantasia to challenge some of its conclusions, from the

special viewpoint of pure aesthetics

"in a profession that has been an unending

voyage of discovery in the realms of colour,

sound and motion, Fantasia represents our most

exciting adventure. At last, we have found a

way to use in our medium the great music of all

times and the flood of new ideas which it in-

spires."

That's Disney's personal introduction for his

picture. He goes on :

"Faced with the tremendous problem of

translating the music of Fantasia into pictures,

the artists simply listened and tried to capture

the moods, movements, situations, colours and

characters which the music painted on the canvas

of their imaginations. . . . They have also for the

most part, translated the very phrases and meas-

ures and even individual notes into just the right

colours and actions. . .

... It should be of great importance to the

general public and the entire motion picture

industry that Disney technicians, in collabora-

tion with R.C.A., have designed a revolutionary

system of sound reproduction, which gives

directional and third dimensional effect.

"In the past, composers have been able to

turn only to the comparatively limited mediums
of opera and ballet for interpretation of their

works in colour and motion. Stokowski, Taylor

and Disney believe that Fantasia will suggest to

the great composers of our day, a third medium
—a medium where colour and motion are re-

stricted only by the limits of imagination—

a

medium which is giving to the public Fantasia."

True, not everything in Fantasia is new. True

that more than eight years ago at the Charing

Cross Road Tatler, Andy Broom showed a

number of Oscar Fischinger's shorts with moving

shapes of white light symbolising music. Those

films contained more than a germ of the ideas

. and some of the most beautiful work that has

1 been further developed in Fantasia; and Len

Lye's films of more recent times ploughed much

]
of the soil that is thought to be new by audiences

now viewing Fantasia. But that does not detract

from Disney's work, which is "Supreme".

Disney does not claim to know all the answers.

With the modesty of genius he says, "Perhaps

Bach and Beethoven are strange bedfellows for

Mickey Mouse, but it's all been a lot of fun, and

I want to thank Leopold Stokowski, Deems
Ta>lor and all my co-workers for holding

m\ head up when the water got too deep."

There are many things to be studied in

Fantasia and more than a trick or two of cine-

matic technique to be learned. One element is

cspcjially vital, that is the "kinaesthetic" or

I

"kmetic" element, of the abstract work in the

film, for here Disney is revealing, in fact mani-

festing, a substantial development of human
consciousness, a development that may become

known as "The Kinetic Sense".

Although this "Kinetic Sense" has not been

explored at any great length, Bastium in his

"Brain as an Organ of the Mind", first used and

defined the term "Kinaesthetic" as "a separate

endowment of a complete kind whereby we are

made acquainted with the position and move-

ment of our limbs, and by means of which the

brain also derives much unconscious guidance

in the performance of movement generally

Movement must be thought of before there

can be a volition to perform it, and Disney has

thought of a form of movement that is probably

the least concrete of all movement, "Movement
of Sound as experienced by the human being,"

and he has created visual representations of such

experiences. This is especially so in The Toccata

and Fugue, and in an early sequence of The

Sorcerer's Apprentice; while the Sound Track

sequence is a rhythmic variably coloured density

and area symbol of single musical sounds.

Certainly it would appear extremely difficult to

create a finer or more complete visual form to

represent single sound motions as experienced

by human beings.

Let it be granted that there is a good deal

of dramatic characterisation and story telling

coupled with a comic relief and whimsy in

Fantasia, but in addition there is a visual form

of "Kinetic Experience" portrayed as a basic

part of film art.

Almost at its moment of creation. Music,

as sound, is identified by the human being. In

Fantasia, by representing coloured abstract

symbolism as a visual term of the motion of

music and sound, Disney makes masses of

human beings clearly aware of their sensory

ability to be conscious of music and sound pass-

ing through space. By such forms as erupting

masses, rolling curves, moving planes inter-

spersed by dazzling multi-coloured explosive

patterns, Disney manifests the "Kinetic Experi-

ence" that human beings live through when they

hear music or sound, which must pass through

space before it can be heard.

Perhaps it is a long way ahead before we deli-

berately cultivate this "Kinetic Sense", but it

need not be, and in fact there is a real possi-

bility of young people achieving a "Kinetic

Sense" from regularly listening to radio or

sensing the passing of mass through space in

terms of aeroplanes in motion.

Think of the millions of people who have been

regularly viewing films for many years and now
accept and evalue "film time", which is so much
faster than time as ordinarily measured by human
action! Think of stratosphere flights by bombers
or a Spitfire's diving speed, and realise that it is

all under human control! Think of Moscow
transmitting radio photos to New York with

the light rays passing through the highly magnetic

North Pole! Think of the March of Time film

introduction—the marching column of humans,
the vibrating music and the dramatic voice tones

saying, "The March of Time." Then try and
evalue the speed of motion as pictured in

Fantasia. Yet, Fantasia, with the tempo of some
sequences geared several times higher than any

mental conception of human movement, is

intelligible to persons of average intelligence and

knowledge.

How can humans live through such circum-

stances without sensory experiences of motion?

If they are conscious of motional sensory ex-

perience, doesn't there naturally arise a quantity

of data by which they identify and record their

"Kinetic Sense"? With the tempo of life increas-

ing every hour, human beings still keep pace with

it, perhaps without knowing that this increased

tempo of life is developing something new within

themselves.

Since Disney has recorded the motion of

sound in various shapes and colours on the

cinema screen (and how completely he uses the

whole screen to do that), isn't it possible for

psychologists to establish a standard rating for

the human sense of motion?

It would seem that Disney has a mass of valu-

able data on "Kinetic Sense" stored in his

studio files, to which must be added the know-

ledge and experience of his technicians; and

since documentary film workers are seeking to

project "The Creative Interpretation of Reality",

they need to understand this "Kinetic Sense".

So there's no sense in cocking a snoot at

Fantasia.

Before Al Jolson put sound films over on

the public, the avant garde thought themselves

clever and wise in saying—quite sincerely, "The

art of the film is defined in "Moving Pictures'."

By portraying the human being's experience of

sound's movement, Disney has developed the

"Moving" part of moving pictures, and Fantasia

is only the beginning.

NEWS OF
STEINBECK
ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED TO Open on Broadway,

the John Steinbeck-Herb Kline Mexican film,

The Forgotten Village, has been deferred until the

early part of the Fall. According to an announce-

ment by Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn, dis-

tributors of the film, this decision was made
because of the Steinbeck book of the same title,

which Viking Press is rushing for publication.

The distributors report that they are negotiating

with a Broadway theatre to open the picture

on Labour Day on a road-show basis.
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FILM LIBUAKIES
BorruwiTs urtilms arc aski-d to apply as much in ad«ance as possilili. lo y^hc alliTnatiu-

bookinu dulos, anil to riiurn (he tihns inimitliali-l> after use. II. \ hire charge is made

I . I nc- distrihulion. Sd. Sound. Si. Silcnl.

As-socialiun of Scientific Workers, Mi Ik-dlbrd

Row. W.C.I. Scicntilic lilm C'onimiltce. Graded

Liu of films. A list orscicntitic liims Ironi many

sources, classified and graded lor various types of

audience. CJn request. Committee will give ad-

vice on programme make-up and choice of films.

Austin Film Library. 24 films of motoring in-

crcNi, industrial, technical and travel. Available

only from the Educational Films Bureau, Tring,

Hens. .VS mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Australian Trade Publicity Film Library. I.S tilms

of Australian life and scenery. Available from

the Inipire Film Lihrury. .^5 mm. & 16 mm.

Sd. cS: St. I . y, sound films on 9..'; mm. available

from Pa Ihescope.

Hritish Commercial Gas .Association, Gas Indus-

try House, 1 Cirosvenor Place, S.W.I. Films on

social subjects, domestic science, manufacture of

gas. .^5 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & a few St. F.

British Council Film Department, 25 Savillc

Row, W.I. Films of Britain. 1940. Catalogue for

overseas use only but provides useful synopses of

UK) sound and silent documentary films.

British Film Institute, 4 Great Russell Street,

London, W.C.I. Ui) .\ational Film Library Loan

Sciiuin lo stimulate film appreciation by making

available copies of film classics. 33 mm., 16mm.

Sd. & St. H. (A) Collection of Educational

Films. The Institute has a small collection of

educational films not available from other

sources, l^ mm., 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

British Instructional Films, 1 1 1 Wardour Street,

W.I. Feature films; Pathe Gazettes and Pathe-

tones ; a good collection of nature films. A new

catalogue is in preparation. 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Canadian Pacific Film Library. 15 films of Cana-

dian life and scenery. Available from the Empire

Film Library. 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Canadian Government Exhibitions and Publicity.

A wide variety of films. Available from the

Empire Film Library.

C entral ( ouncil for Health F.ducation. C alalogue

ol some :'il) films, mostly of a specialist health

n.ilure, dealing with Diphtheria. Housing.

M.itcniis. Child Welfare. Personal Hygiene.

Prevention of Dinciscs. Phvsical Fitness, etc.

Most lilms produced by siKieties atliliated to

ilie C ouncil. or on loan from other 16 mm.

distributors (eg. B.t .Ci A.). Si\ lilms produced

direct for the Council also .ivailable. including

Fear and Peier Brown, (arry on ( hildren. and

nmilh «l l)ani:er.

\^ mm .md \h mm. Sd. and St. H and I .

CcnInil Film Library, Imperial Institute. S.W.7.

Has .ihsorlKd the Empire Film Library and the

a P.O. Film Ubrarv. Also contains all new

M t ) I non-thc.iincal lilms No gcnct.il catalogue

yet issued A hand list o\ M C) I films is .uailabic

.1^ mm & 16 mm .Sd. <S: Si I .

Coal Llilisation Joint (ouncil, ."^4 \ KtntM Street,

London. S W I films on production of British

coal and niincis' vveiiare. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. V.

Crookes' Laboratories Gorst Road, Park

Royal. N.W.IO. Colloids in Medicine. 35 mm. &
16 mm. Sd. F.

Darlington Hall Film Unit, Totncs. South

Devon. Classroom lilms on regional and eco-

nomic geography. 16 mm. St. H.

Dominion of New Zealand F'ilm Library. 415

Strand. W.C.2. 22 films of industry, scenery and

sport. Includes several films about the Maoris.

16 mm. St. F.

Educational Films Bureau, Tring. Herts. .A

selection of all ivpes o\ film. 35 mm. & 16 mm.
Sd. & St. F.

Educational General Services, 37 Golden Square.

W.I. .\ wide selection of films, particularly of

overseas interest. Some prints for s;ile. 16 mm. &
St. H.

Electrical Development .Association, 2 Savoy Hill,

Strand, W.C.2. Four films of electrical interest.

Further films of dirc^;t advertising appeal are

available to members of the Association only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Empire Film Library. Films primarily of Empire

interest, with a useful subject index. Now merged

with the Central Film Library. 16 mm. and a few

35 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Film Centre, 34 Soho Square, W.I. Mouvemcnts

yibratoires. A lilm on simple harmonic motion.

French captions. 35 mm. & 16 mm. St. H.

Ford Film Library, Dagenham, E-ssex. Some
50 lilms of travel, engineering, .scientific and

comedy interest. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. F.

Gaumont-British FUjuipments, Film House, War-

dour Street, W.I. Many films on scientific sub-

jects, geography, hygiene, history, language,

natural history, sport. .Also feature films. 35 mm.
&I6mm. Sd. &St. H.

G.P.O. Film Library. Over 100 films, mostly

centred round communications. Now merged

with the Central Film Lihrary. 35 mm., I6nim.

Sd. &. St. F.

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2. (a) KcHia.^cope

Library. Instructional, documentary, feature,

western, comedy. Strong on early American

comedies. 16 mm. & 8 mm. St. H. (A separate

List of FJucational Film.'!, extracted from the

above, is also publishevl. A number of films have

tciiching notes.) (/>) Medical Film Library. Circu-

lation restricted to members of medical profes-

sion. Some colour films. Stimc prints for outright

sale. 16 mm. St. H.

.March of Time, Dean House, 4 Dean Street,

W.I. Selected .March of Time items, including

Inude S'azi (Jermany, Battle Fleets of Britain.

Canada at Uar. 16 mm. Sd. H

Matbrmatical Films. Available from B. G. D.

Salt, 5 Carlingford Road, Hampstead. N.W.3

Five mathematical films suiublc for senior

classes. 16 mm. & 9.5 mm. St. H.

.Metropolitao-Viekers EIrctricaJ Co., Lid., Traf-

ford Park, .Manchester 17. Planned Electrifica-

tion, a tilm on the electrification of the winding

and surface gear in a coal mine. Available for

showing to technical and educational groups.

16 mm. Sd. F.

.Ministry of Food Film Library'. Neville House.

Page Street. S.W.I, or from District Oflkcrs. 23

films mostly on cooking, nutrition and kindred

subjects. 35 mm. &. 16 mm. Sd. &. St. F.

Palhescope, North Circular Road, Cricklcwood,

N.W.2. Wide selection of silent films, including

cartoons, comedies, drama, documentary, travel,

sport. Also good selection of early American

and German films. 9.5 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Petroleum Films Bureau, 15 Hay Hill. Berkeley

Square. W. I . Some 25 technical and documentary'

films. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. P.

Religious Film Library, Church Walk. Duns-

table, Beds. Films of religious and temperance

appeal. Also list of supporting films from other

sources. 35 mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Scottish Central Film Library, 2 Newion Place,

Charing Cross, Glasgow. C.3. A wide selection

of teaching films from many sources. Contains

some silent Scots films not listed elsewhere.

Library available to groups in Scotland only.

16 mm. Sd. & St. H.

Sound-Film Scr>ices, 27 Charles Street. Cardiff.

Library of selected films including Massingham's

.\nd So to \iork. Rome and Sahara have French

commentaries. 16 mm. Sd. H.

South .African Railway-s Publicity and Travel

Bureau. South .Africa House, Trafalgar Square.

W.C.2. 10 films of travel and general interest.

y^ mm. & 16 mm. Sd. & 4 St. versions. F.

Southern Railway, General Manager's Office.

Waterloo Station, S.E.I. Seven films (one in

colour) including Building an Electric Coach,

South African Fruit (Southampton Docks to

Covent Garden), and filnu on seaside towTis.

16 mm. St. F.

Wallace Hcalon, Ltd., 127 New Bond Street,

W.I. Tlircc catalogues. Sound 16 mm., silent

16 mm., silent 9.5 mm. Sound catalogue contain?

number of American feature films, including

Thunder 0\xr Me.xico, and some shorts. Silent 16

mm. catalogue contains first-class list of early

American, German and Russian features and

shorts. 9.5 catalogue has number of early Ger-

man filnvs and wide selection of early American

and English slapstick conKdics. 16 mm. &. 9.5

mm. Sd. & St. H.

Workers* Film Associatioa. 145 Wardour Street,

WI. Films of democratic and co-operative i

tcrest. Notes and suggestions for complete pro-

grammes. Some prints for sale. 35 mm. & 16 n

Svl & St. H.
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THE MOUSE,

THE BIRD &
THE SAUSAGE

Once upon a time a mouse, a bird, and a sausage took it into their heads to keep house together:

and, to be sure, they managed to live for a long lime very comfortably and happily; and beside that

added a great deal to their store, so as to become very rich. It was the bird's business to fly every day

into the forest and bring wood; the mouse had to carry the water, to make the fire, and lay the cloth

for dinner; but the sausage was cook to the household.

He who is too well-off" often begins to be lazy and to long for something fresh. Now it happened

one day that our bird met with one of his friends, to whom he boasted greatly of his good plight. But

the other bird laughed at him for a poor fool, who worked hard, whilst the two at home had an easy

job of it; for when the mouse had made her fire and fetched the water, she went and laid down in her

own little room till she was called to lay the cloth; and the sausage sat by the pot, and had nothing

to do but to see that the food was well cooked; and when it was meal-time, had only to butter, salt,

and get it ready to eat, which it could do in a minute. The bird flew home, and having laid his burden

on the ground, they all sat down to table, and after they had made their meal slept soundly until the

next morning. Could any life be more glorious than this?

The next day the bird, who had been told what to do by his friend, would not go into the forest,

saying, he had waited on them, and been made a fool of long enough: they should change about and

take their turns at the work. Although the mouse and the sausage begged hard that things might go

on as they were, the bird carried the day. So they cast lots, and the lot fell upon the sausage to fetch

wood, while the mouse was to be cook and the bird was to bring the water.

What happened by thus taking people from their proper work? The sausage set out towards the

wood, and the little bird made a fire, the mouse set on the pot, and only waited for the sausage to come

home and bring wood for the next day. But the sausage kept away so long that they both thought

something must have happened to him, and the bird flew out a little way to look out for him; but not

far off" he found a dog on the road, who said he had met a poor little sausage, and taking him for fair

prey, had laid hold of him and knocked him down. The bird made a charge against the dog for open

robbery and murder; but words were of no use, for the dog said he found the sausage out of his proper

work, and under false colours; and so he was taken for a spy and lost his Life. The little bird took up the

wood very sorrowfully, and went home and told what he had seen and heard. The mouse and he were

very grieved, but agreed to do their best to keep together.

The Little bird undertook to spread the table, and the mouse got ready the dinner; but when she

went to dish it up, she fell into the pot and was drowned. When the bird came into the kitchen and

wanted the dinner to put upon the table, no cook was to be seen; so he threw the wood about here,

there, and everywhere, and called and sought on all sides, but still could not find the cook. Meantime

the fire fell upon the wood and set it on fire; the bird hastened away to get water, but his bucket fell

into the well, and he after it; and so ends the story of this clever family.

REALIST FILM UNIT
47 OXFORD STREET, W. 1

Telephone: GERRARD 1958-9
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Films for the Services

WE ARE continuing to pursue our investigations into the

subject of films for the Services, and hope in subsequent

issues to pubHsh detailed reports. Meantime it is clear that

situation in this respect is far from satisfactory. There

would appear to be too little planning and too little co-

ordination; and while the Services must naturally retain con-

siderable independence in their film activities, it seems that

there should be a closer liaison with the Minister of Informa-

tion as regards their public relations activities, and with film

;xperts as regards their production problems. There is also

itill the need for fuller and freer production facihties, as various

film makers who have had to deal with the Air Ministry would

be the first to testify. But the Army, with its infinitely

larger number of men, is bound to be in the forefront in this

matter. It has its own Army Film Unit (under Major David

Macdonald), which has so far been limited in its production,

but claims to have been a generous (and often unacknowledged)

upplier of material to the newsreels. This Unit has been very

slow in getting under way, but criticism may well be withheld

until it has shown more considered results than hitherto.

There is also a department at the War Office called M.T.9,

which is concerned with Training Films. As these films are

apparently secret—except to those who make them—we are

net able to review them in D.N.L. The only thing about them

which is not secret is the widespread dissatisfaction which

exists regarding production methods and treatment of sub-

jects. We have yet to be convinced that the activities of this

department do not need careful investigation. Besides all these

considerations there remains the question of the entertain-

ment and general instruction of men in the Army, and our

information is that there are the sharpest variations of effi-

ciency in this respect in different areas. It is of vital importance

that the men in all our armies should not be denied the

values which the film can provide in the presentation of a true

picture of the world situation as well as of that in our own
country: this, in addition to regular entertainment, they

should certainly have.
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Departure Platform

ivi'K AL o\ tlic spinclcssness of British film propaganda

(which is examined nmrc fully in our leadingarticlc (his month)

is the continued survival of the British Council's Films Com-
mittee. This Committee must go. It represents an old-fashioned

and reactionary' outlook which can do this nation nothing but

harm amongst free and progressive peoples all o\er the world.

We doubt whether there is a single member of the Committee

whose claims to represent propaganda will stand a moment's

scrutiny, and this point of view is strengthened by the Com-
mittee's own claim that it is not concerned with propaganda

but with holding up some sort of a mirror. This is no time to

fool about holding up mirrors, and if the Committee is not

concerned with propaganda it ought to be sacked before it

wastes any more public moneys. The British Council as a whole,

tied as it is to the ili-laundcred apron strings of the Foreign

Otlicc. is not an organisation of which the British people ha\e

any reason to be proud; and its I ilms (X'partment certainly

represents an attitude of mind which is entirely divorced from

the urgencies of the moment.

Tatler—Anglo-Soviet Films

THE TAiLbR, Charing Cross Road, is to reopen on October

27th with an Anglo-Soviet film season. Programmes will be

comprised of Russian films including features, shorts ar '

newsrecls. Much of the material will be pro\ided b> t

Soviet War News Film Agency, and Mr. hor Montagu %.

be responsible for its selection. It is gratifying to find t!

decision to reopen the Tatler following so soon upon i'

suggestion in the Sicptcmber issue of D.N.L. All credit :

Commander Arthur Jarretl and Andrew Broom who ha

made re-opening possible. To many people .Andrew Bro"'

and the Tatler are synonymous. The Taller's unique succi.

was due to his imagination and drive, and his return to t:

management is the best possible augury for the future.

News from the Western Front

THi RL ARi occa^lon^ vOicn the nc\VNrccl>" conception .

•

propaganda is ludicrous. A few months ago an item dem*'

strated the power of British tanks by showing one of the

completing the destruction of bomb-wrecked British honu

A more recent report on our offensive in the West showi

H.M. the King inspecting what was said to be Britai'

first completely armoured division. To find such an item gi\.

premier place in the reels was a shock to audiences who

recently have seen our Russian allies involved in the bloodu

battle in the history of the world. The \ery idea of proudl

.

presenting this modest collection of tanks, artillen. and Brci

gun carriers, drawn up as if for a peace-time review, as i' -

principal evidence of Britain's war effort for the week. reve;il.

a staggering misconception of the need in the public mind ;

Britain to participate more activels in the war. Obviou^

there were many sound ways in which the scenes could h.;

been gi\en a genuine propaganda salue. For example, tl..

might ha\e been used to underline the weakness of our laivi

power and the need for increased production. Pro\ided th.-.i

somebody could have thought up a commentarv line to cxpl.i i

what happened to the sums of money voted for re-armament

the immediate pre-war years, the item might ha\c given

stimulus to production. But to present on the screen at t

moment in history an idle British army is one of the be

pieces of Na/i propaganda we have seen for a very long tir

Ser>icc »ilh a Sniilf

LATi SI Nl w s \Tom the Arnn I rainiiie Liini ironi is oi .» Wo
Guard Unit which thought that its personnel could be help

by instructional films. The Commanding Officer applied in ;

appropriate quarter for information about films which mighi

suitable and after six weeks and a few reminders he rcccixci

reply. UnfortunateK the envelope contained nothing bcv.-

an erratum slip to be inserted in a catalogue which he did •

possess and which he subscqucntl> disco\ercd had been ou;

print for some time. After a neighbouring Home Guard i.

had had a similar experience the whole idea was abandon.
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A CALL TO ACTION
False men were afraid and feigned blindness;

Some laid their legs under them, as such liars can do.

And made their moan for mercy. . . .

"This is a wild way without a leader

To follow each foot", said the folk together,

But Perkin the Plowman answered, "By Saint Peter,

I have half an acre to harrow by the highway!"

The Vision of Piers Plowman

[N THE MIDST of war there is the stirring of a new life, the

stirring of people who are young and of the new age. But still

in the midst of war there is another stirring, the bustling and

bombination of an older age frightened of what is coming.

Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the field of propa-

ganda, where timidity, evasiveness, ignorance and inaction are

'orming a smokescreen against facts which should in all

lonscience be inescapable.

The Nazis are waging a total war. This means that all effort

s geared to the military scheme. Their use of propaganda, no

ess than their use of new strategic tactics in the air or by means

)f panzer thrusts, is part of a basic challenge which must be

aken up. Our propaganda has had its Norways and its Cretes,

5ven if the defeats have been less immediately obvious and

spectacular.

In face of facts and of events it is no longer possible to conceive

)f propaganda as anything other than a weapon of equal military

mportance with Army, Navy or Air Force.

We have not mobiUsed our propaganda forces in the national

risis.

What is the record?

Has the film industry been mobilised? Have the production

itudios been incorporated in a definite and well-understood

3lan? Have the newsreels been properly utilised? Have short

ilm makers been given definite central guidance in their pro-

luction work? Has the dynamic force which lies in the docu-

nentary movement been allowed full outlet? Has there been

my planned division of effort in the various fields of propa-

ganda needs? Have the public screens of the country been

jiven a fair deal in the matter of propaganda?

To all these questions the answer is—No.

What are the reasons?

Firstly, a basic weakness which is a matter of national

;onscience. Here we refer to our present national leadership

vhich, pace Churchill's genius, is coming to be regarded as the

eadership of a bygone rather than of a present age.

In a world war in which systems of production, economics and

;ocial life are perforce being forged anew by both sides we

:annot afford to have our efforts directed by those whose outlook

s still dominated by the 19th century.

While the R.A.F. is the living example of an organisation of

'outh redressing the tottering balance of age, our services of

)ropaganda still represent the strangling of the new by the old.

This war has in part consisted most tragically of a series of

exposures of inefliciency in all spheres of effort. In each case the

inefficiencies have been due to failure to think in new terms.

But to think in new terms is the commission of propagandists

no less than of generals or admirals or air marshals.

Today all over the country people are seeing inefficiency and

a laissez-faire (if not reactionary) attitude holding back pro-

gressive action in their own particular jobs, and thereby they

are, not without justice, beginning to question the efficiency of

effort in other fields of which they have not first-hand

experience.

Said The Times Leader on September 24th :

Lay opinion can hardly pass judgment on issues of detail. But it is

entitled to tiie assurance that the adjustment (of aid to Russia) is made
in accordance with a considered plan of campaign, in which strategy

and production both play their part. ... It is also entitled to insist that

man-power allocated to industry should produce to full capacity, and

should be shackled to no considerations irrelevant to the winning of

the war. Here too uncomfortable questions are being asked.

Indeed, questions are being asked. And it is the task of propa-

gandists not merely to answer them, but to ask them too.

The official propagandists have failed to come up to scratch.

There is the sectional interest represented by the Civil

Service—as for instance in the exploitation of the propaganda

system by departmental politicians. In spite of the machinery

which has been set up at the M.O.I., there is still no effective

system by which the work of the 25-odd public relations officers

of Government departments can be related to a common plan.

There is the sectional interest represented by the Film

Industry, and we as an industry must in this respect realise

that the Trade in all its sections has in itself failed largely to

take up its own responsibilities.

There is, too, the sectional interest represented by the

intelligentsia, who have infected the M.O.I, with the virus o^

dilettantism, which brings with it epidemics of inadequacy

blandly self-confessed and excused, epidemics of unbelief, and

a constant rash of second-rate energies breaking out in foot-

ling and unco-ordinated little enterprises.

The question must be asked: Is the present leadership capable

of dealing with a new phase of hard and dynamic effort which we

must at all costs pursue, or perish?

Without for a moment trying to evade our own responsi-

bilities as leaders in our own half-acre, we ask the Minister of
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Inl'ormalion to conduct a searching re-cxamination of the

leadership in the field o\' propaL'anda

\Nc bflii-ve the mHoIi- lilm lndustr> hIII tinili' IT the sirisi Kfa

new force in all tieids of national etfort is niude aiti\i ihat is

if it is seen in positive and not in negative terms.

Here are some of the things which must be done.

There must be complete unity of the Film Industry as ;i

fighting force. In other words the Trade as a whole, \Mthoui

regard tt) sectional bias, must be in a position of f'ull> -planned

relationship with the Cjovernment as regards the nation's

propaganda needs.

I here must be a national mobilisation of the industry's man-

power.

Co-ordination of all fields of propaganda effort must be

tightened up. Apart from the special needs of the .Armed

Services (where a measure of independence as well as of

co-operation is essential) the Minister of Information should

sec that every film made is an active agent in a national plan

of public persuasion.

All propaganda films for the theatres must be bi)\-ot]ice.

The Director of the Films Division, if not the Minister himself,

should be in a position to guarantee this to the Trade.

The present consultations between feature producers and

Mr Bracken should lead to a plan for British feature produc-

tion strictly geared to the national mobilisation for war. If

necessary, finance for big films should be available.

As regards documentary, wc want a policy which will

extend the scope of our propaganda far beyond its present

narrow limits—a policy which will have a world perspective

on the strategy of the war, and which thereby will permit film

makers to range over wider and more varied concepts, and to

cover many more varied fields of interest.

NNc believe in propajjanda first and films second. NNe believe

that film propa^anda is still beinj; mishandled. Ue challenjie the

l.aodiceansof the i-iims Division if indeed they have not already

abandoned the struggle to disprove this statement.

In this fight of the common people to order their own exist-

ence propaganda is a pan/cr weapon. But the litlle old n en,

the paralytics of the Civil Service, the dilettantes and the

reactionaries are blocking the road.

Vision must be translated into policy, and policy into

action.

VNe demand a nev* deal in our propaganda services. \Ne

demand a nation-v^ide call to action.

Ihe world situation is now so critical that it is imperative to

formulate withi)ut delay new directives for democratic feeling,

thought and action.

.Ml media of propaganda partictilarlv press, radio and film

must be mobilised inmiediulelv.

Direil, clear slaliineni is urgeiil iiii<ler Ihe fdlldwiii-; two

heads:

1. NSOKI I) SI K \ II (,^.

2. \S \H I \( I l( s \M) \N VK I'OI I( ^ Ol (.Kl \l

BRM AIN AM) HKR KMPIRK.
These statements should be made through all propaganda

mcdi.i.

As regards films the following subjects should be put into

production at once and completed without delay.

j)re« ntid un a iiiucfi hroader

idea of till tactics of Jhe

1 of Miilitar\ and eeononiic

I. uoRi I) sIR\I^c;^

I fie Morid siiiiation iiiusi Ik

front. I he |)eo|)ie must ha\e a i

«ar in relation to the NM.rld distril.ui

forces.

Flr\i fil/ii. The military and economic position in the world
now. The relation between the opposing military powers as

regards land power, sea power and the power over raw mate-
rials. (A film of this sort should appear each month, related

to the immediate strategical position.)

Second film. The role of the L'.S.S.R. in the war. Why Ger-
many attacked Russia and the means by which she hopes to

defeat her. The strength which Germany would have at her

disposal if she were to beat Russia. How Russia is defendinc

herself. The aid which she needs from Britain and the United

States and how it can be and is being supplied.

Third film. Perspective on Germany. It is time that the people

of Britain were given a direct and objective picture of what

they are up against, not in terms of ideologies and barbarisms

of which they are extremely well aware, but in terms of Ger-

many's political organisation, military power, military and

economic planning, and her relations with other countries,

particularly those which remain neutral.

:. W \K l\(ll(s \\|) W \K I'OIKN Ol (.Kl\l
BKIIAIN \M) HKR KNUMRK

First film. Man-power. The position of skilled man-power in

this country as regards .Allied needs. This to be a statement on

the question of what proportion of skilled man-power is needed

in the Services and what proportion for the supply of war

materials. It is essential that the present public confusion of

thought on this matter should be cleared up once and for all.

Second film. Arc we eating too much? Arc we using for food

supplies shipping which might well be transferred to military

use? This film should raise the question of whether all the types

of foodstuffs being imported are vitally necessary from a

nutritional standpoint. It would also give a detailed stud>

of the need for a rational distribution of nutritional foods to

the population of this country. This film also provides oppcvr-

tunits to expose the black market racket.

Third film. Raw materials. The pre-war, present and post-war

disposition and control of essential raw materials m relation

to the policies laid down in the Atlantic Charter.

Fourth film. Strategy of the war in terms of will. A study of the

Will to Win based on the direct challenge to the will-power of

the democracies represented by the Na/i machine. The film

would describe the steps which must be taken to build a demo-

cratic will of superior strength based on the rights of man and

translatable into immediate, efficient and successful action.
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ROSTER OF M.O.L FILMS, SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1939, TILL
AUGUST 31st, 1941

We are indebted to the Ministry of liiformation for permission to publish the following lists of films and statistical analysis.

1. THEATRICAL AND NON-THEATRICAL RELEASES
* indicates a five-minute film, f indicates a 5 minute film acquired from an outside source. Names in brackets do not appear on the credit titles

of the films concerned. "O" indicates that a film has been sent overseas. "/?"' indicates a D.N.L. review. "W" indicates that the film has been

withdrawn from the Central Film Library.

PROD. UNIT
RELEASE DATE

Adeste Fideles Strand B. Wright R. Keene
R. Bond

Crown (H. Watt) (R. Elton)
G.B. Screen Servic F. Searle

Alert in the East Movietone G. Sanger (Edited by
Perrin

tAlbert's Savings Merton Park W. Williams H. Purcell

British Found. Pic R. Haines
All Hands Ealing M. Balcon J. Cars.airs

*Any Old Iron Merton Park - -
•Ashley Green Goes to School Strand A. Shaw J. Eldndge

•A-tish-oo! Verity Jay Lewis (Jay Lewis
M. Munde

*A.T.S. Army Film Unit — (H. Stewar

Bampton Shows the Way Realist P. Rotha B. Peake
Behind the Guns Merton Park C. Musk M. Tully

Britain Can Take It

(Carrier Pigeons)
Casserole Cooking
•Channel Incident

•Christmas Under Fire
•Citizens' Advice Bureau
(Citizens' Army)
Coal Front
Coastal Defence
Crumbs and Crust

•Dawn Guard, The

Defeat Diphtheria
Do It Now
(Drums in the Desert)

•Eating Out

Emergency Cooking Stove

(Feed the Furnaces)
•Fighter Pilot

Fighting Fields

First Days, The
Fitness for Service

Five and Under

•Food for Thought
Food from the Empire
From the Four Comers

From the Seven Seas
•Front Line, The
Furnaces of Industry

•Heart of Britain, The

•Her Father's Daughter
Herrings
•Home Guard

How to Dig

India's Navy Grow

•flndia Marches

See Mobile Canteen
D. &P. B. Hur
See Winged Messengers

(H. Watt)
L. Arliss

B. Woolfe

M. Balcon

J. Boulting

Paul Rotha Prods. P. Rotha
G.P.O. —
See Italy Beware

G.P.O.
G.B.I.
Paul Rotha Prods.

G. Sanger

Mary Field

A. Cavalcanti

P. Rotha

J. Croydon

R. Boulting

B. Peake

P. Jackson
(Edited by H.
Jennings)
D. Dickinson

D. Taylor and
I. Moffat

{continued on next page)
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:d overseas 11/40

O. Home T. distribution by United Artists
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O. R. Vol. I, No. XII, p. 9
O. American version titled : This is England. R. Vol. II,

p. 48
O. With Jennifer Gray, Viola Lyel and others
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2. NEWSREEL TRAILERS
(Average length: 170 ft.)

TITLE OR THEME PROD. UNIT

What to do in an Air Raid _ Home Security

Incendiary Bomb Universal Home Security

Local Defence Volunteers War Office

Anderson Shelter (1) Pathe Home Security

Gas Masks G.B. Home Security

Your Home as an Air Rai d Shelt r Universal Home Security

Post Early Pathe G.P.O.

Anderson Shelter (2) Universal Home Security

Morning Blackout G.B. Home Security

Economical Use of Coal Mines Departm
Recruits for Munitions A. Buchanan Labour

Stop that Fire Crown Home Security

Carry Your Gas Mask Universal Home Security

Diphtheria G.B. Health

Paper Saving Universal Supply

Help for the Homeless G.B. Health and Ho
Shelter at Home Movietone Home Security

Restricted distribution

3. COLONIAL FILM UNIT PRODUCTIONS
These films, supervised by Mr. George Sellers, are designed for exhibition to African audiences. After the outbreak of war nine films were acquired

from the British Council, the Imperial Institute and Messrs. Kodak Ltd. These films—some of which had to i e re-edited included not only Empire

subjects, but "Killing the Killer" (a fight between a mangoose anl a cobra to symboliz; Churchill ?.nl Hit'.en anl a Chiplin film. Since then the

following new productions have been completed.

British Army, The
Mr. English at Home
Story of Cotton. The
Royal Air Force, The
Guns in the Desert

Progress in the Colonies

English and African Life

African in London, An

Note: On August l>\st 1941, a further s

ited from a film in the Imperial Institute

lied chiefly from library material by BRn

from a film in the Kodak Library

e awaiiing despatch—one was being edited and other

4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NUMBERS OF FILMS

Type of film Number of films delivered

Year ending Year ending

Aug. 3 1.1 940 Aug. 3 1,1 941 total

Non-T films

Films for overseas use only .

Trailers

Colonial Film Unit Productions

FOOTAGES OF FILMS

Combined footage of films delivered

Year ending Year ending

Aug.31,1940 Aug.31,1941 total

5-Minute films 5,074 33,390 38,464

Mircellaneaus and films for 16,426 14,2?0 30,716

commercial release

Non-T films - 42.987 42,987

Films for overseas use only . . 2,107 8,327 10,434

TOTAL . . 23,607 98,994 122,601

Trailers 510 2,380 2,890

Colonial Film Unit Productions 3,980 10,149 14,129
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I OR nil past >c.ir tlic Ministry of Agriculture

has been priKlucin^; and hiiiljmi; up a librar>' of

lirst-cl.i-,s instrui-iional lilnis. ! he lilms. which

arc rnuluccd lor them h> the M O.l , are mainly

lor non-thcalriv.il ^lunwnL .iiul .iP.iit Ir.-in one

on hack \ aril p.

olhci I.>

nlci

HcMacN these there's the ti\c-minute theatrical

iiliii /J/t,' /,)/- I'uiory, made partly from cuts of the

msiruciionals. lor the farmers, films on rat-

destruction and silage are completed and films

on building and thatching a stack, on ditching

and on ploughing are in what is known as

,ii.ii\c preparation." A fi\e-minule theatrical

liim \. » l( MN has already been shown. The
-.v'M. ,,,,.„, I films will Iv road-shown at

'"I capacity at the appropriate

hing particularly plcas;inl about

_
,

I'f these films, quite apart from

ihc siiipiiMiigc\pericnccof lindinga government

department actively engaged in any sort Of long-

term tilm production programme. In the first

place the lilms, apart from Div Im Viiiory. are

not in any way propaganda in the narrow

patronising sense in which it is often understooil

by government departments. The gardening

lilms, for mst.ince, do not set out to persuade you

to take an allotment, they do not even particu-

larly boost this or that way of doing a job: they

assume that their audience is alrc;idy interested in

the subject and go on to show one proved and

successful way of doing certain jobs. And it is

just because of this that they are such line

propaganda for gardens and allotments in

general. Ihere can he hardly anybody who. after

watching the skill and control with which the lad

in the films diK-s his gardening and the pleasure

he obvioiislv takes m his work and in handling

his pl.uits, wont coiKX-ive an envy for that skill

and love, and want to get himself a garden or

allotment and try and match it for himself. Or. if

he .ilready has or>e, hell want to keep it more up

to the mark. These lilnis, perhaps for the first

time in British prop.iganda. put a good case for

diM-iphne not the fake, blind discipline of

Tiiivri tor Tiwivhi. but real discipline, the discip-

line ol the job Soil needs digging and looking

aficr, pl.ints need care and attention, and if they

don't get It. or don't get it just when they want it.

voull sec ihem wither <>r run to seed before your

eves. In other words yt>u get your nose rubbed

in .1 lew hard facts of nature and grtiwth How
dilTcrcnt this hcalthv disciplmc is from the fake,

m.is»Khisiic disciplines that .irc all that, s.iv, the

N.ition.il Savings (amp.iign has to oiler, with Ms

appeal to sportsm.inship .ind patriotism, or the

Minisirv of I »m.,I with its priggish l.ilk of 'lair

shares " and I ord W»H)lton doing a ornr-nun

picket of lu\ur> grecnguKcrs, because they so\\i

strawberries at 2^\. a pound. Show a man a job

that needs doing and he'll get on with it. We're

not by nature Kibit/crs as the Americans call

•pie who stand and watch a job being done.

' King through London the morning after a

1 every bodv must have fell the strength of the

I lo slop and lend a hand to the lad sweeping

lie glass or tunnelling under the debris to pull

,
il out. Any gardener knows the feeling which

so often makes him a nuis;mcc to his neighbours.

of wanting to put right, for its own sake, anv thing

that is wrong with anv plant he claps eyes on.

You can't walk a couple of yards with a gardener

without him darting aside to pull up a weed, nip

olT a shoot or help a plant up its stick. This

discipline of knowing what has to be done and

dedicating yourself to the task of seeing that it is

done, is the onlv discipline worth having, and

not the least merit of these films is that they do

in fact imply jusi that discipline.

The gardening films are, so far. the more

fascinating of the two. In the same wav that gar-

dens and allotments are on a smaller scale and

have a more intensified culture than fields and

farms, so the gardening lilms are themselves more

detailed and concentrated than the farming ones.

The gardening films are being made with the co-

operation of the Royal Horticultural Society,

which guarantees that they will be free of

gardening howlers, though of course you

will never get two gardeners to agree on the

proper way to do anv job. What is more, the

makers of the films h i\e cU-vcrlv ..wn.le.l ihc

aura of royal patronage, large gardens and

estates, and forelock-pulling under-gat.kner-

which hangs over the activities of the K> .::

Horticultural Society. As he goes about u.i . . •

on his allotment, the lad in the filim lotk^

pleasantly sturdy and independent, and seems to

be doing the work to please himseir, and lo be

setting his own rhythm. Which brings us lo

another point that emerges through these garden-

ing films: at a >ime when a man's pbce in the

world is becoming iiKreasingly complicated and

remote from diaxt and active rcsponsibilm

gardening olTers a job where, within the s^; !i;,iu

that Its own discipline demands, a man ^,i:i p;e.i-<

himself, set his own pace and savour his own

proper position in the universe.

The farming films arc necessarily more purch

instructional in etTert. Farm labourers, naturallv

.

as hired men. cannot feci the independence in

their jobs thai gardeners do; though it is sur-

prising how far a farm worker will identify him-

self w ith his job. and take complete responsibility

for it and for its efTccLs. Anyw-ay, the films do

concentrate on the job for its own sake. .!•> de-

manded by the nature of things, with onlv a vers

sidelong glance at present expediencies and ihe

profit system. And so the Ministry of Agriculture

can rest assured that their films will be just as

good and valuable after Ihe war. Let's give a

hearty welcome lo these films, nol only for the

fascination of seeing a job well doiK. not only

for their value as instruction, bui also for the

clear edge of their message. or»c of the few

prop;igiinda weapons that will not lum against

SOXIET FILMS
1 MUM R parties. Ir.idc I nions .md Co-oper.itivc

SiKieties can now show sound-films of Russia's

heroic resistance to the Na/i invader.

The Workers' film Asstviation Ltd. have been

entrusted with the distribution of all newly

released sub-standard Soviet films. So far those

released include L'.S S.R. For yiclory, in which

Stalin's famous "scorched earth" appeal to the

Soviet people is reprotluced in F.nglish. The film

of Molotov addressing the .Soviet workers,

concluding with the signing of the Anglo-

Soviet P.ict IS also in Ihe hands of the W LA
for distribulu>n to democratic bixlies. LiH-al

Coiinifr Atiiuk will Iv ready in a few days. The

price for hiring these films is: L.S.S.R For

liciory (20 minutes). 10.«. per day; Kfohuov's

Sprcch and 7/n- SigninK- of the Anglo-Soviei Pact

(12 minutes). t\s. per day ; Local Counter Attack

(7 minutes), ^s. per dav

The W.I A. offer to all wx»rkers' organisations

a full week of film show^, v*ilh as manv shows

each dav as thcv can organise, for the sum of

£1S IHv per week of m\ days.

\S here it is beyond the means ofa single org.i'i

isation to take advantage of this offer. vct>

successful Film Weeks can bi run by ihc joint

action of neighbouring Parties. Unions or Co-

ops. By moving the show from one place to

another during the week, the films reach a wide

audience and generally stimulate a demand for

more show> in other districts. Apart from v

news, the scheme provides for a wide r.ingc of

s*vial. sports, instructional and cnicri.iinnKnt

films, a gre,it manv of which have been photo-

graphed by workers in various parts of the world

.•Xrrangemcnts can be nude to provide advance

publicity in the form of specially dcsigneil

posters and handbills at cost price.

-.Tie W.F.A. Film Servicx is a great boon i

workers' organisations during the wartinv

winter months when activities are diflWuli to

arrange. Further details can be obtained from

the Secretary -Manager. Workers' Film Ass<ki.

tion Ltd.. Transport House. Smith Squan

London. S W' I 1. "hoiv \ iciona ^iU.

F\tension 264.
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS

Peace—by Adolf Hitler. Production: March of

Time (No. 4, seventh year). Distiihution: R.K.O.

Radio Pictures. 18 minutes.

THIS LATEST March of Time item is obviously

directed against isolationist sentiment in the

United States. Its object is to persuade isola-

tionists and American citizens likely to be in-

fluenced by isolationist views, that any assur-

ances by Hitler that he has no designs against

America are as worthless as his similar promises

to the succession of European states whom he has

in turn attacked and destroyed. Each section of

the film begins with a Hitler promise to a neutral

country, recited in English translation with a

German accent, and supported by the written

text on the screen. Then we are shown graphic-

ally in terms of newsreel scenes of war how faith-

fully the promise has been kept. The climax is

the Russo-German pact followed by scenes on

Germany's Eastern Front. All this perfidy is re-

lated to a description of the activities of Ameri-

can peace groups who still believe that America

should negotiate with Hitler. The moral is clear.

The basic idea is, of course, brilliant in its

simplicity. Yet something has gone wrong in

translating it into screen terms. The film is quite

unmoving. The approach is dry and academic

and without that delayed dramatic punch which

can come from clever understatement. This fault

has lately been noticeable in many March of

Time items. One has the impression that less care

than formerly is taken with the commentary and

that, as a result, the dramatic overtones and

emphases which were once a characteristic,

particularly of the international items, are now
missing. There are few examples these days of

the old March of Time trick of giving a line of

commentary an unexpected twist by a particu-

larly brilliant choice of image. One remembers,

also, the opposite process of giving new signific-

ance to a familiar image by some mot juste in

commentary. The item on Austria of a few years

ago was particularly strong in such examples of

March of Time virtuosity in relating picture to

spoken word. You may remember that it ended

with a megalomaniac extract from "Mein
Kampf" viciously attacking France and asserting

Germany's determination to dominate the world,

and that this was illustrated by quiet scenes of

French peasants working amongst German war-

graves of 1914-18. It is very much to be hoped

that March of Time, which still leads the field in

pictorial journalism, is not going to slip back into

commonplace, run-of-the-week, picture-com-

mentary stuff. There obviously must be a danger

of staleness after so many years in the same
kind of production, and perhaps all that is needed

a reminder of the original March of Time dis-

covery that the greatest dramatic power does not

come exclusively from picture or from com-
mentary but from the imaginative skill with

which the two are related.

A Good Landfall. Strand Film Co. for the

Salvation Army. Producer: Basil Wright. Direc-

tion: Michael Gordon. Camera: Lionel Banes.

With Caven Watson and Cyril Chamberlain.

9 minutes.

A Good Landfall is the story of a night train

from Edinburgh. It is packed with men of the

Services, the threads of whose lives interweave

for a few hours of the night. One of these is a

little Scots sailor who has just left his child in a

hospital—her life at crisis. He is going to sea and

months will pass in desperate anxiety before he

gets a word of her fate. His harassed spirit is

seen in his face. By a stratagem against time

another kindly man makes news of the verdict

possible.

The film is good propaganda because it is an

exciting account of kindly people helping them-

selves. The Salvation Army and the cupper tea

—also part of the story—do not intrude.

It is good propaganda because it gives the

lie to that "just a cog in a great machine" com-

plex. At any rate the little Scots sailor and his

fellow-passenger mesh into a side-train of gears

which run back to a source more fundamental

than some self-willed mainspring in a brass hat.

Photography, direction and story all deserve

high marks. The Scots sailor (Caven Watson) is a

great find, a vivid and natural player. In parts

I had the feeling of seeing a French film.

The Children See it Thru'. A Paul Rotha Pro-

duction. Direction: Yvonne Fletcher. Com-
mentary: Arthur Mann.

THERE are times when a film bridges the difficult

gulf between supplication and documentary,

when exposition and purpose narrowly interlock.

Yvonne Fletcher's lucid and unselfconscious

little film covering both these territories, is of

necessity a compromise. It is, however, an honest

piece of reporting and an irresistibly moving plea.

If American audiences, for whom exclusively

the picture was made, can resist the message of

these gasmasked babes babbling in the shelter,

hopscotching and playing "touch" in the grisly

ruins of shattered slum streets, then they must

indeed be stony of heart and sterile of imagina-

tion.

The Children See it Thru'' is a screen argument

in favour of assistance for the American Save the

Children Committee's work with chUd victims

of the London blitz. Its technique is simple

—

a detached sober glimpse of the bombing, of lisp-

ing babes in respirators, of the playground in the

debris—and of the translation by the A.S.C.M.

of the children to the rest-homes and nurseries in

the sylvan peace of the countryside. Back of it all

the sober undramatic voice of Arthur Mann,
European representative of the Mutual Broad-

casting system, underlines the visual factors,

brings the factual story to propaganda life, gives

the film that final American ratification which

should cement its appeal in the U.S.A.

Wisely, since the film aims to reach a wide

American audience, than which there is nothing

more heterogeneous, Yvonne Fletcher has

avoided cinematic smart-alecry, eschewed pseudo

montage, disdained trick camera angles. It is

plain reportage in elementary terms, and all the

more convincing and persuasive for its freedom

from cliches or technical platitudes. Pointed is

the device that when the tale of rescue and relief

has been told brings the camera back with a jolt

to the gasmasked babies and the rubble, wise the

judgment which avoids horrors for the sake of

making the spectator's flesh creep.

It is a vast subject and one slight film can but

touch the fringe of it. But touch it exactly and

convincingly it does : it should be the first of a

whole series.

Eating at Work. Production: Strand for the

British Commercial Gas Association. Associate

Producer: Edgar Anstey. Direction: Ralph Bond.

Photography: Gerald Gibbs. Distribution: Non-

theatrical. 12 minutes.

Eating at Work is a film mainly about factory

canteens. Rationing, bombing, evacuation, over-

time, night shift, housewives at work, have all

complicated the business of workers getting them-

selves properly fed, and factory canteens, supple-

mented by the communal British Restaurants,

are often the most obvious and ideologically

sound solution. This film makes the case for that

solution, and it is interesting to consider for

whose information it was thought necessary to

make such a film. Sensibly and naturally the film

does not waste its time appealing to the already

convinced general public. Workers and house-

wives do not need to be told that this is the way to

do the thing, they know it already. The people

who need telling are those factory managements

which are too mean and shortsighted to provide

proper canteens for their workers; and govern-

ment departments which are too scared of these

vested interests to compel them to, and too in-

fluenced by the representatives of chain restaur-

ants installed in high executive and advisory posi-

tions in the Government to give proper publicity

and facilities for British Restaurants. The num-

ber of British Restaurants in this country could

be doubled in a month if local authorities were

properly informed of their obligations and rate-

payers of their opportunities.

So far so good. The line of the film, as we ex-

pect of Ralph Bond, is sound. But technically the

film is a great disappointment. It is admittedly a

diflicult subject to treat dramatically, but some

sort of effort should have been made to get be-

yond the old March of Time technique of the

whole story told in a straight and continuous

commentary "illustrated" by more or less rele-

(continued on p. 191)
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suiruls for the iisc of film as a

medium of propaganda and in-

struction in the interests of the

pcMpie of (ireat Britain and the

I mpire and in the mtercsts of

common people all o\er the

uorld.
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ARMY IT TATS
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this .irliili l)> .1 Itiliniijl ixpirl «li i ti.r

- ' \r 1 \si, .iCLordmf to the Press, the »,)r !->

i>i he filmed from the British side! The army will

rclcisc one hundred non-commissioned men for

mimcdiiile training as iront-line mo\ie camera-

men. The> will gi> ror\K.ird with the arm> -^as far

Ibrward as the tiyhting men. The action pictures

\^hich they are lo bring hack will till a need which

h js been obvious lor a long time. They will provide

meat for the newsreels, material for the broader

ssseep of the dtKumentary director, and also

background and detail lor the producer of army
instructional films.

In a recent number of D.N.L. Aldet^man J.

Reeves wrote as follows of the ordinary civilian:

"Ik has long and tedious hours of hard work,

having lost many of the amenities which he had

obtained after years of struggle, and although the

insecurity of peace times is more or less absent, he

contemplates the peace with some misgivings, for

if the last war is a criterion he may again have to

face years of uncmplovmcnt. He sees no film on

his achievements. No attempt is made to credit

him with offering his all in the interests of mili-

1 iry success and vet that is what he is literally

doing." After 18 months' service I could not avoid

thinking that much of what he said applied to the

ordinary soldier as well as to the ordinary civi-

h.iiil There has been no Target for Tonight for the

.irniy yet. There have been few spectacular vic-

tories for the army, and perhaps for this reason

no cinematic '"glory." (Coming of a generation

which puts no great store in the spectacular. I am
not sorry that film men have been unable to

reproduce another Charge of the Light Brigadel)

But one cannot help thinking that there is

abundant material for good documentary films

presenting a balanced picture of the war as it is

Ibught today. In spite of the necessary restric-

tions, literary men have been able to produce a

lew interesting "di>cumenlary" books about the

war; for instance Linklalcr's account of army
hlo in the Shetlands, Orkneys, and Iceland, while

Maseficld's "Nine D.ivs' Wonder" is a good
aecounl. at least of the naval side, of the evacua-

tion from Dunkirk. (It would have been belter

still had the cens*irship been less destructive!)

But there is ant>thcr side to war films. Besides

being a good medium for propaganda, they arc

also one of the best methods of rapid instruction.

Recently in the Sunday Express there was a leader

on the idea of training all men - from 16-70 -on
how to use a rifle. It added "The film can he a

vnuit aiil and hall a \lu-ci of elementary instruc-

ii,>it\ can he put in rev i \imple terms." I do not

rcvall a similar suggestion being made when the

HonK Guard was formed, or for that matter

when the ihous;mds of raw recruits were volun-

teering or being conscripted in the early months
oi the war. We move with the times. Now, af^cr

luo ve.irs of war. w« l->cgin to recognise the use

' lilm fi>r training purpi^scs!

1 III \-<

There is much leeway to be made up in the w
of military instructional films. D.S.L. has done
a signal service by exposing anomalies which be-

set the use of films for this purpose in the

services. In the House of Commons recently

Viscount Hinchingbrooke said that he had seen

only two since the war began. Perhaps readers

will remember that in a letter to D.S.L. I pointed

out that during 18 months in the Army, spent

with G.H.Q. l-rdncc, and ^ith a training unit in

this country, I never so much as heard of a film

until January, 1941. And then it was one which

had just been made, and of which the authorities

were so ashamed that the majority opinion after

its premiere was "Just-what-wc-didn't-want

:

we-must -make-sure- this-is-never-shown-to- the
troops'" -tfw film having been made, by the way.

by an all-army film unit ! I might add that

although I did not sec a single training film during

the whole of my 18 months in the Army,
E.N.S.A. was kind enough to bring its mobile

cinema to our village in France where my branch

of G.H.O — from brigadiers to batmen—were
regaled with programmes of Mickey Mouse films

and Hollywood features!

Thinking about the scant use nude of training

films since has made me wonder. On one hand I

hear there arc plenty of training films in cvistctHx

but not many projectors. If that is the case, then

why is it that E.N.S..A. should have been so

plentifully supplied with mobile cinemas? For

surely training comes before entertainment, and.

in any case, those projectors which were being

used to show Mickey Mouse films in the e\eninvs

only could have been ufcd to show instructional

films during the day. Then there arc others who
tell me that there are plenty of projectors, but

there are not sufficient training films. I don't

know which is true, but the stones I have been

told have been so contradictory that they make
me vonder whether the whole business of train-

ing films for the army has not been scnously

bungled.

\'iscount HiiKhingbrookc made tiK point in his

speech reported in P.\.L. that films «->uld pro-

vide an excellent record of manoeuvres which

ci^uld later be shown to the men who had taken

p;irt in them. It will he very interesting to see

whether the War OfTkc docs anything about this

The new army film unit is going to be very

useful in providing records of fighting both real

and "nux-k" (mancruvrcs, etc. I. which can then

be used for both propaganda and instruction (as

well as for record purposes af\er the war>

propaganda lo the general public (and for non-

spccialist showing to the tnx^psl and instruction

for the troops in specialist matters.

Readers of D.S.L. who are interested in mili-

tary inaltcrs arc bound to have read Tom
Wmtringham's articles, and even if they have

found themselves in dis,igrccnKnl, either politic-
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ally or militarily, will admit that these provoca-

tive articles have anticipated certain German tac-

tics with remarkable foresight. I remember

particularly an article in Picture Post in which he

outlined a method of attack in depth by dive

bombers and parachute troops, followed by a

main attack by troops landed from boats and air-

borne troops, which anticipated the German at-

tack upon Crete. If surprise is still a considerable

factor in attack, then the best defence is still pre-

paredness, not only with up-to-date equipment

but with up-to-date ideas about military tactics.

The Germans would have lost a proportion of

the advantage gained by surprise if the men in

Crete had known what to expect beforehand as

Wintringham apparently did. (I appreciate that

shortage of equipment was the deciding factor in

Crete, but I think also that certain features of the

defence—e.g. the loss of the air fields—suggested

that our Command did not fully understand the

tactics intended by the enemy until it was too

late.) What Tom Wintringham could achieve in

words and with a few photographs could have

been reproduced even more vividly by the use of

film. How useful a film of the attack on Crete

would have been to other soldiers, and that is

the type of film which must be made, either from

actual battle scenes or pieced together from films

taken during training. Troops without any battle

experience do well in their first battle // their

training has been modern and realistic. Films can

help to provide that realistic background to

normal training.

Background and an impression of military

tactics are two of the subjects which can be

shown by means of films. They are also import-

ant for teaching details and for revising a sub-

ject. Gas lectures, an example of teaching detail,

in my opinion might well be replaced by a

film on the subject. All too often these lectures

consist of a perfunctory reading from a textbook

by some person who is not particularly well

versed in gas warfare, nor particularly interested

in it. A film could do the job more eflnciently and
with less boredom for the rookie. Then, too, in

initial stages of training the recruit is given so

many fiddling details—e.g. about the parts of the

rifle or of the Bren gun, including many seem-

ingly irrelevant details such as weight of gun,

weight of tripod, etc., etc.—to memorise that he

needs some handy method of revision. Films

could provide such a method.

The best soldier today is one who knows
most about the whole subject of soldiering. He
cannot expect to have a specialist's knowledge of

the functions and powers of the various military

arms, but he should have some general idea. The
dangers of ignorance were well illustrated at

Dunkirk when all too many men were driven to

distraction because they thought our fighters were

not doing their utmost over the Dunkirk beaches.

Such ignorance is a reflection, not upon the men
(who were probably rather less ignorant of the

fundamental ideas of air-co-operation than their

superiors— v/V/e Crete!) but upon the high-ups

who have not altogether got rid of the abysmal
cannon-fodder idea which has no place in

modern warfare, as—happily—such men as Sir

John Dill and General Wavell repeatedly stress.

NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS
(continuedfrom p. m)

vant shots. There is not a single sync, sequence

other than an office-desk scene introducing a

pleasant woman canteen-manager who is to do

the commentary for the rest of the film, and the

only natural sound is the background to the non-

stop commentary. This reduces the film to little

more than a lantern-slide lecture; the points that

this film wishes to make, important points,

simply cannot be put over by a commentator

announcing them, accompanied by vague mid-

shots ; some attempt should have been made to

dramatise the story, and we have the right to ex-

pect it from people like Bond and Anstey. As a

result, all that remains in the memory is not any-

thing about canteens and feeding, but a pleasant

pan over the yards of a locomotive works, and

the superb free gesture of a worker as, left-

handed, he slings out his tea-slops on to the

workshop floor. The film, really, should have been

about that worker and his mates.

How to Dig. Production: Selwyn Films Ltd.

Direction: Jack Ellitt. Camera: Jack Parker.

Commentator: Roy Hay. Distribution: M.O.L
Non-Theatrical. 15 mins.

How to Dig is a simple instructional film on
digging, intended for beginners who have just

taken over an allotment for the first time.

It covers four ways of digging—starting from

scratch, stripping the turf and bastard trenching

with the turf buried one spit down, ordinary

trenching with top and bottom spits reversed,

digging with manure, and digging without man-
ure. There are, of course, many other kinds of

digging, but you will never get any two gardeners

to agree on the simplest point, so the film is wise

to limit itself to showing one way only, so as not

to confuse the beginner.

The film is extremely well made; nicely shot,

put together neatly, and the commentary clear

and well punctuated. Apart from the usual

gardener's quibbles, the only criticism that can

be made of the film is that it is too idealistic.

The man doing the work is obviously an expert

gardener and he has a very light loam to work
on. Off comes the turf, easy as pie, down goes

the spade, one shove of the foot, coming up

clean as a whistle, and the clods break up before

they even reach the ground. Very few people

will ever have ground so easy to work, where the

spade doesn't clog with every spit taken. If

beginners try to work their own soil with the

ease and speed that this lad does, they'll half

kill themselves in under an hour and be liable

to get discouraged. But it's always pleasant to

see a job done really well, and everybody, not

beginners only, should be able to get something

from this film.

H.M. Minelayer. Production: Verity. Producers:

Sidney Box and James Carr. Direction: Henry

Cass. M.O.I. 5 minutes.

THE OPENING sccnes of H.M. Minelayer pro-

duce the atmosphere of a dramatic and exciting

film. The mines move slowly into position and

the ship prepares for the night's adventure. We
want to know what's inside the envelope which

the captain must not open until he is ten miles

out, and with high hopes we wait for the mine-

layer to set sail. And then suddenly the atmo-

sphere changes and we find ourselves looking at

a scene which reminds us of a holiday cruise, as

the minelayer sails out of harbour in a beautifully

calm sea with the sun setting in the background.

We realise our mistake but anxiously look for

storm clouds and the flash of guns; but nothing

happens. A mouth-organ, laughter, singing, at the

sound of these all our lingering hopes of action

die away.

The captain reads his orders, the mines are one

by one dropped over the side. And then a plane is

heard ; a sailor asks if they should open fire, we
feel like shouting yes, but the gunner is told to

wait, and it goes away. The minelaying goes on,

and all we feel is disappointment.

Cavalcanti and Watt made a much more ex-

citing job of North Sea and the John Gillman

only had fish on board. Why wasn't a mine dis-

lodged? Why didn't the plane bomb the mine-

layer? Why weren't enemy mines narrowly

missed? Why was I led to expect so much and

then given so little? There seemed to be so many
opportunities for action and all were missed. All

the time I had waited for something to happen

and nothing had.

The Pilot is Safe. Production: Crown Film Unit

Direction: Jack Lee. Photography: Skeets Kell>'

Distribution: M.O.I. 5 minutes.

The Pilot is Safe is a simple film about the

Channel Rescue Service. A fighter pilot coming

back from a daylight sweep over France has to

bale out over the Channel. He manages to climb

into his inflated rubber dinghy and awaits rescue.

Meanwhile his descent has been spotted by the

Coastguard and Observer Corps who report to

the Rescue Service. Rescue launches put out and

a Westland Lysander takes off to try to spot for

for them. After a time he is spotted from the

shore again and the plane leads the launches to

him. When the B.B.C. news is read that evening

he is sitting with brother officers in London
having a drink.

On the face of it, a plain enough tale. But the

film has been shot and edited with such economy
and energy that it takes on a quite vivid quality of

excitement.Jack Lee is obviously a lad who, in

his own way, has quite an independent contri-

bution to make.

So much said, what of the film as a whole?

In essence it is the same old Crown stuff, propa-

ganda that with the change of names and uniform

could be used without any alteration at all by

Germany, Italy or Japan at will. There's the same

old feeling of blind acceptance of your function

as a cog in the machine, a feeling which Fascism

knows only too well how to exploit, the same

spoilt-baby pilot. And yet in a strange sort of

way Jack Lee has managed to get a different sort

of quality into the film as well. It may be the

actual beauty of some of the shots—the launches

putting out or speeding over a glass-smooth sea,

the manoeuvring of the Lysander, or it may be

that he himself presents a certain critical attitude.

Whatever it is, I invite him to hang on to it and
fight for it for all he's worth, but I warn him that

will take some doing.
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FILM OF
THE MONTH

MEET JOHN DOE
Production and Direction: Frank Capra for War-
ner Bros. Script: Robert Riskin. Photography:

George Barnes. With Gary Cooper, Barbara

Stanwyck, Edward Arnold, Jimmy Gleason and

Warren Hymen. Runs 2 hours.

Meet John Doe, we are told, is "the Capra pro-

duction for 1941," so obviously we must make
the most of the golden opportunity as it passes,

for it's the only one we shall get for a whole year.

Right then; out with all the carefully hoarded

adjectives from the store cupboard, brush up all

those unused superlatives, and, above all, pro-

duce your ration books, page 21 in the General

Book, Spare B, because here is what Lord

Woolton has been promising us for months, a

load of American cheese generous enough to last

IS for years to come.

Edward Arnold, a newspaper and general busi-

ness tycoon, buys up a newspaper and puts in

Jimmy Gleason as editor to hot it up. Barbara

Stanwyck, heart-throb column editor, is one of

those to get the bullet and in her final column
prints a letter from a mythical John Doe, saying

as how he's fed up with all the unemployment
and crookery that's going on in the world, and as

a protest is going to jump to death from the City

Hall on Christmas Eve at midnight. The mayor
and governor assume that this is the first shot in

an Edward Arnold attack, the public see there's

liable to be some fun, and the newspaper office

is filled next morning by a lot of out-of-works

claiming to be John Doe. Barbara Stanwyck

quickly sees her opportunity, gets her job back,

picks Gary Cooper to be John Doe, instals him
in a posh hotel, and starts a series of John Doe
articles under the general heading of "I Protest."

As a further build-up, she persuades Edward
Arnold to give her programme-time for a John
Doe broadcast, and she writes Gary Cooper a

speech full of talk about neighbourliness and
brotherly love which sweeps the country and gets

good-neighbour John Doe clubs started all over

the U.S. Edward Arnold pours money into

the scheme until the clubs have reached a ten

million membership, and then at a John Doe
Clubs Convention plans to have Gary Cooper
launch a new Fascist Party with him (Edward
Arnold) as candidate for President. Gary Cooper
refuses, so Edward Arnold exposes him and
smashes the club movement. Gary Cooper de-

cides to redeem himself by committing suicide as

advertised, but Barbara Stanwyck and a decision

of the clubs to re-form, persuade him that living

for the cause is more glorious than dying for it.

As you can see, the story is simply a rehash of

Mr. Deeds and Mr. Smith, with a few topical

touches.

Capra's career has been a very interesting one.

Graduating through such films as Platinum

Blonde and American Madness, he made his first

comedy success, Damon Runyon's Lady for a

Day and followed up with the phenomenally suc-

cessful It Happened One Night (significantly

enough one of the Hitler favourites), and Broad-

way Bill. Emboldened by the success he launched

out into direct expositions of his own philosophy,

pleasant and successful Mr. Deeds, dreary old

Lost Horizon, vapid and adolescent You Can't

Take It with You, lively Mr. Smith, and the

shallow longueurs of John Doe. Capra's early

films were distinguished by their slick construc-

tion and humorous cynicism. He had very much
the lively journalistic approach somewhat on

Ben Hecht lines, both in thought and in shooting.

His films were economically shot and con-

structed, with plenty of camera movement and

with the characters in dialogue scenes beautifully

placed—particularly in close-ups. Be that as it

may, Capra is a slick journalist of the type to

be found in, for example. The Front Page ; and we
have seen over here only too often, what suckers

the slick journalists are for anything in the line of

pseudo religion, such as Oxford Group Ltd.

Just as hard-headed business men will stand for

hours poised over a fruit machine, praying and

hoping to make their fortunes, so the hard-boiled

cynics, who believe that everyone is out for him-

self, and everybody has a price, are the first to

fall for the line that all that's wanted to change
the world is more good-neighbourliness and kind-

heartedness among people—particular attention,

needless to say, being paid to rich people. In the

nearly Capra, American Madness, we were sol-

emnly presented with the thesis that all that's

needed to stop the slump and the bank busts is

for the great American public to trust their great

American bankers and not start a run on the

bank.

Typical of Capra's attitude is the theme, run-

ning through all his later films, that though rich

men are more to be pitied than blamed and may
be won over by kindness to a denatured version

of the Sermon on the Mount, politics and
politeness are beyond the pale and must not be

touched with a barge-pole. This anarchist refusal

of responsibility, this blindness to all facts you
don't fancy, leads straight to Fascism, as Dr.

(continued on page 194)

THE CENTRAL FILM LIBRARY
Visited by a representative from D.N.L.

World-record circulation figures are being set up by the Central Film Library (see

"Celluloid Circus" D.N.L. for August). Behind these figures is a sniali group of people

who a year ago were faced with the job of arranging to distribute what looked like being

a young avalanche of films from the M.O.I.—this on top of an increasing public demand
for the films loaned by the Empire and G.P.O. Film Libraries, both of which are now
merged in the Central Film Library. Recently the activities of the Ministry of Food
Film Library were transferred to the Central Film Library.

IN THE despatch rooms and offices of the

Library twenty assistants are handling the

inwards and outwards flow of films. Going to

the post is now a job for hand-trucks, for they

are despatching about 350 reels per day. In

the 16 mm. examining room ten assistants

carry out a foot-by-foot inspection of the

day's input of returned copies. Each assistant

has her own rewind bench with underside and

overhead lighting. The height and design of the

benches and stools has been figured out to an

inch so as to ensure comfortable working

conditions.

Every reel is examined each time it passes

through the library in order to be certain that the

next borrower gets a good copy. Damage is

surprisingly rare. All the same, in the interests of

economy they write to the borrower who has

scratched or mutilated a copy and advise him
where particularly to overhaul his projector.

Apart from accidental damage the three gen-

eral axioms are: Keep clean every pulley over

which the film passes. Keep the gate free from

dirt and accumulations of emulsion. Keep films

off the floor. Dirt of any sort is damnation to a

print. So important is this question that they

have had a special cleaning machine built and

have housed this in a gas chamber of the type you

see in a laboratory. By means of this chamber

fumes from the cleaning agents are by-passed out

of the building. The machine itself is a mass of

pulley-wheels and cleaning and polishing bobs.

It cost upwards of £100 to design and build, and

it performs rapidly and evenly a tedious process

which used to be done by hand.

Nowadays, public libraries, exhibitions and

special group audiences are being supplied with

complete 60 minute programmes each comprised

of four or five short films. The nature and con-

tent of the programmes is planned to meet the

individual needs of the borrowers. Programmes

are assembled on mammoth spools—1,600 feet

on each—and more special benches and equip-

ment have had to be designed and made for this

side of the library's service.

The storage vaults are businesslike and have

had to be specially planned. Storage has

obviously been a big problem for there are many
thousands of 16 mm. and 35 mm. copies to be

dealt with. Actually there are a number of separ-

ate but interconnected vaults laid out with a view

to an early future extension, for the demands of

borrowers far exceed the available number of

prints. New prints are going into the library just

as rapidly as the processing laboratories can deal

with standing orders.

Back in the general office I saw a super metal-

cum-celluloid control system for dealing with the

recording and mailing side of the job. There are

six or eight thousand record-cards and you can

put your hand on any individual card in four and

a split seconds. But I am afraid I am too congenit-

ally unsystematic myself to do justice to this side

of the Library.

On leaving, one piece of news was given to me
—fifty new films made or acquired by the M.O.L
go into the library this month. A list of titles of

these appears on page 197.
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{con linueil from pufif 1 4 M
HiiLhrnan's open adnuraiton of Hiilcr pro\c's.

1 1 \i>u don't like polilicKins, >our job isn't to get

ikvcnt people out ol" politics but to yet them in.

Hut, of course, Capra's Niew of people is hope-

lessly unrealistic, particul.irl> his favourite pup-

pet, the common man. J rom his stand-by, the

.Sermon on the Mount, he has culled the phrase

about the meek inheriting the earth and decided

the common man is going to be mtx'k. Well,

whaic\cr the \vords used in the Sermon on the

Mount svere intended to mean, you can be quite

sure II didn't mean anything so soft-hearted and

soil-headed as Capra shows the common people.

I Ik\ may be meek in the sense of slow to move,

sUnv lo anger, slow to defend their interests, slow

to .iriicul.iie themselves, but, God, they're tough

b.ibics and not the namby-pambies Capra makes

them. Of course, he's not fool enough to leave

himself no get-out ; he's retained from his un-

believer days enough cunning to cut in Walter

Hrcnnan or somebody looking disgusted at any

p.iriicularly nauseating show of false sentiment,

to try and have it both ways with his audience.

But this duplicity doesn't really save him; the

air of s;ilesmanship and falsity remains. The most

disgusting scene is where two old people from one

of the John I)»x" clubs come up to Gary Cooper.

Whilst the woman bends down and kisses his

hand a white-haired old boy looks on with tears

in his eyes mumbling "Thank you. Thank you."

Now if Capra doesn't know that this sort of thing

is not even true enough to be used as a symbol.

It's time someone enlightened him. Old people

are a pretty cunning lot and if ihcy go about with

tears in their eyes kissing people's hands you can

be quite sure they're up to no good and have got

some deep scheme on the trot. But it's almost

always in comedies that the screen docs try and

approach the truth, in detiance of convention:

Edgar Kennedy's falher-in-law is much more

real than that snivelling couple. Similarly, in a

film, if you want a blind man you'll be forced to

have white-haired bcniun Hobart Bosworth, it's

only if you're W. C. I lelds that vou can have

something nearer the truth, a cantankerous old

codger who smashes vour shop door, up-lips

your show displays and interferes with your sale

ofcumquats. Again, in John Dot-, Capra has that

nasty ma.sochist tinge in the relations between

men and women that he had in \fr. Deeds and

Mr. Smith \ the women are smart and knowing

and always one up on the men, when they do fall

for them its generally pity at the bottom of it

:

the men are innocent, vsorshipping and diflident.

and generally look on themselves in a very guilty

adolescent way. No doubt this sense of guilt

business is carefully calculated by Capra: it (its

so nicely in with the middle-class-Oxford Grouf>-

cscapist philosophy he offers. But the common
man, if he's worth his s;ili, will not waste his time

saying "I'm a stinker; whip me, somebody whip

me," but will dcxidc what ought to be done and

get on with it.

This is not to s;iy that there is nothing good in

John Doe. Warren Hymen is on the screen for a

few seconds, and there arc several good scenes,

such as Gary Cooper getting into a muck-sweat

before his first broadcast. Gary Cooper, in fact,

docs seem lo realise the implications of his rdle

and works like stink to knock some human
dccciKy into it. Edward Arnold loo, is very good

as the Fascist with his squads of S.S. men (inci-

dentally it was a bit disingenuous of some critK v

after years of coal and iron police, as in BUu

Fury, to express disbelief in the possbility of pn

vate police-forces), though here again the real

anti-Fascist point is lost. It is not the big busirKss-

man, in the end, who cvploiu the fanatical reli-

gious mob leader : the religious lad always has

the inside edge on the business man, as Thyssen

and many another found out. when it comes to a

show down, though no doubt some kind ofmot/us

Vivendi an be arrived at, as in Germany today

.

I think old John Doe would have leapt at the

chanc-e of a political career and leadership of a

party, particularly if it w^s given some tKw-

fangled name, like New Party, or Pany for People

who are Fed-up with Politicians. Bv-the-bv.

what's happened to Father Coughlin these days'

Jimmy Glcason, as usual, gives a fine perform-

ance and has one glorious opportunity for a

drunken speech— shot very nicely in one con-

tinuous close-up. It w^s a pity that he cx>uldn't

take it straightcr and had (o drag in the business

of "I'm an Amcric-an." but no doubt things

in America these days are too tough to allow

anything stronger. Well. I suppose we must give

Capra credit for daring to show one type of

American Fascist, but in the end I'm afraid the

effect of this film will be simply to prepare the

ground for another much more dangerous model.

VERITY f/hiLs ltd

present

H.M. MINELAYERii ff

directed by HENRY CASS

photographed by RAY ELTON

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION "FIVE-MINUTE" FILM

O
VERITY FILMS LTD: 2-6 WEST STREET, UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.2
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FILM SOCIETY NEWS
The Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Dundee and Ayrshire

Societies all announced at a recent meeting of the

Federation of Scottish Film Societies that they

proposed to continue their activities this winter.

The Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Oban, Stirling and

Lochaber Societies which closed down at the

beginning of the war are to remain closed. This

means that the position of the Scottish Societies

will be the same as it was last season. The

operating Societies all propose to start in

October, Edinburgh and Dundee each on seasons

of ten meetings with both afternoon and evening

performances. Ayrshire also with ten meetings

with afternoon performances at Kilmarnock and

evening performances at Prestwick : Aberdeen,

with six afternoon meetings. Owing to certain

initial difficulties with the film position and with

booking arrangements, which have, however, now
been solved, none of the Societies have, so far,

made any definite arrangements regarding pro-

gramm.es but there are one or two preliminary

suggestions.

Edinburgh are considering opening their

season with Nous les Jeunes and including in

later programmes The Last Night and Drame de

Shanghai (in a Sino-Japanese programme). Last

season this Society experimented with a micro-

phone spoken English commentary linked to the

sound track of the untitled Polish film The Day of

the Great Adventure, the commentary being

translated and composed by Mr Forsyth Hardy

in conjunction with a Polish officer stationed in

Scotland. This season Mr. Hardy and a member
of the Czech army are contemplating a similar

experiment with the film Fred Matowitou. Edin-

burgh also intend to include in their programmes

a number of the London Film Society's early

experimentals which may now be available.

Ayrshire would like to start with Circonstances

Attenuantes and will include in their season a

number of specially composed programmes each

built round a specific subject. Those under con-

sideration are Czechoslovakia (to include Reka
and The Rape of Czechoslovakia), the U.S.S.R.

(with probably The Last Night or We from
Kronstadt), The Netherlands, the American Con-

temporary Scene and The Development of the

Movie Industry. It is proposed to include in

these programmes a musical introduction and

interlude on gramophone records, also an

occasional introductory speaker from the

country dealt with, if possible. Films under con-

sideration for inclusion in the ordinary pro-

grammes are La Marseillaise, Pieges, lis Etaient

Neuf Celibataires, Hotel du Nord, and Le
Dernier Tournant.

The Aberdeen Society has not, so far, decided

on any particular films, but its programmes will

imilar in composition to those of previous

seasons.

The recent acquisition by the British Film

Institute of the films which used to be rented by

Unity Films Limited will form a useful and
easily accessible reservoir of French Feature

Films for Film Society programmes. Quite a

number of these films such as

—

Drame de

Shanghai, Au Service de la France, Jouer D'Echecs,

Les Bas Fonds, Alerte en Mediterranee, and

Ignace, have not been widely used in Film Society

programmes so far, and although, perhaps, not in

the first rank might be interesting enough in a

suitable programme.

United Curzon, European Film Distributors, L.

Chafir and Studio One have all got useful lists

of films which could be used this season, but Secre-

taries are recommended to apply direct to the

British Film Institute who have recently compiled a

useful list of all Continental Feature Films avail-

able—it is a surprisingly formidable list.

The Seventh season of the Dundee Film

Society opened on Sunday, 19th October,

with Reniontons les Champs Elyse.'s. This is the

Sacha Guitry film with which the last season

should have closed. Following this Der Spiegel,

an Austrian film, the last to leave the country

before the Anchluss, with Paula Wessely, is the

choice.

As is only natural, the international situation

reflects on the supply of films available for

showing. While no new French films have come
into the country for more than a year, several

new Russian productions are believed to be now
on their way. These have not yet been titled in

English, but as soon as this is done, one or more
will be presented.

Among the best are Suvarov, a biographical

film, celebrating the famous general of Catherine

the Great's time. Musical Story, a ballet film

with classical and modern Russian music, and
Volga Volga, a musical comedy now playing on
the stage in New York.

The Scottish Churches Film Guild (Glasgow
Branch) held the first branch meeting of
the new session in Greyfriar's Church Session

Room, Albion Street, on Tuesday, 14th October,

at 7.15, when Religious Films were reviewed.

SCIENTIFIC FILM SOCIETIES
PREPARATIONS are being made for the third

war-time session of the Aberdeen Scientific Film

Club. Two years ago, under the auspices of the

local branch of the Association of Scientific

Workers, it was decided tentatively to attempt

the running of a series of scientific film shows at

which only the best available scientific films

would be shown. It was realised from the start

that specialist films did not exist in sufficient

quantity to provide specialists with a show of

films month by month. It was therefore neces-

sary to attempt attracting the public at large to

these shows and strike a balance in the pro-

gramme put on. Quite evidently there was a de-

mand for this type of educational entertainment

for the response was good beyond all expectation.

The S.F.C. thus took its place at the side of the

W.E.A. in providing adult education and at the

same time offering opportunity for showing

more highly specialised films to more highly

trained members of the audience. One of the sur-

prises of the venture was the keen interest taken

in the highly specialised films. In the course of

the first session some thirty films were shown to

about one hundred and twenty-five members.
As far as possible films were shown in series de-

signed to explore various aspects of a given

subject. It was found that this was very difficult

to carry out over long periods and ultimately

it was decided that it was better to show films

on their intrinsic merits.

A year ago the second session of the club was
advertised and before original members had be-

stirred themselves to re-join—they assumed that

the club would take their rejoining as a foregone

conclusion—sufficient new members had come
forward to more than fill the available seating

space. A few days of excitement followed with

urgent press advertisements, etc., whereby the

whole membership was browbeaten into dividing

itself into two sections to attend shows held on
successive nights. So the second session started

with shows held in duplicate, and both "houses"
practically full. The membership had risen to

about two hundred and fifty.

What the third season holds is still uncertain.

Indications are that interest is as keen as ever

and that even a fall in the quality of programmes
due to war-time conditions would not lessen the

attendances. A further equal jump in the number
of members would necessitate one of two things

(a) closing of the books, (b) migration to a local

cinema, in which case shows would have to be

held on a Sunday. There would be certain

marked advantages in this change. Up to the

present the club has shown only 16 mm. films,

and by going to a cinema a hitherto untapped

supply of 35 mm. films would become available.

This in itself would lessen the difl^iculties of pro-

gramme building. Films are not getting any more
plentiful. There is a vast field of possibility in the

making of scientific films waiting to be explored

—the Aberdeen Scientific Film Club could sup-

ply ideas that would keep producers busy for

years—but war-time necessities are diverting

energies in other directions.

The developments of this third season of what
may justly be called a pioneer educational

venture are awaited with interest, and the policy

of the club, if it is supported as in the first and
second seasons is, no matter what the demands,
to endeavour to rise and meet them.
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A new film on an urgent problem the Workers'

Canteen.

The Gas Industry's film library, which covers such

important subjects as Housing. Kitchen Planning. Dietetics

and Nutrition. Education, Coal Conservation and Smoke
Abatement, is available to the organisers of film shows to

* SCHOOLS

* CIVIL DEFENCE
WORKERS

* ADULT EDUCATION
GROUPS

* MILITARY AND
CIVIL HOSPITALS

* INSTITUTES

* HIS MAJESTY'S
FORCES

* WOMEN'S
ORGANISATIONS

and other approved
borrowers.

All films are available in 35 mm and 16 mm Sound and a number

can also be obtained in Silent versions.

Application for the loan of Gas Industry Films should be made to the:

inniisii < oMMi in I VL (; \s vssocimion
I. <.l(OS\ i:.\Olt I' I. A IE. LOMMIA. S.W.I.
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DIVE
BOMBERS
By A MERCHANT SEAMAN

An actuality account, reprinted by per-

mission of the B.B.C.

SAILING AT SEA ill the last war you merely had

your surface raider to look after or your peri-

scope to look out for or your occasional mine-

field. But in this one, you've got a combination of

all those together, and added to that you have

something that you can only describe in the

Biblical words "The terror that flies by night"

;

only it's not night, it's the dive bombers.

We've just about got him taped now, believe

me, because when we get in the danger area we

know that all sorts of things can happen to us,

but above all, we can expect a submarine, and we

get the old four-inch gun ready and we have her

loaded and we are standing down and we get the

Hotchkiss gun out and we clean it and polish it

and we practise with it and we are all set and

ready, and the ship does on doing her steady 200

miles a day, and you get closer and closer and

closer into that area, and the sea turns from

black into deep green, and you know that you

are coming in, and you're coming in, but you're

waiting for him—you've got a gun—you can de-

fend yourself! And one evening, out of a clear

sky, he'll come on you! you see him there, right

up in the distance—a tiny little speck—and you

whip out your binoculars and you look at him

and you say, "Now, what is it, what is it—is it a

Lockheed, is it a Sunderland?" and you watch it,

and suddenly, an idea flashes right across the

back of your mind : "My God, it is!" and you

make one flying dive towards the Hotchkiss, and

you scream out "Aircraft attack!—Whip the

covers off: she's loaded and ready, get behind."

He's coming down to you, he's coming down,

and the noise is screaming and screaming, and

you think to yourself: "My God, he's coming

for me, for me, for me!" and you're standing

there, and you can feel the sweat running down
the back of your knees, and he gets closer and

closer, and you can see those horrible splashes of

the bullets as they come across the water and go

ripping across the deck—and there's a noise like

the opening of the gates of hell, and he's gone—
and he's dropped his bombs,—and missed you!

And you stick another clip in, and you wait

for him to come back—and he will come
back, and he gets his sights all set, and he

has you there, dead ready, and he comes down
in a screaming tearing dive, and you stand

there and you're paralysed with fright and you
don't know which way your deflection is and you
don't know whether you oughtn't to drop the

whole damn thing and go over the side—and you
pray—and he comes close to you—and you let

one little burst go out, and you see the tracer bul-

lets, and you say "God! Lve got him!" switch it

just a little over to starboard. "Let her go, boys,

he's going right into it!" And he does—he walks

right into the bullets—right smack into them!

He gives one enormous leap into the air, like a

tremendous hiccup

—

up—and then down—and
he crashes—and you leave your gun, and you go

and look over the side, and you watch it there in

the water—a funny little black blob. Then the

skipper turns round and says, "Well, boys, they

don't deserve it, they wouldn't do it to us

—

they're only rats! But go on—lower the boat

—

pick 'em up!"

CENTRAL FILM LIBRARY
Supplementary list of 35 mm. and 16 mm. films produced for or acquired by the Ministry of Information and available from
the Central Film Library, Imperial Institute, London S.W.7. on free loan to approved borrowers as from October 20th, I94L

NOTE. *.• Indicates 16 mm. version only, f.- Indicates 35 mm. version only. Numerals refer to page 8 of D.N. L. ( Volume II) on which the film is

reviewed. All the titles listed are sound films. Silent versions of some M.O.I, films are in course of preparation.

THE FIGHTING FORCES
Merchant Seamen. A dramatic story of the

Battle of the Atlantic. (88)

*Britain's R.A.F. The story of the first Battle of

Britain, told by the March of Time.

*War Front. Round the Home Fronts with the

news photographers. (68)

Winged Messengers. Carrier pigeons join up.

(128)

A.T.S. Jobs for women in the Army. (128)

Airwoman. The W.A.A.F.'s in action. (149)

Sea Cadets. Junior candidates for the Senior

Service. (149)

Lion of Judah. Haile Selassie returns to Addis

Ababa.

The White Eagle. The story of Free Poland in

Britain. (149)

CIVIL DEFENCE
Citizen Army. Home Guards in training against

invasion. Non-T version of:

tHome Guard. A story of Britain's Citizen Army
in training. (28)

Sailors Without Uniform. The fishermen-sailors

of Britain.

*S.O.S. A day at a Lifeboat Station.

Night Watch. The Wardens are always there.

(128)

Citizens' Advice Bureau. Where to enquire for

information and advice.

Queen's Messengers. The Ministry of Food's

blitz convoys and canteens. (129)

Emergency Cooking Stove. How to build and

use an outdoor stove.

Simplified First Aid. Elementary hints for

everyone.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE
From the Four Corners. Why the Empire fights

with Britain ; with Leslie Howard.

Peoples of Canada. The peoples from Europe who
built a nation in Canada, and now fight to pre-

serve its freedoms.

Visit from Canada. A village gets to know the

Princess Pat's. (107)

*Australia at War. Australia's war eftort and

strategic position in the Pacific, reviewed by the

March of Time. (107)

It's the Navy. The Royal Australian Navy puts

to sea.

Australia Marches with Britain. Australia mobi-

lises her natural and industrial resources.

Sinews of War. South Africa arms and equips

her own forces.

*Five Faces. The people and industries of

Malaya, key to the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

Alert in the East. On guard from Suez to Singa-

pore, from Singapore to Hong Kong.

FOOD FRONT
Kill That Rat! How to wipe out rats in the

country. (107)

The Rabbit Pest. The best way to clear land of

rabbits. (128)

How to grow good crops in gar-

dens and allotments. Comment-
ary by Roy Hay. Each 12-15

minutes in length.

(The last two films will not be

available until January, 1942)

How to Dig.

(191)

Sowing and

Planting.

Cultivation.

Harvesting

and Storing.

When the Pie was Opened. Len Lye's Woolton

Pie. (47)

Two Cooks and a Cabbage. The right and wrong
way to cook cabbages. (168)

Crust and Crumb. A dozen good uses for stale

bread.

Roots of Victory. Home grown vegetables for

health.

*Tea is Served. From the plantation in Ceylon

to the teapot.

The New Bread. The National Wheatmeal loaf.

*Simple Soups. Some recipes for soups.

*A1I about Carrots. Some good ways of serving

carrots.

HEALTH AND EDUCATION
Living with Strangers. Country people help the

townspeople to feel at home. (149)

*Carry on Children. Child health services from

birth to adolescence.

Defeat Diphtheria. Why every child should be

immunised and what mothers should do. (107)

*Breath of Danger. Preventing the common cold.

U.S.A.

*America Speaks Her Mind. From the invasion

of Poland to the Lease-Lend Bill : a review by

the March of Time.

LABOUR AND ARMAMENTS
Ulster. Northern Ireland's industries at war. (9)

Scotland Speaks. A story of Scotland's war

effort.

*Steel Goes to Sea. Building ships for the mer-

chant fleets and the Navy.

SALVAGE, SAVINGS AND THRIFT
*It All Depends on You. Paper salvage.
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Htlii, 1,1111 DniKoii iiukcN lU ralhcr less publicised

.ippc.iraiKC shoril) aflcr ihe much heralded

tiiiiiiiMii. and 1)1' the two. ihc former scores the

hii-iict hii li IS one of the best pieces ofentertain-

mciii \ct sho\vn on the screen. After the rather

nil- DiMicv lied fanitisiii we resel again in real

DisiicN. this time with the long-awaited ptx'p be-

hind the scenes. We are not shown the complete

orgamsiilion ; but just enough of the really

inleresting stull" is put across to gise a vi\id im-

pression ol' great thoroughness and creative

talent.

I he opening black and while titles with their

caricatures of Disney technicians gi\e a sense of

something good to come. They round olVwith the

neat touch "Any rcsemblanc-e belwcx'n this him

aiui a regular motion picture is purely coinci-

dental."

I he lilm is brimful of fun which it is a tempta-

tion to write abt)ui. but for the present purpose

some of the technical and informative aspects of

the lilm will be mentioned.

Never has any instructional him been put

across with such claritv and entertainment as is

the liltle liKomolive cartoon with its sound

ellccis team operating at full pell It really is

ama/ing to scx' the variety of oddments which

combine to make up the sound ctrecis. A match-

bo\ crushed in front of the microphone provides

the noise of the giant tresile-bridge collapsing in

the siorm. Ihe screech of Ihe locomotive brakes

IS produced by slowly scraping a shcx-l of glass.

Ihe simple black and white treatment lakes us

right hack to pioncx'r cartooning and we feel that

we have never known colour. This seems to

emphasise the brilliance of Disney's gags. An
extraordinary amount of jitter giKs unnoticed.

In fact II IS to the credit of this him that pure

cariotin is the kevnote. with little or no attempt

closelv to imitate live aclioi..

After looking at black and white it is with

something of a shiKk thai we are plunged into

techmcolour with Robert Henchlcy staring in

ama/emcnl at the huge multiplane camera in

operation with its coloured lights, shining shxl

structure, loaded with mysterious gadgets and its

team of operators. Ik'nchlev seems to adapt him-

self to the environment pretty quickly, but one

cannot help wi>ndering whether he really gets the

hang of It .ill.

In principle Ihe m.ichine is really a miniature

stage turned over on its back with a camera

mounted on lop The scenery is painted on sheets

of clear gl.iss pl.iccd one behind Ihc other about

14 inches apart. There arc about live of these

gl.iss planes c.ich with lis own lighting When set

up 111 Ihc machine .ind viewed through Ihc

c.imcr.i Ihc whole scene has Ihc appcar.mcx of

great depth. In the him wc do in l.ict liH>k

through Ihc vicw-linvlcr. and. as the camera ap-

pro.ichcs Ihc first pl.inc or forcgrouml. wc h.ivc

the feeling of going right in amongst the trees.

yet actually the whole distance front front plane

to last is only about six fc-ct. Each plane is capable

of individual movement so that foreground and

background objects c-an be moved pcrspfctixely.

This can be likened to v lewing the scxnery from a

moving train, when near objects appear to pass

at a greater speed than far ones. The planes

move as required on graduated scales. The

operators, working to a chart, sci the character

drawings and planes ready for each single photo-

graph, then call out the numbers on the scale as a

check. The lights then come on and the camera

lakes the picture. This procedure takes place for

every single picture on the film, the movements

for characters, background and camera being

previously calculated. It is this calling out and

checking of position that we hear softly in the

background as we (irsi glimpse this camera.

The spell of this splendid machine is soon

broken by the friendly personality of the

cameraman perched on high, who eventually

directs our attention to a simpler camera whereon

Donald Duck is in the process of being animated!

In contrast to the multiplane, this is a single or

conlact plane camera, the character drawings

being placed in conlact with the background.

Donald must needs take the words out of the

commentators mouth to explain his own anima-

tion in true Donald style. Somehow we forget

that his voice is marvmade. although wc heard

it being done only five minutes earlier.

The riot of colour achieved in the colour

mixing sequence is certainly an epic in Tech-

nicolour. After seeing this it is all the more

surprising that sometimes rather muddy looking

colours appear in /'antusia.

Colour is alwavs applied to the back of the

celluloid character drawings in order that the ink

lines on the front shall show and form an

accurate boundary. This is seen when the colour

is applied to the little deer which eventually

animates against its own background.

The tale of Baby Wcvms is told by a scries of

still sketches, quite roughly drawn for Disney's

approval before going into production. Artists

sketch from .i real baby who provides an admir-

able character study for a story cartoon.

The sketches appear in close-up as the com-

mentator relates the episode. So snappy is the

whole sequence that the abscntx of animation is

hardly notic-cd. Indeed, a head is turned in only

two drawings, one front view and the other, side,

yet wc have the impression of a complete turn.

It would be interesting to know just how few

drawings would produce animation. How many

people have noticxd that some of Disney's

characters have threc-fingcrcd hands? It

obv lously seems to cut ilown working and drawing

tinK and is really quite mimaterial from any

tMhcr p»iml of view. And what a very simple but

ellettive idea is the drawing pad whose pages

flick over to show a pencilled Goofy in action!

These arc just some of the many Imic irKks of

the trade employed in cartoon prodiKiion and
divulged here and there throughout ihc film.

In a rew vein of Disrcy humour is the

t-artoon entitled "How lo ride a horse." with

Goofy kindly providing both the audience and
his horse with a great deal of laughter. The
animated blue-print showing what happens to a

man's heart and liver when he rides a horvc the

wrong way. is one of the brightest things that

Disney has yet screened. This speedy adventure

seems to end only too soon before we are hack

with Bcnchlcy again in the projection theatre

where Disney and his experts are about lo witness

the showing of The Reluctant Dragon.

One feels at the end of this film that Disney's

store of slacksiick is nowhere near exhausted. So
long as he keeps to his fantastic characters he is

not treading on dangerous ground. But his

efforts to imitate in cartoon the movements of

human beings arc bound to cause comparison

between drawn and actual movcnKni. The car-

toon medium calls for c-artoon characters and

movcnKni, and after Sno^ Hhiie. Pinnochio and

Fantasia, Reluctant Dragon serves to remind us

of this fact.

p R o p \ r; \MM
IN SW ID IN
\bstractid from Ihc Mauchcstcr
Cimiic/iuii. \hrid^cd

MR. iifcoKdfc i.iBM»\, ex-chairman of the T.U.C..

who has recently relumed from his visit to

Stcxkholm. told the Manchester Guardian that

"Our people seem to think thai propag^inda

merely consists in sending out approved pictures

and issuing statements from lime to linK.

They don't set oui consciously to imprxrss

the people with British culture. It is of no

use sending them photographs, of the Royal

Family or notables. What they are inlcresicd in

is how the people of England are gelling on with

iheir work, with rationing, and how they look

after evacuated children" The Swedes were boy-

cotting Ihe Na/i-subsidised press, and the trade

unions were starting papers of tiKir own.

Sweden had more ciiKmas m proportion lo its

population than any other I uropcan cx^unlrv.

and George I ormbv w.is the most p<->pular star.

"In f.ict, I got sonx: rcikvlcvl glory by s.iving I

came from L,incashirc. " said Mr. Gibwri The

cv'iibitors were quite willing to keep (icrnan

ncw^^ccls and shorts out of their proui.i n nos

if they could get enough B.'-ilish films Mi>tc ikws-

rccls and two-rcci shorts were chiefly needed
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Attack

LORD kemsley's full dress attack in his paper The Daily

Sketch on the Films Division of the M.O.I, certainly had the

merit of plain speaking. It was followed on the next day by

series of comments by Trade figures such as Michael Balcon

and Leslie Howard who made various pleas for more co-

ordination, better facilities and greater utihsation of voluntary

sources of film finance. We are entirely in agreement with the

general criticisms underlying the Daily Sketch campaign, but

there is some danger in the underlying /(o/Zcj which lies behind.

It is no solution to make a block switchover from Government

finance to voluntary finance. Nor is it true to say that the

makers of M.O.I, propaganda films are inexperienced or

incompetent (unless that charge is to be laid at the door of

practically the whole British Film Trade). The root of the

trouble hes, as we have constantly pointed out, in the complete

inertia of the War Cabinet as regards propaganda policy, with

the resultant confusion of purpose in all propaganda depart-

ments of the M.O.I. Our leading article this month takes up

this matter in some detail as affecting the whole trade. In the

meantime Lord Kemsley may care to remember that the film

Our Russian Allies results from the fact that the Government

of the U.S.S.R. has been pursuing a film propaganda policy

for over twenty years, whereas this country had no national

propaganda machine worthy any consideration until the out-

break of the present war. Incidentally this excellent Soviet

film in question consists largely of material shot and edited

while the U.S.S.R. was at peace.

Nice, Kind Paramount

ONE OF THE iTiost unsavoury of recent short films was from

Paramount and dealt with America's "Bundles for Britain"

campaign. A great deal of footage was devoted to the Para-

mount Company's own charitable contribution. A high execu-

tive of that organisation was starring in the production which

was apparently designed to thank American film-makers for
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their generous gifts of comforts to Britain's war victims. The

tilm finished on a poor old man and woman in the Iiasi I.nd

of London \sho were encouraged by the camera man to mop
and mow their thanks to the nice. kind, rich Americans.

|-ortunately. in the following week. Paramount British went

some way towards retrieving the company's reputation for

liberal comment with an excellent newsreel in which A. J.

( ummins and Tom Wintringham called for the formation of

a Western Front and were most inadequately answered by

.M;ijor-Ciencral Fuller. These days we want less toadying and

more guts and ue hope we may continue to look to Paramount

Hritish to talk sense about the war.

Hiarcl in W ardour Strict

"IN \iiw of the ditlicuily of getting permits to film the

R.A.F., the Film Industry should take over the Air Force on

condition that it undertakes to give the Air Ministry suHicient

facilities to carrv on the war."

In the .Soup

wii.M IS happening to the laboratories? Every day one hears

complaints— rushes jammed in autovacs, spotted negatives,

badly developed tracks, delays in deliveries of prints or opticals.

Fvery week far too many of the M.O.F's five minute copies

are under-printed and wishy-washy. It is not like the labora-

tories to slip up on processing, and there is clearly some basic

dinicully. Arc too many lab. workers being called up? Is an

increased amount of work causing daily bottlenecks in key

departments? Are key jobs being done by people with in-

sutVicicnt training and experience? Whatever the reasons for the

inelliciencies, they must be put right quickly. The M.O.I,

should investigate the matter, and see that the labs, get a

proper chance to do their jobs properly. The labs, arc the most

vital link in the production chain. .Any weakness here directly

affects the whole use of film as a propaganda weapon. At all

costs the labs, nnist get back to their pre-war efticiency.

A.C.T.

()\\ INC. lo the peculiar nature of its jobs and the uncertainties

to which it is especialls prone, the film trade is one in which

the need for organised labour representation is especially

important. And for the same reasons it is a trade in which the

organisation of labour is especially difficult. The .Association

of Cine Technicians' half-yearly report, issued in November,

gives a vivid picture of the success of a trade union which

only a few years ago was small both in numbers and in

strength. Today its membership numbers 1.563 and its in-

fluence in all matters concerned with the Trade is of rec«ignised

importance. The report deals with the various negotiations

regarding wages, hours of work, and cost of living Ixmus

which have been carried through during the last six months,

and almost evcr> case is an example of the value of collective

action. It IS a great pity however, that it has not yet been

p<isMble to obtain a standard agreement with the British Film

Producers' Association \o cover all studio work. For although.

as the report points out. "industrial producers and studio

owners continue, in the main, to observe A.C.T. rates and gen-

eral working conditions" it would obviously be far more

satisfactory to both sides iflabour matters could be negotiated

en bloc. As regards the question of man-power. George Elvin.

A.C.T. s secretary, represented the labour interest on the

Ministry of Labour Panel set up to consider the question of the

call-up of film technicians, and was to the forefront in pressing

successfully for a reasonable number of technicians to be

retained in the national interest. In this connection the

necessity for maintaining efficient output and planned pro-

duction is of great importance, and it is good lo learn thai

"A.C.T. has decided lo ask all sections of the emplovers to

meet them to discuss this. Meanwhile it has appointed a sub-

committee to examine all steps necessarv to ensure the maxi-

mum possible production and efficiencv to aid the war effort

and to eliminate all inefficiency, waste and mismanagement".

In general. A.C.T. is much to be congratulated on its vigorous

activities, and on the increasing success of its efforts to improve

the working conditions of technicians employed in one of the

trickiest of occupations.

Departure Platform No. 2

THE Cinematograph Films Council was created to deal with

problems arising from the Quota Act. It was quite unable \o

function, due to the size of its Committee—twent^-c^ne

members, each with a conflicting trade or public View point,

who were never able to come to any decision. Their annual

reports are a reflection of this inability and an attitude of

compromise and negative thinking that has not helped the

Film Industry.

The functions of the Cinematograph Films Council in davs

of war are more properly the job of the Government. Their

responsibilities should be the responsibilities of the Ministry

of Information. It is another organisation taking up people"

time, using up paper and serving no useful purpose. It is high

time that this moribund institution was disbanded.

Night Stanation?

Ki ( FNV Rt ssiAN war posters and cartoons seen over here are

a shameful reminder that our own war-campaign on thi

hoardings and in all other jxiints of advertising space has been

consistently stupid, shoddy, pointless and ill-designed. Can

achieve nothing better than stuff which seems to emanate from

the befuddled minds of old advertising narks who still live in

the dark ages of the fear-technique. LooV. at Firebomb (some

body's mother isn't using a stirrup pump vet) Fritz. The

fatuous National Saving spreads are vet another exainple. and

it's quite refreshing to turn even to the pedestrian common-

sense of the Ministrv of Food's "Foi>d Facts". Is there no

chance of getting all our national publicity under a man o\

vigour, originality and imagination? The Russian stuff, though

often crudely done, is direct, active, and appeals immediately

We can and must get the siimc thing here, and the first thing to

do is to find someone who at least knows that B.O. stands foi

two difTcrcnt things, and plumps for the right one.
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WE ARE WAITING

IT IS a scandal that after two years of war the British Fibn

Industry is neither fully nor efficiently employed as a weapon

of propaganda.

The existing set-up as regards films is lamentable. The Film

Trade as a whole is anxious to get behind the war effort.

Internal dissension—an old prerogative of our highly indi-

vidualistic industry—would disappear very quickly if a bold

lead were taken in official quarters. The Trade has many faults,

but it is one hundred per cent behind the war effort, and many of

the existing muddles are due to the lack of leadership in official

quarters.

So it is worth while making a short tour of our rather com-

plicated industry in order to see what's wrong, why it's wrong,

and how to put it right.

In all this we must regard the Ministry of Information, for

better or worse, as the only central body to which we in the

Trade can look for a lead.

What then is the Trade position in relation to the M.O.I.?

Feature Production

The feature film industry of this country feels itself to be

under sentence of death. Whilst the Board of Trade—ignoring

the wider issues of propaganda by feature film—concludes

with American producers a generous agreement regarding

their sterling balances in this country, the Ministry of Labour

demands for the Armed Forces a crippling proportion of the

studios' man-power. Anxious to pull their weight in the war

effort, producers voluntarily undertake the production of propa-

ganda feature films but they receive only a minimum of official

support. The Ministry of Information, engrossed in the produc-

tion of propaganda shorts, pays scant attention to the possi-

bihties of long films as a propaganda medium. Meantime the

cinemas are flooded with American features with a propaganda

content which often is not related to immediate national needs

or is positively harmful.

The feature film is always bound to be the backbone of the

normal cinema programme. We can neither afford to ignore its

potentiaUties as a propaganda medium, nor dare we allow our

film propaganda policies to be decided in Hollywood.

The feature film producers look to the Ministry of Information

for official support in retaining personnel and for official guidance

and co-operation in their choice and treatment of subjects.

Shorts Production

The shorts industry is more closely related to official film

production than any other section of the Trade (except possibly

the laboratories).

Shorts and documentary units are engaged almost entirely in

[J film work for the Films Division of the M.O.I, and for the

Service Departments. In addition, a good deal of time and

film stock is being wasted on British Council films which still

unfortunately have an official status, and thus, heaven help us,

come under the heading of "films in the national effort."

But in general the M.O.I, and the Services are the main
instigators of short film production today.

There are, however, a number of sponsors still in the field,

some making prestige films directly devoted to the national

cause and some engaged on direct, or almost direct, advertising.

The M.O.I, must take a stronger fine on sources of sponsor-

ship. It must see to it that no short films are made which don't

form part of a definite plan of war strategy and war tactics.

This involves the removal of the British Council Films Com-
mittee. It also involves control of all sponsors.

Sponsors planning films must be invited to gear all their pro-

gramme to the national needs. If they fail to do this they must
be denied the use of shorts units and facihties. In particular the

Films Division must put an immediate all-in ban on advertising

films.

There must be a strict and if necessary brutal grading of units

and personnel according to their competences. There must be an

uncompromising official attitude towards continuous inefficiency

on the part of any unit.

But relations with production units require strong reforms

on the Films Division side as well.

It is not always the fauU of units if production is slow. There

is still far too much general inefficiency at the M.O.I, due partly

to unnecessary fiddling and partly to bureaucratic control.

There is for instance the position of the Pubhc Relations

officers of Government Departments. It is with their collabora-

tion that many M.O.I, films have to be made. Often enough

there is disagreement between the Department concerned and

the Films Division. The faults may lie on both sides. They
certainly cannot all be laid at the door of the Public Relations

officers, several of whom (but by no means all) have a lively

and inteUigent appreciation of the use of films for propaganda.

It is up to the Films Division to create a simpler and more
elastic system of collaboration. The present committee of

P.R.O.'s which is supposed to meet regularly to discuss pohcy

is obviously unsuccessful.

In any case, the shorts makers must work to one control only.

As their concern is the interpretation of a propaganda line, the

control must be at, or appointed by the M.O.I.

There is an increasing call on library material. All material

held by the M.O.I., whether produced here, or in the

Dominions, or by the Germans, should be quickly available.

The M.O.I.'s library is at present in a state of complete chaos,

as any short-maker can vouch for. It must be cleaned up right

away.

Production can be further speeded up by less fiddhng about

with films at cutting copy stage. This particularly appUes to
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shurl-tcrin lilin«. where puneh rather than pohsh is wanted.

I here iiuist be absolute retention of existing personnel under

the new arrangement regarding postponement from mihtar>

service. Moreo\er, the M.O.I, should see that direct arrange-

ments are made for the training and retention of new ptT-

sonnel. Most units are still understalVed. and understating

contributes to time-lags in productions.

Otiiciul lilms other than **ad hoe" efforts for s|Hiiul siiort-

Iirin purposes must he more and more eoiicei\ed as series, each

series v\ith its ()v\n {generic title, stxle and form.

I here must be more urgency in subject and in methods o\

treatment. In the present crisis journalistic punch, terse and

imaginative cutting, and a strong informational background are

what is needed.

Training films for the Sersices are bound to come under a

somewhat ditferent category. It would be absurd to den\

Service Departments autonomy in their own specialised field.

A number of documentary units are being used for the

production of such lilms, particularly for the War Office. And
as regards Army Training Films there is considerable doubt

as to the competence of the Department which is commis-

sioning them. Methods of contracting, methods of treatment,

and the attitude towards film -makers are all being questioned.

Recently, Service Departments have adopted a new practice.

They have set up film units to do both propaganda and

instructional films. The Army Film Unit has been in existence

for some time; the Naval Unit is a more recent establishment;

the R.A.F. has a unit in process of formation. It would ha\e

been expected that the Services would ha\e turned to people

with experience, both in propaganda and instructii>n, to siatV

these Dnits. Unfortunately, they ha\e been controlled and

stalled by studio technicians.

While the development of a studio is undoubtedly necessar\

for each of these Units, it is doubtful whether the studio

mind can adjust itself to the making o\' public relations lilms

or instructional films.

It is clear thai the M.O.I, shuiild haxi eoiilrol of the siallini:

of the units, for the> are in the hest position to jud^e the man-

power available and where it should conic from.

Is the War Otlice making sullicient use of expert knowledge

in the field of education by film? Is the distinction seen between

the subject matter of training lilms and the manner in which

the subject can best be treated in film form? On both these

ptiints there is considerable doubt.

If training lilms are to be successful it is\iiall\ imporianiih.il

treatment, projection conditions, and indeed ihe rel.ition of

each film to the general educational scheme should be careliilK

worked i>ut.

The films Division of the M.O.I, ought to provide expert

advice to the War Ollice on these matters. Otherwise the whole

scheme of training films is likelv to turn out as a big waste o(

public moneys.

Newsreels

Ihese are de. ore fulK in the foll.^v

Dislrihulion and I- xhihilion

In Its rel.itioiis with ilie reiilers the I ilms Division h.is sho

lack of understanding and ako ignorance of the machinerv o\

commercial film distribution. Trade appointments at the

M.O.I, have seldom had the confidence of the Trade, and
on at least t)ne occasion the Films Division has bungled a

simple problem of distribution contracts.

The I ilms Division is probably loo contented with the free

distribution of the five-minute films to bother about getting a

wider distribution of one-reelers or two-reclers in the com-
mercial cinemas.

Is it enough to be content with the handful of special films

such as Merchant Seamen and Target for Tonight? Wh\
doesn't the Films Division make its peace with the renting

concerns and negotiate suitable contracts for a series of thea-

trical one to ivvo-reelers?

The overseas distribution of the .Ministry is also in

question.

The onl> news t)ne has is that sensational films such as

Loni/on Can Take li and Tar\;ei fur Tonii;ht are distributed

abroad but there is no evidence that the .Ministn. is proving

successful in securing adequate overseas distribution.

We should be pumping films as hard as we can into tvcrv

neutral and allied country. But what is the record?

There is the glaring example of Turkev and the Near East

subjected to a barrage of active German film propaganda,

and no news of anv suitable British films reaching these

countries.

There are a great man> men in Wardour Street with \ears

of experience of distribution in these territories and vet their

experience is not called upon.

It is hi<:h time that a full report should be made of what we

have achieved in overseas him distribution.

fhe exhibitors are worried bv labour problems and bv

regulations regarding opening and closing times. The M.O.I.

doesn't seem to be showing as much interest as it should.

Has the M.O.I, made it its business to get the problem of

operators (projectionists) properlv settled' It should be

a matter of prime concern to the Films Division if the cinemas

find it dittieull to keep up efficient ser>ice. and the I)ivisi«»n

should be in a stronj; enough position to intervene direcllv \*ith

the Ministrv of labour.

Has the M.O.I. Iven in suilicientlv close touch with the

Home Office on the question of curfews and Sunday opening?

Here again the M.O.I, should demand the right to advise and

assist on these questions, which mav in some areas be vital

factors in civilian or service morale.

Both renters and exhibitors are afTectcd bv the quota ivgula-

tions. Here again the Ministrv of Information should be far

more active. It should not be left solelv to the Board of Trade

ov Its mummified Films Council to decide on the number of

British films to Iv shown in the cinemas. That decision, in

time of war. must be tinallv with the Ministrv of Information.

summin, I |.

I Mil liiMii till hiiitisl MUMS ii is (ilnioiis lli.il (lu ( .om rniiunt

is ne^iectin^ the strategic value of tfie British film industrv as a

propaganda and morale v«eapon.

fhere is ch.ios where there should Ix- organis;»tion. and mis-

imderst.indmg where there should Iv collaboration.
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The film industry can and must be efficiently used. None of

us in the Trade will object to revolutionary measures affecting

production, distribution and exhibition if those measures

produce maximum value of our work to the national effort.

As an industry, however, we need a violent incentive to unite

us. So far from getting an incentive, we are not even getting

sectional encouragement in the various branches of our trade.

Many sections of the Trade object at the moment to what

is regarded as interference by Government Departments

—

especially the M.O.I. Such objections are justified by the lack

of understanding of our problems by official departments. If

the right people were dealing with them all decent film workers

would co-operate to the full.

But a strong M.O.I, depends on a strong national propa-

ganda policy. The Film Industry needs that policy to be ex-

pressed. The Film Industry as a whole demands to be strictly

geared to the strategy of the war, to be treated as a part of

(not an appendage to) the whole strategic plan.

Such a conception is simple once you conceive of (a) Decision

by the War Cabinet, (b) Instruction to the Ministry of Informa-

tion, and (c) Interpretation by strong action in any or all propa-

ganda media.

As one of those media the Film Trade demands a statement of

policy and the construction of a more efficient machine to carry

out that policy. It is still not too late.

THE NEWSREELS
The newsreels are the weakest factor in British film propaganda.

Between the five of them they share the task of providing

the cinemas of the country with a week to week account of

world-shaking events, yet less than half-a-dozen issues since

the outbreak of war have been in any way memorable. The

newsreels' method of war-time operation is such that the issues

of the individual companies are scarcely distinguishable. They

so regularly use the same officially pooled pictures that we no

longer need so many as five separate reels. There is an un-

necessary multiplication of effort and waste of material in

assembling, editing, commentating and distributing five versions

of the same official story.

In none of the reels does subject-matter and technical

presentation measure up to the present situation. Quality is

inadequate and distribution overseas (where the reels have a

vital task in presenting the British case) is insufficient. To im-

prove quality two reforms appear to be urgently necessary.

Firstly, there must be a new attitude in the newsreel companies

towards their war-time function. Secondly, a better selection

of subject-matter must be made officially available. Both of

these things can be achieved by the estabhshment of a more

productive relationship between the Ministry of Information

and the newsreel companies.

The public expects to see the progress of the war reported on

the screen. It looks to the newsreels to fill this need. So far it has

had to be content with an occasional isolated item of front-

Une reporting wedged in amongst reel after reel of official

inspections, recruiting parades and speeches from the screen.

The public has compared this British coverage of the war with

what the Germans are doing and knows full well that we are

missing our opportunities. They know that even in the midst of

the bitterest fighting it is possible for the camera to report the

progress of the battle. The newsreel, no less than the news-

paper, has a duty to fulfil in seeing that, by hook or by crook,

the story of the war reaches the screen.

Changes in subject-matter are not a complete answer to the

present inadequacy of the newsreels. The time has come to

consider drastic changes, not only in choice of subject but in

method of presentation. The scrappiness of the present day

newsreel has gone far towards destroying its value as a medium
of propaganda and public information. Nowadays it frequently

happens that the greater part of the reel is composed ofisolated

groups of two or three scenes, each on a different subject.

There has never been any reason why a newsreel story should

not be as carefully shaped within its limits as any other piece

of film narrative. Now that it is vitally important that every

foot of film should make its point there is no place for slipshod

technique. Every item must be constructed with a clear sense in

mind of the national purpose it is to serve.

This same principle of careful shaping might well lead to the

creation of a new kind of newsreel item to take its place beside

the front-line story. The time has come to substitute for the

stereotyped accounts of the doings of our royalty and leaders,

the individual stories of ordinary men and women pulling their

weight in the war effort. In their radio and press propaganda
our Russian Allies are showing how powerful can be the

drama of individual determination and initiative in the home
and the factory as well as on the battlefield. It is time for our

own newsreels to discover the people. No doubt certain liaisons

with the conservative Central Office have put this question

far into the background.

British news material is, for the most part, so bad that it

commands little space in overseas newsreels. As the Kine-

Weekly said on October 30th: "The ineffective treatment of

British news in foreign countries is illustrated by the almost

infinitesimal footage accorded by the American newsreels to

the British war effort. This is due to weakness of material and

its undramatic and pedestrian presentation."

The solution to the present problem of the British newsreel is

not a difficult one. In the first place the Ministry of Information

must provide complete facilities for the coverage of all important

events or alternatively must see that satisfactory material is sup-

plied to the newsreels by Service cameramen. In the second place

the Ministry of Information must use its powers to ensure that

war material is adequately presented. Thirdly, is it not time to

consider reducing the number of newsreels from five to two or

three?
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS

Special Despatch. Production: Army Film Unit.

M.O.I. 5 minutes.

Subject. One incident in the life of an Army
motor-cycle despatch rider. He has twelve hours

in which to take an urgent message from London

H.Q. to an officer about to embark on a destroyer

near Glasgow.

Treatment. The Army Film Unit has come in for

a good deal of criticism over the past year, and it

is all the more pleasant to find that this film has

polish, humour, movement and an unforced

human atmosphere. The despatch rider has a

first-class film personality. The incidents on his

journey north are shrewdly observed and very

well scripted and shot. Particularly noteworthy is

one scene in which he commandeers petrol from

an Army lorry, and another in which he has a

superb conversation with a Scottish shepherd

while he is mending a very unwelcome puncture.

Photography and cutting are on a high level

throughout.

Propaganda value. It is difficult to see what made
the Army Film Unit choose a subject which is in

essence very trivial in face of the present war

situation. With the dead piling up in millions on

the Eastern Front, and with Cabinet Ministers

prophesying invasion as hard as they can, this

particular story lacks the punch and urgency

which are badly needed in films relating to the

war effort.

The question will perhaps also be asked: Is

there no more expeditious means of sending

urgent messages over a distance of some 400

miles than by an all-out motor-bike rush (with

authorisation to break the speed limit?). On the

positive side, however, must be placed the con-

vincing human atmosphere which results in a

really good impression of Army life. This

element, however, is not sufficient to counter-

balance the main propaganda defects of the film.

Thumbs up Texas. Production: March of Time

(No. 5. Seventh Year). Distribution: R.K.O.

Radio Pictures. 17 mins.

Subject. The story of modern Texas, its enormous

size, variety of natural resources and industries,

its spirit of tough American individualism, its

enormous contribution to the Allied war effort.

Treatment. The film is scrappy and shapeless and

consists of a number of beautifully photographed

but unrelated sequences and scenes demonstrat-

ing the magnitude of everything which has to do

with Texas. The short synopsis of Texan history

with which the film opens is as interesting for

British audiences as for American, but the subse-

quent part of the film pre-supposes some pre-

vious knowledge of the subject. For example the

geography of Texas, on which many of the film's

arguments depend, is never made completely

clear by maps. March of Time departs from its

usual commentary style by using for the greater

part of the film a slow-speaking Texan with an

extremely attractive voice. This experiment is a

distinct success but it is more than balanced by

another new and most alarming March of Time

trend—a toadying attitude towards the local

"big-shots" who crop up in the item. There is

an attitude almost of adulation towards one

gentleman whose sole purpose in life appears to

be to obtain a commercial advantage for his own
city over its immediate neighbour. He is shown

employing the most fantastic methods of per-

sonal ballyhoo. Years ago March of Time used to

turn the full blast of its famous cynicism upon

people like this.

Propaganda value. Negligible for British audi-

ences.

A Few Ounces a Day. Paul Rotha Productions.

Designed by: The Isotype Institute. Sound effects:

Ernst Meyer. Commentary: Henry Hallatt.

M.O.I. 5 mins.

Subject. The conveyer belt across the Atlantic is

bringing materials to our country. Great convoys

arrive, but some ships are sunk and materials

urgently needed in our factories are lost. Salvage

on a thorough-going and nation-wide basis can

go a very long way towards offsetting this parti-

cular activity of our enemy.

Treatment. The approach to the subject is by

way of the statistics of the situation. The
manner of presentation is unique. The statistics

are brought to life by means of animated unit

symbols called isotypes. These have hitherto only

been used in graphic form, i.e. statically. At the

commencement of the film the symbols are intro-

duced to the audience, after which they proceed to

assemble in various groupings and form inter-

relationship. The logic of the visual story is given

further point by a very ingenious use of sound

effects. The treatment is planned to appeal not

only to the reason but to the feelings. This is large-

ly achieved by the voice employed for the com-

mentary, a voice which is unusually sincere,

urgent and warm.

Propaganda value. Possibly the most effective

short film the M.O.I, has commissioned. It has

information and instruction on a vital issue, and

is an effective call to us all to take action.

Battle of the Books. Production: Paul Rotha

Productions. Direction: Jack Chambers. Com-
mentary: Henry Ainley. M.O.I. 5 minutes.

Subject. The purpose of the film is to contrast the

attitudes of Nazi Germany and democratic

Britain towards books. In the Fascist countries

the great works of history are publicly burned

;

in Britain an enormous amount is done to bring

books, magazines and papers to the people.

Public libraries, mobile libraries, books for the

Services, cheap editions of classical and modern

works—all help to serve an increasing desire of

people everywhere to inform themselves.

Treatment. The film is efficiently made but is

spoiled by a pompous and portentously spoken

commentary from Henry Ainley.

Propaganda value. If stressing the obvious is good
propaganda then Battle of the Books has some
value. One would have cared for a little more
analysis. There is no virtue in reading—or in

writing—for its own sake. As a recent Evening

Standard leader said

:

"How many bad novels, unreadable memor-
anda, lachrymose love letters, sickly bio-

graphies and piffling pamphlets have been

written in recent years?"

and
".

. . the great Niagara of useless, meaning-

less words which men have spilt or drooled or

dribbled on to paper in the last twenty years

alone."

Germany burnt her books—which was a waste.

We do better. We send them to Beaverbrook who
turns them into shells and bullets for the Soviet

Union.

Dangers in the Dark. Production: Public Rela-

tionship Films. Direction: R. Massingham.

M.O.I. 5 minutes.

Subject. A group of people—pedestrian, cyclist,

motorist and lorry driver—all get mixed up in

a road accident. Each tries to blame it on the

oiher but each was equally responsible. Simple

safety devices had been ignored. The pedestrian

did not carry a torch ; the cyclist was without his

rear light ; the motorist was not used to driving

in the black-out; the lorry man was driving on

the white line.

Treatment. The characters are merely puppets

on which to hang the arguments. The accident

is too obviously staged and the continuity lacking

in sparkle. A much greater realism in character

and incident should have been aimed at.

Propaganda value. Less than somewhat when

compared with the terrific effect of Drunk Driving

in the M.G.M. Crime Doesnt Pay series.

Venture Adventure. Production: Crown Film

Unit. Direction: Charles Hasse. Photography:

Edward Catford. Soimd: A. Valentine. M.O.I.

5 minutes.

Subject. We start with some youths looking over

the barbed wire at the edge of an airfield and

getting into a fight over the identity of one of the

planes they see coming down. The solution for

this distressing occurrence is for them to join the

A.T.C. We are shown boys joining, being given

physical training and various forms of instruc-

tion and we end with one of our pugnacious

young gentlemen being shown over a bomber

whilst a new group of youths gazes wistfully over

the barbed wire.

Treatment. The film is well made and up to the

usual Crown standards. There is quite a nice lot

(continued on p. 209)
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of sync stuff and the rest is nicely held together by

the "We Don't Want to March like the Infantry"

song which the A.T.C. have apparently appro-

priated for their own use. The film does, how-
ever, betray a certain scrappiness as the result of

trying to crowd in too much incident.

Propaganda Value. As regards recruiting value,

a film about the A.T.C. is a sitter if ever there

was one and Venture Adventure is certainly

a success from this point of view. The difficulty

I should say would be all the other way round,

in finding sufficient equipment and instructors

rather than recruits. From the wider propa-

ganda point of view, however. Venture Adventure

marks no advance at all on the usual Crown
and M.O.L efforts. Lads between the ages of

14 and 20 will always crowd into anything

that offers them some scope for action, ex-

citement and rough comradeship, and from

this point of view it doesn't matter much to

them whether it is the Boy Scouts, the Young
Pioneers, the local betting and race-course gang

or the Hitler Jugend. If the A.T.C. has anything

to offer that similar organisations in Germany
have not got, this is what the film should have

been about. If it has not, then there is really no

point in making the film at all.

W.R.N.S. Production: Strand Film Co. Producer:

Donald Taylor. Direction: Ivan Moffat.

Camera: Jo Jago. M.O.I. 5 mins.

Subject. This film deals with the sort of jobs

which may fall to the lot of members of the

W.R.N.S. It is presumably intended to give

information on the nature and value of the work

which is being done by women in the Services

and to stimulate recruiting.

Treatment. The film is beautifully photographed

but singularly dreary, slow and pointless. Apart

from a very handsome W.R.N.S. oflicer who
strides magnificently from shot to shot at the

head of her marching column, there is little of

interest. A number of elegant young women,
apparently from Mayfair drawing rooms, are

shown engaged in the more refined duties of the

W.R.N.S. and one of their number speaks a

languid commentary ; but we are not allowed a

sight of anything so plebeian as working-class

girls doing chambermaids' jobs in the officers'

mess.

Propaganda Value. Girls joining the W.R.N.S.

are likely to do so for less glamorous but sounder

reasons than any given here.

The Lion of Judah. Production: Army Film Unit.

Middle East Command.
Subject. Lion of Judah briefly recapitulates the

past five years of a brave people. It tells of a man
with a price on his head who was never further

than 100 miles from Addis Ababa and the

Fascist terror It speaks of the long awaited com-
ing of the Emperor and the assembly of the

Patriot army which, without tanks or artillery,

with only its courage and an odd assortment of

rifles, drove out 30,000 Italians.

Treatment. Lion of Judah is sensibly made. The
people might have been the fuzzi-wigs they ap-

pear, but the film makers speak of them and re-

cord them in terms of the mead of honey they

di ink and the Psalms of David they sing. How-
ever, the film is little more than a tit-bit and the

reference to the administrative partnership

between this country and the Emperor is notice-

ably inadequate.

Propaganda Value. It is understood that the

film is not intended for propaganda in this

country; if so, more is the pity, for it tells of

courage and fortitude more effectively than do
many official films: and the courage of men
transcends the barrier of language and race.

Post 23. Production: Strand Film Company.
Direction: Ralph Bond. Camera: Charles Marl-

borough.

Subject. Po.st 23 is a warden's post in the London
suburbs and the theme of the film is that men and
women who would otherwise have remained

strangers to each other have been brought to-

gether by war-time A.R.P. duties. In air-raids

they have gained a sense of what can be achieved

by combined action, and in conversations in their

post they begin to realise that the proper re-

construction of the post-war world also will de-

pend on the co-operation of ordinary people like

themselves.

Treatment. John Longden takes the part of the

post-warden, is narrator and introduces to the

camera the bus-conductor, the shy clerk, the

architect, the stockbroker, and the girl tele-

phonist, who work with him in Post 23. We hear

their conversations in the "local," on the street

and in the post between raids, and we see them in

action during a raid.

Propaganda value. The theme is good and the

film is well-shaped, but dialogue and action are

spoilt by a somewhat theatrical style which sub-

stitutes an artificial slickness for the sincerity

and conviction vital to the effect of this kind of

picture.

Common Heritage. Production: World in

Action Ltd. Producer: John Hanau. 20 mins.

Subject. A history of the Mediterranean area in

terms of the exploitation of its peoples by the

Great Powers, the control of the Suez Canal, the

establishment of the Jewish National Home in

Palestine and the present need for a British

victory.

Treatment. The picture is composed of familiar

library material, and commentary is spoken in

alternate sections and styles by Leslie Howard
and Kent Stevenson. Howard is lyrical and

Stevenson is tough. To begin with Howard is

vaguely sentimental about the sufferings caused

to innocent peoples throughout history by the

predatory activities of expanding nations (pretty

thin ice this, with the historical role of the Suez

Canal cropping up at an embarrassing moment).

Meantime, Stevenson declaims commercial jar-

gon in the old-fashioned expressionist manner.

Then, when Howard seems to be winning and it

looks like winding up as a pacifist film with

the police nosing round the box-office when you

go out, the two protagonists suddenly change

sides and Howard finds a solution to all his

troubles in the might of the British Navy.

Propaganda value. Zero to negative.
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1)1 Kis<. Miiisi vc.irs a gro.it dc.il h.is Kvn
s;iid and vsriUcn aK)ul the new technical and

artistic possihilitics otl'crcd by such dcsclopmcnts

as coated Icnst^. Mipcr-fast films and the use

of lower-proportioned and partially ceiled sets.

.Some cinemalographers ha\c had, as I did in

one or two productions filmed during the past

year, opportunities to make a few cautious,

tentali\e experinients with utilising these tech-

nical innovations to produce improved photo-

dramatic results Those of us who have, must

have felt, as I (Jul. that they wjre on the track

of something re.illv significant, and wished

that instead of using them conservatively for

.1 scene here or a sequence there, they could

c\periment free-h.indcdly with them throughout

.in entire production.

In the course ol my last assignment, the

photography o{ Orson Welles' picture. Citizen

Kane, the opportunity for such large-scale

experiment came to me. In fact, it was forced

upon me, for in order to bring the picture to the

screen as both producer-director Welles and

I s;ivv it, wc were forced to make radical depart-

ures from conventional practice. In doing so.

I bvlieve we have made some interesting contri-

butions to cinematographic methods.

r.iih inccd Reality

( iiizcn Kane is by no means a conventional,

nin-of-the-mill movie. Its keynote is realism.

As we worked together over the script and the

tin.il. pre-production planning, both Welles and

1 felt this, and felt that if it w-as possible, the

picture should Ix* brought to the screen in such

.1 way that the audience would feel it was looking

.It reality, rather ih.in merely at a movie.

C losely interrelated with this concept were

two perplexing cine-tcchnical problems. In the

lirst place, the settings for this production were

designed to play a definite rdle in the picture -

one as vital as any players charactcrivition.

They were more th.in mere Kickgrounds: they

helped to trace the rise and fall oi the central

character,

Sccondiv but bv no means i^^\ secondary

importance was Welles" concept o\ the visual

flow of the picture He instinctively grasped

a point which many other far more experienced

directors and pnxlucers ncxcr comprehend : that

I lie scenes and seiiuenc"cs should flow together

M' snioothlv lh.it the audience would not be

WM1S..IOUS ol the mechanics of picture-making

\nd in spite o{ the f,ul that his previous experi-

ence h.id been in dircviing for the stage and for

r.ivlio. he had a full realisiiiion of the great power
.1 the camera in conveying dramatic ideas with-

r. lecourse to wi^rds

Direct Cuts .\%oided

Therefore from the moment the production

began to take shape in script form, cxcrylhing

was planned with reference to what ihc camera

could bring to the eyes of the audience. Direct

cuts, we felt, were something that should K
avoided wherever possible. Instead, wc tried tn

plan action so that the camera could pan or doll>

from one angle to another whenever this type oi

treatment was desirable. In other scenes, wc
pre-planned our angles and compositions s»<

that action which ordinarily would be shown in

direct cuts would be shown in a single, longer

scene—often one in which important action

might take place simultaneously in wideb-

separated points in extreme foreground and

background.

These unconventional set-ups. it can rcadib

be seen, impose insurmountable diffkultics in

the path of strictly conventional methods o\

camerawork. To put things with brutal frank-

ness, they simply cannot be done by conven-

tional means. But they were a basic part o\

Citizen Kane and they had to be done!

DcsiKntng the Sets

The first step was in designing sets which

would in themselves strike the desired note of

reality. In almost any real-life room, wx: arc

always to some degree conscious of the exiling

In most movies, on the other hand, wc see the

ceiling only in extreme long-shots —and then

it is usually painted in as a matte-shot. In the

closer angles, the camera seldom shows the

exiling, or e\en anything suggesting it. On the

contrary, conventional interior lighting-effects,

since the light is pmjocted from spot-lighting

units perched high on the lamp-rails paralleling

the sets, come from angles which would K-

definitely impossible in an actual, ceiled room
Therefore the majority of our sets for Citizen

Kane had actual ceilings. They were low ceilings

-in many instances even lowicr than they wi uU!

be in a real room o( similar style. Furthermore

many of our camera-angles vvcrc planned for

unusually low camera set-ups. so that we couKl

shoot upward and take advantage of the more

realistic effects of those txilings, Scxeral sets

were even built on parallels, so that v*e couKl

take up any desired section of the floonng anil

place the lens actually at floor level.

I.iKhtins

Tins, as may be inugincd. immediately created

a very interesting problem in lighting. Sincx the

sets were cxilingcd. not one of the 1 10 sets wcrc

parallelcd for overhead lighting. With the

exception of a few occasional shots for which

4
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we could remove a small section of ceiling

to permit using a "Junior" or similar spotlight

overhead for really necessary backlighting,

everything in the picture was to be lighted from

the floor.

With deep sets, this necessitated the use of

light which would have great penetrating power.

This was found in the twin-arc broadsides

developed for use in Technicolor. These lamps

formed the backbone of our lightmg, supple-

mented of course with "Juniors," "Seniors," and

170-Amp. arc spots as might be necessary.

In passing, it may be mentioned that this

technique of using completely ceilinged sets so

extensively gave us another advantage: it

eliminated that perpetual bane of the cinema-

tographer—microphone shadows! The ceilings

were made of muslin, so the sound engineers

found no difficulty at all in placing their mikes

just above this acoustically porous roof In this

position, they were always completely out of

camera-range, and as there was no overhead

lighting, they couldn't cast any shadows. Yet

the ceilings were so low that the mike was almost

always in a very favourable position for sound

pick-up. I must admit, however, that working

this way for eighteen or nineteen weeks tends

to spoil one for working under more conven-

tional conditions, where one must always be

on the lookout lest the mike or its shadow get

into the picture!

Optical Problems

The next problem was to obtain the definition

and depth necessary to Welles' conception of the

picture. While the human eye is not literally a

universal-focus optical instrument, its depth of

field is so great, and its focus-changes so com-

pletely automatic that for all practical purposes

it is a perfect universal-focus lens.

In a motion picture, on the other hand,

especially in interior scenes filmed at the large

apertures commonly employed, there are inevit-

able limitations. Even with the 24 mm. lenses

used for extreme wide-angle effects, the depth of

field—especially at the focal settings most

frequently used in studio work (on the average

picture, between 8 and 10 feet for the great

majority of shots)—is very small. Of course,

audiences have become accustomed to seeing

things this way on the screen, with a single point

of perfect focus, and everything falling off with

greater or less rapidity in front of and behind

this particular point. But it is a little note of

conventionalised artificiality which bespeaks the

mechanics and limitations of photography.

And we wished to eliminate these suggestions

wherever possible.

Now it is well known that the use of lenses of

short focal length tends in itself to increase

the depth of field. So, too, does stopping down
the lens.

Since the introduction of today's high-speed

emulsions, some photographers and some
studios make it a practice to take advantage of

the film's speed by stopping their lenses down to

apertures as low as f : 3.5 or thereabouts when
filming interiors. In some instances this is done

only occasionally, when for some reason added

depth may be desired for a scene or sequence;

in others, it is a fixed practice.

To solve our problem, we decided to carry

this idea a step farther. If using a high-speed

film like PIus-X and stopping down to f; 35
gave a desirable increase in definition, wouldn't

it—for our purpose, at least—be a still better

idea to employ a super-speed emulsion like

Super-XX, and to stop down even further.

Preliminary experiments proved that it was.

However, merely stopping down to the extent

which would compensate for the higher sensitivity

of Super-XX was still not enough, though we
were clearly on the right track.

The next step inevitably was to stop down to

whatever point might give us the desired depth

of field in any given scene, compensating for

the decreased exposure-values by increasing

the illumination leve'.

This, especially on deep, roofed-in sets where

no overhead lighting could be used, naturally

created another lighting problem. Fortunately,

two other factors helped to make this less

troublesome than might have been expected.

First, we were using, as I have been for some
time, lenses treated with the Vard "Opticoat"

non-glare coating. In view of the considerable

discussion that has arisen since the introduction

of these treating methods, I may mention that

so far I have found this treatment not only

beneficial, but durable. Depending upon the

design of the lens to which it is applied, it gives

an increase in speed ranging between half a stop

and a stop, while at the same time giving a very

marked increase in definition, due to the elimina-

tion of flare and internal reflections.

Secondly, due to the nature of our sets, and

the lighting problems incident to our use of

ceilinged sets, we were, even before we changed

from Plus-X to Super-XX, making considerable

use of arc broadsides. In addition to the greater

penetrating power of arc light as compared to

incandescent, this gave us a further advantage,

for the arc is unexcelled in concentrating the

greatest illuminating power into a comparatively

small unit.

The use of these lamps made it possible to

use considerably smaller lens apertures than

would otherwise have been the case, while still

keeping to satisfactorily low illumination-levels,

and using surprisingly few lighting units.

In many scenes, including even some in the big

sets representing Xanadu, "Kane's" exaggerat-

edly palatial Florida estate, the entire lighting

was accomplished using a total of only five or

six units, including the arc broads and incan-

descent spotlights of all sizes.

It was therefore possible to work at apertures

infinitely smaller than anything that has been

used for conventional interior cinematography

in many years. While in conventional practice,

even with coated lenses, most normal interior

scenes are filmed at maximum aperture or close

to it—say within the range between f : 2.3 to

f : 2.8, with an occasional drop to an aperture

of f : 3.5 sufficiently out of the ordinary to cause

comment—we photographed nearly all of our

interior scenes at apertures not greater than

f : 8—and often smaller. Some scenes were

filmed at f: 11, and one even at f: 16!

How completely this solved our depth of field

problem may easily be imagined. Even the stand-

ard 50 mm. and 47 mm. objectives conventionally

used have tremendous depth of field when

stopped down to such apertures. Wide-angle

lenses such as the 35 mm., 28 mm. and 24 mm.
objectives, when stopped down to f: 1 1 or f: 16

become to all intents and purposes universal-

focus lenses.

Depth of Focus Called for

But we needed every bit of depth we could

possibly obtain. Some of the larger sets extended

the full length of two stages at the RKO-Pathe

Studio, and necessitated holding an acceptably

sharp focus over a depth of nearly 200 feet.

In other shots, the composition might include

two people talking in the immediate foreground

—say two or three feet from the lens—and

framing between them equally important action

taking place in the background of the set, thirty

or forty feet away. Yet both the people in the

immediate foreground and the action in the

distance had to be kept sharp!

In still other shots, Welles' technique of visual

simplification might combine what would con-

ventionally be made as two separate shots

—

a close-up and an insert—in a single, non-

dollying shot. One such, for instance, was a big-

head close-up of a player reading the inscription

on a loving-cup. Ordinarily, such a scene would

be shown by inter-cutting the close-up of the man
reading the inscription with an insert of the

inscription itself, thereafter cutting back again to

the close-up. As we shot it, the whole thing was

compressed into a single composition. The man's

head filled one side of the frame ; the loving-cup,

the other. In this instance, the head was less than

16 inches from the camera, while the cup was

necessarily at arm's length—a distance of several

feet. Yet we were able to keep the man's face

fully defined, while at the same time the loving-

cup was in such sharp focus that the audience

was able to read the inscription from it. Also,

beyond this foreground were a group of men

from 12 to 18 feet focal distance. These men were

equally sharp.

Setting focus

This unorthodox technique, as might be

expected, brought with it a completely new set

of photographic and lighting problems. Solving

them taught us a lot. For example, there is the

matter of setting focus on scenes like these,

where it is necessary to spread the depth of

field over an incredibly great area. Any experi-

enced cinematographer or still photographer

will automatically reply, "That's easy—just split

your focus between the nearest and farthest

points you want to keep in focus!" Yes—
—that's the answer—but just where should you

focus your lens in order to do this?

This is something only practical experience

can answer consistently, for while the depth of

field of all lenses falls off more sharply in front

of the point of focus than behind it, this effect

varies not only according to the focal length

of ihe lens used, but according to the degree

to which it is stopped down and the point

upon which it is focused. Gaining this experience
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one ccriainK learns Mirprising things aK>ul the

hch.iMour ol lenses Tiir example, I discos crcd

that a 24 nun lens, stopped down to t: « or

less. bcv.onics almost literally a univcrvil-liKus

ohjei.ti\e at a certain point It it is set to focus

on a pt>int 4 feet (> inches in front of the c-umcra,

everything Irom IS inches to infinity will be in

acceptably sh.irp focus. There arc also some

lenses which as they are stopped down, sud-

denly reveal totally unexpected opticiil charac-

teristics at certain settings, and quite as inex-

plicably lose them as they are stopped down
lurlher. I have known of instances in which

lenses were excellent until they were closed

down to. s;iy, f : 6.3, but became distinctly

inferior at apertures below this point —only to

recover their miality again as the diaphragm

passed the f: II or f: 16 mark.

Lighting for this combination of ultra-fast

lilm. coated lenses and radically reduced aper-

tures offers its own new problems. One has to

learn a completely new system of lighting-

balance. The fast film tends to flattened con-

trasts: but the coated lenses and the reduced

apertures both tend to increase contrast. .'\s

a result, one must light scenes made in this

manner with much less contrast than would be

his custom under more normal circumstances.

Again, the precise degree of change depends

upon the stop used; but in general, the shadows

must be "opened up" with a more general use

of filler light, the highlights must be watched,

when optical dilTusion is used. difVusers such as

Scheibes, which tend to soften contrasts, arc

generally preferable. Obviously, too, when you

are dealing with film of the extreme sensitivity

of Supcr-XX, you will find that even at reduced

apertures, extremely delicate gradations of

lighting-contrast pick up, registering far more

strongly on the lilm than they do to even the

trained eye. > et, strangely enough, once a cine-

matographer has accustomeJ himself to this type

of lighting, it becomes in many ways easier than

more conventional lighting, for it is simpler, less

arlilicial, and employs fewer light-sources.

Dissolves

\ ruilher innovalion in this picture will be

seen III the transitions, many of which are lap-

dissolves m which the background dissolves

from one scene to another a short but

measurable interval before the players in the

foreground dissolve. This is done quite simply,

by having the lighting on set and people rigged

thn-uLih scp.ir.itc dimmers Then all that is

.s. 00. s. ' •7'"^ "/
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necessary is to commence the dissolve by dim-

ming the Kick ground lights, ctTcclually fading

out on it, and then dimming the lights on the

people, to produce the fade on them. The fade-in

IS made the same way, fading in the lighting on

the set first, and then the lighting on the players.

In closing, I would like to pay high tribute to

those who were associated in the making of

Citizen Kane. Producer-director Orson Welles,

of course, heads the list; he is not only a very

brilliant young man. but also one of the most

delightfully understanding and co-operative

producers and directors with whom I have ever

worked. Art dircvior Perry Icrguson is another

whose ability helped make Citizen Kane an

unusual production His camera-wise designing

of the settings not only made it possible to obtain

many of the etfcxts Welles and I sought, but also

made ptissible the iruK re- -• ^' '.-ement

of building the prodii^ii c and

small, for a total expenditure of about S60,000

—yet gave us sets which look on the screen like

a much larger expenditure. RKO special-effects

expert Vernon Walker. A.S.C., and his stafl

handled their part of the production—a by no

means inconsiderable assignment—with ability

and tine understanding. Finally, the operative

crew who have been with me for so many years-

Operative Cincmatographcr Ben Shipham. and

Assistant Cameraman ELddie Garvin—played

their accustomed parts in helping me to put

Orson Welles' initial production on the screen

Hxperimcnting as we were with new ideas and

new methods, none of them had an easy time

But thanks to the spirit of understanding and

co-operation which prevailed, we emerged with

what I think will prove a notable picture, and.

I hope, the siarting-point of some new ideas in

both the tcxhnique and the art of cinema-

tography.

KI.LKJON \M) T!!i: Ml/M
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b> a Scottish .Ministerial Film Fan

s( oil. VNIJ has ceriamly lagged behind Kngland

in making use o\ the tilm for religious purposes.

Perhaps the cannv Scot is more conservative in

religious matters, or perhaps it is that he is more

frank in facing ditliculties and likes to sec beyond

these before embarking on a new enterprise. The

educational world had similar hesitation and

conservatism to overcome, and only within the

last two years has introduced the cinema widely

as a teaching method. And the ditliculties that

confronted the teacher were far fewer than those

which confront the Church worker. Religious

people are apt to be sensitive in their prejudices;

and the subject itself is subtle and abstract and

not easily to be translated into the language of

the screen. Yet it is only in life that religion re-

veals itself, and life is c-apable of being pictorially

presented.

.At present there is a grow ing desire in Scotland

to experiment with the film as a means of pre-

senting and interpreting religion. Some three

years ago an interdenominational association

was formed called The Scottish Churches Film

Ciuild. for the promotion of the use of films in

conntxtion with the Church. The Ciuild has

practically no funds and has not received loo

much support ; yet branches were formed in

several parts ot the country, and considerable

work had been set going when the war and the

calling up of many o\ the le;idcrs brought things

.ilmost to a standstill. In Fdinburgh, more than

elsewhere, however, an effort is being made to

keep things going On one evening each month a

ilispl.iy of religious lilms is given in some church

li.ill : and once .i month new films arc seen and

lev lew cd

One ditViculty which tiK war has acccniuatetl

IS the l.ick of a sufVKicnl number of 16 mm. pro-

leciors A greater dilFKnilty is that there arc still

very lew really good religious films available

Some there arc, but most so far pnxluccd arc

!hi icchnicallv crude or give a scnliiiKintal and

inadequate treatment of their subject. It was i.i

full consciousness of these difTicjltics that the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland w.i^

persuaded last May to appoint a Committee "ii-

investigate and report on the use of films for

Church purposes." It is hoped that one result o:

this committees report will be the setting up of a

permanent organisation within the Church to

foster the use o< films. But even more ncccssar>

is the appointment of a committee to advise

producers as to the kind of films which the

Church requires. Such a cx>mmittee should con-

tain members of three kinds —experts in special

subjects such as the Bible itself. Chunrh history

.

the Church's social, evangelistic and foreign mis-

sion work, and religious literature; men with

knowledge o^ the cx>nditions under which the

films w ill be shown, and men with some technical

knowledge of film production. So far there sccm^

to have been a tendency to put the cart before

the horse. Films have been produced, submitted

tor rev iew by Church panels of rev icwers. and

frequently condemned as unsuitable. Detailed

direction beforehand as to partic-ular kinds ot

films desired would almost certainly produce

more s.itisfactor> results. Such a committee, il

established, would, oi course, work in close co-

operation with any similar bi>dy in England One

essential is that the films should have the widest

possible circulation, and no n>ercly Scottish

scheme could hope to be an cconomia proposition

These arc some of the problems which Scottish

churchmen interested in the film are trxing to

face One thing is cxrtain from the limited

experience we have already had; px>plc are wan-

ing for this development; especially in tl>e vil-

lages and smaller towns there is no lack of .i

congregation when it is known that a film is \o

be shown And there seem to he great possibil

itics in the way of arousing a new interest in the

facts and achievements of religion through this

modem medium of representation.
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FILM SOCIETY NEWS
BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE
The Institute has acquired many of the copies of

foreign films hitherto distributed by Unity Films

Ltd. These are now at the disposal of Film

Societies should they wish to go in for a series of

revivals of the better French films of the last few

years.

Secondly, the National Film Library, which has

recently published a new Catalogue, has em-

barked on a new and important line in making

available single reel extracts from well-known

feature films. These have been prepared for pur-

poses of illustration and analysis and in each case

the extract has been chosen so that it should have

some completeness in itself and at the same time

give a fair representation of the characteristic

technical qualities of the whole film and, so far as

is possible, of its theme. These are only available

on 16 mm.

The new composite film on The Use of Realist

Material in the Cinema is now at the recording

stage and will be available for hire to Film

Societies very shortly.

The third year of war finds the Edinburgh

Film Guild continuing to serve the cause of inter-

national understanding by showing the best

available Continental, British and American
tilms. Despite war-time restriction of production

and import, films are still available to maintain

the standard and variety of previous seasons.

Intelligent film-goers have long been grateful

to the Edinburgh Film Guild for its private

Sunday performances, and it is hoped they will

bring them to the notice of the many new resid-

ents in the City.

Ihc season will be divided into two parts.

1 i\e performances will be given in the first part

before Christmas and five in the second part in

the new year. During December it is hoped to

arrange a special (additional) performance of

films dealing with subjects connected with post-

war planning. Notable among the films to be
included in this programme is the American
Institute of Planning production entitled The
C iiv. This documentary on town-planning anal-

> ses the problem of urban development by direct

comparison and devastating satire, and finally

illustrates the type of model city which is possible

anywhere if we choose.

The first show had as feature Benoit Levy's

Nous Les Jeunes. Among other French films

under consideration are Drame de Shanghai by
G. W. Pabst (Kameradschaft)—a grim and
exciting melodrama against a background of the

Chinese struggle for freedom ; and Accord Final,

a story of the Geneva Conservatoire of Music.

I

Russian films include The Last Night, an im-

j

pression of the last night in Moscow before the

I

Bolshevik dawn; Peter the Great, an ambitious
historical film describing Peter's westernisation

of Russia; and Eisenstein's Teuton and Slav.

A Czechoslovakian programme will include

Pred Maturitou, a film of student life in Prague

and its environs. As with last season's pro-

gramme, a special arrangement will be made
for the translation of the dialogue.

For many years the Film Guild has devoted

its programme to showing the life and art of

other nations. In direct contrast the programme
on November 2nd gave some idea how Scotland

is shown on the screen to the rest of the world.

The shorts included a group of new Scottish

films produced by the British Council for wide

distribution abroad, and the feature was Michael

Powell's Edge of the World which has been shown
with outstanding success in more countries than

any other film dealing with Scotland.

The Cambridge University Film Society, which

was started in February of this year, is now
entering upon its second season. Three shows

are to be held this term and next in the Arts

Theatre, which is given by courtesy of the

Trustees. The series of talks given last season on

subjects connected with the film has been sus-

pended for the moment, but may be resumed if

there is sufficient demand from members. As
before, the shows are supplemented by pro-

gramme notes contributed, wherever possible, by

the directors or others closely connected with the

films being shown. The three shows scheduled

between now and the beginning of December are

:

Nov. 2nd: Ptushko's The New Gulliver, with

Georg Pal's Big Broadcast, Lotte Reiniger's

Papageno, and Len Lye's Rainbow Dance.

Nov. 16th : Jaques Feyder's Les Gens du Voyage,

with Alexander Shaw's Cover to Cover. Nov.

23rd : Michael Powell's The Edge of the World,

with Harry Watt's North Sea.

Manchester and District Film Institute Society

has arranged in collaboration with the Manches-

ter and Salford Film Society a further series of

six film displays to be shown this year. The
three full-length feature films to be screened at

the Rivoli are La Grande Illusion, Lenin in

October and The Postman Always Rings Twice.

These will be supported by the usual specialised

shorts including Massingham's Tell Me if It

Hurts and Island People. In addition three sub-

standard shows have been arranged, the first of

which is entitled Scrapbook of Film Comedy
1896-1933. The second and third shows will be

Films of Freedom and Films of Science. In each

instance a special speaker will introduce each

film.

In conjunction with the Ministry of Informa-

tion the Film Institute Society are giving three

free shows daily in the City Art Gallery for the

next eleven weeks. The six weekly shows of the

M.O.I, include Len Lye's When the Pie was

Opened, The White Eagle and Five Faces. For

the weeks between the M.O.I, film shows the

Society has arranged a series of five weekly pro-

grammes to illustrate aspects of film art. These

will be entitled From Georges Melies to Walt

Disney, British Documentaries, How Story-telling

by Film Developed, American Documentaries, and
Early Chapters of Screen Comedy.

The Belfast Film Society reports:—Although

long delayed by our elTorts to secure a cinema,

which have finally proved fruitless, though for a

time we were in high hopes, we are opening our

season of repertory shows in the hall which

we have used for the last two seasons. We are

making one innovation by meeting on Saturday

afternoons instead of holding evening shows, in

the hope of overcoming difficulties created by

the black-out, travel problems for country mem-
bers, and the possibility of interruption by air-

raid alerts. The first show was booked for Satur-

day, October 25th. The programme was Renoir's

La Marseillaise, supported by Free France, the

documentary about the de Gaulle movement's

first year, a cartoon by Pinschewer, De Licht-

wacht, and an early Disney. For the second show

on November 22nd we have booked Chapayev,

and hope to show a selection of shorts appro-

priate to a Russian feature film. The third show

is to be on December 1 3th and for this we have

booked Zero de Conduite. It is tentatively pro-

posed to accompany this by an early Marx
Brothers film.

The Scottish Churches Film Guild reports :—

A

gratifying attendance was present at the first

review of the new session held in Greyfriars

Church Session Room, on Tuesday, October

14th. The Common Round was the first picture

reviewed. Just an average picture, most useful

for foreign mission work. A short reel was

shown entitled Symphonies in Stone—Canter-

bury. This proved a most excellent picture. The

photography was splendid and showed views

mostly in and around the old Cathedral. Owing

to its high standard this film was considered too

short although there was no story attached to it.

There was a feeling that more organ music, when

the interior views were shown, would be a big

improvement. The next meeting of the Guild

takes place in the same premises on Tuesday,

November 11th, when any interested are invited

to attend.

Dundee and St. Andrews reports a substantial

increase in membership which now stands at 743,

an addition of almost 100 over last year's record

figure; and there are still a considerable number

of members to come in. This encouraging start

has enabled full plans to be made for a season of

ten performances. The subscription is to remain

at 105. On October 19th the programme consisted

oi King of Spades (in substitution for The Viking

Trail), a Disney cartoon, and Retour a L'Aiibe.

This programme was much appreciated by very

large audiences at both the afternoon and even-

ing performances, the latter being almost a full

house. There is no doubt that this Society is now
very firmly established and that its activities are

of much value to a large and growing circle of

members. It would be interesting to know if its

claim to be the largest Society in the country can

again be substantiated for this season.
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"SWITCHOVER"
The Story of the switch-over from peace to war-time work in a large factory

Produced by SYDNEY BOX & JAMES CARR. Directed by ERWIN HILLIER

"THE ENGLISH INN"
The pare that Inns piay in the social life of Britain

Produced by JAMES CARR. Directed by MURIEL BAKER
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TWO
FILMS
OF THE
MONTH
49lh PARALLEL
Directed and Produced by: Michael Powell.

Camera: Freddie Young. Music: Ralph Vaughan

Williams. Story: E. Pressburger and Michael

Powell. Editor: David Lean.

THIS is the first British feature film to be inspired

and partly financed by an official Government

body—the Ministry of Information, to be exact.

Its production was whitened with the dust of

trade conflict, and for a time it looked as though

there would be no film, but only a nasty smell.

But 49//; Parallel was completed, and has had

one of the best Presses ever accorded to a British

production. It is indeed one of the best made
films ever produced in this country. It is, more-

over, one of the few films of a purely episodic

nature which has ever come off.

It tells of the adventures of six survivors from

a Nazi submarine who wander through Canada

trying to elude capture ; of their gradual annihila-

tion until only one remains to be captured by a

piece of democratic initiative consisting of a neat

jiggery poke with the Customs regulations on the

Canada-U.S.A. border.

In the course of their diminishing Odyssey the

Nazi sailors come up against a French Canadian

trapper (Laurence Olivier), a German Hutterite

settlement with a leader who aptly expresses the

anti-Nazi viewpoint as seen by emancipated

Germans (Anton Walbrook), a defeatist English

intellectual (Leslie Howard), a tough Canadian

soldier (Raymond Massey), and various assorted

Eskimos and Red Indians. In each encounter the

Nazis get an intellectual and /or physical poke in

the snoot.

Vistas of the Canadian scene give the film a

breadth and scope which sets oflF the sinister pil-

grimage of the Nazis in such a way that the vast-

ness of Canada becomes something of a symbol

of the freedom which the Fascists aim to destroy.

Nevertheless, the size of the subject tends also to

make for slowness, and there is little doubt that

the film would be more effective if it was cut by

about twenty minutes.

Granted, however, that the film has strong

entertainment value, there still remains the con-

sideration, of its value as propaganda. Views on

this appear to differ. On the negative side it has

been claimed (a) that we have been so condi-

tioned by Hollywood to being on the side of the

hunted rather than the hunters that there is

bound to be some sympathy with the pursued

Nazis; {b) that it's a pretty poor show if six

Germans can be at large for so long in a hostile

country ; and (c) that an episode such as that in

which an Englishman is presented as a dilettante

is just playing into German hands, and that the

toughness of the pay-olf doesn't redress the

negative effect.

On the whole these accusations will probably

turn out to be more academic than real. The film

throughout shows signs of the most careful

scripting from the propaganda point of view, and

each episode may be said to be conceived as a

positive answer to questions arising from

insinuations regarding the democratic standpoint.

As far as the pursuit goes, it must be remem-

bered that the actions of the Nazis throughout

the film include brutalities of various descrip-

tion, including cold-blooded murder. And if Eric

Portman's brilliant performance as the Nazi

commander gains a certain warmth at times, it is

only in terms of that blind and fanatical loyalty

which has so far been one of Hitler's major

secrets of success. It is a loyalty which this film,

step by step, reveals as a false faith. It just

doesn't make the grade in the long run.

Leslie Howard's portrayal of the dilettante is

bound to cause a certain amount of heartburn

over here. But there is a good deal of justification

for this particular sequence as far as opinion in

the New World is concerned. Whether we like it

or not, a picture of the Englishman as soft and

decadent has grown up over the past ten years,

especially in the U.S.A., and it is probably good

propaganda to take the bull by the horns and

put him on the screen. Here the trick is to give

your audience a picture of someone whom they

wrongly think is representative, and to turn the

tables on them by revealing him as unexpectedly

tough. Whatever opinion over here may be, it's a

hkely bet that Howard's knock-out of the Nazi

will be a good propaganda stroke in the U.S.A.

The major criticism of 49th Parallel is largely

that there was surely no need for it to be con-

ceived in such misery or to take so long to make.

The blame here must be apportioned between

Trade and M.O.I, tycoons and not laid at the

door of the technicians and actors who have in

the end produced such an admirable job of film-

making and of propaganda.

CITIZEN KANE
By: Orsen Welles, Gregg Toland and The

Mercury Players

IT IS very strange the way people receive films.

I always remember with wonder a correspon-

dence in The Times on .the superb artistry of

The River. The film was, at its best, a good

geography lesson. As a film it was not well

constructed—it ignored the people who lived by

the river—it was very badly photographed. The

place name jingle was pleasant, but had been

done quite a few times before. It might have

made a pleasant one reel travelogue—it was

certainly no three reel work of art.

Then there was the Big Store—a film that

rates second or third in the Marx brothers'

history. Groucho and Harpo's office sequence

—

the dance sequence with Virginia O'Brien—the

chase after the photograph—the harp and mirror

sequence—and a dozen short sequences such as

the girl ordering material and Harpo getting it

for her. All this, first class comedy, and the

general opinion—at least amongst critics—was

that it is a good thing that it is the Marx Bros.'

last film.

Then there was a film called Way for a Sailor.

John Gilbert's only serious sound film. It was the

story of the crew of an American tramp steamer.

They had been saving up for months to buy the

bosun (Wallace Beery—then unknown) an

accordion. John Gilbert was a fly boy and knew

where he could get a stolen one cheap. They all

waited for him outside the pawnshop while he

popped in, bought himself a new suit and went

out the back way and found a girl. The crew

look for him all over the town. He, just

preparing to eat a big supper in the girl's flat,

goes out to buy a bottle of wine—the crew see

him and it is all over—back to the pawnshop—
and the clothes are exchanged for the accordion

and they are all ofT to sea again, drinking in this

port, fighting in that—always with their accor-

dion. It was a simple film about simple pleasures

of ordinary people—the only film of the sea that

has touched it was Merchant Seamen {Long

Voyage Home didn't even know what it was all

about). But IVayfor a Sailor ran for only a few

days at the Empire and disappeared. Why some

bad films go so well and why some good films go

so badly, I don't know. I do believe that M.G.M.

had lost faith in their greatest money-maker, and

just didn't bother to push the film. I can believe

that they are no longer interested in the Marx

Bros.
—

"this is their last film—what does it

matter." They certainly didn't bother to put it

on at their Empire.

Which brings us to Citizen Kane. It has had

more ballyhoo than any film, I should think,

since Ben Hur, and the right kind. Play up the

art and genius angle boys—the new Leonardo da

Vinci. So two good films. Way for a Sailor and

Big Store were tucked away. One bad film The

River was pushed out and made far more

important than it was. And the Citizen Kane

one has been successfully sold to all the "more

intelligent filmgoers" as a work of art. As W. C.

Fields said "One last word daughter—never

give a sucker an even break!"

Citizen Kane is a very good straightforward

film. Cut off the opening as far as the end of

the newsreel and a cinema audience wouldn't

know it from any other American film, providing,

of course, that a slick publicity man hadn't told

them what to think first.

The one thing you will have to admire is dear

little Orson Annie, aged 25. He went to Holly-

wood and took them on his own terms, even

getting a clause which I doubt has besn used in a

contract since Greed. "No one from R.K.O.

unless invited by Mr. Welles shall see the film

until what is termed the 'show-copy stage'."

Ha! Ha! and they called him "little Orson Annie"

But between pulling a Hollywood Mogul's nose

and making a good film, there are several

giant's causeways, and Orson Welles' boots are

big, but they are not the seven league variety.

I think there arc two main kinds of film

makers—the instinctive, with people like Chaplin,

John Ford, Renoir and Pabst, and Disney to

a certain extent. Then there are the intellectual

people like Ben Hecht, Lorentz, Eisenstein and

Orson Welles. The Intellectuals know how
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c\cr>ihirit; v^orks anJ (Iiin is nut p.iriiciilarK

.ig.iinsi ihcni ihcy ha\c gone into lilc and tilni

makini! Ironi an outside, down the miLroscopc

Mcss People are puppets to put o\er theories

with I he result is that (iiiztn Kuiu-, like most

films made by the intellectuals, is a cold and

lileless diKumenl of Kane and his satellites.

Here are tweUe earelully nude slides. All the

little hugs have heen carefully dyed so that they

.ire easily distinguished. Ihis is a good hug this

IS a had one. This one helps mankind this one

IS against. It is all cut and dried and prosed by

the most modern scientific lormulae.

Apar I lesv shoi 1 the

beginning, it is a beautilully constructed film

the story dosetails together perl'txtly, but again

It is scientific dovetailing coldly and un-

emotionally slotted with a reporter. Stagecoach

had a piece of music doing the same job—and as

it repeated with its load of murderers, thieves,

drunkards and whores bumping along, it was

strongly emotional. Romantic maybe but what

about it.

One odd aspect of the film is that Orson Welles

and Citi/en Kane keep getting mixed up. During

the party for the new stalT, when the supposedly

drinking, woman-chasing Kane plunges in

amongst the chorus and dances, you suddenly

gel a nervous woman-shy Welles. He pecks at

one girl, sheers away from touching another and

is so incredibly out of place that it is almost

pathetic. Welles was taken from home at an

early age and brought up on culture by intellect

The same thing h.ippcned to Kane, and Welles

IS obviously vcr> sympathetic he regrets his

background, and the whole story of "Rosebud"
is most likely Welles' and not Kane's Wellc-s

seeking his was b.ick to the warm maternal

bosom. II he ever gets there we might see some
fur flying in the film business. He has a lot of the

skills such as being able to construct and handle

a film as a complete thing; of stx'ing the story,

characters and sequences as a whole giving

each the right emphasis—which 1 should say is

the most important technical asset a film director

can have. He also seems to have the required

nerve and courage thai is necessary for a director

to gel his money and his free hand. He seems to

have faith in technicians, and an understanding

that films are made by units and not individuals.

He seems to have the right idea of actors that

they should register a character and not them-

selves. He seems to have a lively enough mind lo

break away from traditions. But he has not the

touch lo bring the slutT alive. It is like the

Creation, the se.is. the dry land, the sun and the

moon - trees, animals and birds ihey all arc

lying there made, but old Adam is still a lump
of clay. If Orson Welles can breathe inlo his

mouth, and if his breath is of the life-giving kind,

he'll most likelv be as good a director as John

Ford one day.

III SSIAN
FILMS

SClEMlllC FILM SOCIETIES
(;la,s(;ovv.soikntific film .sociktv
I he idea of first establishing a Society to show

scientific films was first mooted amongst

members of the Association of Scientific Work-

ers. Il was soon evident, however, that there were

a number of other interested people who would

be glad to associate themselves with this move-

ment. Accordingly an independent committee

was set up composed of members of the A.S.W.

and others, to initiate a scientilic film stKiety in

Glasgow. The object of this society was then

clearly defined, the purpose lieing to show films

of a general scientilic and technical nature,

which would be of interest to non-scientific

people as well as those professionally engaged in

the sciences.

The Cilasgow Scientilic I ilm SiKiety beg.in its

activities under very diflicult circumstances. In

the first place no scientific film siKiely had pre-

viously existed in Cilasgow. so that we did ni>t

know just how many members we would be .ible

to enrol, or how much enthusiasm would be

cvincc<.l to en.ihic us to c.irry on as an elTective

StKicly. We were, therefore, extremely pleased to

find that on our opening night more than fifty

people came to the Tcchnic.il College to enrol,

whilst many more members notified the secrc-

t.iry by post of their intention to join the stxricty.

Ihe .StKicty thus w.is ,in immedi.itc sucvcss

so that shortly .iftcr its inception the mcm-
licrship list had to be closed in view of the limited

.iccommod.ition .iv.iilablc In spite tif the blitz

.ind the bl.ickout every meeting w.is very well

.mended. Most members were interested m our

questionn.urcs. which were handed out and re-

turned at each meeting, and these supplied us

with some very helpful and lively suggestions

and criticisms. Programmes were selected with-

out undue difliculty. the selection being based

on the preferences stated by members in the

questionnaire returns. Harmonious working

has been attained with the various film renters,

particularly the Scottish Central I ilm Library

During Ihe winter session, the Stxrieiy held

six ordinarx meetings and four extra meetings

All of these were film programme meetings, one

of these being an Amateur I ilm Night. .Xrising

out of th,.- success o'i this Sivietv one oi our

members h.is org.inised a very successful

scientific film society in Ayrshire.

Judging from the success of its first year there

IS little doubt that the Sixicty has filled a niche

in the cultur.il life of Glasgow, and unless un-

foreseen circumst.mces arise it can limk forward

to a long and useful life. Whether the Sixictv

should confine itself lo a comparatively small

audience or decide to appeal to a much wider

public will depend upon whether the member-

ship regards the function oi the Stvieiy as one

of being to popularise scientific knowledge. s*i

that science will thus become U> be recognised

as an integral p,irt of the cultural life of the

community. If it t,ikes this l.ttter view then sixnicr

or later steps will h.ive to be taken to make this

exp.insion in our .ictivitics possible

By Tinieapan

I sui H I UK auspiL-cs of the Society for Cultural

Relations with the L'.S.S.R. five short films on
Soviet Art, a film poster cniitlcd Raid on Moscoh
and a longer film entitled Ruisian Salad wrrc

recently shown to a large audiemx at the SioU

Picture Theatre, London. Four of the five short

films show dances, songs and music of the Sov lei

peoples. They conuiin material v^hich is quite

new. and which has a magnitkrnily exhilarating,

artistic and cultural vitality.

For years now we in Britain have accepted an

unbelievably spurious activity on stage, screen

and concert platform. Mediocrity has almost

become our native element. If you arc concerned

in creative activity in any way or if you are the

man who has long paid a humble bob and felt

that something was amiss, make a point of seeing

these films. All the items are outstanding. Here

are some examples: the U/bek dance; "L'fari-

Sakham"; the folk song "^ar-Khmcl" ; Shos-

takovich playing the finale of his cX)nccrto for

piano and orchestra ; "The Platform Love Song"
sung by the winners of the .All-L'nion Railway-

men's talent competition (an ama/ing comedy

turni; "Posboni Mekunem" (Wc guard the

frontiers) a contemporary Tadjik folk song; the

Snake dance from ihe ballet "Du Gul". The

fifth of the short films is on Soviet painting and

sculpture. Activities in this direction are not of

the sam: high order as in music and dance.

Neither is ihis film the same nugnificcnt cntcr-

lainment as the other four. The film poster

RiiiJ on \fo\coH cocks a snoot at the waf-waf

bird, and is a wcll-conccived five minutes of

cartiK»n work. These five films arc being handled

by the Soviet War News Film Agency. Wembley
SiiKliov Fmrirc Way, Wembley Park, Middle-

on Soviet art. RuMian Salad

kino-Concert"! runs for

aNnit ;*- minutes It is being generally released

lo the public by ihe Anglo-An>erican Film

Corporation This film is rather less a document

and rather more a pi>i-i\>urri of items of broad

popular appeal The items mcluded are:

Tchaikovsky's "Walt/ of the Flowers" performed

by the Leningrad Stale Orchestra; "La Cygne"

danced by the ballerina Galina L'lanova ; "The

Red Arrow Fxprcis" by the Jj/7 band of the

Railway nKn's Trade L'nion (a grand cxtmcdy

number! ; scenes, songs and dances from a

splendid version of "Rigoletto" ; scenes from the

Kdlci Taras Bulba ' performed by the Lenin-

grad Academical theatre.

If there IS room for truth and enduring value

behind the activity we call propaganda, and I

for one believe there is. then ihcsc iilms .hc true

propaganda.
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NEWS FILMS
By CORRY W. FENNELL

There is at present a good deal of discussion and criticism of the activities of the

newsreels in wartime. In this article a prominent figure in the field of newsreel and

specialised theatres discusses the newsreels in relation to their development over the

past twenty years

WE MIGHT correctly view the first Sound News

pictures as cameo records of passing events-

flashing scenes set in painful order with a back-

ground of jumbled sound. With the resources

available the results were creditable and the

foundation was surely laid for service to come.

These early pictures were of passing interest

and there was little money in them either for the

producer or the theatre—the Derby, Boat Race

and Cup Final were the events that brought

people into the theatres. Then came the days

of improved technique, of simple news-story-

cutting set with "jingle bells" music and an

easy commentary. The newsreel idea looked

more promising but it was not yet important.

There was, as yet, no story power in these reels,

but the stop-press news idea was developed to

such an extent over this period that at great cost

records were created in speed of production

and distribution which have never since been

equalled.

By the middle of the thirties the five newsreels

in this country had developed individuality

—

four almost invariably retained their own com-

mentator whilst the fifth used various com-

mentators who were expert at putting across the

particular type of story for which they were

chosen. This was a good idea, I think, and one

that was prematurely abandoned.

At least one newsreel was being noticed for the

powerful news-stories that it was putting across

with fearless commentaries and strong pictures,

whilst various newsreels were being noticed for

their inspiring build-up of stories revolving

around state occasions. At this time Government

circles began to take some small interest in the

possibilities of screen news, and at this time,

almost as if one thing was connected with the

other, there were whispers of "unofficial censor-

ship." This was taken to battle in Parliament and

in the Press. The censorship monster raised its

head several times before it was finally slain,

slain it had to be in a democratic country,

and, to all outward appearances the newsreels

pursued their way unhindered.

It is of especial interest to note that at this

time pictures were coming through showing

the armed might of Germany. Whilst it was

evident from these pictures that Germany was

building a great war machine for aggression

it was also evident that Germany, with usual

Nazi thoroughness, considered it worth while to

into news film production itself and thereby

> adding a further arm to its striking

power. In this country at that particular time

there was little help received by the newsreel

companies from official circles for the making of

pictures, permission and permits often being

grudgingly granted as a favour and with many
restrictions attached thereto. Newsreel camera

men on occasion had to retire from the com-
missions they had in hand due to being allocated

unworthy facilities for their work.

Up to this time the five news reel companies had

been working in competition and it frequently

happened that a cup final, boxing championship

or cricket match would be exclusive to one partic-

ular news reel so that only the subscribers to this

particular "reel" would have the pictures. In

the great fight for exclusive news reel scoops

many hard knocks were given and taken. Rights

sold to one company were pirated by another.

Pirate cameramen were hustled and their ap-

paratus manhandled when they were caught.

It was then that the five newsreel companies

decided to act together in certain matters ; and the

Newsreel Association was formed which resulted

in the pooling of "shots" of state functions and

national sporting events. This oiled the wheels

for the nation-wide production of good news

stories, but it was felt by many that if this collab-

oration led to the loss of the independence and

healthy rivalry then existing between the five

newsreel companies then we should come to a

condition as fearful in its implications as that of a

single control for all newspapers—either state or

proprietary.

News theatres, having already made an appear-

ance, increased in their numbers at this time, and

whilst initially they were encouraged by some of

the newsreel companies, later they were looked

upon by most of them as of no account because

their number was not great. This was a mistake.

Today over forty news and specialised theatres

which spread throughout the major cities of this

country carry with them the power of an influ-

ential and socially minded public. It is certain

that news and specialised theatres, because of the

nature of their business and influence, will

eventually take an increasingly important part in

a social system with a specialised public hungry

for news stories, and, therefore, they will be of

account in the ultimate development of news

story form.

Then came the wars—the Chinese War, the

Abyssinian War and the Spanish War. Most of

the newsreel companies sent out cameramen.

It could not be said in any sense that the wars

were covered, but magnificent incidents were sent

back home. The Government should be for

ever grateful to the newsreel companies for the

film news stories that were brought tack home, as

being the only first-hand technical records of the

machinery and war methods of those who were

known at the time to be planning our destruction.

During the period between Spain, Munich and

this Great War there was no change in newsreel

technique, but there was maturity coming to them
which gave great polish to their respective poli-

cies of news or news stories. When this war came
cameramen were mobilised and sent out with the

forces to bring back pictures. The number of

cameramen available were pitifully small com-
pared with the vast fronts to be covered by the

various Services, and the co-operation and facili-

ties granted to the cameramen by the authorities

seemed to be so poor that there were few action

pictures forthcoming. Action pictures were

forthcoming from Germany and they were built

up into twisted news stories to be used as

propaganda in the neutral countries.

The trouble right up to this time was that the

Government were not prepared to recognise in

general the importance of newsreels or, for that

matter, the importance of the cinema in the war

effort. It is only recently that they have begun

to think about giving practical effect to a general

policy of assisting th; newsreels in interpreting

the war from the democratic point of view to the

people at home, in the Dominions, and in neutral

countries. If the newsreel and documentary

p3ople do not go on fighting for facilities we shall

never succeed in presenting a case to our own
people, to America or to the remaining neutrals.

As a result of close contact with a public who
seek news films I believe that the democracies

have such a good story that it is a very bad policy

to include Ministry-manufactured or producer-

inspired propaganda items in the newsreels. The

public should rarely be talked at from the

screen by officials unless the subject of com-

munication is of such urgency and importance

that every conceivable means of contact with the

public simply must be taken. The British public

do not like being lectured.

Before the war there was considerable duplica-

tion in the five newsreels in picture content, and

since the war the position has grown worse due

to the pooling of most of the war pictures taken

under official permits. Some of this duplication

is entirely unavoidable owing to shortage of

material, but it can be minimised if the produc-

tion collaboration between the newsreel com-

panies is cut down to a minimum so that origin-

ality of story and freedom of treatment that

would not otherwise be forthcoming would be

achieved. Simple human interest news stories

about people count more with the public and

the services than reviews, mock war and many
of the army training pictures that we are now
getting.

Magnificent Russian war-pictures are coming

through today and they have been given a

splendid news story build-up by most of the

newsreel companies. These films have probably

given the British people a greater idea than the

written word, of the enormous effort which is

being put forward by Russia in defence of her

country.

The use of the newsreels of the German pic-

tures of the Russian war was in certain cases
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m.istcrl), but in other cases, in nn own opinion,

the comnieniator was unable to cope with his

task and in this produced a result that we would

all have been better without.

And now it seems that the Cio\ernnicnt, in-

spired by Mr. Brendan Bracken, are to lake

lirst-hand interest in the production olnewsrccls.

One hundred cameramen arc to be trained and

given service rank with a view to covering

operations on all Iroiits, Ihis idea may give us

wealth ot material and. providing the newsreels

have speedy accevs to all us.iblc material, and

providing th.ii production is prolitably co-

ordinated and imaginatively supervised, then we

mav soon sl-c a translormalion in British news-

ihc lar.

ij;i mi: bkitish
\\()KKi:i{S I ALK

l)v KolK-rt Waithnuin. NVus Chronicle New

^ork corrtspondin*. Keprintid by courtesy

of the Neus Chronicle. .\bridKed.

II IS vn conviction there is an urgent job to be

done here in the United States by the British.

It cannot be done by Lord llalifa.x or by any of

our authorities from Whitehall, able as some of

them arc; it cannot be done by Mr. Attlec or by

the delegation of either manufacturers or trade

union leaders.

Tnc job 1 n-.ciin is not one big people or even

midd'ing big people can do. Iheonly people who
can do it are the little people. I c-an hear them one

by one, the voices o\ people I used to meet before

the war when [ w.is wandering about the North

Midlinds and around London in guest of news.

1 can hear the slov^ Glasgow voice of ths boiler-

maker from John Brown's yard I once spent a

night with in a pub at Clydebank ; and the v^iry

little miner from J.irrow \\ho called me "Morra"
and once look mc on a Saturday jaunt to South

Shields: Mrs. Scholield. of Darw.-n. who had

spent her life working at a loom. No other voices

could explai i to American working people, now
troubled and lorn over questions of the closed

shop and the right of labour to strike, why ihcy.

the British workini: people, are not any long.-r

worrying over these questions.

Mrs. Scholield. when 1 knew her, believed in

trade unionism as simply and in a way as de-

voutly as she believed in God, because she knew
what It had been like before the union became
an elVective force in the Lancashire cotton mills.

Ihe miner who liicd in Jarrow and followed

1 lien Wilkinson in the unemployed march lo

London in 1936 talked ihal Saturday afternoon

in South Shields about the closed shop. He
thought of it as the Millenium. But he and Mrs.

Schof.eld and all the rest have acvcptcd dilution

of industry with unskilled labour, and have

agreed lo work long hours without the right to

strike. We know why they did ii.

In .America there has been so much ulk for

so many years about propaganda—which is

interpreted to nKan purposeful lying- that it ha-

become an instinct to deny to any speaker or

writer from abroad and to many at home the

t«netii of any doubt there may be. I am propos-

ing that the Briiish authorities should give

British working people ihc chance to relate their

own experience to the working people of Ameri-

ca. Somebody ineviubly is going to call Ihis

propaganda: but it isn't. The voicvs I can hear

are not capable of purposeful lying. This is the

real thing. ab<iui which I have tried to write

b-efore.

Since this war began the real thing alone has

shown Itself here in the United States to be

capablj of transcending the neatly docketed

rules of human behaviour. A thousand speeches

are made and there is only discussion^ but then

suddenly grimy figures arc seen crawling from

debris in the East End of London and shaking

their lists at the dark sky. and then there's no

discussion.

V\e should give British working people an

opportunity to talk and write Wc could make
documentary films about them, as straight-

forward and genuine as Targti for Tonight. This

film was an instant success here precisely bc-

cau e it is the real thing. The working people

in Britain who have found an answer to the

problems w hich are now threatening to slow dow n

.Xmerican production arc also the real t" nj

5-MINlTE FILMS
IOH si;r I i;mbi;i{ -<h iobkk

Ilu Unval \ustraiian N;

liunu- /-,. /

^.^ (1) Guarding Australia's

Shores
Ralph Smart Commonwealth Cinema.

Melbourne

1941

September 1

Mu I'ilui is Safe Rescuing pilots who bale

out o\cr the sea
1

Jack Lee Crown SeptemK I
^

Niw /i aland has W in^s (-) New Zealand raises an
air force

i

N.Z. National Film L nit September 1
:^

( orvvllis Atlantic convoy Kan Scott S|X'ctator September 22

M.M. MiiulaMT Laying mines oil" the

Irencli Coast
Henry Cass \erity September :'i

l)i'^ for \ iclorv (
') A \egetahle garden lor

e\er\i>ne

S|Xvtator CX-tober <>

ilu iiallU of ilu itooks 1 recdoin of thought J. Chambers Paul Rotha Prods. October 1 '<

\ liw Oimns a Dav Salvage
1

Donald .Mex.inder Paul Rotha Prods. October 20

l)air.:.is in ilu D.nk Ko;id manners R \1a^^ - •'
I'--'-'-- R,-' '•"
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Moppets' Pix Puzz.
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This girl was queried

Lubitsch's I i^illed

Famous four-in-hand

Finishing touch to sound rushes

Backward part of magazine

The longer the better, say the girls, but
often artificial

Late 23 across and down
Thurber's owl's residence

Comic copper's beat

In the park in King of Jazz

Troublesome in Mississippi

Sailor's sweetie

See 15 across

See 23 across

and 28. Shunned by the Free English

Near neutral

CLUES
ACROSS

Author of continuity captions for 3 down (Rev.)

Academic indistinction

Finished when it's in it

Macmurray's, Oakie's, Nolan's Range
i and 27. Italian spouter

Serpentine Tippet

and 22 down. Nearly Disney's dreamworld
Jumble Sale

Hopalong author's Christian name initials

After 7 down
With 26 across a kind of landing

Across and down—20th Fox standby

Latest blonde

See 13

Conway's villa

On beer makes you feel queer

Victorian authoress

Wyler's had snuffed it

^ First correct solution opened

on December 1st wins a bottle

of whisky
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Produced by Marion CiRiERSON Directed by Ivan Moffat

"POST 23"
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"A GOOD LANDIALL*
Produced by Donald I am or Directed b\ Mich all Gordon

"THE PEOPLE'S LAND"
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Produced by Donald Taylor Directed by Ralph Keene
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"RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE"
(Two versions - French uiul Anihic)
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"THIS IS COLOUR"
(//; Technicolotir)

Produced by Basil Wriuhi location Director, Jack I tiiri
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Home-made Nazi Propaganda

THE PREMATURE release of news of a great British victory in

Libya, at a time when the real battle had scarcely begun, must

rank as one of the major propaganda gaffes of the war.

Whoever is responsible should be severely dealt with. It is an

old Nazi trick to suggest that their forces are in difficulties so

that the disillusionment following news of their later success

may prove demorahsing to the enemy. We are now apparently

saving the Nazis the trouble of going to these lengths to deceive

us.

Above the Battle

IN REPLY TO criticisms which have been published in the

Kinematograph Weekly, of the inadequacy of the newsreels'

contribution to the war effort, the Newsreel Association self-

righteously affirms that the business of the newsreel "is not,

and must never be allowed to be, that of propaganda." Does

this mean that the newsreels, as their contribution to the war

effort, propose to create a tradition of impartiality?

Films before Lunch

IT IS difficult to account for the hysterical praise accorded by

certain sections of the Press to the Ealing production Ships with

Wings. This is a film which on no conceivable basis of criticism

can be accepted as anything better than a very ordinary little

screen novelette with topical references. Yet one national daily,

even in these days of paper shortage, can find room to seriahse

the story, whilst the editor of another suggests that high-

ranking naval officers be released from their normal duties to

speak in cinemas showing the film and so assist naval recruiting.

Since the propaganda line of the film would be more appro-

priate to a Ruritanian campaign than to the Second World

War one can only deduce that journalists are too easily flat-

tered by supposedly exclusive tit-bits of advance information on

forthcoming productions, and that the powers of film publicity

men and their lunches have not been impaired by the war. It

was a pity that the "Ark Royal" was allowed to become in-

volved in what seems to be a pretty cheap business.

Films of this kind should not be made in war time. If drastic
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oflicial action should prove necessary to stop them this would

not represent any significant interference with democratic

liberty of expression.

Homer Nods Twice

I'ARAMOLM BRiiisii Niws is to be Congratulated upon

taking such excellent advantage of Lord Beavcrbrook's recent

oratorical innovation when he invited questions from a

meeting of Manchester munition-workers. Paramount devoted

their whole issue to this single event with complete success.

The spirit and spontaneities were caught in a fashion most

unusual in newsreel. Both Lord Beaverbrook and Paramount

are to be congratulated upon releasing the sections which

showed the Minister of Supply at a loss for adequate answers

to two questions which he might have guessed would be asked,

it is interesting and important that the Prime Minister's right-

hand man should be making such a regular and carefully

calculated use of the film. However, the screen report of

his Glasgow meeting, which followed similar lines to that in

Manchester, raised a number of fundamental questions. Here

again Lord Beaverbrook did not stand up well to questioning

and this - allied to a tendency to invoke the name of Stalin

over-frequently in what was clearly a calculated attempt to

improve his relations with the working-class audience-

helped to render the occasion somewhat negative from the

standpoint of propaganda. The film is not an easy medium

for the politician, and used unwisely it may do more harm

than good.

Dead but Won't Lie Down
soMiiiMisii scciiis as if the British Council finds the

scripts for its new films amongst the burlesque descriptions

of its earlier work which have from time to time been provided

by caustic critics. Documentary News Letter has not been

behindhand in describing the more extravagant tours dc force

of this "'thatched cottage" school of British overseas propa-

ganda, but we never in our fondest dreams imagined a film to

publicise what Britain is fighting for which would both begin

and end with cricket on the village green. Yet. here it is in the

latest British C ouncil batch like a nightmare come true.

Pickles at the B.B.C.

nil ».».(. is a mountain which is frequently in labour to

produce the most extraordinary mice. I ollowing upon liic

anti-climax of the latest interval signal, we have Mr. \S illred

Pickles. He takes his place amongst those regular innovations

which are always heralded by a spate of publicity and described

as resulting from months of consideration and experiment.

We were promised that Mr. Pickles was to be the first B.B.C".

national announcer who would speak with a provincial accent,

and general satisfaction was felt at the wisdom of making this

p.irtial break from the conventional B.B.C. voice. Mr. Pickles,

however, proved to be embarrasingK like "Lord Haw Haw"

speaking with an iKcasional short "a". The resemblance to the

nt>torious Na/i announcer was remarkable not so much for

the similaritv in pronunciation as for an almost identical

inflection and emotional gamut The short "a" all that

remained of the provincial accent which we were promised^
was merely an incongruous appendage to a strange hybrid

voice. All this schemed, however, to be no fault of Mr. Pickles.

One had the impression that he had been asked to play tricks

with what otherwise might have been a pleasant enough
delivery. Finally, this fact seems lo have been recognised id

oflicial quarters and Mr. Pickles has lately become much more
human. The final result may well be pleasant enough, but

hardl) of suflicient importance to warrant all the initial

excitement.

No Hard Feelings?

A PARAGRAPH in last montli s issue «iiilIi iclcrrcJ lo the

suitability of studio personnel for the production of propa-

ganda and instructional films appears to have given rise to

misunderstanding in certain quarters. A correipondeni, whose

letter is printed in the current issue, has taken us to task for

minimising the contribution which studio-workers have made
to oflicial British films. We have no doubt thai regular readers

of D.N.L. will understand that we are conscious of the value

of the work which has been done by many studio technicians,

and also by studio-trained personnel who have moved over

into documentary production. The fact, however, that so

many studio technicians of outstanding intelligence and

imagination have left the studios to work with documentary

units, appears to suggest that in the studios themselves there

is a strong feeling that the milieu is not an ideal one for the

production of propaganda. We spoke in our last article of the

studio mind and we must stick to our point that the studio

mind is not the propaganda mind. There can surely be no

disputing the obv ious fact that studio personnel arc not trained

to make propaganda ; whereas documentary film production

is and always has been directed towards propaganda objectives.

Our generalisation of last month might perhaps have been

more clearly worded, but our friends in the studios who are

anxious to pull their weight in the war efl"ori and who them-

selves are often the victims who suflcr most from studio

ideologies will, we believe, be foremost amongst our readers

to appreciate the point we wished to make.

New Propaganda Film Front

AS vvi GO to press Japan marches against the United States

and Britain. We welcome our new .American allies not only

on the fighting front but on the front of propaganda. We
may be sure that our colleagues in the .American documentary

movement will measure up to their new national responsi-

bilities. We wish them well and promise them all the co-opera-

tion we can give.

Merry Christmas

wiiM THIS issue Documentary News Letter completes the

second vear of its existence. We wish to thank our readers in

every continent for their continued support and to assure

them that though shortage of paper and printing-labour may

handicap us. these problems show no sign of becoming

insoluble. We wish our readers a Happy Christmas and a

successful New Year and we send these greetings with special

warmth to those documentary film-makers who arc temporarily

in unilorm.
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THE EMPIRE AND PROPAGANDA
"To found a great empire for the sole purpose of raising up a people of customers, may at first sight appear a project

fit only for a nation of shopkeepers."

Adam Smith, Wealth of ISations.

"a nation of shopkeepers." Adam Smith's phrase has

echoed down the years, provided grist for the mill of hostile

politicians and propagandists, and until recently has been the

implicit thought behind the ordinary person's idea of the

British Empire.

To feed our island race, with its population unbelievably

swollen during the Industrial Revolution, the supplies of the

world were and are undoubtedly essential, and in Victorian

days the basic conception of the Empire was often that of a

gigantic grocer's shop, the outside of which, however, was

decorated with flags, idealistic slogans, and loudspeakers

constantly referring to "the white man's burden."

Today that basic conception is still alive. British and

foreigners alike have too narrow, too vague, a conception of

what is the true meaning of the British Commonwealth of

Nations.

Yet there was never a time so urgent for us to clarify our

own conceptions of Empire and to project our Imperial theme

across the world.

It is time to make Imperial Propaganda a weapon of

Imperial Strategy.

We must articulate the Empire to ourselves. We must en-

courage all plans for interchange of information amongst the

various parts of the Empire. We must present to the whole

world a picture of what the Empire is and what it involves.

1. The Empire and Ourselves

There are many misconceptions to be cleared up, but the most

vital is the distinction between the Dominions and the Colonies.

It is almost unbelievable that this distinction is not instinctive

;

but it is not, and this fact must be recorded as one of the major

failures of our system of public education.

Our propaganda and educational machinery should quickly

be turned to making clear this essential distinction, (a) The

Colonies, largely inhabited by "backward" races ruled com-

pletely by us under the official principle of Trusteeship—i.e.

benevolent rulership until the developments arising from im-

proved education and social conditions enable them to become

self-governing, (b) the Dominions, largely new areas of the

world colonised from Europe, completely independent, with

their own Governments, laws and electoral systems
;
(c) India,

Burma and Ceylon, where the issue of independence (i.e.

Dominion status) is one of the major problems faced by

Great Britain today.

2. The Inter-Imperial Set-up

Colonially speaking this is a matter of intensified education on

the broadest lines—vivid and simple for the more primitive

peoples (e.g. Africa), broadminded and comprehensive as re-

gards specialised knowledge (e.g. the already successful

Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture in Trinidad).

As far as the Dominions are concerned, it is of course the

business of each one to decide for itself what action to take as

regards its own public relations. The forthright and widely con-

ceived action taken by Canada is, however, profoundly significant.

Great Britain herself, however, has her own decision to take.

Surely this is the time to suggest to the Dominions an intensi-

fication of the ideas which lay behind the Imperial Relations

Trust (a body which alas! decided to curtail its functions during

wartime). An inter-Imperial centre is needed to co-ordinate

and canalise all the individual efforts of the Dominions.

Administered by a fully representative council (and not neces-

sarily housed in London) such a body would be a powerful

factor in Imperial politics. It would of course include repre-

sentatives from India and Burma.

3. The Empire and the World

It is not enough to say that Goebbel's dicta about the impending

collapse of the Empire have been sufficiently answered by the

rallying of the Dominions to the common cause ; or by the fact

that it was in a colony, only a few months earlier rent with labour

troubles, that the idea of the Spitfire Fund first began. Let us not

forget the Indian problem (specially significant as regards public

opinion in the U.S.A.) ; or the narrowness of the majority by

which South Africa entered (and remains in) the war; or the fact

that Eire remains neutral.

We must present the world with a practical instead of a

sentimental picture of the Imperial Scheme. We must reveal

Great Britain as realising that she is, in fact, one nation in a

commonwealth of nations. We must make crystal clear the

fact that Canada, say, or Australia or New Zealand, are indeed

new nations, needing as did the U.S.A., new and vigorous stock

from the peoples of the old world, be they British, French,

German, Italian, Ukrainian, Poles, Finns, Doukobhors, Dutch

or what have you, to breed new characteristics and to build new

forms of civilisation.

Only by such a realisation can we present to the world a

true picture of the Commonwealth.

Britain is still an integral part of the Empire. But she is no

longer necessarily the focal centre of it.

Let us be bold enough to face up to this idea and thus present

to the world a conception of free nations fighting in a common
cause, a conception which places the action of a Dominion on a

level with the action of China or Russia or the United States.

On this basis we can place the inner ties of mutual loyalty and

sentiment in a truer and less artificial perspective.
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4. Canada's Example
I- rum Ouawa reccntl> ha\c come a group of films which

admirably indicate the right approach. Produced by the

National lilm Board, with John Grierson and Stuart Legg in

charge, they arc geared to a conception of Imperial strategy in

relation to the war which is exact and vital. They talk in inter-

national terms, in terms of raw materials and of armaments

on the one hand and in terms of peoples at war on the other

Ihc> are based on hard thinking and new thinking, and the\

represent one facet of those new conceptions which ii is the

duty of all true fighters to forge out of this war. The films arc

made to a policy.

>\ c hope that the M.O.I., which is understood to be planniit};

a scries of films on the Kmpire, «ill find a polit> loo.

Hut whati'MT it does it must essviitialiv inli-nd the for-jiu^ »»f a

ne« Imperial ideal an ideal in which \dani Smith's phras^-

v>ill l)e as dead as is ihv Im)« and arrow \n this siKuid world

UNARM j: d ( ; o M n \ r

I N A iMiASi of the war when the military arm is active the pro-

paganda arm tends to be eclipsed. There is a natural tempta-

tion to call for more tanks and less talk: to believe that the

sword is immeasurably mightier than the pen. There is. in short,

a tendency to belittle the importance of propaganda.

This retreat from reason represents a perilous circum-

scribing of national vision. For propaganda is often the means

by which successful military action is achieved. And this is

true, not only within the long terms in which wars are won
and lost, but also w ithin the short span of individual ciimpaigns.

It is generally recognised that propaganda decides the final

result of modern warfare, because wars, in the ultimate

analysis, are between ideas and not between tanks; but propa-

ganda may also prove decisive in a single campaign. Campaigns

are not machine-made, but man-made, and the men who
devise them (far from the field of battle) may be supported or

destroyed by propaganda. For ultimate British victory there

can be no doubt that it will be necessary to destroy the power

of many of our devisers of campaigns. Listen to Sir Roger

Keyes in the House of Commons on November 25th:

"Secret and swift decision, surprise and speedy action,

are the essence of success in olTensive war. They are bril-

liantly illustrated by our campaigns in Africa. But >ou will

not get any of these when you are dependent for decisions

and actions on the cumbrous machine in Whitehall, from

which we have been sulTcring since the war started, and by

which all olVensive amphibious projects were strangled

before birth or mangled after endless discussions in one

committee or another.

"I have an unbounded faith in mir ultimate \iclor>. but

victory will be delayed while, in Whitehall phraseology,

'every stone is turned and every avenue is explored" for

imaginary dangers and diflicultics to prevent action being

taken, and the glorious vista of the great goal beyond is

shrouded in a fog of indecision. The great leaders of the

past Drake. Napoleon, and Nelson have always empha-

sised the value of time in war. Time is passing. So long as

procrastination, the thief of time, remains ihe key-note oi

the war machine in Whitehall we shall continuously lose

one opp«irtunity after another."

OnK by a propaganda appeal to the [voplc can wc reiiune

the ilcad hand of the bureaucrats who haunt our legislature

like ghosts from the unshriven committees of a past age

We are not concerned with the rights and wrongs of the

Keyes controversy, but it has revealed again the wider issue

of obstructionism and fear which penetrates into evei^' field of

official activity. This represents today Britain's fundamental

weakness. We are at a turning point in the development of our

war strategy. Our military power is beginning to match that of

the enemy and the vital factor will be the manner in which we

employ it.

The principal function of our propaganda in this phase of

the war must be to build, in the people of this country and the

Empire, a spirit which will fight continuously and on every ci\il

and military front for the future against the past. Where red-

tape bars the way it must be cut : where regulations cunningl>

contrived by retreating traditionalists interfere with action

they must be changed or ignored. We need the ruthlessness of

the Commando not only in the operation of our war machine

overseas but in its organisation at home. The healthy militant

elements of the civil service must refuse any longt?r to pla\

the game according to the old rules. To deal with the time-

wasters, obstructionists, dillctantes and saboteurs on the

home front we need the ruthlessness of civilian commandos,

officered from the ranks of the people. It must be clearh

understood that at this desperate stage of the struggle, privilege

based on social, financial or commercial considerations can

no longer be recognised.

Our propaganda must become a creative force directed

towards the building of an aggressive spirit of initiative and

leadership in all fields of the war effort and on all levels of

responsibility. Every citizen must be persuaded to put his

shoulder to the dead-weight of national inertia ; to be merciless

with those who, consciously or unconsciously, from political

or commercial motives, arc still apphing brakes to the war

machine. There must be a new conception of the sacrifices

which will be neccssarv both on the field of battle and on the

home front if victorv is to be w»mi.

lo aim at this propaganda objective is to build the opposite

and the antidote to dictatorship, ft is to create a dvnamic force

with its ori<^ins deep in the coinmunitv. this has alwa>s btn-n the

principal lon<^-lerm aini of di>cumentar> film-making, lo-day

we dare nut allow that aim t«» remain lons-lcmi: it must tH-c<»mc

inmudiale. We have n»it onl> to defend dcnitKracv : we have

lo llllild it.
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FILMS AND PROBLEM OF
THE MONTH

By "RACK"

D. N. L. is glad to publish without editorial comment,

these lively views of a well-informed writer on the relative

merits of British, Russian and German film propaganda

A FUNNY sort of idea seems to have got round

the place that German film propaganda is

magnificent and effective stuff that puts our poor

M.O.T. efforts in the shade; and from time to

time various people with axes to grind, mainly

people of extremely doubtful credentials and sus-

picious records, send up a widely publicised yelp

about it, and demand that they be given the

chance to make British propaganda just like the

German. Recently these boyos found added

ammunition in the appearance over here of Rus-

sian propaganda stuff, and they were quick to

seize the opportunity of using it to denounce the

M.O.I. Films Division. Now, nobody would

deny for a moment that much of the Russian

stuff is first-class (though to be truthful, quite a

lot of it is just like the M.O.I, at its worst) ; at its

best, such as the guerrillas being issued with

rifles, it's the lively, invigorating sort of thing

with the proper ideological kick that we've been

shouting for for years. But it's a little too much
to bear when the opportunist gentry use the Rus-

sian stick to beat the poor M.O.I, dog. At the

moment they may find Russia the most handy,

though unaccustomed, weapon ; but there can be

no doubt finally where their real admiration lies.

It's the German propaganda, the German so-

called efficiency, the German way of mobilising

opinion that we're in the end urged to adopt and

emulate.

Now it is very strange how this idea that

Germany is good at propaganda has got around.

To find it effective, I should say you must be

either helpless, like the small neutrals, or distant,

like the U.S.A., or guiltily conscious of the

advantages Fascism offers the middle class, like

our expectant amateurs. For to any ordinary

working class audience German propaganda

would be only a big joke, though they might

get a laugh at some of the things said of our

leaders. A lot has been made of the hundreds of

cameramen who are supposed to go around

with the German forces. To judge from the

stuff they turn out, they're an amateur lot of

incompetents. Very little of it bears the real

front-line stamp on it and could just as well

have been shot on manoeuvres (as no doubt

it was) or back home with a few extras

in battledress. Significant in this connection is

the love German propaganda films have for

showing big guns firing: this is natural enough

when you remember that it's nice and safe back

with the artillery. It looks as though all the

Germans who were over here before the war

ruining our film business, have piled back into

Germany and are now hard at it ruining their

own. Give our own lads a chance to get in some

action and our own newsreel or official camera-

men a chance to go with them, and they'd lick

the pants oft' the Germans. There's nothing in

the German stuff, for instance, to equal the news

reel shooting of the Channel convoy being

shelled, to take the first example that comes to

mind ; and, of course, no German propaganda

film has ever even attempted the deeper reference

of some of our better propaganda.

Baptism of Fire is reputed to have scared some
of the neutrals, but they must have been jumpy
already. To judge from the extracts in

The Ramparts We Watch and reports from

neutral countries, it's as monotonous and dreary

a piece as any old English quickie, the shooting

would make our newsreelmen shudder. It is

reported that a good few cameramen lost their

lives in filming it : it must have been a brothel

brawl or bad Polish vodka that was the end of

them, for there does not seem to have been any-

thing in the film where the cameraman was in

the least danger. Admittedly some of the German
stuff released over here since then seems to have

been taken a bit nearer the front line, but even

so the whole effect is dreary, childish and boring

;

you don't get the authentic lift of a new vision,

only a glimpse of a dark and hopeless world,

dark and hopeless for victors and vanquished

alike. And technically speaking, much of the

German stuff is scandalously bad—shot without

tripods, panning the wrong way, or, for no reason

at all, the cameraman's shadow, full in the

picture. And the cutting, to judge from Triumph

of the Will, seen here before the war, is the quota

merchants' dream of heaven. All the shots are

used and at such lengths and with such pompous

music that only somebody under orders or a

stickler for his money's worth could bear to sit

through it.

And yet this is the sort of thing that we're

urged to imitate! The latest batch of admonitions

appeared early in November. Alan Moorehead,

in a despatch to the Daily Express from Cairo,

describes a showing of German and British

propaganda films to a gathering of military and

governmental bigshots there. He is full of praise

for the German stuff, with its shots of dive-

bombers spurting tracers, showers of bombs rain-

ing down and Liverpool by night blossoming into

flame, and claims that it all makes war through

German spectacles appear a great and glorious

adventure for youth. The British stuff, troops

receiving parcels and so on, certainly sounds

pretty bad, but this open admiration for German

propaganda is a little strange to say the least of

it, this assumption that all that propaganda en-

tails is to put on the screen successful activities of

the armed forces. Then, about the same time, our

noble prcsslord Baron Kcmsley saw fit to turn

his Daily Sketch, a journal previously not exactly

distinguished by long-term admiration for

Russia (remember the Russo-Finnish war?) or

denunciation of Hitler, into a platform from
which to denounce Ihc M.O.I. Films Division.

For a scourge he snatched at the first handy
weapon, which happened to be Our Russian Allies

and mu.st have come a little uncomfortably to his

lordship's hand; but still any stick is good
enough to beat a dog. This outburst was the

signal for all the disappointed axe-grinders to

join in the fun—with Michael Balcon of Ealing,

Leslie Howard, and the Trade-press panting

anxiously and hopefully in the rear.

Now, everybody has a right to have an axe to

grind in this matter, and if the result is better

film propaganda, nobody will complain ; but

they must expect us to look pretty carefully at

their qualifications when they claim to be able

to do film propaganda better than the Films

Division. 1 won't waste words over Lord

Kemsley or try to unravel his motives; his

record speaks for itself, even if it has not before

now been intimately bound up with films and

propaganda. The Trade Press in general has re-

peatedly shown that it does not want propa-

ganda (even of the most disguised sort) in

cinemas at all, so its call to have propaganda

turned over to the commercial film trade springs

simply from the desire to see it disappear alto-

gether, or see it limited to warlike backgrounds

and the usual love .story, which is all the film

trade has contributed so far. Even the film trade's

modest war effort of allotting the M.O.I, five

minutes" screen time has been, and still is being,

continuously and widely sabotaged, whatever

disclaimers they may put out, by managers fail-

ing to show the films. And there's a good deal

more to film propaganda than the film trade can

hope to fathom : it's just not enough to shove

your pair of lovers or comics into the Army,

Navy or Air Force; the armed forces are only a

part of what propaganda is about—a very small

part at that. As for Leslie Howard, who has re-

cently chimed in, his contributions to the propa-

ganda effort were his appearances in 49//; Parallel

and Pimpernel Smith, which weren't exactly

inspiring, and, in the shorts line, an M.O.I.

film. From the Four Corners, in which he

conducts four Dominion soldiers over some of

London's show places, and about which the less

said the kinder. Which brings us to Michael

Balcon of Ealing. Mr. Balcon has from time to

time been very critical of the M.O.I.'s organisa-

tion of film propaganda and has submitted that

his own and similar non-sponsored pictures have

been more successful than Government stuff.

Well, let's have a look at his record. Ealing

produced the three "Dangerous Comment"
shorts which, popular as they are said to have

been, were well calculated to spread alarm

and despondency. Then there was Convoy which

for all Pen Tennyson's skill managed to give the

impression that the main business of the Navy
was resolving triangles involving officers' wives.

Seamen, of course, are not allowed problems of

{Continued on page 227.)
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that sort. The worst five-minuter yet. Food for

Thought, was made at Eahng Studios. Other

shorts produced at EaHng were Yellow Ca-sar,

a belated nose-thumbing at Mussolini 15 years

after the British people had made up their own
minds about him, and Guests of Honour, which

showed the Free French, and so on, enjoying

themselves over here. And now we have Ships

with Wings which is supposed to be about the
'

men of the Fleet Air Arm, but turns out to be

more naval officers after more girls, the girls in-

cluding, needless to say, the Admiral's daughter

and a cabaret singer. So even from the point of

view of putting the activities of our Armed
Forces on the screen, which as I said is only one

small part of propaganda, it would seem that Mr.

Balcon is not exactly the man for the job. In

fact I don't think that we can look to any of these

busy critics for any improvement in the propa-

ganda set up.

Which is not to say that it doesn't need im-

proving—far from it. The Films Division has

made great strides in improving the technical

quality of its films and to a certain extent in

widening their subject matter, but on a broad

propaganda view their work must be con-

sidered a failure. The fault lies deeper than the

quality of the personnel of the Films Division.

What gives the German propaganda films,

and even more the Russian, the success they have

achieved, in spite of their often shocking technical

qualities, is the fact that they are a part of, and

an important part of, a real and vital national

policy. It is this policy that gives them their

driving force, even when it is such an old-

fashioned and unpleasant policy as the German
New Order and Imperialism. What our film

propaganda needs is, not a reshuffling of people

and policies, but to become the spearhead of a

new and active idea. For far too long we've been

on the defensive, mumbling in a querulously

defeatist way about how good our social services

are, and, as in Britain at Bay, how all we want is

to be left alone in peace to enjoy our dividends.

It's high time now that we took the offensive: we
don't want to be left alone, on the contrary we're

going to want a finger in every pie there is, even

if it's as far away as China. We must make our-

selves part of an active, ofi'ensive struggle, a

struggle not with the negative, defensive aim

simply of defeating a rival imperialism but with

the aim of getting our own New Order started, a

New Order whose dynamic will sweep the world

as Christianity or Mohammedanism or Protest-

antism once did, and as we have just seen the

crude force of Fascism sweep over the decadent

relics of a dying system in Europe, only to crack

in Russia against a superior dynamic. And once

we get started ourselves on this New Order busi-

ness, we needn't fear for our propaganda films

:

we already have the finest technicians; with a

real policy to work to we'll beat the

world.

FILM SOCIETY NEWS
THE London Film Institute Society has arranged

a season of French revivals to be held on Sunday

afternoons, once a month, at the Institut

Frangais, Queensberry Place, S.W.7. The first

programme was held on October 19th when the

season opened with Quai des Brumes, Len Lye's

When the Pie was Opened and Cavalcanti's

Guests of Honour. The second performance

was held on November' 16th and the pro-

gramme included Le Kermesse Heroique, Geof-

frey Bell's Transfer of Skill and Brunius' Violons

d'Ingres. There will be six further film shows

during the season and the films will be chosen

from Gens du Voyage, VEtrange M. Victor,

Les Rois du Sport, Hotel du Nord, Entree des

Artistes, Trois de St. Cyr, Ignace, Crime et

Chatiment.

THE Belfast Film Institute Society opened its

winter season with La Marseillaise which

attracted a large audience to the Grosvenor

Hall. A pleasant air of sociability enlivened

the occasion and the Society was specially glad

to welcome a large number of our French and

Dutch allies. It was inevitable that at the present

time special emphasis seemed to be given to the

director's underlying idea of the essential con-

tinuity of history—indeed the film had a

poignant topicality which made it hard to realise

that it had been shot in the piping days of peace.

THE Stoke-on-Trent Secondary School Film'

Society is planning six shows during the present

season. A commencement was made on Monday,

27th October, with Hitchcock's The Lady

Vanishes. The excellent new P.F.B. film Hy-

draulics, produced by Arthur Elton, and a

P.F.B. Cine-Magazine completed the pro-

gramme which was enthusiastically received.

There has been an embarrassing increase in

membership this season (some 300 students have

paid their season subscription) and the Com-
mittee is faced with restricting membership or

obtaining increased accommodation. The Society

is sponsored by the Education Department of

the local Co-operative Society whose sub-stan-

dard sound equipment is used. It is also indebted

to the Director of Education for Stoke-on-Trent

for placing a suitable room at its disposal. The

five City Secondary Schools co-operate in form-

ing the film society and a Committee of one

teacher and one pupil from each school is elected

annually. One wonders if there exist any other

Film Societies modelled on similar lines.

THE Secretary of the Manchester and Salford

Film Society writes: "The Film Societies of

Manchester have taken an active part in Man-

chester's Anglo-Russian Week of Friendship,

and have (indirectly) drawn the attention of

many of its citizens to the work of the Film

Society Movement. In contrast to our efi'orts,

no Soviet Films were advertised for showing

in Manchester Cinemas during the week. We
collected £21 at our October 19th show, for the

Russian Red Cross Fund ; additionally we have

contributed 50 percent of subscriptions received

between November 3rd to 16th. Arrangements

are in hand for a Spring Session, commencing
January, and Features will be selected from,

amongst others, Ale.xander Nevski, We from
Kronstadt, The Circus, Le Puritain, Le Joueur

cTEchecs, La Tendre Ennemie, Fall of a Tyrant,

Innocence, Rohher Symphony.

THE Cambridge University Film Society reports:

It is still a little too early to be able to reveal

complete programme plans for the next Uni-

versity term, which starts in January, but among
other things, it is hoped to present at least one

show dealing with some aspect of the movies

in a historical and systematic way.

The answers to some of the questions in a

recent quiz circulated among members of the

Society were interesting: for example, a sur-

prisingly large percentage of members held that

a feature film should be included in each pro-

gramme. A fairly wide demand was shown for

more talks on subjects connected with films:

the Committee, guided by the poor attendance at

most of last season's talks, had hitherto not

arranged a further series. But as it now seems

that a considerable number of members are

interested, it is hoped to arrange more talks in

Cambridge next term, and possibly one before

the present term ends.

Scottish Churches Film Guild (Glasgow Branch)

reports: The November meeting was held in

Greyfriars Church and there was a good turn

out of members. The picture under review was

Beyond Our Horizon—a four-reel film of 1,600

feet by Religious Films Limited. It was thought

that this was a very difficult subject to deal with

on the screen but under the circumstances it was

thought to be a very good picture. The next

meeting of the Glasgow Branch of the Guild

takes place on the 9th December.

Tyneside Film Society reports: During the

second half of last season the membership was

about 440 (unexpectedly low after the autumn

total of 660) and, as this was below the economic

limit for the type of exhibitions that had been

held, the question of whether to run exhibitions

this season had to be viewed with caution.

Subscriptions were therefore invited on a pro-

visional basis for a season of four exhibitions,

to be held if sufficient support were forth-

coming. The response ran to a gratifying total

of over 600 subscribers, enabling the season to be

launched, and the membership has now risen to

over 750. For 14th December it is planned to

have another French film, possibly Le Bonheur.

The Society is governed by The Tyneside Film

Association Ltd., a non-profit-making Company

limited by guarantee: Chairman, B. S. Page,

M.A,; Secretary, Miss V. Wilkinson, I St.

Nicholas Buildings Newcastle-on-Tyne 1.

Dundee and St. .\ndrews, now in its seventh

season, recently showed Reka, the first Czech

film to be shown by the Society, and Down

Went McGinty at the Scala Picture House,

Dundee.
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NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS

Men of Norway. Production: March of Time

(No. 6, seventh year). Di.strihulion: R.K.O.
' Radio Pictures. 18 minutes.

Subject. This issue of "March of Time" is

devoted to the fight of the Norwet,ian people

against the Nazi occupiers of their country. It is

built up from actual shots taken in Norway
combined most effectively with reconstructed

scenes done elsewhere. The customary "March

of Time" voice opens the film against shots of

Norwegian boys arriving in Britain after crossing

the North Sea in stolen boats. The story of the

underground organisations in Norway itself is

then told by a Norwegian. Almost everyone

belongs to one of these undercover organisations.

They publish illegal newspapers, organise

sabotage, spy on German troop movements, and

send vital information to Britain by means of

secret short-wave transmitters. This sequence is

the most stirring and exciting of the whole

film.

Finally, another voice reviews the fighting

forces of Free Norway here and abroad. In

Britain the Norwegian Army is being rebuilt

to act as the spearhead when the time comes to

invade and clear the Nazis out. In service with

the Royal Norwegian Navy are thousands of

seafaring Norsemen who know every inch of

the Norwegian coastline. There are fifty Nor-

wegian men-of-war and seven hundred tankers

and freighters which carry more than half of

all the petrol and oil pouring into England. In

Canada hundreds of young Norwegians are

training in the Norwegian Air Force.

Treatment. An unusual feature is the use of more

than one commentator. The film surveys the

whole field and is packed with good, solid

information.

Propaganda Value. It is a first-rate job of propa-

ganda, heartening and inspiring, and deserving

the widest possible distribution. It will be

invaluable here and in America not only for the

facts it gives but for the inspirational effect of

seeing how a people with a traditional love of

democracy second to none in the world, is

battling ceaselessly for its freedom. May the

day come very soon when they will have their

chance to settle accounts with the Fascists

—

and their own miserable Quislings.

Give Us More Ships. Production: Merton Park

Studios. For the National Savings Committee.

Subject. National Savings.

Treatment. For five minutes Leslie Banks
placed for some unknown reason in a wharfside

setting, shouts at the top of his voice a piece of

Gilbert Frankau. This alleged poem starts off

like this:

Over the oceans perilous

I heard our sailors calling to us

—

One clear call from the sea to the shore

:

"We need more ships to win this war.

Speed them—we need them—down the slips.

Destroyers, and cruisers, and battleships.

Minesweepers, corvettes and submarines.

For these are the means—and the only means—
To keep white cliffs inviolate

From rapine and murder and Nazi hate.

No Hun shall land on a British shore

If you give us more ships to win this war."

There is a lot more in the same style with

Leslie Banks working himseff into a terrific

lather for the peroration. Stock news-reel shots

are cut in at odd moments to relieve the audience

of the necessity of looking at Mr Banks all the

time, but there is no getting away from that

poem. I still wake up in the middle of the night

screaming.

Propaganda Value. This just about sets a new all-

time low, and someone will have to give the

Savings people a kick in the pants for inflicting

such rubbish on the public.

Sam Pepys Joins the Navy. Production: G.B.

Screen Services for the National Savings Com-
mittee. Producer and Director: Francis Searle.

Camera: Walter Harvey. 7 minutes.

Subject. A youngster, the namesake of the

diarist Samuel Pepys, joins the Navy and is seen

going through some stages of his training.

Later, at the Admiralty, an officer notices the

boy's name on a list and recalls the good service

the earlier Pepys rendered to the Navy. A por-

trait of Pepys hangs in the room. From it steps

the wraith of the old gentleman which talks to

the ofl^cer about Naval money matters and par-

ticularly about the vast sums needed today.

Treatment. A number of good sequences in

strict accord with reality are linked at the end

of the film to a treatment employing light fantasy.

Young Sam is a likeable character. The scenes

of his enlistment and training are entertaining,

but old Sam"s wraith is a phoney. The standard

of production is a high one.

Propaganda Value. This film makes a partly

hokum appeal to people to lend money to fight

the war. To see the clean-whittled men and lads

of the Navy going efficiently and cheerily about

their business is to feel admiration and confi-

dence. In this respect the film is good propaganda.

Sailors with Wings. Production: March of Time
(No. 7, seventh year). Distribution: R.K.O.

Radio Pictures. 18 minutes.

Subject. This latest issue is devoted to the part

played by American aviation in the Battle of

the Atlantic. By utilising old negative from War
Department vaults it traces the development

of American aviation to the present day and

builds up to a tremendous climax of aircraft

carriers and gigantic planes on Atlantic man-
oeuvres.

Treatment. Great credit must go to the camera-

men who have secured some magnificently

photographed material of flight formations and

power-diving bombers. The scenes on board

modern aircraft carriers are fascinating and give

a tremendous impression of the si/c and clock-

work efficiency of these ships. Sound effects

are well above normal "March of Time"
standard.

Propangada Value. The sheer impressiveness of

the ships afloat and in the skies shown here will

do more good as a tonic than a thousand

descriptive newspaper articles.

How to File. Production: Shell Film Unit. Pro-

ducer: Edgar Anstey. Direction: Kay Mander.

Photography: Sidney Beadle.

Subject. Instruction on how to use the file in

metal working.

Treatment. The film is so contrived that it ade-

quately emphasises the three important rules to be

observed if good craftsmanship is to result. These

three rules are: stand well; hold the file cor-

rectly; file in the right direction. There is addi-

tional information about setting up the job in

the vice, types of files for particular purposes,

checking the work by means of a straight edge

and testing by means of a surface-plate. It is of

particular interest to note the novel application

of the trucking shot. This has been extensively

employed as an element in the system of exposi-

tion. By means of it the ambiguities and mis-

conceptions which are inherent in the mid-shot

cum-close-up relationship have been avoided.

Instructional Value. This is high and prompts

one to ask whether it is not possible for the

technique to be extended to a number of

the processes in which it is now so urgently

necessary to instruct newcomers to the indus-

trial front.

Our Russian Allies. Anglo-American Film

Corporation. Edited by: Herbert Marshall.

Commentary: J. B. Priestley, Major A. S. Hooper

and Charles Garner.

Subject. This is the story of the people of the

Soviet Union. A story that if shown in Britain

five years ago might have changed history. It is

tragic to think that if Beaverbrook and Churchill

and the Labour Party chiefs and the Press had

spoken then about the Soviet Union as they do

today, there might have been no war and the

peoples of Europe instead of slaughtering each

other would be working together for something

worth while.

Our Russian Allies will at least shock and

startle the middle class who have been so often

told that Russians are bearded monsters engaged

chiefly in the occupation of mutual extermination

that many of them have come to believe it.

The film covers a vast canvas, beginning with

peace-time activities—physical training of the

youth, sports, and joyous holiday celebrations

in the Red Square. I have stood in the Red

Square and seen these things myself. A million

robust boys and girls marching proudly past

—

a score of different nationalities within the

Union displaying their national dances—

a

gigantic manifestation of a free people conscious

that the world is theirs—and theirs to enjoy.

But behind all this is the clear, certain know-

ledge that war is never far away, and the next

sequence is devoted entirely to full scale manoeu-

vres of the Red Army. A complete battle between

{continued on page 234.)
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nil cii;lu> H.K1 i\.t;c>. of this boiik arc packed
with informaiion about our Home propaganda

during the period September. 1939, to Septem-

ber, 1941. Eighty pages arc far too few for the

record of so extensive an activity and, therefore,

I he contents arc little more than notes of the

more significant findings from the field of factual

oh>er\ation. Because of this limitation, the

reader is inadequately provided with the data

necessary for testing the conclusions which the

author draws, from this it should not be inferred

that the conclusions are questionable, but merely

that they are not fully established within the com-
pass of the report.

Even so. Tom Harrisson and the Advertising

Service Guild have done yeoman se^^icc in

recording the relative failure of much of our

home propaganda. Lack of precision and waste

over large areas of operation are disclosed.

The twenty-two major conclusions arrived at

are constructively intended and should be

accorded urgent and serious attention by all

propagandists.

The report covers home propaganda activity

by means of press, radio, films, posters, leaflets,

booklets, books, lectures, meetings, demonstra-

tions and exhibitions. Readers of D.N.L. will be

particularly interested in radio and films. Here

ire some abstracts from the relevant sections of

the report:

Radio

"The radio is at present the most trusted of

British sources of information, and thus

iiidircctlv of nuich official propaganda. The
most poieni and immediate method of

mlluencing tiliccn million or so Rritishepi at

once is over the radio at nine o'clock in the

evening.

"The most popular and most listcncd-to

IV pes c.*" programme arc varietv. dance music

ind theatre org.m. These three types con-

imually h.ivc items, stings or scenes or jokes,

which in cfTcci (though not in intention)

contradict Ministerial and official warnings

.ind appeals, I or instance, during September.

1941. while the public was oflicially warned

over the radio against lull psychology, com-

placency, over-confidence, the whole tone and

tempo of p«ipul.ir songs and jokes bro;idcast

was incrc.isinglv stimulating and developing

lull psychology, complacency, ovcr-ctintidencc.

Short films

"Studies during 1940 showed shorts having

1 much higher degree of popularity and

spouse .imong middle<lass people than

iniong some working-class people. This

derived l.irgcly from the strictly upper and

middlc-cl.iss attitude of many of the films,

si.irting with the original "C .ircless Talk"

iilms. in c.ich of vvhKh the spy w.is a wofkcr.

nurin^: 1941 this uaHymp,i(hc(ic clement m

short films was gieaiiv icducco. perhaps

largely because the blit/ made the working

man and housewife the admired figure, the

romantic hero, who could no longer be

described even as a fool, certainly not a vilbin.

The steady weekly showing of shorts built up
a prestige for them, a short habil. This

prestige would be greater were it not for the

fact that many cinema managers do not

always show the films. The high popularitv

in 1941 was especially strong in upper and

middle-classes. A second survey concenir.ited

among these groups was made throu^ih M iss-

Obscrxation's panel of xolunurx observers

in July, 1941. This survey is not represcnialivc

of the nation as a whole, and the intcrcsl lies

in the comparison of the opinions of the

same people about general official prop.iii.uid.i

through press and posters, as comp.iuJ. \'.^'^\

their opinion of official films. It will b.. M.tn

that the comparison is strongly favourjl^le ii^

the shorts, which three people like for cxer>

one who criticises them, whereas government

advertising is disliked by considerably more

than like it.

Percentage expressing

this opinion about:

Opinion Coxrmment St.O.I

Ad\rrtising Films

Very good .... 3 4

Good 18 25

Mixed to Fair .23 17

B;id 22 8

\ ery bad ... s 2

Seldom noticx any (for

films: leave little ini-

prcvsion ; forget

)

Not seen any ; don't go

to cinema

No opinion: unclassi-

fied) . : ...
"There is a greater demand for a Oocurr.ent-

arx and realistic treatment than had been sup-

posed by documentary producers, who tend

to think of a mass public as msuffi.;icntlv

intelligent to lake in the traditional smpii,. iv

and directness of documcnt.irx tcv' , c In

fact, prc-w-ar researdics s'

demand for more films . ;

realistic matters, even .is

so Ion-,- " ''v- ..-ii.v . .1,.

hias •

ab«Mii

rcvlucv

meni.i:

were ^

of Ml'~

dociii ^'

rcsp«>-

there > I

rcspt-iiis^ V .,.- ,,- .\,,..\i-

matcly onc-cighih of re!>ponK to ihe docu-
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mentary type was unfavourable, whereas

rather under a half of the response to the

story type was unfavourable. These results

should in no way be taken as conclusive;

they are nevertheless worth serious attention.

Undoubtedly, some of the shorts which have

used actors have been the least successful,

and some of those which have used entirely

genuine people, without any acting, have

been most successful, particularly among
the working-class audiences who form the

great part of cinemagoers. The short five-

minute official film is not related to any public

preference for the five-minute film, and of

course imposes severe limitations on the

propagandist.

"So far only slight official use has been made
of long films, cartoons, etc. The recent

49th Parallel has shown the impact value of an

intelligently and realistically handled full-

length feature."

The following significant comment is abs-

tracted from the section on "Entertainment and

Cultural Activities:

"Among the hundreds of people on the

Ministry of Information staff, not one is

responsible for music, not one for novels. Yet

music, and especially dance music, is one of

the major mass influences of our time, and

beside it a channel like the leaflet is often

comparatively insignificant.

"While Ministers and official campaigns are

urging us all to avoid a lull psychology, the

enormously potent medium of dance music

working through millions of radio sets and
gramophones, thousands of dance halls, music

halls, concert parties and pubs, lulls people,

with current songs of which the titles alone are

sufficient indication

:

"Down Forget-me-not Lane",

"No. 10 Lullaby Lane",

"The Road that Leads to Home",
"It doesn't mean a thing",

"What do we care",

"You don't have to tell me, I know".

"No one would suggest dance music should

all become serious, or that people should

not have any fun and just go round brooding

and whistling over the war. But things can

go to the other extreme too. It is reasonable to

. suggest that there should be some official

awareness of those very large and influential

areas of mass propaganda which are at present

apparently regarded as nothing to do with the

war story."

The report is at its best when it keeps to the

factual, makes fair comment or proceeds by way

of simple inference. It is at its weakest when it

speaks in generalities or attempts generalisa-

tions. For instance:

"When we are at war the only consideration

is winning the war, provided the winning of

it does not destroy all prospects of post-war

human decency. Therefore, the only yardstick

for measuring a propaganda campaign is not

its moral worth, but its effect. In the same way,

one cannot attach the formal standards of

peacetime morality to our air-raids on Berlin

or to the guns firing shells across the Channel.

Certain parts of the moral code have to stand

suspended in wartime ; if this is accepted, as it

must be by every one except the conscientious

objector, then the only consideration for

official propaganda becomes its successful

influencing of those sections of the public

mind required to take the action or make
the intellectual preparation officially desired."

This sounds rather like a plea for propaganda

to be an "all in—nothing barred" affair. Surely

the deeper truth of the matter is this: although

certain parts of the moral code may stand sus-

pended, moral law continues in operation. The
moral law involved in propaganda is Means
Condition Ends. Also it may be asked, which is

the moral code, parts of which stand suspended

in war-time?

For most of us this is a war fought to preserve

the true and valid in the human inheritance. It

is a war fought for the sanities and decencies and

for the pregnant fulness of life. There is no need

whatsoever to lie to us or lie to our friends, and

there is no need for the specious in our propa-

ganda.

Another interesting consequence of careless

generalisation may be observed. Propaganda is

defined as the "language of leadership" (p. 5).

By transposing the definition of propaganda for

the word "propaganda" in qualifying clause 1

on page 1, we arrive at the following statement

:

"It is a field report. That is to say, it is con-

cerned with observed reactions (or non-

reactions) of the people at whom the 'language

of leadership' is apparently aimed. We say

apparently—and this is an important point

—

because it is not always enough for the

'language of leadership' to reveal its precise

objective in order to achieve it : the two may
even be opposed."

As far as I am personally concerned if there

are leaders with some sort of a language of their

own, my advice to them is, "Say what you mean"
—"Speak the truth and shame the devil, my
pretty ones." And this' goes for Malet Street

as well as the Cabinet.

The report includes a table showing £2,568,800

expenditure of various departments on press

and poster advertising campaigns from Septem-

ber, 1939, to May, 194L It is interesting to note

that whereas £834,100 was spent by the National

Savings Committee, £41,600 is the figure

appearing opposite Health, and £700 opposite

Education. It is claimed that saturation point is

being reached in "official appeal impact" and

that "it is in danger of defeating itself." The

£42,300 expended on health and education

campaigns is hardly to be held responsible for

this state of aff"airs.

The main lesson to be drawn from the report,

according to Mass-Observation, is this

:

"If the State thus controls us in peacetime,

we expect much more from it in war—a war

which, we have been constantly assured, means

everything to our future existence as a nation

and as individuals. The State, in its propa-

ganda, is trying to have it both ways. By

emphasising the dangers of this war, it trans-

fers the onus of action by pleading for action

when for one reason or another it is unable

to compel. But the very emphasis on the

danger is one of the keys to the lack of success.

"If the danger is as real and as great as all

that, we wouldn't (ordinary people think) be

asked

"Yet official propaganda reaches out to the

vitals of life. It .seeks to disturb, not a little

thing like say "Lifebuoy" instead of "Pears",

but the very roots of our home lives and
relationships. These must be weighed against

Patriotism. The acuteness of the danger will

be weighed against the State's own standards

of importance.

"Official propagandists tend to forget the

fundamental weakness of the pleading position

in those who are expected to be in a leading

position. They forgst the depth and strength

of the roots they are attempting to disturb.

Pleading is not the only alternative to com-
pulsion. It isn't the next logical step. There's

no need to plead with a man to get out of the

way of a 'bus—if you can convince him that

there really is a bus and that he's in the way
of it. The keyword is convince.

NEWS
FROM
U.S.A.
THE establishment of a section on films in health

education and medicine at the American Film

Centre was announced recently by Donald

Slesinger, Director of the Centre, at its office,

45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City. Adolf

Nichtenhauser, M.D., is in charge of the section.

The new section will be a clearing house and

information centre on the use and production of

health education and medical films.

Through this section the American Film Centre

will evaluate existing health films in collabora-

tion with health experts and publish from time

to time lists of recommended films. Co-operation

with the many groups using health films will be

sought in order to create a solid economic basis

for their production. A long-range production

programme will be developed in collaboration

with competent agencies.

Attention will also be paid to the technical

medical film, especially with regard to its use in

medical schools. From its beginning the Ameri-

can Film Centre has co-operated with medical

and scientific agencies, such as the Wistar

Institute of Anatomy and Biology in Phila-

delphia, and various hospitals in New York and

New England, in the study and production of

films.

Dr. Nichtenhauser has been working in educa-

tional cinematography for many years. Before

joining the Centre he was on the staft" of the

National Tuberculosis Association and of the

New York Tuberculosis and Health Association,

where he worked on health films. His production

associate, Ensign Warren Sturgis, is on leave

widi the Naval Medical School. The section on

Health and Medical Films has recei\ed a three-

year grant from the RcvkcH-llcr P >5iind;itiiin.
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Reproduced b) courtei) of Film Ncu-s.

The Canad ian Go\ crnincni has commissioned the

Walt Disney studios to produce animated films

for training purposes, it was rexcaled recently.

Production has already started on fi\e short

films, half of the fooLugc bcmg devoted to a

technical military subject— the openiuon of a

new anti-blii^kricg weapon. .Arrangements for

the enlistment of the Disney studios in Canadian

training plans were made by John Gricrson.

chief of the National Film Board.

Gricrsons attention was directed to the use o\

Disney films for training purposes through the

studios recent offer to make training films at covi

for the L nitcd States Government. Disney >.

offer was accompanied by a sample picture,

leaching aircraft ri\cling. The nvcting film has

been shown to government ortkials in Washing-

ton, and many govcrmncnl .igcixicN h.ivc ex-

pressed inicrcsl.

s i: l> \V V X MdnuKing Dircclor:

C. A. RADLEY

V 1 1. 31 S ^^(akcTS of '^ilnif for

Ihc Briti.sh Council and
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AN ALLIED FILM UNIT
By JIRI WEISS,

the well-known Czech documentary director who is now working in this country

AS THE world settles to the greatest battle of all

time, there is a chance to break the barriers

which until now have stood between the peoples

of Europe and forced them one by one into sub-

mission. The obstacles, and those who wished

them and profited by them, have been smashed

or exposed ; moreover, many of the very interests

which promoted isolationist feeling and ten-

dencies in various countries, and opposed inter-

national collaboration, have been forced to

change their mind ; they now know that together

we stand or together we perish.

Never in their history have the British been so

much cut off from Europe as they are now ; yet

there was probably never less isolationist feeling

in their hearts. The feeling of solidarity with

other peoples is growing continuously. Even

more is it growing in those lands which have

been betrayed or conquered.

Like all mass feelings, this growing under-

standing of the fact of mutual dependence of all

nations is essentially instinctive and vague.

There is a danger that it may be forgotten once

Nazism is defeated. Now is the moment to pre-

pare the basis for maybe a better world. Human
beings have been stirred as they can be stirred

only by great crises or wars. The reality which

people feel only vaguely must be interpreted

clearly and understandably, as creatively as only

film can do it—by documentary means.

British documentary film makers have given

this country the best war films in the world.

Technically extremely skilful, they have touched

every subject with a breath of human feeling;

they have introduced on the screen their people as

the hero. We have seen in their films the real face

of Britain : the miner, the seaman, the worker.

We have seen people in shelters, the social ser-

vices, the men and women m the Forces. We
have had on the screen an exposition of the

giant war-machine, that could not have been

done better.

DOCUMENTARY NEWS LETTER docs well in ask-

ing for a film on "Strategy," in asking for more
films with a wider scope. But still, this is not

enough. It is not enough to show on the screen

the face of the man in the street or the man be-

hind the lathe and for this man always to be a

member of the same single country. Reality, as

the documentary film desires to interpret it, is a

vast and complex pattern where the destinies of

human beings and nations are inextricably bound
up in a common destiny. It is not sufficient to

show the man in the street in Britain : you must

show the man in the street in Paris, in Prague, in

Moscow, in Calcutta. Documentary analysis

must be extended to peoples of the world. The
average Briton (and therefore, much more, the

Neutral) is fed of course day by day with "Allied"

propaganda. But what does he know of the

content of this word or of its significance?

The British Government which prepared the

haven for so many refugee Governments in this

country must have considered this step as one of

great political significance; otherwise the whole

thing is just a giant tragi-comic farce. The
Government of Britain, by doing what it did,

wanted to express its solidarity with the con-

quered peoples, and also it desired to indicate

that it stands for the re-erection of the status

quo ante 1938 (Munich), therefore, the stress on
the world Allied.

But how are the "Allies" presented on the

screen to the British public? What do they hear

and see of them? The Greeks are represented by

King George; the Poles by General Sikorski;

the Czechs by Benes ; the French by de Gaulle

;

then there is Queen Wilhelmina with her daugh-

ter and her baby . . . and besides other notables

there are rows of soldiers, flags, drums, tanks ad

infinitum. But where are the peoples? It is im-

portant to acquaint the public with notable

politicians, but it is much more important to tell

them something about the 15, 30 or 40 million

compatriots who stand side by side with them

—

not in security in the clubs of this island, but

over there, at home, facing the terror of the

enemy. It is they, and not the handful of politi-

cians over here, with whom an understanding

must be found. And it is they who will decide

the fate of Europe. The British people, who for

so long have lived in a splendid isolation on their

island, must know more about their real allies.

Then there are the allied armies here; a sea of

faces, fates, adventures. Their uniforms, flags

and tanks are similar to those of the British.

But what stories there are about them! If

DOCUMENTARY NEWS LETTER calls for enlarging

the scope of the documentary, which has proved

itself so useful a weapon in fighting Fascism,

why not enlarge not only its technical, but also its

ideological scope?

In the absence of any common platform on

which all could come together let us turn at once

to the Atlantic Charter. This important docu-

ment has been subscribed to by Britain, the

U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A.; and certainly nobody

will be able to object to its points. It is, maybe,

incomplete and vague, but nevertheless it drives

home the point that the world is one single unit

;

that peace is indivisible, that raw materials should

be equally accessible to all nations, that people

should have equal rights regardless of race,

creed or language. The Atlantic Charter could

serve as the framework of an ideological plat-

form on which all nations could meet in order to

co-ordinate their propaganda. If documentary

NEWS LETTER is pointing out that more films

about strategy, etc., are necessary, certainly it

will advocate the production of films about the

object of this strategy.

The enlarging of the line of British film propa-

ganda would certainly have a gre;'.l elTcct not

only oversea*;, but also in this country. It would

show to the multi-national millions of the

Americas that Britain stands for much more than

just the British Empire, that the word "Allies" is

not just a common denominator of yesterday's

politicians in Sunday dress. British documentary

has stirred the world by showing the face of

Britain. But why not show also the face of

Poland, of Holland, of Czechoslovakia? Maybe
some will think that it cannot be done, as

cameramen sent there wouldn't return before the

end of the war; but how many scenes of Men of

the Lightship, Target for Tonigiit, or even more
"realistic" documentaries were unstaged? If it is

permitted to reconstruct a raid on Germany,

why should it be heresy to reconstruct guerrillas

in Serbia? (I do not mean films like Guests of

Honour or other films of Allied armies here, nor

the false anti-Nazism of Hollywood-made

features.) Peoples of this island, of the Domin-

ions, of the U.S.A. would be stirred to greater

efforts in the field of industrial production and

elsewhere if they saw true stories of the multitude

of nations which have forgotten the enmities of

yesterday, and now stand side by side. Have we

not seen the British people redoubling their

efforts when they were told that they were sup-

plying the needs of our Soviet ally?

If agreed on the point that films about the

Allied peoples are desirable, we come to the

question of their production. Such films could

be shot only as a result of collaboration between

the British (who know the public and the market)

and the nationals of this or that country.

There must be a British production manage-

ment with a multi-national advisory board

working in close collaboration during produc-

tion. (So as to prevent international strife or,

worse still, inter-governmental strife, the basis

of organisation must be on the principle of

parity.) The various Governments have informa-

tion or propaganda departments spending con-

siderable sums of money on this or that piece of

propaganda. As the leading politicians have

agreed in principle on co-operation, in theory

there should be a basis for such an international

film body.

Some of the Allied Governments in Britain

already maintain small film units but have had

bitter experience in trying to run them inde-

pendently. As a result some of these Governments

have shown signs of a will towards collaboration.

Under any scheme of collaboration the most

important role, of course, would be that of the

British body which would take over official

sponsorship. Whether or to what extent British

funds would be necessary is difficult to judge.

Maybe moral support would be enough. Be it

the M.O.I., the Crown Film Unit or any other

body set up specially to fulfil this purpose, it

would have to be co-ordinated into the general

lines of British propaganda. Now, after the

Atlantic Charter, in theory there can be no

obstacles.

Whether or not such an international film unit

will come into being, there is no doubt that it

would perform many a useful job—for the

British people as well as for the peoples of the
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world. \«. nobody has tried il yd, the worst thing They must prove that equahiy is a

Nvhith can happen is that this idea will divippcar bility. thai privileges of race, class or

in ihc giant junk-shop where sleep so many other unnecessary in a world where machines, running

drc.inis about international collaboration ; but not for profit but for the benefit of all, could

It IS now or never. The peoples of the world arc produce even thing necessary in abundance. Wc
stirring, the impact of reality is breaking their have seen great nations losing their faith and
sleep. V .iguely then l.iith in something better is turning murderer out of sheer desperation. Wc
beginning to grow. Oocumentary films must ex- can do something about it with c-;imeras as well

plain, inicrpret, enlarge and build up this faith, as with guns.

COHHESPONDENCE
Sir.

In the article •VVc Arc Wailing" in \t)iir Novem-
ber issue it is announced, as something to be de-

plored, that the Service Film Units are 'con-

trolled and siaffed by studio technicians." Is this

quite f.iir or quite accurate? I rom the hims made
or commissioned by the service tilm units, those

handlevi by studio technicians are outstandingly

better than the others. As for the policy under-

lying them, this has seemed no worse and no

better than that underlying M.O.I. films, all

made by and ordered from studio or documen-
tary technicians. Surely the trouble with ^C!^'icc

lilms is, not that studio technici ins arc in charge

of them, but that people with no technical

quaiilicalions at all arc in charge of them.

lixamine brietly the service units, of which

there are six, three concentrating on training

films, and three concentrating on films of public

appeal.

Take the three training units (irst. The army is

served by A.K.2. (previously known as M.T.9),

still controlled by three ofiicers. of whom you
wrote in your issue of Occcmber, 1940:

Responsible for the ordering of production

is a Colonel, recently promoted from Major,

who, as far as we know, has no experience of

film production. . . . Working to the Colonel

is a Major, recently promoted from Captain,

who was associated with British comedy
feature production. Working to the Major is a

Captain, recently promoted from I ieutenant.

an .iclor and commentator listed in The Spm-
lii;lii as a "Icature Comedian."

True that one of these is a studio technician,

hut those that know him say that he is the best

of the bunch and tries hard. (In any circum-

st.inccs he is s.ud to h.ive been a cutler and not a

production m,in.) Since the date of the above

t|uot,ition there have been some changes, but no
.illeraiion in the essential structure of the unit.

Ihe three ollkers have been promoted again to

Hrig.ulier. Colonel and Captain respectively,

Paul Kimberley h.is been grained on to the

organis,ition, hut even though he did supervise

the production of hun/ior. the most impori.inl

film of Its time) 1912), he isccri,iinly not .i vtudio

icchnici.m in the modern sense of the word
Ihc I ( / J,>w,uit of March. 1941, s,iid o( hvn
ih.ii he •h,is h.id 10 yens in the lilm Industiv.

mosiK on Ihc protection side, especially on old

time lii-ups" kimbcrlcy replied s;iying that

lie h.ul wide knowledge of film JiMnhiiium.

.And not far away is to be found Hughes

Roberts, permanent civil sen ant. Stationery

Office odicial and Government Cinematograph

Adviser. He is (or was) in charge of film records

of the last war, and this is the only explanation

—

according to the Evening AfH.v September last

year— for the /peculiar situation of a Slationeo'

Office official being an expert on film matters.

Few can dis;igree with you on the poor quality

and ineptness of army training films, and on the

incompetence if nothing worse which lies be-

hind their production. But don't blame the poor

studio technician.

The other two service training film units can be

dismis,scd briefly. The R.A.F. organisation is still

in charge of the men who headed it before the

war. None of them were studio technicians, but

the films used to be of fair quality, though some-

times of deadening prolixity. And the R.A.F.

film on meteorology was a masterpiece of its

kind. The Naval unit has fairly recently been put

in charge of a studio technician of some standing

in the film industry. Its films are good, and a

coloured diagram film on certain aspects of gun-

nery tactics is a brilliant pitve of exposition.

Turn now to the units responsible for films of

public appeal. The best known is the Army Film

Unit in charge of Major MacDonald, who was

doubtless chosen not because he directed This

Man is AVu.v, but because he directed ,\/«'« nfihe

Lightship under Cavalcanti, a documentary

film which received high praise in your issue of

September, 1940 You may not feel that the Army
Film Unit has been a success, but it is unfair to

praise MacDon.ild as a dixumentary director in

1940. and to blame him as a studio technician in

19411 And in your last ivsue. you gave critical

pr.iise to the tcvhniquc of Spcciot Dfspalch.

directed by Hugh Stewart, a studio technician.

The work o\' the Nav~j| public relations unit

(if there be such a unit) has not been seen by the

public, and you say that the R.A.F. film unit is

still in course of being set up, so at least give it

the benefit of the doubt till you know who will

take charge of it, and the men who will work

under him.

Whenever a technician studio or docu-

mentary has been given his head, the technical

qualities of his films have usually been goo^l. and

the policy line certainly equal in value to that in

M.O.I, films. Give blame where blame is due. and

praise where praise is due. but don't pick on

the studio technician when you're short oi an

Aunt Sallv.

Yours faithfully.

I po^M- NEW DOCUMENTARY FILMS
(continued from page 229)

two opposing forces is rehearsed in detail. Fin-

ally we arc shown another parade in the Red
Square -but this time a military parade with a

seemingly endless stream of men and equipment,

marching past Sialin and the other Sov iet leaders

Treatment. The total impression of the

film is one of terrific integrity and boundless

strength. It has been rc-cdited for the British

market and the only criticism one can ofTcr on

this score is the poor quality of the commentary

recording. The cx)mmeniators themselves arc

good. Priestley opens and closes with generalised

impressions that will obtain a ready concurrencx

from British audiences. Chariie Gamer's cockney

witticisms are employed to perfection over the

sports sequences, and Major Hooper lends his

auihoriutive experience to describing the Army
manauvrcs.

Propaganda value. Although Lord Kemsley was

lyrical in his praise of "Soviet brilliance in this

vital field of applied moving photography." no

one need worry. The film is really tremendous,

and its value in cementing the friendship of the

Russian and British peoples incalculable. If wc

in this country can do a job half as well we shall

hav

I i:( IIM( VL 11)1 (VIION
IN nil: I.S..S.K.

Mv W. R. SlOkFK. H.Sc. (Kns )

TUk Moscow Power Institute has niade many of

its own films which were edited by senior lec-

turers and produced by a special departnKnt oi

the Institute. There were films on the theory and

manufacture of induction motors and trans-

formers. An interesting film dealt with surge

phenomena in transformers and showed black

and white diagrams of surges travelling along a

transmission line and striking a transformer with

the resulting reflections and oscillations. The use

o\' surge arresters and Petersen coils were illus-

trated and the design and cx»nstruction of Soviet

non-resonating transfonriers was shown. There

was even a film on vector algebra and calculus

making clear by black and white drawings of

vectors and planes, the meaning of potential

fields, divergence, vortices, vector potential and

Ihc like.

k N II I I N (. I OK
r(>-\ i(. II

I
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.lions for knitting
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KoTT that the job of "Russian Salad" is finished I want to ^
/ take this opportunity of expressing our gratitude to the lads who \
'y carried it out. We were aware that it was a very complicated one /
\ and that if Studio Film Laboratories could not handle it for us, \
/ it was unlikely that we should be able to attempt to get opticals

'

of the kind undertaken anj-where else. Hence we are very well^^ pleased.

^"•^^PRECIsIoN^PROCeSiNG^REATM^^ APPLIED"
STUDIO FILM 'laboratories. 71. DEAN STREET. LONDON W1 TELEPHONE 1365-6-7 GERRARD
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Palache. E.. 41
Parker. 153
Parker. J.. 191

PaMeur. L.. 133
Palcheli. S.. 115
Paul. St., 34
Peake. B.. 68. 107
Pearl. A.. 48

son. G.. 77*. IIS
Peeri. .415

Pick. I... 97
Pickf.ird. Mary, 4
Picklo. W.. 222
Pike. O. 3. 4. 5

PinKhewcr. 213
Pill. R.. 167
Pocknall. O.. 2

Portman. F... 215
Powell, Dilys. 95

Price. P.. 34
Pne^lley. J.. 91. 133.229
Prokofieff. .S.. 17
Ptushko. 213

Raft. G., 142
Rawnklcy, D , 97, 166
RcdKravc. M., 108
ReeJic. 108
RecNe«. J.. 135. 150*. 190
Reinmann. W.. 97
ReiniKcr. Lolte. 95. 113, 213
Renoir. J., 13,75,213, 215

Richardion. R.. 154
Richier, K., 97
Ridley, G., 135

Robert*, H.. 234
Robcrtion. Sir M.. 123. 124
Robevm, P.. 97
Robnon. 97. 136
Rob»..n. E.. 14

Rodker.'F..67. 88. 138*, 198*
Rodwell. S., 167
R.Hrhrig, l^., 97

RooKvell, F., 76, 163
Rosman, M.. 71

Rolha. P.. 4. 22. 47. 68. 97'. 136, I

Roussau, J., 162
Rowson, S.. 41
Runyon. D.. 193

Sainsbury, F.. 149
Salisbury. Prof.. 5

Saville, v., 34
Scholfield, Mrs., 218
Schubert. F.. 16. 153
Scotl. I. 218
Searle. F., 9. 134. 149. 229. 238
Sellers, M., 114. 135. 173*
Shakespear. W., 75
Shaw, A., 9, 24, 60, 61, 113, 149, 213
Shaw, B., 49, 94, 96
Shearer. Norma, 35
Shelley. L.. 15
Shipman. A.. 212
Shostakovich. 216
Sikorski, General, 233
Shuftaun. 97
Sidney. Sir P.. 14. 92

Sulin, J., 83. 127, 16« ::: : -; Wall. H.. », 147. 182. 191.21.'
Stanley, 142 Wavdl. General. 67. 191
Sunwyck. Barbva. I'M Weitt.J. I3.2J2*
Slembeck. J.. 94. 177 Welles. C. 210, 211. 212. 21$. 216
Sicincr. R.. 169 NSells, F.4
Sic»cn»on. K, 209 Mells, H, 43>, 45
Slcw«n,H., 128,234.238 Welsh, D., 95
Still. W.. 17 West. Mae. 14
Stock. C. 17 Wessely.PauU, 195
Stoker. W., 2J4» Wheeler, Senator. 67
Stokowtki, L., 16, 153, 177 White, G.. 3

SlnidhnK. H.. 97
Simnd, P.. 14
Strauss. G., 146 \s,:r.c: •. ... '.•-cxr',. Hi
Sirasmsky. 1. 16. 153
Sirindbcrg. 71

Sirube, 7

Sturgij. W.. 231 191.202
Summers. W.. 4

WoodnilTe. Cominndr.. $4
Woods. A.. 4

Taft. Setulor. SI. 53 Woolfe. a.. 1, 2, J. 5, II. I$S
Tallems. Sir S . 163, 164 Woollon Lord 188
Tarver, M.. SO. 51 Words»onh. W.. 114
Tash. R., 15 Wright, a.. 34, 47, 88,95, 108, 129, 182. 189
Taubman. H.. 78 Wri!tht,S..2«
Taylor. A.. 25*
Taylor. D.. 16. 17. 107. 128. 134. 175 182. „ ,

209 Yagling. 168

Taylor. Deems. 153. 177 Young F.. 215

Taylor. J.. IS. 134. 149. 182
Tchaikovsky. 16. 17, 153.216 ZoU. E.. 75
"Technician". 110*
Tennyson, P., 154. 22S
Tharp. G.. I0». 88. 95
Thomas. Senator. 1.53

(4) .\D\ERTISERS
Thyssen. F.. 194

Tocpliti. 97 Barry Delmainc. 87

Toland. G.. 210*
Toscanini. 153 Dore Silverman. 94

Tracy. S.. 77
Trinder. T., 63, 107

Films & Eouipmenu. 32
Films of Great BriUin. 16,4«. 116, 176,209
G.-B. InstrtK-tional. 26, 66, 119. 156, 199

Tully, j", lis G.-a. Screen SersKXS. 148. 206. 239
Hudson Record Co . IS. 26, 49, 76
Kinrmautraph Wcrkh. 8, 26. 117. 132.

Urban. C 10. II 159, 166, 199, 214, 226
KiFu Yrar Bo,^. 46. 69, 86
Menon Park Studios, 126

Valentine. A.. 207
Vandenberg, Senator. 51. S3 Public Relationship Films. 226
Van Gogh. V.. 75 RealiM Film Lnil. .39, 79. 139. 179. 219
Veidl. C. 34 Science Films, 19
Verney. Annie. 34 Selwyn Films, 52. 172, 232
Veitov. 168 Sight and 5.M«J. 6. 36. 52. 76. 89. 1 1 2. 1 32.
Vigo.J.. 87. 113 159. 172. 192. 208. 226
Waithman. R.. 218* Sound FilmScrsices. 192
Wagner. F.. 97 Sunley Irsing. 12. 33. 54. 78, 94
Walbrook. A.. 215 Strand Film Company, The. 20, 40. 60. 80.
Walker. P.. 13.95. 113. 169* 100, 120, 140. 168. 180. 200. 220. 240
Walker. R.. .34 Studio Film Laboraioncs. 57. 1.36. 237
Walker, v.. 212 Veriiv Films. 19. 32. 66. 86. 119. 134. 156.

166. 194.214Warm. H. 97
Warrender. H., 154 UorU-i Pr,x, ,Vf»i. 6. .36. $2, 73. 89. 1 12.

Watson. C. 189 132. 159
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Women in the Navy I. MotVat

1

Strand November 3
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# SCREEN SERVICES LTD.

Produ cers and
distributors of
propaganda and
pu blicity f i I m s

For the Ministry of Ir^iormation

:

"AIRWOMAN"
"CITIZENS' ADVICE BUREAU"

"HOSPITAL NURSE"
"ANTI-GAS SUBJECT"

For the National Savings Committee

:

'SAM PEPYS JOINS THE NAVY"

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTIONS:—

FRANCIS A. SEARLE

FILM HOUSE, WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.I
: Gebescreen, Rath, London
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